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Foreword
Dr. Narimane Hadj-Hamou
Assistant Chancellor for Academic Development & Congress Chair
Fresh questions serve to highlight the issues and presumptions that differentiate a field of
inquiry. I am pleased to know that a wide array of fresh research questions in the Quality arena
have been raised by the authors in their research papers presented in this volume of proceedings.
Against the backdrop of the 2008 global financial crisis, the question of governance has come
into sharper focus. Indeed, in many situations, good governance is not a legal debt; it must be a
self-imposed responsibility.
TQM sustainability depends, to a great extent, on good governance. Lessons of experience from
several successful organizations operating in various parts of the world clearly suggest that one
cannot affort to separate aspects of corporate social responsibility from good governance seeking
to achieve highest standards of performance. Several papers compiled in this volume clearly
demonstrate the growing role of corporate social responsibility in achieving the results that the
stakeholders want.
What determines the success and failure of an organization I sone of the basic questions in the
context of corporate social responsibility. The logical link between performance in the area of
TQM, governance and corporate social responsibility would, in my view, not only propel the
future research agenda but would also help business stragy tackle one of the most interesting
questions of our time.
I am happy to observe that the papers presented in this volume span disciplinary and geographic
boundaries. In fact, a useful multi-disciplinary framework for analyzing Quality and
Management issues in a global context can be identified by reviewing the scholarly papers
presented here. This framework could be used by practitioners anywhere in the world.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank Professor Khalid Hafeez, the Conference Chair and his
Technical Committee members for their efforts in getting the papers reviewed by experts all over
the world. I also appreciate the efforts of Professor Mohammed Youssef and Professor
Syed Anwar for compiling and editing the proceedings. Finally, I wish all the paper presenters a
fruitful and enjoyable experience at the conference sessions.
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Corporate Governance: Transformational versus Transactional
Leadership Styles
Abdullah AlSagheer
Hamdan Bin Mohammed eUniversity, Dubai, UAE

Corporate governance is often affected and
influenced by both internal and external
factors within their specific environments. A
corporation‘s constitution serves as an
example of an internal factor, while an
external force may be a client or a
governmental
regulation.
Corporate
governance has evolved due to complaints of
coercive corporate power and unethical
practices carried out by top-level executives
and
their
subordinates.
Corporate
government entities have structures that have
been designed in an attempt to deter unethical
behaviors and enforce the utilization of best
practices as well as official laws. Overall,
members of corporate governance aim for
accomplishing and producing what has been
referred to in the literature as corporate
excellence.
Peters and Waterman‘s study regarding
management declared corporate government
firms as placing a strong reliance on
―productivity through people‖ (Peters &
Waterman, 1982). Peters and Waterman‘s
study indicated that in order to achieve
corporate excellence, leaders must ―live their
commitment to the people‖ and ―achieve
extraordinary results with ordinary people‖
(Peters & Waterman, 1982). Leaders striving
for maintaining and sustaining corporate
excellence make an adamant effort to recruit
the best and the brightest employees. Their
recruitment strategies seek out excellent
performers and a good leader in corporate
government will motivate these employees
properly.

Abstract
A thorough review was conducted of the
extensive literature base that exists in Public
Administration regarding leadership styles in
corporate government institutions. There are
two types of leadership styles that have been
examined in this paper: transformational
leadership style and transactional leadership
style. The difference between the two styles is
explained. Contributions from the literature
are highly indicative that a correlation exists
between transformational leadership style
management, job satisfaction, and these three
variables have been empirically proven
through scholarly research. The importance
of strong levels of organizational commitment
and high levels of job satisfaction are
imperative for agency success. Empirical
research
findings
suggest
that
a
transformational leadership style is more
effective in obtaining and ultimately
sustaining optimal levels of organizational
commitment
and
job
satisfaction.
Transformational leaders are more successful
with employee motivation.
Keywords: Transformational Leadership,
Transactional Leadership, Organizational
Commitment, Job Satisfaction, Motivation

Introduction
Corporate government agencies have several
functions.
These entities implement
processes, rules, and policies that are
designed to regulate and control businesses.
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that were geared towards ―inductive, theorygenerating, subjective, and nonpositivist
processes‖ (McNabb, 2002).
Previously,
leadership theories had been strictly based on
quantitative research studies. Utilizing a
qualitative approach to leadership research
studies entailed interaction with the
individuals in the research groups that were
being studied. Several theorists relied upon
case studies to garner artifacts, materials, nonnumerical records, words, symbols, pictures,
etc (McNabb, 2002).
In 1978, a political scientist by the name of
James McGregor Burns distinguished the
differences between two types of leadership
styles: transformative and transactional
(Rainey, 2003). In general terms, Burns
described leadership as a ―stream of evolving
interrelationships in which leaders are
continuously evoking motivational responses
from followers and modifying their behavior
as they meet responsiveness or resistance, in a
ceaseless process of flow and counter flow‖
(Burns, 1978). A leader who adopts a
transformational style motivates employees
by recognizing their psychological needs and
rewarding them accordingly, but they also
promote employees to excel and set ―goals to
higher
planes‖
(Rainey,
2003).
Transformational leaders often have an innate
ability to lead naturally, while encouraging
their ―followers to transcend their own narrow
self-interest‖ when in pursuit of attaining
goals (Rainey, 2003). Martin Luther King, Jr.
is cited repeatedly throughout the literature as
an example of a leader who lived by a
transformational leadership style.

With the aforementioned being stated, the
focus of this paper is on Leadership in
Corporate Government Entities.
Several
public administrative theories will be
discussed throughout this paper in order to
show the correlation between excellent
leadership and characteristics that can be a
determining factor of an agency‘s success.
First, a discussion will be provided about the
different leadership styles. Scholarly research
will be presented in the format of a literature
review regarding the differences between a
transformational leader and a manager who
possesses a transactional leadership style.
Secondly, the importance of precise
motivation techniques will be explained.
Motivation is clearly linked to organizational
commitment and job satisfaction, which are
two aspects of employee characteristics that
play a fundamental role in the overall success
of any business or organization. Lastly, the
paper will conclude with an explanation
regarding why a transformative leadership
style is more effective than a transactional
management style.

Literature Review
Leadership Styles
Transformational
Leaders

Leaders

versus

Transactional

It is a common mistake to confuse the
following
terms:
Leadership
and
Management. Leadership and Management
are not interchangeable terms. Leadership
and Management are two completely different
concepts. In the early stages of business and
public service, the term management was
most commonly used to refer to describe the
roles of the chief executive or chief decision
maker in a business or agency; however,
leadership theorists began to question the
rigidity of their theories around the 1970‘s
(Rainey, 2003). It was during this time that
new leadership and management theories
emerged. New theories were constructed
based on qualitative approaches to research

Transactional leaders are more comparable to
a basic manager. It was stated earlier that
leadership and management are two
completely different concepts. Management
is more like an exchange in benefits for a
certain level of support (Rainey, 2003).
Transactional leaders (i.e. managers) spend
their time focusing on the enforcement of
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component of their business or agency. ―The
significance of transformational leadership
derives from its capacity to lift and expand
the goals of individuals, not by
overemphasizing direct, extrinsic satisfaction
of self-interest, but rather by inspiring new,
higher aspirations‖ (Rainey, 2003).
A
transformational leader aims to take
employees to another level in terms of
motivation and productivity instead of doting
on excessive red tape and bureaucratic rules
and procedures.

rules and rewards that are contingent upon
certain behaviors.
Public administrative theorist, Bass, claimed
that transactional leaders typically engage in
the following behaviors: Contingent Rewards,
Passive management by exception, and
Active management by exception (Bass,
1985, 1998). Bass‘s theory is one that is
based on the fact that transactional leadership
often lacks an emotional component. Bass
explained that transformational leaders
practice Idealized Influence, Intellectual
Stimulation, Individualized Consideration,
and Inspirational Motivation (Bass, 1985,
1998).
According to Bass‘s theory of
behaviors, while managers are trying to
enforce punitive policies that deter bad
employee behaviors, transformational leaders
naturally attract behaviors from followers that
are indicative of encouragement, support, and
excellence. A transactional leader typically
operates within a top-down decision making
hierarchical
structure,
whereas
transformational leaders gravitate towards a
more open structure that neglects a traditional
hierarchical arrangement. Transformational
leaders create a culture that is conductive to
easily flowing, consistent communication.
Decisions are not always made at the top with
transformational styles. Leaders that strive to
inspire their followers encourage team work
and a democratic approach to making
decisions.

The importance of leadership has garnered
significant
attention
from
scholarly
researchers. The topic of leadership has been
deemed as one of the ―most researched areas
around the globe‖ (Masood, Dani, Burns, &
Blackhouse, 2006). Leadership studies have
found that transformational leaders are most
likely to exhibit certain qualities and
characteristics
when
compared
to
transactional
leaders.
Transformational
leaders ―possess good visioning, rhetorical,
and impression management skills, and they
use these skills to develop strong emotional
bonds with followers‖ (Masood, et al, 2006).
This type of approach to leading in a work
environment helps to deter isolation of certain
employees through creating an emotional
bond; therefore, employees developing
feelings of anomie are less likely.
Transformational leaders focus on things of
this nature more often than transactional
leaders.

A comparative analysis of transformational
and transactional leadership reveals the fact
that transformational leaders are charismatic
and do not control their followers.
Transformational leaders seek to alter the
environment to be conducive to inspiring
those who choose to follow them.
Transactional leaders seek to accomplish
tasks through control and often lack charisma
and natural leading abilities. Transactional
leadership favors basic management strategies
and tends to ignore the psychological

Charismatic qualities have been associated
with transformational leaders. Possessing
charisma often disassociates an individual
with transactional leadership qualities.
Charismatic leaders do not seek to control
their followers like transactional leaders do,
but naturally garner following through
personal characteristics.
Transactional
leaders are more heavily reliant upon
hierarchy and traditional authority.
The
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personal qualities of a transformational leader
are exceptional in a way that they ―invoke
strong confidence, loyalty, and commitment
from followers‖ (Rainey, 2003). Employees,
or followers as they are referred to as in the
literature, observe a transformational leader
and begin to want to ―internalize values and
beliefs that the leader espouses‖ (Rainey,
2003). As a result, they want to imitate the
leader because they have personally identified
with that individual.
Transformational
leaders tend to be morally and ethically
driven; therefore, it is not advantageous to
think that followers of these individuals strive
to exhibit ethical practices in their work, as
well.

routes. The reason motivation is significant
in the realm of leadership and corporate
government is that those in upper-level
positions must be able to recognize their
extrinsic employees from their intrinsic
employees. Being able to distinguish between
the types of employees is imperative in order
to provide proper motivation techniques.
Hypothetically speaking, in the event that an
employee is strictly motivated by profit it is
unlikely they will establish high levels of
loyalty to a business or agency if they are
underpaid.
Motivating employees presents quite the
obstacle for many of those in management
and leadership positions. Motivation is also
somewhat of an abstract term that is defined
differently by everyone. The term motivation
generated from the Latin word for ―move, as
do the words motor and motif‖ (Rainey,
2003). As human beings, individuals usually
know what drives them to work hard and be
productive in work environments and this is
the foundation of what motivation is.
Generally speaking, motivation covers a vast
array of work attitudes such as organizational
commitment and job satisfaction. Motivation
techniques are aimed at enhancing these
attitudes and transformational leadership
styles have proven to be more effective in
accomplishing this type of enhancement
(Rainey, 2003). It is a consistent finding
throughout the literature that employees who
are improperly motivated are less likely to
perform well.

Motivation
Extrinsic versus Intrinsic

In the previous paragraph, the word extrinsic
was used. There are two types of motivation
techniques that are utilized by those in
leadership positions: Extrinsic and Intrinsic.
These two types of motivational dimensions
are imperative to the success of businesses
and organizations alike. Extrinsic refers to
motivation that comes from outside the
individual. For example, an employee may be
motivated by monetary gain or rewards that
are in the form of a plaque or a trophy.
Intrinsically
motivated
workers
seek
motivation from within. Intrinsic motivation
is often achieved through gratification or
satisfaction. A prime example of intrinsic
motivation is a person‘s loyalty to an agency
or business. This loyalty is referred to in the
literature as organizational commitment, a
concept that will be discussed in the next
section of this paper.

Top-level executives play a critical role with
motivation. Those in leadership positions
must be able to recognize and distinguish
between
their
intrinsically
motivated
employees and their extrinsically motivated
employees. This distinction requires getting
to know employees as individuals, which is
predominantly practiced by transformational
leaders. Employees in the public sector tend

First and foremost, employees are individuals.
Individuals with different interests, hobbies,
educational backgrounds, ethnicity, moral
codes, genders, values, etc. Due to the innate
differences of individuals, employees are
likely to seek motivation through alternate
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organization‘s goals and values, a willingness
to exert considerable effort on behalf of the
organization, and a strong desire to remain a
member of the organization‖ (Durick &
Glisson, 1988). Organizational commitment
is not the same thing as job satisfaction,
however.
Theorists have distinguished
organizational
commitment
from
job
satisfaction by specifying that organizational
commitment is ―an effective response to
beliefs about the organization‖, and
satisfaction is ―a response to the experience of
specific job tasks‖ (Durick & Glisson, 1988).
Although there has not been a solid consensus
concerning the definition of commitment,
other scholars defined it ―as an employee‘s
desire to remain with the organization‖
(Balfour & Barton, 1996). ―Others defined
commitment in terms of identification or the
extent to which the employee identifies with
the goals and values of the organization‖
(Balfour & Barton, 1996). Other noteworthy
definitions of commitment included ―loyalty,
job involvement, job attachment, job
commitment, and moral commitment‖
(Balfour & Barton, 1996). The latter
definitions of commitment are only a few of
many, but they serve the purpose of laying the
groundwork for the general ideas that are the
make-up of what organizational commitment
entails.
Job satisfaction is equally as important to the
success of corporate government entities. Job
satisfaction is so important to success that it
―has been identified as the most intensely
studied variable in organizational research‖
(McCue & Gerasimos, 1997). Many theorists
have studied the concept of job satisfaction.
Job satisfaction has been defined as ―a
multidimensional attitude; it is made up of
attitudes towards pay, promotions, coworkers,
supervision, the work itself, and so on‖
(Cascio, 2006). John Locke, who is regarded
as one of the most influential political
philosophers of all time, defined job
satisfaction as the ―positive emotional state

to be less motivated by money, in general. In
the event a public sector employee is only
motivated through challenging job tasks and
the gratification that is received through
conquering a challenge, a leader would need
to recognize this.
If a leader fails in
recognizing the needs of this particular
employee, they may place this person in a job
that is not challenging and is monotonous.
Eventually, the employee would feel
dissatisfied with their work, they may begin
to seek employment elsewhere, and their
work performance may suffer. Situations of
this nature are why leadership is a crucial
element of corporate government.
Before moving on to the discussion regarding
organizational
commitment
and
job
satisfaction, it is important to explain some
commonly used motivation tactics for
employees in government. Leaders, both
transformational and transactional, utilize
some of the following strategies to enhance
work motivation: Improved performance
appraisal systems, Merit pay and pay-forperformance systems, Broad banding pay
systems, Bonus and awards systems, Profitsharing and gain-sharing plans, Participative
management and decision making, and
Quality of Life Programs (QWL) (Rainey,
2003). More recently, leaders have begun to
design and implement Work enhancement
programs that focus on job redesign, job
enlargement, and rotation (Rainey, 2003).
Work enhancement programs serve to break
the monotony of everyday job tasks and
responsibilities.

Organizational Commitment and
Job Satisfaction
It was mentioned earlier that organizational
commitment refers to one‘s loyalty to a
business or agency. Scholarly researchers
Mowday, Porter, and Steers studied the
psychology of organizational commitment
defining it as ―a strong belief in the
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resulting from the appraisal of one‘s job or
job experiences‖ (Durick & Glisson, 1988).

possible only by transforming follower‘s
values, attitudes, and motives from a lower to
a higher plane of arousal and maturity‖
(Masood et al, 2006). Moreover, studies have
even been able to prove that there is a
―significant and positive relationship between
transformational leadership and the amount of
effort that followers are willing to exert,
satisfaction with the leader, ratings of job
performance, and perceived effectiveness of
leader‖ (Masood et al, 2006).
In the realm of corporate government, leaders
are often faced with organizational change.
Employees are not always adaptive and
receptive to changes; therefore, leaders must
be careful with how they choose to handle
bringing about changes. If organizational
change is not handled properly, employees are
at a potential risk to lose trust for their leader,
which can reduce levels of organizational
commitment, job satisfaction, and work
performance (Schein, 1999). In times of
change and crisis, transformational leaders
tend to be more successful.
According to Schein in his book The
Corporate Culture Survival Guide, ―it takes
charisma to get employees‘ attention, to avoid
a complacent reaction that bosses are crying
wolf‖ during times of needed improvements
and change (Schein, 1999). Schein‘s research
was conducted specifically within the arena of
corporate government and he argues that
―when a less charismatic leader tries to
convince the organization it is in trouble and
must learn how to do some things differently
in order to survive or grow, the message is
often met with skepticism‖ (Schein, 1999). A
transformational leader garners a loyal
following; therefore, they are trusted by their
employees. When confronted with change, a
charismatic leader is very powerful in their
capabilities to overcome skepticism towards
making changes, learning something new, and
unlearning certain things.

Examining Locke‘s definition of job
satisfaction draws attention to the significance
of the emotional state of an employee. He
refers to an employee‘s attitude as being a
positive one when they possess strong levels
of satisfaction with their work. This is why it
is important for leaders to notice disgruntled
employees and analyze their behaviors
closely. Employees with negative attitudes
are the ones most likely to be absent, tardy,
quit more often, and tend to ―place less
emphasis on customer satisfaction than those
whose attitudes are more positive‖ (Cascio,
2006). Poor job satisfaction results in high
employee turnover, absenteeism, tardiness,
low levels of organizational commitment, and
decreased productivity. Contributions from
empirical findings reveal the fact that
effective, participatory leadership styles
influence job satisfaction and organizational
commitment.
At this point, it is important to point out that
employees with high levels of organizational
commitment and job satisfaction are most
likely to exhibit characteristics that are
associated with excellent work performance.
This is where there is a correlation that exists
between organizational commitment, job
satisfaction, leadership, and performance. All
of these concepts have been empirically
proven to be intertwined. Leadership studies
conducted by Krishnan ―suggests that
superior performance is possible only through
stimulating and motivating followers to
higher levels of performance through
transformational
leadership‖
(Krishnan,
2001). This particular finding is significant
because transactional leaders do not focus on
stimulating employees, but this is a defining
characteristic of transformational leaders.
To further reiterate a correlation, Masood, et
al proved that ―superior performance is

Research Methodology
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The central theme of this research has been
about the connection between successful
leadership
strategies
and
corporate
government; although, the research presented
in this paper is applicable to businesses and
organizations
regardless
of
sector.
Leadership style and the techniques
associated with excellent leaders discussed in
this paper are relevant and beneficial to
agencies in the public, private, and nonprofit
sectors. It is important to clarify the fact that
organizations and businesses have not used
interchangeably throughout this paper.

motivational techniques, and overall excellent
work performance.

Future Implications for Research
It is a primary goal of the researcher to
expand this study of leadership in corporate
government through conducting a case study
of a corporate entity.
A thorough
investigation of the relevant literature was a
crucial early step in exploring the topic of
leadership (McNabb, 2002). The literature
review that is presented in this qualitative
research study, has served three purposes.
First, it illustrates that the researcher is aware
of the existing work that has already been
done within the realm of leadership styles
(Denscombe, 1998). Secondly, reviewing the
existing literature base reveals what the
researcher believes to be the main issues with
leadership strategies.
The literature
enlightened the researcher to ask critical
questions, such as What are the obvious gaps
in the field of leadership? Third, a review of
the literature established a ―set of guiding
signs that allow readers to see which theories
and principles the researcher used to shape the
research design and analysis‖ (Denscombe,
1998).
Expanding on the three purposes this research
has served, the first purpose mentioned has
offered a vast array of information that has
been empirically proven about leadership
styles; therefore, the researcher knows to not
replicate the existing knowledge base. The
researcher is aware of what is lacking in the
current knowledge base of leadership and can
plan and research accordingly to accentuate
the existing literature. The second purpose
served has permitted a look into how
transactional leadership styles can be
detrimental to an agency or business‘s
success.

This research has been dedicated to a
discussion regarding several aspects of
leadership but placed a primary emphasis on
the distinctions between a transformational
leadership style and a transactional leadership
style. After reading this paper, it should be
abundantly clear that management and
leadership are not the same things. Managing
and leading entail different concepts,
strategies, goals, personalities, characteristics,
culture, objectives, values, and vision. In
order to make this distinction transparent
between management and leadership, a
scholarly literature review was conducted and
several leadership theories were examined.

Findings
Several concepts are correlated with
leadership style and they have been discussed
in this paper. Organizational commitment,
job satisfaction, motivation, and work
performance are all interrelated with
leadership style. Organizational commitment,
job satisfaction, motivation, and work
performance are critical elements of success
and can often be determining factors in
successes and failures. The literature that was
chosen and presented in this paper is highly
suggestive that a transformational leadership
style is more effective in acquiring and
sustaining high levels of organizational
commitment,
job
satisfaction,
proper

It was mentioned earlier, that the researcher
plans to conduct a case study. Based on the
issues that have been identified in leadership
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through the literature, the researcher plans to
conduct a case study of a corporate
government agency that is lead by a
transactional leader. The case study will
entail a thorough investigation of the
organizational
structure,
culture,
and
motivational
techniques,
levels
of
organizational
commitment
and
job
satisfaction, and employee work performance.
After a case study has been completed of a
transactional leader, a corporate government
entity will be chosen that is lead by a
transformational leader. Due to the fact that
the researcher has a familiarity with the
research that has already been done in this
field, critical questions have been identified to
ask during these two case studies. For
example, does the transactional leader
promote teamwork? If so, does the teamwork
promote participatory decision making? Do
employees possess feelings of anomie within
this agency? Are they intrinsically or
extrinsically motivated?

The third and last purpose to be discussed is
attributed to the fact that the theories that
were chosen provides a transparent look for
the reader into how the researcher shaped
their analysis of transformational and
transactional leadership styles. Although this
literature review was not extensive, it
provides a minimal contribution to the study
of leadership styles; therefore, the reader
receives a brief history lesson regarding the
evolution of this field of study. The reader‘s
learning is also enabled through the
discussions regarding different scholarly
theories that were designed to explain the
concepts and significance of leadership styles.
Furthermore, this research is applicable to the
real world and is relevant to all sectors:
public, private, and nonprofit. The researcher
has provided a snapshot of leadership theories
and linked those theories with organizational
commitment, job satisfaction, motivation, and
work performance.
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Most importantly, incumbent leaders or those
who may be planning a career in leadership
can benefit from this review of the literature.
After reading this paper, a leader may become
aware that they do not have emotional bonds
with employees and that their agency or
business may be lacking in areas of
commitment and job satisfaction. A leader
may be enlightened to the fact that they have
neglected proper motivation techniques and
that may explain why they experience such
things
as
high employee
turnover,
absenteeism, and poor work performance.
With this being stated, it should be
understood at this point that not everyone has
the characteristics to be a transformational
leader; however, in the instance that a person
possesses natural born, charismatic leadership
qualities, according to the literature, they have
a better chance of accomplishing overall
success in work environment settings.

Conclusion
The researcher set two goals before beginning
a review of the literature. The first goal was
to hone in on issues that are relevant and
predominant in the field of leadership. The
second goal was to establish a reliable point
of reference that can be used when discussing
and interpreting future findings within this
category of research (Lang and Heiss, 1984).
Upon completion of the literature review, the
researcher is confident that the two goals were
accomplished. Moreover, a literature review
of this nature has the potential to serve as a
guide for a diverse group of people that may
be interested in the topic of leadership.
Current employees within the public, private,
or nonprofit sectors may benefit from the
knowledge of leadership presented in this
paper. A student or aspiring careerist may be
able to utilize the research presented in this
paper through applying it in the real world
when they are exploring agencies and
businesses to work for.
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Establishment of Quality Assurance System and Development of
Internal Evaluation in Higher Education
Nasir Ahmad Khan
Mazoon University College, Muscat, Oman

environment and are obliged to implement a
regular internal evaluation in order to achieve
their objective with efficiency and
effectiveness. By effective implementation of
evaluation system both students and
stakeholders can be satisfied with the
products, outputs, and outcomes of HEI.
Internal evaluation helps quality improvement
in higher education and, makes higher
education accountable. Maintenance and
improvement of quality education is
considered as shared responsibility of every
individual of HEI (Barnett, 1995). The
process of quality improvement requires
faculty members and other staff of HEI to
play major role and which could be achieved
through internal evaluation (Bazargan, 1995).

Abstract
The Higher Education (HE) scenario across
the world is witnessing rapid changes
associated with the growth of unprecedented
challenges as well as opportunities. Quality in
higher education has assumed great
significance in recent times in the context of
emergence of „Knowledge Society‟ and
increase in competition as a result of role of
market forces in education. Quality assurance
can ensure the competitive edge of higher
education. Higher education Institutions
(HEIs) are obliged to implement a regular
internal evaluation system which has a
significant effect on the improvement of their
teaching and educational processes. An
effective system of internal evaluation benefits
both students and stakeholders as by
implementing it, the HEIs will continuously
improve the quality in personnel, programmes
and the learning process and will remove the
deficiencies. Well organized, systematic
internal evaluation serves as a very good
basis for external evaluation.
Keywords: Quality Assurance,
evaluation, higher education

As more and more people are concerned
about the products or output of the HEI, the
main concerns of quality issue are:
 Maintenance and improvement of
levels of teaching, learning and
research;
 Improvement in the quality and
adaptability of graduates;
 Procedure to measure quality;
 Use
of
benchmarking
and
performance indicators; and
 Satisfaction of stakeholders .
Well organized, systematic internal evaluation
serves as a very good basis for external
assessment of HEI.

internal

Introduction
In today‘s global competitive world demands
of customers are ever increasing as they
require improved quality services and so is
the case of higher education.
Higher
Education Institutions (HEI) are expected to
be responsive to the needs of their

Internal Evaluation
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Internal evaluation is a process of quality
review undertaken within an institution for its
own and done by a unit as a form of quality
management (Campbell & Rozsnyai, 2002)
which prepares the HEIs for external audit.
The introduction of evaluation as a policy
instrument in higher education has been
associated with the value of efficiency and the
language of performance measurement and
quality (Henkle, 1998). Improvement of
higher education systems requires a self
reflection which could be achieved only
through self-evaluation. The implementation
of an evaluation and monitoring plan entails a
wide area of public and private educational
activities. A systematic method evaluation of
education both short term and long term is an
essential means of plan implementation.

education. Through the application of internal
evaluation, a condition is created so that the
quality of the curriculum is developed
continuously (Thune, 1986). The entire
process of self evaluation enables the
institution to
identify its strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats and
gives an opportunity for quality improvement
and enhancement.

Internal Quality Assurance System
and Standards
Internal quality evaluation serves the purpose
of quality improvement. To make higher
education more effective and to the high level
of satisfaction of students and stakeholders,
there is a need of internal quality assurance.
Internal evaluation is considered the first step
towards quality assurance.
The Quality Assurance (QA) System of
Higher Education Institutions (HEI) is a
structured manifestation of good academic
practice, which describes and builds on
existing quality assurance and control
processes in the HEI. The objective of the
Quality
Assurance
System
is
the
establishment of cyclic processes for
planning, enactment, feedback and renewed
planning which promote and emphasize
quality enhancement through the generation
of a collective self-critical and self-reflective
attitude. This attitude is disciplined by
attention to the goals of the HEI and by data
collection and analysis. The structure of the
Quality Assurance System ensures that
feedback loops link with people in a position
to effect improvements in teaching and
learning. It is recognized that quality
enhancement must often aim at goals which
are not easily described and therefore less
easily measured. Accordingly, where it is
appropriate, the Quality Assurance System
uses quality assessment to impose a
reasonable degree of impartiality and
objectivity by referring directly to specific
goals and whether or not they have been

Internal evaluation can be considered as a
mechanism which encourages HEIs to study
and evaluate its quality of entire education
process in order to achieve its mission, goal
and objectives. The evaluation of standards
in HEIs is essential in order to foster quality
in personnel, programs and the learning
process. It is the process of examining and
assessing the level of quality and which is
applicable to the entire institution covering all
the areas and activities related to the total
learning environment. Two types of
evaluations are considered, namely: internal
evaluation and external evaluation. Internal
evaluation (self-evaluation) is a process of
quality review which is undertaken by the
institution internally. The quality assessment
of HEIs contributes to the process of
standardization of academic degrees and
which also observes the educational process
from its main points of view, namely: the
inputs(candidates and students entrance
evaluation), and the outputs(labor market
feedback concerning the graduates). The
evaluation of quality contributes to quality
improvement and gives accountability to the
public with respect to the quality of
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College‘s
mission,
goals
and
objectives.
b. Benchmarking and evidence-based
approach. The Institution is to
evaluate its achievements against
appropriate national and international
benchmark. Its quality assurance
methods are evidence-based, where
outcomes
and
feedback
from
stakeholders (including students, staff,
employers and community) will
provide the basis for analyses and
conclusions on which improvements
are planned.
c. The supervision, maintenance and
development of all quality assurance
procedures in the HEI are within the
remit of the Institution‘s Management
Committee.

achieved. In other words, the Quality
Assurance System describes processes
designed primarily to enhance practice, but
with a view to accountability for outcomes
wherever these can be defined clearly. The
investment of resources in the Quality
Assurance System must be mediated by its
contribution to the enhancement of teaching
and learning and to public accountability.
The internal QA system specifies the IHE‘s
approach to quality assurance and continuous
improvement as well as its principles,
features, and standards. It is important to
assure quality learning, teaching, and research
through a regular review and improvement
process.
Purpose
The aim of the internal Quality Assurance is
to enhance the effectiveness of its core
activities of learning and teaching, research,
student
experience
and
community
engagement. The policy addresses all areas of
Higher Education Institution activity focusing
on their contribution to and alignment with
HEI‘s Strategic Goals.
The quality assurance and improvement
strategy involves all areas of the HEI:
1. The institution‘s quality assurance
system is fully integrated into the
normal planning and development
strategies in a defined cycle of
planning, implementation, assessment
and review.
2. All administrative units and sections
within the institution are included in
the process of quality assurance and
improvement. Procedures involve
continual monitoring of achievement
of objectives as well as periodic self
evaluation with results reported.

Assessment of quality should be based on
solid evidence, not on general impressions or
descriptive
statements.
Performance
indicators are measurable sources of data that
can be used as evidence of quality. It is
important that performance indicators provide
specific information, and cover all important
outcomes of the educational process. HEI are
expected to implement indicators and
benchmarks (appropriate to their mission and
circumstances) that provide evidence of
performance comparable to recognized
international institutions. The performance
indicators such as graduate surveys,
placement rates and employment surveys are
implemented across the entire system of
Higher Education. The standards of good
practice in quality assurance in higher
education in Oman which includes suggested
quality indicators and performance measures
are: mission, goals & objectives; governance
and administration; learning and teaching;
student administration and support services;
learning resources; facilities and equipment;
financial planning and management; staffing

Principles
a. Quality learning and teaching, student
experience, research, community and
alumni engagement are essential to the
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and employment procedure; and research
(ROSQA, 2004).

the quality assurance department is to
ensure the highest quality assurance
practices in education, research, and
administration. Quality Assurance
Department developed a quality
assurance hand book, reviews
programs‘
monitoring
and
participation in training programs,
provides coordination and liaison
services, and conducts system-wide
meetings related to quality in Oman
higher education.

Developing an Internal Evaluation
System
Mazoon College (MC) is a non –profit private
higher education institution in Oman. In late
2004 MC constituted a self study team
responsible to conduct the evaluations
conform to ―ROSQA‖(Requirement for
Oman‘s System of Quality Assurance in
Higher Education) policy guidelines. The
main purpose of internal evaluation of all
programs and units of Mazoon College is to
assist all faculty members and staff to: obtain
a basic understanding of mission of the
college and their respective unit; identify the
primary importance to the development of the
unit; direct its resources for the continuous
improvement of the quality of each program
and unit (Bazargab, 1999). Through
development and the application of internal
evaluation a background is created in which
the faculty and staff are motives more, deal
with the identification of their strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats and try
to improve the strengths and remove the
weaknesses (Kaufman, 1991).

The quality assurance department develops
and prepares the following surveys and forms:
 Students‘ evaluation of staff
 Course Objective/learning outcomes
survey
 Staff self-assessment/appraisal forms
 Staff satisfaction survey
 Employers‘ survey (to measure
company‘s satisfaction about graduate
students they hire).
 Students‘ satisfaction survey
 Graduate Survey
 Alumni surveys
The department collects and analyzes data
concerning students to better understand their
attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors. This
information is primarily used to inform
programs and policy makers in the College.

Quality Assurance Department
In 2004, MC established a quality assurance
department to trail the accreditation
requirements for the College to comply with
the Oman Accreditation Council (OAC). The
quality assurance department functions based
on several parallel dimensions that cover
areas in:
 Student.
 Student learning and effective
teaching process.
 Faculty member.
 College status and educational output.
 External feedback
 These areas cover the inputs,
processes, and the output of just
educational system. The mission of

Research Methodology to Administer
Internal Evaluation
Stage 1: Data Collection

A common method of obtaining stakeholders‘
feedback on Institution‘s performance is by
using a questionnaire. For instance, in case of
obtaining student feedback on teaching, blank
evaluation forms are distributed by the
administrative staff in the class for each
course. The staff explains to the class the
importance of giving an honest response
which will help improve the quality of
teaching and learning. Study suggests that
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student responses are biased by the presence
of the faculty so they should not be present in
the class room while students complete the
questionnaire. Open ended questions are also
included in the questioner which enables the
student to give their comments about the
faculty and support services.
The entire procedure of evaluation described
above can be made simple and temper-proof
by making surveys on line. We are in the
process of developing all surveys on line in
order to facilitate the students and other
stakeholders to complete the entire surveys
and given their feedback. The processing of
results will also become simple and more
reliable.

Research Findings
This section presents an assessment of the
College and its programs and highlights the
elements of strength, weaknesses and casts an
action plan for improvement. The assessment
of the College performance is based on the
students‘ satisfaction survey which was
conducted in fall 2009. The results of
students‘ satisfaction survey are presented in
this section.
The
students‘
satisfaction
survey
questionnaire consists of 24 items which
focused on 11 criteria. Since there has been
no clear benchmark set prior to this
assessment report for assessing the College‘s
performance, target levels of performance
were not set. The survey was designed on the
basis of Likert quality scale (1-5). The score
of each indicator is determined by means of
numeral value of gathered responses.
Desirable level is identified as:

Stage 2: Data Analysis

The statistical methods are used for analyzing
the collected data. The collected data are
analyzed, summarized and developed
according to the research purposes. The
responses obtained from the questionnaire on
the appropriateness and feasibility of the
internal quality assurance system is analyzed
to find out scores according to the established
criteria.

Undesirable:
1 – 2.49
Relatively Desirable: 2.5 - 3.49
Desirable:
3.5 – 5.00

Criterion 1: Admission & Administration
Indicator 1: Registration Processes and procedures are convenient.
Indicator 2: Administrators are available to hear students concerns.
Indicator 3: Admission staff provides personalized attention prior to enrollment.
Indicator 4: I am able to register for course without any problem.
Criterion 2: Campus Safety
Indicator 1: The campus is safe and secure for all students.
Indicator 2: On the whole the campus is well maintained.
Criterion 3: Counseling
Indicator: Counseling services are available if I need them.
Criterion 4: Courses
Indicator: The contents of the courses within my major are valuable.
Criterion 5: Discipline
Indicator: Student disciplinary procedures are fair.
Criterion 6: Facilities
Indicator 1: The amount of students‘ parking space on the campus is adequate.
Indicator 2: Computer labs are adequate and access able.
Indicator 3: The cafeteria is sufficient in providing the food items.
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Criterion 7: Hostel
Indicator: Living conditions in the hostels are comfortable.
Criterion 8: Library
Indicator: Library sources and services are adequate.
Criterion 9: Students‟ Care
Indicator 1: The campus staff is caring and helpful.
Indicator 2: Students are made to feel welcome here.
Indicator 3: There are adequate services to help me decide upon a career.
Indicator 4: I received ongoing feedback about progress toward my academic goals.
Criterion 10: Teaching Aids
Indicator 1: Teachers use a variety of teaching aids in the class rooms
Indicator 2: The quality of Instruction I receive in most of my classes is excellent.
Criterion 11: Teaching Staff
Indicator 1: Teachers help me set goals towards my career
Indicator 2: Teachers provide timely feedback about my academic progress.
Indicator 3: My teachers are available when I need help.
The following table-1 represents the
indicators and evaluation results of the survey
conducted in fall 2009 which are summarized

in terms of satisfaction level. 600 students
responded and
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Table-1: Students‘ Satisfaction Survey Results

Admission & Administration
Registration Processes and procedures are convenient.
Administrators are available to hear students concerns.
Admission staff provides personalized attention prior to enrollment.
I am able to register for course without any problem.
Campus Safety
The campus is safe and secure for all students.
On the whole the campus is well maintained.
Counseling/Academic Advising
Adequate academic and career counseling are available for me.
Courses
The contents of the courses within my major are valuable.
Discipline
Student disciplinary procedures are fair.
Facilities
The amount of students‘ parking space on the campus is adequate.
Computer labs are adequate and accessible.
The cafeteria is sufficient in providing the food items.
Transport services are adequate.
Hostel
Living conditions in the hostels are comfortable.
Library
Library sources and services are adequate.
Students‟ Care
The campus staff is caring and helpful.
Students are made to feel welcome here.
There are adequate services to help me decide upon a career.
I received ongoing feedback about progress toward my academic
goals.
Learning Support System
Teachers use a variety of teaching aids in the class rooms.
The quality of instruction I receive in most of my classes is excellent.
Teaching and Learning
Teachers help me set goals toward my career.
Teachers provide timely feedback about my academic progress.
My teachers are available when I need help.

Table 2 represents the summary
as the
average score of each criterion mentioned in
table 1.
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Score

Evaluation Result

3.17

Relatively Desirable

3.24

Relatively Desirable

3.17
3.25

Relatively Desirable
Relatively Desirable

3.17
3.31

Relatively Desirable
Relatively Desirable

3.23

Relatively Desirable

3.84

Desirable

3.80

Desirable

2.88
3.00
3.09
2.78

Relatively Desirable
Relatively Desirable
Relatively Desirable
Relatively Desirable

2.98

Relatively Desirable

3.29

Relatively Desirable

3.07
3.09
3.12

Relatively Desirable
Relatively Desirable
Relatively Desirable

3.24

Relatively Desirable

3.12

Relatively Desirable

3.25

Relatively Desirable

3.38
3.23
2.06

Relatively Desirable
Relatively Desirable
Undesirable
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Table 2: Summary of Student Satisfaction Survey Results

Criterion

Score

Admission & Administration

3.2

Courses

3.48

Teaching & Learning

3.32

Counseling/Academic Advising

3.23

Discipline

3.80

Facilities

2.94

Library

3.29

Learning Support System

3.19

Students ' Care

3.13

Hostel

2.98

Campus Safety

2.98

Figure 1

According to the mentioned scores in table
1most of the indicators are in the range of
relatively desirable condition while one
indicator represents undesirable situation and
two of them represents desirable condition.
The study of the students satisfaction survey
shows that most of the criterion represents
relatively desirable situation but in order to
have the desirable results, planning for
improvements is required.

Comments
The result obtained for student satisfaction
survey is compared with the record of the fall
2008 result and it is observed that admission
and administration unit has improved (1.38%)
in comparison to fall 2008 results which need
quality improvement plan (QIP) to increase
the level of satisfaction. Campus safety has
improved by 5.15%, Counseling 8.40%,
Courses 4.70%, Discipline 2.40%, Facilities
(26 )
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3.04%, Hostel 5.10%, Students‘ care 0.48%,
Teaching aids 0.97% and Teaching staff
0.20%. Library decreased by 0.80%. In some
cases the increase in the level of satisfaction
is negligible and needs QIP.
The improved level of satisfaction in fall 2009
is due to the following reasons:
 Installation of new software and
recruitment of more supporting staff
for admission and administration unit
 The campus is regularly maintained by
an outsourced company
 The college has recruited a qualified
counselor
 Orientation programs have conducted
department wise and it is made
compulsory to provide course
information sheets to all the students
in the beginning of the classes



There
has
been
continuous
improvement in facilities (parking,
computer labs, cafeteria and transport
services, and hostel)
The attitude of the faculty has always
been very positive toward the
students‘ needs in terms of their
availability during the office hours and
monitoring
students‘
academic
progress.

Based on the survey‘s results and overall
observations of the College‘s functions, some
strengths and weaknesses were identified. In
some areas actions are being taken while in
the other areas an action plan is proposed
wherever needed.
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Strengths and Weaknesses
Strengths

Weaknesses

Good reputation of the College
in the region.

Admission and registration
process is not very efficient.

Focus on the uplift of females
through education.

Lack of awareness about the
programs and their scope
among the students.

Job oriented programs.

No proper data base of Alumni.

Good number of computer
labs.

Lack of use of outcome
assessment tools.
Lack of students‘ interest and
motivation in their chosen
majors.

Hostel and transportation
facility for the hostlers.
Access to the world‘s
definitive scholarly research
database (EBSCO‘s Business
Source Premiere database).

Poor communication skills of
the students coming from the
Arabic medium schools.

Helpful and Cooperative
administrative staff.

The use of technology in
teaching of courses needs
improvement.

Safe and secured campus
environment.

Computer laboratories require
better supervision and
management.

Absorbing the potential
graduates of the College.

Staff development program
needs more attention.

Flexible working hours.

Marketing strategies for the
promotion of the programs need
improvement.

Motivation to participate in
International Conference

No policy for staff retention.

Proposed Action Plan for Improvements
College has new software for admission
and registration which will speed up the
process.
Department wise orientation program is
conducted.
More academic counseling will be
provided to the students.
Student Affairs department is asked to
gather the data as soon as possible for
further use.
Some assessment tools are developed and
yet to be implemented.
The new student affair office will counsel
the students to motivate and develop their
interest in their respective field of study.
Foundation program department is asked to
take appropriate action and to put more
efforts in order to improve the
communication skills of the students.
More technological resources will be
provided in the class rooms.
College needs to recruit additional
technical staff recently for the computer
labs to look after the effective supervision
and management of the labs.
A proposal for allocating annual budget for
staff development program will be
submitted to the Board members for their
approval.
More contacts need to be established with
community, schools and colleges of the
region.
Staff retention program should be
developed and implemented

standards in courses, teaching and facilities to
attract students and maintain them. In order to
maintain the high standards of education,
regular evaluation and review processes
should be adopted.
The outcomes of the survey results should be
discussed with the students, academic and
administrative staff and their opinion should
be sought for improvement.
Instructors should respond to feedback as
soon as the result is studied and issues are

Limitations and Recommendations
Poor response rate is a limitation of the
evaluation method. Classes with fever
respondents do not generate reliable and
meaningful results. Study has shown that in
some cases even the respondents among the
college community are less than 50% which
does not reflect the actual results.
Quality management is an important issue for
higher education institutions as there is a
strong pressure on institutions to provide high
(28 )
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considered. The results should be summarized
and main suggestions for improvement should
be underlined.
Ensure that questionnaire is properly designed
with should cover all required inputs. If the

questionnaire is poorly designed and of low
standard, the data can be invalid and useless.
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adopting the evaluation system, results
revealed that through internal evaluation
mechanism faculty members‘ collegiality is
enhanced and continuous improvement of
quality teaching, research and services of the
HEIs is considerably achieved.

Conclusion
Effective internal evaluation system plays a
vital role in enhancing the quality of
education and it can help the HEIs to improve
their teaching and educational process since it
benefits both students and stakeholders.
Improvement can be made after identifying
both strengths and weaknesses. After
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Foundations, European Journal of Higher
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management
to
improve
overall
organisational
effectiveness.
Quality
management system becoming more popular
as evidenced by an increasing number of
organisations worldwide now applying
quality theories, principles, and methods to
every business function (Boone and Wilkins,
1995; Lawler, 1994; Porter and Parker, 1993).
While some organisations focus on specific
areas such as quality management systems or
statistical process control, others take a
holistic approach and attempt to implement
TQM programs covering all the key areas
(Porter and Parker, 1993). The latter are more
likely to achieve organisational effectiveness
as it has been shown that quality does not
work if implemented in a piecemeal fashion;
success is usually achieved (or conversely
failure is avoided) as the result of a single,
defined effort by all departments and
processes in the organisation. The main
purposes of this study were to identify the
critical success factors (CSFs) that affect the
implementation of total quality management
(TQM) in Libyan construction industry (LCI)
and to develop a guiding framework through
which Libyan construction companies could
implement and maintain improved quality
systems. To achieve the aim, the author used
both quantitative and qualitative methods.

Abstract
Total quality management (TQM) is an
integrative management philosophy aimed at
continuously improving the performance of
products, processes and services to achieve
customer expectations. The main aim of the
paper is to identify the critical success factors
(CSFs) of TQM implementation in Libyan
industries. And this study also aims to
describe a TQM guiding framework for
Libyan organisation. Through a thorough and
detailed analysis of the literature, six success
factors with 53 elements were identified to
develop a questionnaire. These items were
empirically tested by data collected from 45
companies in Libya. A factor analysis was
carried out that identified five CSFs with 44
elements of the implementation of TQM.
These factors were shown to be reliable and
valid and offer new insights into the
understanding of TQM success factors in
Libyan industries.
Keywords: TQM, Factor analysis, Reliability,
Libyan Organisation

Introduction
Quality has become one of the most important
competitive strategic tools and many
organisations have realised that it is a key to
developing product and service that support
continuing success. As competition increase
and change occurs in the business world.
Total quality management (TQM) programs
are an important and prominent approach to

Potential Benefit of TQM
Implementing TQM has many benefits to the
organisation, they are as follows
 Improved Employee involvement:
(Dale 1994) the TQM ensures
(32 )
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everyone within the organisation
should have a clear understanding of
what is required and how their
processes relate to the business as a
whole. Through the practice of TQM,
teamwork is employed and the
employees
are
motivated
and
encouraged to control, manage and
improve the processes.
Increase productivity; Sriparavastu
and Gupta (1997) approved that the
implementation of TQM increase
productivity.
In addition, TQM
changes the organisation culture and
create a happy working environment,
due to the effective delegation,
empowerment
and
total
staff
involvement, problems identified and
solved at lower levels then the
working process will become more
efficient, and making the whole TQM
process more efficient (Gosh et al.,
2002).
Improve
Quality;
TQM
implementation improves the work
efficiency and allows employees to be
more focused on eliminating problems
from the root cause rather than
correcting problems.
Improve
customer
satisfaction:
through open communication among
employees, customers and suppliers
true voice of the customer can be more
readily understood since the quality
operation also focus more on the work
process and improvement. The
company will provide a better quality
product /services to the market.
Reduces cost of poor quality
―effective implementation of TQM



will lead to a significant reduction in
the cost of poor quality such as scrap
rework late deliveries warranty
replacement‖ (Anjard, 1998).
Improve communication: A better
communication can be accomplished
through the effective implementation
of TQM principles in any organisation
more
open
and
frequent
communication among people will be
found and they will view and treat one
another as customer and suppliers (
Anjard, 1998; Bubshit 2007).

Critical Success Factors (CSFs) of
TQM; An overview
Saraph et al. (1989) defined the critical
success factors for TQM as ―critical areas of
managerial planning and action that must be
practiced to achieve effective quality
management in business unit‖.

Research Methodology and Data
Collection
There are many empirical studies which
examine the CSFs of TQM implementation
using a different set of factors such as (Porter
and Parker (1993); Ahire et al., (1996); and
Tamimi and Gershon (1995) (Ramirez and
Loney, (1993); Black and Porter, (1996);
Zairi, (1996); Badri el al., (1995); Dayton,
(2003). However, those authors have
attempted to investigate the critical success
factors in the TQM in different set of factors
as depicted in table 1
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Table 1 Comparative Analysis of Various TQM Frameworks

The analysis of twenty two of the most
prominent TQM guiding framework has
reveal that most of frameworks have three
CSFs in common: such as top management

commitment,
training
and
education,
customer satisfaction, and the other
frameworks revealed that have four CSFs
such as process management, supplier quality
(34 )
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management, employee empowerment and
involvement, and information and analysis.
In addition Black and Porter (1996)
framework quality culture factor doesn‘t exist
in any other framework even though there are
evidences in the literature review that culture
factor are very important for success the
quality initiative (Black and Porters 1996;
Kumar and Jhe2010).
Merti (2004) indicates culture very important
factors to success TQM and more powerful
than anything else in the organization.
However, these researchers such as, Ambroz
(2004); Butch and Rivers (2001); Chan and
Tse (2003); Jenner et al. (1998); Laszlo
(1998); Lewis (1996); Perry (1997); Roney
(1997); Sinclair and Collins (1994); Waldman
and Gopalakrishnan (1996); Youssef and
Zairi (1995) all have emphasised the
importance of organisational culture for the
implementation of quality initiatives in their
studies (Merti, 2004).
Reliability and Validity test
The first step of analysing, gathering data
then a reliability test was conducted for the
entire questionnaires. Cronbach`s Alpha was
used as the coefficient of reliability for testing
and assessed the internal consistency of the

construct of entire questionnaire. The
calculated value of Cronbach Alpha was
found 0.914. According to Pallant (2007),
Cronbach`s Alpha coefficient of 0.70 or
above is considered adequate for testing the
reliability of the entire questionnaire, giving
proof that the questionnaires for the present
survey can be considered as reliable for the
used sample (Pallant, 2007).
Table 2 shows that the value of Cronbach`s
alpha derived for the constructs ranged
between 0.835 to 0.966. In general reliability
coefficient of 0.70 or more is considered
good, (Pallant, 2007). According to Nunnally
(1978) Cronbach`s alpha 0.80 or more is
significant and reliable. This indicated the
instrument developed for measuring TQM
implementation using critical successes
factors (CSFs) was considered to be reliable.
the Cronbach alpha for individual and overall
constructs. The Cronbach alpha for the whole
ranged between 0.835 to 0.966 this indicated
that has high reliability of the instrument.
Where the overall Cronbach alpha 0.914
confirms these instruments is highly reliable
(Das et al, 2008).

Table2 analysis for six individual construct and overall construct and also reliability for all

Construct

Questions number

Number of
items

Cronbach`s
alpha (α)

Management commitment & leadership
(MCL)
Communication (COM)

1-13

13

0.966

14-20

7

0.836

Training and education (TRA)

21-26

6

0.928

Teamwork and problem solving(TEA)

27-36

10

0.835

Employees empowerment (EMP)

37-44

8

0.962

Work environment and Culture (CUL)

45-53

9

0.845

From the table 6-1 the value of Cronbach
coefficient (α) was found to be 0.914 it
implies that there is a high internal
consistence in the responses to the
questionnaires.

Validity of the Questionnaires
The questionnaires were tested by two kind of
validity:
Content Validity
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Content validity was tested by the review of
the questionnaires by academic and research
staff; this was done before sending the
questionnaires (Nunnally, 1978; Kant and
Singh 2008).

value between 0.5 and 0.7 are mediocre, value
between 0.7 and 0.8 are good, value between
0.8 and 0.9 are great and value above 0.9 are
excellent‖. Field (2005) indicates the value in
our case 0.728 that indicate good.
According to Norusis (1994); Gaur, et al.
(2004); Kaiser (1974) the value of KaiserMeyer-Olkin (KMO) below 0.5 that indicated
this value unacceptable and the high KMO
measures allows more meaningful analysis to
be obtained, (Kim and Mueller, 1978; Klin,
1994;1998; Cattell,1979) this can be
confirmed by Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
which tested and Chi-Square test was
significant (p<0.0005) this indicating that
Principle Component Analysis PCA can be
meaningful applied
According to Torbica (1997). ―PCA used to
produce a structure matrix of variables after
rotation where the number of component
determined was based on the criterion that the
Eigen value for each component must be
more than one. Soetanto (2002) mentioned
this method can be referred also as Kaiser
Criterion however this derived five principle
components which explain 65 percent of
variation in the variable as showed in table 3.

Construct Validity
Kim and Mueller (1978); Hsiung, (2001);
Black and Poter, (1996) indicates this type of
validity was verified by factor analysis; For
the justification of the construct validity, this
study used exploratory factor analysis (EFA)
to examine factors of the empirical data,
through the analysis of the empirical data,
EFA such as factor loading, the rotated simple
structure, the plot of scree test, this
achievement the construct validity for the
empirical study.

Identification of Critical Success
Factors Using Factor Analysis
The result of the output obtained in this
analysis could be presented a followed
The 53 items (variables) in the survey were
made as a four - point likert scale where (1)
included Strongly Disagree and (4) Indicated
the respondent Strongly Agree with the
statements. The fifty three item of the
questionnaires were inter correlated and
subjected to an exploratory factor analysis
(EFA) based on the principal component
analysis (PCA) with Promax rotation was
conducted using PASW (Predictive Package
for the Social Sciences) version 17.0 to detect
the factor structure in the variable Inspection
of the correlation matrix reveals the presence
coefficient of 0.3 and above the Kaiser Meyer
Oklin (KMO).That measure of sampling
adequacy was 0.728.
The
Bartlett‘s
test
of
sphericity
(approx.chi.square) as shown in the Appendix
13 reached statistical significance, (p<0.0005)
supporting the factorability of the correlation
matrix (Field, 2005; Kinnear and Gray, 2006)
Kaiser, (1974) ―recommended accepting
value greater than 0.5 as barely acceptable,

Rotated Component Structure Matrix
The rotate component matrix help the author
to determine what the component represent
where the first component is most highly
correlated with MCL (shows table 6-11 where
the MCLQ3, MCLQ13, MCLQ12 and so on
where there components are better
representative. However it is less with the
other four components. The second
components are most highly correlated with
EMPQ1, EMPQ5, TEAQ4 and son on. The
third component is most highly correlated
with CULQ5, CULQ4, and CULQ2 and so
on. The forth component is most highly
correlated with COMQ3, COMQ2, and
COMQ4 and so on. The last component fifth
is most components highly correlated with
TEAQ9, COMQ5, and TEAQ6 and so on.
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Table 3 Rotate Components structure matrix for TQM dimension

FACTORS
MCLQ3
MCLQ13
MCLQ12
MCLQ1
MCLQ7
MCLQ11
MCLQ8
MCLQ9
MCLQ5
MCLQ4
MCLQ10
MCLQ2
MCLQ6
EMPQ1
EMPQ5
TEAQ4
EMPQ2
EMPQ4
TEAQ3
EMPQ3
EMPQ6
TEAQ2
TRAQ2
EMPQ8
TEAQ10
TEAQ1
EMPQ7
CULQ5
CULQ4
CULQ2
CULQ3
CULQ8
CULQ9
CULQ7
CULQ1
COMQ1
COMQ3
COMQ2
COMQ7
COMQ4
TEAQ9
TEAQ7
TEAQ6
TRAQ6

F1
.975
.974
.947
.946
.946
.942
.941
.939
.930
.925
.922
.904
.885

Structure Matrix
Component
F2
F3

F4

F5

.939
.926
.921
.920
.919
.917
.909
.890
.889
.888
.886
.886
.660
.851
.967
.964
.958
.955
.935
.931
.913
.879
.860
.948
.936
.906
.884
.847
.819
.799
.721

Extraction Method Principal Component Analysis - Rotation Method promax with Kaiser Normalization
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In order to determine the number of factor
needed to represent the data, the 53 variables
measuring the TQM CSFs where the table 3
indicates those there five factors out of forty
eight critical success variables were extracted
with an Eigen value greater than 1 for each,
and explaining 65 percent of total variance.
Based on the item loading on each factors and
the interpretation from the factor analysis
Factor 1 has the loading of variables 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 13; (0.975, 0.974, 0.947) can be classified
as organisation management. Factor 2 has the
loading of variables 14.15 16 and so on
(0.939, 0.926, 0.927 and so) cab be classified
as employee‘s involvement and recognition.
Factor 3 has the loading variables 28, 29, 30,
(0.967, 0.964, and so) can be classified as
culture and work environment. Factor 4 can
be classified as communication to improve
quality and Factor 5 can be classified as
training and education.

identify these construct (Black, 1993; Ahire et
al., 1996; and Zhang, 2001)
The result was five construct with 45
elements.
1. Organisation commitment
2. Employee
involvement
and
recognition
3. Work environment and Culture
4. Communication to improve quality
5. Training and development.
The finding from all analysis the author
identified five reliable and valid TQM
constructs; five are implementation constructs
and one outcome construct. The five
constructs which is organisation commitment,
communication;
teamwork,
employee‘s
empowerment and culture have a total 45
items see table 4
Reliability Statistics for the constructs

Cronbach's
Alpha
.910

The finding shows that there are five
construct factors with 45 CSFs affected for
successful implementation TQM in the LCI in
this case there are many methods done to
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currently, as we discovered from the
companies interviewed, and these are
very poor. This new documentation
method may play an extremely
important role in measuring the TQM
progress in the Libyan environment.
The implementation of TQM is a huge
culture and working adjustment for the
organisation as well as the employees.
The employees will be used to more
traditional approach, For change to be
affective and successful Libyan
managers must change their attitudes,
educate
themselves
and
their
employees and they must not rely on
old policies as these were written
twenty five years ago and are outdated.
5. TQM implementation can be used as a
tactical weapon to cope with recent
changes in Libyan construction and
international construction.
6. The Libyan companies should
improve the workers skill and qualities
of making materials, enhance training
schemes are crucial for successful
TQM implementation.
7. The implementation of TQM takes a
long time, construction companies that
are willing to implement it should be
patient and persistent, and they should
also embrace the customer orientation
philosophy.
8. All construction firm leaders in Libya
should know that there is a difference
between ISO and TQM.
9. In order to get the full potential of
TQM it is necessary to train all people
at all levels in order to create TQM
awareness.
10. More training and encouragement for
change should be provided to all
employees of this organisation to
create full understand TQM.

Conclusion
From the literature review, questionnaire
survey and the case studies results some
several conclusions are listed below:
1. This study has identified the of CSFs
of TQM implementation in the LCC.
The organisations were revealed to
have a low level of implementation of
the CSFs, this was due to very low
knowledge of QMS, methods and
tools and lack of top management
commitment. This caused a lack of
vision, inadequate tactical competence
and employee involvement and a lack
of measurement.
2. In Libyan construction, it was showed
that the quality initiatives and
practices are still in their early stages,
most of the organisations interviewed
were progressing with quality
improvement programs without any
clear quality vision or purpose. As a
result from external pressure from
international competitors ISO 9000
was launched, this was also used as a
prestigious thing to have, this is
because some of the other local
companies have been certified with
the ISO 9000.
3. Libyan companies have started their
quality journey by having the ISO
9000 certificate. The certification of
ISO 9000 is a useful stepping stone for
implementing the philosophy of TQM;
however, the ISO 9000 certification
alone will not guarantee an automatic
improvement in the performance of
the organisations, good performance is
impossible to have with a poor
organisational structure and feeble
written policies.
4. ISO 9000 brings many advantages to
Libyan companies, for example the
QMS can create good document
systems, this is important because it
will be very useful to companies and
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11. All employees should be involves in
the development and improvement
process.

Difficulties and Limitation of the
Study
There are some shortcomings that will restrict
the scope of this research are mentioned as
follows:
The research in this study suffers from
number of limitations. Every effort has been
made to overcome these limitations.
The first limitation which is the most
important was a general shortage of data, and
information regarding to the QMS in the LCI.
The second limitations were related to the
cultural and social elements of the context of
the study, whereby Libyan people are very
sensitive about providing information about
their work such as income company turnover,
and so forth so friendships and social and
tribal relationships were significant in
influencing access to data.
Other point that should be mentioned is that
the majority of roads and streets and building
are not named or numbered in the Tripoli and
as a result the research could not make
contact easily with the personnel of the
construction companies.

Specific Recommendation for Libyan
Government
Some specific recommendation is proposed to
the Libyan government Libyan government
plays a controlling role in shaping the
business environment of Libya.
1. The Libyan government should
provide appropriate training courses to
the Libyan national before imposing
percentage
quotas
on
their
employment in CI.
2. the Libyan government should prevent
any delay of payment to its contractor
companies
3. The Libyan government should play
an important role in building a quality
environment by emphasizing the
importance of quality for whole
country.
4. The Libyan government should be
more transparent regarding to the
future of construction projects
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Abstract
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
practices are becoming a powerful tool for
enterprises, in order to maintain their
reputation, send a signal to the various
stakeholders with whom they interact and, at
the end, generate added value for society.
From this view, identification of consumers‟
expectations of social responsibilities to be
fulfilled by enterprises could be used as
guidance for decision-making about quality
management. The principal aim of this study
is to analyze the internal and external CSR
functions attributed by consumers to
enterprises in their habitual economic
activity, just as the influence of sex and age in
such subjective perceptions. Self-reported
data was collected through a structured
questionnaire from a total sample of 400
Spanish participants. Descriptive and
multivariate analysis revealed a generalized
awareness of the relevance of incorporating
socially responsible practices into the
habitual business activity. Moreover, results
from MANOVA showed different patterns of
CSR expectations among individuals with
different socio-demographic background.
Implications of the study are discussed.

Introduction
As a consequence of the increasing dynamism
of current marketplaces and global economic
activity in general, all kind of organizations
around the world are nowadays concerned for
maintaining their reputation and making it
clear their involvement with social demands
and changes, in order to send a signal to the
various stakeholders with whom they interact.
Even private enterprises –as organizational
paradigms of ―selfish‖ search for their own
benefit– are aware of the need of satisfying
the expectations of objective publics other
than investors and clients. This entire have
resulted in the substitution of a shareholders
theory for a stakeholders theory, based on a
wider and much more integrated concept of
organizational activity.
In words of Baker (2006: 197-198),
“distinction between success and failure in
competitive markets may be reduced to two
basic issues, first, an understanding of
marketing needs, and, second, the ability to
deliver added value”. From this viewpoint,
widely accepted among academics and
experts, it is assumed that consumers‘
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demands and expectancies have to be
satisfied, beyond what concerned to the
specific product destined to satisfy the need
which originated the relationship with the
enterprise.
In this respect, issues such as collaboration
with social causes, guarantee of fair work
relationships with employees, suppliers and
distributors, fair trade, environmental
awareness and sustainable development, work
insertion of marginal collectives, and health
and safety at work are, among others, new
expectations of consumers to be fulfilled by
enterprises. At the same time, enterprises are
more and more convinced that improvement
of social settings through their own activity
has a great potential to contribute to the
objectives pursued. Hence, Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) practices are becoming
a new way to manage quality in
organizations.
Based on these arguments, this paper is
organized as follows. First, we review the
concept of CSR and the dimensions attributed
to it in specialized literature and European
policy, and stress the importance of
consumer‘s expectations on the matter in
directing quality management decisions.
Second, we present some results from a study
aimed to analyze the CSR functions attributed
by consumers to enterprises in their habitual
economic activity, just as the influence of
socio-demographic patterns in such subjective
perceptions. Finally, implications of results
for improving corporate governance and CSR
are discussed.

lives in different ways, concluding that it
seems reasonable to expect that managers
assume some kind of responsibility on the
matter.
Afterwards, in 1960s and 1970s decades, it
took place a conjoint stage of formalization
and consolidation of the construct, with
contributions of many authors from different
fields (e.g., Davis, 1960, 1967; McGuire,
1963; Heald, 1970; Johnson, 1971; Eells and
Walton, 1974; Sethi, 1975; Fitch, 1976;
Preston, 1978).
Most speeches in these years were aimed to
back up the premises that economy‘s
production means should be employed in a
way that production and distribution could
reach total socioeconomic welfare (Frederick,
1960) and that relationships between
corporations and society should be took into
account by high-tech directives when
considering the common objectives of all the
enterprise‘s stakeholders (Walton, 1967).
In this context, the Committee for Economic
Development (CED, 1971) in United States
gave the first explicit official support to CSR
postulates, providing a definition of the
construct articulated around three concentric
circles (Figure 1):
 The inner circle includes basic
economic
functions
–growth,
products, and jobs.
 The intermediate circle suggests that
the economic functions must be
exercised with a sensitive awareness
of changing social values and
priorities.
 The outer circle outlines newly
emerging and still amorphous
responsibilities that business should
assume to become more actively
involved in improving the social
environment.

Literature Review
Earlier references to CSR in occidental
literature date from the 1950s (e.g., Drucker,
1954; Eells, 1956; Heald, 1957; Selekman,
1959), when Bowen (1953) –known as the
“father” of CSR concept– stressed the idea
that larger companies are power centers
whose decisions and activities affect people‘s

Summarizing the previous, at the beginning of
the 1970s it was clearly perceived the explicit
character of the social dimension in a business
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marketing” or “cause related marketing”,
with pioneering experiences such as the
Nirodh Program for control of birthrate
established in 1968 in India, or the National
High Blood Pressure Education Program
(NHBPEP) established in 1972 in United
States.

approach that stressed the design and
implementation of efficient management
methods, what stimulated the exploration of
new and novel relationships between
entrepreneurs, government and all kind of
social collectives, these being or not
recipients of the productive offer.
This new concept of enterprises‘ functions
and missions led to a new concept of “social

Figure 1. The three concentric circles in the definition of CSR according to CED
Source: Adapted from CED (1971)

Implications of this new concept of business
missions for quality management were
evident. In words of Davis (1972: 312-313),
CSR “refers to the firm‟s consideration of,
and response to, issues beyond the narrow
economic, technical, and legal requirements
of the firm. It is the firm‟s obligation to
evaluate in its decision-making process the
effects of its decisions on the external social
system in a manner that will accomplish

social benefits along with the traditional
economic gains which the firm seeks.”
In this context, Carroll (1979) shaped one of
the first models for CSR decision-making and
management, starting from the base that
managers should be provided with: 1) a clear
concept of CSR; ii) a list of reasons justifying
its existence (or an account of those
stakeholders towards which the enterprise has
a responsibility, relationship or dependence);
and iii) an specification of the responsibility‘s
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philosophy towards corresponding topics.
From this view, CSR is understood as an
adaptive construct, considering that social
expectations can be different for different
temporal periods.
From these contributions, in the 1980s and
1990s it was initiated a new stage of
consolidation and specialization of CSR as
research
topic,
with
an
increasing
proliferation of both conceptual and empirical
works (e.g., Jones, 1980; Dalton and Cosier,

1982; Carroll, 1983; Drucker, 1984; Epstein,
1987; Wood, 1991). In this framework, the
new Carroll‘s CSR concept was based on four
responsibility
components
or
levels
represented in the form of a pyramid (Carroll,
1991), as shown in Figure 2. According to
this vision of CRS, it encompasses the
economic, legal, ethical, and philanthropic
expectations placed on organizations by
society at a given point in time.

Figure 2. Carroll‟s pyramid of CSR
Source: Adapted from Carroll (1991)

Since 2001 there has been a “new gold age”
in CSR research, at a time when its
encouragement is currently at the heart of host
of requirements and public standards in
different countries around the globe.
In Europe, governmental awareness of the
importance of this topic began to be explicit
in the Lisbon European Council, celebrated in
2000. It made a special appeal to companies‘
sense of social responsibility regarding best
practices for lifelong learning, work
organisation, equal opportunities, social
inclusion and sustainable development
(European Commission, 2000).
Afterwards, the Green Paper for promoting a
European Framework for CSR described it as
“a concept whereby companies integrate
social and environmental concerns in their

business operations and in their interaction
with their stakeholders on a voluntary basis”
(European Commission, 2001: 6). The
document identifies two distinct dimensions,
internal and external, of CSR. From this view,
within the company, socially responsible
practices primarily involve employees and
relate to issues such as investing in human
capital, health and safety, and managing
change, while environmentally responsible
practices relate mainly to the management of
natural resources used in the production. On
the other hand, CSR extends beyond the doors
of the company into the local community and
involves a wide range of stakeholders,
including business partners and suppliers,
customers, public authorities, and NGOs
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representing local communities, as well as the
environment.
This vision of CSR fits with the one endorsed
by the norm ISO 26000, launched by the
International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) in October 2010 for giving guidance on
social responsibility in organizations. It is
intended for use by organizations of all types,
in both public and private sectors, in
developed and developing countries, as well
as in economies in transition. ISO 2600
contains guidance, not requirements, and
therefore is not for use as a certification
standard.

This norm conceives CSR as the result of
reciprocal relationships between organizations
and society and stakeholders, it being
understood that enterprises should base their
decision and activities on the satisfaction of
society‘s expectations and stakeholders‘
interests (Figure 3). From this appreciation,
seven dimensions are attributed to CSR:
organizational governance, human rights,
work practices, environment, fair game
practices, consumer-related issues, and
involvement
with
community
and
development
(ISO
26000,
2010).

Figure 3. Relationships between organizations, society and stakeholders according to ISO 26000
Source: ISO 26000 (2010)

From this literature and political review, it
follows that CSR practices are becoming a
powerful tool for enterprises, in order to
maintain their reputation, send a signal to the
various stakeholders with whom they interact
and, at the end, generate added value for
society. From this view, identification of
consumers‘
expectations
of
social
responsibilities to be fulfilled by enterprises
could be used as guidance for decisionmaking
about
quality
management.

Furthermore, identification of segments of
population with different concepts of social
responsibilities could help managers to
improve adaptation of CSR decisions to the
specific demands of objective publics. Based
on this research purpose, we present some
results from a study aimed to analyze the CSR
functions attributed by consumers to
enterprises in their habitual economic activity,
just as the influence of sex and age in such
subjective perceptions.
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frequently assigned by consumers to
companies, and the effect of sex and age on
the expectations of individuals.

Research Methodology
Self-reported data was collected through a
structured questionnaire from a total sample
of 400 people from the Spanish region of
León, ensuring a size for a representative 95%
(being e = ± 5%; p = q = 0.50).
Respondents were randomly selected from
general population according to real
distributions by sex and age. Based on these
criteria, sample was comprised of 180 males
(45%) and 220 females (55%) aged 18 to 75
years old, with a mean age of 44.39. By age
group, 30% were aged 18 to 35 years old,
30% were 36 to 50, and 40% were 51 to 75
years old.
All participants were asked about their
perceptions of expected responsibilities to be
assumed by enterprises with regard to eight
internal (e.g., health and safety at work,
professional development and lifelong
learning
of
employees,
responsible
relationships with shareholders, etc.) and nine
external (e.g., quality products adapted to
consumers‘ needs and expectations, ethical
commitment to suppliers and distributors, fair
play in the relationships with competitors,
respect for the environment, etc) CSR
activities according to the Green Paper
(European Commission, 2001). Respondents
had to assess every statement on a five-point
Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (―not
important at all‖) to 5 (―very important‖).
Descriptive and multivariate analyses were
performed to identify the CSR activities more

Findings
Table 1 shows response percentages of
perceived importance for the eight internal
and nine external CSR activities, just as mean
values (last column) as a measure for global
current perceived importance of every item.
Mean scores are also displayed in Figure 4.
According to results, CSR practices more
expected by respondents corresponded to
internal activities related to work conditions
of employees, with average scores over 4 in
most items. Exceptions were ―volunteering
activities for employees‖ and ―responsible
relationships with shareholders‖ (scoring
average values of 3.22 and 3.91 on the 1 to 5
scale).
While high, perceived importance was lower
for external CSR practices, with average
scores under 4 in most items, except ―quality
products adapted to consumers‘ needs and
expectations‖ (M = 4.33) and ―useful and
truthful information about products‖ (M =
4.18).
Therefore,
participants‘
expectations
concentrated mainly on organizational
practices directed towards employees and
consumers, whereas remained practices were
perceived important but less central in the set
of social functions attributed to enterprises.
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Table 1. Perceived importance of CSR practices

1

2

3

4

5

Health and safety at work

--

--

2.3%

40.0%

57.8%

Professional development and lifelong
learning of employees

--

0.3%

8.5%

53.3%

38.0%

Equal opportunities for employees

0.3%

1.0%

9.0%

39.2%

50.5%

Balance between work, family and leisure

0.8%

1.5%

16.3%

43.2%

38.2%

Fair work relations

0.5%

2.0%

7.8%

35.5%

54.3%

Volunteering activities for employees

11.8%

12.3%

30.0%

33.8%

12.1%

Better information throughout the company

0.5%

2.3%

15.0%

55.1%

27.1%

Responsible relationships with shareholders

1.0%

5.3%

20.9%

47.7%

25.1%

0.3%

0.3%

8.3%

49.1%

42.1%

--

4.8%

12.3%

43.5%

39.4%

0.3%

3.8%

25.3%

48.5%

22.3%

2.3%

8.8%

20.5%

41.3%

27.3%

Respect for the environment

3.0%

7.8%

13.5%

39.3%

36.5%

Contribution to regional socio-economic
development

0.3%

3.8%

20.8%

47.4%

27.8%

Involvement in community interests

1.5%

10.8%

23.5%

45.8%

18.5%

0.5%

9.5%

20.9%

46.5%

22.6%

1.8%

10.0%

19.8%

39.8%

24.6%

Quality products adapted to consumers‘
needs and expectations
Useful and truthful information about
products
Ethical commitment to suppliers and
distributors
Fair play in the relationships with
competitors

Collaboration with Public Administration
and NGOs
Social dialogue with government and
enterprise organizations
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Mean
(SD)
4.56
(0.54)
4.29
(0.63)
4.39
(0.71)
4.17
(0.81)
4.41
(0.76)
3.22
(1.17)
4.06
(0.74)
3.91
(0.87)
4.33
(0.66)
4.18
(0.82)
3.89
(0.80)
3.83
(1.00)
3.99
(1.04)
3.99
(0.81)
3.69
(0.94)
3.81
(0.91)
3.71
(1.04)
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Figure 4. Mean scores in perceived importance of CSR practices

Based on these descriptive preliminary
results, we performed a two-way betweengroups multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) to investigate the effect of sex
and age (independent variables) on the two
sets of items regarding consumers‘
expectations of external and internal CSR
practices (dependent variables). Next, we

show results for each independent variable
separately.
Results of first MANOVA showed a
statistically significant difference between
males and females on the combined
dependent variables: F (17, 369) = 1.69, p <
.05; Wilks‘ Lambda = .928; partial eta
squared = .072 (Table 2).
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Table 2. Results from MANOVA ()
Wilks‟
Lambda

Health and safety at work
Professional development and lifelong learning of
employees
Equal opportunities for employees
Balance between work, family and leisure
Fair work relations
Volunteering activities for employees
Better information throughout the company
Responsible relationships with shareholders
Quality products adapted to consumers‘ needs and
expectations
Useful and truthful information about products
Ethical commitment to suppliers and distributors
Fair play in the relationships with competitors
Respect for the environment
Contribution to regional socio-economic
development
Involvement in community interests
Collaboration with Public Administration and NGOs
Social dialogue with government and enterprise
organizations

When results for the dependent variables were
considered
separately,
only
practices
concerning “responsible relationships with
shareholders” (F (1, 385) = 4.04; partial eta
squared = .010), “useful and truthful
information about products” (F (1, 385) =
8.22; partial eta squared = .021), and “social
dialogue with government and enterprise
organizations” (F (1, 385) = 6.16; partial eta
squared = .016) reached statistical
significance using a Bonferroni adjusted alpha
level of .0029.
Specifically,
men
reported
higher
expectations than women of positive
relationships of enterprises with their
stakeholders at an internal level (M = 4.00 >
M = 3.82), whereas females showed higher
mean scores in the two items related to
external
CSR
practices
concerning
information about products and social
dialogue (M = 4.28 > M = 4.04 and M = 3.84
> M = 3.57, respectively).
On the other hand, results of second
MANOVA showed a statistically significant

.928

F

1.69*

Partial
Eta
Squared

.072

0.10

Partial
Eta
Squared
.000

0.20

.001

3.50
20.80
0.17
2.41
0.22
4.04**

.009
.005
.000
.006
.001
.010

2.81

.007

8.22**
0.43
0.94
0.03

.021
.001
.002
.000

1.15

.003

F

0.96
0.31
6.16**

.002
.001
.016

difference between people in different age
groups (we considered three age groups:1835, 36-50, and 50-75 years old) on the
combined dependent variables: F (34, 736) =
1.65, p < .05; Wilks‟ Lambda = .863; partial
eta squared = .071 (Table 3).
When results for the dependent variables were
considered separately, only an internal
practice
concerning
“professional
development and lifelong learning of
employees” (F (2, 384) = 3.71; partial eta
squared = .019), and an external practice
about “fair play in the relationships with
competitors” (F (2, 384) = 3.38; partial eta
squared = .017) reached statistical
significance using a Bonferroni adjusted alpha
level of .0029.
HSD Tukey pos hoc tests were performed to
analyze differences between age groups more
in deep. Differences statistically significant
using an alpha level of .05 are shown in Table
4. At an internal level, participants aged 36 to
50 years old reported higher expectations of
employees‘ professional development and
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lifelong learning in enterprises than their 5155 years old pairs (M = 4.41 > M = 4.20). At
an external level, again, participants aged 36

to 50 years old perceived relationships with
competitors as an important CSR practice to a
greater extent than younger participants.

Table 3. Results from MANOVA (II)

Health and safety at work
Professional development and lifelong learning of
employees
Equal opportunities for employees
Balance between work, family and leisure
Fair work relations
Volunteering activities for employees
Better information throughout the company
Responsible relationships with shareholders
Quality products adapted to consumers‘ needs and
expectations
Useful and truthful information about products
Ethical commitment to suppliers and distributors
Fair play in the relationships with competitors
Respect for the environment
Contribution to regional socio-economic
development
Involvement in community interests
Collaboration with Public Administration and NGOs
Social dialogue with government and enterprise
organizations

Wilks‟
Lambda

F

.863

1.65*

Partial
Eta
Squared
.071

2.83

Partial
Eta
Squared
.015

3.71**

.019

0.29
0.29
1.22
1.23
0.50
1.66

.002
.002
.006
.011
.003
.009

0.92

.005

0.41
2.86
3.38**
0.09

.002
.015
.017
.000

0.76

.004

2.28
0.56

.012
.003

2.68

.014

F

Table 4. HSD pos hoc tests

IV
DV
Professional development and lifelong learning of
employees
Fair play in the relationships with competitors
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Age (I)

Age (J)

Mean
dif. (IJ)

Std.
Error

Sig.

36 – 50

51 - 75

0.21

.077

.020

36 50

18 - 35

0.30

.132

.050
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to attribute to these groups of stakeholders the
most important social responsibilities of
enterprises. Nevertheless, further research is
needed to clarify this premise from a more indeep analysis of the roles assumed for
respondents in their personal and professional
lives.
On the other hand, it was assumed in this
paper that identification of segments of
population with different concepts of social
responsibilities could help managers to
improve adaptation of CSR decisions to the
specific demands of objective publics. Based
on this research purpose, we analyzed the
influence of sex and age in consumer‘s
expectations of CSR. While most differences
didn´t reach statistical significance, we found
some marginal evidence in this respect, thus
concluding the importance of incorporating
segmentation criteria in managers‘ decisionmaking about CSR and quality management.
From this view, future studies could be
oriented to identify other kind of variables
useful to identify groups of people with
different expectations of firms‘ social
responsibilities.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that, since this
study has analyzed subjective representations
of CSR in a sample of Spanish people and
assuming a concept of CSR based on
European policy, new research is needed to
extend the purposes of this work to other
international contexts and continents.

Conclusion
Nowadays, CSR practices are becoming a
powerful tool for enterprises, in order to
maintain their reputation, send a signal to the
various stakeholders with whom they interact
and, at the end, generate added value for
society. From this view, identification of
consumers‘
expectations
of
social
responsibilities to be fulfilled by enterprises
could be used as guidance for decisionmaking about quality management. In this
context, the principal aim of this work was to
analyze the CSR functions attributed by
consumers to enterprises in their habitual
economic activity.
Results stated that awareness of the
importance of CSR practices in private
enterprises is notably widespread among
general population, what reaffirms the idea
that socially responsible activities contributes
to firms‘ ability to deliver added value for
their stakeholders.
Particularly, respondents‘ expectations were
mainly concentrated in issues concerned to
the work conditions of employees at an
internal level, and relationships with
consumers at an external level. Remained
practices were perceived important but less
central in the set of social functions attributed
to enterprises.
Interpretation of this pattern of results points
to the conclusion that roles assumed by
participants in the study as employees and
consumers in most cases may have led them
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Drucker, P. F. 1954. The practice of
management, Harper & Row, New York.
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System: Bahrain as Case Study
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United States of America and the United
Kingdom. When the global credit market
become idle, large financial institutions have
collapsed, stock markets have fallen,
consequently the whole world became
affected by this crisis and government attempt
to rescue their financial systems.
This crisis is a result of different and complex
reasons. Some of these include: the inability
of homeowner to make their mortgage
payments, poor judgments by the borrower or
lender, risky mortgage products, high
personal and corporate debt levels, financial
innovation that distributed and concealed
default risks, central bank policies, and
regulation.
The scope and scale of the tasks in the crisis
countries is more than can be managed by the
governments and people in each country,
requiring the involvement of external partners
seeking to work towards common goals of
renewed growth and poverty reduction. The
linkage between economic and institutional
reforms on the one hand, and reducing
poverty on the other, requires deeper and
more effective engagement between the
World Bank and various partners, including
the diverse organizations of civil society.
The global financial crisis has strong effects
on different life fields such as economy,
health, education, research, management,
politic, culture, social and technology.
Education is one of the most important fields;
this is because it is the knowledge that feeds

Abstract
The global financial crisis has had many
effects on different life aspects.
Since
education is always the first important
achievement
for
any
community's
improvements, it has been one of the most
important fields that we have to focus on
during the financial crisis. This research aims
to study the global financial crisis in general;
then takes a look on the importance of
education and will study the impacts of the
global financial crisis on the educational
system in Kingdom of Bahrain by comparing
the education status prior to and after the
crisis.
The study adapted quantitative research
design to test the research hypotheses.
Quantitative research use survey as the main
instrument to collect data. The results of the
study revealed that the Global Financial
Crisis have a negative impact on educational
system in Bahrain, however, the number of
rules generated by Bahrain‟s governments
had a major impact in alleviating the severity
of the crisis.
Keywords:
Global
Business
Educational System, Economics

Crisis,

Introduction
Around four years ago the world suffered
from the global financial crisis, started from
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the human‘s brain. An educated person is the
active one and expected to be more
productive in the society. The training of a
human mind is not complete without
education. Education makes human a right
thinker, it tells him how to think and how to
make decisions. Effective education is
contingent on several factors, some of them
are the existence of cost-effective schools,
better curricula, and the most important factor
is improving the structure of learning systems.
Four interrelated global crises are mutually
reinforcing each other: climate change, the
energy crisis, the food crisis and the financial
and economic crisis. But of these, the
consequence of the global financial meltdown
on the educational system at all levels will be
more devastating. After several years of rapid
growth in developing countries, the financial
melt-down has ushered in dramatic shifts in
the economic landscape, with direct
implications for education at all levels and
more broadly, for social development and the
achievement of the Millennium Development
Goals 2 (free and compulsory education for
all boys and girls of school age).
During the financial crisis period an
examination on school children shows that
poor households are affected by the crisis
more than others, so that they are spending
reductions with more young children, while
there was a tendency to protect education,
with elder children. Poor households prefer to
protect investments in the schooling of elder
children at the expense of the education of
their younger children.
This paper aims to study the influences of
global financial crisis on education area. To
understand the effect of the crisis on a
population and to design policies which can
confront the dangerous effects of the crisis, it
is important to know how the impacts
distributed across economic and social strata
within a population and how households
respond to the crisis.

There are many criteria that put the education
systems under difficult situations during any
financial crisis such as political interference,
student‘s structure changes, technical and
social changes, the lack of resources, old
concepts and research methods, increasing
demands
for
education
institutions,
corruption, over-centralizations, a lack of
school
autonomy,
underdeveloped
managerial capacity and poor information
system. We can summarize the most prone
factors to the crisis in five points: Lack of
equipments and standard learning tools, weak
management, job insecurity, lack of
motivation for learning among students,
having tendency for getting documents rather
than getting the knowledge.
When considering these challenges, some
ideas can be suggested to be able to face them
to reduce the impacts of the crisis on
education area as much as possible, such as
giving attention to research units in
educational institutions, applying systems in
universities and other educational units that
aims to come up with some useful ideas like
multipurpose
universities,
practical
workshops, not for only students but also for
different society categories.

Literature Review
Hersh Shefrin (2009) indicated that ―At
present, business education and training
places far too little emphasis on
understanding, identifying, and addressing
psychological distortions in judgments and
decisions. An important lesson from the
financial crisis is that in the future, finance
professionals need to be better prepared in
dealing psychological challenges. The list of
financial professionals includes analysts,
investment managers, corporate managers,
government regulators, and institutional
investors.‖ So as indicated economic experts
should always be wake up in estimating and
measuring the crisis indicators carefully and
precisely because the prevention better than
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cure. This is what could lead the education to
be better off taught to students from different
educational levels.
Tamar Manuelyan Atinc and Michael Walton
(1998) believed that ―Focus group discussions
and school visits already indicated that poor
schools and children were feeling the impact
of the crisis". Reduced public funding for
education, higher prices of schooling, and
lower family incomes are expected to lead to
declines in primary and junior secondary
school enrolments among the poor.
Estimating the impact of the economic crisis
on enrolment is difficult as the crisis is
unprecedented in terms of magnitude and
depth. Whatever the precise figures, there is
general agreement that the impact of the crisis
on poor children will be severe. The strongest
evidence comes from the much smaller
economic shock of 1986–87 when education
expenditures dropped and there were no
special efforts to keep children in school;
gross enrolment rates fell from 62 percent to
52 percent at the junior secondary level and
took almost a decade to recover. Virtually the
entire decline came from poor households.
Also, non-salary spending per pupil fell
sharply from US$18 to US$3 in real terms.‖
We agree that the crisis affected on the
household‘s income especially on poor
households whom become not able to cover
education and schooling cost.
J.Jones, S.Houston, and J.Reinke (2009)
indicate that ―Recently average in-state
college tuition and fees at 4 year institutions
increased by 6.4%; in one year for out-ofstate, the increase was 5.2%. Public two-year
colleges have seen increases of 4.7% within
the past year. This is scary considering twoyear colleges provide education for nearly
half of the college students in America.
Private four-year colleges are also seeing
average increases of tuition around 5.9% from
2008 to 2009. As of 2007 an average of 60%
of students are graduating college with debt.
With these recent tuition increases it is no

doubt that this number will increase in
coming years.‖
Lance Winslow (Feb 2010) also emphasized
―The financial crisis is severely affecting our
colleges and universities. Currently, tuition
costs have risen out of control and even if
students can get student loans to attend
college, it puts them into the workforce under
a pile of debt, essentially subjecting them to
economic enslavement for decades. In fact,
many government agencies are now offering
to pay off tuition debts if the graduating
students do a rather long stint with
government employment.‖
Heather Eggins (Dec 2009) indicates that
―The impact of the financial crisis on
Brazilian higher education has mainly
affected the huge private sector. The public
sector has suffered some small budget cuts
but the private sector, which has 70% of all
undergraduate enrolments, has suffered from
the students‘ inability to pay rises in tuition
fees. As a result many small local institutions
have been bought out by big corporations that
can afford to offer lower tuition prices. Some
of these have more than 100,000 students and
can offer programs at very low cost (e.g. less
than $150 a month). The result is that the
small, locally oriented institutions are being
supplanted by the huge for profit
corporations‖.
The Danish government is to release extra
funds for research that had been put aside in
2006. Universities‘ concerns thus are more
focused on whether the investments for the
private sector will decrease in the close
future. The national rectors‘ conference
therefore insists on the need to invest in
higher education and research at times of
economic downturn. Also in France, the CPU
did not report any foreseeable budget cuts in
the universities‘ public funding. To the
contrary, the government is engineering a
sizeable reform of the higher education sector,
which includes not only autonomy but also
increased public investment of €1 billion per
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year for the next five years. However, for the
first time, there was a decrease in the
allocation of civil servants (though it only
affected a small number and was rather seen
as a symbolic measure). (National Rectors‘
Conferences January, 2009)
So duo to the importance of education
especially the higher education and research
units, governments should always put the
education in the first place and give it enough
support and a large share of the funding.
Ripplingpond (2009) had found that higher
student: teacher ratios and no part-time staff
support were this week‘s headlines. Our
Superintendent made it clear: 86% of the
county budget is in personnel so this will be
the area hardest hit by budget cuts, or will it?
At present we have a 21:1 student teacher
ratio in 3rd grade. This number promises to
increase 30% to 1:27 by next fall. When
teachers are already struggling to cover the
curriculum efficiently enabling students to
pass required state tests, how much harder
will this be to accomplish when one teacher is
serving 27 students? Who is hardest hit? I
think it will be the students. Hearken back to
50‘s when some teachers were responsible for
40+ students. How did those teachers make it
work? Did they have to individualize,
differentiate, and accommodate students at
the same time appeasing parents? Hardly.
They didn‘t have nearly the accountability
that teachers face today. With less disposable
income and more at stake in the classroom
than ever before, parents are going to reach a
breaking point. However, often thought that
the increased number of students will make
lecturers be responsible for more students and
this will affect on the efficiency of teaching
and the ability of students to understand.
Working group sessions at the OECD
Program on Institutional Management in
Higher Education, (2009) indicated that ―In
Ireland, universities are 80% publicly funded
at present, and the overall government budget
for education drives internal productivity and

competition among institutions. There are no
expectations of major cuts in higher
education, but tighter control over all
educational spending.‖ They stated that the
universities in Ireland not expected to be
affected because the government takes care of
their investments. However, Wells, (2002)
said ―Coming out of crisis theory in higher
education and certified that higher education
system has faced a major crisis and its
marketing did not find its place and is
completely dependent on the knowledge of
the business sections.‖
School attendance is one measure of
investment in human capital. There are,
however, many other dimensions in which
investments in education may be influenced
by the crisis. The evidence in IFLS points to a
reduction in the infra-marginal allocation of
time to schooling. Children in school were
more likely to be also working for money.
School participation became less intensive as
the financial crisis unfolded with children
substituting time in school for time at work,
helping in the family business or, possibly,
substituting for parents' time at home.
Whether these shifts in time allocation have
affected the accumulation of skills is not
obvious and depends on the extent to which
experience in the marketplace or family
business is a good substitute in this regard for
time in school.
Arthur M. Hauptman, (2009) indicated ―Most
comments about the effects of this financial
crisis on higher education have focused on the
possible drying up of student loans. However,
the impact on the ability of students and their
families to pay for college will likely extend,
including whether many families can still use
home equities to pay for college and how the
downturn in the stock market affects the
growing dependence on family savings for
tuition and other expenses.‖ Because of the
crisis the student loans start to dry up, which
leads the families to think about different
ways to cover the college expenses.
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Marandi, (2001) indicates that ―Countries are
facing 3 main strategies to decrease the effect
of educational crisis which are reaction
danger method, positive danger method and
detailed danger method. In order to reform the
higher education system it is important to
consider managing variables but it is not
enough, it can be said that the education
method for having reforms in higher
education is useful.‖

consumer wealth estimated in the trillions of
U.S.
dollars,
substantial
financial
commitments incurred by governments and a
significant decline in economic activity.
Many causes have been proposed, according
to experts. The collapse of a global housing
bubble, which peaked in the U.S. in 2006,
caused the values of securities tied to housing
prices, damaging financial institutions
globally.
The immediate cause of the crisis was the
bursting of the United States housing bubble
which occurred in approximately 2005-2006.
An increase in loan incentives such as easy
initial terms and a long-term trend of rising
housing prices had encouraged borrowers to
assume difficult mortgages in the belief they
would be able to quickly refinance. However,
once interest rates began to rise and housing
prices started to drop moderately in 2006–
2007 in many parts of the U.S., refinancing
became more difficult.
In the years leading up to the start of the crisis
in 2007, significant amounts of foreign money
flowed into the U.S. from fast-growing
economies in Asia and oil-producing
countries, which contributed to easy credit
conditions, leading to the United States
housing bubble. Total losses are estimated in
the trillions of U.S. dollars globally.
This research highlights on education field
because of its importance on lifestyles, to
discover the impacts and results of the crisis
on different educational institutes and
universities and to design and analyze
guidelines which can help us face the
dangerous affects of the crisis.
During collecting data many obstacles had
been faced, the major ones are university
policies and strict confidentiality, lack of
corporation from faculty members, lack of
references about our topic.
University of Bahrain which is our case study
refuses to allow distributing questionnaires,
interview or any information gathering tools
without permeation from the university which

Research Methodologies
According to this study, to find out the
impacts of the global financial crisis on the
education area we used different types of
research methods.
University of Bahrain has been chosen as case
study to obtain data, analyze them to come up
with some results that will help us in our
research. We have applied two research
methods on this case study: questionnaire and
interview, we have two versions of
questionnaires; the first one distributed on
sample of 69 faculty members including
instructors and demonstrators, and the other
on sample of 100 students.
Data will be analyzed using static analysis
methods: Excel and SPSS, and we used
ANNOVA table to find the relation and
correlation.
The interview was made with one staff from
human resource department; we asked him
some questions to gain information about the
employment during and before the period of
the crisis; such as if they forced to employ
less qualified faculty members to reduce the
cost of labor. Also we asked about if there are
any differences in salaries and allowances
after the period of global financial crisis.

Challenges of the Research
The Global Financial Crisis has been called
by economists the worst financial crisis since
the one related to the Great Depression that
happened in 1930s. It contributed to the
failure of key businesses, declines in
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goes throw long procedures and takes long
time.
Many faculty members didn‘t corporate with
us, we used two ways to contact them in
purpose of distributing questionnaire, one
through sending emails and the other by
giving them a hard copy. Most of mails were
not replied and when we gave them
personally some of them refused to receive us
and some accept us in bad manner because
they consider it waste of time or leak of
information.
Few researches were accomplished in this
area, so we faced the problem of lack of
resources.

PCs, ... etc) has changed?, in the last 3 years
do you think that the quality of curriculum
has changed?, Does the university offer
enough workshops to improve your
efficiency?, Does your university support you
in researches ( Moral and financial support)?
That evaluates the changes in University
budget during the last 3 years (after the crisis)
to find out if there are any effects of the crisis
on the university budget. We found that 68%
of faculty members have permanent contact
and 32% have temporary contact and of those
who have temporary contact, 9 % think that
the possibility to renew their contact is low,
9% indicated that it is middle, 9% mentioned
that the possibility is high and 73% said that
they don't know if the university renew their
contact or not. About the allowances and
bonuses, 38% said that it increased, 10% said
that it decreased and 52% said that it is not
changed in the last 3 years.
About the facilities provided for the faculty
members 39% said that it increased, 22%
mentioned that it decreased and 39% said that
it not changed. About the number of faculty
members,39% said that it is increased,29%
indicated that it decreased ,16% said that it
not changed and 16% said that they don't
know.38% said that the availability of
educational equipments is increased, 10%
said that it decreased and 52% said that it not
changed.29% said that the quality of
curriculum improved, 3% said that it
deteriorated and 68% indicated that it not
changed.10% said that the university provides
them with no workshops,80% said with little
workshop and 10% said that they provided by
enough workshops.52% mentioned that the
university does not support them for the
researches,35% said that they had little
supports and 13% indicated that they had
enough support.
Table 1 and table 2 show the summary and
ANOVA table for this indicator, in our
hypothesis, we suggest that the null
hypothesis (Ho) is: there is no relation

Analysis and Results
First Type of Questionnaire
First type of questionnaire was distributed
among 80 faculty members and we got 31
responses. The questionnaire was divided into
five indicators, First indicator composed of
the following questions: What is your job
title? For how many years you are working in
educational field? What's your nationality?. It
gathers personal information to easily
categorize the results of questionnaire. 55%
instructors and 45% demonstrator responded,
51% of them are working in educational field
less than five years, 39% from 5 to 10 years
and 10% are working for more than 10 years,
52% of them are Bahraini and 48% are from
other nationalities.
The second indicator consists of the following
questions: what is your contract type and if
your contract is temporary, what is the
possibility to renew it? During the last 3
years have your allowances (bonus, transport,
housing ...etc) been changed? in the last 3
years are the facilities ( office, PC, printers,
photocopy, ..etc) provided by the university to
faculty members changed?, in the last 3 years,
have you noticed that the number of faculty
members has changed?, In the last 3 years do
you think that the availability of educational
equipments (books, handouts, projectors,
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between the questions involved in this
indicator, and the alternative hypothesis (HA)
indicates that: there is relation between the
questions in this indicator. The ANOVA table
shows that the p-value is 2.64E-10 which is
very small (close to 0), so according to this

value we will reject Ho and accept HA, and
then we can say that there is relation, also we
can conclude that our test is good fit which
means that our sample is good.

Table 1: Summary of second indicator

Groups

Count
30

Sum
70

Average
2.333333

Variance
0.91954

If your contract is temporary, what is the possibility to renew it?

11

6

0.545455

1.072727

30

68

2.266667

0.409195

30

64

2.133333

0.602299

30

55

1.833333

1.247126

30

69

2.3

0.424138

30

60

2

0.206897

30

47

1.566667

0.46092

30

68

2.266667

0.271264

F
8.596051

P-value
2.64E-10

F crit
1.976789

What is your contract type?

During the last 3 years have your al1ances (bonus, transport,
housing ...Etc) been changed?
In the last 3 years are the facilities (office, PC, printers,
photocopy,Etc.) provided by the university to faculty members
changed?
In the last 3 years, have you noticed that the number of faculty
members has changed?
In the last 3 years do you think that the availability of
educational equipments (books, handouts, projectors, PCs ... etc)
has changed?
Does the university offer 3 to improve your efficiency?
Does your university support you in researches (Moral and
financial support)?
In the last 3 years do you think that the quality of curriculum has
changed?

Table 2: ANOVA Table for second indicator

Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

SS
40.47313
142.4273

df
8
242

Total

182.9004

250

MS
5.059141
0.588542

The third indicator consists of the following
questions:
In the last 3 years has your load of your
schedule changed?, What do you think about
the number of students inside a section?,
Does your efficiency in teaching will be
effected when you are teaching a large
number of students in a section? Do you think
that students are interested in studying for?

comfortable for the faculty members and the
students, and does it affected by the crisis or
not. About load of faculty members in the
work, 16% said that it increased, 58% said
that it decreased and 26% indicated that it not
changed. About the number of students inside
a section, 3% said that it is small, 68% said
that it is suitable and 29% answered that it is
large.55% indicated that when they are
teaching in a large section, their efficiency
highly affected, 39% answered that little
affected and 6% answered that it not affected.

This indicates whether the studying
environment in the university is suitable and
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16% indicated that the students interested in
studying for getting knowledge, 68% for
gaining a certificate, and 81% for getting a
job and 3% for other reasons.

indicator, and the alternative hypothesis (HA)
indicates that there is relation between the
questions in this indicator. The ANOVA table
shows that the p-value is 1.48E-06 which is
very small (less than 0.5), so according to this
value we will reject Ho and accept HA, and
then we can say that there is relation, also we
can conclude that our test is good fit which
means that our sample is good.

Table 3 and table 4 shows the summary and
ANOVA table for this indicator, in our
hypothesis, we suggest that the null
hypothesis (Ho) is there is no relation
between the questions involved in this
Table 3: Summary of third indicator

Groups

Count

Sum

Average

Variance

In the last 3 years, has your load of your schedule changed?

30

73

2.433333

0.598851

What do you think about the number of students inside a
section?

30

53

1.766667

0.254023

Does your efficiency in teaching will be affected when you
are teaching a large number of students in a section?

30

46

1.533333

0.395402

P-value
1.48E-06

F crit
3.101296

Table 4: ANOVA Table for third indicator

Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

SS
13.08889
36.2

df
2
87

Total

49.28889

89

MS
6.544444
0.416092

Table 5 shows the correlations between each
question and the others within the third
indicator, according to the table there is small
direct correlation (0.268180005) between the
loads of faculty member‘s schedule and
number of the students inside a section, if the
number of students increased the load of
schedule will increase, it‘ll have another very
small direct correlation with the effects on the

F
15.72836

efficiency of teaching (0.00472424), if the
schedule load increase the effects on the
teaching efficiency will increase. The number
of students inside a section has an inverse
correlation (-0.029014469) with the efficiency
of teaching, if the number of the student
inside the class increase, the efficiency of
teaching will decrease.
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Table 5: Correlation of the third indicator

In the last 3 years, has
your load of your
schedule changed?

What do you think
about the number of
students inside a
section?

In the last 3 years, has your
load of your schedule
changed?

1

What do you think about the
number of students inside a
section?

0.268180005

1

Does your efficiency in
teaching will be affected
when you are teaching a large
number of students in a
section?

0.00472424

-0.029014469

Table 6 Shows the regression of the third
indicator, the critical F value inside the table
is 1.06, with degree of freedom 2, 27 and
alpha(α=0.05) we found that F.95 value is

Does your efficiency in
teaching will be affected
when you are teaching a
large number of students in
a section?

1

3.35 which is greater than the critical F that
means we reject that there is accurate
information.

Table 6: Summary Output of Regression

Regression
Residual
Total

df
2
27
29

SS
0.536569579
6.830097087
7.366666667

MS
0.268285
0.252967

The fourth indicator consists of the question:
Do you feel comfortable in working in
educational field? To find out if the
educational field is comfortable to the faculty
members or they have the tendency to move
out from this field.87% answered that they are
comfortable and only 13% answered that they
are not.
The last indicator contains the question: Did
you affected by the crisis personally?
If yes, mention the effects. To find out if there
is indirect effects of the crisis on the
educational field.42% answered yes and 58%
answered no.

F
1.060554

Significance F
0.360250079

This questionnaire also was divided into six
indicators, First indicator composed of the
following questions: what's your sex? You are
studying in which scientific degree? , and in
which level are you? It gathers personal
information to easily categorize the results of
questionnaire. From those responded,39%
was Male and 61% was Female,57% for
diploma , 33% for BSC and 10% for master
degree.9% was in the first level of
university,43% in second level,41% in third
level,6% in the fourth level and 1% in other
levels.
The second indicator consists of the following
questions: What do you think about the
education cost during the last 3 years?, In
which level, the university provides for you
the educational equipments (handouts,
printers, PCs, projectors, …etc) you need?,

Second Type of Questionnaire
Second type of questionnaire was distributed
among 100 students and we got 62 responses.
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What do you think about the faculty members
in your college (qualified or not)?, Do you
think that the number of instructors and
demonstrators enough in your college?, Does
the university offer enough workshops to
improve your educational skills? This
indicator evaluates the changes in University
budget and in the educational cost during the
last 3 years (after the crisis) to find out if
there are any effects of the crisis on the
university budget and educational cost. About
the educational cost in last 3 years, 52%
indicated that it increased, 7% said that it
decreased and 41% argued that it not
changed. About the level of providing the
educational equipments, 29% said that it is
poor, 61% indicated that it is good and 10%
said that it is excellent. 46% stated that the
faculty members in the university are
qualified, 24% said they are not qualified and
30% said that they are poorly qualified. About

the number of faculty members, 44% said that
it is enough and 56% stated that it is not
enough.37% said that the university provides
them with no workshops, 49% with a little
workshop and 14% stated that they got
enough workshops.
Table 7 and table 8 shows the summary and
ANOVA table for this indicator, in our
hypothesis, we suggest that the null
hypothesis (Ho) is there is no relation
between the questions involved in this
indicator, and the alternative hypothesis (HA)
indicates that there is relation between the
questions in this indicator. The ANOVA table
shows that the p-value is 0.000237425 which
is very small (less than 0.5), so according to
this value we will reject Ho and accept HA,
and then we can say that there is relation, also
we can conclude that our test is good fit
which means that our sample is good.

Table 7: Summary of the second indicator

Groups

Count

Sum

Average

Variance

What do you think about the education cost during
the last 3 years?

61

96

1.573770492

0.381967213

In which level, the university provides for you the
educational equipments (handouts, printers, PCs,
projectors ...etc) you need?

61

112

1.836065574

0.372677596

61

111

1.819672131

0.450273224

61

135

2.213114754

0.670491803

61

117

1.918032787

1.009836066

Does the university offer workshops to improve
your educational skills?
What do you think about the faculty members in
your college?
Do you think that the number of instructors and
demonstrators enough in your college?

Table 8: ANOVA table of the second indicator

Source of
Variation
Between
Groups
Within
Groups

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F crit

12.89836066

4

3.224590164

5.588068182

0.000237425

2.401739696

173.1147541

300

0.57704918

Total

186.0131148

304
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Table 9 shows the correlations between each
question and others within the second
indicator. According to that table the cost of
education has inverse relations with the
educational equipments availability (0.276632112),
offered
workshops
(0.067858622), the number and quality of the
faculty
members
(-0.080984218),
(-

0.003519415) respectively. Because of the
increasing in the educational cost, the
educational equipment availability, the
workshops that offered by the university, the
number and quality of the faculty members
that employed decreased.

Table 9: Correlation of the second indicator

What do you
think about
the education
cost during
the last 3
years?

What do you think
about the education
cost during the last 3
years?
In which level, the
university provides
for you the
educational
equipments
(handouts, printers,
PCs, projectors
…etc) you need?
Does the university
offer workshops to
improve your
educational skills?
What do you think
about the faculty
members in your
college?
Do you think that
the number of
instructors and
demonstrators
enough in your
college?

In which level,
the university
provides for
you the
educational
equipments
(handouts,
printers, PCs,
projectors, etc)
you need?

Does the
university
offer
workshops
to improve
your
educational
skills?

What do you
think about the
faculty members
in your college?

Do you think
that the number
of instructors and
demonstrators
enough in your
college?

1

-0.276632112

1

-0.067858622

0.333491075

1

-0.080984218

0.337787839

0.01044247
4

1

-0.003519415

0.358082323

0.24959514
1

0.284894475

1

alpha (α=0.05) we found that F.95 value is
2.53 which is greater than the critical F that
means we reject that there is accurate
information.

Table 10 Shows the regression of the second
indicator, the critical F value inside the table
is 1.33, with degree of freedom 4, 56 but we
use 4, 60 which is the most close point and
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Table 10: Summary Output of Regression

df
4
56
60

Regression
Residual
Total

SS
1.99691
20.92112
22.91803

The third indicator consists of the questions:
Do you have any idea about the global
financial crisis? In your opinion, does global
financial crisis has any effects on educational
field? This indicates if the student has
background on the global financial crisis, to
distinguish between the answers that were
answered with background from those that
answered without any background.59% of
students stated that they have idea about the
crisis and 41% don't have.60% of students
think that the global financial crisis has
effects on educational area and 40% think that
there is no effects on educational area by the
crisis.
The fourth indicator consists of the following
questions: For what reason you are studying
in the university? In your expectation will you
find a job after graduation? This indicates the
student's aim from studying in the
university.6% indicated that they are for
gaining knowledge, 26% to get certificate,
49% to get a job and 19% for other
reasons.4% stated that they expect to get a job
after graduation easily, 33% slightly difficult,
49% difficult and 14% said that they don't
think to find a job after their graduation.
The fifth indicator consists of the following
questions: What do think about the number of

MS
0.499228
0.373591

F
1.336293

Significance F
0.267878

the students inside a section? Does a large
number of students in a section affects on
your ability for understanding? This indicates
whether the studying environment in the
university is suitable and comfortable, and
does it affected by the crisis or not. 13%
stated that the number of students in a section
is small, 60% said that it is suitable and 27%
indicated that it is large.11% answered that
the large number of students in a class will
affect their ability for understanding
positively,67% negatively and 22% said that
no effects on their understanding.
Table 11 and table 12 shows the summary and
ANOVA table for this indicator, in our
hypothesis, we suggest that the null
hypothesis (Ho) is there is no relation
between the questions involved in this
indicator, and the alternative hypothesis (HA)
indicates that there is relation between the
questions in this indicator. The ANOVA table
shows that the p-value is 0.000872 which is
very small (less than 0.5), so according to this
value we will reject Ho and accept HA, and
then we can say that there is relation, also we
can conclude that our test is good fit which
means that our sample is good.

Table 11: Summary of the fifth indicator

Groups

Count

Sum

Average

Variance

What do you think about the number of students inside a
section?

61

113

1.852459

0.394536

Does a large number of students inside a section, effects on
your ability for understanding?

61

88

1.442623

0.484153
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Table 12: ANOVA table of the fifth indicator

Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

SS
5.122951
52.72131

df
1
120

Total

57.84426

121

MS
5.122951
0.439344

Table 13 shows the correlations between each
question and others within the third indicator.
There is a direct correlation (0.26631409)
between the number of students inside a
section and the effects on the ability of

F
11.66045

P-value
0.000872

F crit
3.920124

understanding; if the number of the students
inside a section is large the ability for
understanding will be affected.

Table 13: Correlation of the fifth indicator

What do you think about the
number of students inside a
section?
What do you think about the number of
students inside a section?

1

Does a large number of students inside a
section, effects on your ability for
understanding?

0.26631409

Table 14 Shows the regression of the fifth
indicator, the critical F value inside the table
is 4.5, with degree of freedom 1, 59 but we
use 1, 60 which is the most close point and
alpha (α=0.05) we found that F.95 value is

Does a large number of students
inside a section, effects on your
ability for understanding?

1

4.00 which is less than the critical F that
means we accept that there is accurate
information.

Table 14: Summary output of regression

Regression
Residual
Total

df
1
59
60

SS
1.678903
21.99323
23.67213

The last indicator consists of the question:
Did you affected by the crisis personally? To
indicates if there are any indirect effects of
the crisis on educational field, and find them
out. 39% answered yes and 61% answered no
to this question.

MS
1.678903
0.372767

F
4.503899

Significance F
0.038026

changes in employment in the last three years
due to any effects in the university budget.
The questions that were asked are: Does the
percentage of employment decreases in the
period of the crisis or not? Do you renew the
temporary contracts for employees who are
not permanent? He answered as the
following: About the employment, if any
department needs employee, they will send an
application form to the chairman of HR and
according to their requirements we will

Interview
Our interview was with one of the employees
in Human Resources Department. Our
question was target to find out if there are any
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decide how many employees hire for that
department. In general the percentage of
employment did not change during these 3
years. About renewing a temporary contact it
depends on the requirement of a specific
department; does that department need the
employee for another two years or not?
He wasn‘t having precise information about
the university budget. So we went to the

financial department and ask one of the
employees there, all information that he gave
us is that the University of Bahrain has not
affected by the global financial crisis because
this university is a governmental institute and
supported by the government.
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Conclusion
After applying the research methods on our
case study ―University of Bahrain‖, we found
that there are some effects on educational cost
which cause it to be increased, but only little
effects on the university budget, these effects
are found in the workshops that offered by the
university to both faculty members and
students; our results are end to that only little
workshops are offered by the university, also
there is no support or very little support for
researches and we found that the number of
the faculty members is not so enough.
Our findings also indicates that most students
are aiming to find job from studying not for
gaining knowledge, in addition most of them
are expecting that finding job after graduation
is very difficult.
Some students complained that they are
affected by university decisions to reduce
some expenses such as cancelling the summer
course that affects a lot of students and delay
their graduation, some faculty members also
complained about the facilities that the
university offer such as no enough printers
and no suitable offices.
As mentioned in National Rectors‘
Conferences that governments should provide
enough support for universities and give them
a share from their funding to secure their
financial situation and they assist on the
importance of supporting the research units,
we found that university of Bahrain as a
governmental university has not faced
notified effects because it has strong support
from the government. Working group
sessions at the OECD Program on
Institutional
Management
in
Higher
Education talked about the same issue.
However at the point of supporting researches
University of Bahrain does not concentrate on
this point and the importance of it. Dr. .M.
Rezaei-Kalantari and N.G. Ghourchian,
(2008) give some suggestions to reduce the
crisis impacts on education:



















―University managers‘ familiarity with
the crisis management factors
(component) (prediction, prevention,
facing and reforming).
Distribution of the knowledge and the
culture of supervising and evaluating
the
educational
and
scientific
institution to remove the barriers and
problems and to boost the activities
considering the indexes and plans and
applying the results of the analysis.
Creating planning, evaluating the
policy making systems in higher
education or improving the quality and
adapting the programs to the society‘s
needs.
Reviewing the university curriculum
and offering courses with world and
international issues and increasing the
adaptable courses.
Planning and increasing the rules and
regulations of the official systems on
merits.
Recognizing the research needs and
increasing the budgets of university
research from the research budgets of
the country.
Giving importance to the results of the
researches by implementing the
developmental planning of the
country.‖
They also indicate that ―The most five
prone factors to the crisis are:
Lack of equipments and standard
learning tools,
Weak management.
Job insecurity.
Lack of motivation for learning among
students.
Having
tendency
for
getting
documents rather than getting the
knowledge.‖

Our findings ends to that the large number of
students inside a section has negative effects
on the efficiency of teachings and the ability
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of students to understand, also we find the
same result in ―Impact of Economic Crisis on
Future of Education, Your Move‖ research.
D.Thomas, K.Beegle, E.Frankenberg and G.
Teruel (2004) in their research focused on
how the students suffered from the crisis and
how they enforced to work and study at the
same time, we agree with him in this point,
during collecting information we find that
some of students stated that they suffered
from decreasing in their families income, so
they cannot pay for university and their
personal expenses which enforce them to
work.
The most five prone factors to the crisis are
mentioned by Dr. .M. Rezaei-Kalantari and
N.G. Ghourchian: Lack of equipments and
standard learning tools, weak management,
job insecurity, lack of motivation for learning
among students and having tendency for
getting documents rather than getting the
knowledge. These factors not appeared
clearly in University of Bahrain except the
last two factors. One of the main reasons that
helped to mitigate the effects of the economic
crisis is the laws initiated by the Bahraini
government earlier. Tuition fees at the
University of Bahrain has not changed Since
2001 when a law, which stipulates to reduce
the price of studying in regular program from
15 dinars per hour, 45 dinars for one course
and 225 for the semester, consisting of five

courses, to 8 dinars per hour and 120 dinars
for the semester, and reduce tuition fees for
special programs from 40 dinars per hour of
study, 120 for one course and 600 dinars for
the semester, consisting of five courses by the
same percentage to eight dinars per hour of
study, as well as reduced fees for study in the
Master's program of 150 for a one hour to 8
dinars. This law issued by his Majesty opened
the door to many students from families of
limited income to go to college and join any
program they like. This decision reduced the
effects of which nearly hit the educational
structure in the Kingdom of Bahrain. Also, in
2002, the exemption from tuition fees an
order to double the number of students
exempted entirely from tuition fees at the
University of Bahrain in accordance with the
standards and requirements set by the
university. The main beneficiary of this
resolution is the students who belong to
families
with
limited
income.
Generally, we conclude that the education has
been affected by the global financial crisis;
however, the government intervention
through laws that have been preceded has
come over these effects by concentrate on the
educational units including schools, institutes
and universities.
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Contributing to the Emiratization Process via Deployment of TQM
Approach in Developing Skills at Higher Education Institutions
Umme Salma Mujtaba
Herriot-Watt University

being Nationalization that is also known as
Emiratization, which is a policy statement by
the UAE government ensuring UAE nationals
get opportunities in the private sector.
"Emiratization" is a national government
initiative that aims to bring in UAE nationals
into the workforce. Just like any policy
implementation Emiratization has seen
impediments that are recognized in the
literature and research conducted. (Jasim AlAli (2008). (Abdullah Al Shaibi (2008). This
piece shall take holdups in Emiratization
process and offer solutions through
improvising the Higher Education platform
using TQM principles.
This approach would mean utilizing the
existing foundations in Higher Education
Institutions. Throughout the paper the author
maintains that by applying the TQM
methodology, institutions offering Higher
education can be cultivated to produce desired
results in the Emiratization process.
Within this article, the generic term
―employability skills‖ is replaced with a
broader term, ―capability building skills‖. In
essence the focus is to encompass all
expertise
in
building
aptitude
and
competencies desirable in order to give a
boost to the Emiratization process initiated by
the UAE government.

Abstract
This paper reflects on how a TQM approach
can be deployed by Higher Education
Institutions in order to develop employability
skills that the author re-terms as Capability
Building skills, in graduates thereby assisting
the Emiratization process at grass root level.
The author basis the paper on the fact that
HEI‟s have a large role to play in the sociodevelopment of the country. (Jasim Al-Ali,
2008) maintains a comprehensive list of
factors identified as barriers to the
Emiratization process. The author maintains
many of these issues can be worked on
utilizing the TQM principles of continuous
improvement, customer focus, the input,
process and output model and applying these
to the delivery model at Higher Education
institutions in UAE. Abiding by the general
practices in academia, UAE universities as
well produce graduate competencies/skills in
addition to the conceptual knowledge. Within
this piece, a novel dimension signifying the
substance and value adding property of
Higher Education institutions inculcated with
TQM factors and models shall surface in
contributing to Emiratization process – a key
UAE policy.
Keywords: Total Quality Management
(TQM), Higher Education, Emiratization,
Strategy

UAE Background
UAE Demographic

Introduction

The National Human Resources Development
and Employment Authority (Tanmia) has
projected that the UAE population would rise

This paper sets grounds of study in the UAE
scenario linking three factors. The first factor
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in 2010 to 7. 557million from 5.63million,
increasing by 1.9million people as per the
official population statistical report issued in
2006.
It added that the UAE population doubles
every 8.7 years compared to 55 years for
world
population.
Tanmia released in its report, of which
Emirates News Agency (WAM) obtained a
copy, that, the growth of both UAE nationals
and expatriates would lead to exacerbation of
the demographic imbalance in the country. It
cited that the percentage of the UAE
nationals' increment to the population growth
dropped from 24.4 per cent to 15.4 per cent
from
19952006.
It predicted that the population would further
drop to 13.3 per cent in 2010, if appropriate
correctional procedures and policies were not
taken to address the issue. - Emirates News
Agency, WAM
Expatriates have a high profile (91 percent) in
the 2.4 million Emirate labour markets,
overwhelmingly in the private sector. UAE
nationals fill the remaining 9 per cent; 8 per
cent (192,000) in the public sector and a mere
one per cent (70,000) in the private sector
(TANMIA, 2006; Freek, 2004; Abdelkarim,
2002)

development opportunities (Middle East
Strategy Advisors, 2006), for implementation.
―Emiratization is an affirmative action quota
driven employment policy that ensures UAE
nationals are given employment opportunities
in the private sector‖ Godwin (2006:8).
Emiratization, as a focused social capital
program, seeks to overcome structural
barriers
to
Emirati
employment in
organisations, and address social issues rising
from citizens‘ entry into the labour market.
On advice from international organisations,
the policy was first implemented through
structural reform, rather than specific
measures. Nevertheless, programs to fasttrack education reform, implement education
to employment transit programs, and fund
private sector organisations to employ and
then train Emiratis have not been successful.
(Jasim Al-Ali 2008)
Emiratization is an example of ―the
interventionist approach often taken by
governments of the region‖ (Harry 2007). It is
a policy which ―aims to reduce the country‘s
reliance on expatriate labour and increase the
participation of nationals in the labour
market‖ (Wilkins 2001:8).
Barriers to Emiratization

Following the efforts from the government in
implementing Emiratization across the seven
emirates, there have been different concerns.
These have been addressed in various studies,
preliminarily
identifying
them.
EMIRATIZATION website has an entire
section dedicated to articles on Emiratization.
On a general note, the UAE government has
taken several steps such as establishment of
the
Young
Arab
Leaders
forum
www.yaleaders.org to ensure leadership
development in young Emiratis. Although,
this is not necessarily seen as a step in the
Emiratization process, it is an extension of the
efforts the UAE government is taking to
encourage skills development in Emiratis.
Local Newspapers keep addressing issues
related to Emiratization, its developments,

UAE Government’s Policy toward
Emiratization
Within the GCC countries there has always
been an over reliance on expatriate workforce.
The
UAE
government
introduced
Emiratization in the early 1990‘s, applicable
to both the private and public sectors in order
to balance the divided labour market (see
figures above).
Emiratization is the shared responsibility of
the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, for
policy matters, and the National Human
Resources Development and Employment
Authority (TANMIA) which provides UAE
nationals with employment, training and
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further improvements and processes. In doing
so many organizations especially the banking
sector is appreciated that has been able to
meet the required percentage criteria set
mandatory by the government i.e. 2%/50
employees in private sector establishments.
Jasim Al-Ali(2008),whilst discussing personal
attribute barriers to UAE nationals‘ workforce
participation, determines ‗Low standards of
experience/training/skills‘ as a key barrier in
Emiratization, followed by ‗Low motivation‘.
Jasim Ali-Ali (2008) also suggests, that
national‘s inclination to work in private sector
is very low i.e. they prefer public sector
employment due to variety of reasons such as
working hours, benefits etc. Findings like
these are of great benefit since many
motivational
studies
contradict
this
completely.
The study undertaken by Yang (2002)
considered some 53 percent of surveyed
private sector National employees the modal
response indicated that the reason they would
not stay in their jobs for more than five years
was "low salary and wages". The same 2002
study also showed a very strong inverse
relationship between earnings (and the rate of
salary increase) and employees' intention to
remain in the job (for five years). An
interesting feature of private sector
employment that was revealed by this study is
that wage increases in this sector are generally
more generous for the employee than in the
Government and mixed sectors.
The impediments to Emiratization stated
above such as personal attributes and
nationals lack of interest towards working in
the private sector, indubitably are factors that
can be well handled within the domain of
Higher Education institutions. In point of fact,
it is the view of the author that these ought to
be handled at the educational institution level
such that the product (student) is equipped to
take on the challenges at workplace in a
competent manner.

This paper shall address the inherent role of
HEI in developing capability building skills;
this certainly is not a novel concept. The
originality of this exploration is the
deployment of TQM concepts in the above
mentioned as detailed below.
UAE HEI Enrolments
Ninety-five per cent of all females and 80 per
cent of all males who are enrolled in the final
year of secondary school apply for admission
to a higher education institution in the UAE
or study abroad. Nationals can attend
government tertiary-level institutions free of
charge, and a wide and rapidly increasing
range of private institutions, many with
international accreditation, supplement the
public sector.
These figures surely, depict that UAE
nationals are geared to attain HE degrees.
Studies support the notion that studying for a
degree is a dream secondary school graduates
have. It is this enthusiasm that provides the
platform for higher education institutions to
work on the fresh crop available to them.
These figures depict that UAE nationals are
geared to attain HE degrees. The figures of
applications for Higher Education study
support the notion that studying for a degree
is an aspiration for a high percentage of
secondary school graduates. It is this
enthusiasm that provides the platform for
higher education institutions to work on the
potential cohorts available to them.
One of the reasons on a high level of Emiratis
unemployment in the private sector, i.e.
inability to participate in the Emiratization
process, is identified by Abdullah Al Shaiba
(2008) as the increasing gap between the
skills of the nationals who search for jobs and
the skills required in the labour market.
Al Shaiba‘s 2008 work further identified the
role of HEI in assisting the Emiratization
process, highlighting employability skills,
their development, and the considerable role
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Higher Education institutions can play in this
regard.

Focus at HEI, can be two pronged i.e. in
addition to providence of the sound
conceptual knowledge, there should be
capability development exercise at the process
level to apply the knowledge in the real
environment. (Local case-studies, in addition
to the international case-studies, should be
developed by various schools in conjunction
with the industry)
It has become increasingly apparent that the
growth of the Information Society and the
importance of knowledge based rather than
manipulative skills represent a challenge for
the traditional education providers and their
customary methods of delivery. Nontraditional organizations such as corporate
and virtual providers are at the present time
considered to be one of the major emerging
alternatives to the traditional education sector.
The post-secondary learning environment has
become increasingly competitive in the last
decade. The pre-eminence of the traditional
universities as the major providers of higher
education is being challenged by nontraditional organizations, such as corporate
and virtual providers. Numbers of pre-print
archives, electronic journals and virtual
libraries are on the increase. The growth of
the information society, and the importance of
knowledge based rather than manipulative
skills, aligned with the increased availability
of communication and information based
technologies has facilitated the development
of flexible ‗virtual‘ learning environments.
There are currently over 3million people
studying on-line in the United States of
America. There has been a growth in the
demand
for
continuing
professional
development (CPD) as an element of lifelong
learning.

Combating this with HEI‟s
Role…How can HEI Play a Role?
Historically, the role of Higher education has
been restricted to conceptual, subject related
knowledge, and, acquisition of any
accompanied social skills as an additional
benefit. (Bath et al., 2004. However, since the
late 1980‘s, there has, in many countries, been
increasing pressure on higher education to
contribute directly to national economic
regeneration and growth (Ball, 1989, 1990).
The World Bank‘s recent study of 190
countries reveals that it is higher education
that helps in enriching the quality of
manpower. Isn‘t it clear-cut development.
(Ali, M and Shastri, R, K 2010). A growing
economy such as the UAE requires an
assured, robust and productive higher
education system. It is the available jobs in
the market that become a catalyst for students
to decide what subject areas to study and
equally as important from the perspective of
the HEI, informs the development and
accreditation
process
for
program
development and delivery.
This influence of higher education ought to be
now embraced by academia industry at large
in the UAE. The emphasis must be on
empowering students such that their
experience yields required skills. One of the
most positive ways HEI‘s can contribute to
the national economic growth and wider
Emiratization policy is by embedding
capability building skills within the education
experience that student s gain during their 4
year tenure at the university. Additionally,
employer demand is now moving toward
flexible education and training, which can be
tailored to company needs, allowing retraining
of
employees
to
improve
competitiveness and recognition of the
learning needs of employees in globalised
businesses.

Using TQM in Developing
Employability Skills/Capabilities
Development exercise
Total Quality Management
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Feigenbaum, devised the term in 1961, who
named it as total quality control (TQC).
Whilst Total Quality Management (TQM) can
be defined as ―the process of integration of all
activities, functions and processes within an
organization in improvement in cost, quality,
function and delivery of goods and services
for customer satisfaction‖. There are many
definitions and approaches relating to what
are now collectively known as TQM. The
introduction by the British Standards Institute
(BSI) of BS 7850:1992 which was issued in
two parts brought together the management
concepts of TQM, and gave a guide to quality
improvement methods. In essence, TQM
seeks to maintain continuous involvement of
all employees in the constant improvement of
products and services to continually meet /
exceed customer requirements. BS 7850:1992
is not a standard to which your organisation
can become registered (like BS EN ISO
9001:2008), as it aims to re-focus control of
the individual to control by the individual.
As TQM is not a certifiable system to which
organisations become accredited, it is again
being used by organisations that are looking
to increase the awareness and involvement of
their workforce, as it involves some aspects of
both quality control and standardisation in its
techniques and implementation. TQM needs
to be led with top management support; it
requires
dedicated
organisation
and
motivation to gain momentum to have a
lasting effect. TQM is a way of thinking about
goals, organisations, processes and people to
ensure that the right things are done right first
time. This thought process can change
attitudes, behaviour and hence results for the
better. TQM is not a system, a tool or even a
process. Systems, tools and processes are
employed to achieve the various principles of
TQM.
TQM implies the application of quality
principles right from identification of
customer needs to post purchase services.

The objective of TQM is to build an
organization that produces products or
performs services that are considered as
quality by those who use them.
According to Witcher (1990) TQM is
composed of three terms:
 Total: meaning that every person is
involved including customer and
suppliers,
 Quality: implying that customer
requirements are met exactly, and
 Management: indicating that senior
executives are committed.
TQM, HEI and Student Development
Lewis and Smith (1994) observed that largely
in universities focus is on only ―inputs‖ and
―outputs‖ of the system respectively, a TQM
approach integrates and improves all the three
stages – inputs, processes, and outputs.
According to Burkhalter (1994) TQM is a
strategically integrated approach that involves
all three stakeholders including employees,
customers, and funders.
Quality approach to developing employability
skills would essentially mean, continuously
satisfying the customer‘s need as per the
customers desires.
Following can be gathered examining the
simple TQM composition specified above,
identifying who the customers and suppliers
are to HEI:
They are indeed both Students and
Employers, they, both consume services of
HEI)
It is exceptionally exciting to note that
Employers are both consumers and suppliers
to the capability development exercise for
nationals as students. Students are
increasingly aware of their own role on the
learning process. Greater autonomy in the
form of self directed learning and CPD, is
required by the learners, and is reflected by
the employers who wish to employ personnel
with a demonstrable capacity for on-going
self directed learning. The response to these
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right‖, instead they are broadly seen as those
customers whose satisfaction would yield
long run benefits to the organization.
Further, a (West-Burnham, 1992) state, a
customer is anyone to whom a product or
service is provided.
Durlabhji and Fusilier (1999) states that
customer empowerment in education requires
greater input from students as well as from
business community that will eventually
employ them. It is interesting to note that
suppliers to the skill and/or capability
development exercise for students/nationals in
order to prepare them to take on the real life
challenges is the Business community at
large. This is discussed below in details.

pressures has been the promotion of distance
learning. It is however recognised that
distance learning leads to unacceptably high
dropout rates, and it is for this reason that
employers welcome successful students who
have shown the commitment and ability to
complete a course in this way. The benefit to
the student of distance learning is that it
devolves students of the requirement for a
fixed attendance at an academic institution. It
allows the student to progress toward the
module completion by a more flexible
working approach.
Lynne and Ross (2007) make a case, that
quality as a movement approves students as
customers. Wherein they do not belong to that
type of customer, where ―Customer is always

Systems approach – input, process, output model for developing capabilities –
TQMIZED

Capability building skills, viewed as an embedded element in the systems approach of higher education, achieved via
improvements at all three stages; coupled with feedback from all stakeholders leading to continuous improvement – another key
element in TQM
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IP
at
the
curriculum
development
stage….what should happen here?
Further, inputs to the curriculum should have
industry contribution in asserting and largely
supporting the delivery process (details in the
process section below). By inputs I mean:
local case studies. ..I call it the key to
enduring success; the motivating factor; the
change in delivery process.
Across the board, all subjects where possible,
must encapsulate the local scenario. This
needs to come from the industry. As a step
ahead in the TQM process this would mean
industry and academia coming together in
order to produce some patent material to
inspire and inculcate the required curiosity to
work in these organizations. Just like when
one reads about Microsoft, Coco-Cola and
like, the desire of being part of these
organizations and sharing their success holds
a special place in the hearts of young students.
Where the understanding is that real life
exposure is provided to national students via
work experience in form of internships
Abdullah Al Shaiba(2008), an add-on to the
existing with a total student experience would
mean studying about the organizations during
class-setting.

Elucidation of the TQMIZED IPPROCESS-OP Model
Input Stage (IP)

Establishment of a national capability
unit….what would this unit do?
Input at this stage is taken from the time a
school leaving student applies for University
admissions. Students should be wellcounseled at the time of admission i.e.
pursuing a degree. This necessitates
establishing student counselors in the
admissions and recruitment team at HEI. The
job of the counselor would entail variety of
tasks such as analyzing student needs and
personality, mapping those with available
courses, be well versed with career
opportunities on suggested course and related
skills.
A file must be opened with this meeting
marked as the first meeting date. In the case
that this student decides to join this file is
carried on for the next four years and/or until
the student attains the desired qualification.
Thus, according to the TQM way, the first
point of contact for a student wishing to
pursue higher education degree would be a
dedicated counselor as opposed to the
marketing/recruitment/admissions member of
staff. This is the first step in the capability
building exercise, and, it must start at the time
of student admission. Now a student would be
able to noticeably envisage the before and
after picture.
This is where the capability building exercise
initiates in the form of support extended from
the institution with the aid of a counselor. A
national capability building unit being made
mandatory in all HEI, the in-depth
methodologies with standardized processes
must be developed. This practice should be
identical across all HEI across UAE. A wellfocused student knowing his reasons to
engage in a 4 year process would yield a more
committed scholar. The notion here is to keep
the student motivated during the four year
process.

Progress Stage: What Happens at the Process Stage?

At the delivery stage, which is basically the
educational process students go through for 4
years in order to attain graduate status, We
shall address the concerns raised by Jasim
Ali-Ali (2000) (See Barriers to Emiratization)
who suggests, that nationals inclination to
work in private sector is very low i.e. they
prefer public sector employment due to
variety of reasons such as working hours,
benefits etc. Findings like these are of great
benefit since many motivational studies
contradict this completely.
Yang (2002) shows some 53 percent of
surveyed private sector National employees
indicating that the reason they would not stay
in their jobs for more than five years was "low
salary and wages". This was the reason
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indicated with the greatest frequency. The
same study also shows a very strong inverse
relationship between earnings (and the rate of
salary increase) and employees' intention to
remain in the job (for five years).
On the contrary, an interesting feature of
private sector employment that was revealed
by this study is that wage increases in this
sector are generally more generous than in the
Government and mixed sectors.
Data in Morada (2002) shows that 14 percent
of workers in the private sector received
increases of more than 10 percent, compared
with only 2.1 percent in the Federal
Government,
5.2
percent
in
Local
Government and 9.4 percent in public
enterprises. Similarly, 87 percent and 70.2
percent, in the Federal and Local
Governments respectively, indicated that their
salary increases were less than three percent,
while the comparable share in the private
sector was 50.6 percent. Thus, it would
appear that, even though the recruitment
salary of a private sector worker may be less
than that obtainable elsewhere, once this
worker 'proves' herself, the rewards are better.
This suggests that if private sector workers
remain in their jobs longer, they have the
chance of 'catching up' or even surpassing
their Government employed counterparts
(with respect to pay).
The information available above noticeably
depicts delusions of facts, lack of knowledge
and awareness. At the process level this
information can be disseminated to students
via deploying different approaches. Few of
these are explicated below.
Use of Industry speakers
* This would provide students with an
opportunity to get first hand information and
that too from the horse‘s mouth. Speakers
from future prospective industries should be
mandatory, arranged by the National
capability building unit and embedded in the
curriculum delivery process. For e.g. twice a
semester

Regular meetings with Capability building
counselors
* A group of students should be allotted a
counselor; again this allocation can be done
keeping in mind various parameters such as
student‘s skills, interest areas and academic
results. Essentially, this is one of the most
vital components in the Capability Building
exercise, i.e. keeping track on the progress
and advancements made by the student. Each
individual is well-attended to during the
course of attendance at the institution and the
record is kept and built accordingly
identifying the needs of individuals during
regular mentoring sessions.
A day at X organization
* Following regular the above mentioned
sessions, students should be provided with
opportunities to visit organizations, these are
not field trips. In actuality, as the name
suggests this is for students to get the feel of
working in an organization. Such an exercise
is an exposure which is not work experience,
for the very reason that students are not
employed there, but surely these visits
increase the commercial awareness of
students engaged.
The role of NCBU must be to ensure the
interaction with counselors and industry
experts whether at campus and/or in form of
visiting their premises must have a clear
agenda. These agenda items must realize the
distinctive areas identified by literature as
barriers to Emiratization. Some of which are
discussed in the paper such as enlightening
students on benefits of working in the private
sector. This knowledge enrichment through
firsthand experience and practical exposure
should be a fundamental function of NCBU.
Output Stage: OP

This is the most important stage, being the
final one. It is envisioned that a thorough
exercise as the one stated above, instilling
TQM in the systems approach would yield
knowledgeable and capable nationals as
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graduates ready to take on challenges in the
real world scenario.
The generic Career advisory and development
departments are by now well integrated
within the NCBU. The government criterion
of Emiratization is a substantial support.
Organizations should now be more than
happy to accommodate these dependable and
mature graduates.

The TQM approach believes in addressing
totality of the system. Thus graduates, who
now become Alumni of the institution, keep
in regular touch via:
a. Share the success stories with the
juniors
b. Be mentors to the new crop
c. Can now come in as Industry speakers
and
d. Offer support to the institution in
Industry visits etc.

Does the Role of NCBU Stop Here?
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parties is of critical importance. Although
Emiratization is seen as a strategic priority in
the UAE, there is also the ongoing
requirement
for
continued
secure
organizational management. The uplift of
Emirate workers cannot be made at the
expense of the quality of the personnel
employed. There is a wider requirement for
the sustainable future of the UAE.

Conclusion
TQM is based on the ‗quality‘ concept of the
totality of characteristics of a product or
service to satisfy stated or implied needs‖
(Feigenbaum 2002).
Whilst TQM is
recognized more as a philosophy or way of
working it relies on the basic premise of
‗quality‘ to manage the process and deliver
what the customer wants. In this paper, the
author has shown the requirements of the
customer, the stakeholder and the delivering
institution are closely aligned, and can be
critically compared to the work of Etzkowitz
(1997) who considers a convergence and
crossing-over of three worlds which were
once very much separate: public research,
business and government. This convergence
has been represented and explained by
Etzkowitz (1997) through the Triple Helix
model. This model refers to a spiral (versus
traditional linear) model of innovation that
captures multiple reciprocal relationships
among institutional settings (public, private
and academic) at different stages in the
capitalization of knowledge. These three
institutional spheres which formerly operated
at arms' length in liberal capitalist societies
are increasingly working together, with a
spiral pattern of linkages emerging at various
stages of the innovation process, to form the
so-called "Triple Helix."
In this paper the author has clearly established
that no one element of the student, the
employer or the University can work in
isolation, robust interaction between the

Further Direction
Further work is planned by the author to
research and develop a model of the multiple
reciprocal relationships between employers,
employees and Universities which clearly
indicates the causal indicators and critical
economic success factors of global
employability skills for Emirate students.
Within the developing considerations of
contemporary research, there is a clear
requirement to develop strategic direction and
partnership considerations within a global
environment. Also work by Bhaskaran,S &
Gligorovska, E. (2009) on developing `
National culture influences beliefs about and
behaviors to trans-national alliance partners`
has highlighted the influence of beliefs and
behaviors `by the complex inter-relationships
between relational constructs such as trust,
commitment,
co-operation,
dependence,
communication
and
compatibility`
(Bhaskaran,S & Gligorovska, E. 2009)
(Martin 2009).
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Sustainability Practices in Large Companies from the United States
and European Union
M. Anaam Hashmi
Minnesota State University, Mankato, USA

companies are requested to disclose their
carbon emissions reduction practices from
sustainability advocates and institutional
investors around the world. Among large
companies, several have volunteered to share
their sustainability efforts with the Carbon
Disclosure Project (CDP). This multi-national
cooperative is a leading entity demanding
global companies
to
disclose their
sustainability policies. CDP periodically
survey companies and publish these results.
The survey results are available to all
stakeholders including consumers, financial
institutions, and governmental agencies.
Publication of corporate carbon emissions
reduction policies have encouraged large
companies to take further steps and reduce
their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
(Carbon Disclosure Project [CDP], 2010).
Another positive development is the
involvement of global institutional investors
in forcing large U.S. and global companies to
disclose their current GHG emissions and
future emissions reduction strategies.
Sustainability, the capacity to endure, is a
global issue and one meriting concern from
participants in global marketplaces, both
regarding domestic environmental protection
and policies and also the environmental
protection and policies in place across the
world. This study analyzes the sustainability
practices in large global companies with
special emphasis on the United States (U.S.)
and the European Union (E.U.), two of the
largest economic groups in the world and two
major sources of GHG emissions. Moreover,
this study explores various sustainability

Abstract
The purpose of this study is to analyze the
sustainability practices in large companies
from the United States and European Union,
two of the largest economic groups in the
world and two major sources of greenhouse
gas emissions. There is no generally accepted
definition of sustainability practices or an
exact definition of “sustainability.” The
definition is still evolving. The good news is
that most large companies from the United
States and Europe are trying to implement
sustainability related practices in their
organizations in accordance with their
governing
philosophy.
Sustainability
practices are closely related to productivity
and quality as well. Out of the top 100
sustainable companies, twelve companies are
based in the U.S., nine in Australia or
Canada, and hardly any from Middle East.
Most of the companies in the list are
European companies and over 60 are based
in European Union member countries
Keywords: sustainability, corporate social
responsibility, greenhouse gases, large
companies

Introduction
Sustainability is broadly defined as the
capacity to endure or last. Sustainability
practices, as adopted by large global
companies have grown out of the
environmental movement and are now an
important factor in strategic business
decisions. Large American and global
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definitions and identifies companies with
more developed sustainability practices.

indefinitely. According to a recent report from
the American Management Association
(AMA), ―The primary goal of sustainability is
ensuring that whole systems remain healthy
so that people—as individuals, societies, and
organizations—improve their overall chances
of well being‖ (American Management
Association {AMA}, 2007).
Building upon foundations laid by Carson
(1962), contemporary sustainability experts
have further honed their understanding of the
topic and identified a connection between
sustainability and profitability. Hawken
(1993) not only identified sustainability
problems but also discussed business-related
solutions, which he asserted could transform
both companies and the economy, and
possibly improve profitability. McDonough
and Braungart (2002) laid out a strong
argument in support of vital interrelationship
of society‘s need and resource availability.
They argued efficient use of resources is the
key to enjoying these resources for years to
come. Elkington (1998) introduced the widely
used term ―triple bottom line‖ (TBL) to define
sustainability referring to the economic
bottom line (profit), the social bottom line
(people), and the environmental bottom line
(planet). Esty (2006) and Savitz (2006)
emphasized the relationships between
environmental and financial sustainability,
asserting companies could not be financially
sustainable without being environmentally
conscious. Esty (2006) and Savitz (2006) also
argued that environmentally friendly use of
materials and energy would ensure financial
sustainability of a business and that this is the
only path of long-term viability for a
company. Each of these experts linked
sustainability practices with sustainable
profitability and survival.
The United Nations sponsored the Rio Earth
Summit of 1992, which not only paved the
way for the Kyoto Protocol mandating
greenhouse gases reduction for signatory
countries, but emphasized sustainability

Literature Review
There is no single authoritative definition of
sustainability or sustainable enterprise. Some
of
the
early
work
on
modern
environmentalism began with Carson's
controversial publication of Silent Spring in
1962,
highlighted
the
dangers
of
indiscriminate use of pesticides in the U.S.
and around the world and helped started an
era of environmental regulations and socially
responsible environmental policies. The idea
of social responsibility and environmental
ethics issues goes back to Carson‘s study. The
Brundtland thesis in 1987 introduced the de
facto standard definition of sustainability:
―Sustainable development is development that
meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs‖
(Tietenberg & Lewis, 2002). According to
Hart (1997), ―The road to sustainable
enterprise‖ started in the 1950s with pollution
denial, which shifted to end-of-pipe
regulation in the 1970s, to "greening" in the
1980s, and beyond greening by the 1990s.
Each of these key studies contributed to the
development of a growing movement of
environmental concern, preparing the
groundwork for modern sustainability
theories and their definitions.
According to the Sustainable Enterprise
Model, a sustainable enterprise is ―an
enterprise that promotes sustainable living
through sustainable production of goods and
services, to provide solutions for fulfilling
elementary needs to improve the lives of
people now and in the future with the least
possible environmental impact and the highest
possible economic and social yield‖ (Ing,
2009). Basically, a sustainable enterprise is an
initiative to provide for the present without
limiting resources or the ability of future
generations to provide and survive
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related issues facing businesses and countries.
One of the important meeting outcomes that
helped the cause of sustainability was the
formation of the International Chamber of
Commerce Business Charter for Sustainable
Development
and
Changing
Course
(Schmidheiny, 1992).
The most crucial theme or idea that ties into
corporate sustainability is corporate social
responsibility (CSR). Corporate social
responsibility involves intentionally including
public interests in corporate decision-making
and adhering to the idea of having a triple
bottom line. This term, triple bottom line
(TBL),
cannot
be
defined
without
sustainability. TBL refers to an economic
bottom line (profit), a social bottom line
(people), and an environmental bottom line
(planet). To define sustainability in this way
is to say that sustainability happens at each of
these three levels, sustainability of profit,
sustainability of people, and sustainability of
the planet. Sustainability of profit is the
ability of a business to endure and make a
profit. Sustainability of people is the ability of
people to survive and reproduce indefinitely.
Sustainability of the planet means taking care
of the environment so the planet can sustain
life—the environment and ecosystems are not
destroyed. Each of these three concepts or
bottom lines goes hand-in-hand with the
others, and these three needs to be looked
after simultaneously. When sustainable
enterprises measure business success using
the TBL metrics of economic bottom line,
social bottom line, and environmental bottom
line, the sustainable enterprise must be
involved in the following activities
(Organization Innovation, 2008):
 continuous refreshment of workforce
talent
 deliberate alleviation of societal
ailments
 responsible use of environmental
resources

Strandberg (2002) catagorized companies
based on their willingness to integrate
corporate social responsibility in their
decisions. He defined these companies as
CSR Lite, CSR Compliant, CSR Strategic,
CSR Integrated, and Deep CSR. Companies
within CSR Lite and CSR Compliant
categories are half-heartedly adopting
sustainability measures, while companies
falling in the categories of CSR Strategic,
CSR Integrated, and Deep CSR are more
aggressive in their pursuit of a sustainable
path. Companies can adopt one of the abovementioned models as it suits their governing
philosophy as well as practices within their
industry. Biemiller (2009) advocated that
sustainability efforts should not be costly and
also suggested American college campuses
adopt sustainability measures to save money
in the long run. Hoffman (2004) advised
companies deciding to formulate a sustainable
business model to follow specific steps:
1. Calculate the energy efficiency of the
company and explore ways to improve
it.
2. Calculate the company‘s carbon
dioxide (CO2) and other GHG
emissions.
3. Explore
the
carbon
trading
mechanisms.
4. Conduct a cost benefit analysis of
CO2 and GHG emissions reduction by
employing new processes and
investigating the cost of carbon
credits.
5. Research new energy efficient
technologies, particularly for future
projects. The list includes solar power,
wind power, hydro power, and
utilizing bio-fuels.
6. Assess GHG liability of new capital
assets.
7. Formulate internal auditing systems to
comply with GHG regulations and
forecast future GHG emissions.
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There are other paradigms associated with
sustainability, such as the Five Capitals
Model and the 3 E‘s Model. The Five Capitals
Model is very similar to TBL but includes
five elements: natural, social, human,
manufactured, and financial. The 3 E‘s Model
includes
ecology/environment,
economy/employment, and equity/equality;
there is also possibly a fourth ―E‖—education
(AMA, 2007).
Tietenberg and Lewis (2010) summarized
three alternative definitions of sustainable
allocation: weak sustainability, strong
sustainability,
and
environmental
sustainability. According to their weak
sustainability definition, previous generations
should not consume more resources if future
generations are prevented from achieving
similar levels of life style. Their strong
sustainability definition focuses on avoiding
depletion of natural resources. Environmental
sustainability
is
somewhat
more
comprehensive and emphasizes maintaining
the physical flow of individual resources to
satisfy future growth needs as well.
There is some level of opposition to
governmental mandate of sustainability
related laws. This opposition is primarily
based on the ideology that governments
should not intervene in a free-market system,
and on emphasizing profit as more important
than protecting the environment for future
generations. The opponents fail to appreciate
long-term benefits of sustainability practices.
Another type of opposition comes from
within an organization, wherein top
management may not be convinced about the
need for sustainability and/or the promise of

profit
increases
after
implementing
sustainability practices (Blackburn, 2007).
An in-depth survey was conducted in 2007
that included 1,365 usable responses from
large global companies. The survey and
subsequent discussion results were compiled
by the American Management Association
(AMA) and Human Resource Institute (HRI)
(AMA, 2007). Respondents were asked to
rank their opinions on a five-point Likert
scale. An encouraging finding was that
companies
implementing
sustainability
practices were also more hopeful for their
company‘s overall performance. Furthermore,
high performing companies reported seeing
―measurable benefits from sustainability
initiatives‖ (mean score of 3.19). Lowperforming
companies
also
reported
measurable benefits from sustainability
initiatives but to a lesser extent than high
performing companies (mean score of 2.56).
AMA/HRI summarized the global survey
results and one of the key findings is
tabulated in Table 1. The respondents were
asked to rank the importance of several
potential barriers to sustainability practices in
an organization. The top three important
hindrances to sustainability were ―lack of
demand from consumers and customers,‖
―lack of demand from managers and
employees,‖ and ―lack of awareness and
understanding.‖ These findings highlight the
importance
of
educating
consumers,
customers, and managers for successful
implementation of sustainability practices.
There are many misconceptions that have
diluted the importance of sustainability in the
eyes of some stakeholders (AMA, 2007).
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Table 1 Importance of Potential Barriers to Sustainability*

Importance
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Potential Barriers to Sustainability
Lack of demand from consumers and customers
Lack of demand from managers and employees
Lack of awareness and understanding
Lack of standardized metrics or performance benchmarks
Lack of specific ideas on what to do and when to do it
Lack of demand from shareholders and investors
Lack of demand from suppliers
Unclear or weak business case
Lack of demand from the community
Lack of support from senior leaders
General risk aversion
Fear of competitors taking advantage of us

Mean Score
3.13
3.13
3.11
3.10
3.08
3.04
2.99
2.97
2.93
2.92
2.80
2.38

*Mean responses on a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 = not at all and 5 = to a very great extent

friendly is that they use different resource
types to generate energy to their communities.
The E.U. gets a majority of its energy from
natural gas and has been phasing out the use
of coal since the 1960‘s. In the U.S. roughly
half the country‘s energy comes from coal.
Because of the difference in energy sources,
the United States is researching low carbon
technologies instead of supporting the Kyoto
Protocol's GHG reductions mandate, which
the European Union has supported (Euractiv,
2007).
There is a positive change in American and
European utility companies‘ attitudes toward
sustainability and renewable energy. In 2008
and 2009, American and European companies
added more power capacity from renewable
sources (hydro, wind, solar, etc.) than from
traditional fossil fuel sources. Renewable
energy accounted for 60 % of newly installed
capacity in Europe and more than 50 % in the
U.S. in 2009 (United Nations Environmental
Program [UNEP], 2010). In 2009, countries
added nearly 80 GW of renewable power
capacity across the globe, including 31 GW of
hydro and 48 GW of non-hydro capacity. This
combined renewable energy output is very
close to the 83 GW of fossil-fuel based
capacity installed in the same year. If this
positive trend continues, 2011 could be the
first year during which new power generation

Sustainability Practices in the United
States and European Union
There are many similarities and differences
between sustainability policies in the United
States and in the European Union (E.U.). In
general one can say that efforts to curtail
overuse of resources and reduce depletion of
resources are aimed at the same goal, but the
major differences lie in the path taken to
reach that goal by the U.S. and E.U. The
Bush administration was opposed to the GHG
emissions limits proposed at the Kyoto
Protocol, while the E.U. imposed GHG
reduction obligations on its industries and set
up a carbon market to facilitate cost-effective
implementation of these requirements (Esty,
2007).
Both the U.S. and E.U. are concerned with
sustainability issues but differ in the policies
employed to achieve sustainable results. The
United States' energy and climate policies are
framed based on ensuring economic
prosperity and security while in Europe, it is
framed in an environmental context, says
Christian Egenhofer, senior climate and
energy policy researcher at the Centre for
European Policy Studies (CEPS) in Brussels
(Euractiv, 2007). One reason the U.S. and
E.U. have different takes on how to change to
be more sustainable and environmentally
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capacity added in low carbon power exceeds
that added in the traditional fossil fuel based
capacity (UNEP, 2010).

compromising the future. America will meet
that challenge with the help of this Council
and the ideas and experience that its members
bring to this important task" (EPA, 2010b).
The Council consisted of 25 members and
built many new partnerships among
representatives from industry; government;
and environmental, labor, and civil rights
organizations so they could develop new
approaches to integrate economic and
environmental policies (EPA, 2010b).
American consumers are demanding that
companies provide sustainable products. In
some industries carbon labels are also
becoming common. In 2008 alone, American
consumers doubled their spending on
sustainable products and services to an
estimated $500 billion, according to a survey
that polled more than a 1,000 people
conducted by Penn Schoen Berland
Associates, a market research firm that studies
the green economy (Bhanoo, 2010).
IBM Global Business Services defines
corporate social responsibility (CSR) as the
way companies manage their businesses to
produce an overall positive impact on society
through economic, environmental, and social
actions. IBM Global Business Services
surveyed U.S. companies and concluded
business executives consider CSR as a
sustainable growth strategy because not only
will CSR benefit society but it will also
provide benefits for businesses. According to
the survey, about two-thirds of companies are
focusing on CSR activities to create new
revenue streams, and over half believe that
their CSR activities have made them more
competitive over their top competitors (Pohle
& Hittner, 2008).
Wal-Mart, after surveying more than 100,000
suppliers worldwide, has embarked on a
yearlong effort to tag every product it sells
with information about its production and life
cycle (Bhanoo, 2010). Wal-Mart also
attributed more than $100 million of its 2009
revenue to a decision to switch to a recyclable

Sustainability Practices in the United States
Within the United States numerous
organizations and agencies mandate, regulate,
and enforce environmental policies. Key
among these agencies is the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), founded in 1970.
The EPA was first known as the National
Environmental Protection Agency (NEPA),
which was founded in 1969 and whose
purpose was to "foster and promote the
general welfare, to create and maintain
conditions under which man and nature can
exist in productive harmony and fulfill the
social, economic and other requirements of
present
and
future
generations"
(Environmental Protection Agency [EPA],
2010a). On the national policy level, the
concept of sustainable development was
described in a 1981 White House Council on
Environmental Quality report. The report
clearly
defines
the
government‘s
sustainability goal, noting ―The key concept
here is sustainable development. If economic
development is to be successful over the long
term, it must proceed in a way that protects
the natural resource base of developing
countries‖ (EPA, 2010a). Some of the main
priorities of the EPA are taking action on
climate change, improve air quality,
protecting America's water, and working for
environmental justice (EPA, 2010a).
The President's Council on Sustainable
Development (PCSD) was established by
President Clinton on the anniversary of the
Earth Summit in June 1993. This Council was
established in order to help create U.S.
policies that would encourage economic
growth, job creation, and environmental
protection. In President Clinton‘s address to
the nation he said, "Every nation faces a
challenge to identify and implement policies
that will meet the needs of the present without
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variety of cardboard in shipments to its 4,300plus U.S. stores. Now the mega-retailer sells
the cardboard to a recycler rather than paying
to ship the waste to a landfill (Bhanoo, 2010).
General Electric (GE) has been a strong
presence in the American business sector for
many years, and the company received
historical environmental criticism regarding
the way it was disposing of polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs)—dumping them in the
Hudson River before this was banned in 1977
(Hart & Milstein, 2007). In May 2005, GE
launched
a
new
initiative
called
Ecomagination aimed at helping resolve
serious
environmental
problems
by
commercializing new technologies that are
more efficient and environmentally friendly,
including wind power, solar energy, hybrid
locomotives, lighter and stronger materials,
energy-efficient lights, and water purification
technologies. The Ecomagination initiative
also
increased
GE‘s
research
and
development spending, in hopes of becoming
more innovative and better able to implement
efficient and environmentally friendly
products, technologies, and ideas.
In summer 2010, GE expanded its efforts by
launching a $200 million contest to attract
entrepreneurs working on sustainability
related ideas and designs. The initiative is
called
GE Ecomagination
Challenge:
Powering the Grid, and it will invest $200
million in innovative business models,
technologies, and processes that will bring
clean, usable energy to market. The contest is
focused on renewable energy, power grid
efficiency, and eco homes/ecobuildings
(General Electric, 2010). In 2010, GE was
ranked the most sustainable company in the
world because it invested heavily in
Ecomagination and related sustainable
policies (Coster, 2010).
There are incentives for U.S. citizens to go
green, many of which are monetary in nature,
such as rebates, tax credits, and coupons when
the consumers purchase Energy Star

appliances or a new type of light bulb. Energy
Star is one of the most common programs
supporting energy efficient appliances and
construction. Energy Star gives a rating to
qualifying appliances as to whether or not
they are efficient. There are Energy Star
washing
machines,
clothes
dryers,
refrigerators, dishwashers, and many more
major appliances. Consumers can also get
rebates, tax credits, and deductions if they
install energy efficient windows, doors, and
insulation. These incentives are why many
companies are looking into new ways to adopt
sustainability practices and entice consumer
to purchase their products.
The federal government also offers incentives
for purchasing vehicles considered to be
energy efficient, including either low gas
mileage or hybrid cars. American and global
automobile companies are looking into new
technologies to lower their carbon footprints
and lure American consumers. In 2009, the
U.S. government announced the Cash for
Clunkers program, through which an older car
with high gas mileage was allowed to be
traded to a new car dealer, possibly for greater
value than it was worth. There were 690,114
fuel-inefficient cars traded in during this
program (Reed, 2009).
Sustainability Practices in the European
Union
The European Union (E.U.) is an economic
bloc consisting of 27 countries at varying
stages of economic development. There is a
bond between the different countries within
the union, not only including a common
currency, but also shared values and policies
for sustainability and corporate social
responsibility. In Europe, as well as rest of the
world, the sustainability movement is led by
large companies. European countries have
some of the highest environmental standards
in the world, and the E.U. is also the key
player in implementing the Kyoto Protocol‘s
mandatory reduction of GHG emissions.
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In 1996 The European Business Network for
Social Cohesion was formed, which would be
renamed CSR Europe in 2000. As of 2010,
the membership list includes 75 multinational
companies and 27 national organizations.
CSR Europe provides European companies a
forum to share their sustainability related
ideas and practices. In addition, CSR provides
policy directions to national governments and
the E.U. (CSR Europe, 2010).
In 2000, the Lisbon Strategy for 2010 was
announced with an intention to ―make Europe
the most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy in the world,
capable of sustainable economic growth with
more and better jobs and greater social
cohesion by 2010‖ (CSR Europe, 2010). As a
way to set the E.U. apart and implement the
Lisbon Strategy, a European definition for
CSR was created in 2002, which defined CSR
as ―a concept whereby companies integrate
social and environmental concerns in their
business operations and in their interaction
with stakeholders on a voluntary basis‖ (CSR
Europe, 2010).
In 2007 the European Commission, the
executive body of the European Union,
adopted a European Agenda for Culture in a
Globalizing World. The European Agenda for
Culture is organized around three main
objectives: promoting cultural diversity and
intercultural dialogue, promoting culture as a
catalyst for creativity in the framework of the
Lisbon Strategy for growth and jobs, and
promoting culture as a vital element in the
E.U.‘s external relations (Visser & Tolhurst,
2010).
European Aeronautics Defense and Space
(EADS) is an alliance of European companies
committed to sustainability and development
in the aerospace sector. EADS was formed in
1999 and as of 2009, there were 120,000
people working for EADS partner companies.
Airbus is a dominant company and believes
sustainability should be an integral
component of their global manufacturing

strategy because all of their products have
over 30 years of life expectancy (EADS,
2010). Airbus has implemented a program
called Airbus Corporate Answer to
Disseminate Environmental Management
System (ACADEMY), designed to improve
environmental
performance
of
the
aeronautical sector and its products

Sustainability Indexes and Rankings
Consumers and companies have been trying
for several years to measure sustainability
related efforts in large U.S. and global
companies
because
several
funding
institutions and consumers wish to reward
companies that seriously invest in is
sustainability practices. At the same time,
consumers are also interested to find out
sustainability practices of companies to make
an informed decision; that is why, large
global corporations often uses sustainability
ranking as a marketing tool. There is no single
index available, but several attempts have
been made since 2005 to quantify
sustainability practices and rank these large
companies.
Wal-Mart Company has introduced a
sustainability index in an attempt to provide
detailed sustainability related information to
its customers. Customers have an opportunity
to
understand
sustainability practices
throughout a product‘s life cycle. The index is
being introduced in three phases: supplier
sustainability assessment, life-cycle analysis
database, and a simple tool for customers
(Wal-Mart, 2010).
The Environmental Performance Index (EPI)
ranks countries on 25 performance indicators
tracked across 10 policy categories covering
both environmental public health and
ecosystem vitality. EPI was initiated in 2005
by a different name (Environmental
Sustainability Index), but later the index was
modified to its present form. The 2010
ranking includes 163 countries. Iceland,
Switzerland, and Costa Rica are the top three
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Ranked countries in 2010. The U.S. ranked
61, well below nearly all member countries
from the European Union (Yale Center for
Environmental Law & Policy, 2010).
For more than a year, Newsweek magazine
worked
with
leading
environmental
researchers to rank the 500 largest U.S.
companies
based
on
their
actual
environmental performance, policies, and
reputation. It was a huge challenge to rank
companies based on sustainability, largely
because
comparing
environmental
performance across industries (power
generation or service industries) is difficult
(McGinn, 2009). More than half of these large
companies' overall Green Scores in
Newsweek‘s ranking are based on their
environmental policies and reputation, as well
as industry-neutral metrics that help even the
playing field for companies in carbon-

intensive businesses. To overcome less-thanexpected voluntary corporate emissions data,
Newsweek used data from Trucost, the global
environmental data company, which has
created a widely acclaimed system for
estimating and projecting environmental data
(McGinn, 2009).
Newsweek came out with their Top 100
Green Companies in 2009, and Table 2
summarizes their top ten socially responsible
companies in the U.S. This is one of the most
comprehensive rankings of large American
companies. U.S. companies can find out their
detailed rankings and use these information in
future operational decisions. At the same
time, consumers and financial institutions can
also tailor their buying behavior and make
financing decisions based on the social
responsibility ranking scores.
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Table 2 : Social Responsibility Score and Ranking of Large U.S. Companies

Rank

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Company
Hewlett-Packard
"Strong programs to
reduce GHG and first one
to report GHG data in the
industry”
Dell
“ Forth user of renewable
energy”
Johnson & Johnson
"Its commitment to
climate change is rare for
its peer group”
Intel
"Largest corporate
purchaser of renewable
energy - 46% of total”
IBM
"Had formal
environmental policies
since 1971”
State Street
“Leader in financial
services industry”
Nike
"Leads its industry in
environmental
management of suppliers”
Bristol-Myers Squibb
"Announced goal to
reduce direct/indirect
emissions by 10% by
2010, from 2001 levels”
Applied Materials
"Semiconductor
manufacturer designs its
products to use less
water/energy/GHGs”
Starbucks
“In 2008, announced to
source products in
environmentally and
socially responsible
ways”

Industry

Overall
Green

Envir.
Impact

Green Policies/
Perform.

Reputation
Survey

Technology

100.00

64.80

97.90

88.44

Technology

98.87

67.70

100.00

70.80

Pharmaceuticals

98.56

56.70

98.17

75.88

Technology

95.12

46.70

87.87

81.86

Technology

94.08

76.90

84.20

77.56

Financial
Services

93.62

95.00

84.39

70.69

Consumer
Products

93.28

77.10

78.31

89.90

Pharmaceuticals

92.62

27.80

88.52

64.73

Technology

91.79

50.90

89.51

44.51

Leisure/
Food

91.63

30.50

82.01

75.42

Source: McGinn 2009

Another attempt to quantify and rank U.S and
global companies was made by the Corporate
Knights Research Group, a Toronto based
Media Company, which collected data on
3,000 global public companies and evaluated

them according to 11 different metrics. As a
result of this research, the first-ever ranking
of the world's 100 most sustainable
companies was made available by Forbes
magazine in January 2010 (Coster, 2010).
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After preliminary screening, the sample was
reduced from 3,000 to 300 global companies.
These 300 global companies were analyzed
by Corporate Knights and Inflection Point
Capital Management to be assessed against 10
equally-weighted environment, social, and
governance key performance indicators
(KPIs) and a transparency indicator. All
companies were scored relative to their
industry peers. Each company received a
score of 0 to 1 per KPI and a score of 0 to 1
on the transparency indicator. The sum of all
eleven scores was normalized to a scale of 0
to 100 and the companies were ranked on the
basis of this score. After thorough analysis the
research team came up with the short-list of
the Global 100 Most Sustainable Companies
in the World (Coster, 2010).

Out of the top 100 sustainable companies,
twelve companies are based in the U.S. and
nine in Australia or Canada. Most of the
companies in the list are European companies
and over 60 are based in European Union
member countries. European governments
have embarked upon a series of measures
including the ratification of the Kyoto
Protocol, and measures have forced European
companies to be efficient with their resources.
European companies also perform well in the
category of CEO-to-average-worker pay,
because they don't give out huge stock
bonuses. The top ten most sustainable
companies in the world, according to Forbes
magazine are listed in Table 3. There are only
two American companies among the 10 most
sustainable global companies.

Table 3: Most Sustainable Global Companies Ranking in 2009

Global
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Company
General Electric
PG&E Corporation
Tnt Nv
H & M Hennes & Mauritz Ab
Nokia Corporation
Siemens Ag
Unilever Plc
Vodafone Group Plc
Smiths Group Plc
Geberit

Country
U.S.
U.S.
Netherlands
Sweden
Finland
Germany
U.K.
U.K.
U.K.
Switzerland

Industry
Capital Goods
Utilities
Transportation
Retailing
Technology Hardware
Capital Goods
Food Beverage & Tobacco
Telecommunication
Capital Goods
Capital Goods

Source: Coster 2007

The ten most sustainable American
companies are sorted out from the global 100
companies list. Top ten rankings of American
companies and their global ranking as
provided by Forbes, are presented in Table 4
(Coster, 2007). The purpose to sort out top

Ten American Companies from the global
100 companies is to compare Forbes ranking
with the ranking provided by Newsweek
magazine.
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Table 4: Most Sustainable U.S. Companies Ranking in 2009

U.S. Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Global Rank
1
2
13
21
23
36
38
39
48
69

Company
General Electric
PG & E Corp.
Procter & Gamble Company
Prologis
Johnson Controls Inc.
Agilent Technologies
Coca Cola Company
Intel Corp.
Starbucks Corp.
Baxter International Inc.

Industry
Capital Goods
Utilities
Household & Personal Products
Real Estate
Automobiles & Components
Technology Hardware & Equipment
Food Beverage & Tobacco
Semiconductors
Consumer Services
Health Care Equipment & Service

Source: Coster 2007

In general, large U.S. companies did not
receive high global sustainability rankings.
For example, the tenth ranked American
company, Baxter International Inc., is ranked
sixty-ninth in the world. A cursory analysis of
large U.S. companies presented in Tables 1
and 3 reveal that only Starbucks Corp. was
listed in both rankings. The other nine
companies in both tables are different. The
discrepancy is due to the fact that each
ranking is trying to measure sustainability
and/or social responsibility according to a

different set of criteria. Therefore, consumers
and financial institutions must review most of
the available rankings before making a
decision. It is a good idea to study research
methodology of the sustainability ranking
agencies. Similarly the macro sustainability
indexes mentioned in this report are
measuring different data sets and/or assigning
different weights to the variables, which is
why macro sustainability indexes may also
offer somewhat different index values.
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was opposition to environmental issues and
sustainability in the U.S. based on a political
ideology supporting companies‘ right to
maximize
profit
without
government
intervention. Out of the top 100 sustainable
companies in 2009, about 60 companies were
from European Union countries, twelve were
based in the U.S., nine in Australia or Canada,
five from Japan, and hardly any company
from Middle East (Coster, 2010).
A number of sustainability indexes and
rankings are available to help consumers,
governments, and financial institutions to
better understand levels of sustainability
practices in large global companies and
various geographical regions. The Dow Jones
Sustainability Index has come up with several
dozen indexes focusing on different industries
and regions. Two different rankings of large
American companies are included in this
study, but the rankings are very different
because both organizations (Forbes and News
Week) used different criteria and measured
different aspects of sustainability.

Conclusions
There is no consensus on precisely what
constitutes sustainability practices or an exact
definition of ―sustainability‖ because the topic
has been determined by focusing on a wide
spectrum of issues ranging from business
ethics to natural resource conservation. The
definition is still evolving. The good news is
that most large global companies are trying to
implement sustainability related practices in
their organizations in accordance with their
governing philosophy, industry norms, and
national policies. The motivation behind
sustainability practices is long-term profit
maximization, regulatory compliance, as well
as true altruism. Moreover, national
governments, consumers, and financial
institutions are often forcing these global
companies to be more transparent about their
sustainability policies and practices.
Large companies from the European Union
are leaders in adopting sustainability
practices, leaving behind non-European
companies. One of the reasons is European
governments‘
early
recognition
of
environmental and sustainability issues. There
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Elkington, J. (1998). Cannibals with Forks:
The Triple Bottom Line of 21st Century
Business. Philadelphia: New Society.
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The Relationship Quality among Sport Sponsorship Stakeholders in
Egypt
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to gain insight
about the relationship quality among those
who invest in the Egyptian sport property
(sponsors) and those who are responsible for
protecting and manage it against the threats
of ambush marketing and clutter in the
marketplace (sponsees) and those who used to
play a mediating role which impacting the
sport sponsorship in Egypt. A quantitative
research methodology of twelve in-depth
interviews with the crème of experts and sport
sponsors and senior executives in Egypt has
been applied. This research provides a unique
investigation into the Relationship Quality
among Sport Sponsorship Stakeholders in
Egypt. The findings suggested that
sponsorship can be an incredibly powerful
communications tool and develops our
understanding of the interfirm dynamics of
sport sponsorship relationships including how
they should be managed to avoid termination.
Recommendations to prevent sponsorship
termination and improve relationship
outcomes, and directions for future research
are provided.
Keywords:
sponsorship;
Stakeholders

Sport
marketing;
Sponsorship quality;

Sport
Sport

Introduction
Due to the economic rescission that hits the
world last two years; furthermore, the
important decrease in government funding
towards Egyptian sport Associations in recent

years has left sport leaders with fewer choices
than to consider alternate means of financial
support. Marketing and sponsorship are new
phenomenon which appears as a magic
solution. The tremendous growth of
sponsorship has led to the misuse of term
‗sponsorship‘. People often use the term
interchangeably with other terms like
marketing, sport marketing and promotions.
Despite the fact of the Egyptian sports
Associations arguably have had success in
marketing themselves and generating
commercial revenues through selling some
sponsorship rights, sport marketing has
developed at a slowly and randomly pace.
That was as a consequence of nature and
concept of sponsorship ambiguity in sports
environment in Egypt as well as the lack of
awareness about rights and duties among the
three stakeholders groups (sponsors, sponsees
and agencies).
It is clear that sporting events have always
been and is now more popular, not only
among spectators, but also among sponsors.
The Olympics, the recent FIFA Soccer World
cup, Swimming Competitions, Motorsport,
and Tennis are all given great prominence. As
a result, sponsorship‘s importance as a
marketing communications tool has increased
significantly in comparison to traditional
advertising aims, some researchers argue that
‗a sponsorship agreement is capable of
producing
a
sustainable
competitive
advantage for a firm‘. This has placed
additional pressures on measuring its
effectiveness. Accountability is of paramount
importance within business and especially
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within the marketing domain. Both parties
(sponsor and sponsee) within a sponsorship
relationship are interested in how the level of
sponsorship affects key performance goals.
These and other events associated with the
changing nature of sponsorship highlight the
relevance of exploring the focal interfirm
exchange. From modest beginnings where a
strategic rationale in support of the
investment was a rarity, large-scale
sponsorship relationships are now activated to
achieve corporate and brand positioning
objectives on a national, international, and
global scale. The term ―sponsorship-linked
marketing‖ (Cornwell, 1995; Cornwell, Roy,
& Steinard, 2001) depicts the strategies of
firms like Nike, MasterCard, and Vodafone,
which use sponsorship as a centerpiece of
their communications strategies. Extending
this concept further, Chadwick (2007) argues
that the transactional view where sponsorship
is restricted to an exchange of money and
rights is now a thing of the past. In 320
Farrelly recent years, sponsorship has shifted
from a marketing tool to a business platform
where the need for strategic collaboration and
mutually beneficial outcomes for both the
sponsor and sport property is seemingly more
vital.
This study captures the views of the sports
sponsorship in Egypt and has two broad
goals. First, lead to some facts to relationship
quality among the stakeholders in the sport
sponsorship models (sponsors → agencies →
sponsees) or (sponsors → sponsees)
and
which of these models is better? Second,
provide some recommendations to improve
the outcomes of the relationship quality.

Literature Review
(Cornwell, 1995) defines ‗sponsorship-linked
marketing as the orchestration and
implementation of marketing activities for the
purpose of building and communicating an
association to a sponsorship‘.(Cornwell and
Maignan ,1998) also state that ‗sponsorship

involves two main activities: (1) an exchange
between a sponsor and a sponsee whereby the
latter receives a fee and the former obtains the
right to associate itself with the activity
sponsored, and (2) the marketing of the
association by the sponsor. Both activities are
necessary if the sponsorship is to be a
meaningful investment.‘ A sponsoring
organisation can thus use and exploit the
association with the sponsored object.
Sponsorship objectives are varied (Farrelly &
Quester, 2005a) and may relate to a range of
brand and strategic objectives, however, there
are often other motives (e.g., to maintain
staff/channel member morale, having a profile
relative to competitors, etc).
(Bennett, 1999) illustrated that ‗sponsorship is
a powerful device for communicating with
spectators at sporting events, and …with team
supporters who watch matches at home on
television. Sponsorship appears to be
effective not only for enhancing brand
awareness and recall, but also for creating
among supporters perceptions of widespread
use of sponsoring firms‘ products. Madrigal
(2000) illustrated that brands can significantly
benefit from the strong emotions elicited by
sport. Effective sponsorship arrangements can
successfully tap into a consumer‘s
psychological connectedness with a sports
team.
The relationship quality (RQ) and perceived
economic value (PEV) literatures are now
discussed below. Relationship quality
research originated within the business-tobusiness domain (Crosby, Evans and Cowles,
1990; Dorsch, Swanson and Kelley, 1998;
Dwyer, Schurr and Oh, 1987). Initially it was
believed that relationship quality helps tap the
overall depth and disposition of an interfirm
relationship (Johnson, 1999). The relationship
quality notion is underpinned by the
acceptance
of
relationship
marketing
(Storbacka, Standvik and Gronroos, 1994).
For this research a relationship is defined as
‗a particular state of affairs‘ one which
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conveys information about how two or more
persons or objects are connected (Davis and
Todd, 1982). Relationship quality has also
featured in services research (Wong and
Sohal, 2002) and in consumer research
literatures (Fournier, 1994; 1998).
Webster (1992) has outlined that the
development of long-term relationships with
clients was important within industrial
markets. Crosby et al. (1990) believe that
relationship quality has two components: trust
in the salesperson, and satisfaction with the
salesperson. Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner and
Gremler (2002) propose that relationship
quality consists of the three interrelating
components
satisfaction,
trust
and
commitment. These components will be
influenced by relational benefits offered by
the service provider. Relational benefits are:
confidence benefits, social benefits and
special treatment benefits. Confidence
benefits refer to perceptions of reduced
anxiety and surety in knowing what to expect
in the encounter. Special treatment benefits
take the form of relational consumers
receiving price breaks, faster service, or
individualised extra service. Social benefits
focus on the relationship itself rather than on
the transaction and are characterised by
personal recognition of the customer by
employees, the customer‘s own familiarity
with the employees, and the creation of
friendship between customers and employees.
The transference of such benefits is facilitated
by sponsorships. Personal relationships with
clients can be built to strengthen commercial
interests. Hennig-Thurau et al. (2002) found
that social benefits especially influence the
resulting level of commitment, leading to an
increase in loyalty.
Therefore, the dimensions of relationship
quality are the trust, commitment, and
satisfaction that the sponsor‘s customers have
in the overall relationship with the sponsor.
The relational benefits are also important. An
additional dimension is also encompassed in

this work. This is an extension of the
relational benefits previously discussed as it
includes the networking and new relationships
that resulted from sponsoring a sport
associations. It is posited that relationship
quality is enhanced for the sponsor and its
customers by sponsoring and participating in
the sponsored event, respectively, Moreover,
the quality of relationship with the agency
who act as a mediator between sponsors and
sponsees.

Methodology
The purpose of this study is to gain insight
about the relationship quality among those
who invest in the Egyptian sport property
(sponsors) and those that are responsible for
protecting and manage it against the threats of
ambush marketing and clutter in the
marketplace (sponsees) and those who used to
play a mediating role which impacting the
sport sponsorship in Egypt.
A qualitative design involving in-depth
interviews was chosen for several reasons.
Qualitative studies are an appropriate means
of knowledge production where the subject
area is broad and complex (Zaltman,
LeMasters, & Heffring, 1982). A method that
develops
deep
insights
to
uncover
participants‘ tacit knowledge was required.
Another reason was that in-depth interviews
and case studies have been used successfully
to study sponsorship and related issues on
numerous occasions in the past (Berrett &
Slack, 1999; Farrelly, Quester, & Greyser,
2005; Long, Thibault, & Wolfe 2004;
Thibault & Harvey, 1997).
Given that the literature has focused primarily
on the consumer side of these issues, it is felt
that a significant contribution to the literature
can be made by expanding the scope of
analysis. In this regard, a major, three-part
study involving both primary and secondary
data was undertaken. First, to gain an in-depth
understanding of the factors underlying the
Relationship
Quality
among
Sport
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Sponsorship Stakeholders in Egypt, in-depth
expert interviews were conducted with five
individuals responsible for overseeing all
aspects of marketing and sponsorship
activities related to the Egyptian sport
property ones (the author‘s extensive work in
the industry was helpful in securing
interviews). These individuals represented
various groups involved within Egyptian sport
sectors: Egyptian Football Association (EFA),
Egyptian Olympic Committee (EOC),
Organizing Committees‘ for 2009 FIFA U20
World cup, and Egyptian sport clubs senior‘s
management of League entities and Clubs
(League entities and Clubs have separate
sponsors). The individual selected were the
highest ranked individuals responsible for
marketing within their respective groups and
are clearly experts in their fields. Second, indepth expert interviews were conducted with
four
executive
responsible
for
the
management of all aspects of sport
sponsorship for four Egyptian sport
associations‘ partners and the largest sponsors
of sport in Egypt including major brands such
as: Pepsi, Etisalat, Ceramic Cleopatra, and
Egypt Air. Third, in-depth expert interviews
were conducted with three participants
represents marketing and sponsors agencies;
most participants were at the high
administrative level for marketing department
in their companies.
One-on-one interviews took place in the
month preceding the 2009 FIFA U20 World
cup, with approximately half being conducted
in person with early interviews informing
latter, enabling the collection of a richness of
data specific to the in-person setting. The
others were conducted by phone with early
interviews informing call as well.
Sample selection followed the respondent had
been directly involved in the management of
the relationship among sport sponsorship
stakeholders which involved some aspects of
relationship management such as conflict or
dissatisfaction with relationship partner.

Factors other than relationship dynamics were
not discussed, for example issues such as
concern over return on investment or a change
in strategic direction. Given the focus of this
research, attention was given mostly to
respondent discussion of interfirm dynamics
especially marketing related issues. The
sample is representative of major sponsorship
relationships within Egypt. Table 1 provides a
complete description of the sample.
Respondents knew the matter for discussion
was relationship Quality among sport
sponsorship stakeholders hence questions
were phrased in a nondirective manner. A
brief interview guide was used to assist with
the interview. It contained grand tour
questions (e.g., ―What is your insights toward
the sponsorship relationship?‖ to ensure the
interviewees could tell their own story, and
prompts to assist with probing and
consistency across interviews
Data was collected using a semi-structured
questionnaire that had open-ended questions.
Prior to the initial interview, the researcher
developed a specific questionnaire for each of
the three stakeholder groups (sponsors,
sponsees and agencies) and the overall
calculation of the relation quality to
investigate the relation nature and quality
among sport sponsorship stakeholders. The
questionnaire was developed following a
comprehensive review of the literature and
suggestions from experts in the field.
Resulting from the responses of early study
participants, the list of interview questions
was modified slightly to incorporate some of
the developing themes. With the consent of
the interviewees, the discussions were tape
recorded and subsequently transcribed.
Moreover, in order to increase the validity of
the data, documentary evidence was obtained
from the Egyptian sport associations‘
marketing plans, global marketing research,
sponsor recognition programs and other
official documents from The Egyptian Sport
Council.
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Table 1 Demographic profile of Interviewees

Firm
Sponsor (S1)
Sponsor (S2)
Sponsor (S3)
Sponsor (S4)
Association
(O1)
Association
(O2)
Association
(O3)
Club (O4)
Club (O5)
Agent (A1)
Agent (A2)
Agent (A3)

Marketing Manager
Advertising Manager
Marketing Manager
Sales Manager

Sponsorship
Management
Experience
10 years
14 years
11 years
7 years

Telephone
In-person
In-person
Telephone

Football

Vice President

18 years

In-person

Football

X- Treasure

14 years

In-person

Tennis

President

9 years

Telephone

AlAhli
AlZamalek
Advertising Agency
Advertising Agency
Advertising Agency

Marketing Manager
Marketing Manager
Vice Manager
Marketing Manager
Marketing Manager

22 years
12 years
16 years
11 years
10 years

In-person
Telephone
Telephone
Telephone
In-person

Industry/
Organization

Position/

Telecommunication
Airline
Soft Drink
Ceramic

Findings
A number of key issues around Relationship
quality (RQ) of sport sponsorship in Egypt
were identified by interviewees and are
presented here. Respondents were asked a
broad question about their insights toward
investing in sponsorship and the relationship
itself. This is consistent with discussions in
the literature about understanding relationship
philosophy as a way to identify underlying
motives for investment and expectations
about performance, roles, and responsibilities
(Hoffmann & Schlosser, 2001).
Sponsorship can be an amazing powerful
communications tool. As for the relationship,
it should operate as a partnership and for this
to happen both parties must enter with clear
sponsorship objectives and be able to
articulate how they feed into brand and
corporate objectives. Both parties should
come to the table with an understanding of
how to forge a strong brand association, how
this will contribute to these broader objectives
and how the relationship should function
including roles and resource inputs. Without
this you cannot generate the kind of synergies
and collaboration the relationship offers and if

Interview
Method

you don‘t do it early on it can be difficult to
rectify the situation.).
This passage highlights the importance some
sponsors now place on the relationship and
what they are expecting from properties. The
expectation that both parties need to link
sponsorship objectives to broader marketing
and corporate objectives points to the cues
many sponsors used to gauge the extent to
which properties valued sponsorship, for
sponsors. This was most important as they
were aware that it had a direct bearing on the
properties‘ propensity to collaborate and in
particular, their capacity or willingness to
access the necessary resources to support the
sponsorship relationship.
The aforementioned passage alludes to a
recurring problem - the failure to
communicate partner expectations about
brand alignment objectives, roles, and
contributions in the exploration phase of the
relationship (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh, 1987).
Several of the sponsors which have
interviewed felt that the ultimate collapse of
the relationship could be traced back to its
inception and to the fact that neither party
(but in particular the sponsor) clearly and
formally articulated their expectations for the
relationship and what they desired from their
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partner. More particularly, this often related
to the sponsors not identifying their desire for
the property to consider joint investments in
activation or to be proactive in suggesting
activation ideas the sponsor may wish to
consider.
This issue was also more difficult to rectify as
the relationship matured. As another
respondent noted, ―The relationship moved
into full swing and we found their objectives
were never fully developed and discussed
jointly and when planning did take place
further into the relationship these matters
were more difficult to deal with because the
relationship had evolved in a particular way.‖
In this instance middle management within
the property organization discussed with their
senior management the possibility of
investing in the relationship but found they
were reluctant because the relationship had
evolved without the need to do so and
because there was not any real evidence to
suggest it would be worthwhile. (Cousens et
al, 2006) note that corporate partners should
carefully assess their capacity to manage and
augment the sponsorship relationship over
time. Our respondents were also asked to
comment on joint planning to see what
opportunities there were for both parties to
outline their objectives and strategic ideas.
Properties typically spoke of joint planning
sessions as an opportunity to consider what
the sponsor sought from the relationship,
while sponsors spoke of needing to clarify the
roles both parties would play in the
relationship. One sponsor noted sarcastically,
―joint planning was about us telling the
property what strategic initiatives we had in
mind for the upcoming year and they using it
as a means to express their preparedness to
cooperate.‖ Another stated, ―We collaborated
on some in-store initiatives but they were
sporadic and it was a struggle to get the
property more fully involved.‖
A common finding amongst all interviewees
was that ambush marketing represented an

attempt by a company to associate with a
property without having the rights to that
property. This view of ambush marketing is
consistent with most definitions in the
literature (Meenaghan, 1994; Sandler and
Shani, 1993) However the researcher asked
about the ethics or legal aspects of the
practice, the researcher found that all (S)
respondents prefer to deal with sport
properties through agencies to secure more
rights protection which is the most common
problem in Egypt, especially with the lake of
copyrights awareness.
Sponsor expectations of the property as an
alliance partner highlights the evolution of the
relationship. Interestingly, the commonly
quoted screening instruments to qualify
prospective properties make no mention of
the property‘s capacity for collaboration
(Irwin, Assimakopoulos, & Sutton, 1994).
The expectations identified here are also
somewhat inconsistent with descriptions
given to the property‘s role in the literature.
Though the relationship is universally referred
to as a partnership (Aguilar-Manjarrez,
Thwaites, & Maule, 1997; Chadwick, 2002;
Cousens et al., 2006; Mason, 1999), the role
of the property is often limited to involvement
in an enabling context, that is, to facilitate the
sponsor to achieve its objectives (Duffy &
Hooper, 2002; Mullin, Hardy, & Sutton,
2007) or to serve in a policing role to protect
against ambush (Meenaghan, 1998). The issue
of partner expectations revealed other vital
insights.
(S group):We use sponsorship to build strong
brand and to create sales over time and we
came to the conclusion that there was much
more that could be achieved and the
relationship would work best if we made far
better use of each others‘ unique resources
and co-activated. For example, to conduct
joint promotion to sell more merchandise,
ours and theirs, using the strength of our
distribution channels in capital cities where
they wish to grow the game. We also saw
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great opportunity for joint product
development and joint product launches. And
this required much more joint planning and
strategizing. There was collaboration but not
on any substantive or systematic level,
certainly not relative to the opportunities. In
the end they were happy playing a very
limited role and this placed us and the
relationship in an untenable position. During
the period of this research we noticed that
many sponsors redefined their goals in
accordance with their evolving view of
sponsorship and the market opportunities it
offered, and this changed their expectations of
the property. As sponsors detected strategic
opportunity (and took greater risks), they
began to view property contribution in a
strategic context. Often a key problem
occurred where there was the sense that the
properties did not adequately reciprocate.
This contributed to the two parties having
incompatible goals, and to sponsor
dissatisfaction with the relationship. Here
sponsor expectations of the property shifted
from servicing and adhoc marketing support
to
systematic
co-investment
of
complementary resources and strategic
collaboration. Sponsors were asked about the
development of these expectations and this
response reflects the beliefs of many.
It became evident that properties had reached
a stalemate position. As for O&A groups‘
respondents: We were aware of the desire for
us to invest more resources to raise the level
of collaboration in the relationship. We are
first and foremost about growing the game,
and the loyalty, passion, and involvement of
existing and new fans. This is not to say our
corporate stakeholders are not very important,
they are, but the epicentre of our core
business is the fan.
Our contribution beyond providing access to
our intellectual property, exposure, and
working with the partner to help them achieve
their objectives is to ensure the game of
football has a healthy and expanding

relationship with its fans. Some properties,
despite being aware that their sponsor
partners sought greater collaboration, pointed
out that their contribution was both
substantial and satisfactory and would
continue to be in the foreseeable future. After
considering their responses, their rationale
can be explained in three ways. First, they did
believe they provided adequate contribution,
part of which involved ensuring a strong and
growing relationship with the fan base.
Second, they had not fully explored
―additional opportunities‖ nor considered
whether they warranted greater collaboration.
Lastly, they held an underlying belief that as
one of a limited number of major national
properties they would continue to be of
interest to sponsors (and hence it was not
absolutely necessary to get more involved in
this particular relationship). Other less than
direct explanations included ―it not being
common practice,‖ or ―a budget is not
allocated for partner-specific sponsorship
activity.‖ Another major reason involved the
need for ―market proof‖ in the form of hard
data that would convince senior management
to provide additional resources. Marketing or
sponsorship managers in the sport firms spoke
of recognizing the need to collaborate from
the perspective of retaining sponsors, and of
seeing the potential additional benefits that
could accrue to the firm through more active
collaboration with the sponsor, but of not
being able to convince senior management for
lack of evidence. ―We still have to work on
validating the returns investing with the
sponsor provides relative to what we get
through activating our own communications
to drive the brand.‖
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Conclusion
This research helps to develop our
understanding of the sponsorship relationship
by pinpointing the relation quality. It sheds
light on the evolution of the relationship and
offers insights for sponsorship management.
The findings demonstrate that commitment
and marketing capabilities can serve as a
double-edged sword in the sponsorship
relationship. While undoubtedly critical to
positive performance and strong relationships,
if they are not reciprocated in a meaningful
way they can be the basis of unfavourable
comparisons.
These and many of the other problems
identified in this research can be traced back
to issues relating to sponsorship rights. It
appears that the sponsorship relationship is
susceptible to instability because of rights‘
fees. This is not to suggest that sport property
rights are not valuable, they clearly are, but to
highlight that their worth is typically a
function of the additional marketing effort or
activation, and that it is thus crucial that
sponsor
partners
develop
a
shared
interpretation of their respective roles in this
value creation (i.e., above and beyond rights‘
fees).
Of course too, the potential for feelings of
inequity or lack of return on investment are
always very real because sponsorship value is
highly intangible and hard to evaluate. In
most vertical channel relationships, the source
of value (such as a particular product) and the
roles that both supplier and buyer must play
to tap into it are far more defined than in the
sponsorship relationship, or in other
horizontal service contexts (Bucklin &
Sengupta, 1993). Moreover, the cause and
effect of one‘s commitment is more evident in
channel relationships.
With this in mind, properties should consider
making a full and frank assessment of the
value of rights and servicing in the context of
the overall relationship with the sponsor. If
they believe that value represents their full

contribution, they must ensure that the
sponsor has the same expectation. If the
sponsor purchases rights and then activates
aggressively and the property does not
reciprocate
in
a
manner
roughly
commensurate with the benefits it accrues,
then concerns over commitment may arise.
The potential for the capability gap to widen
must also be given careful consideration if
only because it is highly likely that sponsors
will continue to develop their knowledge and
skills. In addition, if the trend continues
whereby major sponsors place less value on
exposure (sponsors like Pepsi and Etisalat are
actively seeking to reduce logo ubiquity in
mature markets) and more emphasis on brand
image, then the expectation of greater input
from the property may also increase.
If properties believe rights and servicing
constitutes a partial contribution and if they
can see benefits in collaborating more fully
with their sponsor, then they must evaluate
the return they receive from sponsor
activation and the potential value from
collaboration. It will also be vital to involve
senior management in this process if
sponsorship is to become part of corporate
strategy and if resources for collaboration are
forthcoming over the longer term. One must
be careful in drawing too many implications
given the scope of this research. It is
worthwhile adding however that many
relationships investigated were at the top end
of the sponsorship scale in Egypt involving
millions investments and though not large in
international terms, it is probable that when
the dollars invested increases so too will the
focus on the scale and efficacy of partner
contributions (Abdel-Halim, 1981).
Further work is needed to identify the wider
applicability of the findings of this study
through surveys of sponsors and properties. It
is now well understood that notions of value
in the interfirm exchange are dynamic (Day &
Crask, 2000; Spiteri & Dion, 2004) and this is
also the case in the sponsorship relationship.
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It would be valuable to examine
quantitatively how sponsor perceptions of the
value in the relationship may have changed
and the implications this has for the
relationship. There is also need for more
research to enhance our understanding of the
comparative
nature
of
sponsorship
commitment and marketing capabilities and
how they are assessed relative to partner
contribution to value. It would be prudent for
future research to conduct a thorough
examination of sponsor–property partnerships
that have cultivated strategic collaboration
with attention given to the planning process,
formal and informal communications between
partners and the nature of objectives set down
for the relationship. Obtaining appropriate
information for such research may be difficult
because of issues of confidentiality, but it
nevertheless should be explored.
Lastly, the need for properties to be proactive
in this way in the management the
sponsorship relationship will be even more
important during an economic downturn,
especially as sponsorship investments are
often one of the first to be reviewed, reduced,
or terminated. Just one example is American
International Group (AIG), the insurance
giant that recently pulled out of its
sponsorship of Manchester United, and of
deals with other professional clubs including
those in Egypt. In such an environment,
properties should consider the following.
Sponsors typically audit their sponsorships in

difficult financial times. Properties should
take this as an opportunity to become part of
the process and be ready to make suggestions
to improve the value of the relationship. This
may be an ideal time to offer opportunities for
joint promotion as noted above. A propertyled reinvestment of a small proportion of the
rights‘ fees into joint promotion with the
sponsor can be an especially effective way of
demonstrating commitment in both the short
and long term. The property may also suggest
other new ways sponsors can extract return
from the investment. This may include
marketing the sport association within the
sponsor firm to generate unity, productivity,
and loyalty among its staff. An activity of this
nature is likely to be well received in difficult
economic times and may involve a wider
range of people within the sponsor firm such
as those in Human Resources. (Cross
functional buy-in should also bolster support
for the sponsorship).
More generally speaking, it will be critical
that
properties
maintain
regular
communication (formal and informal) with
their sponsors so that concerns can be
promptly addressed and refinements made
where necessary. Being in more regular
contact should also have a positive effect on
the social norms in the relationship which are
likely to be important to riding out difficult
economic times.
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Abstract
With advent of Islamic banking in the world,
new specie was added to the banking system
which was then, only dominated by the
conventional banking. Islamic banking
expanded in the world within the last decade
and as a result, Islamic finance emerged as
an alternative to the conventional finance.
This created Islamic companies and Islamic
Financial Institutions which operate based on
the principles of Shari‟ah or Islamic Law.
These Islamic corporate bodies, like the
conventional corporate bodies do need good
governance rules. In other words, they also
need a good, sophisticated “Shari‟ah
Governance Code” which would be based on
the principle of Islamic Law. This is mainly
because the objective of the conventional and
the Islamic Corporate governance is different
as conventional corporate governance
structure is more focused on the protection of
the rights of the stakeholders; while Islamic
corporate governance focus on retaining the
Islamicity of whole corporation. The objective
of this research is; as the title suggests;
proposing the reasons why a special
governance Code for Shari‟ah corporate
bodies are needed. This paper would suggest
a proper governance structure to the Islamic
companies and will also discuss why the
conventional corporate governance Codes
are unsuitable for the Islamic Companies.
Indeed, the growing demand for Islamic
banking and finance in the world and
emergence of Islamic companies in the world

creates the need for a special governance
code for Shari‟ah corporate governance.
Keywords: Shari‟ah governance, governance
code, Islamic banking and finance

Introduction
Corporate governance is a globally debated
interdisciplinary notion with numerous
attributes (Nobel cited in Krishnan, 2010, p.i).
There is no precise definition of corporate
governance. The Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD, 2004)
defines corporate governance as ―set of
relationships
between
a
company‘s
management, its board, its shareholders and
other stakeholders‖. Cadbury (1992, p.15)
says ―Corporate governance is the system by
which Companies are directed and
controlled.‖
Shari‘ah corporate governance is the Islamic
version of corporate governance. This is the
simplest way to explain what Shari‘ah
corporate
governance
is.
Corporate
governance is essential for smooth running of
any corporation. A corporation consists of
multitude of limbs and organs that are
responsible for specific functions of the
organization. All these functions are
streamlined and expressed as one entity via
the veins and arteries of corporate
governance. The blood flowing through these
veins and arteries simply need to be pure for
the corporation to be in its optimum state.
Similarly, a corporation needs to have a
shari‘ah compliant corporate governance
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structure in order for it to be an Islamic
corporation.
Good corporate governance comprises of
three major constituents; which are
transparency, disclosure and accountability.
These components need to be successfully
implemented with clockwork relativity. When
one fails, the rest exponentially fails to
achieve its targets. With broken strands, it‘s
hard to fathom the extent of damage until an
unpredicted catastrophe like the financial
crisis hit the organization. And, then it‘s too
late to prevent the disintegration of numerous
functions of a corporation.
Unlike
the
conventional
corporate
governance, Shari‘ah corporate governance
has a much refined objective. The three major
constituents of the conventional corporate
governance is owe to the shareholders and to
the stakeholders of a corporation; where as in
shari‘ah corporate governance the three main
tenets of the corporate governance are owed
to God and then to the shareholders and the
stakeholders. The fundamental objective of
shari‘ah corporate governance is to run the
corporation according to the principles of
Islamic law. This is because the reason for
creating Islamic corporation is to distinguish
itself from the conventional rules of corporate
governance.
The main objective of this research is to
recommend the reasons why a special
governance Code for Shari‘ah corporate
bodies are imperative. In doing so, a proper
governance structure to the Islamic companies
would be suggested. Not only this; there
would also be a discussion on why the
conventional corporate governance Codes are
short of being appropriate for the Islamic
Companies. Islamic corporations definitely
should be unique from that of its counterpart;
the conventional corporations. Then only the
true meaning of the prefix ―Islamic‖ attached
to the corporation would be reflected.

Literature Review

The term corporate governance is reasonably
new as it became the limelight of corporate
world within the last two decades and this
conception is fundamentally not eccentric to
Islam (Fotiuh, 2010). Corporate governance
has been defined in various manners. The
literatures on the shari‘ah corporate
governance are less compared to that of
conventional corporate governance (Siddiqi,
and Haneef cited in Hassan, 2009). The
modern day scholars (like Lewis, 2005;
Saroni, 2008; Hassan 2009; Malekian &
Daryaei, 2010; Salahudin, 2008; Choudhury
and Hoque, 2006) have started writing on this
subject matter. Malekian & Daryaei (2010)
defines corporate governance as ―the way in
which the boards oversee the running of a
company by its managers, and how board
members are, in turn, accountable to
shareholders, stakeholders and the company.‖
This definition does not cover the
accountability of the Board of Directors to
God and the society, which are crucial factors
in shari‘ah corporate governance. Hence, this
is a good definition of conventional corporate
governance.
According to Fotiuh (2010), concept of
corporate governance was recommended as a
consequence of swelling consciousness on the
significance of the need to guard the rights of
all
stakeholders,
including
minority
shareholders. And it has been said that good
corporate governance is more than an
excellent thought as it promotes flow of
investments, lowers the cost of capital, and
supports strong capital markets (Fotiuh,
2010).
The general consensus is that governance
allows an entity to target, and clearly state
objectives and work towards achieving them
with
enhanced
efficiency.
Similarly
corporations if governed appropriately could
effectively achieve its corporate and fiscal
aims and visions. Lazonick and O'Sullivan
(2000), describes three major aspects that
construct the corporate governance structure,
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namely, a system of corporate governance
shapes that makes investment decisions in
corporations, what types of investments they
make, and how returns from investments are
distributed.
These dimensions of corporate governance
that corporate leaders and managers are
familiar with are also the principles that
shari‘ah compliant organizations are most
concerned with. As the source of the capital,
how it is utilized and how the return is shared
is key to the shari‘ah compliance of a
business, personnel managing Islamic
corporations need to be extra vigilant on such
matters.
As corporate governance can make or break
the company‘s future it is imperative to apply
good governance at all levels of the company
or corporation in order to transparently and
effectively complete the different tasks and
objectives of the organization. Shari‗ah
corporate governance structure also achieve
these objectives apart from the Islamization of
the concept.
There are several shari‘ah governance codes
or guidelines issued specifically for Islamic
Financial Institutions by several countries
such as Malaysia and organizations or
institutions (like AAOIFI and IFSB). But the
problem with these regulations or rules is that
firstly; it is not applicable to Islamic
corporations in general; and secondly; it is not
binding to the whole world and it cannot be
uniformly adopted and applied to all the
Islamic corporations. Hence, the authors
believe that this is the high time that the
patrons and contributors to the Islamic
finance realize that enough has been done to
achieve shari‘ah corporate governance at a
domestic and regional levels; and now it is
time to apply the flavor of globalization to
shari‘ah corporate governance by applying a
Code uniform to all Islamic corporations;
irrespective of their locality.

Methodology

This research with its novelty is among the
first few to theoretically shed light on the
subjects discussed. Hence, the researcher‘s
co-objective was to explore and establish the
relations and findings within the conceptual,
theoretical and foundational dynamics of the
subject. An exploratory research was
conducted to identify and accumulate existing
literature and based on this information,
further analysis and conceptual proliferation
was performed. Subsequently, the authors
present the findings of this comprehensive
and meticulous research on a platter
intelligible and graspable to all stakeholders
of Islamic corporate affairs.

Epistemology of Shari‟ah Corporate
Governance
Shari‘ah corporate governance is a concept
that emerged in the 19th Century after the
birth of Islamic banking and Islamic finance.
The increase in the number of Shari‘ah
compliant companies led to the formulation of
corporate governance rules which are in line
with the Islamic law. It is hard to specify the
person who coined the phrase Shari‘ah
corporate governance and there is also no
specific unified Arabic phrase formulated for
this (Lewis, 2005, p.5). However, Egyptian
official translation has come up with the word
for governance by pronouncing it as hawkama
and this has been approved by the Egyptian
Linguistic Department (Sourial, cited in
Lewis, 2005, p.5). There is also no uniform
set of shari‘ah corporate governance rules in
the world. Different Islamic companies
operating in different parts of the world adopt
different sets of rules. Some of the
jurisdictions of the world like Malaysia have
adopted their own shari‘ah corporate
governance structures.
Shari‘ah corporate governance is applicable to
Islamic corporate bodies. In legal sense,
Islamic corporate bodies are companies which
is a separate legal entity that has the right to
sue and being sued detached from the
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shareholders who has invested for it (Salmon
v Salmon & Co. (1897) AC at 22) and which
also complies with the rules of Shari‘ah or
Islamic law in conducting all the affairs of the
company. Hence, partnership would be
different from corporations. In order to run
and manage a corporate body whether Islamic
or conventional, it is imperative to have a
delicate human touch. This is the reason why
the law compels the corporate bodies to have
a sophisticated Board of Directors appointed
by the shareholders to organize and manage
it. The Board then delegates the power to
manage the company on behalf of them to a
group of professional managers who would be
controlled by Chief Executive Officer or
CEO, who is in many cases, the chairman of
the Board (Lewis, 2005, p.7).
Shari‘ah corporate governance derives its
rules from the sources of Islamic law. The
purpose of Shari‘ah corporate governance is
not only to work for the benefit of the
shareholders and the stakeholders; but it also
acknowledges the duty of mankind to God
and to the rest of the people living in the
community. In order to fully understand the
Shari‘ah Corporate governance it is
imperative to comprehend how things work in
Islamic worldview. If not, one will never
digest the real rationale behind Shari‘ah
corporate governance.
Islamic worldview is not only limited to the
affairs of this world. It also encourages
mankind to gain well in the hereafter. It works
in a circular motion where everything begins
from God and ends to God. The job of the
mankind in the world is to fulfill its duty as a
vicegerent (khalifah) to God by doing good
deeds and refraining from committing sins.
Everything which Islam prohibits is harmful
to the individuals at a micro level and to the
society at a macro level. For example, riba or
usury is explicitly prohibited by the primary
source of Islamic law; Qur‘an. Usury is not
only harmful for the individual who has to
pay it, but eventually the whole society would

collapse as the poor people or the debtors
would never be able to pay their debts and
they will have neither the hope to become self
sufficient or will have self respect in the
society to survive. ‗Loan sharking‘ is a case
that proves the shortfall of interest. Making
money out of money is against Islamic
commercial principles as fairness and justice
compels people in need to be treated kindly,
without over exploiting them.
The basic belief of Islamic law is based on
monotheistic concept of God (tawheed).
Every Muslim shall believe in unity of God. It
is God who created man and universe. The
good qualities through which man should live
in universe are intrinsically known to him the
moment he enters to the world. Those
qualities include trustworthiness, honesty,
trustfulness, sincerity, justice, kindness and
determination. God has commanded mankind
that they shall be accountable to him and the
rest of the humans living with him. Hence,
accountability is also a basic part of Islamic
worldview.
It can be said here that the concepts in Islamic
worldview is also applicable to Shari‘ah
corporate governance. All the affairs of the
corporation should be consistent to the
commands of God. For example, the
corporation should not engage in any
activities dealing with interest or any
prohibited activities like gambling. This is the
first tier of Shari‘ah corporate governance.
The second tier is created in the hope to
achieve the objective of the first tier. Hence,
the second tier is a supervisory stage where
several bodies are created to make the affairs
of the corporation accountable to God and
then to the humans who has invested in the
corporation in terms of money and work, and
to the customers who seek benefit from the
company. Last, but not least the corporation is
also accountable to the society in which it
exists. The paying of alms or zakat from the
property is for the benefit of the society.
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The ultimate triumph enjoyed from successful
implementation of Shari‘ah corporate
governance would be substantially much
more beneficial than that of conventional
corporate governance. This is mainly because
of the multi-perspective benefits it provides
not only to the corporation; but to the whole
mankind. But the crucial factor to note is that
it would be incongruous to make ‗apple to
apple‘
comparison
between
Shari‘ah
corporate governance and conventional
corporate governance.

Shari‟ah Corporate Governance Vs
Conventional Corporate
Governance: Why is Conventional
Corporate Governance unsuitable
for Islamic Corporations?
Shari‘ah
corporate
governance
and
conventional corporate governance is
different because the objective of both is
unique. There are many models of
conventional corporate governance. It is
wrong to generalize all the conventional
corporate governance models and consider it
as one. Each structure has its own attributes,
signifies special corporate models and
different objectives of corporation (Hassan,
2009).
The
conventional
corporate
governance models differ from country to
country and region to region. This is evident
from the work of Malekian & Daryaei (2010),
where they have categorized conventional
corporate governance to Anglo-Saxon
countries,
Germanic
Countries,
Latin
Countries and Japan. Lewis (2005) has
classified conventional corporate governance
on decision-making basis. He has classified
conventional corporate governance to
―managed corporation model‖ and ―socially
responsive model‖ (Lewis, 2005).
In Anglo-Saxon countries (like UK and
USA), the shareholders are at the apex of the
corporate governance structure and they
dictate to the Board of Directors on what to
do and what not to do. The Board of Directors

is controlled by the shareholders. Hence, it
can be said that in these countries, the
substantial pressure on management decisionmaking is made by the shareholders and the
power
of
shareholders
is
robustly
institutionalized in these countries (Malekian
& Daryaei, 2010). Hence, in this system
market forces play a vital role.
In Germanic countries (like Germany and
Netherlands), the shareholders do not have
substantial power in managing company as in
Anglo-Saxon countries and follow a two tier
board system in which one is a management
board and the other is a supervisory board.
This helps to guarantee absolute division of
powers with the corporation. The duty of the
supervisory board is to monitor the
management board and in practice, it provides
advice on key policy decisions (Weimer &
Pape cited in Malekian & Daryaei, 2010). The
corporate governance structure in these
countries is treated as a sovereign economic
creature constituting an alliance of a range of
partakers, like shareholders, corporate
management, employees, suppliers of goods
and services, suppliers of debt and customers,
endeavoring for the stability of the
corporation as a whole (Moerland cited in
Malekian & Daryaei, 2010).
In Latin countries (like France and Italy), the
corporate governance structure is a
combination of both Anglo-Saxon and
Germanic structure as they have choice to
choose either a one tier system or two tier
system. It is typified by the existence and
power of a reference shareholder within a
communally or socially corrected market
model (Malekian & Daryaei, 2010).
In Japan, as Malekian & Daryaei (2010) puts
it; ―family values pervade all characteristics
of the Japanese governance system‖. The
governance concept of Japanese is based on
keiretsu which can be defines as large-scale
presence of interoperate networks. The
concept of familyism and consensus unlock
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the
unlimited
access
to
long-term
engagements (Malekian & Daryaei, 2010).
In the classification of managed corporation
model coined in the research by Lewis (2005,
p.19), the decision-making power vests in the
hand of Chief Executive Officer and the
management of the corporation. The
economic object of the corporation is to
maximize profit for the sake of shareholders.
In this type the financial governance is done
by the shareholders and the suppliers of the
finances (Lewis, 2005, p.19).
In the socially responsive corporation model
of Lewis (2005, p.19), the decisions for the
corporation would be made by the executive
and supervisory processes. The decisions of
the corporate would be made for considering
the interest of the stakeholders in general; not
only
the
shareholders.
Economic,
environmental and social accountability
would exist in this case (Lewis, 2005, p.19).
In Shari‘ah corporate governance, the
decisions of the corporation would be based
on Shura or consultation. The structure may
be based on two tier system in which an
independent shari‘ah board would be setup to
safeguard the Islamicity element of the
corporation and the Board of Directors would
be created to manage and direct the
corporation. The job scope of the independent
Shari‘ah Board would be to advise the Chief
Executive Officer or the Board of Directors
on the shari‘ah matters. Shari‘ah audit shall
be carried out to make the corporation
accountable
to
God,
shareholders,
stakeholders and to the society.
Hassan (2009, p.284-285) has put forth two
structure of shari‘ah corporate governance
model; that is Tawheed and Shura based
approach, and stakeholders based approach.
In Tawheed and Shura approach, the most
important constituents are Shari‘ah board and
the of Shura groups; whose participants are of
the stakeholders. The two groups would
interact and consult each other before taking
any decision with regard to the corporation.

The Shari‘ah Board would act as the
watchdog to retain the shari‘ah element in all
the decisions made. This way the Islamicity
of the corporate would never be
compromised. In stakeholders approach,
governance mode and mechanisms shield not
only the rights and interests of shareholders;
but of all stakeholders too (Iqbal and
Mirakhor cited in Hassan, 2009).
The conventional corporate governance
models are unsuitable for shari‘ah corporate
governance because the apex of shari‘ah
corporate governance is to obey God. Hence,
it would be impossible to apply Islamic law
by using conventional models of corporate
governance structures which is based on
worldviews which are inconsistent with
Islamic law.

Need for a Special Shari‟ah
Governance Code
Corporate images tag with the prefix Islamic
needs to be gauged with similar scale of
measurements. This would enable all
stakeholders to easily measure the level of
shari‘ah compliance with regards to the
conformity to the Shari‘ah Governance Code.
This would also help cross-border Islamic
investments to seek and utilize guaranteed
shari‘ah compliant corporations. Ultimately,
successful implementation of a uniform based
Shari‘ah Governance Code would allow
corporations all over the world to compete
within the same shari‘ah compliance
dynamics. As the ladle for measurement of
shari‘ah corporate governance would be free
of local perceptions and in accordance with
the Islamic Worldview. There definitely is a
need for a special Shari‘ah Governance Code
to impose a minimum standard of Shari‘ah
corporate governance to the Islamic
corporations to abide irrespective of their
location.

Recommendation: Envisioned
Model Shari‟ah Governance Code
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In a model Shari‘ah governance code which is
applicable to all Islamic corporations, the
following components shall be common,
irrespective of their geographical location or
localities:
1. Every Islamic company shall have an
independent Shari‘ah committee
Independent Shari‘ah Committee to
supervise
the
activities
and
management of Islamic corporation is
necessary as these scholars would be
in a better position to advice on the
doubtful activities happening in the
company according to the vagaries of
the economy. The job scope of this
body would be to impartially advise
and supervise all the activities
happening in the company and to
advice the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) of the company on the
Islamicity of the affairs of the
company.
This Shari‘ah Committee can be
defined similar to what AAOIFI
standards has defined Shari‘ah
Supervisory Board used for the
purpose of Islamic Banks:
an independent body of specialized
jurists in fiqh muamalat (Islamic
commercial jurisprudence), and may
include a member who is an expert in
the field of Islamic financial
institutions and with knowledge of fiqh
muamalat, which is entrusted with the
duty of directing, reviewing and
supervising the activities
of the
Islamic financial institution in order to
ensure that they are in compliance
with Islamic shari‟ah
rules and
principles through the fatwas, and
rulings which are binding on the
Islamic financial institution (AAOIFI,
Governance Standard, 2002).
The shari‘ah Scholars sitting in the
Committee
should
have
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interdisciplinary expertise; meaning
that they should have knowledge of
either Islamic law or Islamic
commercial law and he or she must
also have practical experience in the
relevant field. Then only prudent
decisions based on reasonable care
and due diligence can be taken
without prejudice.
The rationale behind creating an
independent Shari‘ah Committee is
three-fold. Firstly, from the shari‘ah
perspective, the committee performs a
farsighted duty, that is to express
shari‘ah principles in the contracts,
dealings and transactions of the
corporation which is to be benefited
by the Muslims. Secondly, from an
economic perspective, the Committee
encourages the economic conversion
from riba or usury based economics,
which is unjust and exploitative
towards Islamic economics. Through
fatwas and advices, the Committee is
proficient of introducing financial
transactions consistent to Islamic
values. Lastly, from the sociological
perspective, the Committee is capable
of maintaining social responsibilities
of the corporation such as paying
zakat or alms and doing shari‘ah
compliant investments.
Furthermore, the Committee member
shall be independent (istighlal). They
should be free from any fear and favor
of the Board of Directors or the
stakeholders. There should not arise
any circumstance in which conflict of
interest may arise. The Committee‘s
loyalty shall be to God, and not to the
people who remunerates them or
givers other worldly opportunities to
them. To ensure this, the proper status
of the Shari‘ah Committee shall be
expressly stated in the Memorandum
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and Article of Association of the
Corporation; so that legally, in the
eyes of the respective domestic law,
the Committee would have a standing.
The Committee should not be
subordinate to the Board of Directors;
or should be a sub-committee formed
to facilitate the Board of Directors.
The Committee should be independent
and above than the company directors
and the staffs of the company.
Furthermore, the scholars presiding
the Committee of one corporation
should not preside in multiple Boards;
as this might create conflict of interest.
Likewise, a director of the corporation
should not preside in the Committee
as this would also create conflict of
interest.
The Committee shall also conduct
meetings once a month at least and it
should be compulsory for all the
members of the Committee to attend.
These periodical meetings are a forum
in which the Board of Directors and
board of management of the
corporation may request consultations
pertaining to shari‘ah issues.
Shari‘ah Committee should have the
capacity to act as a Muhtasib inside
and outside the corporation. Muhtasib
is the Islamic version of Ombudsman.
This would give the locus standi to the
Shari‘ah Committee to hear complains
within and outside the corporation on
any matter related to compromise of
Islamic law. For, example, through
this mechanism, the staffs of the
corporation might anonymously report
a shari‘ah non-compliant or a doubtful
(shubhah) activity conducted by the
company, and the Committee would
have the locus standi to investigate the
matter and take adequate action.
Likewise, a member of public may
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also lodge a complaint with the
Committee and the Committee would
be in a position to take action on the
complaint made. Not only this, the
Committee can also, on its own
initiative prohibit staffs of the
company from doing things which are
prohibited in shari‘ah without waiting
for Board‘s approval. However, the
Shari‘ah Committee should not have
any saying in other matters except
Islamic matters.
It is very important to note here that in
order to create and enforce the duties
of Shari‘ah Committee legally in the
jurisdictions of the world, things like
attributes
or
qualification,
appointment, rights and duties,
remuneration, hierarchy and the
termination and resignation of
members of Shari‘ah Committee shall
be expressly mentioned in the Article
and Memorandum of Association of
the corporation. Otherwise, the whole
notion of setting up of an independent
Shari‘ah Committee Board within the
corporation is unrealistic and useless,
as the law of the nation would not
recognize it.
2. The Shari‘ah committee‘s decisions
shall be binding on the BOD
If the Shari‘ah Committee‘s decisions
are not binding to the Board of
Directors, than the Committee would
be like a tootles tiger. They are
wasting the time and giving a false
impression to the public by saying that
they are screening the company‘s
activities and advising the CEO
accordingly; whereas the CEO or the
BOD may or may not honor the
decisions made by the Committee.
The end result is there is no use to
have such a Committee and the
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protection of Islamicity element would
become secondary. If this is the case,
it would be hard to differentiate
between conventional and shari‘ah
corporate governance. In most of the
countries who has enacted shari‘ah
governance Codes, this element is
missing (for example see Malaysia‘s
Guidelines for Shari‘ah Governance
for Islamic Financial Institutions
issued by Bank Negara).
3. Shura or consultation and consensusseeking shall be the root to reach all
decisions
Shura or consultation and consensus
seeking should be the mode of
reaching decisions within the Islamic
corporation. The following two verses
quoted from the primary source of
Islamic law; the Holy Quran would be
sufficient to prove this:
And consult them on affairs (of
moment). Then, when you have taken
a decision, put your trust in Allah
(3:159)
Those who respond to their Lord, and
establish
regular
prayer;
who
(conduct) their affairs by mutual
consultation; who spend out of what
we bestow on them for sustenance
(42:38)
Islam promotes Shura due to the
benefits it gives to the mankind. For
example, Shura would give the chance
for the people who are most affected
by the decision to participate and
make a choice for them by discussing
their own problems. Also Shura would
prevent the problem of one group of
people overriding the rights of another
like in the modern democratic rules
where the majority of the people have
all the saying; and the minority is left
unattended as their voice is
unreachable to the authorities. Not
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only this, decision making is not the
only job of the person in authority; but
all the people who suffer because of
the issue, shall have a say in it and it is
the duty imposed by God on the
person in authority to seek advice
from others when making group
decisions (Mawdadi,1974). This way
the decision would be binding on all
as the decision is not one person‘s and
all would be satisfied. This is the key
to creating a ‗win-win‘ situation.
4. Sub-committees of the Shari‘ah
committee shall be in all departments
of the company
Forming sub-committees of Shari‘ah
committees within the different arms
of a corporation would facilitate the
main Shari‘ah committee to keep track
of everything which is happening in
the corporation without depending and
waiting for the oral or written reports
of the department heads. Not only this,
this would definitely solve the tumult
of shari‘ah scholars in the Shari‘ah
committee working like non-executive
directors and meeting only when the
directors or the BOD calls for a
meeting. The quality of the decision is
low when the shari‘ah scholars are
invited for a specific purpose and
when they are not present in the
corporation and participate in day to
day activities of the organization.
5. Shari‘ah audit shall be conducted at
least once a year and details of the
report shall be mentioned in the
annual report of the corporation
Whether it is conventional or shari‘ah
corporate governance, the auditors
play a vital role. The financial
integrity of the whole company is
vested in the hands of the auditors.
Krishnan (2010) has described
auditors as ―guardian of the company's
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financial integrity.‖ Auditors are
vested with broad range of
discretionary powers to facilitate them
to detect wrongdoings by the
management.
They
shall
be
independent of the company and they
are expected to report on the company
without prejudice. Shari‘ah audit
standards shall be followed without
compromise. This is an element which
is omitted generally as people are so
familiar with the conventional or
prudential audit and are either
forgotten or unaware of the existence
of Shari‘ah audit.
In shari‘ah corporate governance,
there are two aspects of audit that
must be included in the annual report,
which are namely prudential audit and
shari‘ah audit. The auditing exercise
for prudential aspect of the
corporation would be conducted by
authorized accountants and legal
consultants. The shari‘ah audit would
be conducted by the Shari‘ah
Committee established within the
corporation.
6. The
stakeholders
of
Islamic
corporations shall not only be
shareholders
The stakeholder to whom the Islamic
corporation owes duty of care and
accountability is not only the
shareholders of the company. But the
Islamic corporation shall include
Shareholders,
who
would
be
concerned in guarding the value of
their equity in the corporation, and
acquire a high-quality rate of return;
Demand Depositors, who would be
interested in assuring the value of their
deposits and have complete entrée to
their funds on demand; Regulators,
who has the legal power to supervise
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the activities of Islamic corporations
and would be keen in inhibiting
common problems and crises,
safeguard of eminence of financial
products and effectiveness of the
financial system; Financial Market
Authorities, who sets the minimum
standards for intelligibility and exposé
and would be interested in having
resourceful financial market; Islamic
Economic Community, who would
profit from standardizing economical
and financial Islamic products,
contracts and practices; and last but
not least the public: would desires to
obtain quality economic and financial
services from the Islamic corporations.
All these parties and their interests
should be carefully scrutinized and
catered for within the parameters of
shari‘ah by the Islamic corporations.
7. Right to sue the Shari‘ah Committee
in case of pure negligence
One way to make the Shari‘ah
Committee accountable is to give the
parties to which it owes a duty of care
the right to sue if pure negligence on
the part of the Shari‘ah Committee is
proved. This would change the current
trend
which
makes
Shari‘ah
Committees immune from any kind of
legal action by a client or a
stakeholder for negligence. Most of
the Shari‘ah Advisors or scholars
would be against this as for them this
might be ridiculous thing to do. But
the reality is that the stakeholders and
the society counts on the Shari‘ah
Committee very much and if due to
pure negligence if a right of any party
is deprived, there is no reason the
Committee cannot be sued in a Court
of law. Justice and equity compels to
lift the veil of immunity given to the
Shari‘ah Committee and its members
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in exceptional circumstances such as
in cases of sheer negligence.
In the model Shari‘ah Governance Code, all
of the above elements shall be included. Then
only the true avatar of shari‘ah corporate

governance can be evident and the whole
world could benefit from the Islamic
corporations. This would indeed contribute to
the Islamization of the whole world economy.
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Conclusion
In view of the above, it is imperative to have a
special Shari‘ah Corporate Governance Code
to
specifically
govern
the
Islamic
corporations. Islamic law is immutable, hence
making a specific Code for shari‘ah corporate
governance would definitely make the task
easier for the Muslims and non-Muslims who
would want to invest or get any kind of
benefit from the Islamic corporations. The
special Code shall definitely push and
precisely mention the role of the Shari‘ah
Boards, Board of Directors, management as
well as the auditors of the Islamic

corporation. All of these organs of the Islamic
corporations shall execute their professional
duties with the target of gratifying rules
imposed by God and the expectations of all
stakeholders. Definitely enacting a special
Code
would
promote
accountability,
transparency, disclosure and clarity without
prejudice. This is much closer to the spirit of
Islam and is the way to create and manage
governance and social responsibility. The
viable critical success roots of this are yet to
be examined with further research.
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Performance Excellence in the Canadian Public Sector
Khaled Khattab
Benchmarking for Excellence

Abstract
The public sector faces lots of continuous
significant challenges in adopting a resultoriented approach to Management and
performance. The multiplicity of stakeholders
makes it difficult to define a shared vision of
„performance excellence‟. Regular changes of
administration and authorizing environment
make it difficult to „maintain constancy of
purpose.‟ Relentless budget shortfalls test the
resourcefulness of leaders and managers,
budget analysts and legislators. (Aucoin,
1995)1. Nevertheless, with determination and
leadership,
Federal
public
sector
organizations in Canada have adapted and
adopted best practices in performance
excellence from private and public sector
organizations to change the culture of public
organizations from one focused on
compliance to one focused firmly on results.
(Charih, and Daniels, 1997) 2.
This paper will outline the elements of this
continuous transformation journey along the
way with a focus on the Canadian Excellence
Criteria for the public sector which has been
developed by the National Quality Institute
(NQI) in Canada. (Canadian Excellence
Criteria for the Public Sector, 2007)3. It will
also offer some conclusions about the
applicability of the principles of performance
excellence in the public sector in general.
This paper through a longitudinal analysis,
has reviewed Canadian public sector
organizations that have used the Canadian
Excellence Criteria for the public sector as
their management framework, have received
the Canada Award for Excellence over a

number of years, and have embedded a Total
Quality Management (TQM) culture in their
everyday management. 30 organizations were
considered and the data was obtained
through the National Quality Institute (NQI),
The American Society for Quality (ASQ) in
Canada, the Canadian Public Sector Quality
Association, as well as some other secondary
sources, like articles, studies and reports.
Keywords: Excellence, TQM, Performance
Excellence, Quality, Continuous Improvement

Introduction
Any public organization‘s leader is
confronted with countless issues demanding
immediate attention.
 How can we balance the budget?
 How should we respond to emergent
issues of public policy or safety?
Faced with all that, it is easy to put aside the
question of how to manage the performance
of the organization. However, management in
public organizations and performance is an
area in which a leader – as chief executive can have significant and lasting impact.
This paper provides an overview of:
 The role that a leader can play in
improving a public organization‘s
performance;
 The evolution of performance
management system in Canadian
public sector organizations;
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Considerations
for
introducing
performance excellence in the public
sector in general;
Impact of Canadian excellence criteria
for the public sector on organizations‘
performance.

Since 1984, the Canada Awards for
Excellence have honoured more than 200
Canadian organizations for outstanding
achievements. Administered by the National
Quality Institute (NQI), the awards are
presented annually to private, public and notfor-profit sector organizations that have
displayed outstanding performance in the
areas of Quality and Healthy Workplace. This
coveted award is a tangible evidence of an
organization‘s level of excellence. Think
leadership and it is hard not to think about
performance excellence. Pursuing excellence
may not be a magic bullet, but pay-offs to the
bottom line are no coincidence. After all,
errors cost money, dissatisfied customers will
continuously complain and poor performance
ruins reputations.
These are the reasons why more and more
public sector organizations seeking to
improve performance and stand out in their
field are adopting best practices in
management. There‘s no such thing as a sure
bet, but mounting evidence shows that
investing in excellence pays off. Highperformance organizations see excellence as a
way to boost customer satisfaction, employee
productivity, profitability and stakeholders‘
value, while cutting costs and reducing waste.
It‘s no magic bullet; organizations that
demonstrate excellence follow a steady,
incremental path over several years. They
invest in people, programs and processes that
continuously improve their environment,
using a Roadmap to Performance Excellence.
David W. Hutton (1994).

The Research Methodology

This paper is based on a longitudinal analysis
of 30 organizations that received one of
Canada Awards for Excellence between 2006
and 2010. Appendix A outlines those award
recipients‘
organizations.
They
have
continuously used the Canadian excellence
criteria for the public sector as a management
framework and as one of several tools for
continuous improvement purposes. They‘ve
demonstrated a high level of consistent
improvement in their performance and
stakeholders‘ satisfaction.
The research is based on a contents analysis
approach, reviewing and examining studies,
reports,
award
submissions,
internal
documents on organizational excellence and
quality as well as other information available
in the public domain. The research is to
validate a number of assumptions which
include the following:
 The adoption of organizational
excellence frameworks can improve
performance of public organizations;
 Personal involvement of executives is
required to drive performance in
public sector organizations;
 Continuous learning and development
are key elements in maintaining
continuous improvement.
 The role of central government is
crucial in achieving performance
excellence in public organizations.
The purpose of this paper is to reflect an
initial testing which is projected to lead to a
survey in Canada and the United Arab
Emirates to further investigate the above
mentioned hypothesises and by checking a
sample of award recipients‘ in both countries.
The results will be validated at a later stage in
order to come up with detailed quantitative
and qualitative measures using statistical
measures.

A Look at Canada Public Service
Organizations
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In 1989, the Canadian government undertook
a renewal of the public service known as
Public Service 2000. The main objectives of
this initiative were the improvement of
services to citizens and the granting of greater
room to maneuver to federal managers. In
1994-95, the Canadian government undertook
a reflection on the role of the State within the
framework of Program Review. Following
this exercise, the government withdrew from
several activities, and 55,000 public servants
were let go. Certain activities were privatized,
while others were transformed into
partnerships with Canadian provinces or the
private sector, with the goal of a better
integration of services. Gouvernement Du
Canada 2000 (1989).
The preoccupation with improvement of
services led to other reviews such as Quality
Services in 1995 and Service Improvement
Initiative in 2000, whose objectives were to
increase, by at least 10% in five years, the rate
of satisfaction of Canadian citizens toward the
principal services offered by the government.
Results-based management was introduced,
with the ministries obliged to account to
Parliament for objectives pursued, particularly
with regard to service standards and results or
performance obtained. It is also to be noted
that the Canadian population expects more
accountability and transparency. Verificateur
General Du Canada (2001).

The Role of the Public
Organization‟s Head
In name and in function, any public
organization‘s head is the Chief Executive
Officer of that organization, who is
accountable for the actions of his/her staff. As
CEO, there are compelling reasons for
him/her as a leader to focus on his/her
organization‘s performance:
 Citizen polls in the US and Canada
show that trust in government is
declining due to a perception that





public
organizations
are
not
responsive to citizen expectations, or
not effective in the things that they do.
Eroding public confidence results in
more
regulations,
audits,
and
‗accountability measures,‘ which add
to the ‗cost of mistrust‘ and divert
funds from value, added activities.
Fuelled by such perceptions of ‗waste,
fraud
and
abuse,‘
tax-cutting
initiatives
result
in
decreased
revenues, at the same time that
demand is increasing.

The result is a vicious circle that impedes
public organizations‘ ability to carry out the
core functions of government, much less the
CEO policy initiatives.
Restoring trust in government will require
clear and assertive leadership on two fronts:
 Continued real, sustainable and
significant improvement in public
organizations‘ performance, and
 Clear, relevant and meaningful
engagement of citizens in the work of
government.
A CEO who effectively exercises his/her dual
role as managerial and political leader can
have enormous impact on the performance of
his/her organization and on the public
perception of government. This paper outlines
the role that the Canadian Federal
Government has played in establishing a
strategic agenda and driving public
organizations‘ performance to achieve it.

Evolution of Performance
Management in the Canadian Public
Organizations
The Canadian Federal Public Sector has come
a long way in the last 10 years. A brief
calendar of progress:
 In the early nineties public
organizations were required to
develop
strategic
plans
and
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performance measures as part of their
budget requests.
Best practices were brought from the
private sector to support management
improvement
in
the
federal
government.
Consultants
from
different companies were brought in to
develop a management model and to
train
managers
and
internal
performance consultants in the
principles of strategic planning and
performance measurement.
In the mid nineties Total Quality
Management, Continuous Quality
Improvement and Service Quality
initiatives emerged in few public
organizations and some of them began
training staff in continuous process
improvement methods.
By the late nineties all organizations
were required to adopt a management
model based on the principles outlined
above, and to appoint an internal
consultant/advisor to lead the effort.
A central Office of Quality and
Management
Improvement
were
created to provide technical assistance
to public organizations in developing
performance management systems.
The office introduced an assessment
tool based on the ‗Canadian
Excellence Criteria for the Public
Sector‘ developed by the National
Quality Institute (NQI). Annually,
public organizations used the tool to
assess their management system.
Reviewing the scores and performance
across the federal public organizations
in the first year of its use, it was clear
that organizations lacked capacity for
and
expertise
in
performance
measurement. The office contracted
with consulting to train managers and
staff in developing a balanced
portfolio and measures.



By
early
2000
each
public
organization head was required to
develop a performance contract with
his/her direct report, outlining
objectives to be achieved over the next
12 months. The Federal government
invested heavily in information
technology and data warehouses,
making it easier for managers to
obtain the information and analysis
needed for informed and responsive
decision-making. The Canada Award
for Excellence recognized public
organizations that had achieved
significant improvement.

Overall, significant progress has been made in
changing the culture and in improving
performance. This could be summarized in
the following points:
 On the ground, service delivery has
improved in timeliness, accuracy and
responsiveness.
 Citizens can access all government
services on line 24/7 from the comfort
of their own home or office.
 Revenue generating organizations
actively benchmark their processes
and production against private sector
counterparts, and show up favourably
in those comparisons.
 Managers have access to better
operational data.
 But the public perception of
‗accountability‘ and ‗responsiveness‘
has not improved in a significant way,
a fact that can be discouraging to
managers and staff. Therefore,
engaging citizens in a meaningful way
in the work of government could be
the next frontier.

Considerations in Bringing
„Performance Excellence‟ to the
Public Sector
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The
management
and
consequent
performance of government can be improved,
but not through audits, scorecards, punitive
damages, investigations, or other ‗after the
fact‘ efforts to ‗hold public organizations
accountable.‘ Management theoreticians and
practitioners, including Rudi Giuliani, former
mayor of New York, Jack Welch, former
CEO of General Electric, Bob Behn, JFK
School of Government at Harvard, and John
Kotter, management ‗guru‘ on the subject of
organizational culture change, agree that
transforming organizational culture and
performance cannot be mandated. It can only
be led.
Research and experience indicate that
changing the performance of any large
organization starts with clear, sustained,
disciplined leadership from the top that sets a
direction and values based on the desired
results. Those directives get translated into
better performance in a sustainable way only
if the activities of managers and staff are
aligned with that direction, and progress is
tracked in a regular and data-driven way from
the top. In addition, the reward structures of
the organization must reinforce the desired
behaviours and results.
Just as in other sectors, this paper shows that
there are five elements critical for
performance in the public sector:
Clear and Consistent Executive Leadership,
Starting with the Organization’s Leader
Because the leader appoints directors directly,
and they serve ‗at the pleasure‘ of the leader,
those directors are often highly responsive to
the leader‘s directives. A leader who exercises
his authority to establish expectations for
performance can have significant impact. The
directors should be asked to develop
performance contracts with the leader, and to
report progress quarterly. Many directors
cascaded the concept into their departments,

requiring performance contracts and regular
reports from their direct reports. Those
directors reported that the ‗performance
contract‘ model helped them align staff
efforts around the priorities identified in the
contract with the public organization‘s leader.
This leader should also sharpen the focus on
management accountability by requiring all
directors to personally and visibly review
operational performance data. In addition the
leader and his directors should exemplify the
principles of performance leadership by:
 Articulating the results to be achieved,
as well as the guiding values and
behaviours;
 Allocating resources and providing
sponsorship in support of the desired
results;
 Relentlessly and visibly reviewing
performance against targets;
 Supporting the development of a
culture in which innovation and
learning can happen; and
 Engaging stakeholders in evaluating
the results achieved.
Engagement of Citizens in Defining Desired
Results and Assessing Performance
While the private sector aims to ‗delight‘ its
customers, applying the same strategies in the
public sector is challenging. While rangers in
public parks might have voluntary customers,
the police officers on the highways must
define ―customer service‖ differently.
Instituting a ‗customer focus‘ in regulatory
organizations has been challenging: their
‗customers‘ are not always ‗right.‘ In
addition, public organizations distinguish
between two sets of ‗customers:‘ the direct
recipients of their services are ‗customers‘ in
that they receive the output of their work. The
general public and those who benefit from
government are also considered by many
government employees to be ‗customers‘ –
and they often having radically different
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expectations from those of the service
recipients.
Nevertheless, customers and citizens should
expect staff to:
 Carry out legislative intent with as
little administrative burden as
possible;
 Respect their rights to clear and timely
service;
 Regularly seek and use customer input
and
feedback
to
improve
effectiveness, and
 Demonstrate
accountability
by
reporting back to citizens and
customers on the results.
Public organizations should actively seek the
involvement of customers in establishing
customer standards and soliciting customer
feedback. Different tools could be used to
help with that like:
 Adoption of ―plain talk‖ programs
aimed at making rules, letters and
instructions easy for citizens to
understand.
 Introduction of a ‗mystery shopper‘
program,
 Conducting
focus
groups
and
customer surveys,
 Partnership with advisory groups or
committees of stakeholders to assist in
developing new rules, services or
policies.
Public organizations should be charged with
being citizen-centered as well as customeroriented. This means that regulatory
organizations must define ‗customer service‘
differently than business does: ‗Customer
service‘ in regulatory organizations is not
about ‗delighting customers, ‗but rather
conducting regulatory functions authorized in
the general public interest in a way that does
not create an undue administrative burden on
the ‗customers‘ of the public organizations.
On an even higher level, we need to be

looking at how we engage citizens as citizens
in the work of government. Citizens are more
than ‗consumers‘ of government products and
they are interested in more than a ‗return on
their investment.‘ They also expect ‗equity,‘
and a variety of ‗protections.‘ It is not enough
to be ‗doing things right‘ – organizations must
also be working with citizens to determine if
they are ‗doing the right things.‘
Strategies and Budgets that are Aligned with
the Priorities Most Important to Citizens
An organization can‘t achieve the desired
results unless its strategies and resources are
aligned with its goals. Experience shows that
organizations with clear strategic plans that
are well deployed throughout the organization
achieve better results. In addition, leadership
must allocate resources and funding toward
the activities that are proven to be most
effective.
In 2002 Federal public organizations were
required to submit strategic plans and
performance measures with their budget
submittals. This requirement was a paradigm
shift for all public organizations.
As a result the definition of ‗performance‘
became clearer: staff, managers and
legislators could have more meaningful
dialogues about the linkage between resources
and results, and the value added at each link
in the chain. Process improvement efforts
could be prioritized on the basis of their
potential for contributing to those results, and
cross-organizational efforts were emerging
naturally from the shared vision.
For the first time, Federal public
organizations could see that strategic plans
and measures can be valuable allies in making
a case for funding – and the demand for
training in performance measures has grown
dramatically!
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Information and Communication Systems
and Analytical Capacity to Support
Databased Decision-Making
To use performance data effectively, an
organization must have information systems
to collect, record, analyze and display the data
in a form that is relevant and useful to
decision-makers. The organization must also
have functional communication systems,
including those that operate by technology
and those that operate organizationally.
In a compliance-based culture, those systems
are superfluous. Doing what one is told to do
– nothing more or less – does not require
feedback systems. It requires a hierarchy. But
when an organization is expected to adopt an
evaluative culture, and engage people all up
and down the line in the business of
performance improvement, the lack of
adequate and timely information and tracking
systems becomes painfully apparent. Until
fairly recently, the public sector was not
expected to be proactive or reflective in
analyzing
the
costs
of
production.
Organizations were given money to do
inspections; they inspected until the money
ran out, and then went back for more. There
was little apparent need to develop - or hire
for analytical skills in staff. Tightening
budgets have forced organizations to develop
and invest in information systems that will
help track and analyze costs and results.
Unfortunately, those systems are not cheap.
However, the need to share data across
organizations in order to affect real solutions
to complex problems has helped to breach
organizational silos that have resisted
overtures to collaboration in the past. Within
many organizations, divisions and programs
have recognized the benefits of sharing
information. Those successes helped building
a collective will to collaborate that offers
great promise for performance improvement.
An investment in analytical capacity in

managers and staff was also introduced
because systems to collect and store
performance data must be integrated with the
ability to interpret the data, and present it to
decision-makers in the visual formats –
charts, graphs, maps and diagrams - that can
facilitate timely and informed decisionmaking. A need for
building skills in
identifying
causal
relationships
and
correlations, and using benchmarking to
improve was immediately identified which
required investments in training for managers
and staff, because without the analytical
capacity, data becomes more static on the
managers‘ radar screen.
Internal Operations and Processes Capable
of Producing the Desired Results
Canada‘s public sector‘s foray into Quality
started as a ‗process improvement‘ initiative.
However, without the overarching framework
that was eventually provided by NQI, many
‗process improvements‘ became ‗random acts
of Quality‘ – often selected more on the basis
of immediate feasibility (‗what can we do?‘)
than on the basis of strategic significance
(‗what will address the root causes?‘). In
other cases, the tools or their terminology
were not sufficiently tailored to the specific
organization culture, so they were not widely
adopted. Or, they were applied without the
rigor and discipline required making them
truly effective.
As a result, in some organizations, ‗quality
tools‘ were not applied effectively and their
potential was marginalized. However, in those
organizations where ‗process improvement‘
has been applied to issues of strategic
significance, they have been very effective.

Impact of the Canadian Excellence
Criteria for the Public Sector
Organizations‟ Performance
The National Quality Institute (NQI)
developed the Canadian Excellence Criteria
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for the Public Sector with assistance from
professionals from across the public service.
The Criteria serves as a framework for
effective public service organizations and
agencies at all levels, including public
organizations, schools and school boards,
hospitals, police forces, etc. Copyrighted to
the Institute, the Canadian Excellence Criteria
is recognized around the world and used by
organizations in all sectors across Canada.
The Canadian Excellence Criteria for the
Public Sector is a comprehensive and
practical framework for improvement and
achieving effective citizen/client-focused
service or product delivery. It is founded on
the Excellence Principles. It also serves as the
basis for adjudication of the public sector

Excellence Awards, under the banner of the
Canada Awards for Excellence program; the
Canada Awards for Excellence are Canada‘s
own awards for recognizing outstanding
achievement. More and more government,
education, health care and other public sector
organizations are putting the Criteria into
action and discovering the power of
continuous improvement.
Organizations everywhere are becoming
increasingly aware of the high cost of poor
quality. The key to achieving desired results
is to use the total ―Framework‖ of Criteria as
a roadmap for Quality Improvements.

The Canadian Framework for Organizational Excellence
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The Levels of Excellence

The assessment criteria have a strategic
approach that organizes the Criteria into four
logical, sequential Levels, each one building
upon the previous. This helps organizations to
use the criteria and translate them to small,
doable steps along the way of their excellence
journey. By the end of Level 4 an
organization has fully implemented all the
Criteria.
Level 1 | Foundation
Level 1 focuses on the organization‘s
approach to excellence. The organization
should demonstrate a commitment to
continuous improvement and should be
implementing a long-term strategy for that.
Level 2 | Transformation
Level 2 builds on the foundation of
commitment. The organization shows a wide
understanding of its approach to excellence
and can demonstrate improvement and good
results in several key areas.
Level 3 | Role Model
At Level 3, the organization demonstrates
wide implementation of its strategic focus on
excellence through understanding and

applying NQI criteria, with positive results
achieved in all key areas.
Level 4 | World Class
Level 4 builds on the other levels. The
organization can demonstrate that it has
achieved good to excellent overall results and
trends from improvement efforts. Continuous
improvement is a ‗way of life‘ in the
organization.

Organizational Impacts
Some results reported by Canada Awards for
Excellence recipients include:
 91% improvement in employee
turnover
 215% increase in cost savings
 90% increase in customer satisfaction
over an average of a four-year period
 33% increase in employee satisfaction
 82% reduction in cycle time
 57% decrease in injuries
Key Characteristics of Organizations that
have Received a CAE Award
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Demonstrated positive impact of
cross-functional business processes
Higher level of employee commitment
and engagement
Comprehensive
performance
measurements
Alignment of the NQI Framework for
Organizational Excellence with the
business plan
A culture of quality
A Healthy Workplace
Superior business results when
compared with many other publiclytraded companies

A Sample of Specific Results of Effective
Practices of Some Past CAE Recipients
1. Trillium Health Care (one of Canada‘s
largest academically-affiliated tertiary
care group of hospitals)
 10%
higher
in
Work
satisfaction than benchmark
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19% higher in Quality
Improvement Scores than
benchmark
20.5% higher for ―satisfaction
with Trillium‖ than benchmark
21% higher for ―Trillium is a
healthy
workplace‖
than
benchmark
11% improvement in sick time
16% decrease in employee
turnover

2. Toronto East General (Ontario‘s
leading community teaching hospital)
 Wait times 31% better than
benchmark
 10%
reduction
in
administrative overhead
 12%
higher
physician
satisfaction than industry
 3.4% higher staff satisfaction
than benchmark
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Conclusion
This paper outlined the performance
excellence‘s journey of the Canadian public
organizations and showed the relationship
between sustained improved performance and
the adoption of organizational excellence
frameworks like the Canadian public sector
excellence criteria.
Canadian Federal public organizations have
adapted the Canadian Excellence Criteria for
the public sector and have been explicitly
using the criteria as the foundation for regular
organization self-assessments, engaging staff
across the each organization in identifying
opportunities to improve. Most importantly,
the organizations act on the identified
opportunities, and prioritize projects to
address them.
Organizational Excellence assessors will
recognize these four elements as the approach
and deployment categories. Although they are
generally applicable in any organization,
public organizations face special challenges
and opportunities in applying these criteria to
the work of government.
As one who has been involved in
organizational excellence and quality
management for the last
15 years, I would offer three suggestions to
public sector executives interested in
improving results:
1. Personal involvement of executives is
required to drive performance in any
organization.
The
public
organization‘s leader is a key link
between the organization and its
stakeholders.
2. Public organizations‘ managers can
benefit from the application of best
practices and management models
from the private sector. But the
effective application in the public
sector of a management principle
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developed in the private sector is not
straightforward. Significant translation
of terminology and modification of the
approach may be necessary. For
instance,
in
the
regulatory
organizations, employees are highly
resistant to the concept of ‗customer
service.‘ Their ‗customers‘ are not
‗always right,‘ and – until we are able
to
clarify
which
customer
requirements regulatory organizations
should be expected to meet - the
customer-based
vocabulary
of
‗quality‘ impeded acceptance of other
valid principles of continuous quality
improvement.
3. Training is vital to the effective
implementation of any management
concept. In 1998, the
Balanced Scorecard was introduced as
a tool for developing performance
measures. The original Balanced
Scorecard suggested that businesses
should examine their strategies from
four
perspectives:
Financial
Management, Customer Service,
Process
Management,
and
Organizational Learning. Those four
perspectives were arranged in a
hierarchy of four ‗boxes‘ with
Financial Management (profit) at the
top.
When a public organization decides to
adopt the Balance Scorecard approach,
it should think of other perspectives
related to its services, mission and
stakeholders. For example a ‗Public
Benefit‘ could be added, and placed at
the top of the hierarchy. Most
experienced managers understand the
fundamental principle of the Balanced
Scorecard; however the robustness of
strategies can improve when they are
viewed from the perspectives of all
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parties essential to the strategy‘s
success.
The danger when an organization
takes the ―five-box‖ model ‗literally‘
and attempt to ‗fill in the boxes‘
instead of adapting the boxes to the
perspectives critical its mission. The
scorecard becomes a compliance
exercise instead of a managerial tool.
That‘s why training and support will
help organizations distinguish between
the principles that should be adopted,
and the specific practices that can be
adapted without compromising the
effectiveness of a tool.
4. It is a truism of management, that one
must align the recognition criteria with
desired
behaviours
to
drive
performance. But in the public sector,
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alternatives
for
recognizing
performance do not include stock
options, yearly bonuses, or other perks
available in large private corporations.
In government, one of the most
meaningful
rewards
of
good
management is a bigger budget (or,
these days, a smaller cut). Managerial
interest in measuring and using
performance will markedly become
more evident if a budget-building
process is introduced and informed by
measures of effectiveness. If the
performance management process is
aligned with the budget, this will
create the motivation for managers to
take a more thoughtful approach to the
selection and use of measures in their
programs.
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Appendix A
Canada Awards for Excellence Recipients
Public Organizations 2006 – 2010
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Organization

Year

Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver
College of Physicians & Surgeons of Nova Scotia
Toronto East General Hospital
Canada Post
Modernization Division, HROntario – Ministry of Government Services, Government of
Ontario
Windsor Regional Hospital
Bank of Canada
The Corporation of the Town of Markham

2010
2010
2010
2010

Ontario Ministry of Labour

2010

Toronto Police Service
Government of Alberta
Region of Peel, Ontario
City of Prince George, British Columbia
Ontario Ministry of Northern Development, Mines and Forestry
Ontario Parks, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
Vincent Massey Public School, Ontario
City of Kamloops, British Columbia
Alberta Municipal Affairs – Municipal Dispute Resolution Initiative
Forest and Range Evaluation Program, British Columbia
Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development
Statistics Canada
Toronto Transit Commission
Department of National Defense
Alberta Solicitor General & Public Security
The Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mines
Homewood Health Centre
Industrial Accident Prevention Association
Saskatchewan Trade & Exports Partnership
Vincent Massey Public School
Toronto Transit Commission

2010
2010
2009
2009
2009
2009
2008
2008
2008
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2010
2010
2010

2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
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Leadership Role for Managing Perception Noise in Multi-Cultural
Project Team
Salman Khan Lodhi
UAE

Abstract
Working in a multi cultural environment is a
commonplace phenomenon in today‟s
economy. Recession, cost-cutting initiatives
and competitive business environment has
resulted in business cooperation across the
globe. Companies collaborate to acquire
attributes that give the competitive advantage
which allows them to outperform their
competitors. These attributes include cheap
energy sources, new technology, quicker
execution of business processes and highly
trained & skilled human resources. Therefore,
it is fairly common that one is assigned as a
PM (or working as a team member) to a
project where people from multiple
nationalities and different skill sets are
playing different roles in the project.
This multi-cultural team environment presents
a unique set of challenges. These challenges
arise since project team members belong to
different cultural background, speak different
languages and believe in distinctive moral
ethics & values. This unique set of challenges
is named as „Perception Noise‟. Author will
define „Perception Noise‟ as a disturbance,
especially a random and persistent
disturbance that obscures or reduces the
clarity of recognition and interpretation of the
information and world around us. This paper
will discuss impacts of „Perception Noise‟ on
multicultural teams narrating various
scenarios and situations. Further, author will
highlight related existing teamwork and
communication
style
theories
while
establishing the remedies for „Perception

Noise‟ that could help and guide project
managers,
project
champions
and
organizational leaders to manage such teams
in an organization.
Keywords: Project Management, Team
Management, Culture Issues, Perception

Introduction
In last 20 years, the world has truly become a
global village where people, from different
backgrounds, ethnicities and aspirations,
collaborate to fulfill business and personal
needs. Due to this phenomenon, the working
environment has changed dramatically to
cater to changing needs and aspects of doing
business. The technological evolution has
played a pivotal role and has enabled
businesses to interact in almost real time
across geographical borders. However, such
a diverse and dynamic working environment
where different nationalities work has its own
risks.
Here, we categorize all such issues that arise
due to cultural differences as Perception
Noise.
Perception Noise
In physics, Noise is termed as ―a disturbance,
especially a random and persistent
disturbance that obscures or reduces the
clarity of a signal‖.
In Psychology, Perception is termed as
―Recognition and interpretation of sensory
stimuli based chiefly on memory‖ (American
Dictionary, 2010).
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If we combine above two terms, Perception
Noise is a disturbance, especially a random
and persistent disturbance that obscures or
reduces the clarity of recognition and
interpretation of the information and world
around us.
It is to be noted that this disturbance has
following qualities
 It is persistent
 It is based on memory
 It affects the interpretation of
information

depend upon the ability for symbolic
thought and social learning. It also
narrates how the team collectively
reacts to shared attitudes, values,
goals, and practices that characterize
the organization or team?
2. Co-ordination: When multiple actors
pursue goals together, they have to do
extra things to organize themselves
that a single actor pursuing the same
goals would not have to do. These
extra organizing activities are called as
coordination. Coordination is also
defined as the additional information
processing performed when multiple,
connected actors pursue goals that a
single actor pursuing the same goals
would not perform (Malone, 1988)

We, as human beings, try to find similar
patterns in everyday problems or work issues.
This may help at occasions but it fosters an
attitude to jump to conclusions by arranging
false assumptions and generalizations. This
behavior becomes important when it is
exercised by project team members. The
prime factor for Perception Noise is cultural
differences found among team members.

3. Communication:
The
art
and
technique of using words effectively
to impart information or ideas. It also
means the exchange of thoughts,
messages, or information, as by
speech, signals, writing, or behavior
(American Dictionary, 2010). The
Two-way
process of
reaching
mutual understanding,
in
which
participants not only exchange
(encode-decode) information but
also create
and share
meaning
(WebFinance, 2010).

Literature Review
In today‘s business world, companies
collaborate to acquire attributes that give the
competitive advantage which allows them to
outperform their competitors. These attributes
include cheap energy sources, new
technology, quicker execution of business
processes and highly trained & skilled human
resources. Also, capitalizing on human
resource is an essential way of achieving true
organizational potential.
Since, actual project work is done by
individuals in an organization hence the teams
are the building blocks and most critical part
of any successful project. There are four
factors, which have direct impact on the
successful working of any team (Nawaz,
2004). These factors are:
1. Culture: It essentially defines how
individual team members possess
knowledge, belief, and behavior that

4. Cohesion: It is defined as the state of
cohering
or
sticking
together
(American Dictionary, 2010).
Here, the culture factor and cohesion factor
represent the inner working of team,
collaboration of individuals and how the team
gels together keeping in view their own
beliefs. Thus, these can be clubbed together to
be
described
as
teamwork.
Also,
communication factor and coordination factor
represent how the team shares ideas and work
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information. Thus, these can clubbed together
to be described as the communication style.
It is important to mention that the teamwork
and communication style involves the most
human interaction. Therefore, these are good
candidates for study of Perception Noise.
Detailed
study
for
teamwork
and
communication style was carried out in below
capacity
 Team work during the project
 Communication style/ approaches
used among different stakeholders.
Different theories of team work and
communication approaches were studied for
this paper and are presented below.
Team Work
This
can
be
described
as
process of working in collaboration with
a group of
people
to achieve a goal.

Teamwork is the most critical part of
any project or business initiative where it is
essential for coworkers to work well together
while playing their best part in any situation.
The concept of teamwork also implies that
people
will
liaise
using
their
individual skills and
providing
positive feedback, although personal conflicts
may exist between them.
The most famous teamwork theory is
Tuckman's "team stages model" which was
first developed in 1965. Tuckman's model is
widely recognized as a basis and starting
point for effective team building practices.
This model recognizes the fact that teams do
not start performing from day one, but evolve
through phases (Tuckman, 1965). Tuckman's
theory is best illustrated on a graph [Figure 1]
which shows the link between team
relationships (the horizontal axis) and task
focus (the vertical axis).

Figure 1. Tuckman‟s Team Theory Illustration (Sturgess, 2010)

Following characteristics are observed
(Business Media,2010) in team work by
different nationalities as mentioned in Table 1
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Table 1: Characteristics of teamwork in different nationalities

UAE
+team members
display suspicion of
each other in
beginning
+teams are difficult
to work with and
progress can be
slow in beginning

UK

+ team environment is
friendly
+ team members are
helpful and supportive of
each other

Communication Approaches
This relates to how people from different
cultures acquire, process and utilizes
information that is presented to them. It also
involves communicating the right messages in

Asia

USA

+ team members cannot
query team leader
instructions
+ team leader takes
complete responsibility of
project success or failure

+ teams are groups of
individual brought
together
+ teams are dismantled as
soon as a given task or
project completes

a manner that ensures that they are received
as intended. Below figure explains
importance of communication approach and
participation levels in a team.

Figure 2. Relation between communication and participation (Bowles, 2005)

Adopted communication approach varies on
the level of clarity and purpose [Figure 2]. In
turn, this clarity would influence team
participation by increasing or decreasing it.
For communication approaches, Phillip
Clampitt
identified
three
types
of
management communication styles found in
organizations today: the arrow, the circuit and
the dance. He claims that 'dance
communication' is most appropriate to the
modern corporation because it effectively
deals with the range of communication
possibilities in modern organizations. The
‗dance communications‘ requires manager to

involve others, move with those involved in
the communication, be flexible and sensitive
to beliefs and values, recognize that
communication is multi-purpose and has a
wider management impact, work closely with
staff while valuing all ideas, can be too
interactive within a small group, focus on
'warm and fuzzy', get results by working with
other people. (Clampitt, 1991)
Following
characteristics
(Business
Media,2010) are observed in communication
approaches of different nationalities as
mentioned in Table 2.
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Table 2: Characteristics of communication approaches in different nationalities

UAE
+Arabic is a
language of
hyperbole and
exaggeration and
people commonly
exaggerate while
conveying good or
bad news
+for a listener, it gets
difficult to separate
fact from fiction
+people are reluctant
to convey bad news

UK
+ directness in
communications is
considered as open
confrontation
+ bluntness in
communication often
offends the other party
+ people usually remain
evasive in meeting
situations if they do not
want to be open during
communication

Asia

USA

+ Asians find it difficult to
say – ‗NO‘
+ one can expect
vagueness and lack of
commitment if other party
does not agree

+ issues are debated
directly & openly and
everyone‘s participation is
encouraged.
+ in meetings, coded
speech and being vague is
seen as time-wasting for
the project.

quality managers
technique

Research Methodology
The author realizes that the issue relates to
social behaviors, hence qualitative in nature.
As social reality varies from people to people,
so the writer wanted to seek clarifications and
better understanding on phenomenon of
‗Perception Noise‘. Therefore, qualitative
research methodology was adopted which
focused on following.
1. Existing literature review:
Existing relevant published research
papers were studied. Books and online
material was also consulted for this.
2. Observation in different organizational
sectors:
Direct observation method was used,
in firms related to financial and
aviation sectors.
3. Archival
records
and
related
documents review:
Direct observation method was used,
during analysis of company archival
records and documents review such as
minutes of meetings, organizational
policies
and
project
specific
documents
4. Discussions
Multiple discussions were carried out
with various project managers and

using

Delphi

Findings
Perception Noise has a negative impact on
project execution and ultimately hinders
project team from accomplishing the project
goals. This not only affects project
stakeholders and project team but also acts as
a hurdle in implementing organization
business strategy and achieving organizationwide business goals. Impacts of Perception
Noise are mentioned below with a discussion
of possible remedies that could reduce or
eliminate Perception Noise. These remedies
must be implemented by project manager,
project champion or organizational leaders.
Also, a comparison with Bruce Tuckman‘s
Team theory and Phillip Clampitt‘s
management communication styles theory is
provided wherever necessary.
Increased Communication Barriers between
Team Members
Every culture has its own verbal and nonverbal communication patterns. This results in
increased and very complex communication
requirements.
Remedy: By getting close to project team
members and understanding their aspirations
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& cultural background, project manager can
greatly reduce Perception Noise. Getting to
know different cultures would help in
understanding meanings of words and phrases
in different languages and in distinctive
contexts. An example is the tolerance
different cultures show, towards punctuality.
This would help project manager to use exact
words and actions to communicate correct
meaning for any situation. It may result in
project communication to occur in different
languages using different formats. Project
champion while playing important role in
project execution needs to ensure that this
remedy is followed and is part of
organizational standards. Organizational
leaders in a multi-national (cultural) setup
must ensure that this is part of organization
wide communication protocol. This is also
emphasized by Phillip Clampitt in his
discussion of management communication
styles where a manager must work closely
with staff while valuing their individual ideas.
Lack of Common Grounds between Team
Members
Presence of Perception Noise would hold
back team members from understanding each
other and finding common grounds thus
adding hurdles in communication and
affecting project activities.
Remedy: Project manager needs to setup
ground rules for team interaction. This is
necessary for any new project team since
project team members are not aware of each
other‘s cultural background and values. In
absence of ground rules, the team can become
distracted by relationships and emotional
issues. By setting ground rules, project
manager can define basic guidelines for team
communication and interaction. This can act
as the first step in defining a cooperative and
positive work environment. By promoting
common, known and acceptable behavior
using ground rules, project manager can
control Perception Noise. Also this way,

project manager can avoid the problems at the
‗storming‘ stage as discussed by Bruce
Tuckman‘s team stages model. This is also
stressed upon by Phillip Clampitt in his
discussion of management communication
styles where manager needs to be flexible and
sensitive to beliefs and values of the team
members.
Lack of Understanding for the Big picture
Served by the Project
It can be termed as the most disastrous impact
of perception noise since every team member
would have his/her own interpretation of
project purpose and goals.
Remedy: Project manager has to ensure that
information should be detailed enough and
structured enough and conveys only the
intended meaning. Communication protocols
must be well defined and well structured so
that every project team member is well aware
of the context in which information is shared.
This would ensure that every team member
understands the communication in its truest
sense and meaning thus eliminating
Perception Noise. For this, project champions
and organizational leaders might need to
review the organizational documentation
standards and policies with project documents
to ensure compliance. This would ensure
adherence to organizational best practices
while meeting project expectations.
Lack of Role Clarity
This is another byproduct of perception noise.
Team members would not be clear about their
role in project and how their role relates to
critical project activities.
Remedy: Project Manager should be clear
about the roles, responsibilities and
qualifications of every project team member.
It is desirable that the responsibility of project
team members matches their educational
qualifications & interests thus increasing
employee productivity.
As per Bruce
Tuckman‘s ‗team stages model‘, at the
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‗forming‘ stage, the team is unclear about
roles & responsibilities. Thus, being proactive
and open at this stage, project manager can
eliminate perception noise.
Lack of Focus for Project Activities
A lot of project time would be spent in
unnecessary explanations during team
communications. This would negatively affect
other project activities.
Remedy: Project manager and project
champion must ensure role clarity and
communication through structured & detailed
information, as already explained in section
4.4 and 4.3 respectively. Organizational
leaders must ensure that this does not happen
due to lack of organizational standards and
policies.

Implications for Future Research
Further studies may be carried out which
could describe as to how perception noise can
further be classified into identifiable factors.
Also, interaction of these factors needs to be
researched within the framework of an
organization. Interplay of perception noise
factors with organizational values can be a
good indicator for a better work culture.
Moreover, how the remedies for perception
noise can be standardized thus enables the
organization to reach its true potential.
Author suggests future research using case
study methodology
for
investigating,
identifying factors of Perception Noise and
gaining better understanding of their impact
on working of different teams.
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Conclusion
Human resource is one of the critical success
factors for any organization to gain
competitive advantage in today‘s economy.
Companies can do so, by effectively acquiring
and managing best available human resources
across the globe. That is why team
management is one of the core elements of
project management. A well functioning team
in a multi cultural working environment is the
major factor for any successful project.
However, multi-cultural team environment
presents its own unique set of challenges
since project team members belong to
different cultural background, speak different
languages and believe in distinctive moral
ethics & values. The author has termed this
unique set of challenges as ‗Perception Noise‘
in this paper. It has further revealed
corresponding issues and related remedies to
overcome such challenges that may be
detrimental to project execution and its
successful completion.
 First, communication barrier increases
due to Perception Noise. This can be
overcome
by
improving
an
understanding of different cultures and
their
verbal
&
non-verbal
communication patterns. This would
decrease
the
complexity
of
organizational communication and
improve information flow within the
organization.
 Second, lack of common grounds
would hold team members to
understand each other‘s values.
Setting up ground rules to promote
known and acceptable behavior would
be helpful to resolve it. It would help
to increase mutual trust and
cooperation within the project work
environment and eventually whole
organization.





Third, every team member would have
his/her own interpretation of project
purpose and goals. One need to ensure
that information shared must be
detailed enough and structured enough
to convey the correct context and
intended meaning only. This would
reduce ambiguity in project and
organizational communication and
would result in increased support and
assurance from organizational leaders.
Fourth, lack of role clarity would lead
to vagueness and confusion while
executing project activities. Role
clarity for every employee according
to his qualifications and background
would be useful to overcome this
issue. This would result in increased
employee motivation and productivity
for the organization.
Fifth, lack of focus for project
activities would result in delay or
failure to attain project objectives.
Detailed & structured information
sharing throughout the organization
and especially among the members of
the project team involved would
establish focus to attain project
deliverables. It would result in smooth
and focused flow of information. This,
in turn, would improve the capability
of an organization for timely and
informative decision making.

These remedies must be part of organizational
policies and standards in order to promote
consistency and productivity in a multicultural work environment. With the help of
these remedies, project managers and project
champions can ensure meeting the project
objectives and project success within the
organizational structure.
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Micro Enterprises in Food Processing Sector in Malappuram
District: Challenges and Prospects
E. K. Satheesh
Department of Commerce and Management Studies, University of Calicut

Introduction
Malappuram district came into existence on
16th June 1969 and its area spreading over
3350 sq kms. The density of population is
1022 per sq kms. It has been divided into two
revenue divisional offices and 6 taluks. The
soil conditions are extremely useful for
agricultural produce like paddy, coconut,
rubber, cashew, plantain and variety of spices.
The district has good deposits of iron ore,
Ilmanite, monosite, limestone, manganese,
gold, granite, and clay. It is well connected by
road, rail and has three important rivers.
The district holds the 11th position among the
14 districts in Kerala in terms of
industrialization. This indicates the district
has a slow growth in industrial development.
The state of Kerala has a total of 567 medium
enterprises whereas the district has only 27
(4.12%). The district has rubber based
industries, coir based industries, and
handloom industries. The recent trend in the
industrialization scenario of the district is the
emergence of the large number of food
processing units. Now small and medium
enterprises in the whole district are dominated
by the food processing sector.

Nature and Classification of FPIs
FPIs are defined as those industries, which
transform food materials into edible
commodities by utilizing the different method
of processing like drying, freezing, pickling,
canning, fermenting and extruding. These
industries process vegetable fruits, cereals,

pulses, milk, fish and meat into convenient
and edible forms for human consumption
FPIs may place crucial role in the
industrialization process of developing
regions in the initial stage of economic
development. These industries in Malappuram
district means empowerment of women,
financial inclusion, changing symbol of sociopolitical power house. In a transforming
society, this stage is considered to be the
crucial stage of its development. It is,
therefore, clear that the development of FPIs
have been significantly promoted by a host of
factors like, industrialization, urbanization,
increased participation of female workers in
economic activity and innovation in
technology of processed food. It is also true
that change in the taste and preference to
consumers over a period of time also
influenced the nature of food processed by the
processing industries.

Significance of Food Quality and
Safety
The trade scenario has changed world over
especially after the World Trade Organization
agreement came into effect. Codex
Alimentarius Commission recommended
standards and guidelines regarding the various
aspects of food processing industry. These
requirements have become benchmark for
international trade. Therefore, the certification
like HACCP, ISO 22000 is necessary for
overseas customers in America and Europe.
In India, although, we insist quality in many
items, in food processing, it is not adequate.
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Agmark, FPO etc are some of the quality
certifications of food items in India.

Total Quality Management and
Quality Certification in Small and
Medium Enterprises
Total quality management in food processing
industry and quality certification in food
processing is entirely a different concept. The
former is now means HACCP and ISO 22000
certification. The latter is related to any
certification by Indian agencies. Quality of
food items means backward and forward
integration of the processing industry. It
means, the quality of the final product
depends on the quality of the value chain i.e.
right from the procurement of materials,
meticulous selection of seed, application of
organic and inorganic fertilizers, application
of pesticides, transportation (logistics),
storing (cold storages), good manufacturing
practices, packaging , well equipped retail
chain network and
all the necessary
procedures till it is finally consumed.
Quality in food items for mass consumption
in a price sensitive and price conscious
society is a toughest choice simply because
quality has cost. Therefore, the manufacturers
of food items simply forego the quality aspect
of food manufacturing and confine to a
limited geographical reach. This, eventually
result in the increased transaction cost and
slower vanishing of this sector. Therefore,
integration aiming to reducing the transaction
cost and bringing competitive advantage is
the need of the hour in the case of small and
medium enterprises engaged in the food
processing sector. ‗Transaction cost theory
posits that there are transaction costs involved
with procuring goods and services, and
organizations will choose the structure that
minimizes these transaction costs.‘1

Consumer Perception about
Processed Food

The most notable feature of the consumers
towards the changing perception towards
processed food. Consumers are aware that
food is the most important source of diseases
in the life of a person. They euphemistically
have known as lifestyle diseases. Food items
prepared under unhygienic conditions or
items manufactured without any quality
parameters will not have any immediate
impact on persons but the same food with the
said features is a slow poison. This causes
increased awareness among consumers and
the necessity of quality food for consumption.

Awareness Level of Consumers in
Malappuram District
A survey conducted among 100 consumers in
Malappuram district reveal that quality is the
most important parameter for food
consumption. These consumers are randomly
selected, having different age group, gender,
educational qualification and income level.
They uniformly agree that quality of the food
items is of paramount importance to them.

Consumer Opinion on Processed
food Consumption
An attempt is made to analyze the opinion of
100 consumers interviewed for this purpose.
The respondents are classified in number of
groups on various bases. The classifications
are on the basis of age, gender, education and
income level. The opinions of sample
respondents are shown under different heads
and can be easily understand from the tables.
Preference when Buying Food Products
(Age wise)
In order to analyze whether there is any
difference in the opinion of different age level
persons, the respondents are classified on the
basis of their age. The classifications are
below 18, 18-30, 30-50 and above50. The
table1 shows the opinion about the
preferences given by consumers while buying
the food products.
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Table 1: Preference to buy (Age wise)

Preferences
Goodwill
Quality Evaluation
Convenience

Below18
0
12(100)
0

No such Consideration

18-30
3(6.97%)
31(72.10%)
1(2.30%)

30-50
2(6.67%)
24(80%)
1(3.33%)

Above50
3(20%)
12(80%)
0

Total
8
79
2

1(2.30%)

1(3.33%)

0

2

Neatness

0

2(4.70%)

2(6.67%)

0

4

Branded product

0

5(11.63%)

0

0

5

Local products

0

0

0

0

0

12(100)

43(100%)

30(100%)

15(100%)

100

Total
Source: Primary

The Table No 1 shows that vast majority of
respondents are falling the age group of
between18 and 30, adult, middle aged and old
aged are of the opinion that, they will give
more preference to quality of products when
buying the food products. It may be noted that
no one among these four groups, opined that
they would buy the local products. Likewise
only 4% of the respondents consider the
neatness of the place, 2% respondents

consider the convenience and 5% consider the
particular brand.
Preferences when Buying Food Products
(Gender wise)
In order to analyse whether there is any
difference in the opinion of male respondents
and female respondents, the respondents are
classified on the basis of gender. The results
of the analysis are shown on the table No 2.

Table 2: Preference to buy (Gender wise)

Preference
Goodwill
Quality Evaluation
Convenience
No such consideration
Neatness
Branded product
Local products
Total

Male
4(7.56%)
41(77.63%)
2(3.77%)
2(3.77%)
2(3.77%)
2(3.77%)
0
53(100%)

The Table No 2 shows that vast majority of
respondents falling in both groups are of the
opinion that they will give preference to
quality of products when buying the products.
No one among them consider the local
products.
Preference of Buying the Food Products
(Education wise)

Female
4(8.5%)
38(80.85%)
0
0
2(4.3%)
3(6.4%0
0
47(100%)

Total
8
79
2
2
4
5
0
100

To measure the difference in opinion of high
educated persons and low educated persons;
the respondents are classified based on
education. The classifications are below
SSLC, SSLC, Graduate and above graduate.
The Table-3 reveals the opinion on the
preference they give when buying the
products.
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Table 3: Preference to buy (Education wise)

Preferences

Below SSLC

SSLC

Graduate

Above Graduate

Total

Goodwill
Quality Evaluation
Convenience
No such
consideration
Neatness

2(22.22%)
5(55.56%)
0

0
31(86.11%)
2(5.56%)

2(7.14%0
22(78.58%)
0

4(14.81%)
19(70.38%)
0

8
77
2

0

0

0

2(7.41%)

2

0

3(8.33%)

2(7.14%)

1(3.7%)

6

Branded product

2(22.22)

0

2(7.14%0

1(3.7%)

5

Local products
Total

0
9(100%)

0
36(100%)

0
28(100%)

0
27(100%)

0
100

Table No 3 shows that vast majority of
respondents falling in the group of nonmetric, metric; graduate and postgraduate are
of the opinion that they will consider mainly
the quality of the products. Here also no one
among the respondents opined that consider
the local products when buying the products

Preferences when Buying the Food Products
(Income wise)
To analyse the factors which influence
selection of food items among various income
class?

Table 4: Preference to buy (income wise classification)

Preference
Goodwill
Quality Evaluation
Convenience
No such consideration
Neatness
Branded
Local
Total

Below 5000
1 (2.44%)
38 (92.68%)
0
0
0
2 (4.88%)
0
41(100%)

5000-10000
5 (17.24%)
18 (62.06%)
1 (3.45%)
2 (6.9%)
1 (3.45%)
2 (6.9%)
0
29(100%)

Testing of quality of products
The Table No.5 reveal that majority of
respondents falling in each group, are of the
opinion that, they will test the quality of
product by self evaluation. Likewise some of
adult aged persons use the branded product.
No one among below 18 years is opined that

10000-15000
1(5%)
16 (80%)
1 (5%)
0
2 (10%)
0
0
20(100%)

Above15000
1 (10%)
7 (70%)
0
0
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
0
10 (100%)

Total
8
79
2
2
4
5
0
100

they will consider the information from
sellers for testing the quality of products. In
order to analyse the gender wise difference in
selecting ways for testing the quality of
products , the respondent are classified in to
male members and female members.
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Table 5: Testing of quality

Method

Male

Female

Total

Self Evaluation

22(41.51%)

29(61.70%)

51

Branded products

16(30.19%)

8(17.02%)

24

Information from sellers

6(11.32%)

8(17.02%0

14

Others

9(16.98%)

2(4.26%)

11

Total

53(100%)

47(100%)

100

Source: Primary

Consumers and Quality Perception
Consumers are now more informed and their
buying pattern is also changing. In the
globalised environment quality of food items
will get newer definitions. Therefore,
manufacturers of food items in the district,
quality attainment is most challenging as far
as their existence is concerned. These
manufacturers need to be focused on four
important areas such as Quality of the final
product, Quality attainment in Cost of
Manufacturing, Quality in servicing the
customers and finally the Quality attainment
in speed at which these manufacturers
respond. Consumers generally have their own
considerations and standards in setting quality
levels. Therefore, it is imperative to have an
independent mechanism to attain quality level
among the small and medium enterprises.

Model for Future Sustainable
Growth of Food Producing Units
The manufacturers of food production need to
be virtually integrated so as to bring about
uniform quality attainment and sustainable
development. The district has its own food
processing park. It should turn out to be a
nodal agency in bringing together the
fragmented manufacturers under a common
umbrella. This has multiple effects on the
farmers as they are slowly vanishing from the
scene as agricultural activities not giving
income for subsistence. Therefore, value
addition in agricultural produce and
prevention of wastage through scientific
processing will give this sector a fresh lease
of life for sustainable development. The
possible impact is the lowering transaction
cost and bringing international quality
attainment.
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Conclusion
Food processing is the leading industrial
activity in the district of Malappuram in small
and medium enterprises. This industry
provides women empowerment, financial
inclusion, economical and social advancement
to a large section of the society. The
consumers of the food items irrespective of
their gender, income, educational and age
background
becoming
more
quality
conscious. These consumers have their own
methodology to evaluate quality of items for

consumption. But, this in a changed
environment is not suitable for sustainable
development of these units. Therefore, it is
imperative to unify these fragmented
industries virtually and bring them towards
quality certification and by enabling them to
reduce the cost further. The integration of the
industry should be based on the transaction
cost and that is the basis of existence of these
firms on a long term basis.
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Abstract
In the developing countries, management is
one of the big challenges in the running of
academic organisations. Total Quality
Management (TQM) is a management
approach that aims for long term success.
Since the mid 1980s “quality” has been a
major issue in higher educational institutions.
Universities are under a lot of pressure from
a range of stakeholders. After successful
implementation of TQM in higher educational
institutes in developed countries it is now the
right time for implementation of TQM in
developing countries. This paper aims to
discuss the role of top management
(leadership) in the successful implementation
of TQM in Iranian Medical Sciences
Universities (MSUs). The Baldrige quality
model was chosen as the framework for the
research. Two MSUs were identified and a
questionnaire was delivered to different
groups within the Universities. The
relationships between the leadership category
and other categories were identified. The
findings indicated that top management
(leadership) is highly related to the other
categories and hence by improving this
category there will be a positive impact on
other categories. The results also revealed
that the employees' opinions on the senior

leaders in terms of the commitment,
participation, and adoption of the TQM were
low and needs to be addressed.
Keywords: TQM, Baldrige model, leadership,
Higher education, Iranian universities

Introduction
Total Quality Management (TQM) is a
management approach that aims for long term
success by focusing on continuous feedback
for making improvements and is based on the
participation of all members of an
organization in improving processes. TQM is
considered one of the most important methods
adopted by managers in recent decades to
make their organizations more sustainable,
competitive and profitable. TQM may be
applied to any type of organization including
educational organizations (Mosadeghrad,
2005, Rungtusanatham et al., 2005). Since the
mid 1980s ―quality‖ has been a major issue in
higher educational institutions throughout the
world. Universities are under a lot of pressure
from a range of stakeholders. These pressures
have been significantly increased in recent
years. Despite these pressures, it has been
argued, that TQM is not embraced by
universities as much as industries and
governments, particularly in developing
countries (Partington & Brown, 1997; Aly &
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Akapovi, 2001). Meanwhile, in the past
decade many European and American
universities have successfully been involved
in TQM implementation. Within developing
countries, management is one of the big
challenges in the running of an academic
organisation; universities, colleges, schools,
etc. (Mosadeghrad, 2005). After successful
implementation of TQM in higher educational
institutes in developed countries, it is now the
right time for implementation of TQM in
developing countries. Iran, as a developing
country, has one century of history in terms of
having higher education universities and has
experienced the separation of medical
sciences courses from the non-medical ones
and established the new, so called, Medical
Sciences Universities (MSUs) under the
supervision of ministry of Health and Medical
Education in 1985. The purpose of this paper
is to examine the current state of the
leadership category and its role in the TQM
implementation in MSUs under the Baldrige
model.

Literature Review
The Baldrige model has become a successful
template for most quality awards in many
countries (Mackerron et al., 2003). This
model is widely adopted by organizations as a
means of self-assessment to enhance
organizational performance.
The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
model (Baldrige model) in education has
received much attention from higher
education organizations in the past decade
(Goldstein and Schweikhart, 2002; Evans and
Jack, 2003; Arif and Smiley, 2004; Badri et
al., 2006). The Baldrige model represents a
comprehensive
framework
of
seven
categories that are used to evaluate an
educational organization's performance. The
categories cover (NIST 2008)
1. leadership;
2. strategic planning;
3. Students focus;

4. information and analysis;
5. Faculty and staff focus;
6. Educational and support
management; and

process

Organizational performance results. The
Baldrige model places a strong emphasis on
leadership. In the Baldrige model the
leadership category has an important role and
drives the system (Ford and Evans, 2000;
Meyer and Collier, 2001; Belohlav et al.,
2004; Mosaddegh, 2005). In Baldrige model
in education, senior leaders inspire and
motivate the entire workforce and encourage
all faculty and staff to contribute, develop and
learn, be innovative, and be creative. The
senior leaders are responsible ultimately to all
stakeholders for the mission, ethics, vision,
actions, values and performance of the
organization. Senior leaders serve as role
models through their ethical behavior and
personal
involvement
in
planning,
communication, coaching, development of
future leaders, reviewing of organizational
performance, and faculty and staff recognition
(Vora, 2002).
The seven categories in the Baldrige model
are hypothesized to have a particular
relationship to each other. Although the
Baldrige criteria and framework are widely
accepted in practice, there is surprisingly little
theoretical and empirical evidence of their
validity (Ford and Evans, 2000).
The findings in these studies provided
statistical support for the Baldrige theory of
performance relationships depicted in the
Baldrige causal model.

Research Methodology
Research Model
Leadership is the key driver in Baldrige
model. Without the involvement and
commitment of senior leaders, the quality
management journey becomes difficult and at
times impossible (Vora, 2002). Category 1 of
the Baldrige model evaluates top management
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leadership ability to instill quality values and
to continuously improve their leadership
styles. In higher education, senior leaders
should inspire and motivate the entire
workforce and should encourage all faculty
and staff to contribute, develop and learn, be
innovative, and be creative. The Baldrige
model, in general, places a strong emphasis
on leadership. In developing countries such as
Iran, it is a reality that senior leaders of
educational organizations are the main
decision makers.
Questionnaire Development and Pilot Test
The seven Baldrige categories were
operationalised through 48 questions on the
questionnaire that captured the key elements
in Baldrige model for higher education.
Several steps were taken to ensure that the
questionnaire used in this study provided a
valid measurement of the Baldrige model for
higher education. Additionally, the number of
items for each category was determined so
that the content of the each item was
measured using a four-point Likert scale.
Several university faculty and staff assisted
with pre-testing the questionnaire and
provided valuable feedback in terms of
wording and the usefulness of the
performance measures to be included in the
questionnaire. This helped to establish content

validity and give focus to the questionnaire on
the Baldrige education criteria. A further
fifteen individuals (including faculty, staff,
and students) participated in a pilot test that
was conducted to determine the reliability of
the measurement scales. Some items were
improved and the final questionnaire was
constructed successfully.
Study Sample and Response Rate
The prepared final questionnaires were
distributed (emailed and handed out) to the
respondents of two MSUs in Iran. These two
universities have more than 1100 academic
staff, 1000 non academic staff and 10000
students. A total number of 160
questionnaires were distributed to four groups
of respondents including faculty, staff (nonacademic), students, and senior managers.
149 usable questionnaires were returned
(93%). The response rate was high indicating
a good commitment of the respondents at this
study. Overall the ratio of female and male
answered and returned the questionnaire is
46:54.
The proportion of the respondents who
received and returned the questionnaires is
summarised in the Table 1.

Table 1: Proportion of the responds received questionnaires

Quantity
Percent

Faculty
45
30

Staff
42
28

Students
47
32

Research Hypotheses
The research hypotheses provided a
comprehensive evaluation of the theory and
performance relationships proposed in the
Baldrige (NIST, 2008). These hypotheses
addressed specific causal relationships among
the seven Baldrige categories. The
independent factor in the model was

Managers
15
10

Total
149
100

leadership. The dependent factors were
strategic
planning;
Students
focus;
information and analysis; Faculty and staff
focus; Educational and support process
management; and Organizational performance
results.
Two research hypotheses were formulated to
test
directional
relationships
between
leadership and the six categories and
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difference between male and female
responses. The first hypothesis was H1:
Leadership has a positive influence on
strategic planning, students focus, information
and analysis, faculty and staff focus,
educational and support process management,
and organizational performance results. The
second one was H2: Male respondents‘ views
are different from female respondents.
Analysis Methods
To test hypotheses H1 and H2 two different
procedures were used. The spearman
correlation coefficient was used to examine
the relationship between the leadership and
the other Baldrige categories. A t-test was
conducted to investigate the hypothesized
difference in views of male and female

respondents on the seven categories of
Baldrige TQM model.

Findings
Scale Reliabilities
The reliability of each of the 48 item (seven
categories) used in this study was reevaluated based on the main study data set.
Cronbach's alpha values for the 48 items
ranged from 0.69 to 0.85, exceeding
guidelines for adequate reliability (Nunnally,
1967; Hair et al.1998; Meyer and Collier,
2001), as shown in Table 2. The values were
well above the minimum recommended value
of 0.60.

Table 2: Seven categories variables (48 questions) Cronbach‘s alpha results

No of
category
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Category description

Questions

Reliability

Leadership
Strategic Planning
Students
Information and Analysis
Faculty and Staff
Educational and Support
process Management
Organizational performance
results

1+2+3+4+5+6+7
8+9+10+11+12+13
14+15+16+17+18
19+20+21+22+23+24+25
26+27+28+29+30+31+32+33

0.69
0.80
0.78
0.75
0.84

34+35+36+37+38+

0.73

39+40+41+42+43+44+45+46+47+48

0.83

The Relationship between Leadership on
Other Categories
The hypothesis H1 (Leadership has a positive
influence on strategic planning, students
focus, information and analysis, faculty and
staff focus, educational and support process
management, and organizational performance
results) was formulated to test the directional
relationships between leadership and the six
categories and difference between male and
female responses.
The Baldrige model for education framework
assumes that a direct relationship exists
between leadership and the six categories of

measurement. The results of Spearman‘s
correlation of Leadership with Strategic
planning (SP), Students
focus (S),
Information and Analysis (IA), Faculty and
Staff focus (F&S), Educational and support
process
management
(EM),
and
Organizational performance results (OR)
categories are 0.613, 0.572, 0.630, 0.678,
0.642, and 0.645 respectively. The correlation
coefficient over 0.60 is considered to be
significant. In this analysis, the leadership
category has the highest correlation with the
F&S which implies that with improving the
leadership, the Faculty & Staff category will
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improve. Overall the leadership was highly
correlated with other categories and hence by

improving this category there will be a
positive impact on other categories (Table 3).

Table 3: Spearman‘s correlation results for leadership category

Spearman's
rho

L

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (1-tailed)
N

L

SP

Student

IA

F&S

EM

OR

1.000

.613(**)

.572(**)

.630(**)

.678(**)

.642(**)

.645(**)

.
74

.000
74

.000
74

.000
74

.000
74

.000
74

.000
74

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed)

Differences between genders of Respondents
A t-test was conducted to investigate the hypothesized difference in views of male and female
respondents on the leadership category of Baldrige TQM model. The hypothesis that ―Male
respondents‘ views are different from female respondents‖ was not substantiated (Table 4).
To show this, Mean scores of Male respondents in all seven categories was compared with the
mean scores of female at the same categories. The difference was not significant in all categories
because of higher p values (all p values were more greater than 0.05)
Table 4: t-Test analysis between Male and female respondents

Category

gender

Mean

Std. Deviation

Educational
Management

Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

45.6301
43.9394
45.6301
43.9394
43.2927
43.2927
44.6864
45.4545
49.0854
48.2955
49.0244
46.5152

11.31105
11.9 11.994059405
13.43552
12.24084
10.40491
13.81356
11.24070
10.87208
14.69488
12.33017
13.56556
12.27834

Organizational
Results

Male
Female

43.4756
42.2727

11.96189
9.88930

leadership
Strategic planning
Students
Information and
Analysis
Faculty & Staff

Therefore, it showed that there is no
difference in their levels of views on Baldrige
TQM model by male and female respondents.
Leadership Mean Score

P Value
0.834
0.577
0.371
0.768
0.806
0.412
0.644

Using a four point Likert scale and converting
the scores as fractions of 100, the Mean
scores of seven questions (items) for
leadership category are summarised in Table
5.
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Table 5 The Mean score of leadership category‘s statements

NO

Item

Mean %

Std. Dev.

1

The senior leaders improve the managerial system at the university.

52.51

8.9

2

The senior leaders create a safe atmosphere for all stakeholders to learn,
participate and improve.

52.29

11.3

3

The senior leaders abide by the values defined in the Strategic Planning
which gives commitment to improvement of faculty, staff, students and
other stakeholders.

49.96

9.4

4

The senior leaders have been elected among the most active staff to run
quality initiatives.

52.56

8.9

5

The university has the financial (allocated budget) and human (staff, etc)
resources for quality programs.

52.22

10.3

6

The university has measuring tools to evaluate faculty, staff, students and
other stakeholders‘ performances.

54.18

12.1

7

The senior leaders consider the faculty, staff, students and other
stakeholders‘ views in the evaluation.

47.46

9.8

Total

49.61

11.5

Table 5 shows that the extent and degree of
Leadership in MSUs. Statement 6 achieved
the highest mean of 54.18 which indicates the
measuring tools are available to evaluate the
faculty, staff, and students. Meanwhile,
statement 7, with the lowest mean of 47.46,
revealed that the views of the university‘s
main stakeholders (faculty, staff, and
students) are not highly welcomed by the
senior leaders in the evaluation. The overall
mean of 49.61 indicated that the respondents
did not highly agree to the statement in
relation with the leadership towards the TQM
program.

Discussion and Implication
The major finding of this research related to
the role of leadership in the Baldrige
Education Criteria. Leadership has a direct
causal influence on each of the components of
the Baldrige System: strategic planning,
students focus, information and analysis,
faculty and staff focus, educational and
support
process
management,
and
organizational
performance
results.
Leadership causes direct positive changes in
each of the Baldrige System categories. This

result confirmed Baldrige theory that
leadership drives the system which
corresponds with previous research (see
Meyer and Collier, 2001; Belohlav et al.,
2004; Ford and Evans, 2000; Goldstein and
Schweikhart, 2002). Moreover, this study
shows that leadership was the most important
enabler
for
achieving
educational
performance in the MSUs. Effective
leadership is therefore a key driver in the
move to performance excellence in
universities and colleges. Senior leaders have
a significant influence on and the ability to
make changes to the educational system. This
research also showed evidence of an
important causal relationship between
leadership and faculty and staff focus. The
influence of leadership on this category is
(0.678), which was relatively stronger than
leadership's influence on the other categories.
There is a traditional view in Iranian society
regarding the role of women. This states that
women would be better carrying out the childcaring and housekeeping responsibilities and
have less contact with men. Moreover, the
Iranian culture sees the male in the social
structure as financial suppliers to the
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household. Hence, it is postulated that in
some areas the views of male and female are
different from each other. But this study
showed that there is no difference in their

levels of views on Baldrige TQM model by
male and female respondents.
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Conclusion
The research empirically tested the Baldrige
education framework – that there is a
significant
relationship
between
the
leadership and the six other categories of
Baldrige model.
The research design is seen as a reliable and
valid self-assessment tool for MSUs based
mainly on the Baldrige Education Criteria for
Performance Excellence.

The results provide insights for higher
education leaders into the dominant role
leadership plays in effective implementation
of quality management systems.
This research also showed that there is no
difference in their levels of views on Baldrige
TQM model by male and female respondents.
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Abstract
The paper presents an investigation on the
Critical Success Factors (CSFs) of the
implementation of Total Quality Management
(TQM) in Libyan construction organisations.
A thorough review of literature has been
carried out to identify the CSFs, which were
then used to develop a questionnaire. Of 200
questionnaires distributed to contractors in
Tripoli, 130 were completed and returned,
representing a response of 65 per
cent. Among
of
these
participating
organisations about two-third are from the
public sector, and the rest from the private
sector. The data were analysed using
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) which
revealed the internal structure of the data in a
way which best explains the relationships
between CSFs. The findings identified five
reliable and valid TQM constructs, namely
„organisation management‟, „communication
to
improve
quality‟,
„training
and
development‟, „employee‟s involvement and
recognition‟ and „culture‟. The findings
revealed a low level of CSFs implementation,
which might be originated from little
understanding of the fundamental TQM
principles.

Introduction
Quality management is crucial elements of
successful management of construction
projects. Construction companies must
produce high quality products consistently

and added value to appeal to their customers/
clients. The construction industry is the
backbone of the economy of any country and
it is also vital to a country‘s infrastructure.
However the construction industry in Libya
faces problems of developing economy, such
as high fragmentation, low productivity, lack
of standards and poor quality. Most countries
are faced with similar problems in their
construction industries even though the
economy of each country is different. The
requirements of the quality standards are
often not fulfilled by construction clients.
Kometa and Olomolaiye, also state that
clients are still often displeased and many
other problems continue to arise in the
construction industry, even though efforts
have been made and time and cost overruns
have been improved. Taking Libya as a case
in point, this still means that the construction
industry in this country is still not up to its
fullest potential. The research presented in the
paper aims to investigate and identify Critical
Success Factors (CSFs) effecting TQM
implementation in Libyan Construction
Industry (LCI).

Key Principles Underpinning TQM
Implementation
Several researchers have examined TQM
from different perspectives. The key
ingredients which are crucial in successfully
implementing TQM within any organisation
comprise the following:
Management Commitment and Leadership
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Drucker , describe leadership as the ability to
inspire confidence and support amongst those
needed to achieve organisational goals.
Anderson et al , describes the concept of
leadership as the ability of top management to
establish practice and a long term vision for
the organisation or firm driven by changing
customer requirement. However, accordingly
to Saylor, the client provide the impetuous for
setting targets for TQM, which is further
developed in detailed through establishing
quality policies, deploying appropriate
resources to match the goals and roles of top
management. These sentiments were also
echoed by the European Quality Award
Malcolm Baldrige Quality Award. Hence the
concept of leadership can be defined as: the
ability of top management to lead the firm in
a continuous manner, pursuing long term
overall business success. This can be
exemplified by top management participation,
top management commitment to employees,
education and training.
Teamwork
It is widely accepted working in a team or
group is generally more effective than
working individually. TQM recognises that
the team approach should not be limited to the
internal organisation team, but it should be
used to cover vendors and take external
customers under their umbrella. TQM
benefits from the successful experience of
quality circles in Japan.
Training and Education
According to several scholars training is an
essential factor for any successful quality
management program. Programs of training
must target all persons in the organisation and
the total quality management is the
responsibility of everyone in the organisation.
The employees from the top management to
the labour-force must understand the
philosophies of TQM. Teamwork is required

to improve all processes in the construction
industry.
Communication
According to Burati , good communications
will result in reducing ones fear as this will
allow TQM to be more approachable. Deming
, advises to ―drive out fear‖ for management
to change. Good communication and a good
feedback system are very important in
conveying ideas to the management and to
incorporate the necessary change required18.
Employee Involvement and Participation
Successful implementation of a TQM
environment requires a committed and skilled
workforce to fully participate in the activities
carried out to improve the quality. All the
employees at all levels within the organisation
should be encouraged to take responsibility
and
communicate
effectively
toward
improving the quality at all production stages.
Managers and supervisors must consider the
employees as being intelligent and having
effective ideas19.
According to Sayeh et al , all employees
within the organisation are considered as
internal customers and should be well
satisfied if the organisation desires to achieve
a full satisfaction for its external customers,
this situation indicates to a chain of suppliers
and customer relationships involving both
internal and external customers. Therefore
TQM programs are strongly focused on the
importance of the relationship between both
internal and external customers and suppliers.
This relationship is known as a quality chain
which should not be broken at any stage.
Culture
The culture within an organisation is defined
by Jeffries et al , as an interaction that takes
place between employees within an
organisation along with the relationships
engendered by this behavior. In line with this
Hofstede ,states that the culture can be
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described as the beliefs which pervade the
organisation regarding the procedures used to
conduct the business, how the employees
should behave and the way they prefer to be
treated.
Within the TQM culture a co-operative and
open culture has to be created by the
organisation management in which all
employees are responsible for satisfying the
organisation‘s customers. They will consider
this only if they are involved in the
development of the vision, plans and
strategies of the organisation. It is crucial for
the organisation to achieve a successful
implementation of TQM to encourage the
employees to participate in all these activities.
However they are unlikely to behave in an
acceptable responsible it was concluded, that
before thinking of implementing TQM within
an organisation it is advisable for the
organisation to understand the existing
dominant culture.

The Implementation of Quality
Management in Arabic Countries
Arabic countries have made many efforts to
implement Quality Management. These
countries include Dubai, Qatar, Egypt,
Yemen, Bahrain, and Saudi Arabia. This is
indicated by AL-Omem (2002), Al-Qahtani
(1993), AL-Dabal (1999) in Saudi Arabia; Al
Kalifa and Aspinwall (2000) in Qatar, Al

Zamany et al. (2002), AL- Hamdany (1999),
Al Zamany (2001) in Yemen, Al-Khawaldeh,
(2002) in Jordan, Magd and Hesham (2003),
in Egypt, and Seraphim and Jones (2008) in
UAE.
The majority of Arabic countries are still in
the early stage of implementing quality
management initiatives (QMS and TQM).
They all share the same limitation: (i) lack of
management commitment, vision and
planning and lack of constancy of purpose –
this can lead to the business only being run
for a limited amount of time. (ii) lack of skill
and ability from the top and middle
managements in the quality management
field.

Critical Success Factors for TQM
Implementation
Saraph et al, defined the critical factors for
TQM as ―critical areas of managerial
planning and action that must be practiced to
achieve effective quality management in
business unit‖.
Many studied has been done related to CSFs
used different methodologies such as using a
different set of factors and however those
authors has attempt to investigate the critical
success factors in the TQM in different set of
factors.
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Table 1: Comparative Analysis of Various TQM Frameworks

From the table 1 most of frameworks have
three CSFs in common such as process
management,
training
and
education,
customer satisfaction and the other
frameworks revealed that have four CSFs
such as top management commitment,
supplier quality management, employee
empowerment
and
involvement,
and
information and analysis in addition quality
culture ,CSFs occurs only, where culture very
important factors to success TQM For
instance, these researchers, all emphasised the
importance of organisational culture for the
implementation of quality initiatives in their
studies.

Research Method
A structured questionnaire was developed
based on the findings of the literature review.
The questionnaire has been designed to obtain
the perceptions of managers working in
construction companies, where they were
asked to indicate their level of agreement on
53 CSF statements, against a-four-point
Likert scale ranging from 1, ‗strongly
disagree to 4, ‗strongly agree. A total of 200
hard copies of the questionnaire were
distributed to 45 randomly selected
construction companies in Tripoli (Libya)
which have been ISO 9000 certified. Each
questionnaire was accompanied with a
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covering letter from the researcher, providing
explanation about the idea and outcomes
beyond from the survey. In order to enhance
the response rate, the questionnaires were
distributed and collected in person. A total of
130 questionnaires were fully completed
giving
a
response
rate
of
65%.
Approximately, two-third of the completed
questionnaires was from the public sector and
the rest from the private sector.

The Results of Analysis
The first step of the analysis was to subject
the data to reliability test. Cronbach`s Alpha
was used as a coefficient of reliability for
assessing the internal consistency of TQM
constructs. The value of Cronbach Alpha was
found 0.970. According to Pallant,
Cronbach`s Alpha coefficient of 0.70 or
above is considered adequate, giving an
evidence that the data from the questionnaire
survey can be considered reliable as measure
of TQM implementation.
Fifty three items in the questionnaires were
inter-correlated and subjected to Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) with promax
rotation conducted to construct factor
structure matrix. Inspection of the correlation
matrix revealed the presence coefficient of 0.3

and above and the Kaiser Meyer Oklin
(KMO), measure of sampling adequacy value
was 0.728. The Bartlett‘s test of sphericity
indicated a statistical significance. This
evidence supports the factorability of the
items. Kaiser, cited from Field, recommended
accepting value of greater than 0.5 as barely
acceptable, value between 0.5 and 0.7 are
mediocre, value between 0.7 and 0.8 are
good, value between 0.8 and 0.9 are great and
value above 0.9 are excellent‖. This indicates
the value in our case 0.728 as good.
Apart from using the scree plot as a guide to
decide on the number of factors to be
extracted, the Kaiser criterion (eigen value
greater than 1) was used. Five constructs were
identified and explained a total of 83 per cent
of the variance in the variables. The finding
shows that there are five constructs including
45 CSFs effecting successful implementation
of TQM in the LCI. In this research, there are
five constructs have been identified and
represent collectively the Libyan construction
sector, namely (i) management commitment,
(ii) communication, (iii) work environment
and culture, (4) employee involvement and
recognition, and (5) employees training and
development.
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Conclusion
This study has identified the of CSFs of TQM
implementation in the Libyan construction
companies. The organisations were revealed
to have a low level of implementation of the
CSFs, this was due to: very low knowledge of
QMS, methods and tools and lack of top
management commitment and determination.
This has caused: a lack of vision, inadequate
tactical
competence
and
employee
involvement and a lack of measurement.
The study has demonstrated that the quality
initiatives and practices are still in their early
stages, most of the organisations interviewed
were progressing with quality improvement
programs without any precise quality vision
or purpose. As a result from external pressure
from international competitors ISO 9000 was
launched, this was also used as a prestigious
thing to have, this is because some of the

other local companies have been certified
with the ISO 9000.
Libyan companies have started their quality
journey by having the ISO 9000 certificate.
The certification of ISO 9000: 2000 is a
useful stepping stone for implementing the
philosophy of TQM; however the ISO 9000
certification alone will not guarantee an
automatic improvement in the performance of
the organisations. Good performance is
impossible to have with a poor organisational
structure and feeble written policies.
ISO 9000 brings many advantages to Libyan
companies, for example the QMS can create
good document systems, this is important
because it will be very useful to companies
and currently, as we discovered from the
companies interviewed, and these are very
poor. This new documentation method may
play an extremely important role in measuring
the TQM progress in the Libyan environment.
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Abstract
This study evaluates the implementation of
Quality Management System-ISO 9001
(QMS) in a degree awarding institute
(institute), which was established in 1999 with
a single campus. With the passage of time the
institute has established its satellite campuses
in other cities of the country. This institute
has
a
mixed
centralization
and
decentralization administration style. Head
Office is mainly responsible for policy
making, expansion, R&D, curriculum
development,
institute
level
events
organization, HRM and financial control,
where as campuses have their role of
teaching-learning
and
campus
level
administration.
With its rapid expansion, the institute faced
administrative challenges and adopted
various administration models, but the
challenges kept on growing to an extent that
the management of the institute had
apprehensions regarding further expansion.
HRM, training & development, financial
controls, research & development, record
keeping, building maintenance, curriculum
revision & development, introduction of new
programs, industry-academia partnership,
research productivity, quality teachinglearning, etc were the challenges for the
institute management.
The management displayed a strong intention
to address these challenges; after several top
level consultative meetings it was determined
that there is a need for a robust management

system. Finally the management realized that
the international standard of quality
management system ISO 9001 has the ability
to address these challenges effectively and
has a potential for developing a robust
management/governance system. With these
hypotheses the management decided to
implement the QMS in the institute.
This study evaluates how QMS helped this
institute to cope with the above highlighted
challenges, and how it builds the overall
structure of governance; how it assesses the
role of standards or tools such as ISO
9001:2008 can help an educational institution
towards developing and managing the
organizational profile. This study also
discusses the steps of QMS implementation at
the institute. From very outset, the author was
involved in the implementation of QMS in the
institute
Keywords:
Quality, Governance, ISO
(International
organization
for
standardization), QMS (Quality management
system, an international standard which is a
set of requirements to develop a management
system)

Introduction
We live in the age of information, creativity
and innovation, wherein new technological
advancements, opportunities and challenges
are being faced by us all the time.
Organization are also facing these challenges
and trying to be the best in their field. In this
endeavor, standards are set and best practices
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are being mandated in businesses. But to have
good governance in any organization, they
have to develop strategies to bring their
resources together to achieve their goals and
objectives; to this end, they set benchmarks or
standards against which the organizations can
measure their standards, procedures and
practices. Quality is important for a company
in order to excel; this is what quality is all
about.
Quality does not only deal with the corporate
sector but also has application in Higher
Educational institutions for teaching, learning
and management (Bollaert et al, 2007).
Moreover, Higher Education Commission of
Pakistan (HEC) is also making efforts toward
quality education (Ameen, 2007:1). Our
institutions need a transformation in the
strategies being used so far. To change our
organizations into world class institutions, we
need progression in the field of knowledge;
nations that fail to bring quality in its
institutions seldom make it to the forefront of
world leaders. Quality has become the buzzword, of the 21st century.
ISO
(International
Organization
for
Standardization), established in 1947, is the
world's largest developer and publisher of
International Standards; it is a network of the
national standards institutes of 163 countries,
one member per country, with a Central
Secretariat in Geneva, Switzerland, that
coordinates the system. ISO is a nongovernmental organization that forms a bridge
between the public and private sectors. On the
one hand, many of its member institutes are
part of the governmental structure of their
countries, or are mandated by their
governments; on the other hand, other
members have their roots in the private sector,
having been set up by national partnerships of
industry associations (ISO, 2010).
ISO gives us the standards that are the tools to
achieve goals; it provides guidance to develop
a process and ways to implement it as a
framework. ISO not only provides guidance

on the role of a governing body, but also
encourages organizations to use appropriate
standards to underpin governance and quality
assurance (Tufail and Lodi, 2006). The
objective is to provide a framework of
principles for management, good corporate
governance, evaluating, directing and
monitoring in an organization. Therefore, ISO
enables a consensus to be reached on
solutions that meet both the specific
requirements of business and the broader
needs of society as a whole.
Education is considered to be an industry
which makes investments in people; however
educational organizations are not usually a
business / corporate organization or a profit
making industry. As an educational
institution, the objective is to deliver quality
education and for that, an organization carries
out all kinds of processes and structural
strategies to achieve its goals. To this end, an
educational organization must have a clearly
defined mission statement. To achieve this
mission, objectives are developed; and to
achieve these objectives, some mechanism is
developed e.g. an organization has a
Governing Body, departments and a structure
and these structures are designed to achieve
the goals.
In Pakistan very few educational institutions
have considered ISO important in academia,
research, innovation and creativity, as there
are no measurable, tangible or quantifiable
criteria to assess knowledge; however the
institute which is the subject of this case study
is not one of them. This research case study
evaluates the role of how the standards or
tools such as ISO 9001:2008 can help an
educational institution towards providing and
managing the organizational profile and to
build an overall structure of corporate
governance. ISO framework provides that
challenge to this institution which has now
adopted the ISO framework as guidance for
good governance.
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Although this organization is not amongst the
corporate sector, but it has implemented ISO
standards as a benchmark and evaluated what
it has been doing in the past and what new
should be introduced. It has implemented this
tool by developing parameters / criteria
(measurable and quantifiable parameters);
they have been able to define them in
education. Though, exact quantifiable
measures are yet to be developed and
implemented, but there is some improvement
and progress in this regard.

Background
This study is about the implementation of
Quality Management System - ISO 9001
(QMS) in a degree awarding institute
(institute), which was established in 1999
with a single campus. With the passage of
time the institute has established its satellite
campuses in other cities of the country. This
institute has a mixed centralization and
decentralization administrative style. The
Head Office is mainly responsible for policy
making, expansion, R&D, curriculum
development,
institute
level
events
organization, HRM and financial control,
whereas campuses have their role of teachinglearning and campus level administration.
The rapid expansion created a variety of
problems; although the institute has tried to
embed quality in academics as well as in
administration by developing some basic rules
and regulations, but with the passage of time
it was realized that the developed systems
were unable to deliver the desired quality in
academics and administration. The challenges
grew to an extent that the management had
apprehensions regarding further expansion.
The management displayed a strong intention
to address these challenges; after several top
level consultative meetings, it was determined
that there is a need for a robust management
system. The management determined that the
international standard of quality management
system, ISO 9001, has the ability to address

these challenges effectively, and the potential
for developing a robust management /
governance system; it was agreed that QMS
should be used as a tool to achieve the desired
level of quality and good governance.
For this purpose the institute engaged a
Consultancy Firm (firm) through a transparent
process for the implementation of QMS. The
institute was asked to appoint a Management
Representative /Project Leader (MR) and to
nominate a QMS Steering Committee (SC).
The role of MR and SC was to review, verify
and
validate
the
developed
procedure/systems.
An
implementation
committee / task force (TF) was constituted,
comprising representatives of all academic
and non-academic departments/sections; the
role of this task force was to develop
procedures at the functional level. The firm
conducted a number of training sessions for
the MR, SC and TF on QMS implementation
and their role. It is worth mentioning that the
trainings sessions were chaired by the Rector
himself,
wherein
he
embodied
the
commitment of top management to this
initiative, and desired that all concerned
academic and non-academic officers should
fully cooperate with the consultants in the
implementation of QMS.
After these training sessions, the firm
conducted a comprehensive gap analysis /
organizational assessment, in which they
evaluated the existing academic and
management practices with an aim to identify
the areas for improvement and to prioritize
the critical processes which need urgent
attention. A consultative approach was used
for gap analysis in which a series of meetings
were held with different tiers of management
and a series of individual interviews were
conducted with the concerned officials.
Existing
documents,
policies,
rules,
regulations and statutes were reviewed to
assess what changes / improvements were
required.
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This study evaluates how QMS helped this
institute to cope with the above highlighted
challenges, and how it builds the overall
structure of governance; it assesses how
standards or tools such as ISO 9001:2008 can
help an educational institution towards
developing and managing its organizational
profile. This study also discusses the steps of
QMS implementation at the institute.

Objectives
The objectives of this study are as follows:
 To evaluate the existing academic and
management
practices
of
the
organization.
 To identify the areas for improvement
and devise a roadmap by formulating
a quality policy for administrative
efficiency.
 Successful implementation of the
quality system procedure, capacity
building and continual improvement.
 To evaluate how QMS helped this
institute to build the overall structure
of governance.

Methodology
In this research the tool used is the case study
method in which a series of interviews, group
discussions, question, / answer sessions and
interactive sessions were conducted as
explained in (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill,
2009; Kumar, 2005) with the top
management, heads of academic and nonacademic departments, faculty members and
students. The author visited all departments;
especially those newly developed, and
reviewed the previous rules and regulations in
practice and newly developed procedures and
policies.
Case study method, being a multi perspective
analysis and an empirical inquiry, has been
increasingly used in many social sciences, as
it gives the holistic view and an opportunity
for in-depth investigation. Yin (1993:23) says
that the case study research method is an

empirical inquiry that investigates the issues
within real-life context in which multiple
sources of evidence are used.
This approach provided an appropriate
understanding of the issues and the context in
which the issues were operating; it was a
single event which helped in looking at the
sequence of events in a systematic way. As
the author was an integral part of this process
throughout; it helped in seeking effective
outcomes. This study investigates the
phenomena and enabled the author to identify
real life problems / issues of the institute and
their solutions to develop a set of robust
procedures for the institution under
discussion.

Results of Gap Analysis
The major findings of the gap analysis study
are:
 On the academic side, teachinglearning environment, curriculum
revision,
industry-academia
partnership,
student
feedback,
effectiveness of quality enhancement
cell,
core
skill
development,
department alumni and research
productivity need serious attention.
 Administration needs to work on
recruitment
and
performance
appraisal, procurement policies, clarity
of roles and responsibilities of staff,
laboratory management, capacity
building of administrative officials,
internal client feedback mechanism,
setting up and monitoring of smart
goals and objectives, clarity in
reporting structure, efficient flow of
processes, effective record keeping,
internal checks and balances, internal
planed reviews and mechanism for
continual improvement.

Recommendations for System
Improvement
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In the light of identified gaps an agreed action
plan was developed as follows:
Academic (enhancing teaching efficiency)






Interactive Research Sessions (IRS)
for Faculty Members: To enhance the
research
productivity
it
is
recommended that each and every
academic department should hold
interactive research sessions twice a
month. IRS will help faculty members
in producing research papers as they
would be able to review a numbers of
studies consistently.
Curriculum Revision: Considering the
rapid developments in technology, it
was decided that the curriculum
should be revised every three years.
Curriculum revision should also
include the feedback from industry
and alumni, because of their expertise
to identify new trends in market
/industry and to identify gaps in the
old system. Thus curriculum review
and revision should be based on data
obtained from a number of sources,
including student evaluation feedback,
faculty input, graduate follow-up
evaluation data and practicing
agency‘s feedback. A well defined
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)
would be devised in consultation with
faculty members in this regard.
Industry-Academia Partnership: The
consultancy firm suggests that the ties
between the departments of the
institute and related industry should be
strengthened. In this way the institute
can contribute towards overall
development of the related industry,
and can add value in the processes and
products of the related industry in both
the public and private sectors. This
shall facilitate the institute to fulfill its
corporate social responsibility in
addition
to
exploring
earning
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opportunities. A two-tiered approach
can be developed in this regard; the
departments may offer their services
to the related industry and, similarly,
faculty members may also provide
consultancies in their individual
capacities. The strengthened ties
between the departments and the
industry would pave the way to
identify
industry
needs,
job
opportunities for graduates and
potential revisions in the curriculum.
It would also be a source of practical
exposure for the students attached
with the concerned faculty member.
Student Feedback: The consultancy
firm will hold consultative sessions
with students and faculty members to
deliberate on different aspects of
student feedback. Apart from QEC
initiatives of spreading student
feedback questionnaires and getting
feedback from them, there should be
some formal meetings with the
students, preferably by the HOD, to
take recommendations from them
regarding faculty and course layout.
These recommendations should be
discussed in faculty meetings of the
departments in an institutional
manner.
Departmental
Alumni:
The
consultancy firm has proposed that
there should be an interface of the
departmental alumni. Initially a group
or face book interface may be
established by each department and
later a website of the alumni may also
be developed. The graduates will use
this to share job opportunities,
research papers, inputs on industry
needs and suggestions to improve
academic curricula. The departments
have also emphasized to manage this
activity at department level rather than
at a central alumni and placement
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office. It has been observed that some
informal efforts are also in place by
the Department of Management
Sciences in this regard.
Laboratory
Management:
There
should be well defined standard
operating
procedures
for
key
experiments, as well as manuals for
equipment maintenance and handling,
and health & safety. Calibration of
sensitive equipment must be regularly
checked and scaled.
Core Skill Development: Special
focus should be laid on building
English language proficiency of the
business students and others
Capacity Development Regarding
Examination Processes: It has been
pointed out by a number of faculty
members that some form of capacity
development initiative should be
carried out for faculty members
regarding test item development and
evaluation processes. The organization
should organize identified capacity
building sessions for faculty members.





Non-Academic (enhancing administrative
efficiency)
The following areas were identified for
enhancing administrative efficiency and to
improve service delivery. It is pertinent to
mention that representatives of all the staff in
the principal seat unanimously agreed to
initiate the proposed steps.
 Job Descriptions: It was observed
during the diagnostic phase that the
departments have a lot of work to do
in this area. It was mutually agreed
with all departments that there should
be job descriptions for each official so
that they are clear about their roles and
responsibilities, and form the base for
their accountability and performance
management.
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Development, Implementation and
Accessibility of SOPs: Most of the
departments do not have SOPs for
relevant functions. The consultancy
firm will work with each department
to develop their SOPs.
Capacity Building of Administrative
Officials: The Institute is a relatively
large organization having a large
number of teaching and non-teaching
staff. During the gap analysis study, it
has been observed that whereas
different formal mechanisms are
available
for
the
professional
development of teaching staff, there is
no formal system for the professional
development
of
non-teaching
(administrative) staff. It is strongly
recommended that there must be a
formal mechanism for continuous
professional development of nonteaching staff in the departments and
administrative offices. Annually, each
academic
and
administrative
department should conduct a training
need assessment (TNA) survey, and
then
prepare
a
professional
development plan on the basis of the
TNA.
Client Feedback Mechanism: Client
feedback plays a vital role in ensuring
client satisfaction. To improve the
service level of administrative
departments, ISO 9001:2008 standards
recommend that there must be a
feedback
mechanism
in
each
department for having unbiased
feedback from stakeholders. Careful
analysis of feedback will help
departments
to
improve
their
efficiency
and
develop
their
departmental policies and workflow
based on that feedback.
Recruitment
and
Performance
Appraisal Policies: There should be
fair
and
effective
recruitment
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procedure to ensure that staff
appointed to posts has appropriate
qualification and skills to meet the
organizations current and future needs.
Appraisals should be undertaken at
least once a year and there should be
comprehensive training program for
managers involved in appraising staff
in order to understand the appraisal
system. This is a complex and
technical area which requires a long
term concerted and consistent effort to
modernize the policies as per the
changing needs. ISO 9001:2008
standards recommend that in each
department there must be a
comprehensive competence criteria
matrix for all posts, which clearly
establish the qualifications, experience
and skill level required for a particular
post; during the ISO certification
process, it would be tried that, at the
very least, these criteria should be in
place.
Procurement Policies: The mission of
the Purchasing Office is to procure the
highest possible quality of goods and
services for the organization at the
lowest possible cost. To accomplish
this mission, certain guidelines and
procedures need to be established.
Although purchasing is made as per
PPRA (a government agency) rules,
but there is still room for
improvement. These procedures must
be adhered to in order to ensure
budgetary control over organization
resources. There should be standard
operating procedures for the purchase
order preparation, authorization limits
and approval process. Supplier
evaluation is a mandatory parameter
for ISO certification. The consultancy
firm will assist the procurement office
in this regard.
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Mandatory Quality Management
System Documents: The concept of
ISO Certification is not only to
achieve an international certification,
but also to provide a roadmap to
improve the organizational strength
and quality of services in all domains
of deliverables with a laid down
strategy and approved procedures for
improvement and corrective measures
and methods.
Formulation of Quality Policy:
Quality policy is a guiding principle. It
shows the overall intentions and
directions of the organization. It is the
responsibility of the top management
to sketch a comprehensive quality
policy. The Consultant will provide
guidelines and sample quality policies
to the top management for the
establishment of the quality policy.
Establishment of Quality Objectives
and Plans: ISO 9001:2008 requires
that quality objectives shall be
established at each relevant function
and level within the organization, i.e.
just about everywhere. The manner in
which
quality
objectives
are
established and managed will have an
enormous impact on the organization's
performance. The quality objectives
will drive strategic improvements
throughout
the
organization,
significantly elevating the importance
of the quality management system.
ISO 9001:2008 standards recommend
that quality objectives must be
established using the SMART
principle. SMART stands for: SSpecific – objectives should specify
what they want to achieve; MMeasurable – you should be able to
measure whether you are meeting the
objectives or not; A-Achievable - are
the objectives you set, achievable and
attainable?; R-Realistic – can you
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realistically achieve the objectives
with the resources you have?; T-Time
bound – When do you want to achieve
the set objectives?
Development
of
Organizational
Charts: ISO 9001:2008 standards
recommend that an organizational
chart must be developed at the
organization and departmental levels.
These organizational charts must
clearly
indicate
the
departmentalization,
chain
of
command, distribution of authority
and span of control. An organizational
chart must show how departments,
divisions, and various levels of an
organization interact with each other.
Development of Quality System
Procedures:
o Quality System Procedure for
Document and Record Control:
A lot of documents have to be
handled every day. ISO
9001:2008
standards
recommend
that
every
organization must have a
documented procedure for
documents and record control.
This quality system procedure
outlines
the
approval
mechanism of a document,
review / changes / updating
process
of
documents,
identification,
storage,
protection,
retrieval
and
retention
mechanism,
distribution and recall of
documents, identification and
control of external origin
documents
and
disposal
method of records.
o Quality System Procedure for
Internal Quality Assurance
Auditing: (Sustainability of
System):
Audit
is
an
examination of performance to
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determine whether defined
performance standards have
been
met;
it
is
the
measurement component of the
quality system. It does this by
using
a
systematic
methodology for analyzing
processes, procedures and
activities with the goal of
highlighting
organizational
problems and recommending
solutions. The consultancy
firm will provide internal
auditing training to one
representative
from
each
academic and administrative
department. The first internal
audit will be facilitated by the
consultants while six monthly
internal audits will be carried
out by them on their own.
o Quality System Procedure for
System Review: To ensure
continuing
suitability,
adequacy and effectiveness of
management system and to
assess the opportunities for
improvement and the need for
changes to quality policy,
objective or QMS, it is
recommended
that
top
management shall meet on
periodic basis to conduct a
review of the system. This
practice is already in place in
the form of a number of
established forums; so we
would incorporate this existing
initiative
in
the
QMS
framework.
o Quality System Procedure for
Continual Improvement: To
continuously improve the
performance of the Institute
there must be a well-defined
mechanism for corrective and
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preventive actions. The basic
purpose of implementation of
QMS standards is the continual
improvement
of
the
performance
of
the
organization. To measure the
performance there are key
performance indicators (KPIs),
which are backed by quality
objectives.
During
implementation of standards,
measurable quality objectives
are established at each relevant
function and level within the
organization i.e., just about
everywhere. After a given
time, objectives are measured
using quantitative data to track
the performance over time.
Selection and management of
result oriented objectives will
move ISO 9001:2008 into a
new territory of driving
strategic
performance
improvements throughout the
entire organization.










Phase-3 Implementation of Academic
Performance, Improvement and Initiatives




Action Plans for System
Implementation



To adopt a graduated approach and to ensure
sustainability, it was planned that the system
should be implemented in phases; accordingly
a phased implementation plan was developed
as follows:





Phase-1 Sensitization and Awareness
Development




Awareness sessions for all tiers
Formation of the steering committee
(SC) and a Task Force (TF)
Training of Task force officials

Phase-2 Organizational Streamlining


Development of the vision, mission
and quality policy.

Development of organograms (overall
and at departmental level)
Review of the functions of the
departments.
Development
of
roles
and
responsibilities of employees (job
descriptions).
Review of the existing policies and
procedures.
Identification
of
processes,
determination of sequence and
interaction of process (process
mapping).
Development of new Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs) for the
effectiveness of operation and control.
Development of Standard Analytical
Procedures (SAPs) to ensure the
effectiveness of process.




Implement
teaching-learning
improvement programs.
Development of curriculum revision
mechanism.
Development of Industry-academia
partnership mechanism.
Development of student feedback
mechanism.
Capacity building and strengthening
of quality enhancement cell.
Strengthening of faculty development
cell.
Implementation of interactive research
session for enhancement research
productivity.
Strengthening and functioning of
departmental alumni.
Arrangements
for
core
skill
development for students.

Phase-4 Internal Monitoring & Analysis of
Implementation and External Auditing
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In progress; outcomes
evaluated on completion.

shall

be

Implementation of Action Plan
Phase-1: Sensitization and Awareness
Development
In this phase, a number of awareness sessions
were conducted for all the staff (academic and
non-academic) of the institute to sensitize
them towards system implementation.
A Steering Committee (SC) was officially
notified with the aim to oversee the
implementation process, keep make it on
track all the time, give technical inputs for
implementation, resolve implementation
issues, review the implementation progress
and to analyze the effectiveness of the
implementation . The SC comprised of 16
members representing all the departments
(academic and non-academic).
For system implementation an operational
level task force (TF) was established; it also
had representation from all the departments.
The TF has undergone a comprehensive
capacity building program of QMS
implementation, which included basic and
advanced
level
training
on
QMS
implementation. The purpose of this capacity
building program was to fully equip the TF
and to mentally prepare them for its
implementation.
Phase-2: Organizational Streamlining
After many consultative sessions, the vision,
mission and quality policy statements were
developed during this phase.
Keeping in view the vision statement, the
functions of each department were reviewed
and organograms were developed by the TF.
After approval of organograms, roles and
responsibilities (job descriptions) of the each
employee were developed and communicated.
JDs were developed after careful analysis of
the important facts about a job, such as the
individual tasks involved, the methods used to
complete the tasks, the purpose and

responsibilities of the job, the relationship of
the job to other jobs, qualifications consistent
with the training requirement. Duplication of
tasks was clearly seen during development of
Job Descriptions (JD); for clarification of
roles and elimination of duplication, such
cases were sent to the SC which then decided
which task was allocated to which employee.
Along with the clarification of the roles and
responsibilities, another purpose of JDs
development was to provide a sound base for
employee accountability and performance
management.
After development of JDs, the TF, in the light
of the functions of a department, identified
processes and their sequences, and
accordingly developed process maps for the
development
of
Standard
Operating
Procedures (SOP); these were developed for
the effectiveness of operations, control and
continual improvement. Procedures and
policies already developed were reviewed and
brought in line with the functions of the
departments. For effective monitoring of the
procedures, Standard Analytical Procedures
(SAP) were also developed which also
includes the internal quality assurance
auditing procedures.
In view of the large number of administrative
staff /non-teaching staff of the institute, a
Professional Development Center (PDC) was
established with the aim to conduct training
need assessments on a continuous basis and to
provide concomitant training. The PDC is
now fully functional.
A high level committee was formed to obtain
feedback from the clients; the committee
developed a client feedback form, which has
been sent to all the stakeholders and also
uploaded on the institute‘s website. The
received responses are analyzed carefully, and
approved modifications are then incorporated
in the institutional policies on an annual basis.
A comprehensive HRM system has been
introduced, and competency criteria have
been developed for each post. According to
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the appraisal policy, performance evaluations
are conducted annually on 360 degree
performance based method; this has resulted
in the induction of more qualified, skilled and
experienced personnel.
To procure the highest possible quality goods
and services, and to make the procurement
process
transparent
and
effective,
procurement policy manual and SOPs have
been developed by consultant experts, and
approved by the top management.
Phase-3: Implementation of Academic
Improvement Initiatives
Academic departments have adopted the IRS
system proposed by the firm, wherein
fortnightly meetings are held at the faculty
level, supervised by respective HODs, to
enhance their research productivity; these
sessions have had a tremendous impact in
producing quality research papers. A
curriculum revision wing has been established
to periodically review the curriculum, in view
of latest developments and feedback from
industry, alumni and students; SOPs for the
smooth functioning of the wing have also
been developed in conjunction with the
institute‘s Quality Enhancement Cell.
For students, courses on core skills
development have been introduced in
departments; also, forms for student feedback
have been developed and it has been made
mandatory for students to give their feedback
at the beginning and end of each semester.
A Career Development Center (CDC) has
been established as an interface between
alumni and the institute, which has
strengthened the ties between academia
(institute) and industry. Through the CDC the
institute has been able to get real time
feedback from the industry on different issued
faced by them; the research and development
department of the institute has worked on
these issues and developed feasible, practical
and cost-effective solutions, which have
proved to be beneficial to industry.

Benefits of QMS Implementation
The implementation of QMS made it
mandatory for the Institute‘s top level official
bodies, including Board of governors, to meet
every three months. These meeting were
made the basis for wider interaction between
all stakeholders.
The developed organizational charts provided
support to the management of the institute for
planning, budgeting and resource allocation.
It also defined the leadership as well as
responsibilities,
dependencies
and
relationships throughout the institute. It
facilitated the structures of teams with clear
responsibilities, titles and lines of authority. It
really helped in organizing, categorizing and
delegating tasks to achieve specific goals.
Job descriptions were used to explain the
roles and responsibilities, necessary skills,
trainings and qualification needed by a
potential employee. The development of JDs
resulted in the elimination of task duplication
and also helped in interviewing candidates.
JDs were also utilized to orient new
employees about the job and to track their
performance.
Development of SOPs provided roadmaps to
visibly transparent operations of the institute;
transparency is an important aspect of good
governance, and transparent decision making
is critical for the private sector to make sound
decisions and investments. Accountability and
the rule of law require openness and easy
access to information so higher levels of
administration, external reviewers, and the
general public can verify performance and
compliance to law. The institute has achieved
all these through the developed SOPs.
The phases implemented to date have shown a
clear change in the governance structure of
the institute, in the form of clearer work
procedures, convenient handover of work,
more attention from the manager on the
administrative business flow and in promoting
a positive working attitude among the staff.
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It is expected that the approaches used after
the gap analysis will lead to better evaluation
and rectification of the issues. This step of
ISO standards implementation will add value

to the institution and other organizations as
well.
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Abstract
The ever-increasing growth of the Islamic
banking industry and the proliferation of
Islamic financial products in the global
economy necessitate a framework for
managing corporate disputes arising from
internal
differences
and
contractual
relationships with third parties, particularly
in banker-customer relationships. Quality
management in Islamic banks and financial
institutions can be sustained through
appropriate measures in creating an
ombudsman office (muhtasib) with renewed
zeal to ensure compliance with administrative
standards. Such a body will enhance the
quality of governance structure of the
financial institution. This paper examines
corporate justice and dispute resolution
within the framework of Islamic banks and
financial institutions and the need to revive
the administrative dispute resolution office of
muhtasib. The paper presents a model for
fusing such an independent office into the
administrative structure of the financial
institutions to promote good governance and
corporate social responsibility, because
instead of litigating petty claims against the
financial institutions, such an office will be
able to resolve such claims amicably. The
paper concludes that such office, which is a
form of corporate self-regulation integrated
into the administrative structure of the
financial institution, will promote sustainable
excellence.

Keywords:
corporate justice, dispute
resolution, muhtasib, ombudsman, Islamic
financial institutions

Introduction
In a bid to globalise the functions of Islamic
financial institutions (―IFIs‖), there is a need
for an internally driven dispute management
mechanism to ensure corporate justice. In
managing corporate governance, there must
be concerted efforts to effectively manage
internally originated disputes either among
employees or between a client and the IFI.
This paper examines dispute management as a
means of promoting corporate justice with
special reference to the dispute resolution
mechanisms in Islamic law. The focus of this
conceptual framework is the IFIs.
The
crystallisation of Islamic financial products
have rekindled the need for an effective
governance structure to manage the increasing
number of disputes, claims and complaints
faced by many IFIs across the world.
Accordingly, the paper is basically divided
into five major parts. The first part is the
research methodology, while the second part
consists of the conceptual framework which
gives a detailed review of the relevant
literature on the major themes in the paper.
This is the kernel of the paper since it
comprises major themes like the concepts of
corporate justice and corporate governance,
Sharī‗ah standards on corporate governance,
and the muhtasib framework in Islamic law.
The third part dilates on corporate justice in
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IFIs. Following suit is the fourth part which
gives the findings of the research.
Furthermore, the fifth part of the paper gives
the conclusion which comprises the research
limitations and implications for future
research, originality and finally the
contribution of the paper to existing
knowledge.

Research Methodology
The methodology adopted in this research is a
critical review of a wide range of theoretical
literature ranging from the primary literature
on Islamic jurisprudence, relevant Islamic law
literature to recent literature on corporate
governance
and
effective
dispute
management. The relevant standards of the
Accounting and Auditing Organization for
Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) on
corporate governance and arbitration are
carefully examined to propose a practical
framework for the effective management of
disputes through in-house mechanisms in
IFIs. Besides, the IFSB Guiding Principles on
Corporate Governance are examined with a
view to determining whether there are
elements of dispute avoidance and dispute
resolution through the laid down guidelines.
In addition, the Central Bank of Malaysia
Guidelines on Islamic Corporate Governance
for Islamic Banks will also be reviewed to
ascertain whether there are relevant
provisions on dispute avoidance or even
dispute resolution in corporate matters
affecting the management.

Literature Review
The Theory of Corporate Justice and
Corporate Governance
Corporate justice is concerned with the
promotion of corporate accountability through
Corporate Social Responsibility (―CSR‖).
The twin concepts of corporate accountability
and CSR form the foundation for corporate
justice. While discussing the theory of
―Corporate Justice‖, one may begin to think

of how to fight back in the courtroom and
protect one‘s company in a corporate dispute
with a third party, but there is more to the
concept (Willis, 2006). Corporate justice
extends to labour disputes within the
company,
customer-banker
relationship
disputes, and disputes with some other
companies with whom one has transacted any
business. However, due to the projected ―big
pay‖ which a company intends to realize from
litigating a case in the court, most Chief
Executives Officers (―CEOs‖) are blindfolded
and thus head to the court. In the long run, it
will be discovered that to fund lawsuits and
pay damages will definitely be counterproductive and may singlehandedly result into
the winding-up of the company (Oseni, 2009).
The proliferation of bogus claims and grossly
inflated damages with interest in many
corporate disputes justifies the need for an
alternative forum for effective dispute
resolution (Willis, 2006). Litigating Islamic
finance disputes and claims, especially in the
modern civil courts, is a navigation through
uncharted waters which is fraught with
excessive risks and uncertainties. These
business risks occasioned by lack of sufficient
legal and regulatory framework in the IFIs
justify the need for effective corporate
governance. ―This approach reconfirms that
the quality of bank management, and
especially the risk management process, are
the key concerns in ensuring the safety and
stability of both individual banks and the
banking system as a whole‖ (Greuning &
Bratanovic, 2003).
What is observed
nowadays in many conventional companies
nowadays is the penchant for ombudsman
within the management cadre to reduce risk of
litigation (Rowe, 1987; Kolb, 1987).
The method or process through which a
company is effectively directed, administered
and controlled is known as corporate
governance. There is no generally acceptable
definition of corporate governance but some
experts have attempted to define the concept.
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A definition which emphasizes due process
and effective management of challenges
including disputes within a company was
proffered by Solomon & Solomon (2004) and
it is quoted with approval: ―[C]orporate
governance is the system of checks and
balances, both internal and external to
companies, which ensures that companies
discharge their accountability to all their
stakeholders and act in a socially responsible
way in all areas of their business activity‖.
The concept of corporate governance has
been a western concept used extensively as a
western concept in the conventional financial
institutions (Yunis, 2007).
In fact, the
existing models which some experts in
Islamic finance have proposed to ―Islamize‖
are the Anglo-American model and the
Franco-German model. Without doubt, a
close study of these models reveals some
modicum of Islamic theory of justice,
transparency and excellence in business
activities. To begin with, these sacrosanct
principles of law and commerce in the prime
sources of the Sharī‗ah are essentially general
outlines of the law (Kamali, 2002). The
details of the applicable rules are required to
be expounded by qualified jurists based on
recognized rules and methodologies in
Islamic jurisprudence (Hassan, 1993;
Nyazee, 2006; Kamali, 2009).
Therefore, since the whole concept of Islamic
banking and finance is relatively new, there
has been no need to develop this aspect of
corporate
governance
in
Islamic
jurisprudence.
This explains the level of
flexibility in Islamic law, since jurists often
come out with new specific rules based on the
general rules in the prime sources of the
Sharī‗ah,
particularly
in
commercial
transactions, to cater for novel issues (Archer
& Karim, 1997). Sequel to this internally
regulated
mechanism
in
Islamic
jurisprudence, many finance products have
been developed in the twilight of the 20th
century and the beginning of the 21st century

which have been approved as Sharī‗ahcompliant products (Muda & Jalil, 2007).
Dispute Management and Notable Sharī‘ah
Standards on Corporate Governance
AAOIFI Standards on Corporate Governance

In its Accounting, Auditing & Governance
Standards (for Islamic Financial Institutions)
issued in 2010, AAOIFI has 7 Governance
Standards and 2 codes of ethics. The 7
Governance Standards are:
1. Sharī‗ah
Supervisory
Board:
Appointment,
Composition
and
Report.
2. Sharī‗ah Review.
3. Internal Sharī‗ah Review.
4. Audit and Governance Committee for
IFIs.
5. Independence of Sharī‗ah Supervisory
Board.
6. Statement on Governance Principles
for IFIs.
7. Corporate
Social
Responsibility
(AAOIFI, 2010).
A critical scrutiny of each of the governance
standards listed above reveals concerted
efforts
towards
improving
corporate
governance in IFIs to ensure excellent
performance. However, a major aspect left
out here is the dispute management standard
which should be regarded as part of corporate
governance practices. The 7 Governance
Standards listed above are geared towards
dispute avoidance.
However, AAOIFI
provides for a mechanism for dispute
resolution in the Sharī‗ah Standard on
Arbitration (taÍkÊm). This standard is No. 32
of the AAOIFI Sharī‗ah Standards released in
2010 (AAOIFI, 2010).
Considering the
importance of dispute management in
corporate governance, there is a need to
operationalize the provisions in the AAOIFI
Sharī‗ah Standard on Arbitration by taking a
step further to introduce the muhtasib model
within the IFIs for early evaluation of disputes
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and dispute avoidance. Such should be the
preliminary step before embarking on
arbitration. It is therefore proposed that the
dispute resolution clause in contractual
agreements involving the IFIs and their
clients should expressly provide for a threetiered
dispute
resolution
mechanism
comprising muhtasib as an internal
mechanism with an independent tribunal set
up to hear appeals from such body,
arbitration, and when settlement is not
reached, litigation.
IFSB Guiding Principles on Corporate Governance

In December 2009, the Islamic Financial
Services Board (IFSB), a leading international
standard-setting organization, issued the

Guiding Principles on Sharī‗ah Governance
Systems for Institutions Offering Islamic
Financial
Services
(―IFSB
Guiding
Principles‖). The set of guiding principles are
expected among others to ―facilitate better
understanding of Sharī‗ah governance issues
and how stakeholders should satisfy
themselves that an appropriate and effective
Sharī‗ah governance system is in place‖
(IFSB, 2009). The following illustration is
given in the IFSB Guiding Principles which
shows how the Sharī‗ah governance systems
complements the existing structure in the
conventional financial institutions.

Table 1: Guiding Principles on Sharī‗ah Governance Systems for Institutions Offering Islamic Financial Services

TYPICAL FINANCIAL
INSTITUTION
Board of directors

Sharī‗ah Board

Control

Internal auditor
External auditor

ISRU
External Sharī‗ah Review

Compliance

Regulatory and financial
compliance officers, unit or
department

ISCU

FUNCTIONS
Governance

ADDITIONS IN IIFS

Source: IFSB (2009)

An organ within the management of the IFIs
in the Table 1 is the Internal Sharī‗ah
Compliance Unit/Department (―ISCU‖). The
next subsection of this paper discusses the
differences between ISCU and the office of
the muhtasib.
Even though the IFSB Guiding Principles
vests the powers of carrying out and
implementing the Sharī‗ah governance system
on the Sharī‗ah Board of IFIs, the office of
the muhtasib will serve as a complementing
organ of the company that investigates the
level of implementation of the Sharī‗ah
governance system and resolves disputes
relating to some breaches of laid down
procedures.

Differences between Muhtasib and the Internal
Sharī‘ah Compliance Unit/Department

Though there are some elements of the office
of the muhtasib in the ISCU, there are some
remarkable differences in the two organs in
the management of IFIs. On the basis of the
modern role of muhtasib and its proactive
functions as suggested by modern scholars,
the following are some of the notable
differences between the institution and the
ISCU:
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1. The ISCU reports to the Sharī‗ah
Board while the muhtasib reports
directly to the Board of Directors
since the latter‘s terms of reference
covers all the transactions and
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2.

3.

4.

5.

activities of the IFI, which includes
the Sharī‗ah Board;
The Sharī‗ah Board cannot delegate its
functions to the muhtasib, but can
issue official directives to the office of
the muhtasib to commence an
investigation or a fact-finding process.
However, the Sharī‗ah Board can
delegate its functions directly to the
ISCU.
The office of the muhtasib, though to
be appointed by the Board of
Directors, is an independent organ of
the IFI. On the other hand, the ISCU
is attached to the Sharī‗ah Board and
in most cases, it is considered as the
secretariat for the Sharī‗ah Board.
The muhtasib office is an additive to
other organs of the IFI such as the
Legal, Audit or ISCU but it is
practically independent from them.
Rather
counter-intuitively,
the
muhtasib as an informal corporate
justice channel is an employee of the
IFI appointed by the Board of
Directors, but it is not part of the IFI
in the true sense due to its high level
of independence.

Be that as it may, there are some areas of
convergence between the functions of the
officers of the ISCU and the office of
muhtasib.
The two organs disseminate
information
on
new
standards,
pronouncements, resolutions to the operative
personnel in the relevant departments of the
IFIs. They both monitor the day-to-day
compliance of the operative personnel with
the Sharī‗ah standards in all the transactions
carried out by the IFIs (IFSB, 2009).
Bank Negara Malaysia Guidelines on Corporate
Governance

Bank Negara Malaysia issued the ―Guidelines
on Corporate Governance for Licensed
Islamic Bank‖ (the BNM Guidelines) with the
primary objective of promoting ―the adoption

of effective and high standards of corporate
governance practices by Islamic bank and
Islamic bank holding companies‖ (Islamic
Banking & Takaful Department, 2007). The
minimum standards required of Islamic banks
and Islamic bank holding companies are
clearly set out in the BNM Guidelines to
ensure sound corporate governance. With 14
principles of corporate governance dealing
with Board matters, management oversight,
accountability and audit, and transparency,
the Guidelines is to be read together with
enabling legislations such as the Islamic
Banking Act 1983, the Companies Act 1965,
and other relevant guidelines, regulations and
circulars relating to corporate governance
including the IFSB Guiding Principles. A
careful study of the BNM Guidelines reveals
the absence of a dedicated organ like ISCU
saddled with the responsibility of ensuring
compliance with laid down standards and
resolutions. However, such duties which are
part of the functions of the office of muhtasib
are subsumed under the major responsibilities
of the Board of Directors of IFIs. The Board
of Directors may not be on ground to monitor
such compliance, since it only acts based on
reports brought before it and makes policy
decisions. To this end, the Board of Directors
should delegate this power to an independent
organ to handle and effectively resolve such
issues.
The Muhtasib Framework in Islamic Law

By and large, Islamic historians believe the
institution of hisbah greatly influenced the
modern ombudsman. Apart from the fact that
the idea originated from the prime sources of
the Sharī‗ah and further developed during the
golden era of the four rightly guided Caliphs
as an administrative and grievance-remedial
scheme for business and religious-related
issues, it is believed that it had its first contact
with Europe after the conquest of Spain in
711 C.E.
Subsequently, hisbah was
recognized as an institution for complianthandling and conflict management in Spain.
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Even though there may not be specific
reference to the institution of hisbah in some
historical references on Islam in Spain, it
formed part of the administrative-cumregulatory organ of the Muslim community
(Khan, 1982). At the time of the conquest of
Spain, the Umayyad Caliphate was at its
zenith and this was the period where such
Islamic institutions were consolidated (Watt
& Cachia, 2007). However, in the western
world, the history of ombudsman whose
functions are not different from those of the
classical muhtasib dates back to 1809 when it
emerged in Sweden (Seneviratne, 1994;
Seneviratne, 2002).
According to Hamdani (2008), the institution
of hisbah has been an important Islamic
institution during the medieval period and its
functions have crystallized after some time
(Zaidan, 2006). The underlying philosophy of
the office of muhtasib is enjoining people to
do good and forbidding them from
wrongdoing (Ibn al-Ukhuwah, 1976). The
muhtasib had the powers to make binding
decisions in some cases and this is the reason
why Al-MawardÊ rightly pointed out that
hisbah is the intermediate point between the
powers of a court and the special tribunals of
wrongs (mazālim) (Al-Mawardi, 1983; AlMawardi, 1996).
According to Kamali
(1998), muhtasib ―lies at the root of many
Islamic laws and institutions‖. The tripartite
role of a muhtasib comprises dispute
avoidance,
dispute
resolution
and
enforcement of due process within the Islamic
financial institution. However, the functions
of the classical muhtasib have been
specifically identified by Al-Mawardi (1983):
1. Investigation of manifest immoral
actions in order to have them
reprehended and to look for any good
conduct that has been abandoned in
order to re-establish same.
2. Hearing appeals about reprehensible
conducts by listening to complainants
or informants;

3. Questioning of individuals found in
questionable or suspicious situations
in the society;
4. Employ and use his deputies to help in
the corrective and investigative
measures to be more effective in
discharging the responsibility with
which he is saddled.
5. Empowered to penalize a minor
violation which is evident but such
must not reach the level of legal
punishment.
6. Freedom to exercise his independent
judgment in conventional matters
which are customary to a particular
profession.
From the foregoing, it is obvious that the
powers vested in the muhtasib are wider than
those being enjoyed by the western
Ombudsman since the powers of the former
covers both mundane and spiritual matters
(Rashid, 2004). This is a good meeting point
between the relevance of the office of the
muhtasib in both corporate governance and
Sharī‗ah governance of the IFIs which makes
the two concepts inextricable.
Even though the classical muhtasib was more
of market supervision, the principle of siyāsah
al-shar‘iyyah
allowed
for
gradual
transformation of these classical functions
(Al-Awa, 1975). Therefore, if rudimentary
practices of profits and loss sharing through
mushārakah, mudārabah, ijārah and other
modes of financing that were in vogue during
the time of the Prophet and the succeeding
generations could be transformed to highly
sophisticated Islamic financial products in the
modern world, it is equally possible to
incorporate the institution of muhtasib into
the corporate governance system to ensure
corporate justice. As earlier emphasized, this
will serve as an internal mechanism to
promote
due
process,
administrative
efficiency, corporate excellence and effective
dispute
management
through
dispute
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avoidance and resolution (Garas & Pierce,
2010).

2. Review of claims against the IFI by
third parties, particularly customers
and such mandatory preliminary
practice should be incorporated into
all contractual transactions of the IFI.
No lawsuit should be filed by a
customer over any claim without
having the case reviewed by the
corporate muhtasib.
3. Mediation of cases and claims against
the company and rendering decisions.
Any decision made by the muhtasib
with regards to a claim or dispute
against the IFI is binding on it but if
such decision is against the customer,
the decision is appealable to an
Independent Financial Mediation
Tribunal to be set up by a
Memorandum
of
Understanding
among IFIs in a country and duly
coordinated by the Central Bank.
4. Hearing and determination of any
claim or complaints by shareholders
against the management of the IFI or
by the minority shareholders against
the majority shareholders in the event
of some undue preferences.
5. Drafting of code of conduct for all
staff of the IFI subject to the
ratification of the Board of Directors.

Proposed Framework: Corporate
Justice in Islamic Financial
Institutions
Several scholars have repeatedly emphasized
the tremendous growth experienced in the
Islamic finance industry in the modern world
and the exponential growth of Islamic
financial products in the global economy (El
Diwany, 2010). The products have continued
to grow in size and significance in spite of
some initial challenges it faced (Siddiqui,
2010). With up to $750 billion Sharī‗ahcompliant assets and over 600 IFIs in over 75
countries across the world, corporate justice is
an inevitable phenomenon which must be
associated with sustainable growth (Khan &
Shariff, 2009). One major thing every IFIs
aims to achieve is certainty in its transactions,
profits and dividends (Ayub, 2007; Hassan,
1999).
It is pertinent to note that the Qur‘anic
concept of corporate justice promotes the
shareholder value-system, stakeholder valuesystem, and ultimately the underlying
philosophy of corporate excellence which is
in form of symbiotic relationship which
brings about benefits to all (Beekun, 1996).
Proposed Functions of the Corporate
Muhtasib of IFI
The need for reforms in the IFIs is steering at
everybody‘s face in the ever-increasing
phenomenal sophistication of modern
businesses.
In effect, the proposed
framework for corporate justice through
effective management of disputes and claims
is based on the concept of hisbah. The
independent organ established within the
managerial cadre of the IFI should be saddled
with the following responsibilities:
1. Investigation of compliance with laid
down rules, regulations and industry
standards;

What the foregoing responsibilities entail in a
corporate setting is nothing but corporate
justice embellished with elements of dispute
resolution,
dispute
avoidance
and
enforcement of due process within the IFIs.
Stages of Corporate Justice Framework for
Dispute Management
Figure 1 below shows the stages through
which corporate claims, disputes and
complaints should pass for effective dispute
management to reduce the risk of litigation.
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Figure 1: Stages of Corporate Justice Framework for Dispute Management

It is clear that the office of a muhtasib is
critical to corporate governance, and
specifically, corporate justice and risk
mitigation in IFIs.

An aggrieved party who has some complaints
or claims against the IFI may go through the
following stages to resolve the dispute
amicably and responsibly:

1st Stage:

Once a dispute arises either between a customer and the financial institution or
between shareholders and the management, the first step a complainant should
take is to contact the muhtasib office of the IFI and lodge the complaint. The
muhtasib will review the case and attempt to resolve the dispute amicably based
on the laid down rules, regulations and industry standards. The decision of a
muhtasib is enforceable against the IFI but not binding on the complainant.

2nd Stage:

If the complainant is not satisfied with the decision of the muhtasib attached to
the IFI, he or she can file an appeal at a separate Independent Financial
Mediation Tribunal where experts will hear and determine the case accordingly.
The Independent Financial Mediation Tribunal will review the case and work
with both the IFI and the complainant to resolve the dispute through sulh
(mediation or conciliation).

3rd Stage:

In the event of a deadlock between the parties, the complainant and not the IFI,
can proceed to a competent court to enforce his or her right. However, another
adjudicatory option which is less formal is tahkim (arbitration) which the parties
can explore for a binding decision. The AAOIFI Standard on Arbitration should
be the guiding principles for the arbitration process.

Findings
The paper finds a high degree of inadequacy
of the in-house mechanism for dispute
management in most IFIs. A framework
based on the muhtasib model is required to

rescue the industry from litigious marauders
who sometimes apply principles of common
law of contract in Islamic finance cases. In
addition, in instances where the Sharī‗ah
Board is being suspected of playing to the
gallery in the ratification of new Islamic
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finance products, the muhtasib as a neutral,
and independent organ, can commence a
confidential investigation into such allegation
and recommend appropriate steps to the
Board of Directors or General Meeting of
shareholders. This will definitely promote
sustainable responsible business culture
which is informed by some forms of corporate
self-regulation integrated into the business of
IFI. Beyond any iota of doubt, this will

promote the CSR of the IFIs in the modern
competitive business environment and will
enhance sustainable excellence. Furthermore,
the paper also finds some degree of dispute
avoidance procedures in the corporate
governance standards of AAOIFI, IFSB and
Bank
Negara
Malaysia
Guidelines
respectively.
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Conclusion
From the foregoing conceptual analysis
coupled with the proposed framework for
dispute management which covers both
dispute resolution and dispute avoidance, it is
crystal-clear that the crystallization of the
Islamic finance products at the end of the first
decade of the 21st century calls for certain
reforms in the industry as proposed in this
paper.
Research Limitations/Implications for Future
Research: This paper only establishes a
theoretical framework for the effective
management of disputes in the Islamic
finance industry which, as proposed, should
be part of good corporate governance.
However, with regard to implications for
future research, an empirical research may be
conducted to review how selected world-class
IFIs manage their disputes. In addition,
specific guidelines for the duties of an
independent muhtasib in IFIs should be

formulated and adopted at the level of
AAOIFI and IFSB as internationally
recognized standards.
Originality/Contribution to knowledge: Be
that as it may, this paper extensively
contributes to the literature gap about
effective dispute management in the Islamic
finance
industry
through
in-house
mechanisms. Such framework is important at
the early stages of disputes to avoid its
eventual escalation into full-blown disputes
that may pass through stringent hurdles of
court litigation.
For effective and high
standards of corporate governance in Islamic
banks, there is a need to inculcate dispute
management mechanism into the process
(Khan & Shariff, 2009). The issues discussed
in this paper are by no means exhaustive but
merely serves as a spring board for further
research in this important aspect of
management of IFIs.
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Abstract
The accountabilities of the members of the
board of directors (BoD) of companies have
increased over the years. In nearly every
country there is a spate of legislation that
holds board members to far greater liability
than in the past. Some courts in the US and
elsewhere, for instance, are questioning the
adequacy of “business judgment rule”. What
this means is that increasingly it is not just
deliberate misconduct of directors that is
attracting legal actions, but also acts
construed as negligence or arising from due
deliberations of available facts. World over,
negligence, including lack of knowledge or
inattention to firm supervision, is increasingly
being considered a violation of the directorial
fiduciary responsibilities.
Corresponding to these developments, there
are no adequate tools and frameworks
available to the directors to influence,
monitor and control managerial behaviour.
This paper would examine how Balanced
Score Cards (BSC) and Strategy Maps could
be modified to be used for the purpose.
Strategy Score Cards originally specified four
perspectives. These perspectives are by
themselves useful in addressing the various
stakeholder concerns. Equally important is
the way the various perspectives tie together
to create “coherence”. Strategy maps are
complex set of hypotheses that the company

holds as true, even if temporarily, that needs
to be continuously checked for its veracity.
For directorial control, it is possible to extend
the idea of score cards and strategy maps.
This paper would show how this is possible.
First, it is possible to examine the various
measures, adopt and extend some of them for
directorial control. For instance, if the BoD
decides to be more active about the
environment, then the scorecards would need
to be modified to incorporate the
environmental factors. These may be
incorporated in the Internal Process
perspective (one of the famous four
perspectives originally proposed by Kaplan
and Norton), “internal” here implying not
just “internal to the firm” but also the “interorganizational system”. Or such factors could
be introduced separately under a new
“perspective”; something that should be done
in a conceptually sound manner. What is
important is that while introducing, in this
case, environment, the strategy map has to be
correspondingly modified in the cause-effect
scheme.
Tracking the strategy map by BoD over time
provides for convenient monitoring. Take the
case of an investment made in the past to, say,
enhance consumer satisfaction (say, as
claimed previously and appropriately
represented as a cause-effect relationship in
the strategy map). The BoD can now examine
effectiveness of the investment based on the
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cause-effect claims that the strategy map
makes. This paper would make a distinction
between action variables and monitoring
variables. Monitoring variables will be
further divided based on two considerations;
whether a) results met or not and b) whether
causative factors met the expected levels or
not. Based on this, ways to relook at how the
monitoring variables could be more
completely and accurately specified will be
discussed with implications for directorial
recommendations to the executive.
Keywords: Board of Directors, Directorial
Accountability, Business Judgment Rule,
Strategy Maps, Balanced Scorecards

Changing view of Directorial
Accountability
During the last couple of years, world over
there has been more a several bankruptcies
and huge investor losses that have been
attributed to frauds and misadventures by
corporate executives and incompetent boards.
The governance failures of companies have
resulted in calls to make the boards more
accountable. There is also call for
professionalization of the board (Pozen,
2010). Indeed there may be multiple ways to
respond to these challenges. This paper takes
the view that board directors have to
1. engage the executive from a more
informed position and
2. undertake better self-management by
the board.
In general, the response to governance
failures has been one of outrage and
exasperation at the ―ethical lows‖ corporate
world has sunken into! Our purpose of this
paper is neither to dwell on them nor to report
of such commentaries. We want to point out
and help those of integrity to be more
engaged and effective while doing the
directorial function.

With higher expectations from the board, the
courts too have been changing in their view of
directorial responsibilities. Clarke (2007)
writes of how in the US, or more particularly
in Delaware where a large number of firms
are registered, things have been changing.
Talking of what has been happening until now
he writes, ―As long as there is no evidence of
fraud, gross negligence or other misconduct,
directors will not be held responsible for a
business judgement... In Delaware directors
are presumed to have acted on an informed
basis, in good faith and with no personal
interest in the matter...‖ But, lately things are
becoming different. ―Recently however,
Delaware courts have focused on instances of
violations of directors‘ duty of care so
egregious that they rise to the level of bad
faith, a serious matter as directors cannot be
indemniﬁed from liabilities arising out of
breaches of good faith‖ (pp: 37).
In the US the rules themselves come in for a
major overhaul through Sarbanes Oxley Act
of 2002 (SOX) that were intended to prevent
executives from committing fraudulent acts
and misleading shareholders and public by
manipulating information and by making false
public announcements. To mitigate or check
unethical
behaviors
and
increase
transparency, SOX subjected listed companies
to tightened rules and regulations and to
penalties for managerial misconduct. SOX
has had some impact on corporate
governance, even if there have been failure of
several SOX-compliant companies in the
recent past. This is creating further pressure
on the BoD and directors in terms of greater
accountabilities
(Pozen,
2010)
and
reinterpretation of the business judgement
rule more stringently.
Outside the US too this has been the case. For
instance, Riordan (2004) reports of a High
Court in Ireland restricting four non-executive
directors of firm, Tralee Beef & Lamb Ltd.,
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then in liquidation, ―on the basis that they had
acted honestly but not responsibly in relation
to the conduct of the affairs of the company.‖
The court found that the directors, one of
them appointed by one of firm‘s long –term
funder, had failed to adequately keep
themselves abreast of the company‘s affairs
though means such as attending the company
meeting, raising issues with the firm when
BoD meetings were not scheduled, making
contacts with co-directors in discharging the
duties and obligations as non-executive
directors and supervising and controlling the
executives in managing the affairs of the firm
prudently.
We see that acts of commission are not
necessary conditions for the courts to
pronounce adversarial judgements on firm
directors, whether executive or non-executive.
Acts of omission (in this case, acting
passively or not acting) too, according to the
court, are violations.
World over, the fact that acts of omission and
―honest but not–responsible‖ clause are
increasingly putting pressure on even
directors with good intensions is a foregone
conclusion. Ironically, even insurance that
directors could possibly take do not provide
adequate cover only willful acts. Protections
such as ―Directors and Officers Insurance‖
that are designed to safeguard the interests of
directors and managers of the firm against
dereliction of duties do not cover honest-butnot-responsible situations (Thrope, 2010). In
other words, there is no substitute for
directors to actively partake in the board
activities of the firm and keep themselves
fully informed of what the executive side is
doing. Otherwise, they are exposing
themselves and their reputations to risks that
did not exist until recently.

Implications of Contemporary
Directors

1. A role of a director is more than
advisory.
2. World over the position of a director
comes with certain risks that did not
exist until recently.
3. Being a friend of the Chairperson of
co-directors is an insufficient reason
for being on a board.
4. It is not possible to be a member of
too many boards. In fact it would be
rather against one‘s reputation to be in
too many boards. There are human
limitations on what one person can
possibly do.
5. It is important to jell with other
members of the board and create a
professional yet collegial group
working together for clarifying,
understanding and achieving the
vision of the company.
What these mean is that the board has to team
up with the executive and create better results
for the stakeholders. According to Pozen
(2010) this would require a compact board,
with directors having the right experience in
the industry that allows them to counsel the
executive side, and spending more time for
board affairs. It will also require that the
board self-manages itself in more thorough
ways using appropriate tools.

Lack of Tools in measurement of
Board Performance
Epstein and Roy (2004b); Kiel and Nicholson
(2005), Minichilli et al., (2007) through their
studies have identified the potential benefits
of
board
evaluations.
Internationally,
initiatives by security regulators have placed
requirements on boards to undertake annual
performance evaluation (Long, 2006).
Evidence from countries such as the USA
suggests the majority of boards fail to
undertake any form of regular performance
evaluation (Conger et al., 1998; Epstein and
Roy, 2004b). Further, where board
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performance evaluation is carried out, its form
and rigour can vary considerably (Leblanc,
2007;
Roy,
2008;
Spencer,
2009).
Consequently, it has been suggested that
inadequate board performance evaluation
practices present a significant barrier to
improving governance and accountability
(Collier, 2004; Epstein and Roy, 2004a &
2004b;
Minichilli
et
al.,
2007).
Internationally,
there
is
room
for
improvement in how board performance is
evaluated. As a basis for considering potential
improvements, we now reflect on the key
theoretical perspectives on performance
measurement and the argument for
considering performance from a stakeholder
perspective.

Theoretical Perspectives on
Performance Measurement:
Shareholder v. Stakeholder

frameworks underpinned by stakeholder
theory incorporate multiple measures, both
financial
and
non-financial.
While
recognising that financial outcomes are
important for shareholders, the non-financial
measures are designed to reflect the strategic
importance of focusing on other stakeholders,
such as suppliers, employees and customers.
Well known examples of stakeholder-based
performance
measurement
frameworks
include the SMART pyramid (Lynch and
Cross, 1991), the performance prism (Neely
and Adams, 2001) and the balanced
scorecards (Kaplan and Norton, 1992). The
most well-known of these - the balanced
scorecard – forms the focus of this paper. Its
potential application to board performance
measurement is discussed next.

Strategy Maps and BSC for the
Boards

Theoretical perspectives on performance
measurement can be broadly categorised into
shareholder perspectives and stakeholder
perspectives (Fitzgerald, 2007, p. 223). The
former view is predicated on the belief that
financial measures provide the most relevant
and direct focus for improving performance,
since measuring and rewarding activities that
improve financial performance is thought to
best enhance shareholder wealth. This
perspective is usually associated with the use
of a single financial metric as the focus of
performance measurement (Fitzgerald, 2007,
p. 229). Typical financial metrics employed
within this perspective include shareholder
value added (SVA) and economic value
added (EVA) (Starovic et al., 2004).
Increasingly,
however,
an
alternative
stakeholder perspective has reshaped thinking
about performance measurement. The
stakeholder
perspective
"argues
that
companies compete on many dimensions
whose evaluation cannot be confined to
narrow financial indicators" (Fitzgerald, 2007,
p. 224). Typically, performance measurement

A potentially fruitful approach to board
performance measurement, championed by
Epstein and Roy (2004a), is Kaplan and
Norton's (1992) balanced scorecards. This
framework provides a means of representing
the multiple goals of boards and the multiple
drivers of board effectiveness in achieving
those goals.
Epstein and Roy (2004a) draw on Kaplan and
Norton's balanced scorecard (BSC) model
(Kaplan and Norton, 1992; 1996; 2001; 2008)
to propose a framework for measuring and
improving board performance. They note:
By using a balanced scorecards developed
specifically for evaluating and improving
their performance, boards should be able to
identify and understand the cause-and-effect
relationships of their actions on shareholder
value, thus focusing attention on the drivers
of corporate success and the levers they can
pull to improve their performance and the
company's performance. (Epstein and Roy,
2004a, p. 26)
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The cause-and-effect aspect of any BSC
design is important in ensuring its potential as
a strategic management tool as well as a
measurement framework (Kaplan and Norton,
2001), but the challenges of confirming BSC
causality are well noted (Brignall, 2002;
Nprreklit, 2000, 2007; Davis and Albright,
2004; Bukh and Malmi, 2005; Malina et al.,
2007). Bukh and Malmi (2005) point to
Kaplan and Norton's argument that
performance measures should be derived from
assumed cause-and-effect relationships, and
note that these assumptions may inevitably be
wrong. In other words, the BSC can only ever
reflect a strategy that is a set of hypotheses
about causality, rather than a set of proven
relationships. However, Bukh and Malmi
(2005) also note that, ideally, organisations
should attempt to validate their causality
hypotheses when data becomes available (see
also: Stemsrudhagen, 2004; Chenhall, 2009).
Building assumed causality relationships into
a board BSC requires identifying (i) 'leading'
indicators of performance in areas equivalent
to Kaplan and Norton's learning and growth,
internal processes and customer satisfaction
dimensions, and (ii) 'lagging' indicators
related to financial outcomes. Epstein and
Roy (2004a) take this approach. They follow
the Kaplan and Norton BSC framework very
closely, simply substituting stakeholders'
satisfaction for the customer dimension, since
stakeholders can be considered the 'customers'
for board outcomes. Epstein and Roy's
inclusion of financial measures, (EVA, ROI,
share price, earnings, cash flow, and profit in
excess of plan), as lagging indicators rests on
the assumption that good board structure and
performance will contribute to strong
financial performance. Although elements of
this assumption remain contested (Dalton et
al., 1998; Conger et al., 1998; KoracKakabadse et al., 2001; Bhagat and Black,
2002; Leblanc, 2007; Roy, 2008), other
studies have found evidence to support the

assumption that good board performance
translates to good corporate performance (e.g.
MacAvoy and Millstein, 1999). This
assumption is also justifiable on the basis that
boards which fail to lead their organisations
towards targeted levels of financial
performance are unlikely to be considered
effective in the long-run.
In the following sections we will be
discussing how to,
1. engage the executive from a more
informed position
2. undertake better self-management by
the board

Engaging the Executive from a more
Informed Position
The BoD should look for ways to improve
corporate governance by implementing new
tools that help companies translate the
strategic orientations into tangible goals. It
has been shown that strategic management
systems like the Balanced Scorecards can
help the managers in articulating what the
firm stands for and in developing objectives,
goals, systems and metrics to help align
strategy, actions and performance. The same
system could be creatively extended to help
the board engage the executive.
Let us look at the role of the board. Citing
previous research, Mallin (2010) identifies
three objectives for the board. We add a
fourth one based on based on Monks and
Minow (2004),
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1. Provide superior strategic guidance to
ensure the company‘s growth and
prosperity;
2. Ensure accountability of the company
to
its
stakeholders,
including
shareholders, employees, customers,
suppliers,
regulators,
and
the
community;
3. Ensure that a highly qualified
executive team is managing the
company
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4. Provide advice and counsel to the
CEO
Provide Superior Strategic Guidance to
Ensure the Company’s Growth and
Prosperity
While the board does not formulate the
strategy of the firm, it needs to approve it and
monitor whether the executive side of the firm
has been able to meet the stated objectives.
This requires more than a cursory
understanding of the company (Mallin, 2010).
The board needs to understand the productmarket niche the company is serving, the
competitive threats and opportunities,
industry trends, the firm‘s competencies and
whether the resource allocation and the
processes that go behind it are sound. Nagal
and Rigatuso (2003) report of a McKinsey
study that showed that 44% of directors were
are unclear about the drivers of value for the
organizations where they held directorship.
This could mean two things, either lack of
understanding of industry and firm dynamics
or inadequate time spent for the purpose.
While the former is addressable only by better
selection of directors as suggested Pozen
(2010), the latter can be addressed, at least,
partly by having better tools for assessing the
firm and being more engaged in the firm‘s
affairs. This is where strategy maps could
come handy.
A strategy map shows what the objectives of
the firm are, how they are to be achieved and
the connection between the objectives of the
various sub-units (departments) and how
these act together to produce overall results.
For the directors the strategy map becomes a
template not only to assess past successes and
failures,
but
also
understand
the
―organizational logic‖ that is being employed
for the future. The directors will be able to
examine strategy maps and score cards and
understand the strategy-making process of the
executive. The collective experience of the

directors could be marshaled to creatively
challenge the assumptions inherent in the
strategic maps that the executive has used.
This will, if properly employed, greatly help
the firm.
Ensure Accountability of the Company to its
Stakeholders, Including Shareholders,
Employees, Customers, Suppliers,
Regulators, and the Community
It is the responsibility of the directors to
ensure that the interests of the shareholders
are taken into account. This is indeed a tricky
issue. For the most part, the executive side is
generally found to be singularly focused on
day-to-day management of the company and
stakeholder management is considered a
luxury.
Short-term
maximization
of
shareholder returns takes the priority. If the
members of the board could act as champions
of different stakeholders while not losing
sight of the realistic side of businesses, it
would greatly help in building long-term
value for the firm. It will be possible for the
board to help shape the scorecards in terms of
representing
stakeholder
interest
and
representing these as specific goals, followed
by tracking and monitoring of the indicators.
Ensure that a Highly Qualified Executive
Team is Managing the Company
The board can make a huge difference in the
placement of the right persons in the right
places. Even in CEO selection the boards may
not be doing a proper job (Khurana, 2001).
The board could have a say in overall talent
management if only the directors are
knowledgeable and willing to make efforts.
Of course, once the Chief Executive is
selected it is important for him or her to have
the freedom to place members of the team as
he or she thinks fit. After all, the Chief
Executive has to function on a day-to-day
basis. However, there is a role for the board to
suggest changes in the recruitment processes
for senior executives, retention strategies,
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placement of advisors, succession planning
etc.; in short, talent management. Strategy
maps and the scorecards can help the board to
understand existing talent management
policies and processes and the need for
changes there.
Provide Advice and Counsel to the CEO
Finally there is need to provide advice and
counsel to the CEO. Western leadership style
in the professional corporate realm, especially
in the US, has been very individualistic. This
has created the larger-than-life image of the
infallible Chief Executive Officer. This will
have to change if the board has to function
effectively. There is need to marshal the
collective wisdom of the board to benefit the
company. This requires a rethink of the
leadership style until now professed in
textbooks of management. A recent article in
Guardian sums up the dominant prevailing
leadership view in the west (which is also that
of the corporate world elsewhere);
provocative and self-explanatory, the article is
titled ―Superheroes and super villains – why
the cult of the CEO blinds us to reality‖ which
says that ―The urge to identify company
leaders personally with every corporate high
and low is absurdly simplistic.‖

Better Self-Management by the
Board
Here by self-management we mean the
management of the board members of
themselves in a collective sense. This is
indeed not easy. Board members are
successful individuals who have a perspective
of their own and to have anything that
―smells‖ of harmony is not easy. And yet the
strongly autonomous impulses of the
members have to be matched with the need
for collective thinking and action. Most
research into the factors that contribute to
board effectiveness has focused on structural
aspects of boards using mainly quantitative
research methods. During the last decade,

however, there has been a move towards
examining behaviour inside the boardroom
using qualitative approaches (e.g., Higgs,
2003; Edlin, 2007; Parker 2007). In particular,
researchers are increasingly concerned about
explaining the functioning of boards and build
theory based on the experiences of those who
sit around the boardroom table (Corley, 2005;
Roberts et al., 2005; Pye and Pettigrew, 2005;
Edlin, 2007). This paper sits within this genre
of research by examining the important issue
of how board performance might be measured
from the perspective of board members
themselves.
Multiple factors have been identified in the
relevant literature as contributing to board
effectiveness. Several aspects of board
structure and process are important. For
example, diversity of gender, age and race;
percentage of executive v. non-executive
members; chair/CEO duality; board size;
number of meetings; information availability;
and board member equity ownership (e.g.,
Jensen, 1993; Milliken and Martins, 1996;).
Further, research from the UK and
Commonwealth countries - where the roles of
the chair and CEO are usually separated – has
revealed more about the individual impacts of
the chair and CEO on board effectiveness
(Cadbury, 1992; Pettigrew and McNulty,
1998; Leblanc, 2004; Dahl, 2005; Kakabadse
and Kakabadse, 2007).
Increasingly, 'softer' aspects of board practice
have been identified as perhaps more
significant than structural elements (Van den
Berghe and Levrau, 2004). In particular, the
importance of the relationship between the
chair and CEO has been noted (e.g. Leblanc,
2004; Kakabadse et al., 2006), along with the
influences that the leadership skills of the
chair, the effectiveness of individual directors,
and effective working relationships between
management and the board have on overall
board effectiveness (Leblanc, 2004). The
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importance of board 'culture' is also being
recognized (Van den Berghe and Levrau,
2004; Leblanc, 2007; Parker, 2007), though it
is acknowledged to be one of the more
subjective and challenging factors when it

comes to measuring performance. Modified
Strategy Map (See Figure 1) and BSC (See
Table 1) based on Epstein and Roy's (2004a)
for board evaluation is presented below.

Strategy Map for Board of Directors
Financial
Perspective

Company financial
performance

Strategic
Outcomes
Strategic clarity

Stakeholder
Perspective

Strong relationships

High level of ethical
behaviour and legal
compliance

Successful
identification and
management of various
stakeholders' needs

High level of corporate
governance and
accountability

Internal Business
Processes
Successful risk and
crisis identification
and management

Good
boardroom
practice
Effective chair
leadership

Learning and
Growth Perspective
Strong succession for
CEO and senior
management

Improving board
structure

Figure 1 Modified Strategy Map (Adapted from Epstein and Roy (2004a, pp. 28-29)
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Table 1 Proposed Balanced Scorecards for measuring Boards Conduct (Adapted from Epstein and Roy (2004a, pp. 28-29)

Board‟s Objectives

Key Performance Measures

Strategic outcomes
Company financial performance





EVA
ROI
Share price

Strong relationships





Rating of board-management relationships
Rating of internal board relationships
Rating of stakeholder relationships





Rating of board's understanding of strategic aims and
direction
Rating of directors' involvement in strategy
% of accepted projects that meet/exceed expectations




# of ethical/legal violations
Level of compliance with governance guidelines




# of voluntary disclosures
Evaluation of quality of external disclosures by
stakeholders or by experts





# of meetings with stakeholders
# of complaints (employees, community, customer)
Existence of communication channels with board

Successful risk and crisis identification
and management




# of risk audits performed & results
# of crises and evaluation of response

Effective chair leadership




Rating of Board-CEO relationships
Rating of chair's ability to steer the board towards a
strategic focus and away from day-to-day management

Good boardroom practice





Ratings of quality of debate
Rating of the quality of questions asked of the CEO
Ratings of inter-board relationships (positive and
constructive v. negative and/or constraining) Rating of
directors' behaviour (positive and constructive v. negative
or undermining)




Existence of a position description for CEO
Interim CEO identified



The diversity of the board (backgrounds, experience and
skills)
The number and quality of skills-development
opportunities available to board members
Board selection processes regularly reviewed

Strategic clarity

Stakeholders
High level of ethical behaviour and legal
compliance
High level of corporate governance and
accountability
Successful identification and
management of various stakeholders'
needs
Internal Processes

Learning and Growth
Strong succession for CEO and senior
management

Improving board structure
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Conclusions
In this paper we argued that, on account of the
recent governance breakdown in several
companies, there is a significant trend towards
directors of firms being asked to oversee
firms more closely than ever before.
Directors‘ fiduciary responsibilities are being
extended to newer areas. With this the risks
they are exposed to are also on the rise. To
handle this, directors require new tools for
supervision of executive performance and
self-management of the boards.
Strategy Maps have gained enormous
popularity in the last several years.
Traditionally they have been used for

ensuring fit between the firm‘s strategy with
the environment of the company, stakeholder
orientation, aligning executive action in
functional areas with the firm‘s strategy,
balancing between short-term and long-term
action creating a measurement system that
provides for overall superior performance.
We have shown in this paper that the same
tools could be appropriately modified and
used by the board. We have also pointed out
some directions towards such modification.
Broadly we have shown how these maps
could be used by the board for monitoring and
advising the executive side as well as use it
for self-management by the board.
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Abstract
There are many benefits associated with
networking, but this novel innovation cannot
be considered as being risk free. Both Small
and Medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in
particular have been at the forefront of
significant changes when functioning as a
partner within a virtual organisation. These
enterprises have been compelled to adjust
swiftly and with a great deal of flexibility, due
to the pressure imposed by the astonishing
speed at which technology has been
developing, and by the mounting international
competition. In this paper the literature
dealing with the risk to virtual organisations,
beginning with risks in the supply chain, will
be discussed, then the risk propagation
impact will be addressed before examining
the most universally used definitions of risk.
In the second part of the paper there will be a
discussion of risk management approaches,
and the previous model for the identification
of risk in supply networks, before proceeding
to the essential elements of the risk
management process including identification
and assessment which is the main core of this
research.
Keywords: Risk, Virtual Organisation, VO,
Networking, SME

Risk in Networking
In assessing risks within the framework of a
VO, it is vitally important that enterprises
recognise all types of risks, not only direct
risks to their operations but also the risks to

all other entities as well as those risks caused
by the linkages between them (Jüttner, 2005).
To further enhance the understanding of
virtual organisation risk, it is worth exploring
the existing similarities between this and
supply chain risk, and risks in relation to
virtual organisation, supply chain and joint
venture. This comparison could potentially
yield practical proposals resulting from
research in this area, and fill in the gap in the
study of risk in VOs (Chen and Chen, 2006).
Hallikas et al. (2004) argues that although
collaboration can be useful as a strategy to
manage and to minimise risks, it tends to
bring in new risk factors.
Harland et al. (2003) assert that the difficulty
is caused by a variety of factors such as
globalisation,
mounting
product/service
complication, subcontracting, e-business and
demanding customers‘ needs. These factors
have led enterprises to depend more and more
on their outside resources but these come with
risks. In turn, corporate risk management, in
terms of its function, has been modified to
provide a counter impact to external sources
of risk.
Risks and benefits in joint ventures are, as a
rule, shared through combined ownership and
with official agreement in relation to various
aspects, such as obligation contracting, profit
distribution and the provision of incentive
systems for the collaboration parties
concerned (Harland et al., 2003). Formality is
paramount in collaborations as its lack may
lead to less understandable risk and disrupt
stability and benefit sharing.
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Risk management is by no means an easy task
due to the nature of its dynamics and the
complexity of supply networks. The moment
enterprises in the supply networks begin to
develop an over reliance on each other, they
become highly likely to be affected by the
risks and weaknesses of one another. Zsidisin
et al. (2000) draw attention to supply risks
linked to design, cost, quality, availability,
manufacturability,
supply,
legal
and
environment, and health and safety. In their
assessment of critical risk factors, Sutton et al.
(2008) point out that a complete
organisation‘s enterprise risk may be distorted
by the ambitious extended enterprise systems
in relation to B2B e-commerce. Furthermore,
in an attempt to unravel how different factors
affect each other and contribute to the overall
risk, they investigate the interrelationships
between varieties of risk factors in B2B ecommerce.
It appears that the risks connected to
collaboration are not purely dependent on a
single enterprise‘s aims and objectives,
despite the desire of some parties in these
relationships to assume control and also the
duty of completely managing the supplier
network. The mounting distribution of
responsibilities and the very nature of these
relationships need to be scrutinised (Hallikas,
2002).

Risk Management Approaches
The Royal society (1992) defines risk
management as a sequence of steps and
measures created by organisations to counter
any form of risk exposure. This process
normally incorporates identification of risk

and its measurement as well as control and
observation.
The primary aim of risk management,
according to Norrman and Jansson (2004), is
to comprehend the implications of risks and to
reduce their impact by paying attention to
elements such as probability and impact. It is
also important to note that the phases in
relation to the process of risk management
may appear to be variable in terms of
labeling as in, risk identification, analysis or
(estimate), risk assessment or (evaluation),
and different strategies for risk management.
However, ‗labels differ among authors,‘ but
‗the steps are similar‘ (Norrman and Jansson,
2004).
A number of approaches have been developed
in risk management and Supply Chain
Management (SCM) to tackle the roots of risk
in supply chains.
Norrman and Jansson (2004) explain that
Ericsson‘s feedback SCRM approach consists
of a set of phases that are simple to
understand, beginning with incorporated risk,
identification, assessment, remedy and
observation and including occurrence
management and backup planning in order to
diminish risk exposure in supply chains.

Risk Models for Supply Networks
In relation to risk for supply networks,
Harland et al. (2003), present a model, as
illustrated in the figure (1) below, which
adheres to the conventions of a systematic
discipline starting with mapping the supply
network and ending with implementing
network risk strategies.
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Figure 1 Supply Network Risk Model (Harland et al., 2003)

The steps in the figure clarify the procedure
for the model as follows:
1. Map supply network: This may
involve identifying who possesses
what, and what principal measures are
presently put in place as for example
transparency in role and responsibility
within the network. It is also the start
of the risk tool model.
2. Identify risk and its current location:
This is step two of the procedure of
the tool during which the sources of
the risk are located.
3. Assess risks: This is step three and
involves scrutinising the selected risks
to determine the likelihood of their
incidence, exposure in the network,
and possible causes.
4. Manage risk: This is the phase where
the management of risks is a primary
target, and where risks begin to be
analysed within the network and their
associated damages are calculated.
5. Form collaborative supply network
risk strategy: Here the possibility of
selecting more appropriate options for

treatment of the risks being examined
arises.
6. Implement supply chain risk strategy:
This is the final stage where the real
option strategy is implemented
followed by a remapping of the
network
Zsidisin et al. (2004) propose a process which
incorporates
the
following
elements;
identification,
manager
appointment,
initiation of score card, criteria review, data
collection, assignment of risk scores, impact
analysis, document analysis and action,
monitoring, and decision to end assessment.
The process itself is known as the ‗Ten-step
SCRM‘ and consists of eight risk factors.
It appears that the process of risk management
applied to the network risk within a virtual
organisation and the steps taken are
representative of risk management that
adheres to risk identification, risk assessment,
identification and implementation of risk
reduction and risk monitoring.
Pfohl and Buse (2000) are of the view that it
is strategic networks and virtual organisations
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that should be at centre stage. In regard to
virtual organisations, they suggest they
symbolise dynamic networks, and are not
based on a hierarchical system. This allows an
enterprise to function as a liaison officer in a
network including customers, suppliers,
services, providers and other specialised
services. Conversely, strategic networks tend
to be firmer in their nature. There is a division
of roles in the network which can make
coordination challenging in the sense that
responsibilities are to be undertaken by all
parties including the first tier supplier and the
multi-tier suppliers. The network can also be
structurally complex due to the nature of the
logistics and service providers linking the first
buyer to the first tier supplier.
Supply chain risk management according to
Norrman and Lindroth (2004) is the
collaboration of partners in applying the risk
management process in a supply chain and
deploying the appropriate means to tackle
‗risks and uncertainties caused by or
impacting on logistics related activities or
resources‘. This description of risk
management in a supply chain can fit in with
the needs of a single enterprise in the chain
when dealing with its risk management
concerns.
Blackhurst
et
al.
(2004)
acknowledge that naturally the activity of
every enterprise carries a commercial risk to a
certain extent, and taking part in a network
enterprise brings with it other risks in relation
to collaboration. These risks are evident, for
example, in the failure of a particular partner,
and may lead to accruing cost to replace a
service or a partner. There are also risks
associated with loss or exploitation of
confidential commercial data.
As well as this, the inadequate understanding
of technology and uncertainty over the
collaboration and commercial abilities of
other partners, make risk assessment that is
meant to be effective in decision making,
more complex and more of an obstacle

standing in the way of the need to administer
risks presented by various interacting sources.
Both the entwined relationships between risks
and their possible impact on the network or
the individual enterprise develop within the
life span of a network enterprise (Lin and
Patterson, 2007).
On the same note, in their view of risk
management and its strategies in worldwide
supply chains, Manuj and Mentzer (2008),
assert that global supply chains tend to be less
safe than home ones. This is the result of the
vast number of connections within an
extensive network of establishments. These
connections are highly likely to cause a
number of negative outcomes such as
insolvency, distraction, collapse, global
economic and political instability and
catastrophes. Therefore, risks levels multiply
and their management becomes a daunting
task. In describing SCRM as a managerial
task, Jüttner et al. (2003) suggests that it is
―the identification and management of risks
for the supply chain, through a co-ordinated
approach amongst supply chain members, to
reduce supply chain vulnerability as a whole‖.
This description shares common features with
the one put forward by Lindroth and Norrman
(2001) with the exception that the latter
adopts a narrow outlook by viewing SCRM
as being concerned with ‗risks caused by, or
impacting on, logistics-related activities or
resources‘.
Risk Management Process
It is essential that risk management plays a
fundamental part in the management and
planning of any given organisation.
Moreover, for a risk management program to
be effective, it has to be a progressive course
of assessment, intervention and contingency
planning (McGrew and Bilotta, 2000).
Bandyopadhyay et al. (1999) point out four
principal constituents of risk management:
1. Risk identification: this involves
identifying and measuring the
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exposures which could jeopardise a
company‘s assets and prosperity.
2. Risk
assessment:
this
entails
identifying and evaluating risks
imposed on a company and its assets
so as to opt for suitable and reasonable
defensive measures.
3. Decision and implementation of risk
management actions: this involves risk
deduction, transfer and response,
decreasing or shifting the weight of
financial loss, particularly in the case
of a crisis, to ensure that a company is
able to proceed with its operations
without distorting its fiscal steadiness.
4. Risk monitoring: this refers to the
continuous assessment of present and
possible future exposure.
In general, the risk management process
within a network setting consists of the same
steps, and every enterprise functions at its
own risk as well as bearing the responsibility
of managing its own risks. Also, the
interdependent nature of enterprises in the
network can be helpful in the sense that the
risk management process is shared and
collaborative strategies are developed to
control risks.
White (1995) is of the opinion that most
approaches to risk management appear to

adhere to the generic process regardless of the
various systems that have been proposed, and
adds that this process comprises three crucial
steps:
1. The risk identification phase which
focuses on determining all risk factors
that may arise in a project.
2. Risk analysis for the purpose of
recognising the probability and the
degree of the most important risks.
3. Risk evaluation focusing on deciding
the most suitable management strategy
to deal with every risk and the most
suitable team to manage the risks
identified.
In their study of risk evaluation problems, Li
and Liao (2007) reveal that different types of
risk factors which influence the operation of
partners have been identified, and the
measurement of their extent is determined by
three elements; the chance of risk incidence,
seriousness of consequence and control of the
level of risk. These elements are represented
by trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
Figure (2) demonstrates the four stages which
constitute the risk management process of
dynamic alliances:

Figure 2 Risk Management Process of Dynamic Alliance (Li and Liao, 2007)
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The risk identification phase forms the
platform on which the whole process of risk
management rests, and focuses mainly on
identifying all types of risks factors, be they
obvious or potential, by way of analysing an
extensive amount of credible information.
The working team bears the responsibility for
doing so throughout the business activities of
all alliance members.
The risk measurement phase is set to pinpoint
the level of risk in each factor based on risk
identification, and risk evaluation aims at
estimating the overall scale of alliance by way
of applying different approaches and
technologies such as expert scoring methods,
the AHP/ ANP method, and fuzzy inclusive
evaluation, among others. This phase is also
highly important in the risk management
process and should be taken seriously as any
incorrect estimation can lead to the alliance
missing out on lucrative market opportunities,
and any neglect of risks may end in needless
losses.
The next phase that follows estimation and
evaluation is referred to as risk prevention and
control, and it is the part of the process where
the focus is on the reduction of both risk
incidence likelihood and the level of loss.
The final stage of the process is not only put
in place to scrutinise and assess risk
prevention and control performances, but also
to fine-tune risk factors and to alter the means
used in risk prevention and control so as to
acclimatise to new circumstances.

Risk Sources
Risks can derive from various sources leading
to divergent views about what determines
them. Manson-Jones and Towill (1998)
identify three types of risks in supply chains:
1. Internal risks in operation, such as
accidents,
non-reliability
of
equipment, loss of data, individual
errors and quality issues; risks
occurring as a direct result of

managers‘ decisions such as choosing
the size of consignment, safety of
supply levels, monetary issues and
delivery plans.
2. Risks that occur outside the
organisation, but affect the supply
chain. These may come to exist amid
the interaction between the players in
the supply chain, and can be divided
into two categories; risks related to
suppliers
such
as
reliability,
availability of materials, delivery and
schedules issues and industrial
incidents, and risks related to clients
as in for example problems with
payments and order processing,
changeable demands and tailored
requirements.
3. External
risks
can
also
be
environmentally determined as they
can result from factors such as
accidents, severe weather conditions,
regulations, crimes and wars.
Dealing with the same problem, Zsidisin et al.
(2000) assert that the sources of supply chain
risks derive from issues in relation to design,
quality, cost, availability of produce and
production,
supplier,
legislative
and
environmental problems, and health and
safety matters.
In classifying risks sources in relation to
supply chains, Jüttner et al. (2003) propose
three types of sources: external, internal and
network related as illustrated in figure (3).
It appears that external risks are influenced by
factors such as the social and natural
environment, politics and the industry market,
whereas internal ones are determined by
factors such as actions of the workforce in the
case of strikes, production failure related to
machine failure, and IT system setbacks.
Furthermore, network related risks result from
interactions between organisations inside the
supply chain.
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Figure 3 Supply Chain Risk Sources adapted from Jüttner et al. (2003)

In the managerial process set to tackle supply
chains risks, Jüttner et al. (2003) put forward
four essential sequential steps that are
interlinked as described in figure (4) below;
risk sources, consequences, risk drivers and

mitigation strategies. That is to say risk
sources result in unfavourable consequences
which are prompted by risk drivers that may
be counterbalanced by mitigation strategies.

Figure 4 Supply Chain Risk Management adapted from Jüttner et al. (2003)

There are other risks that may occur within
supplier networks. These are evident in for
example the loss of know-how and the
mishandling of data as a result of actions
taken by individuals within the network who
might be tempted to serve their own personal
agenda. As well as this, there may be some
cultural differences among partners which in
turn may result in an undesirable impact on
the nature of trust shared within a network in
terms of collaboration. This also may provoke
internal antagonism towards cooperation from
both staff and management (Zanger, 1997).
Rigby (1996) outlines the risk of project
failure which may be attributed to cultural
discrepancies or the lack of a unified structure

and objectives which would normally connect
two parties. Wynstra et al. (2001) suggest
another widespread risk source which is
defined by the inability to engage in product
development collaboration by the chosen
suppliers.
In evaluating risk sources and in the light of
this literature review and preceding studies, it
is safe to state that, as noted in the Jüttner et
al. (2003) classification, risk sources in a
network are different because of different
relations among supply chain partners and
virtual organisation partners but internal and
external risk sources are similar.
Kent (1992) asserts that supply chain risks
can occur at four different levels:
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organisational, network, industrial and
environmental.
The main focus of this study is risk sources in
relation to networks, and the risk sources that
fit into the second category of risk sources as
suggested by Gaonkar and Viswanadham
(2007). These risks are divided into two
types: the first type suggests that firms are
exposed to attacks targeting their assets as
well as their suppliers, clients, transportation
providers, lines of communication and other
aspects in their environment. The second type
indicates that firms are equally exposed to
unreasonable behaviour from their network
partners as in for example sharing classified
information about product design with an
opponent manufacturer.
Jüttner et al. (2003) is of the view that supply
chain risks can be directly attributed to the
supply chain structure itself. In other words,
the sources of supply and demand risks are
rooted in supply chains and are likely to
impact on the interdependent parties involved
in the chain. In addition, demand and supply
risks in terms of them being internal supply
chain risk sources, suggest that the
responsibility for SCRM implementation can
be in the hands of any company within the
supply chain and that, at the same time, the
enterprise itself can be a source of risk to the
supply chain.
Bandyopadhyay et al. (1999) assert that the IS
environment within an enterprise consists of
three levels:
1. The application level: This level
focuses on the risks in relation to
technical or implementation failure of
IT applications. These risks can result
from both internal and external
sources (Rainer et al., 1991).
2. The organisational level: At this level,
the focal point is the impact of IT
throughout all functional areas of the
organisation and not just any isolated
application. Noticeably, businesses are
increasingly utilising IT at this level to

remain competitive. Lightle and
Sprohge (1992) present three types of
organisational risks from the internal
auditors‘ perspectives: sustainability
risk, data security risk, and legal risk.
3. The inter-organisational level: This
level involves the IT risks of
organisations which operate in a
network environment. The most
prominent use of IT nowadays is
evident in networks that exceed any
organisational limitations. These are
normally automated IS shared by two
or more organisations. The increase in
the use of these inter-organisational
systems has helped to increase
productivity,
flexibility,
and
competitiveness (Cash et al., 1988).
Das and Teng (1996) argue that risks in
strategic alliances can be independently
isolated as relational risk and performance
risk. They go on to define relational risks as
the probability and the consequences of not
totally adhering to the cooperation
requirements.
These kinds of risks can be triggered by the
possibility of opportunistic behaviour from
any two or more firms. Opportunistic
behaviour can be tied down to matters such as
minimising
information,
cheating
or
otherwise distorting information and so on.
This in turn can lead to conflicts as the
individual interests of a firm may not be
compatible with those of their partners.
Khanna et al. (1998) refer to the benefits that
ensue to one partner only as ‗private benefits‘
and argue that they are a source of interest
conflicts.
Furthermore, there exist several additional
factors which may negatively impact on
alliance performance. These factors may
include new entrants, intensified competition,
fluctuations in demand, changed government
policies and incompetence of one of the
partners. These factors are responsible for
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performance risk, or the probability and
consequences that alliance objectives are not
achieved, despite satisfactory cooperation
among partner firms (Das and Teng 1996).
Finch (2004) splits risks into three categories
including three levels of coverage; application
level, organisational level, and interorganisational level. The application level
incorporates aspects such as natural disasters,
accidents, premeditated acts, data/information
security risks, and management issues. The
organisational level refers to risks such as the
legal and strategic alterations in decisions that
could
happen,
whereas
the
interorganisational level is where possible
uncertainties from the outside of the
organisation could pose risks.

Risk Management Strategies and
Mitigation Plans
Strategically, risk management aims to
identify and assess the probabilities and the
aftermath of risks, and to enable the selection
of suitable approaches to minimise the
probability of losses related to undesirable
events. Risk mitigation aims to limit the
consequences in the event of undesirable
happenings (Norrman and Jansson 2004).
In their view of risk management strategies,
Jüttner et al. (2003) and Miller (1992) identify
seven major categories which are avoidance,
postponement, speculation, hedging, control,
sharing/ transferring and security.
Hallikas et al. (2004) illustrate the structure of
the risk management process and put forward
their methods in a multifaceted network
milieu. Their study is intended to contribute
to offering more of a complete understanding
of risk management in suppliers‘ networks.
For example in the case of dependency
increasing between enterprises, an enterprise
may become more susceptible to risks evoked
by others within the network and hence
become in need of the above proposed
process
to help with facilitating

understanding and managing uncertainties
and risks in supplier networks.
On the whole, risks within a network milieu
can be managed via the adaptation of a
common strategy in addition to appropriate
practice modes of actions and contract
policies. Notably, it is the identification of
risks and their assessment that shed light on
what course of actions are to be taken. While
some risks can be collectively lessened in the
network, others have to be solely managed by
each partner. The diversity of objectives of
various networks in a multi-network milieu
can instigate contradictions for an enterprise,
and this is the moment when the actual
assessment of risks can assist the enterprise in
deciding how to best function in these
circumstances.
The nature of network relationships at times
increases the need for transferring risks from
one company to another, and this may only
work if the company receiving the risk can
deal with it better than the one who has
initially transferred it. Let us consider the risk
of investment as an example to better
understand the concept of risks transfers. The
likelihood of an investment failure may
decrease if the supplier can use it in many
networks or client relationships. However, at
times, the impact of transferred risks may be
greater for the risk-taking suppliers than for
the original equipment manufacturer.
The main objective of network extended
analysis is to find the best possible risk
management strategies to share and to weigh
up risks at the network level. It is also
important to note that the nature of risks is
subject to change due to the enterprises and
their milieu being changeable, and known risk
factors may be monitored to pinpoint the
possible trends in their probability or
aftermath.
Finch (2004) views supply chain risks
management from an inter-organisational
networking angle, and emphasises the need
for enterprises to appropriately plan to ensure
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continuity in business. This may include
matters resulting from processes within or
outside the organisation. Christopher and Lee
(2004) suggest methods that are controlled
within and by the organisation and stress the
need for improving supply chains as
mechanisms to mitigate risks. Norrman and
Lindroth (2001) identify four major
techniques in relation to the management of
risks: risk sharing, transferring, reduction and
avoidance.
Risk sharing is attained via contracts and
improved cooperation among members of the
supply chain, and risks may be transferred to
suppliers by ‗just in time deliveries‘ and made
to order contracts, as well as outsourcing.
Risk reduction can be attained via a number
of different methods and strategies (Norrman
and Jansson, 2004).
Miller (1992) puts forward five elements
related to risk management: control,
cooperation, imitation, flexibility and risk
avoidance. The first four are seen as

techniques for the purpose of reducing risks.
In order to control uncertainties, companies
engage in political lobbying to establish
market power and, hence, control competitors
via various means. On the other hand,
cooperative strategies tend to be less strict
than control and incorporate contracts and
alliances between various companies where
the level of interaction is not as strong as the
cooperation at the time of risk sharing.
Imitation entails adopting similar approaches
used by other companies such as pricing and
product development for the purpose of
reducing risks. Flexibility is achieved by
diversifying product lines and by adequately
using various and numerous suppliers.
In so far as avoidance is concerned, if a risk is
classed as unacceptable, the company must
therefore avoid the product, geographical
location, supplier, or the client organisation
which instigates the risk as suggested by
Norman and Lindroth (2001).
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Conclusion
The idea behind this paper is to help with the
understanding of risk management in VOs. It
has also emerged in this study that most
enterprises operate within more than one
network and each enterprise sees risks in a
different manner. Also, it can be said that
where enterprises are dependent on each
other, risk transfer and sharing inevitably
occur in the VO. It should be remembered
that an increase in dependency between
enterprises may mean that they are more
exposed to risks adhering to other enterprises.
Networking also increases the partners‘
responsibilities and sometimes investment
risks may be transferred to partners

The process of risk identification is a crucial
stage of the overall risk management process
as, in networks, risk sources may derive from
complex chains and can be hard to perceive. It
is also important to acknowledge that the
dynamics of relationships and their
development can cause extra difficulties.
Therefore,
enterprises
should
clearly
communicate and share their views on risks as
this may help enhance their understanding of
common opportunities and threats in a more
holistic manner. In turn, the enhanced
understanding can lead to better decisions and
can lessen risks of single organisations and
networks.
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Abstract
Quality of policy-making in this paper refers
to the element of "rationality" which is in turn
associated with the criteria of effectiveness
and efficiency. The paper aspires to show how
the toolbox of policy analysis can be used to
provide relevant information and design
alternative policies to provide rational
solutions normally addressed by governments,
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) as
well as private sector organizations. To that
end, the paper attempts to show how the tools
of the flourishing field of policy analysis can
help policy makers design rational policies
and programs and to evaluate their outcomes
at different levels of government- local,
national, and international levels. The paper
hopes also to draw the attention of
government and private sector organizations
to the importance of establishing a
professional job in government which will be
intellectually grounded on policy sciences to
provide advice to policy makers at different
government levels on specialized policy issue
areas- e.g. education, healthcare, energy,
environment, privatization and monopoly
etc...
Keywords:
Public
Policy
Analysis,
Government, Policy Design, Stakeholders,
Market

Introduction
Quality of policy-making in this paper refers
to the element of "rationality" which is in turn
associated with the criteria of effectiveness

and efficiency. Rationality in this sense is the
backbone of modern governance approaches.
The paper aspires to show how the methods
and toolbox of public policy analysis can be
used to provide relevant information and
design alternative policies and provide
rational solutions for public problems
normally addressed by governments, NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) as well
as private sector organizations to enhance and
improve governance and processes of public
policy making.
To that end, the paper attempts to show how
the tools of the flourishing field of policy
analysis can help policy makers design
rational policies and programs and to evaluate
their outcomes at different levels of
government: local, national, and international
levels. The paper hopes also to draw the
attention of governments and private sector
organizations in the Arab World to the
importance of establishing a professional job
in governments' organizations which will be
intellectually grounded on the field of policy
sciences to provide advice to policy makers at
different government levels on specialized
policy issue areas such as education,
healthcare, energy, environment, privatization
and monopoly etc...

Literature Review: The Origin of
Public Policy Analysis
According to Dunn, (2004, 1-2) Public Policy
Analysis "….is a problem solving discipline
that draws on theories, methods and
substantive findings of the behavioral and
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social sciences, social professions and social
and political philosophy". MacRe and James
defined public policy analysis as "the use of
reason and evidence to choose the best policy
among a number of alternatives" (Kraft and
Furlong, 2010, 9). To perform this job, public
policy analysis employs varied methods of
inquiry drawn and customized from different
disciplines to provide the needed information
required for diagnosing public problems and
developing alternatives policies to fix them.
The study of public policy is a twentieth
century product and it is very difficult
because there are many antecedents to the
modern field public policy analysis (see for
example, Birkland, 2005; Dunn, 2004).
However, the idea of the new field of public
policy analysis emanated from the intellectual
works of the American political scientist
Harold Lasswell who called in the early 1950s
for the development of a new field of policy
sciences that specifically focus on policy as a
subject matter. Lasswell envisioned a multi
and interdisciplinary framework for the new
discipline that would transcend the boundaries
of the fields of political science, economics,
sociology,
anthropology,
psychology,
statistics, mathematics and even the natural
science; the latter was thought of to be
relevant in cases of public problems involving
scientific and technological components. In
this context it is undoubtedly true that
knowledge drawn from multiple disciplines
and professions is more beneficial and prone
to provide useful information to policy
makers dealing with real world problems than
knowledge drawn from single disciplines and
professions (Dunn, 2005). This view was
based on Lasswel's belief that the ambient and
autonomous intellectual frameworks of
traditional social sciences were not very
useful to policy makers.
Lasswel pondered that the new field would
utilize both qualitative and quantitative
toolkits and methods developed in these
disciplines
to
supply
policy-relevant

information to policy makers in all areas of
policy issues (Fischer, Miller &Sidney, 2007;
Birkland,). Lasswell did not think of the new
field as quid pro quo for the traditional social
sciences, which would continue to perform
their traditional functions as producers and
purveyors of basic knowledge to the new
field. His idea is to facilitate and employ
methods and theories from separate
disciplines and integrate them together into a
more comprehensive mood of analysis.
However, this ambitious grand idea
envisioned by Lasswell has not evolved to
incarnate the spirit of his vision in all its
detail. Nevertheless the idea seems to receive
the deference of all social sciences and even
some
natural
sciences
which
have
incorporated the brilliant idea as an approach
within their traditional boundaries. Later, the
idea
developed
into
a
separate
interdisciplinary field housed by many
prominent universities. In the arena of social
sciences the new field was at first dominated
by the empirical quantitative methodology of
the neo-positivist / empiricist approaches that
permeated all the social sciences (Fischer,
etal. 2007). These approaches were mostly
inhabited by the methodologies of "the new
political economy" which is guided by the
tenets of the rational choice school (Bickers
and William, 2001).
The complexity of social problems, which
involve messy political and social values,
opened the way for more interdisciplinary
approaches to emerge in the field of public
policy. These include the approaches of
policy argumentation, deliberative policy
analysis, and narrative policy analysis that
challenge the neo-positivist and empiricist
approaches that dominated the field,
suggesting the need for more emphasis on
politics and the integration of both normative
and empirical methods in analysis (for these
developments see, for example; Moran,
etal.2008; Dunn, 2004; Fischer, etal., 2007).
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The field of Public Policy Analysis, as
applied social science, developed from the
outset to help understand not only the intricate
dynamics of policy making processes and
mechanisms in government settings but also
to supply policy makers with policy- relevant
information about crucial public problems and
the possible policy options that may solve
them (Fischer, Miller &Sidney, 2007). It is
needless to say that the complex nature of
public problems and issues encountered by
modern societies and their governments
cannot be addressed within the autonomous
academic boundaries of traditional social
sciences such as economics, political science,
sociology, public administration and many
others. This is because each public policy
problem is characterized by the simultaneous
interplay and interaction of multiple and
varied sets of variables that require multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary lenses in
order for them to be adequately
comprehended. This fact is clearly illustrated
by Balaam and Veseth (2005, 11) who argue
that…
The academic division of labor, in which
scholars focus on a narrow range of methods
and
issues,
allows
for
intellectual
specialization and the efficiency that goes
with it, but it also promotes a sort of
blindness that comes from staring too long at
just one side of a multidimensional problem.
The field of public policy analysis, both as a
an academic discipline and a profession, has
harvested considerable successes This fact is
reflected in its development as an approach
within the frameworks of all social sciences
and its emergence as separate field of
specialization that constituted the intellectual
base for the new profession of "policy
analyst" in most government institutions in
Western countries. Despite these successes
the field has been criticized "for failing to
produce an abundance of problem oriented

knowledge bearing directly on the policy
process, or what has been described 'as usable
knowledge'" (Fischer, Miller &Sidney, 2007,
xx). Nevertheless, the intellectual and
professional successes realized by the new
field encourage its incorporation in the
curricula of most prominent universities and
academic and professional institutions. Most
western governments have developed
handbooks and practical manuals of policy
analysis concepts and techniques to train
administrators in the craft of policy analysis,
the Australian Policy Handbook is a notable
example in this regard (Althaus, Bridgeman
and Davis, 2007).
Although the field of public policy analysis
emerged in USA, it has transcended the
American borders to occupy a respected place
in universities of other countries such as
Canada, Britain (Parsons, 2007); the
Netherlands (Mayer, 2007) and a growing
number of European countries (Furubo, 2007,
Saretzki, 2007) as a well as many developing
countries (Mathur & Mathur, 2007; Mo,
2007).
The introduction of public policy analysis,
focusing on policy analysis, design and
evaluation, to the curricula of many USA and
British universities has
resulted in
transforming many social sciences, such as
political science, public administration,
economics, sociology and law, to adopt a
professional and practical focus on policy.
The transformation of public administration
and its twin political science has been
documented by Rosenbloom and Kravchuk,
(2005: 351).
However, the grandeur of the new field has
not received a similar deference in most Arab
universities and government institutions
beyond a symbolic recognition in some
universities. The curricula of these
universities may include at best a single
optional course on public policy housed in the
departments of political science and public
administration. Mansour (2008) attributes this
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state of affairs to the impact of two
interrelated factors: academic tribalism and
the indifference of Arab Governments.
Mansour explains these two factors in the
following terms:
Academic tribalism refers in this context to
the tendency in most Arab universities of each
social science discipline to lock itself up
within rigid boundaries and to practically
deny any interrelationships with other
disciplines. Although specialists in these
fields
theoretically
accept
the
multidisciplinary nature of their disciplines,
they ignore this fact in their actual teaching,
consultancy
and
research
practice.
……………Arab Governments on their part
do not encourage the development of policy
analysis as a profession in government
organizations because of their relative
indifference
towards
using
scientific
knowledge in designing, implementing and
evaluating the outcomes of public policies
(Mansour, 2008).
It is worth noting that United Arab Emirates
University and the governments of Abu Dhabi
and Dubai made impressive strides to
institutionalize the field of public policy
analysis as an academic specialization and a
government profession. The United Arab
Emirates University is now in the process of
introducing a master program in public policy
and governance. Both Abu Dhabi and Dubai
local governments are firmly rooted in the
road to introduce public policy analysis to
government administration.

Policy Analysis and Corporate
Governance
The concept of governance in general and the
concept of corporate governance in particular
is relevant to both public or (state-owned
enterprises) and private organizations.
However, there is no one universally accepted
definition of governance. The term

governance is defined in the literature to refer
to two different meanings. Firstly, the term is
used to refer to the different ways through
which social life is coordinated. In this sense
government is considered as one of the
institutions involved in governance i.e.
governance is a broader term than
government and it is possible to have
―governance without government‖ (Heywood,
2002, 6). Secondly, the term is associated
with the use of what Elhuseein (2008) called
micro-privatization techniques; i.e. the use of
business management techniques, market
forces, and public-private partnership
strategies in public sector organization and
thus blurring the traditional divide between
public and private organizations. Policy
analysis is related to the latter governance
meaning since it seeks to find market
solutions for public problems and therefore it
represents an important management tool to
rationalize government policy within a
framework of networked governance.
Corporate governance in private business
organizations is an integral part of governance
networks and institutions in any society. It
"… refers to the process by which a company
is controlled or governed" (Lawrence, Weber
and Post, 2005, 293). Since governments
establish the legal framework under which
business operate in society, therefore the
influence of public policy and government
regulations is a vital concerns for business
managers. Lawrence, Weber and Post, (2005,
147) explains the impact of public policy on
business in these terms:
Various economic or social assistance
policies significantly affect society, in which
businesses must operate. Many government
regulations also impact business directly.
Managers must understand the objectives and
effects of government regulation, both at
home and abroad, in order to conduct
business in an ethical or legal manner.
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Unlike earlier times governments public
policies are increasingly having significant
impacts on business operations especially
with looming environmental, energy, wage
and labor problems. Therefore public policy
has become an integral part in the agenda of
private business. For this reason business
organizations are increasingly seeking ways
to influence the process of policy-making in
governments. To achieve this they need to
understand and analyze the impact of
government policies and regulations on their
organizations. It is in this context that policy
analysis, as analytical tools, has become an
important tool in corporate governance and
business management.
Although policy analysis is usually associated
with public sector organizations but it is also
employed to analyze and design policies for
other kinds of organizations such as nongovernmental
and
private
sector
organizations. This role of policy analysis is
enhanced with increasing emphasis on the
social responsibility of private corporations
and the involvement of non-governmental
organizations in providing solutions for public
problems and implementing government
public policies. The role of policy analysis in
helping management of private and nongovernmental organizations to deal with
government policies is made possible by what
policy can do to business and nongovernmental organizations. Since policy
analysis concentrates on "determining which
of various alternative policies will most
achieve a given set of goals in light of the
relations between the policies and the goals"
(Nagel, (Ed.), 1999), therefore, it can help
design unstructured policies that involve
many stakeholders.
Moreover, as a management tool, policy
analysis is specifically relevant to design of
corporate policies especially in the area of
stakeholders' relations with the corporation. It
is even more useful in analyzing the possible
intended impacts and unintended side effects

of government public policies in different
areas of public policy on business
organizations. For this reason most nongovernmental and multinational organizations
are increasingly recruiting policy analysts to
their ranks to advice on issues of investment
in developing countries. For these reasons,
public policy analysis programs are
increasingly offered in business schools and
business managers are trained in policy
analysis tools.

Policy Analysis and Academic
Research
Kraft and Furlong, 2010 distinguish three
interrelated orientations to public policy
analysis: scientific, professional and political
orientations.
Whereas
the
scientific
orientation " search for truth and build theory
about actions and effects, the professional
approach analyzes policy alternatives for
solving public problems (and) political
approaches advocate and supports preferred
policies " (Kraft and Furlong, 2010, 110).
This paper is concerned with the professional
orientation
without
denying
the
interrelationships and beneficial reciprocity
between the three orientations. The three
orientations together represent the intellectual
grounds on which the training of policy
analysts is based. Nevertheless the objectives
of the professional approach are different
from pure scientific research. The political
orientation may use both professional and
scientific products to further the cause of
policy advocacy.
It is pertinent here to discuss the difference
between the professional and the scientific
orientations. Whereas academic research
seeks "truth", public policy analysis is a
down-to-earth praxis. In addressing problems,
academic research employs the explicit steps
of the scientific research methodology;
however public policy analysis is more
flexible in employing whatever tool or style
available, including disciplined scientific
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methodology, to address the particular
situation created by a public problem. Hence
scientific research purports to find answers
for theoretical questions irrespective of their
pertinence to the solutions of specific real
world problems, although the theoretical fruit
of scientific research may be later adapted by
a talented policy analyst to illuminate real
practical problems. This is so because policy
analysts, unlike scientific researchers who
usually find themselves at home with
complexity and sophistication, are concerned
with helping the decision making process.

In fact, these contrasting differences between
academic research and public policy analysis
emanate from their different raisons d'être;
whereas scientific research aspires to advance
scientific knowledge, public policy analysis
modestly contends with establishing a
professional craft to guide the policy making
process. Table 1 below summarizes these
contrasting differences between academic
research and public policy analysis.

Table 1: Comparison between Academic Research and Policy Analysis

Academic Research

Policy Analysis

Seeks "truth"

Is practical

Explicit steps and procedures

Flexible, situational

Addresses theoretical questions

Addresses practical problems

Focus on complexity

Focus on decision-making

Science

Craft

Source: http://www.csulb.edu/~msaintg/ppa670/670intro.htm

However, a word of caveat is in order here.
The differences between academic research
and public policy analysis should not be
overemphasized because the latter may use
the scientific method if there is need for it.
The point is that since policy analysis is
situational and flexible it may facilitate any
tool, including the methods of academic
research that may help in the particular
situation. For example, the methods of survey
research and statistical analysis are often used
to collect and analyze data about specific
social problems or to evaluate the outcomes
of certain policies designed to address these
social problems. Moreover, there is a
substantial amount of academic policy
research on certain policy issues that proved
to be of great help to practitioners of public
policy analysis and many academics, in
western countries, are more or less, involved

in performing public policy analysis and
providing advices to policy makers in certain
policy areas of their interest.

Types of Public Policy Problems
Dunn, (2004, 72) defines a public problem as
" …unrealized needs, values, or opportunities
for improvement that may be pursued through
public action". According to Dunn, (2010, 75)
public policy problems are characterized by
the following attributes:
 Interdependence: policy problems in
one area (energy) frequently affect
policy problems in other areas ( e.g.
healthcare and unemployment)
 Subjectivity: The external conditions
that give rise to a problem are
subjectively
defined,
classified,
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explained and evaluated differently
by different people
Artificiality: Policy problems are
possible only when human beings
make judgment about the desirability
of altering some conditions
Dynamics: There are as many
different solutions for a problem as
there are definitions of that problem.
Problems and solutions are in constant
flux; hence problem do not stay solved

Policy analysis helps to foster "…critical
thinking about the causes of public problems,
the various ways government and/or the
private sector might act on them, and which
policy choices make the most sense" (Kraft
and Furlong, 2010, 9). However, the validity
of these choices depends on the type of public
problem and the level of policy making
concerned. The type and nature of public
problem and the level of policy making
concerned dictates the type of analysis
required and the complexity of solutions
sought.
The typology of public problems may be
classified into three main and interrelated
categories: well structured, moderately
structured and ill structured problems (for
more on these types see Dunn, 2004, 79-80).
Whereas well structured and moderately
structured problems are characterized by a
technical nature, with relatively clearly
defined boarder lines, ill-structured problems
have messy boarders with entanglement and
interactions of many political, social and
technical factors.

Well structured and moderately structured
problems involve only very few or few
decision or policy makers and stakeholders,
but ill structured problems are characterized
by the existence of many stakeholders with
conflicting interests. This fact allows well
structured
and
moderately
structured
problems to enjoy consensus on the kinds of
values and goals sought by policy makers
and, moreover, enable policy analysts to
effectively employ the technical and
straightforward tools of operation research
and economic policy analysis. It also works to
limit and simplify the available alternative
policies to address them and makes possible
the prospects of calculating the probability of
their outcomes, to ranging between certainty
and risk.
The multiplicity of stakeholders in illstructured problems and their hybrid nature
make consensus on values and goals among
policy makers and stakeholder difficult to
realize and render them rife with conflict.
This fact makes the alternative policy options
available to address them unlimited with
unknown
and
incalculable
outcomes.
Although policy analysts are involved with
the three types of policies, its real innovation
is its contribution to the analysis of messy,
fuzzy and ill-structured type of public
problems in such areas as the environment,
terrorism and social welfare problem. Table 2
below lists comparatively the characteristics
of the three categories of public problems.
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Table 2: Classes of Policy problems

Type of
Policy

Well structured

Moderately structured

ill-structured

Nature of problem

Technical

Partly technical

Messy, fuzzy

Decision makers

One or few

One or few

Many

Decision tools

Operation
research

Operation research and
Economic tools

Politics & Policy
analysis tools

Stakeholders

Very few

Few

Many

Alternatives

Limited

Limited

Unlimited

Utilities (values)

Consensus

Consensus

Conflict

Outcomes

Certain or risky

Uncertainty

Unknown

Probabilities

Calculable

Incalculable

Incalculable

Element

Source: The table is compiled from http://www.csulb.edu/~msaintg/ppa670/670intro.htm and the author

Levels and Approaches of Analysis
The level of analysis refers to the
organizational or government level that deal
with or is responsible for taking the imitative
of providing alternative solutions for the
particular problem at hand and deciding on
the accepted solutions. The complexity of
policies and issues may be made clear by
considering the level of government where
they are formulated. Accordingly policy
issues may be classified according to a
hierarchy of types: major, secondary,
functional, and minor (Dunn, 2004). Each
type can be easily, but not exclusively,
associated with one or the other of the
different layers of government and other types
of organizations.
Major issues are those encountered at the
highest levels of private, non-governmental
and governmental organizations within and
between federal, state, and local jurisdictions.
Major
issues
involve
questions
of

organization's mission, that is, questions about
the nature of the purposes of the
organizations- e.g. how to eliminate poverty.
Major policies are mostly strategic in nature.
A strategic policy is one where the
consequences of decisions are relatively
irreversible and related to major issues at
different levels of government. (E.g. should
the USA send troops to Iraq; should the UAE
Government reorganize the civil service)
(Dunn, 2004). The consequences of these
policies cannot be reversed for many years
and policy problems here are mostly of the illstructured type.
Secondary issues are those located at the
ministry or department levels at the federal,
state, or local levels. They involve the setting
of program priorities and the definition of
target groups and beneficiaries- e.g. the
definition of poor families. Policy problems at
this level belong to the moderately and illstructured types. Functional issues are those
located at both the program and the project
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levels within ministries or departments and
involve questions of budgeting, finance, and
procurement. Minor issues are those that are
found most frequently at the level of specific
projects. They involve personnel, staffing,
employee benefits, vacation times, working
hours and standard operating procedures and
rules (Dunn, 2004). Whereas functional issues
are of the well structured and moderatelystructured types, minor issues are invariably
well structured.
As one moves up the hierarchy of types of
policy issues, policy problems become more
and more interdependent, subjective, artificial
and dynamic. Although these levels are
interdependent, some issues call for policies
that strategic while others demand operational
policies (Dunn, 2004). Moreover, problems in
these levels differ in term of their complexity
and urgency as well as the suitable analytic
tools and approaches that may be applied to
them. Bührs, and Bartlett, (1993) distinguish
three of these approaches that include the
analy-centric, the policy process, and the
meta-policy approaches.
The Analy- Centric Approach
The
analy-centric
approach
analyzes
moderately structured and well-structured,
individual and technical problems and seeks
solutions for them. It concentrates on the
micro-scale scope of public policy and
diagnoses problems in technical terms, e.g.
road congestion problems, toll roads,
transportation problems. The basic goal of
this approach is to determine the most
effective and efficient solutions for problems
in term of technical and economic criteria, i.e.
efficiency and effectiveness. It employs
operation research and microeconomic
models and tools to achieve the most efficient
allocation of society's resources.
The Policy Process Approach
The policy process approach deals with ill and
moderately structured problems, and focuses

on political processes and the roles and
interests of the stakeholders therein. It
considers public problems that involve
politics at the meso-scale. It attempts to
identify the processes and means used by
different stakeholders to influence policy
makers to further their interests. It also
analyzes the influence of stakeholders within
the policy process. Solutions to problems in
this approach may be reached by
manipulating the relative influence and
political power of different interest groups.
The Meta-Policy Approach
The meta-policy approach deals with purely
ill- structured problems related to the systems
or contexts of policy making. Therefore it
deals with problems at the macro-scale and
interprets problem in structural terms.
Solutions to problems are sought by
examining the contextual factors of the policy
process, i.e. the political, economic and sociocultural factors influencing the problems. The
logic of this approach consists of the fact that
as problems may occur as a result of
structural factors, therefore solutions to them
may require the change or adaptation of
systems and structures involved. Examples of
policies in this approach include the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) economic
restructuring programs, and privatization
policies.

The Rational Model and Policy
Analysis
Rationality in general refers to the belief that
"… the world can be understood and
explained through the exercise of human
reason, based on assumptions about its
rational structure" (Heywood, 2002, 42).
Rationality here is defined in economic terms
and is based on the concept that all human
behavior is guided by the self interests of the
individual. In policy analysis this general
belief of rationality translates itself and
materializes in the use of economic rationality
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and quantitative tools. Public Policy in this
model intends to achieve maximum social
gain in using society's scarce resources. Thus
rational policies in this model are those
policies that maximize benefits while
minimizing costs paid by society in the form
of these scarce resources. The rational model
of policy analysis is part of rational choice
theory.
The rational choice school has extended the
use of economic and rational models of
decision making to analyze social and
political issues that traditionally fall outside
the economist's realm; this facilitates the use
of micro economic theory to analyze public
policy problems and construe political
behavior related to them (see for example;
Friedman, 2002; Levy, 1995). This economic
approach is criticized by political scientist and
other social scientists as missing the messy,
fuzzy and complex nature of most issues of
public policy problems. Nevertheless and
despite blizzards of criticisms which targeted
this approach, because of its extensive
quantities requirements and the reduction of
human nature to the selfishness of the rational
economic man, it has achieved very
impressive innovations in public policy
analysis. The most important rational model
is the economic model. Generally, rational
policy analysis employ qualitative methods
reflecting the desire of policy makers "...to
design better policies, understand how
policies have performed, and assess what
impacts policies have made" (Yang, 2007,
349)
Thus rational policy analysis assumes that the
market is the best provider of services and
commodities
and
that
government
intervention is only justified in cases of
market failure. New theories in this model tell
us that as public problems result from market
failure, they can also result from government
failure. In both cases policy analysts can
provide options to solve the problem using
market solutions or government solutions.

Therefore public Problems can be diagnosed
as resulting from either market failure,
government failure or both (Bickers and
Williams, 2001).

The Reasons for Government
Intervention by Public Policy
Liberal theories hold that the market is more
apt to allocate society resources and address
problems, the intervention of government
should be the exception and not the rule.
Governments interfere in economic and social
life by public policies to fix a problem
perceived to be suitable for government
intervention. However the questions of
whether the government should intervene,
when where are not settled and continued to
be a source of controversy in different
governmental settings.
Liberal ideologies insist that "the state should
intervene only where the voluntary actions
produces sub-optimal results" (Kleiman &
Teles, 2008, 624). In fact the justifications for
government intervention or non-intervention
emanate from active political philosophies
and ideologies that draw the borders between
what is private and what is public. Kraft and
Furlong, (2010) offered three leading and
somewhat overlapping justifications for
government intervention by public policy and
these are political reasons, moral and ethical
reasons and reasons emanating from
economic and market failures to provide
certain goods needed by society i.e. market
failure. Market failure is a technical term used
by economists to denote specific situations in
which the market forces fail to allocate
resources in the most effective and efficient
manner. In fact many scholars believe that
even the first two sets of justifications are
special types of market failure. Political
justifications for government intervention
arise when the public or policy makers
decides that government should interfere to
solve a salient issue for political reasons, for
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examples issues of consumer protection, road
accidents and environmental protection.
Moral and ethical issues invite government
intervention in certain issues such as poverty,
hunger or human rights abuses at home or
abroad. Again these problems can also be
diagnosed as a special type of market failures.
These include, for example, the failure to
provide public goods, to deal with positive
and negative externalities, information
asymmetry in the market and monopoly. Most
policy analysts believe that as market fails,
governments policy may also fail to solve
social problems i.e. government failure. These
issues will be discussed later.
The Limitations of Government Intervention
The ability of government to intervene is
limited by the salient fact of scarcity. Scarcity
means that governments cannot do everything
its citizen‘s want because in any social setting
available social resources are limited while
human wants are limitless. Cochran and
Malone (1995, 2) argue that "…Scarcity is an
ever present attribute of human condition.
Because of the combination of limited
resources and unlimited wants, we must
choose among the goods and services to be
produced and in what quantities". Scarcity
means that governments' ministries have to
allocate its limited resources among
competing policies. The phenomenon of

scarcity is the force behind forcing
governments to make painful choices
concerning the goods and services to be
produced (Cochran and Malone, 1995). This
means that the choice of one policy is made at
the expense of other possible choices.
Therefore, any choice made by government
incurs costs. This cost is called ―opportunity
cost‖ and "…it is equal to the value of the
most desired goods or services forgone"
(Cochran and Malone, 1995) in order to
acquire other goods and services.
The opportunity cost of any government
program is determined by the most valuable
alternative use of resources including
allowing these resources to be invested by the
private sector (the market). For example, as
Cochran and Malone (1995. 3) put it "…a
fixed amount of money, say $100 million can
be used to buy military goods or an equivalent
amount of social goods (education or health
care) but it cannot be used to purchase both
goods simultaneously. A decision to have
more of one good is also a decision to have
less of the other good". Figure 1 below
illustrates the conundrum of choice and
opportunity costs of government policies. The
figure shows that the choice to have more
national defense goods is paid for by having
fewer social services.
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Figure 1
Source: Cochran and Malone (1995, 3)

The Process of Policy Design
The policy-making process consists of several
stages: agenda-setting, policy formulation,
policy litigation, policy adoption, policy,
policy implementation and evaluation.
Although the policy analyst is concerned with
all these stages, this paper is concerned with
his role in the formulation stage which is
mainly concerned with designing policies.
This section provides one way of doing policy
analysis which does not exhaust the range of
methods that are used to analyze public
problems and finding solutions to them. This
way of policy analysis and design was
developed by Weimer and Vining (2004),
using a rational approach.
Usually, the process of analysis is
commissioned by a policy maker (a client) in
a public or private organization. The analyst
may organize his efforts of analysis and
design into two phases: Problem analysis and

Solutions analysis. The problem analysis part
involves digging up the historical backdrop of
the problem, defining and diagnosing the
problem as well as choosing and explaining
the relevant policy goals and constrains.
Solution analysis involves selecting the
evaluation criteria, specifying and identifying
possible alternative policies that may help to
solve the problem, evaluating alternative
policies according to chosen criteria, and
finally choosing the optimum policy.

Problem Analysis
The activity of problem analysis involves
three major steps. First, the analyst tries to
understand the problem which requires
tracing of the problem background and
assessing its symptoms. Secondly, he attempts
to choose and explains relevant policy goals
and constraints. Thirdly he chooses a solution
method (Weimer & Vining, 1999),
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Background to the Problem: Assessing
Symptoms
This is a process of gathering information
about the problem. Usually the client who
commissions the study describes the policy
problem in term of its symptoms rather than
its underlying causes (Weimer & Vining). It
is the duty of the analyst to look for the
pertinent causes of the problem. This process
may start with tracing the historical
background of the problems and its evolution.
If the problem is a chronic one the analysis
may trace the evolution of the problem using
past policies and programs designed to solve
the problem and if there are no past policies
the analyst should explain why. In cases of
newly emerging problems the analyst may
look for information that demonstrates the
seriousness of the problem using statistical
data and other methods of demonstration.
The method of data collection that may be
employed here may concentrate mainly on
reviews of relevant literature on the problem
published in government reports, academic
journal, news papers and electronic data
bases. In cases of newly emerging problems
the analyst may use other methods of data
collections that include for example, survey
research, Delphi, and nominal group
technique (Bingham & Ethridge, 1982). The
important outcomes of this initial step is to
produce data on the magnitude of the problem
and to provide a list of the major stakeholders
explaining the nature of each and how they
are impacted by the problem and whether this
impact is negative or positive. If the problem
is not serious enough to deserve the allocation
of scarce resources to its solution the analyst
may advice his client at this stage to do
nothing about it and leave things as they are.
If the analyst judges the problem as serious
enough to warrant serious contemplation he
may proceed to define and diagnose it.
Defining the Problem

Defining the problem guides the other steps of
analysis because it provides the justifications
for conducting the analysis and directs the
process of evidence – gathering. The
definition of public problems is not always
easy and straightforward and depends on the
nature of the problem, the level of
government dealing with it and the number of
stakeholders involved. The definition of the
problem entails a brief description of the
problem with an attempt to quantify the
magnitude and size of the problem.
It is important to note here that politics is
important at all stages of the policy process,
including the stage of policy analysis itself.
This fact depends on the type of policy
problem, and the level of government
involved. Ill-structured problems situated at
higher levels of the organization involve more
intensive politics than well structured
problems situated at the lower levels of
government. There are a number of ways to
analyze and communicate the results of
political analysis regarding the conflicting
interests of different stakeholders that may
affect the type of solution sought later for the
problem.
Political analysis allows political factors to be
treated
like
any
other
important
considerations in policy analysis. One way of
doing political analysis involves drawing up a
list of salient issues related to the problem at
hand, and identifying a number of potential
stakeholders who have taken positions on
those issues. A matrix may be used to show
the position (support or opposition) of each
stakeholder to each of the issues constituting
the problem.
For example, if the public problem to be
addressed is raising the age at which teens can
get a driver's license to 18, then the issues
involved may include, lowering of teens auto
accident, death and injury rates; hardship for
teens who work or commute to school; and
lowering insurance rates for family. Salient
stakeholders in this issue include, for
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example, traffic authorities, parents and
insurance companies. The positions of these
stakeholders can be registered using signs that
indicate different positions on respective
issues. For example a question mark (?) may
be used to indicate indifference; a plus sign
(+) to indicate support and a minus sign (-) to

show opposition to the issue at hand (PPA
670 PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS). The
results of the political analysis may be
summarized on a matrix as shown in the table
below.

Table 3: Positions of Stakeholders Regarding the Problem of Raising the Age of Obtaining Driving License to 18

Issues

Stakeholders
Traffic authority
Parents
Insurance companies

Lower teens auto
accident, death and
injury rates

Hardship for teen
who work or
commute to school

Lower insurance rates for
family cars

+
+

?
+

?
+

+

-

-

http://www.csulb.edu/~msaintg/ppa670/p&sch4.htm

Usually, the primary data for defining public
problems comes from the client, who
commissioned the analysis and drawn from
the ordinary contexts of debate and in the
client political environment, news papers and
the media; this is called ―issue rhetoric‖
(Bardach.2005, 1). This issue rhetoric may
take the form of technical debate among
experts, or the form of broad social discussion
in the media and other forums. In either case,
the analyst needs to use the information
obtained from issue rhetoric with care
because it reflects the interest of stakeholders
involved. Accordingly Bardach (2005, 2)
advised analysts "to get beneath the rhetoric
to define a problem that is analytically
manageable and that make sense in light of
the political and institutional means available
for mitigating it". Issue rhetoric should be
approached with careful pondering because it
often reflects subjective views or ideological
orientations of their beholders.
It is sometime but not always helpful to
define the policy problem in term of deficit
and excess (Bardach, 2005). For example,
there are too many unemployed UAE females
among university graduates; or the demand

for water in the GCC states is growing faster
than our ability to supply it. Bardach, (2005)
advised the use of words such as too in the
definition (e.g. too big, too small, growing too
fast, growing too slowly) may help
illuminating the magnitude of the problem. It
is also appropriate to try to quantify assertions
of deficits and excess to qualify, for example,
how big is ―too big, how small is ―too small‖,
how about ―too slowly‖ or ―too fast. In terms
of example cited earlier, how many
unemployed female graduates? How many
acre-feet of water are used now, and how does
that amount compare with the demand in
some specified future year. In many cases
defining problems in term of deficit and
excess may not be of much help. Such case
include situation when the policy problem is
an already well structured decision choice, for
example, 90 % of banks employees should be
muwatineen (nationals); decrease trade
deficits with Saudi Arabia by 60%.
There are many pitfalls in public policy
problem definition. Analysts may be tempted
to accept the client's definition of the problem
which may not reflect the real causes of the
problem. It is also possible that analysts are
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content with the simple and obvious
definitions. Sometimes the analysts fall in the
trap of thinking that any and all problems
need a public solution. They may also confuse
the need for short- versus long-term solutions
as well as confusing the values of individuals
versus collectivities (Bardach, 2005). The
analyst must question both the interested
parties (stakeholders) involved as well as their
definitions of the problem. It is important at
this stage to locate the problem in such a way
that eliminates any ambiguity for future
references. It is important to know that you
may need to change or modify this definition
when you acquire more information in the
other stages (Bardach, 2005). The historical
background and problem definition activities
facilitate the subsequent and essential step of
diagnosing the problem. Many theoretical
models and methods are used in the literature
to diagnose public problems and the most
prominent of them is the economic model
derived from rational theory. This model
seeks to unravel the causes of public problems
by diagnosing them as being caused by either
a market or government failure or both.
Diagnosing Public Problems
Diagnosing the problem is the most essential
and important of all the steps in policy
analysis because many times the objectives of
policy makers are not clear or in some cases
even contradictory. Policy analysis requires
clearly identifying the problem to be resolved
by government policy and this operation
represents the foundation for producing
efficient and effective outcomes from the
whole process of analysis (Weimer & Vining,
1999, 258). It is important to note here that
this model assumes that one of the client's
goals is to achieve efficiency which means
allocating resources to achieve maximum
benefits with least costs. This fact implies that
this approach to problem diagnose assumes
that the market is a better allocator of
resources than government. Therefore it looks

for market solutions to public problems
wherever possible. Government intervention
by policy is necessary only if there is a market
failure. However policy makers usually have
other political and social goals besides
efficiency, such as equity; political feasibility;
legality; and other goals that we will consider
later.
Market Failure
In the perfect market with perfect
competition, which is a theoretical ideal rather
than a real- world phenomenon, market forces
work through the interaction of its demand
and supply forces and the invisible hand to
allocate resources and distribute goods in a
manner that achieve Pareto's optimality
(Pareto optimality is a state in which the well
being of any individual cannot be enhanced
without worsening the position of at least one
other individual) (Kleiman & Teles, 2006);
Pareto optimality is the economist yardstick
for efficiency. Pareto optimality or efficiency
is only achievable within the framework of a
perfectly competitive market model whose
assumptions rarely correspond to real world
situations (Weimer & Vining, 1999).
According to Dipak K. Cupta, (2001, 27) a
free market is based on four essential
assumptions:
1. There are numerous buyers and sellers
2. There is perfect exit from and entry
into the market
3. There is flow of information
4. There no externality or no one is
affected by the activities of any other
person.
Market failure occurs when one or more of
these assumptions are absent therefore leading
to one or more of the following market failure
situations:
Failure to Provide Public Goods

This condition refers to the failure of markets
to provide a vital service to society such as
national
defense,
cleaning
up
the
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environment, and organizing traffic. These
goods are characterized by the inability of the
market to exclude non-buyers from
consuming them through the price mechanism
(excludable) and the consumption of one
person of the good does not affect the amount
available for others (non-rival). These goods
are called public goods and private producers
have no incentives to produce them. By
contrast, private goods, such as food and
clothes, are excludable by the price system
and hence profitable for the private sector to
produce.
Failure to
Externalities

Address

Positive

and

Negative

Markets operate efficiently when they
produce goods and services at prices
determined by the free play of market forces.
This market operation work efficiently when
the exchange of goods and services between
buyers and sellers does not affect a third
party. In affecting a third party they create an
externality. If the externality is adverse it is
called negative externality and if it is
beneficial it is called positive externality
(Cupta, 2001). These include the action of
some individuals or groups that affect others
positively or negatively and the benefiting
party is not paying the costs. Examples
include smoking in public places, nuclear
radiation, and public education.
Failure to Provide Information to Consumers

This failure refers to the reluctance of sellers
to provide buyers with full information about
their services and commodities. The
availability of information in the market is
one of the basic requirements for the
competitive market operation. Examples
include medicine and medical services, food,
used cars and professional services in general.
Failure to Control Monopoly

Monopoly refers to a situation where an
individual or a group forestalls the provision
of a service or a commodity. Therefore a
monopolist charges higher prices for his

commodity by restricting its supply and
provide poor quality. In fact a monopolist
does not only restrict supply to raise prices
but also he has no or little incentive to lower
his costs of production to achieve maximum
efficiency and therefore operate at lowest
levels of efficiency thereby creating what
Harvey Leibenstein termed as x-inefficiency
(Cupta, 2001).
The failure of markets in those instances
justifies the intervention of government to
correct problems or provide services that the
market failed to produce. As market fails,
government policies also fail sometimes to
achieve their objective and this may require
new policies to correct the problem. This
government failure arises when existing
government policies or lack of them fail to
address public problems in policy areas, such
as cleaning up the environment, or when
existing polices to achieve its objectives.
Most government failures emanate from flaws
embedded in bureaucratic supply of goods
and services. These include according to
Weimer & Vining, (1999; the lack of
motivation to achieve efficiency; limited
competition; inflexibility of government
institutions;
and
inefficient
use
of
organizational resources.
However, the simple fact that there is a
situation of market failure does not by itself
justify the intervention of government by
public policy. Further analysis that weighs the
costs and risk of government intervention
should be conducted because government
intervention is sometimes serious enough to
"justify tolerating the imperfect voluntary
outcomes of private choices" (Kleiman &
Teles, 2008, 624).
It is needless to say that diagnosing public
problems as instances of market and
government failures plays a central role in the
subsequent steps of solution analysis and help
to simplify and diagnose a wide range of noneconomic complex problems as instances of
market or government failures and transform
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them into solvable ones. Many problems can
be diagnosed as government failure or market
failure: "university tuition can be seen as
pricing policy; airplane noise is an
externality; a utility is a natural monopoly;
research yields public goods" (Weimer &
Vining, 1999).

Choosing and Explaining Relevant
Policy Goals
Before the problem analysis step arrives at its
final stage, the analyst makes a list of the
goals that he wants to achieve by the policies
that he will recommend to his client and
explains briefly what each goal means
preferably in terse and plain style. This is the
most difficult steps, because goals, especially
in ill-structured public problems, are
characterized by their multiplicity, conflict
and vagueness (Weimer & Vining, 1999).
However, these confounding factors may be
more intense in democratic pluralist liberal
political systems than systems ruled by
central elites responsible for setting goals for
society as a whole without or with minimum
pressure from social groups and stakeholder.

Choosing a Solution Method
The analyst finalizes his problem analysis
stage by choosing a Solution Method. There
are many methods in the tool box of policy
analysis derived from all social sciences. The
choice of the most useful tool to suit the
particular problem depends on the nature of
the problem, level of government and the
values sought by the policy makers. The
economic model provides tools derived from
the economist's toolkit such cost-benefit
analysis. Weimer and Vining (1999), provide
a straightforward way of choosing an
economic solution method based on the types
and number of goals chosen by policy
makers. They distinguish three general
situations with each of them calling for a
particular method. In cases in which
efficiency is the only goal then the best

solution is formal cost-benefit analysis in
which policy alternatives are compared in
term of cost they incur and benefits accrue to
society. The limitation of this method is that it
requires that all cost and benefit are calculated
in money term; a requirement that is
impertinent in cases of complex public
policies that contain many unquantifiable
costs and benefits.
Sometimes, even with efficiency as the sole
goal of policy, some impacts may not be
easily susceptible to quantification. In this
case qualitative cost-benefit analysis may be
more beneficial than the formal one. In cases
where policy makers are concerned with other
goals, besides efficiency, such as equity and
political feasibility, and where some aspects
of the goals can be monetized, then modified
cost-benefit analysis is in order. Cost
effectiveness is appropriate when the goal of
efficiency and the other goals are quantifiable
but not in monetary terms. In other words the
two
goals
are
still
treated
as
incommensurable.
This
method
is
contrastable with the modified cost-benefit
analysis in which both some aspects of the
goals are measurable in money terms.
In cases where there are more than three
goals, and this normal condition in most
public policy analysis, Weimer and Vining
(1999) suggest the use of a multi-goal
analysis method. This method is appropriate
when one or two of the goals are not
quantifiable. This method is often considered
a priori, by most policy analysts, as the most
appropriate tool and it should be assumed as
the preferred tool until available evidence
proves otherwise. In fact all the other methods
discussed represent a special case of the multi
goal methods because they are used in it as
needed to fill the cells of the multi-goal
matrix which juxtaposes criteria and policy
alternatives to facilitate their comparison as
illustrated by table 4 below developed by
Weimer and Vining, (1999).
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Table 4: Goal/Policy Matrix

Criteria
Policy
A
B
C
D

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

Value
Value
Value
Value

Value
Value
Value
Value

Value
Value
Value
Value

Value
Value
Value
Value

Value
Value
Value
Value

The essence of multi-goal analysis is to
systemically compare policy options with
accepted goals as measured by their
respective criteria. Accordingly the analyst
builds a goal/policy matrix that shows the
score of each alternative in each criterion.
Table 4 above shows the alternative policies
in the left column and criteria in the rows.
Solution analysis concentrates on filling the
cells with values that each policy scores in
different criteria using cost-benefit or any
other methods.

Solution Analysis
This part includes, choosing evaluation
criteria, specifying and identifying alternative
policies, evaluating alternative policies
according to chosen criteria, and finally
choosing the optimum policy. These steps
indicate ―how and when goals can be
converted to criteria, objectives, and
constraints and how alternatives can be
formulated and compared (Weimer & Vining,
1999, 274).
Choosing Evaluation Criteria
The first step in solution analysis is specifying
relevant criteria for assessing how well each
policy alternative contributes to each of the
goals. Goals are broad, formal, long-term
problem-solving achievements that are
desired. An example might be to ensure that
all children receive proper public education.
Goals are translated into objectives in the
form of concrete statements about the desired
end results. Criteria are used to measure the
contributions of different proposed policy
alternatives to the goal's objectives. Thus the

process of choosing evaluation criteria means
in effect moving from generality of goals to
specificity of concrete calibrations of these
goals. Sometimes the goal itself may be used
as criterion if it is displayed in a measurable
quantified form. Some goals may be
measured by one criterion and in other cases
we may need several criteria to measure one
goal. Evaluation criteria measure the policy
goal and reflect the values and objective
sought by policy makers. The analyst may
choose to display criteria in the form of
objectives or constrains. As an example
Weimer and Vying (1999, 276) suggest
that….
The general goal of equality of distribution of
some service might be measured by the
objective: “minimize the variance in service
consumption across income groups” or by the
constraint: “families with incomes below the
poverty line should be given full access to the
service”.
There are two types of criteria: specific
criteria and general criteria. Specific criteria
are related to the policy issue at hand.
Specific criteria are usually customized from
the general criteria. General criteria include,
for example, costs, net benefits, effectiveness,
efficiency, equity, administrative ease,
legality, equity and political feasibility.
Effectiveness and efficiency must be
considered in evaluating most policies. For
example specific criteria for cleaning up the
environment may be derived from general
criteria in this way; effectiveness--how much
of an improvement in environment pollution
will be achieved by this alternative? Cost--
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how much will it cost to remove pollutants
from the environment by using this
alternative? Technical--do we have the
equipments and know-how to use this
alternative? Political--is this alternative
politically acceptable? (For more details see
for example, Bardach, 2005, 25-34)
Specifying Alternative Policies
This step involves the detailed specification
of policy alternatives that can achieve the
policy goals. Policy alternatives are concrete
plans and programs consisting of stets of
actions designed to provide solutions for the
problem at hand. The process of developing
policy alternative requires clear understanding
of the real causes of the problem. Possible
alternatives include preserving the status quo
(do nothing), and any other alternative that
can mitigate the undesirable impacts of the
problem. It is usually appropriate to include
the current policy (status quo) as a policy
alternative to avoid the risk of recommending
a best alternative that is worse than the
current policy. Consultations with experts
may be a useful method to generate policy
alternatives. Structured methods to perform
these
consultations
include;
(1)
Brainstorming, (2) Delphi (3) Scenario
writing (Bingham & Ethridge, 1982). Other
possible methods include simulation and
technology assessment.
One of the methods used to generate
alternatives is based on market solutions.
Problem diagnose, in a specific situation,
should explain whether the problem arises
from a market or a government failure or
both. This requires knowledge of whether
there is a market operating in the situation or
not. The possibilities here could range from
the existence of free competitive markets to
complete absence of markets. The method to
decide whether there is an operating market or
not is to look for the existence of a legal price.
The existence of a legal price allows analysts
to treat the situation as having an operational

market. In cases where there are no legal
prices (or not legally permitted prices, as drug
markets and black markets) the diagnostic
decision is that the market is not operational
because of government failure. In cases of
black markets, for example, a policy of
legalizing the activity concerned may address
the government failure by creating an
operational market to eliminate government
intervention.
Of course if there is a market operating well
the analyst can assume that the existing
market allocates scarce resources in the most
efficient way and no need for government
intervention. The market may not be
operating optimally because of a government
intervention. In this case the policy analyst
may advice the removal of government
intervention. Only when there is evidence
suggesting the existence of market failure
then government intervention may be in
order. Even in this case rational economic
models assume that sometimes the existence
of an inefficient market may be a better
choice than the intervention of government.
Therefore, the rational model advices that….
Simply finding a market failure (or other
private) failure does not, without further
analysis, justify government intervention. The
costs and risks of coercion are often serious
enough to justify the imperfect voluntary
outcomes of private choices (Kleiman and
Teles, 2008, 624)
In this context analysts have many sources of
generic policy options to suggest for
governments. Governments can " regulate,
subsidize, ration, tax and spend, use market
incentives, privatize, charge fees for service,
educate, create public trust and commission
research (Kraft and Furlong, 2010).
Choosing the Optimum Policy
Evaluating alternative policies according to
chosen criteria is the final stage of policy
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analysis. It involves constructing the
goal/policy matrix with scores of different
alternatives in different criteria. This process
involves also predicting the impact and
forecasting the outcomes of alternatives.
Many statistical tools are available for
performing forecasting policy impacts; the
most prominent among them is regression
analysis and other statistical methods of
hypothesis testing (see, Cupta,2001; Guess,
2000).
The decision to select the best alternative is
easy when there is, either a single criterion,
such as efficiency, or an alternative that
dominates all other alternatives in all
evaluation criteria. This is rarely the case in
real-world situations because different
alternatives scores high and low scores in
different criteria. The analyst job here is to
clarify the tradeoffs among different criteria.
Here are some rules that are used to arrive at
the preferred alternative. These include,
Grading Method, Lexicographic Ordering,
Satisficing, Non-Dominated Alternatives,

Weighted Decision Criteria, Equivalent
Alternatives, Groller Scorecard, and Paired
Comparisons method (PPA 670 POLICY
ANALYSIS, 2010). For lack of space we will
briefly discuss the simples of these methods:
Paired Comparisons method.
In the final analysis if the analyst ends up
with five different possible alternatives then
he can compare the first alternative with the
second one and determine the winner among
the two. The winner in turn is to be compared
with the third alternative, and again one of
them is determined to be superior. This
process continues until all alternatives are
compared and the final winner will be the
selected option. It is clear that this method
follows a simple, step-by-step comparison of
alternative in an easy manner, although a little
bit cumbersome tedious (PPA 670 POLICY
ANALYSIS, 2010).
Analysts then are
required to conduct sensitivity tests and worse
case and best case scenarios for the winning
option before recommending it.
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public problems and providing the
right diagnose for them.
7. Provide the various ways in which
governments and/or the private sector
and non-governmental organizations
might act on them.
8. Help develop and design policy
options that may mitigate public
problems.

Conclusions
The limited space of this paper does not allow
extensive and exhaustive description of all the
potentials of public policy analysis. However
it is appropriate to assert in this conclusion
that public policy analysis may help produce
relevant information to rationalize the policy
making process in both public and private
sector organizations. Increasingly, private
sector organizations are affected by
government regulatory and economic policies
that influence their cost accounting,
productive operations and management.
Therefore, private sector organizations can
benefit from policy analysis by using it to….
1. Collect data about public policy
problems that affect their business
operations
2. Develop policy proposals for public
problems
for
policy
makers
considerations and therefore be able to
participate in shaping public policies
3. Be able to analyze stakeholders
relations with business
4. Develop sound inter and intra
organizational policies in different
areas and be able to compare them
against varied criteria that reflect the
interests of different stakeholders
Likewise, public sector organizations can use
policy analysis to facilitate the development
of rational public policies to solve or mitigate
serious economic and social problems. In this
context policy analysis can help to….
5. Structure public deliberations and
discussion about public policy
problems.
6. Encourage and guide in-depth critical
thinking with regard to the causes of

These functions require that private sector and
government policy analysts are trained to
acquire…..
1. Knowledge of socio-political and
economic context of public policy.
2. In-depth knowledge about how
governments work.
3. Skills in using quantitative and
qualitative tools of policy analysis and
applying them to public problems
4. Ability to conduct economic and
political feasibility of different policy
options.
5. Ability to conduct risk analysis and
worse and best scenario for different
options
6. Skills to diagnose, and evaluate the
policy alternatives available to policy
makers.
These requirements, of course, can be only
actualized only by professional training in
public policy analysis. Therefore, the paper
recommends the introduction of public policy
analysis to the institutions of higher education
and other vocational and training centers. It
also recommends the establishment of a new
government and private sector jobs of policy
analysts to be allocated to different
government ministries and departments.
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Abstract
Institutional effectiveness in higher education
has become an increasingly relevant and vital
topic for scholars from different educational
institutions around the globe. The purpose of
this paper is to present an empirical model
with 32 core indicators that makes it possible
to measure and hence improve the outcomes
of an institution‟s mission in terms of
research, planning, and effectiveness. The
institutional effectiveness model will certainly
help educational institutions, in general and
those who operate in the UAE in particular,
to know how students and community
stakeholders perceive delivery of the
institution‟s mission. The Model has been
tested at Al Khawarizmi International College
– UAE over a number of years, and has
proved to facilitate provision of outcomebased assessment for internal decisionmaking and continuous quality improvement.
The paper also provides future directions to
further integrate other factors that contribute
to the overall effectiveness process and
improve the functionality of the system.
Keywords: Institutional Effectiveness, Core
indicators, Higher education

Introduction
The most frequently asked question by almost
every institution in higher education is ―Are
students and other community members
getting what they want from the institution?‖
In order to respond to this question, the

institutions tend to measure the achievement
of their purpose statement and get to know
how far they have met the expectations of
their internal and external stakeholders.
Institutional Effectiveness sets standards for
the successful achievement of the institution‘s
mission, thus resulting in an exemplary
system of continuous improvement. The
effectiveness of an institution is ―The ability
of an institution to match its performance to
established purposes as stated in its mission‖
(Alfred et al, 1999). It is also defined as ―An
internal process of planning and evaluation
that is intended to ensure that the college‘s
performance matches its purposes, a global
process that uses assessment strategies to
demonstrate
accountability‖.
(Midlands
Technical College, 1997)
While the crucial rationale of any Institutional
Effectiveness system in higher education is to
provide transparent system for accountability,
the other apparent advantage is to provide
self-improvement
for
students,
staff,
accrediting bodies, governing agencies, peer
institutions, and other stakeholders of the
institution. Although several effectiveness
models are being developed to measure
academic achievement in higher education,
the valid question that still remains is how
can institutions produce clear and simple
evidence-based results that can be used for
continuous improvement?.
This paper presents an empirical model for
institutional effectiveness that would be
useful for governance in higher educational
institutions. Al Khawarizmi international
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College – UAE (AKIC) was established in
1985 with the purpose of providing
educational and training services to
community members, and was one of the first
institutions in the UAE to establish an
effectiveness system (AKIC, 2010). The
model at AKIC has been developed keeping
the following objectives in mind:
 Increase awareness for Institutional
Effectiveness efforts to internal and
external stakeholders
 Identify and improve linkage between
core indicators and state performance
mandates (the Commission for
Academic Accreditations CAA Ministry of Higher Education and
Scientific Research – UAE)
 Expand stakeholder participation in
the system
 Ensure stakeholders identify standards
for all Core Indicators
 Obtain data for all Core Indicator
measures
 Refine the continuous improvement
components of the System

Background
In the UAE, Commission for Academic
Accreditation (CAA) was founded in 2000
with the mission of "promoting educational
excellence across diverse institutions of
higher learning in the UAE. Through
licensure of colleges and universities, and
accreditation of individual programs, the
Commission strives to assure high quality
education, consistent with international
standards". The CAA has already licensed 66
higher education institutions and accredited
489 active programs in the UAE since its
establishment (CAA, 2007).
The aim of the Standards set by the CAA is to
"Provide educational opportunities in the
United Arab Emirates a privilege which is
earned on a continuous basis and which
demands,
each institution, to maintain

continuous high quality and an effective
system of institutional effectiveness and
continuous improvement". The first standards
issued by the CAA "Standards for Licensure"
in 2001, called "The Red Book" were
published in both English & Arabic. This
required all institutions in the UAE to be
engaged in an on-going quest for continuous
self-improvement and the need to demonstrate
how well the institutions are fulfilling their
statement of purpose. In that version, the
Standards "Institutional Effectiveness‖ was
referred to the Institutional Effectiveness in
aspects of Planning, Evaluation &
Assessment
of educational programs,
administrative & education support services,
institutional research, and Persuasiveness of
institutional effectiveness throughout the total
Institution (CAA, 2001). Assessment is
defined as ―A process of measuring the
degree to which the college is meeting its
performance standards, especially in the area
of student learning‖ (Hudgins James, 1997).
The next version of the CAA Standards for
Licensure and Accreditation" - called "The
Blue Book" was released in 2003 - This
version recommended more clarity on
institutional effectiveness by asking the
institutions to develop a broadly based system
to determine Institutional Effectiveness and
meet the purpose statement of the institution.
It further required
the institutions to
demonstrate evidence-based results obtained
from planning and evaluations processes and
show how these results are used for
continuous improvement of both academic
programs and support services (CAA, 2003).
The third edition of the CAA "Standards for
Licensure and Accreditation" – was published
in 2005. Alike the Blue Book, the standards
were revised to produce the 2005 version that
required the institutions to define precisely
their process for assessing and evaluating
institutional effectiveness in the context of
their purpose statements (CAA, 2005). The
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most recent CAA "Standards for Licensure &
Accreditation" published in 2007 also
emphasized the mission and Institutional
Effectiveness for both licensure and program
accreditation. This version has more specific
criteria and requires the institutions to
maintain an Institutional Effectiveness
manual.
This manual demonstrates the
institutional effectiveness through the
interaction between institutional research and
planning (CAA, 2007).
In all published Standards the task of
developing a model with common core
indicators has been assigned to the individual
educational institution, and this has resulted in
various systems that vary in terms of size,
methodology and complexity to address the
Standards. The CAA has limited its role and
involvement by giving only recommendations
and suggestions for further improving the IE
systems of the institutions during licensure,
accreditation, or re-accreditation site-visits.
In the USA, Institutional Effectiveness efforts
have been introduced as mandates by regional
accrediting bodies. The council for regional
accrediting commissions (C-RAC)consists of
seven regional commissions (Middle States
Commission
on
Higher
Education,
Commission on Institutions of Higher
Education of the New England Association of
Schools and Colleges, Higher Learning
Commission of North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools, Northwest Commission
on Colleges and Universities, Commission on
Colleges of the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools, Western Association of
Schools
and
Colleges:
Accrediting
Commission for Community and Junior
Colleges, Western Association of Schools and
Colleges: The Senior Commission). The
council, that is responsible for accrediting
more than 3500 higher education institutions,
applies standards and ensures that all
institutions meet its Standards. Accrediting
commissions also require institutions to use

student
learning
data
to
enhance
organizational self-reflection and to show
how they have used these data to improve
their educational programs.
In 1989 the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools (SACS) was the first accrediting
body in the country to establish Institutional
Effectiveness as an accreditation requirement
with regard to Institutional Planning,
assessment, evaluation and institutional
research. SACS is a regional accrediting body
with a mission to improve the effectiveness of
institutions by ensuring that these institutions
meet standards established by the higher
education community that address the needs
of society and students (SACS, 1998). The
commission acts as a common denominator of
shared values and practices among various
institutions that award Associate, Bachelor,
Masters, or doctoral degrees in 11 southern
states, Latin America and other international
sites approved by the Commission (sacscoc).
In response to these efforts, higher education
institutions started to seriously consider
developing their models for Institutional
Effectiveness covering relevant activities of
planning, assessment, and research.
American Association for Community
Colleges (AACC) was founded in 1920 and
has undertaken the lead role to represent
community colleges in the USA. The
Association
represents
about
1,200
institutions that offer associate degrees and
more than 11 million students, as well as a
number of international members in Puerto
Rico, Japan, Great Britain, Korea, and the
United Arab Emirates. The Colleges are the
largest and fastest-growing sector of U.S.
higher education, enrolling close to half (46
percent) of all U.S. undergraduates (AACC,
2010). The AACC, in coordination with the
League for Innovation in the Community
College (LICC, 2000), took the first practical
initiative to develop 14 core indicators
(Community College Roundtable, 1994).
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This initiative provided the first structural
framework for core concepts in institutional
effectiveness showing the key elements and
their interrelationships – as shown in figure
(1). It was mentioned that the institution is

effective when results produced match its
mission and that needs to be maintained
within limits of costs and resources (Alfred,
1999).

Figure (1): Core Concepts in Institutional Effectiveness

The Model; 1999 AACC "Mission and Core
Indicators", focused on the following core
indicators that correspond to the mandates of
the regional accrediting bodies:
Student Progress
 Core Indicator1: Student Goal
Attainment
 Core Indicator 2: Persistence (Fall to
Fall)
 Core Indicator 3: Degree Completion
Rate
Workforce Development
 Core Indicator 4: Placement Rate in
the Workforce
 Core
Indicator
5:
Employer
Assessment of Students
 Core
Indicator
6:
Licensure/Certification Pass Rates
 Core Indicator 7: Client Assessment of
Programs and Services
General Education



Core Indicator 8: Demonstration of
Critical Literacy Skills
 Core Indicator 9: Demonstration of
Citizenship Skills
Transfer Preparation
 Core Indicator 10: Number and Rate
of Transfers
 Core Indicator 11: Performance After
Transfer
Developmental Skills
 Core Indicator
12: Success in
Subsequent, Related Coursework
Outreach
 Core Indicator 13: Participation Rate
in Service Area
 Core Indicator 14: Responsiveness to
Community Needs
As an update to the 1999 model, there was a
new edition released in 2007 where the
authors discussed various aspects of Changing
markets, Globalization, and Technology and
how these affect College performance. This
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new edition has extended the model with two
additional core indicators addressing students'
satisfaction & transfer rates (Alfred, 2007).
Although the AACC model seemed quite
ambitious and feasible for the stated missions
of these Colleges, yet it did not focus on the
assessment of the Educational Programs such
as curricula, and instructional techniques. One
missing aspect of the educational program is
the assessment of the students' skills such as
communication skills and independent
learning skills which indeed contribute
positively to the programs learning outcomes.
Educational Support Services like advising,
Career, Learning Resource Centre services is
another area not addressed by the system
Another dimension that has not been included
in the model is the continued training services
which supports students with life-long
professional training opportunities and assists
in preparing and qualifying students to
progress to higher education institutions. Also
Institutional Research unit was not part of the
system, where as it is equally important for
educational institutions to know about
customers' satisfaction on various research
projects undertaken by the institutions.
In the relevant literature the relationship
between strategic planning and outcomes
assessment of the institutional effectiveness
has been emphasized. Many educational
institutions now use the cyclic process of IE
Assessment to identify expected long-terms
outcomes, measure, analyze, and decide a

course of actions for improvement. Further to
this, the AACC model doesn't provide details
on how corrective actions would be initiated,
implemented and followed up to address
defective indicators. In the same context there
was no reference to the basis for decisionmaking and how the indicators would be
monitored, communicated for continuous
quality improvement. It was also found during
the implementation of the AACC model that
data for some indicators such as Student Goal
Attainment, Employer Assessment of
Students, Demonstration of Critical Literacy
Skills, Demonstration of Citizenship Skills,
Performance After Transfer, Responsiveness
to Community Needs was not easily available
This raises concern on the validity of the data
tools and the methods used for data
collection. (NWCC, 2004)

AKIC Model for Effectiveness
The AACC Core Indicators model inspired
the AKIC
System
for
Institutional
Effectiveness. The Institutional Effectiveness
(IE) system of the Midlands Technical
College, in Columbia, South Carolina, which
is published by the AACC, was also helpful in
designing
specific
tools
used
for
implementing the Core Indicators. The
adopted core indicators for AKIC Model for
effectiveness are illustrated as shown in figure
(2):
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Figure (2): Core Indicators of the AKIC Model

The AKIC model revolves around 9 critical
areas with 32 core indicators that measure
critical outcomes of the institution‘s mission.
―A core indicator is a measure that describes a
widely recognized outcome of mission – one
that is clearly responsive to key constituent
groups and is produced regularly.‖ – Source:
AACC. A core indicator is ―a set of measures
focusing on those aspects of organizational
performance that are the most critical for the
current and future success of the
organization‖ (Parmenter, 2007, p. 3).

The AKIC model has been developed
basically over the previous experience of the
AACC American Association of Community
Colleges (AACC -1999). While there are 11
similar core indicators, the AKIC model has
an extended advantage of additional 21
customized indicators designed to address
relevant areas in higher education with
particular reference to the CAA Standards
2007 for research, planning and effectiveness.
The AKIC model uses a wide range of direct
and indirect data collection methods.
Assessment of student work such as final
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exams,
projects,
internships,
licensure/certification pass rates……etc are
all examples of direct methods of data
collection. The model also has indirect
methods of data collection with combination
of tools used electronic and non-electronic
surveys, questionnaires to collect students and
graduates feedback in order to know
satisfaction levels. Industry experts and
employers‘ interviews and peer review
evaluations are also a part of these tools. The
system uses 16 carefully designed survey and
questionnaires and produces 23 summaries
including reports retrieved directly from the
College computerized system. Students'
surveys are made online to capture students'
evaluations on the College services, and other
instructional techniques.
As shown in figure (2), stakeholders are the
driving force in this model and they are
divided into internal and external groups.
―The right people in the right roles define the

organization‘s capacity to perform‖ (Drucker,
2005). Stakeholders who benefit from the
College
purpose
statement
(students,
community members, legislatures, etc.) are
referred to as external, while stakeholders
who deliver on the Mission (Faculty, Admin
Staff...etc) are considered internal. The direct
involvement of these stakeholders with given
assignments to accomplish within the system
ensures that they are accountable and makes
the system more responsive and participative.
The above framework has also been found
capable of assessing different levels of the
institution as shown in the figure (3)
institutional
level
strategic
goals,
departmental goals, and program outcomes by
mapping the results of the core indicators
against the goals. This will result in a
composite picture of the institution‘s
effectiveness.

Figure (3): Assessment of different levels of the institution

The following goals shown in figure (5) are
typical strategic goals that can be found in
higher education institutions. The matrix is
directly mapping the institutional goals to the

relevant core indicators and when data is
complied the results will indicate whether
these goals are met or not.
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Figure (4): Mapping of Strategic Goals to the Core Indicators

Goal
1. Introduce academic programs that help to produce
the human resources that are necessary for the
regional development plans

Core Indicator(s)
1: Student Goal Attainment
3: Degree Completion Rate
4: Placement Rate in the Workforce
5: Employer Assessment of Students
14: Curricula
12: Instruction
15: Demand on Programs
29: Instructors course review
30: Corporate Company Evaluation
31: Institutional Research unit
6: Licensure/Certification Pass Rates
7: Students‘ Intake
8: Demonstration of Critical Literacy Skills
18: Success in subsequent, related coursework
32: Faculty/Staff Satisfaction
13: Computer Labs & Teaching Aids
19: Learning Resource Centre
20: Counseling & Career Development
21: Academic Advising
22: Students Activities & Publications
23: Student General Services
24: Utilization of Lecture and Practical
Rooms
25: Utilization of Teaching Staff
26: Administration Unit
27: Registrar Unit
28: Participants course Evaluation
3: Degree Completion Rate
4: Placement Rate in the Workforce
5: Employer Assessment of Students
10: Independent Learning
11: Ability to Communicate
9: Class Average
2: Persistence
9: Class Average
3: Degree Completion Rate
16: Number & Rate of who transfer
17: Performance after Transfer

2. Provide a friendly and conducive environment that
challenges the staff and faculty members and helps
them to excel in their fields.

3. Provide state-of-the-art lecture halls, laboratories,
sports and other facilities that meet or exceed the
expectations of most students

4. Produce graduates who meet the expectations of
most employers

5. Produce graduates who can continue their higher
education

Technical Description of the Core
Indicators
A complete technical description of every
Core Indicator is defined in the system which
includes a working definition, a description of

appropriate data sources, specific tools to
collect the data, time frame and performance
standards. Figure (5) shows samples of
technical description of some of the core
indicators used by the system:
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Figure (5): Sample of the description of the Core Indicators

Measure

The proportion of students who indicate that they are satisfied with the quality of
the Curricula of the program of study.

Data Source

Student Program Evaluation (CS02)

Specific Tools

Section – Course Material
Syllabi
Lecture Notes

Additional Measures

The proportion of Faculty Members who indicate that they are satisfied with the
quality of the Curricula of the program of study.
Data reported by Industry experts on the individual program contents.

Data Collection Date

At the end of every semester

Performance Standards

Dark Green
Light Green
Amber
Red

>= 90%
>= 80% & <90%
>= 70% & < 80%
< 70%

Core Indicator 14: Curricula

Measure

The increase or decrease in percentage of the number of students who complete
an application form to enroll in the College for a given semester compared with
the average of the same semester during the last year.

Data Source

The Student Registration System.

Staff Responsible

To be announced by the IE committee

Specific Tools

A Report on completed registration forms per semester that is produced by the
Student Registration System.

Data Collection Date

Two weeks after the start of each semester.

Performance Standards

Dark Green
Light Green
Amber
Red

>= 10%
>= 0% & <10%
>= -10% & < 0%
< -10%

Core Indicator 15: Demand on Programs (Developed internally)

The Institutional Effectiveness (IE) is a
collective effort of a group constituting IE
committee members. The IE committee
comprises of senior Admin officers,
Academic staff & Faculty who meet at the
end of the Academic year to discuss the
institutional Effectiveness Report and propose
actions for improvement. The results of the
core indicators are shown in different colors
to indicate effectiveness status; Red color
(defective),
Amber
color
(needs
improvement), light green (effective) and
dark green (very effective). The IE committee

gives special attention to the red and amber
indictors and records them into Corrective
Action Request (CAR) that is recognized by
ISO 9001:2008 QMS. This is to ensure that
any identified critical area will be carefully
attended to and relevant actions are
effectively initiated and implemented. The
defective areas are thoroughly investigated
through root-cause analysis, required actions,
staff responsible for the actions and a timeframe and a corrective action review section
that need to be followed up by the Quality
Assurance department to ensure completeness
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of the actions as shown in the enclosed CAR
in Appendix(A). This is adequately meeting
the
methodology
―Plan-Do-Check-Act‖
(PDCA) which constitutes the model of a
process-based Quality Management System
9001:2008. (International Standard, 9001)

3. Analyze the Summarized Data: This
phase gives full details of the tools
used to analyze the summarized data
and the person responsible for
analyzing each component of the
summarized data
4. Produce the Final Results for the Core
Indicators: This phase shows how
final results are produced from the 32
indicators using the relevant color:
Dark Green, Light Green, Amber, or
Red light next to each indicator.
5. Hold
the
KIC
Institutional
Effectiveness Committee Meeting and
decide on the actions to be taken to
improve KIC effectiveness
6. Follow-up with all the concerned staff
on the progress made on each action
that has been decided during the
meeting and recording the progress on
the proper Action Request Form.

Complete Procedure of the Model
As shown in figure (6), the following steps
are used to prepare the Institutional
Effectiveness report:
1. Data Collection for the Core
Indicators: This phase uses different
tools to collect the data required for
the Core Indicators. Details of the
person responsible for collecting the
data, and when it must be collected is
also included
2. Summarize the Collected Data: This
phase shows how to summarize the
data collected and the person
responsible for each component of the
summary

Figure (6): Complete Procedure of the Model

Continuous Improvement
Internal stakeholders for each category of
institutional effectiveness are responsible for

reviewing Core Indicator of Effectiveness
results,
identifying
strategies
for
improvement, and implementing these
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strategies on a continuous basis. The system
has designed a group interview process with
stakeholders responsible for delivering on
different aspects of the Purpose Statement of
the College. The system uses the interview
approach in order to enhance the awareness of
the institutional effectiveness process,
increase participation of all stakeholders, and
the development of concrete improvement
strategies that are reviewed on an annual basis
by the IE committee.






Observations
Since the actual implementation of the
institutional effectiveness system at AKIC,
the system has helped the College in
achieving its purpose statement and
establishing the learning curve within the
College
activities.
The
following
achievements were noted from the College
Annual Reports 2007, 2008 & 2009 (KIC
Annual Reports):
 The system has helped the College to
identify key indicators of success and
better analyze the College strength and
weakness. This has resulted in
revising the College mission statement
and developing a new strategic plan
for the period of 2007-2012.
 The research activities of the system
have enabled the College to explore
opportunities to offer new academic
programs that are unique and on
demand, locally and regionally. The
College now offers five accredited
associate degree programs compared
to only one program in 2000, two
Bachelor degree programs are
currently under accreditation process,
and two associate degrees in the
pipeline.
 The curricula offerings of the current
academic programs in Information
Technology
and
Business
Administration are carefully reviewed



and updated with relevant topics as
part of the program assessment cycle.
More core indicators have been
identified and the total number of core
indicators have increased from 23,31
& 32 in 2007,2008 & 2009
respectively
Number of effective indicators have
also increased from 19, 25 to 26 in the
academic years 2007, 2008 & 2009.
It is evident that some critical
indicators such as "Core Indicator#10:
Independent learning" - which used to
be defective - has slightly increased
from red color (defective) to amber
color (critical) recording 67%, 72%,
75% for 2007, 2008 & 2009
respectively and that is due to the
appropriate proposed actions taken.
Institutional Effectiveness culture and
perception have been significantly
promoted. The system assigns
responsibilities to the staff, faculty,
and students and holds them
accountable to these responsibilities.

Despite the above achievements, there are still
areas that need to be addressed and which
may constitute new directions for further
research to improve and enhance the system:
 Accommodating
changes
while
working with the College expansion
plans from one campus into two and
from only one program into five has
made data analysis more complicated
and requires more time and accuracy
in producing the results.
 As
Institutional
Research
is
considered as a cornerstone of any
educational institution, apart from
teaching and other educational
services, Faculty intellectual &
professional development has not been
adequately addressed by the system.
Staff contribution to research activities
such as publications, conferences,
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workshop, have been taken into
consideration for faculty overall
evaluation but the results recorded
were not satisfactory
Though several AKIC‘s performance
indicators are comparable to the ones
collected by associations of colleges in
the United States (AACC); the US
scores on these indicators have served
as benchmarks for AKIC There is a
vital need to have longitudinal
database for Benchmarking across
national & international scores.
Financial aspects have not been
considered in the model. It may be
useful to include a component about
financial resources and study the
impact of financial factor on the basis
of balance scorecard

Recommendations for Further
Improvement







Based on the above observations and the
accumulative experience of the IE system at
Al Khawarizmi International College, the
following recommendations are proposed. It
is anticipated that these will form the basis for
opportunities to further improving the system
and enhancing its functionality:
 Within the ―Institutional Research‖
unit there is a need to collect and
formulate data about intellectual &
professional development activities
such as; articles published, research
proposals accepted, Journal notes,
conference proceedings, professional
reference books, and workshops
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There is a crucial need for students to
develop communication skills in
English and bridge the gap between
secondary-school and post-secondary
school outcomes. Therefore, ―Success
in subsequent and related coursework‖
component has to be revised for
English language and level of students
appearing for TOEFL test to be
reviewed periodically, this may
include (quality of courses material
and programs, quality of teacher
planning, quality of instruction
delivery, attainment of coursework,
competency assessment...etc).
There is a need to automate the
analysis so as to make outcome
results more reliable and accurate and
facilitate complex numerical and
statistical computations arising from
huge accumulation of data,
It is highly recommended that the
accrediting agencies take a lead role in
building databases for longitudinal
student tracking systems across
national and international agencies
and
provide
institutions
with
benchmarking scores.
There is a further need to explore and
integrate other factors that contribute
to the overall effectiveness such as
impact of financial factor and correlate
this to the other parts of the system.
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Conclusion
The Institutional Effectiveness framework
proposed in this paper has been developed
and implemented by Al Khawarizmi
International College – UAE. It is an
extended model from the AACC of
institutional effectiveness -1999 with 32core
indicators, 11 are common with AACC
model. The system functions as a feasible,
systematic
process
of
evaluation,
measurement and self-improvement. The
relevant assessment results produced by the
system have remarkably enhanced the College
capabilities
in
decision-making
and
contributed positively to the process of
continuous quality improvement. All the
Core indicators have technical description
supplemented with complete framework of

policies and procedures to compile, and
produce final results which would be
communicated to the relevant stakeholders.
The system addresses customer satisfaction
on
various
levels
and
continuous
improvement through corrective action
requests, in compliance with the requirements
of ISO 9001:2008. The system is in line with
the mandates of the Ministry of Higher
Education & Scientific Research – UAE with
special reference to the Commission for
Academic Accreditation‗s Standards 2007
(1.3, 1.4,1.5 &1.6). The paper also proposes
new directions that need to be explored in
order to further enhance and improve the
system.
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Abstract
Day by day regional protectionism getting
lesser and increasing competition through
market globalization, business enterprises
need to adapt and to find its niche to succeed.
Along with their strategic efforts such as
venturing into new markets or improving
internal process, organizations should set a
suitable performance measurement system
(PMS) to link its strategic priorities and
actions. Or else, its efforts would fail to
achieve its intended results. Although this
issue is pertinent across national boundaries,
little is known about this issue in companies
in the developing countries (i.e. Malaysia).
Thus, this study aims to examine whether the
adoption of advance management accounting
systems on Malaysian listed companies have
impact on their performance. Data are
gathered through sending questionnaire
survey to companies listed in main market in
Malaysian stock exchange. The findings show
that benchmarking, balanced scorecard, and
total quality management is widely adopted
among Malaysian companies. Furthermore,
the findings reveal that adopting advanced
managerial
accounting
techniques
is
significantly influenced organization's overall
performance. In addition, adopting ISO 9000
and activity-based cost have significant
impact on the diversity of the importance of
performance measurement perspectives.

Introduction

Keywords: Malaysian listed companies‟
performance, advanced management tools

Literature

In the face of globalization, Malaysian
companies must be able to respond to global
market competition. For this reason, they
should adopt advanced managerial accounting
(AMA) techniques such as TQM and BSC
(Samat et al., 2006). Therefore, it would be
interesting to study relationship of pertaining
to the adoption of advanced management
accounting techniques and performance of
Malaysian companies. In order to explore the
role of managerial accounting techniques in
improving company‘s performance and
helping it to face such a highly
competitiveness environment this study mains
to enhance knowledge and understanding on
the overall development of performance
measurement systems in the Malaysian listed
companies. This is achieved by obtaining
responses from the senior managers in the
respective companies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly discusses prior literature on
companies‘ performance and adopting
advanced managerial accounting techniques.
Section 3 explains the sample formation and
the test statistics. Section 4 shows and
discusses the empirical results. Section 5
offers the concluding remarks and limitation
of the research.

Managerial accounting technique as identified
by Rigby, (2001) is a set of theories,
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standards, actions and analytic frameworks
which aims to control and measure an
organization's performance. Due to the
weakness of traditional models, several
advanced managerial accounting (AMA)
techniques have been created in the last fifty
years (Kaplan and Norton, 1992).
Companies tend to apply advanced
managerial accounting (AMA) techniques in
order to improve their performance. For
instance, companies which adopt the balanced
scorecard (BSC) perform better than those
companies without a balanced scorecard
(Davis and Albright, 2003; Neely et al. 2005;
Anand et al. 2005). Furthermore, there is a
positive relationship between registering ISO
certificates and performance (Yahya and Goh,
2001; Naser and Mokhtar, 2004; Ann et al.
2006). According to Samat et al. (2006)
adopting total quality management (TQM)
has a positive impact on organizational
performance. Applying benchmarking and
activity based costing techniques influences
organizational performance (Chenhall and
Smith, 1998 and Rigby, 2001).
Based on the literature, seven AMAs have
been included in this study (total quality
management (TQM), activity based cost
(ABC), ISO 9000 certificate, balanced
scorecard (BSC), strategic management
accounting (SMA), value based management
(VBM) and benchmarking). These managerial
accounting techniques directly enhance
performance measurement systems practices
(Abdel-Maksoud, 2004; Baine and Smith,
2003; Hussain et al., 2002; Rigby, 2001;
Chenhall and Smith, 1998). Further
discussion of each of the seven AMA
techniques will be carried out in the following
sub-sections.
Ayedh and Muslim (2009) who examine to
what extant adoption of advance managerial
accounting systems in Malaysia. They found
that 78 percent of respondents companies
adopting benchmarking which indicate that it
is the most popular AMA technique among

the Malaysian companies. In addition
balanced scorecard comes next by 68 percent,
compared with Sulaiman et al. (2002) study, it
can be seen that Malaysian companies have
gradually adopted the BSC. Total quality
management (TQM) is applied of the 64
percent. Furthermore, among the Malaysian
companies 60 percent registered with the ISO
9000 certificate. Companies adopting value
based management and activity best cost (58;
56 percent respectively) Comparing this
finding with Sulaiman et al. (2002) it revealed
that Malaysian companies are increasingly
adopting AMA techniques.
The current study consider as an extension of
Ayedh and Muslim (2009) works, their result
used here as base for the relationship.

Research Design
Due to the lack of empirical studies on AMA
techniques in Malaysia, this study is causalexplanatory in nature. Moreover, this study
adopts cross-sectional research (among listed
companies regardless the industrial sectors).
Systematic random sampling is conducted in
this study using the SPSS program for 891
companies that are listed in main and the
second board of the Bursa Malaysia website
on 28th of December, 2006 to get 234
companies as the sample for this study.
Questionnaire survey used here as tool in this
study. Questionnaire has been developed and
modified mainly from these four studies;
Anand et al. (2005), Speckbacher et al.
(2003), Kald and Nilsson (2000), and Evans,
(2004). Nevertheless, the differences of
location and environment of these studies and
the current study had been considered. It has
been modified accordingly. Basically, the
modification was focusing on simplifying the
terminology used in the questionnaire.
A pilot test technique has been utilized in
order to enhance the reliability of the
questionnaires, by obtaining feedback on the
questionnaire from a group of academicians
and first five companies as pilot test. Based
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on their suggestions, the researcher revised
the questionnaire. Prior to the distribution of
the questionnaire to the 234 listed companies,
this was done in January 2007.
According to Cooper and Schindler, (2003)
and Sekaran (2003), non-parametric tests are
more useful when the sample size is small. In
this study the Kruskal-Wallis test under nonparametric tests was carried out to find out the
significant level of the independent variables.
Moreover, reliability and validity tests were
conducted; and a late response test was
carried out by comparing the means of the
first and last ten on the data.
Normality and multi-collinearity test have
been conducted to ensue the normality in the

data. Further factor analysis was conducted to
summarize or reduce the data specifically for
regression analysis purposes and it resulted
three groups AMA1 (BNC, VBM, ISO),
AMA2 (ABC, SMA), and AMA3 (BSC). The
regression analysis is carried out in this study
to analyze the influence of AMAs
(independent variable) on an organization's
performance (dependent variable) (variables
are identified in table below). The following
question will be tested using regression
analysis:

Table 3.0: Regressed Variables Definition

Variable

DV
/IV

Overall performance (OP)

DV

Profitability (PF)

DV

Customer satisfaction (CS)

DV

Market share (MS)

DV

Market position (MP)

DV

Growth of existing product and
service (SG)

DV

Product innovation (PI)

DV

Advanced management Accounting
(AMA)
AMA1 (BNC, VBM, ISO)

IV

AMA2 (ABC, SMA)

IV

AMA3 (BSC)

IV

Analysis and Finding

Definition
Organization performance by 6 performance
measurers (Profitability, Customer satisfaction,
Market share, Market position, Growth of existing
product and service, Product innovation) measured
by level of performing.
Organization performance measured by the level of
performing.
Organization performance measured by the level of
performing.
Organization performance measured by the level of
performing.
Organization performance measured by the level of
performing.
Organization performance measured by the level of
performing.
Organization performance measured by the level of
performing.
Variables in AMA were factored in three groups as
follows:
The applicability of 3 advanced managerial
accounting (AMA) techniques measured by the level
of applicability.
The applicability of 2 AMAs measured by the level
of applicability.
The applicability of BSC measured by the level of
applicability.

The main objective of the regression is to
explore the impact of AMAs on
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organizational performance. The study
applied the stepwise method to run the
regression analysis in order to get satisfactory
result. First stage looks to the impact of
adoption of AMAs on overall performance.
Second stage concerns on the impact of the
adoption of AMAs on each component of
organizational performance (profitability
(PF); customer satisfaction (CS); market share
(MS); market position (MP); growth of
existing product and services (SG); product
innovation (PI)).

Overall Performance
The first regression model is to test the
relationship between the applicability of
AMAs in the organizations and the overall
performance. The results are presented in
Table 4.1 below. It shows that the AMA1
(BNC, VBM, and ISO) and AMA2 (ABC and
SMA) significantly influenced OP except
BSC.

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta (β)
-

Std.
error

t-value

Sig. vale

3.256

3.119

0.003**

Advanced Managerial Accounting Techniques (AMA1)b

0.368

0.339

2.696

0.010*

b

0.283

0.370

2.074

0.044*

1.233
0.178
0 .001b

0.224

Variables
(Constant)

Advanced Managerial Accounting Techniques (AMA2)

c

Advanced Managerial Accounting Techniques (AMA3)
R2
0.197
F
7.817
a. Dependent Variable: Overall Performance OP
b. Predictors for all independent variables, AMA1, AMA2
c. Excluded variable, AMA3
** Significant at 0.01 level (2-taild)

Since only the first two groups of AMA were
significant, it would be interesting to examine
the impact of each managerial accounting
techniques (total quality management (TQM),
activity based cost (ABC), ISO 9000
certification (ISO), the balanced scorecard
(BSC), strategic management accounting
(SMA), value based management (VBM), and
benchmarking (BNC) on overall performance
(OP).
Using the stepwise (method), the result of this
regression model (OP =β0 + β1 TQM + β2
ABC + β3 ISO + β4 BSC + β5 SMA + β6
VBM + β7 BNC + ε) is reported in Table

0.192
Adjusted R 2
Sig. F

-

* Significant at 0.05 level (2-taild)

4.1.2. It shows that BSC significantly
influences OP. However, the R2 for BSC is
very low (17.5 %). The result suggests that
when each AMA works individually to
improve performance, BSC is the most
effective tool.
Interestingly, BSC has no significant impact
on overall organizational performance (OP)
when it is regressed with other AMA
techniques, but when each AMA technique
regressed with OP only BSC and
benchmarking significantly influence OP.
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Profitability
Profitability (PF) as a dependent variable has
been regressed with advanced management
accounting (AMA) techniques. The result of
this regression analysis is presented in the
Table 4.2.1, below. The result shows that only
AMA3 (balanced scorecard) has a significant
impact on PF (β=0.292, p=0.010). This shows
the importance of BSC in improving
organizational
performance
especially
financial indicators.

Customer satisfaction (CS) as a dependent
variable was regressed with advanced
management accounting (AMA) techniques.
Table 4.2.2, reported the result which reveals
that only BSC influences CS significantly
(β=0.315, p=0.033). The result did not report
any significant influence on CS for the other
AMAs. Perhaps, customer perspective is one
of the BSC‘s perspectives, thus it seems that
adopting BSC has a significant impact on
customer satisfaction.

Customer Satisfaction
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Market Share
Regarding market share (MS) as one of the
performance indicators, it was regressed by
applying AMAs as independent variables.
Table 4.2.3 reveals that only AMA1
(benchmarking
(BNC),
value
based
management (VBM) and ISO 9000
certificate) have any significant impact on

market share (β=0.448, p=0.002). The
possible explanation for this finding is that
those three AMAs especially (BNC and ISO)
directly enhance the competitive position and
the reputation of the organization, thus
adopting such AMAs will improve the
organizational market share.
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Market Position
Market position (MP) as a dependent variable
was regressed with AMAs to examine
whether there is an impact on market position
MP or not. The result presented in Table
4.2.4, and reveals that AMA3 (BSC) has a
significant impact on MP (β=0.376, p=0.010),
while there is no significant impact of
applying other AMAs on market position
(MP). In other words, implementing BSC
leads to an improvement the market position
of the organization.
Sales Growth of Existing Services and
Products
The sales growth for existing services and
products (SG) was regressed as a dependent
variable
with
advanced
management
accounting (AMA) techniques. Table 4.2.5
reported the result of regression analysis

(stepwise method). It reveals that only AMA3
(BSC) has any significant impact on SG
(β=0.376, p=0.010). In other words, one of
the advantages of implementing BSC is to
improve the sales growth for existing services
and products for the organization.
Product Innovations
The impact of implementing AMAs on
product innovations (PI) as one of the
organizational performance measures was
studied. The result presented in Table
4.6.4.3.6 shows that AMA2 (activity based
costing and strategic management accounting)
have more significant influence on PI
(β=0.398, p=0.006). This result shows the
importance of ABC and SMA to lead
management in providing the necessary
environment for product innovation.
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In order to simplify above result of the
regressions, all the regression results

discussed above are simplified into a diagram
as illustrated in Figures below.
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Conclusion
Exploring
the
relationship
between
applicability of AMA and performance is the
main objective of this study. As discussed
above, it is obvious that applying AMA1
(ISO, VBM, and BNC) and AMA2 (ABC and
SMA) affected OP significantly, but not BSC.
While examining the performance, but when
other techniques were applied together, they
could generate stronger impacts on
companies‘ performance than the BSC. As
normal, there is no research without
limitations. This researcher has several
limitations. First, this study covered only
seven advanced managerial accounting
techniques, which are well-known in
literature. Nevertheless, business firms may
initiate improvement programs that do not fall

into specific well-known package, but they
may also affect the design of performance
measurement system. Secondly, this study
found a significant increase in adoption of
AMAs as compared to the previous study
(Sulaiman et al., 2002), but this study also
found that PMSs of many organizations
mainly focusing on financial performance.
These may indicate that Malaysian
organizations adopting AMAs for the sake of
mimicking. Therefore, to gain greater
understanding on this matter, further research
could be undertaken via case study approach
under the new institutional sociology
perspective.
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Abstract
As organisations continue to face challenges
for improving, measuring and sustaining their
performance, it has become increasingly
important to apply appropriate tools for that
purpose. One of the tools in recent times has
been performance management process
(PMP). However, in developing countries the
concept is not fully appreciated nor the
results of PMP producing the desired results.
This issue is particularly a challenge to
African companies. Therefore the paper
examines a Utility Supply Company (USC) in
Malawi to see how it is managing its
performance. This study focuses on the reengineering of the PMP in USC in order
examine the process of improving and
measuring performance in a developing
country context.
Factors such as top
management
commitment,
managing
performance, role of Human Resource
Management Practitioners (HRP) have been
explored as interventions for the reengineering. A PMP re-engineering model
was also proposed.

achieve this organizations often strive to put
in place performance improvement concepts
in the form of performance appraisals;
management by objectives; performancerelated pay; 360%; competence based
performance; balanced score card (French and
Bell, 1999:145). The latest which started
taking shape later in 1980‘s as stated by
Armstrong (1996:234) is performance
management system.

Introduction

It is against this background that this study
examines the performance management
process that was introduced in the company
under investigation (USC) and on how the
process can be re-engineered to make it more
effective in order to enhance the performance
of both the employees and the organization.
As enshrined in the Performance Management
Process (PMP) in USC Guide Book (2003);
“Performance Management Process is
therefore intended to correct the current focus
and aim at delivering results. Performance
Management Process is designed to improve
the overall performance of USC, its
organizational segments that is the Divisions,
Business Units (BU), Departments and
Sections and the individual employees”

Given the increasing competitiveness around
the world, organizations are exploring ways to
maximise their performance and productivity
to achieve their intended objectives. To

Performance Management Process/System is
an integral part to improving and measuring
both the individual and organisation‘s
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performance. Hence it is a very important
aspect in any organization given that
operating without the process would be liken
to winking at someone in the dark without
knowing the effect or reaction of the other.
Performance management is used to ensure
that employees‘ activities and outcomes are
congruent with the organisation‘s objectives
(Noe, et al, 2003:68). Therefore USC in its
quest to improve performance it requires to
critically analyze the PMP that was already
institutionalized by assessing its practicalities,
successes, limitations/constrains and explore
how the process can be re-engineered to
ensure that it is an essential factor for overall
USC‘s continued efficiency and effectiveness
in
improving
both
individual
and
organizational performance.

Research Objectives
The problem statements set to guide this study
is: “Can the re-engineering of the PMP make
it a sustainable process for improving and
measuring performance in USC.” In response
to this problem statement the scope of this
study focus on the already implemented PMP.
The study will further seek to answer the
following questions: What impact has the
PMP made to USC operations? What have
been the constraints experienced with the
PMP to date? What have been the
achievements attained with the PMP? What
has been the role of HR in ensuring a
sustained PMP in USC? What are the possible
proposals from employees on how the PMP
can be re-engineered to ensure its
effectiveness? What conclusions can be
drawn about the applicability of the reengineered PMP in USC for continued
organizational improvement? To effectively
respond to the above questions, the objectives
of the case study are to: Review and critically
analyse the basic concepts of Performance
Management and Performance Management
Re-engineering; Critically examine the
already institutionalized PMP in USC.

Evaluate the applicability of Re-engineered
PMP in USC; Explore the appropriate model
for the Re-engineered PMP and make
recommendations for USC based on the
research analysis and findings.

Literature Review
The Significance of PMP and ReEngineering
Today‘s competitive workplace demands that
team leaders evaluate team members‘
performance and provide coaching. This has
made PMP significant tool for evaluating and
measuring performance.
PMP is about
helping people improve performance.
Because of its processes, PMP helps people
face up to reality and confront the truth in
order to correct mistakes, learn from past
performance and adjust processes to build a
more successful organization. Armstrong
(1996:243) confirms the above perception of
PMP that it is a continuous process which
reflects normal good management practices of
setting direction, monitoring and measuring
performance and taking action accordingly.
Walker (2007) states that performance
management is the single largest contributor
to organizational effectiveness. However she
is cautious to that effect because diversity is
alive as well in employees‘ personalities,
skills, abilities, interests and levels of
motivation and disengagement, the traditional
one-size-fits all performance management
thinking is obsolete in today‘s business
environment.
Performance Management Process/System
Performance Management Process/System
has been defined differently in the various
literatures. Performance has been defined as
the act of carrying out something, a piece of
work or manner or success in working
(Chambers Twentieth Century Dictionary,
1977:990). Performance is thus how one does
something. While Performance Management
(PM) is defined by Noe et al (2003:69) as the
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means through which managers ensure that
employees‘ activities and outputs are
congruent with the organisation‘s goals.
Armstrong (1996:232) supports and expounds
Noe et al‘s definition that PM is a means of
getting results from the organization, teams
and individuals by understanding and
managing performance within an agreed
framework of planned goals, standards and
competence requirements. It is a means for
establishing shared understanding about what
is to be achieved and an approach to
managing and developing people in a way
that increases the probability that it will be
achieved in the short and long term. PM is
owned and driven by line management. It is
this encompassing understanding that
probably makes PM a desirable system to
apply in an organization in order to improve,
monitor and measure performance. Fletcher
and Williams (1992) states that PM‘s real
concept is associated with an approach to
creating a shared vision of the purpose and
aims of the organization, helping each
individual
employee
understand
and
recognize their part in contributing to them,
and in so doing, manage and enhance the
performance of both individuals and the
organization. It is the realization about
employees knowing their objective as well as
the objective of the organization and working
towards accomplishing both.
Armstrong
(1996:244)
alludes
that
Performance
Management Process is regarded as an
integral part of continuing process of
management and in this instance management
of performance in an organisation. This is
based on the philosophy that emphasizes; The
achievement of sustained improvements in
performance; Continuous development of
skills and overall competence; That the
organization is a ‗learning organization. The
above three emphasis on PMP contribute to
its being an integral part in an organization‘s
quest for continued improvement. It would
therefore be befitting to state that

performance is what the organization gets out
of its employees.
Philosophies of PM
With the limitations of other performance
improvement and measurement concepts, a
number of writers have come in the fore to
advocate the positives of using the
performance management process in this
global environment. This is however further
argued by Hodgetts et al (2006:339) that
although the objective of periodic appraisal or
work performance is similar from country to
country or organization to organization how
performance appraisals are done differs. This
probably is what makes PMP a challenging
concept. For instance in an organization you
could have a PMP in place for every
employee but the rate of conceptualization
and performance will be different. Armstrong
(2000:214) supports the PMP as to have come
to the fore in the recent years as means of
providing more integrated and continuous
approach than was provided by previous
isolated and often inadequate merit rating or
performance appraisal schemes as they were
called. He goes on to account that PM is
based on the principle of management by
agreement
or
contract
rather
than
management by command. It emphasizes
development and the initiation of selfmanaged learning plans as well as the
integration of individual and corporate
objectives. Loucks (2007) in the Journal
―Plugging into performance management‖
states that PM systems provide employees
with a clear development path and a better
understanding of how their goals are aligned
with those of the organization, which in turn
increases their support of the process.
PM being Result-Oriented
Another aspect of PM is that it is results
oriented. Walker (2007:3) states that solid
performance objective is behavioural in
nature which subsequently makes it
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observable and measurable. Where there are
organizational best practices they will provide
important performance how-to specifics
regarding the achievement of mission-rated
goals. This help set appropriate goals thereby
achieving
results
expected
by
the
organization. Ulrich et al (1997:97) states
that improving performance is a lot like
weather. We do a lot of talking about it. Two
kinds of actions are needed. There is need to
understand more about and expand our
measurements of performance and secondly
we need to learn more about the critical
antecedents of performance. Performance
involves the organization as well as the
employees. The employees and all their
capacities are termed human resource. This is
the
more
reason
that
performance
management is directly linked to human
resource management. This phenomenon
supports the view that HRM strategic model
that is based on the belief that what HRM can
do best is to help organizations to achieve
their strategic organisation‘s objectives
(McCourt, 2005:2). The meeting of the
objectives requires that both employees and
their performance are managed effectively.
Therefore PMP is results oriented as it is
embraced in the strategic management model
that
drives
towards
achieving
the
organizations vision, mission, objectives and
core values. These four form the SM model.
It is the quest of use of the SM model that
PMP is used as a tool.
Implementing PMP in a Service
Organization
This section discusses the practicalities of
implementing the Performance Management
Process in a service organization. Armstrong
(1996:258)
states
that
performance
management processes need to be introduced
with great care.
Too many ambitious
schemes fail because the seemingly obvious
requirement has been neglected. He further
states that PM is usually introduced on an

organizational wide basis, starting at the top.
In many cases the philosophy, principles and
key procedures and processes are developed
centrally. The centrality is where the HR
function comes in to coordinate and monitor
the process. The best method of introduction
is to set up a project team or working group
for this purpose with management and staff
representatives. This enables contribution
from different opinion and experiences. This
also enhances communication.
The PM
generally covers all sectors of employees that
are
the
managers,
professionals,
administrative, technical, support staff and
even shop floor workers.
This system
enhances commitment by demonstrating that
all employees are regarded as important. PM
circles last twelve (12) months. During this
circle the following aspects of PM take place:
drawing up performance agreements;
objective setting and document completion.
There should be a briefing of the PM to all
employees through written communication in
simple language for all to understand bearing
in mind that the process is cutting across all
employees. Oral briefing should follow the
written communication; this can be carried
out by line managers who by this time shall
have been comprehensible with the process.
There should be uniformity in the briefing
materials. Once the PM is introduced it is
important to monitor and evaluate it. The best
monitoring and evaluating method is to ask
the users or those involved, managers,
individuals and teams on how it is working.
The project team can carry out the evaluation.
This process will enable to analyse the
process and make amendments or further
training where necessary. It is important to
link the performance management process to
the overall organizational performance.
Competence-based Performance (CBP)
Probably it is in tune when implementing
PMP to consider implementing it based on
competence as is the case in Competency
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Based Pay whereby employees learn more
skills and become more flexible in the jobs
they perform, you should pay them to do it.
In the same manner (CBP) would imply
employees being capable of doing what they
are good at. Armstrong (1996:205) suggests
that work-based or occupational competences
or competence based performance refer to
expectations of workplace performance, what
people should be capable of doing and the
standards and outputs that people carrying out
specified roles are expected to attain. It is in
this vain that when implementing PMP there
must be some degree of ensuring that the
people doing the work know what they are
expected to deliver. The people should be
seen to be competent at what they are signing
in the job output agreement.
Evaluation, Recognition and Correction
Performance evaluation is the systematic
appraisal of employees‘ performance within
the organization (Francesco and Gold,
2005:152). Evaluation is carried between the
team leader and the team member(s). Usually
there are forms that contain the jobs that were
agreed to be carried out during the specified
period. In a well organized environment there
are performance reviews carried out
fortnightly or once a month and evaluation
every quarter and final evaluation at the last
quarter of the year that determines recognition
and corrective measures to be taken.
Recognition as earlier stated could be in the
form of annual bonus, salary increment,
training or promotion. If an employee has
fallen short in his performance then corrective
measures are taken to coach the individual to
assist to perform better or demote or redeploy
elsewhere, where he can perform better based
on competence based performance. If all
corrective measures have failed it is usually
best to relieve the employee of his duties for
the betterment of both the organization and
the employee himself as he would end up as a
mismatch in the organization.

Constraints for Implementing PMP
Just like with any other initiative there are
constraints that could face the implementation
of the PMP. For example an employee may
have the necessary skills and yet not exhibit
the necessary behaviours. Sometimes the
organizational culture discourages the
employee from performing effectively. Work
group norms often dictate what the group‘s
members do and the results they produce. On
the other hand some people are simply not
motivated to exhibit the right behaviours.
This often occurs if the employees do not
believe their behaviours will be rewarded
with pay raises, promotions and so forth (Noe
et al (2003:329). The economy itself could be
a constraint whereby people are not buying
the product, this affect the financial turnover
which may reflect as if people are not giving
in their best. It is therefore imperative to
monitor actual and perceived constraints
through interviews, surveys and observation
to ensure a sustained process.

Overview of PMP in USC
This section will discuss the overview of PMP
in USC. The discussion will focus on the
historical background of USC, its current
structure and staff grading system. It will give
enlightenment on the performance shortfalls
that necessitated the implementation of the
PMP. It will then discuss on how the PMP
was introduced in USC. The Chapter will
give an analysis of the PMP that is already
operational in USC. The discussion will look
at the impact the PMP has made in USC and
will also touch on the constraints that are
being experienced with the process.
Opportunity to improve the PMP through reengineering will be discussed. The discussion
will also tackle the limitations that could be
encountered with the implementation of the
re-engineered PMP in USC. Finally I will
summarise the chapter.
USC Historical Background
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USC Vision, Mission and Objective

As contained in the Integrated Strategic Plan
(ISP) (2006-2009), the company is a private
company incorporated in 1998 under the
Company‘s Act.
Like any other company
continuous developing organization breasts
itself to meet the challenges of the business
world hence has a Strategy Plan that sets out
its Vision, Mission and Objective.
The
Vision of the company is: “Satisfaction of
customers and participating in regional
electrical energy and related industries”.
While the Mission statement is: “Optimize
use of assets, develop the market potential
and provide electrical energy and related
services to stakeholders‟ satisfaction.” The
nature of USC business is to generate,
transmit and distribute electric power to all
sectors of the country and beyond. Beyond in
this instant means the border towns of the
neighbouring Zambia and Mozambique.
To achieve the above mission statement, USC
employs various resources.
Among the
resources is the human resource. In order for
the human resource to perform effectively in
an effort to meet the organization objective
there is need among other things to have a
tool that will facilitate this process. This tool
is the PMP.
While the PMP was
institutionalized in 2003, there appear to be
some constraints that impede the process to
make it effective in order to meet its intended
objective of ensuring that results are obtained
and measured that are aligned in meeting the
organisation‘s objective.
The constraints
have been aggravated with the departure of
the expatriate team at the end of 2003 at the
expiry of their two and half years contract
which it was assumed by that time the local
team shall have been ready to take the mantle
of power to direct the events in USC. Things
were even made worse because the CEO who
took over appeared not to have any interest in
the PMP as evidenced by the change of the
reporting structure of the Human Resource
Manager who was the driver for the PMP

from the CEO to DCEO and then to DOA. He
relinquished his duties in September 2005.
From October 2005 to-date the organization
has been headed by an Acting Chief
Executive Officer, who appear to have
interest with the PMP at heart but there
appear to be some other constraints as can be
evidenced from the slow pace the PMP is
moving. May be because he is not yet
confirmed in the position and therefore,
typical of developing country mentality is not
getting support from some of the directors.
For the past few years since 2001 the
following has been carried out in an effort to
improve the performance in USC.
Sourcing out Expatriate Top Management Team

USC has for the past six years endeavoured to
improve its performance in all its functional
aspects. This prompted the Government to
out-source services of expatriate staff from
the Republic of South Africa within the
Southern Africa Development Corporation
(SADC) Region to take up the three top
management positions of Chief Executive
Officer (CEO), the two Directors of
Engineering, and Commercial. While the
local management team comprised the Deputy
Chief Executive Officer who was to
understudy the expatriate Chief Executive
Officer with the view to learn and take over
thereafter. The others in the local team were
Directors
of
Finance,
Generation,
Transmission and Distribution.
It is believed the above arrangements were
made in realization that learning is a
continuous
process
and
that
every
organization is a learning organization. Bass
and Vaughan (1966) states that learning is a
relatively permanent change in behaviour that
occurs as a result of practice or experience
while Senge (1990), Thurbin (1994), Pedler et
al, (1989) among other writers talk about
learning
organization
as
continually
expanding its capacity to create its future
through learning and that it improves its
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knowledge and understanding of itself and its
environment over time, by facilitating and
making use of the learning of all its individual
members. Pedler et al suggest that learning
organization facilitates the learning of all its
members and continually transforms itself. To
support the Executive Management team
there are senior managers, middle managers,
professional, supervisory and artisan staff.
Categories and Grading of Staff in USC

USC is headed by the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) supported by DCEO and Director of
Finance,
Directors
of
Generation,
Transmission, Distribution and Customer
Services and Administration and Company
Secretary. Senior Managers (SM), Managers
(M), Professional (P), Supervisory (S) and
Artisans (A) are the other levels.
Introduction of Interventions

When the expatriate team commenced work,
they had put in place interventions with the
view to improve performance in USC. While
in management terminology OD interventions
are sets of structured activities in which
selected organizational units engage in a task
or a sequence of tasks with the goals of
organizational improvement and individual
development (French and Bell, 1999:145).
The interventions that the team put in place
were quick fixes, that is, aligning operations
immediately without extensive planning and
resources utilization. The climax of the
intervention was the introduction of
Performance Management Process.
Performance Appraisal versus PMP

Prior to the introduction of the PMP, there
was performance appraisal system that was
meant to appraise staff on their performance
and reward them accordingly. Performance
Appraisal System (PAS) focused on the
individual and not necessarily on the work.
Factors
like,
integrity,
punctuality,
relationship with others among other qualities
were the major key areas for the PAS. While

these are necessary for effective performance
however they did not help the organization to
focus on measuring its performance to meet
its intended objective as outlined in its
mission statement and the business strategy.
With this realization, it was decided that the
performance appraisal system did not
effectively address issues of measuring
performance, to meet the overall organization
objective as enshrined in its Business
Plan/Strategy.
Performance Management
Process was envisaged as an effective tool to
measure performance of both the individual
and the organization in its quest to meet its
intended objective. As stated in the document
Performance Management Process (PMP) in
USC (2003) that: …The most important is to
improve on human resource management, one
of the important elements in the process of
Performance Management.
For USC to
achieve its objectives it requires well
performing managers, supervisors and staff.
Performance has to do with results of
people‟s effort, the environment in which they
operate and the management processes and
systems to support the managers and staff in
their respective endeavours to achieve the
Corporation Mission”.
The above statement came about as it was
noted then that in USC a holistic and
integrated
approach
to
Performance
Management was lacking, hence the need to
introduce
and
implement
sustainable
performance management process which was
considered more encompassing. It had been
observed that managers, supervisors and staff
had been working focusing on activities rather
than results. There was this experience that
employees would say I have worked, asking
them what exactly they did; they would keep
repeating, I have worked so hard to day
without specifically stating what results they
had achieved. This was the realization that
something was not right in USC although
certain things were happening.
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Introduction of the PMP

At one of the Managers Forum (this is the
meeting of Managers and above where
policies, guidelines and other developmental
initiatives are debated, agreed and approved
for implementation) it was agreed to
implement PMP following a write-up on the
same by the Human Resource Department.
PMP Project Team
In order to ensure total commitment and
ownership of the project, as it was called then,
a Project Team was set up comprising
representatives at Manager or Senior Manager
level from the three BU‘s of Generation,
Transmission, Distribution, and the Holding
Company, Human Resource Manager as the
coordinator and a Union Representative. As
stated in the literature review, Armstrong
(1996) supports the view of having a project
team which in this case was entrusted with the
following responsibilities: PMP Manual:
Revising, Editing and Finalising the PMP
Manual, the document that was prepared by
Human Resource Department as a Guide
Book for the PMP. Timeframe: Drawing up a
programme for the smooth take off of the
PMP that included the phasing out of the
implementation programme. Benchmarking:
The coordinator being the specialist in the
field was entrusted with the benchmarking
exercise that saw her in 2002 visiting some
countries in the SADC region; Republic of
South Africa, Lesotho, and Swaziland, that
had implemented or were in the process of
implementing the PMP. The various websites
were also used to access information on PMP
to help with the Project.
Training:
Planning and ensuring that the training took
place in order for the PMP to be well
understood by all staff. The training was
carried out in two phases; the first phase was
for all Managers, Senior Managers, Executive
Management that included the CEO, key staff
in Human Resource Management and the
Executive Committee of the USC Staff Union

(ESU). Sourcing out Training Facilitators:
Sourcing out trainers from a reputable
institution to carry out the training. Tenders
were floated in the National Papers and
Malawi Institute of Management (MIM) was
successful and engaged to carry out the
training. There were three groups of 20
members in each group. This was the first
phase of the training. PMP Implementation:
Upon completion of the PMP training the
Managers and above and the selected groups;
the process was introduced as Phase I. This
meant that the Managers were to sign job
output agreements with their team leaders to
assess the impact that PMP would have at
these levels of staff. Training of Trainers:
Having noted that the PMP was working at
the high level though not comprehensively, it
was decided that instead of contracting out
MIM again to carry out the training, it would
be an advantage to have USC officers trained
by MIM on the PMP and these should then
train the rest of the staff from the levels of
Professional (P), Supervisory (S) and to the
lowest level of the Artisan (A). This would
also have the advantage for refresher courses
on PMP to staff instead of having to source
out the service. The composition of the
trainers was all senior human resource
practitioners, one representative from the
three business units, training officers and
Union representative. Training of All the
Staff: From June 2004 training was carried
out for the rest of the staff. Phase II
Implementation: Having had all staff trained
the official implementation of the PMP was
carried out in October 2004. This meant that
the PMP was fully operational in USC. The
project team had to monitor that the team
leaders and team members were carrying out
what was required with the PMP. The HR
practitioners in the Business Units and
Departments also played a pivotal role in
ensuring that things were done right. PMP
Training during Induction Programmes: To
ensure that there is no gap for the new staff
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and that they are familiar with the concept
and equip them fully for their performance it
was decided that PMP should be included as a
module in the induction syllabus. BU and
Departmental PMP Reminders: The project
team in liaison with HR Practitioners in the
BU‘s and departments take it as their
responsibility to remind staff in the respective
ambient about the PMP to ensure that staff is
kept abreast of the process.
It can be noted that all the above were to
support the PMP interventions that was
implemented in order to improve performance
in USC. Performance improvement has been
a key word in USC in order to ensure that
quality service was provided to its customers
continuously. This could only be achieved if
performance is appropriately measured. I
have always said working without PMP or a
proper tool for measuring and monitoring
performance is like winking at someone in the
dark. Despite the fact that the PMP was
successfully implemented there still appear to
be some constraints. It is in an effort vain of
addressing these constraints that this study is
based on by considering the re-engineering of
the PMP. It is believed the re-engineering
process and the model that will be described
later will give shed some light and relief in
USC to ensure that the PMP remains a
sustained process.
Process of PMP in USC
The PMP has the following forms which
complements
its
effectiveness:
Form
PMP/01:
Individual Job Analysis
questionnaire to aid in the event the job was
not well defined. Form PMP/02: Job Profile.
This form gives details of the job, job holder,
the department, location, who the individual
is responsible to and fro, the main purpose of

the job, its duties and responsibilities. Form
PMP/03: This is the Performance Agreement,
Review and Development Plan. On this form
there
are
the
agreed
objectives/output/deliverables;
agreed
performance
criteria/key
performance
indicators; target date; actual completion date,
measurement in quarters for the year, then the
job holder, supervisor and head of department
comments and signatures.

Analysis of the PMP Introduced in
USC
Job Output Agreements
With the above information what is required
is that the team leader (supervisor) is
supposed to sign a Job Output Agreement
(JOA) with his team members at the
beginning of each quarter for each financial
year. In USC financial year starts in July and
ends in June of the following year. Come
July of each year the JOA have to be signed
basing
on
the
Agreed
Objectives/outputs/deliverables. These have
to be in line with the objectives in the ISP.
Ideally what is supposed to be done is that the
CEO signs the JOA with the members of
Executive Management (Directors) basing on
the objectives extracted from the ISP to their
respective Divisions. The Directors in turn
also sign their JOA with the Senior Managers
and Managers whom they supervise directly.
The Senior Managers and Managers also sign
JOA with their team members in the
Professional category of staff.
The
Professionals sign with their team members as
depicted in Figure 1 below:

CEO---Deputy Chief Executive Officer and Directors --- Senior Managers/Managers --- Professional 1
--- Professional 2 & 3 --- Supervisory 1 & 2--- Artisan 1 --- Artisan 2, 3 & 4.
Figure 1
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Performance Reviews and Feedback
After the JOA have been signed the
individuals are ready to carry out their duties.
What follows is to carry out performance
reviews to ensure that the individual is indeed
working towards meeting the intended
objectives. Therefore it is a requirement that
the team leader meets the team members
individually or as teams depending on how
the work is carried out. In USC there are
employees working in crews and these have
to sign group performance agreement form.
The reviews are carried out either fortnightly
or once a month depending on the
practicalities. During this time constraints or
limitations are discussed and addressed for
smooth operations. This is a continuous
process for all the quarters. At the end of
each quarter an assessment is made of the
performance and a rating is made for the
quarter. During the final quarter, final review
and assessment is carried out to rate how the
individual has performed during that year.
Individual/ group reports are then forwarded
to Head Office for analysis and recognition.
The project team is considered independent
and carries out the analysis of the ratings and
forward recommendations to Executive
Management for recognition or otherwise.
The PMP Manual Book states that with
recognition there could be an Awards Day
where
those
who
have
performed
exceptionally well could be recognized. This
was a deviation from the old where rewards
and recognitions were on wholesale or free
for all. This was a deprivation of the spirit of
innovation and creativity.
Benefits from the use of PMP in USC
There are some benefits that were noticed
resulting from the PMP. Some of these are
improved communication.
Respective
departments meet once week to discuss the
performance of their department.
They
discuss the constraints being experienced and
share in problem-solving for better

performance. There was Business Review
Meeting once a month to review the direction
of the business. There was also the Managers
Forum where issues pertaining to policies,
procedures are discussed in transparent
manner agreed, approved and implemented
for the betterment of the organization as well
as employees.
When these policies or
procedures are approved the implementation
takes the form of advising all employees on
the policies and the procedures and
encourages them to adhere to them. The
communication is done through circulars and
in the internal staff newsletter. Team leaders
and line managers are thus encouraged
following up with meetings with their
members. The HR practitioners come in to
continuously keep reminding staff on the
approved policies and procedures through
meetings and further circulars. Meetings are
encouraged because it has been experienced
that there is lack of reading culture in USC
and generally in Malawi. Therefore the
meetings are vital. The PMP has also helped
employees to know the objective of the
business and realizing what their contribution
should be towards achieving the corporate
goal. The PMP has also enhanced team
working. Employees are able to work without
breaking the chain. It has been argued that
team working is like a chain. Once one loop
is broken the intended objective or result will
not be achieved.
Constraints in the Application of PMP in the
USC
Three years after the implementation of PMP,
the process remains incomplete whereby only
one division and a few departments are able
to complete the process. When this trend was
noted it was recommended that the
recognition be made in order to act as
encouragement for the other Divisions and
Departments. But this was turned down by
Executive Management who directed that the
PMP should be seen as it has just started
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operating in the financial year. This has in a
way demotivated employees as they now see
it as lip service by management.
The
enthusiasm is being eroded although some
Business Units and departments continue to
carry out the PMP. The main constraints has
been that majority of the Directors are not
able to sign JOA with their team members.
This in turn has contributed to this level of
team leaders not sign JOA‘s with their team
members and the trend trickles down. There
has not been any convincing reason for failure
to sign the JOA‘s. Lack of resources has been
another constraint for employees not being
able to demonstrate their competencies and
capabilities thereby not being able to have
favourable quarterly rating because results
have not been accomplished for lack of
necessary materials.

purpose. This research involved collecting
data from respondents in the organization
spread in all the 27 districts in the country.
The data collected originated from a sample
of respondents in different business
units/departments and grades.
Survey
strategy answers the questions ―what‖ and
―how‖ as is the case with this research that is
looking at what impact the PMP has made in
the organization, what have been the benefits
accrued, what have been the constraints and
how the re-engineering of the PMP can
improve performance in the organization. The
questionnaire was divided into Impact of
PMP; Constraints of PMP; Achievements of
PMP; Proposal for Re-engineering of PMP.
Table 1 provides the items in the
questionnaire.

Opportunity for USC to Improve PMP
Thorough Re-Engineering

As stated earlier prior to the introduction of
the PMP concept training was carried out to
all employees including senior executives.
Therefore it was felt that to achieve maximum
benefit from the research the questionnaire
should be standardized for all categories of
staff. As can be noted in Table 1 more
questionnaires
were
distributed
in
Distribution unit of USC because it has many
employees and has offices in all the 27
districts in the country. In order to have a fair
representation, three questionnaires were sent
for each grade in all the Business Units from
Grade P1 to A4. The questionnaires were
basically sent using two modes. For those
who have e-mail address, they were sent by email. For the other respondents, the services
of Human Resources Practitioners was
utilised, who distributed to the employees
within their jurisdiction.
Out of 229
questionnaires sent 89 were received
representing 39%. This response rate is very
good and in line with most surveys of this
kind.

It is the constraints identified above that
prompted this study. We set out to explore
how PMP could be re-engineered to enhance
its effectiveness. It can be noted from the
above that a lot of planning was put into the
PMP however there still appear to be gaps
whereby some Divisions and departments are
not carrying out the process. It is also these
gaps that are going to be looked into to find
out causes and whether they can be addressed
to ensure that everyone is moving towards the
same direction. A research will be carried
out, the analysis and findings will derive
answers to the re-engineering of the process
which USC can adopt for use in its quest to
meeting its objectives.

Research Methodology and Data
Analysis
Research Instrument
In order to answer the statement of the study
and addressing the research questions a
survey research strategy was chosen for the

Survey
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Table 1. Frequency of the questionnaires distributed to Business Units (BU)

NUMBER OF QUESTIONNAIRES
BUSINESS UNIT
SENT

RECEIVED

32
35
120
42
0
229

15
4
45
23
2
89

Generation
Transmission
Distribution
Holding
Anonymous
TOTAL

Table 2. Distribution of Questionnaires across staff

CATEGORY OF STAFF

NUMBER SENT

NUMBER RECEIVED

6
10
24
63
42
84
0
229

2
1
5
34
20
26
1
89

Executive Management
Senior Managers
Managers
Professional
Supervisory
Artisan
Anonymous
TOTAL

Data Analysis
Regarding the impact of PMP, overall the
analyses indicates that 29.21%, 41.57% and
19.10% respondents had excellent, very good
and good understanding of the PMP
respectively. This is a positive impact. A
total of 86.51% respondents indicated that the
training they underwent on PMP was either,
excellent, very good or good.
86.51%
respondents indicated that the competence of
the trainers that conducted the PMP training
fell in the range of excellent, very good and
good. 65.17% respondents indicated that
signing of JOA was excellent, very good or

good.
61.80% respondents indicated that
team leader‘s commitment towards the PMP
was excellent, very good or good. 77.53%
respondents showed that the support of
human resource practitioners on PMP was
excellent, very good or good. To determine
the need for reengineering the current PMP
regime, we sought to investigate whether the
respondents have a negative view of the PMP.
The majority of respondents as indicated in
Table 3 saw the need for improvement in
many areas thus confirming the need to have
the PMP re-engineered.
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Table 3. Respondents‘ view of Current PMP

Negative view of current PMP

Percentage

Implementation process
Performance reviews (one to one)

50.56%
44.94%

Divisional Head commitment
Feedback on Evaluation reports
Recognition for Exceptional performance
Action taken on non-performers
Intended objective being achieved

34.83%
59.55%
74.15%
75.28%
51.68%

N=89

We asked the respondents to tell us what they
believed to be the constraints to the current

PMP. Table 4 below provides the response to
the question.

Table 4. Respondents‘ view of Constraints of Current PMP

Constraints on PMP

Percentage

Lack of leadership commitment
Culture prevailing not conducive to manage change
Lack of commitment by Executive Management
Lack of resources to meet set targets
Lack of recognition for exceptional performance
Performance reviews and evaluations not being carried out to
measure results
Measurable outputs not easily set

73.03%
69.67%
56.17%
69.67%
76.40%
68.53%
46.06%

N=89

We asked the respondents to indicate their
views regarding the achievements of the

current PMP. Table 5 provides their response
to the question.

Table 5. Respondents‘ view of Achievements of Current PMP

View of Achievements of Current PMP

Frequency

Team work enhanced
Able to measure output/Results
Enhanced communication through review sessions
PMP has enhanced staff know USC business better
PMP has enhanced prudent use of assets
PMP has enhanced customer care services for both internal and external
customers
PMP has enhanced setting of measurable output targets
PMP has contributed positively in assisting staff to manage change effectively

62.92%
62.92%
59.55%
62.92%
44.94%
44.94%
68.53%
55.06%

N=89

Respondents were asked to indicate what they
would like to be applied in the reengineering

of the current PMP. Table 6 provides
respondents‘ view.
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Table 6. Respondents‘ view of Improvement of Current PMP

View of Improvement of Current PMP

Frequency

Top management total commitment required
Refresher training required for all staff every three years
Team leaders to be re-trained every year to sustain PMP
Recognition for exceptional performance to be enforced
Team members to initiate signing of JOA
Need to instill culture of staff belonging to the organization to support
the initiative
Provision of required resources for effective performance and meeting
targets
Periodic review of the PMP i.e. every 3 years
Human Resource Practitioners should play a pivotal role giving
guidance on PMP
Recognition should not be only monetary but commendation or a pat
on the back
Human Resource Practitioners should monitor the process and make
necessary re-engineering advice to management

94.38%
86.51%
80.90%
92.13%
87.64%
90.00%
96.63%
85.39%
80.90%
92.13%
92.13%

N=89

Data Analysis based on Business Unit
We also analysed the data based on business
units. Our findings indicate that all the
Business
Units
indicated
that
the
understanding of PMP concept was very good
or good.
Generation, Distribution and
Holding units indicated that Feedback on
Evaluation Reports and Recognition for
Exceptional Performance were poor. Of
significance from our analyses is the lack of
recognition for exceptional performance
under Generation and Holding units.
Distribution
unit
indicates
lack
of
commitment by immediate team leaders.
Regarding the achievements of PMP across
business units, in Generation unit, the
majority of staff agreed that PMP has
enhanced staff knowledge of USC Business.
In Transmission unit the majority of
respondents indicated that PMP has enhanced
customer care services for both internal and
external customers. In Distribution unit the
majority of respondents agreed that PMP has
enhanced participative management as well as
enhancing staff to know USC Business better.
At Holding unit, most respondents agreed that
PMP is enabling measurement of output.

Regarding the need for reengineering, the
Generation unit had more respondents
agreeing fully that the following five factors
would help to re-engineer the PMP: Top
Management total commitment is required;
Refresher training required for all staff every
3 years; Recognition for exceptional
performance to be enforced; Provision of
required resources for effective performance
to meet set targets; Human Resources
Practitioners should play a pivotal role in
giving guidance on PMP.
In Transmission unit most respondents agreed
that the following factors are enablers for
PMP Re-engineering in USC: Periodic review
of the PMP; Human Resource Practitioners
should play pivotal role giving guidance on
PMP; Recognition should not be only
monetary but commendation; Human
Resource Practitioners should monitor the
process and make necessary re-engineering
advice to management. In Distribution
Business Unit the respondents agreed fully
that the following areas are enablers for PMP
Re-engineering in USC: Top Management
total commitment; Team leaders to be trained
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every year to sustain the PMP; Team
members to initiate signing of Job Output
Agreements; Need to instill culture of staff
belonging to the organization to support the
initiative; Periodic Review of the PMP;
Holding business unit respondents fully
agreed to the following as enablers for PMP
re-engineering in USC: Top Management
total commitment required; Recognition for
exceptional performance to be enforced;
Provision of required resources for effective
performance and meeting set targets; Periodic
review of the PMP; Recognition should not be
only monetary but commendation or pat on
the back.
Analysing the data from the four Business
Units (BU) perspectives it is noted that
collectively they view the following factors
could re-engineer the PMP in USC and make
it a sustainable process. Top management
total commitment and periodic review of
PMP.
Recognition
of
exceptional
performance; provision of resources for

effective performance; HRP to play pivotal
role in the PMP; recognition not only
monetary but commendation or pat on the
back were considered by two Business Units.
While refresher training; HRP to monitor
PMP; team leaders to be trained; team
members to initiate review process and need
to instill culture of belonging to the
organisation came from each BU.
Data Analysis Based on Two Categories of
Staff
It is important to analyze the data on the basis
of how the categories of staff responded. The
categories of staff have been classified into
two: Management comprising Executive
Management, Senior Managers and Managers
and other staff comprising Professionals,
Supervisory and Artisans. The tables 7 to 14
below illustrates how each category
responded to the four sections of the
questionnaire.

Table 7: Managerial Perception of Impact of PMP in USC

Impact of PMP
1) How is Your Understanding of PMP
Concept?
2) How would you rate the PMP Training that
you underwent?
3) The Competence of the PMP Trainers?
4) Implementation Process?
5) Signing of Job Output Agreements
6) Performance Reviews Carried out
7) Divisional Head Commitment to PMP?
8) Team Leader Commitment to PMP?
9) Human Resource Practitioners Support to
the PMP:
10) Feedback on Evaluation Reports?
11) Recognition for Exceptional Performance
12) Action Taken for Non-performers?
13) Relevance of PMP to practical work
environment?
14) Intended objective for the introduction of
PMP being achieved?

Excellent
%
0

Very Good
%

Good
%

Poor
%

100

0

0

25

75

0

0

12.5
0
0

75
0
0

12.5
25
62.5

0
75
37.5

0
0
0

12.5
12.5
37.5

25
37.5
37.5

62.5
50
25

12.5

12.5

62.5

12.5

0
0
0

12.5
0
0

0
0
0

87.5
100
100

25

62.5

12.5

0

0

0

25

75

N=89
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Table 8: Impact of PMP in USC per other category of staff

Impact of PMP
1) How is your understanding of the
PMP Concept?
2) How would you rate the PMP
Training that you underwent?
3) The Competence of the PMP
Trainers?
4) The Implementation Process?
5) Signing of Job Output Agreements?
6) Performance Reviews Carried out?
(One to One)
7) Divisional Head Commitment of
PMP?
8) Team Leader Commitment to PMP
9) Human Resource Practitioners
support on the PMP?
10) Feedback on Evaluation Reports
11) Recognition for Exceptional
Performance
12) Action Taken for Non-performers?
13) Relevance of PMP to practical work
environment?
14) Intended objective for the
introduction of PMP being achieved?

Excellent
%

Very Good
%

Good
%

Poor
%

30.6

35.80

19.11

11.11

18.51

43.21

22.22

8.64

16.05

28.40

39.51

8.64

2.47
3.70

16.05
20.99

27.16
37.04

50.62
35.80

3.70

17.28

32.10

48.15

9.88

17.28

32.10

38.27

6.17

24.69

23.46

49.96

14.81

19.75

41.96

22.22

1.23

4.93

22.22

67.90

2.47

3.70

13.58

76.54

6.17

4.93

11.11

76.54

18.51

23.46

27.16

27.16

2.47

13.58

25.93

53.09

N=89

From the above table generally the
management appear to have a better
understanding of the PMP compared to the
other staff. 100% of management had a very
good understanding of the PMP concept
against 35.80% of the other staff. The
competence of the PMP trainers and
relevance of the PMP to practical work

environment
had
positive
responses.
Recognition for exceptional performance and
action
taken
for
non-performers;
implementation process and feedback on
evaluation report scored poorly from both
categories.
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Table 9: Constraints experienced with the PMP to date based on management Category

Constraints of Current PMP
1) Lack of Leadership Commitment
2) Culture prevailing not conducive to
manage change
3) Lack of Commitment by Executive
Management
4) Lack of Commitment by immediate
Team Leader
5) Lack of materials to meet targets
6) Lack of Recognition for exceptional
performance
7) PMP too complicated to be understood
and sustained
8) Performance Reviews and Evaluations
not being carried out to measure results
9) Not able to understand the PMP
10) Team leaders not well conversant
with the PMP
11) Measurable Outputs not easily set
12) Period of initial training inadequate
13) Rating scale difficult to follow
14) Forms cumbersome to complete

Fully Agree
%

Agree
%

Disagree
%

Fully Disagree
%

50.0

50.0

0

0

12.5

50.0

37.5

0

50.0

37.5

0

12.5

25.0

12.5

50.0

12.5

25.0

25.0

25.0

25.0

62.5

25.0

0

12.5

0

12.5

37.5

50.0

25.0

50.0

12.5

12.5

0

25.0

25.0

50.0

0

0

62.5

37.5

12.5
0
0
12.5

0
0
0
0

25.0
25.0
62.5
50.0

62.5
75.0
37.5
37.5

N = 89

Table 10: Constraints experienced with the PMP to date based on staff Category

Constraints of Current PMP
1) Lack of Leadership Commitment
2) Culture prevailing not conducive to
manage change
3) Lack of commitment by Executive
Management
4) Lack of commitment by immediate
team leader
5) Lack of materials to meet targets
6) Lack of recognition for exceptional
performance
7) PMP to complicated to be understood
and sustained
8) Performance reviews and evaluations
not being carried out to measure results
9) Not able to understand the PMP
10) Team leaders not well conversant
with the PMP
11) Measurable outputs not easily set
12) Period of initial training inadequate
13) Rating scale difficult to follow
14) Forms cumbersome to complete

Fully Agree
%

Agree
%

Disagree
%

Fully Disagree
%

38.27

33.33

14.81

9.08

30.86

27.16

23.46

13.58

29.63

23.46

23.46

17.28

14.81

30.86

37.04

13.58

41.98

25.93

14.81

11.11

50.62

27.16

11.11

6.17

14.81.

14.81

44.44

22.22

38.27

30.86

16.05

9.08

8.64

13,58

16.05

25,93

19.75

22.22

30.86

23.46

19.75
30.86
16.05
13.58

32.10
23.46
29.63
27.16

32.10
30.86
29.63
38.27

12.35
9.08
17.28
13.58

N = 89
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There appear to be consistency in the
perception by management on lack of
leadership commitment, lack of commitment
by Executive Management, lack of

recognition for exceptional performance as
being major constraint opposed to the other
staff.

Table 11: Achievements Attained with PMP based on Management Category

Achievement of the Current PMP
1) Team work enhanced
2) Able to measure output/Results
3) Enhanced availability of resources
to achieve targets
4) Enhanced performance through
review sessions
5) Enhanced communication through
review sessions
6) PMP has enhanced feedback on
issues related to work performance
7) Enhanced participative
management
8) PMP has enhanced staff know
USC business better
9) PMP has enhanced prudent use of
assets
10) PMP has enhanced customer
care service both internal and
external
11) PMP has enhanced setting of
measurable output targets
12) PMP has contributed in assisting
staff to manage change effectively

Fully Agree
%
0
0

Agree
%
75.0
62.5

Disagree
%
25.0
25.0

Fully Disagree
%
0
12.5

0

0

37.5

62.5

12.5

50.0

12.5

25.0

25.0

50.0

25.0

0

12.5

50.0

37.5

0

12.5

50.0

37.5

0

25.0

50.0

12.5

12.5

0

50.0

37.5

12.5

0

25.0

62.5

12.5

0

100

0

0

0

62.5

37.5

0

N=89
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Table 12: Achievements Attained with PMP based on staff Category

Fully Agree
%

Agree
%

Disagree
%

1) Team work enhanced

19.75

39.51

19.75

2) Able to measure output/Results
3) Enhanced availability of resources
to achieve targets
4) Enhanced performance through
review sessions
5) Enhanced communication through
review sessions
6) PMP has enhanced feedback on
issued related to work performance
7) Enhanced participative
management
8) PMP has enhanced staff know
USC business better
9) PMP has enhanced prudent use of
assets
10) PMP has enhanced customer care
service for both internal and external
11) PMP has enhanced setting of
measurable output targets
12) PMP has contributed positively in
assisting staff to manage change
effectively

16.05

40.74

20.99

12.35

16.05

17.20

35.80

20.99

18.52

25.93

32.10

13.60

13.60

43.21

20.99

12.35

14.81

32.10

25.93

14.81

13.60

35.80

24.69

14.81

19.75

45.68

17.20

7.41

7.41

35.80

33.33

12.35

4.93

40.74

33.33

9.88

19.75

41.98

17.20

11.11

16.05

35.80

23.46

13.60

Achievement of the Current PMP

Fully Disagree
%
11.11

N=89

Management are more likely to view PMP as
enhancing team work and setting of
measurable output targets than other
categories of staff.
However, both
Management and staff are likely to see the

benefits of communication through review
sessions and staff knowing USC business
better.
This analysis implies that
communication exists for both categories.
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Table 13: Proposals for possible PMP re-engineering based on Management category

Proposal for Re-engineering
1) Top management total
commitment required
2) Refresher training required for
all staff every 3 years
3) Team leaders to be re-trained
every year to sustain PMP
4) Recognition for exceptional
performance to be enforced
5) Expatriate at top management
level to be contracted out to help
with the PMP
6) Team members to initiate
signing of Job Output Agreements
7) Need to instil culture of staff
belonging to organization to
support the initiative
8) Provision of required resources
for effective performance and
meeting targets
9) Periodic Review of the PMP
i.e. every 3 year
10) Human Resource Practitioners
to play pivotal role giving
guidance on PMP
11) Recognition should not be
only monetary but commendation
or pat on the back
12) Human Resource Practitioners
should monitor the process and
make necessary re-engineering
advice to management
13) Executive Management to
consider introduction of a totally
new concept for measuring
performance

Fully Agree
%

Agree
%

Disagree
%

Fully Disagree
%

100

0

0

0

25.0

50.0

25.0

0

25.0

50.0

25.0

0

62.5

37.5

0

0

0

0

50

50

37.5

50.0

0

12.5

37.5

62.5

0

0

62.5

37.5

0

0

62.5

37.5

0

0

87.5

12.5

0

0

100

0

0

0

75.0

25.0

0

0

12.5

12.5

50.0

25.0

N=89
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Table 14: Proposals for possible PMP Re-engineering based on category of staff

Proposal for Re-engineering
1) Top management total
commitment required
2) Refresher training required for
all staff every 3 years
3) Team leaders to be re-trained
every year to
sustain PMP
4) Recognition for exceptional
performance to be enforced
5) Expatriates at top management
level to be contracted out to help
with the PMP
6) Team members to initiate
signing of Job Output Agreements
7) Need to instil culture of staff
belonging to organization to
support the initiative
8) Provision of required resources
for effective performance and
meeting targets
9) Periodic review of the PMP i.e.
every 3 years
10) Human Resource Practitioners
to play a pivotal role giving
guidance on PMP
11) Recognition should not be
only monetary but commendation
or pat on the back
12) Human Resource Practitioners
should monitor the process and
make necessary re-engineering
advice to management
13) Executive Management to
consider introducing a totally new
concept for measuring performance

Fully Agree
%

Agree
%

Disagree
%

Fully Disagree
%

87.65

4.94

1.23

0

62.96

24.69

3.70

3.70

50.62

32.10

7.41

4.94

67.90

22.22

2.47

1.23

23.46

18.52

22.22

28.40

49.38

35.80

9.88

0

55.55

30.86

4.94

1.23

70.37

24.69

0

0

67.90

25.93

3.70

8.64

67.90

25.93

1.23

0

46.91

33.33

7.41

8.64

60.49

29.63

2.47

1.23

32.10

23.46

23.46

13.58

N=89

Regarding top management total commitment
to re-engineering the PMP, both management
and other categories of staff feel that this is
important. Management also feels that human
resources practitioners should play pivotal

role giving guidance on PMP as well as
monitoring the process and making necessary
recommendations on its re-engineering.
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Conclusion
The research has revealed that PMP were
perceived as having a remarkable impact and
achievements as evidenced by the responses.
The study also revealed that the training that
the employees underwent on PMP was
fruitful. The competence of the trainers was
rated high. The research has also shown that
job output agreements were being signed.
Team leader‘s commitment towards the PMP
appeared to be on track. This supports the
status on receipt of questionnaires that
reflected the categories of professional and
supervisory staff. This is in contrast to
management responses whereby only eight
responded from a total of 40 questionnaires
sent. This also supports the responses both
from management and other staff that there is
real need for total commitment from top
management for the PMP to impact fully into
the organisation.
The research revealed that there appear to be
the will by the respondents to support the
PMP but there are constraints that seem to
impede the initiative. Some of the constraints
are lack of leadership commitment. This fact
is supported by the low rate of responses from
Executive Management, Senior Managers and
Managers. It has also been noted that the
culture prevailing is not conducive to manage
change. Other impediments are lack of
commitment by Executive Management, lack
of materials to meet set targets, lack of
recognition for exceptional performance,
performance reviews and evaluations not
being carried out to measure results. Another
constraint that was noted is measurable
outputs not easily set in certain circumstances.
It would appear that if these constraints were

addressed through the re-engineering they
would help to sustain the process.
Although there are constraints, there appear to
be light at the end of the tunnel. There have
been some remarkable gains with the PMP in
the form of team work being enhanced, ability
to measure output.
There is enhanced
communication through the review sessions
that are carried out. It has also been noted
that the introduction of the PMP has enabled
employees know USC business better.
Prudent use of assets has also been gained as
a result of the PMP. PMP has also enhanced
customer care service for both internal and
external.
The research has revealed some issues that
can assist in the re-engineering of the PMP.
Notable ones are requirement for total
commitment by top management; need for
refresher course on PMP by staff every three
years; need for team leaders to be trained
every year to sustain the PMP; need to
reinforce
recognition
for
exceptional
performance; team members should initiate
signing of JOA instead of waiting for the
team leaders. The respondents indicated that
there is need to instil culture of employees
belonging to the organization to support the
initiative.
Need for Human Resource
Practitioners to play a pivotal role giving
guidance on PMP and to monitor the process
and make necessary suggestions on the reengineering of the process and advise
management are essential. The results of the
research appear to respond to the study
statement ―can the re-engineering of the PMP
make it a sustainable process for improving
and measuring performance in USC‖.
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Findings in Relation to the Research
Problem Statement
To address the research problem statement, a
number of questions have been asked to
derive responses from the survey results. It
has been established from the survey that the
following factors if re-engineered into the
PMP could add value in improving and
measuring performance in USC:
Top management total commitment: As stated
by Walton (1999:576) commitment is an
aspect of self-esteem and associated it with
the nature of goal-seeking behaviour which
individuals manifest towards their work. In
this context the top management team need to
commit themselves to achieving the goal of
ensuring that the PMP concept is not merely a
white elephant. Although it is difficult to
account for commitment however, Armstrong
(1996:323) states that it is true to say that
where commitment is present, motivation is
likely to be strong, particularly if a long term
view is taken of effective performance and is
the case with the PMP in USC
Human Resource Practitioners to play a
pivotal role: This will give guidance on PMP,
monitor the process and provide necessary reengineering advice to Executive Management.
This makes HRM, its policies and practices
the focal point for ensuring that the other
users of the process are appropriately in line
with the concept. As alluded to by Torrington
et al (2005:229) that there is sufficient
evidence that HR policies and practices do
affect company performance. Armstrong
1996:233; Kegan and Lahey in Harvard
Business Review on Culture and Change
(2002:39) also support this notion.
Periodic Review of PMP: This is process
auditing to assess where there might be gaps
and how they can effectively be closed to
ensure the PMP is sustained. As stated by
Bacal (2004:47) there is need to identify what

you want the system to do, what its primary
goals are and whether these are being
achieved.
Provision of resources for effective
performance and meeting targets: Even a
perfect PMP with everyone committed will be
ineffective if there are inadequate resources to
enable employees to prove their capabilities.
Need to instil culture of staff belonging to the
organization to support the initiative: Culture
as defined by Deal and Kennedy, 1982 read
from Drummond (2000) is ―The way we do
things round here.‖ It is believed that culture
is very important in any setting. It is culture
that stimulates the perfect attitude for people
to behave befitting a set environment. The
HR policies and procedures assist in creating
an environment for employees to have a sense
of belonging and avail themselves to the
prevailing culture.
Recognition for exceptional performance:
Recognition should not only be monetary but
commendation or pat on the back. It is most
interesting to note that it is often taken for
granted
when
employees
perform
exceptionally that commendations are not
made. Recognition could assist in making the
PMP a reality. Recognition is partly seeking
reassurance but also a way in which people
can mould their behaviour and their career to
produce progress and satisfaction (Torrington
et al, 2005:597).
Training for both employees and trainers:
Learning is a continuous process and things
tend to change with time. Therefore training
periodically on the PMP would help sustain
the process as everyone will be up to date
with any changing trends. Burton, 1963:7
confirms that learning is a change in the
individual, due to the interaction of that
individual and his environment, which fills a
need and makes him more capable of dealing
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with his environment.
Stafylarakis and
Eldridge (2005:2) say that from an
organizational perspective, the advantages of
having a skilled and developed workforce are
self-evident. Saluting to the fact that learning
is an important element for both individual
and organisational growth.
Recognition should not be only monetary but
commendation or pat on the back: It is a
general perception that people like to be
recognised as this gives them confidence and
a sense of belonging and enhances better
performance. This supports the view of
performance incentives as opposed to rating
employees for performance.
Proposed PMP Re-Engineering Model
In order for the study to add value it is
important that an appropriate model on PMP
re-engineering that would be applied in the reengineering process in USC. Process re-

engineering is about radically rethinking and
redesigning the processes and their execution
(Walton, 1999:44). Drummond (2000:106)
states that re-engineering is the fundamental
re-thinking and radical re-design of business
processes to achieve dramatic improvements
in critical, contemporary measures of
performance, such as quality, service and
speed. Along this phenomenon PMP reengineering is about re-thinking and redesigning the process to achieve improved
performance. It is therefore envisaged that
the development of the model would facilitate
this improvement process. A model is a
simple description of a system or pattern used
for explaining. Chambers Twentieth Century
Dictionary states it is a ―pattern of
Excellence‖. The model is basically derived
from the research results that will depict
pattern of excellence for effective PMP.
Table 15 is the PMP Re-engineering Model.
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Table 15: PMP Re-Engineering Model

RE-ENGINEERING FACTOR

1. Organisation Objectives

2. Top Management
Commitment

3. PMP Learning

4. Mutual Goal Setting

5. Managing Performance

6. Performance Incentives

7. Progressive Reformation

8. Feedback

INTERPRETATION
What makes the organization exists. The objectives are cascaded down to
Divisional, Departmental and Individual levels. These are contained in
the organisation Integrated Strategic Plan that stipulates what has to be
achieved in a specified period.
These are feelings of attachment, loyalty, involvement and shared
interests by the top management team to the concept. This should also
cascade down to all levels of staff. This involves effective leadership
which is a process of social influence whereby a leader steers members of
a group towards a goal (Bryman, 1992:2)
Ability for all to learn and understand the PMP concept and all its
parameters. This is based on the concept that learning is a continuous
process.
Team leaders and their members should know what they need to achieve
and mutually set the goals for each operating period. These should be
monitored to ensure they are attained
Performance should be managed by ensuring that the team members
know exactly what they are expected to deliver from the set goals.
Appropriate corrective measures should be put in place to address any
gaps that may prevail during the performing period.
This is one of the motivational factors. Team leaders should put it place
incentives that will motivate their members to perform exceptionally
well. These incentives should be made known in advance when setting
the goals. They should not be huge bonuses that can have negative
impact by not being implemented but small and realistic. Ranking of
employees should be avoided as this has always been problematic
through biases especially developing countries where some of these
concepts cannot be sustained. Hence a shift to more realistic system that
optimizes both the employee‘s and organisation‘s success.
Where performance is unacceptable, the leader should facilitate
progressive reformation by helping the individual to make positive
change in their performance through coaching. It should only be when
the reformation has failed and for the benefit of the organisation to
progress, an exit for the employee considered.
When managing performance it is important to inform the staff on how
they are performing and whether the organisation‘s objectives are being
achieved. This will enable the employees set the right pace for the
following circle of performance. This also facilitates effective
communication and enhances the sense of belonging.
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TQM and its Impact on Libyan Construction Industry: An
Empirical Study
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Abstract
Over the past two decades there has been a
huge change in the global economy which has
affected stability of companies.
All
companies operating in public and private
sectors have been efffected and have been
forced to bring out changes in their practices;
some have down scaled their operations;
others developed a niche product and out sources specialist services.
Construction Industry is no different and has
resulted in new approach such as the
adoption of Partnering and lean construction.
Total Quality Management (TQM) is one of
the processes that contributes towards
ensuring that the project are being deilivered
with enthasises on time, cost and quality and
best value.
This paper describes the
development of Total Quality Management
(TQM) as a guideline high lighting the
directions on how
Libyan construction
industry is developing and adopting to local
and regional changes in working practices.
The guidelines was based upon a
consideration on the out comes of the analysis
structured questionnaire based on a survey of
manageres working in medium size
constrction companies
in libya of 200
questionnaires distributed. The collected
data was analysed using Multi-Variant Factor
analysis and SPSS which identifies Critical
Success Factors (CSF) which have been
clustered together to developing a TQM
guideline
within Libyan Construction
Companies.

Keywords: total quality management (TQM),
Libyan construction industry (LCI), critical
success factors (CSFs)

Background
Libya is an African country that spans over
1,759,540 square
kilometers
(679,182 sq. miles), making it the 17th largest
nation in the world by size. The construction
industry is affected by the country‘s economic
cycle. However, oil discovery was a turning
point for industries in Libya as the
government was able to spend a substantial
amount for the development of the
construction industry.
The Ministry of
Housing report 1986, maintained Libya from
a shortage of skilled labour in the construction
industry.
The local contractors did not
possess the technical, administrative and
financial capabilities to undertake medium or
large projects. There are many foreign
construction companies (such as Italian,
Chinese, French and Korean) operating within
the country on various projects ranging from
large infrastructure projects to the local road
projects. The Libyan government has
launched one of the largest public
infrastructure investment programs in the
world - The Libyan Housing and
Infrastructure Board (LHIB), has funds
amounting to US$ 50 billion for programs to
improve housing, roads and bridges.
Libyan industries operate in four main regions
which are influenced by social tribalism and
nepotism, fluctuations in oil revenues and
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foreign workers. Political ideology has played
a significant role in determining the current
status of foreign labour coming from high
unemployment countries such as Egypt,
Korea, Pakistan were paid low wages and as a
result, local citizens abandoned working in
the construction industry and the industry
became dominated by foreign labourers.

Introduction
In the current competitive business climate,
one of the most important factors for
companies to succeed and grow is
management of quality for their products and
this works for both national and international
markets. Construction companies must
provide high quality products consistently and
must use added value to appeal to their
customers, and clients. The construction
industry is the backbone of the economy of
any country and it is also vital to a country‘s
infrastructure. However the construction
industry in Libya faces problems of
developing economy, such as high
fragmentation, low productivity, and lack of
standards, poor quality and instability.
(Bhimaraya, 2005) states that most countries
are faced with similar problems in their
construction industries even though the
economy of each country is different (Lam et
al., 2008). The requirements of the quality
standards are often not fulfilled by
construction clients. (Kometa and Olomolaiye
1997) also state that clients are still often
displeased and many other problems continue
to arise in the construction industry, even
though efforts have been made and time and
cost overruns have been improved. Taking
Libya as a case in point, this still means that
the construction industry in this country is
still not up to its fullest potential. Libyan
construction industry (LCI) will face
problems meeting the competitive challenges
that arise in the modern fast changing market
that we have now competitive edge; to peruse
Construction companies in Libya should

manage their resources most effectively and
offer a timely response to the demands of the
market (Torbica & Stroh 1999).

Benefits of Implementtion of TQM
The implementation of total quality
management will result in:
 Improved employee involvement:
(Dale, 1994) the TQM ensures
everyone within the organisation
should have a clear understanding of
what is required and how their
processes relate to the business as a
whole. Through the practice of TQM,
teamwork promotes employees to
become motivated and encouraged to
control, manage and improve the
processes.
 Increase productivity: TQM changes
the organisation culture and create a
happy working environment due to an
effective delegation; empowerment,
total staff involvement, problems
identified and solutions will become
more efficient for working process.
 Improve
quality
in
TQM
implementation, work process and
improvement are focused employees
will place more emphasis on the
elimination of the root causes rather
than on the correction of problems.
 Improve
customer
satisfaction:
through open communication among
employees, customers and suppliers,
the true voice of the customer can be
more readily understood since the
quality operation also focuses more on
the work process and improvement.
The company will provide a better
quality product /service to the market.
 Reduces cost of poor quality:
(Anjard,1998
)
―effective
implementation of TQM will lead to a
significant reduction in the cost of
poor quality such as scrap rework late
deliveries warranty replacement‖
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Improve communication: a better
communication can be accomplished
through the effective implementation
of TQM principles in any organisation
more
open
and
frequent
communication among people will be
found and they will view and treat one
another as customer and suppliers.

Current Knowledge of TQM
Several researchers have examined TQM
from different perspectives Cassidy (1996),
Curry & Kadasah (2002), McAdam &Jackson
(2002), Magad & Curry (2003), Wiklund et
al., (2000), Yang (2003) and Dreyyfus et al.
(2004).
The key ingredients which are crucial in
successfully implementing TQM within any
organisation comprise the following:
Leadership
Durbin (1995) describes leadership as the
ability to inspire confidence and support
amongst
those
needed
to
achieve
organizational goals. Mean while Anderson et
al (1994) describes the concept of leadership
as the ability of top management to establish
practice and a long term vision for the
organization or firm driven by changing
customer requirement. However accordingly
to Saylor (1996) the client(s) provide the
impetous for setting targets for TQM, which
is further developed in detailed through
establishing quality policies, deploying
appropraite resources to match the goals and
roles of top management (Juran and Gryna
1993). These sentiments were also echoed by
the European Quality Award 1994 and
Malcolm Baldrige Quality Award 1999.
Hence the concept of leadership can be
defined as: the ability of top management to
lead the firm in a continuous manner,
pursuing long term overall business success.
This can be exemplified by top management
participation, top management commitment to
employees, education and training.

Teamwork
It is widely accepted working in a team or
group is generally more effective than
working individually. TQM recognises that
the team approach should not be limited to the
internal organisation team, but it should be
used to cover vendors and take external
customers under their umbrella. TQM
benefits from the successful experience of
quality circles in Japan.
Training and Education
According to Burati (1992), Chase (1993) and
Oakland (2000) training is an essential factor
for any successful quality management
program. Programs of training must target all
persons in the organisation and the total
quality management is the responsibility of
everyone in the organisation. The employees
from the top management to the labour-force
must understand the philosophies of TQM.
Teamwork is required to improve all
processes in he construction industry.
Communication
According
to
Chase
(1993)
good
communication will result in reducing ones
fear as this will allow TQM to be more
approachable. Deming (1986) advises to
―drive out fear‖ for management to change.
Good communication and a good feedback
system are very important in conveying ideas
to the management and to incorporate the
necessary change required. (Sanders, 1993).
Customer Focus
Customer focus can be regarded as the degree
to which a firm continuously satisfies
customer needs and recognise the need to put
the customer first in every decision are often
said to be successful firm (Chase 1993). The
key to any quality management is the ability
to maintain a closer relationship with the
customer. In order to fully identify and
develop the customers needs, it is important
that the consultant firms (cleint professional
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advisors and appointed contractors) establises
a pattern of communication and involve the
customer during all stages of development
process as indicated by the RIBA outline plan
of work. Whereby the customer approves the
design, the cost and the quality as each stage
progresses. Hence the customer‘s focus and
the customer (internal and or external)
satisfaction form one of the major elements of
the TQM framework. According to Saylor
(1996) its primary concern is to satisfy goals
or targets of customers for both internal and
external requirements.
For TQM to succeed, the senior management
of a primary organisation aim must be
committed for the clients quality by creating
an appropriate culture with shared values and
beliefs. The adopted culture should support
the aim and quality to encourage the
commitment of all organisation members to
the end.

Employees Involvement and
Participation
Successful implementation of a TQM
environment requires a committed and skilled
workforce to fully participate in the activities
carried out to improve the quality. All the
employees at all levels within the organisation
should be encouraged to take responsibility
and
communicate
effectively
toward
improving the quality at all production stages.
Managers and supervisors must consider the
employees as being intelligent and having
effective ideas (Prakash et al., 2004)
According to (Sayeh et al., 2005) and (Yang,
2003) all employees within the organisation
are considered as internal customers and
should be well satisfied if the organisation
desires to achieve a full satisfaction for its
external customers, ,this situation indicates to
a chain of suppliers and customer
relationships involving both internal and
external customers. Therefore TQM programs
are strongly focused on the importance of the
relationship between both internal and

external customers and suppliers. This
relationship is known as a quality chain which
should not be broken at any stage (Oakland,
2000).

Culture
The culture within an organisation is defined
by (Jeffries et al., 1996) as an interaction that
takes place between employees within an
organisation along with the relationships
engendered by this behaviour. In line with
this, (Swain, 2005) states that the culture can
be described as the beliefs which pervade the
organisation regarding the procedures used to
conduct the business, how the employees
should behave and the way they prefer to be
treated.
Within the TQM culture a co-operative and
open culture has to be created by the
organisation management in which all
employees are responsible for satisfying the
organisation‘s customers. They will consider
this only if they are involved in the
development of the vision, plans and
strategies of the organisation. It is crucial for
the organisation to achieve a successful
implementation of TQM to encourage the
employees to participate in all these activities.
However they are unlikely to behave in an
acceptable responsible It was concluded by
(Sayeh et al., 2005) that before thinking of
implementing TQM within an organisation it
is advisable for the organisation to understand
the existing dominant culture.

Research Methodology
A structured questionnaire was developed
from the literature review. The results from
the study centred around conducting
structured questionnaires.
The questionnaire surveys were to target a
population of ISO 9000 certified companies
in Libya, therefore, a total of 200 hard copies
of the questionnaire were distributed to 45
randomly selected construction contracting
companies in Tripoli (Libya). Each
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questionnaire was accompanied with a
covering letter from the researcher providing
explanation about the idea and outcomes
beyond from the survey. All the
questionnaires were distributed and the data
collected through one to one interviews. A
total of 130 questionnaires were fully
completed giving a response rate of 65%,
approximately 36% of those returned were
from private sector whereas, approximately
63% were government organisations.

Reliability Test
The first step of analysing was to gather data
and then a reliability test was conducted for
the entire questionnaires. Cronbach`s Alpha
(Pallant, 2007) was used as the coefficient of
reliability for testing and assessing the
internal consistency of the construct of entire
questionnaire. The calculated value of
Cronbach Alpha was found 0.970. According

to (Pallant 2001), Cronbach`s Alpha
coefficient of 0.070 or above is considered
adequate for testing the reliability of the entire
questionnaire, giving proof that the
questionnaires for the present survey can be
considered as reliable for the used sample
Table 1 shows that the value of Cronbach`s
Alpha derived for the constructs ranged
between 0.840 and 0.988. This indicated the
instrument developed for measuring TQM
implementation using critical success factors
(CSFs) was considered to be reliable.
Table 1. summarises the Cronbach Alpha for
individual and overall constructs. The
Cronbach Alpha for six constructs ranged
between 0.886 to 0.97, indicated a high
reliability of the instrument. Where the
overall Cronbach Alpha 0.97 confirms these
instruments is highly reliable. (Das et al,..
2008).

Table 1. Result of data reliability coefficient of each factor of TQM

Research analysis and Finding
In this study, the Factor Analysis (FA) were
performed on all variables (53) variables
using principle component extraction
(Tabachnick and Fidell 1999). The main
objective for this technique was to extract the
maximum variance from the data set within
each factors. However, each statement on the

questionnaires was coded as VAR1, VAR2,
and VAR3.

Result of Factor Analysis
The result of the output obtained in this
analysis could be presented a followed:
The 53 items (variables) in the survey were
made on a four point likert scale where (1)
implied Strongly Disagree and (4) Indicated
the respondent Strongly Agree with the
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statements. The 53 item of the questionnaires
were inter-correlated and subjected to an
Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) based on
the Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
with promax rotation conducted using PASW
package version 17.0 to detect the factor
structure in the variable. Inspection of the
correlation matrix revealed the presence
coefficient of 0.3 and above the Kaiser Meyer

Oklin (KMO).The measure of sampling
adequacy value was 0.728.
The
Bartlett‘s
test
of
sphericity
(approx.chi.square) as shown in the Tables
6.7 reached statistical significance, supporting
the factorability of the correlation matrix.

Table (2 ) show KMO and Bartlett's Test

(Kaiser,1974) ―recommended accepting value
greater than 0.5 as barely acceptable, value
between 0.5 and 0.7 are mediocre, value
between 0.7 and 0.8 are good, value between
0.8 and 0.9 are great and value above 0.9 are
excellent‖. (Field,2005). This indicates the
value in our case 0.728 that indicate good.
According to (Norusis, 1994) the value of
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) below 0.5
indicates an unacceptable value and a high
KMO measures allows more meaningful
analysis to be obtained, this can be confirmed
by Bartlett's Test of Sphericity and a ChiSquare test were both significant ( p<0.001).
This indicating that PCA can be meaningfully
applied.
(Torbica,1997). PCA used to produce a
structure matrix of variables after rotation
where the number of component determined
was based on the criterion that the Eigenvalue
for each component must be more than one.
This method can be referred also as Kaiser
criterion, however, this derived five principle

component which explain 65% of variation in
the variable.

Factor Extraxtion
Factor analysis with principal component
extraction, using a promax rotation, was
performed on the 53 management practice
items to determine the number of factors.
Besides using the scree plot as a guide to
decide on the number of factors to be
extracted, the Kaiser criterion (Eigen value
greater than 1) was used, explaining 66%,
5.7%, 5.3%, 3.3%, and 2.8% of the variance
respectively. Table 16.1 Eigen values and
percentage of total variance explained of
TQM elements.
It is self evident that the first few factors
explain relatively large amount of variance
(especially factor 1 where the factor 1 equal
65.924 SPSS extract all factors with Eigen
value greater than 1 and the percentage of
variance explained in the column which
labeled Extraction sums of squared loading.
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Table (3) Eigen value, percentage and total variance explained

Initial Eigen values

Component
Total
34.940
3.058
2.817
1.758
1.532
.965
.893
.849

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

% of Variance
65.924
5.770
5.315
3.316
2.890
1.821
1.686
1.601

Cumulative %
65.924
71.694
77.009
80.325
83.215

Note: components 9-53 are not shown

The total variance explained the variance by
the initial solution, extracted component and
rotated component. Table 3 shows the first
section the initial eignvalue, the total column
gives the eignvalue or the amount of variance
in the original variable accounted for by the
each components, and the % variance column
gives the ratio expressed as percentage of the
variance the last column cumulative % this
column gives the percentage of variance.

Factor Rotation
(Catell's,1978) The scree plot revealed a clear
break after the five component so that further
investigation can be retained. Promax rotation
was used to aid interpretation of the five
components. Factor loadings of the 53 items
of the scale produced five factors were
loading. (Hair et al., 1995) suggested that
variables with loadings greater than 0.3 were

considered significant; loadings greater than
0.4, more important; and loadings 0.5 or
greater were very significant. In this study,
these components showing a number of
strong loadings. Promax rotation used to raise
the component loading to higher power to
achieve the simple structure and to obtain
more interpretable component, The promax
oblique rotation with power (kappa) value 4
was utilized.
Table (4) shows the number of principle
component retained based on the Kaiser`s
criterion, five component were retained so the
five factor solution explained a total of
83.215% of the variance, with component I
giving 65.924 %, component 2 giving
5.770%, component 3 giving 5.315%,
component 4 giving 3.316%, and component
5 giving 2.890%.

Table (4) Eigen values and % of total variance
explained of TQM elements

Component
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Total
34.940
3.058
2.817
1.758
1.532
.965
.893
.849

Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigen values
Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
% of
Cumulative
% of
Total
Cumulative %
Variance
%
Variance
65.924
65.924
65.924
34.940
65.924
5.770
71.694
3.058
5.770
71.694
5.315
77.009
2.817
5.315
77.009
3.316
80.325
1.758
3.316
80.325
2.890
83.215
1.532
2.890
83.215
1.821
85.036
1.686
86.722
1.601
88.323

Note: components 9-53 are not shown
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In addition, by using the factor analysis, 45
items
(variables)
measuring
the
implementation of TQM in the LCI were
subjected by the PCA. The eigenvalue and the
scree plot were used to indicate and to
determine the number of factors to be
extracted. However, to make sure the FA,
BTS and Kaiser- Meyer- Olkin (KMO) test of
appropriates were put in place.The result of
BTS was 15910.220
and the level of
significant was p=0.000 this indicated that the
data were appropriate for the purpose of FA.
The result of sampling adequacy was 0.728
this reflected as a substantial sampling. The
53 variables were loaded on five factors
which are suggested by using the criteria of
an eigenvalue greater than one and the extract
factors were 65.924 of the total variance. A
promax rotation was also performed however
the 53 items loaded into the five factors as
they are the original design. The factor

loading were higher than 0.5 on its own
factors. Therefore the factor loading higher
than 0.35 statistically significant at the level
of 0.05.

Proposed Guidelines of TQM
Implementation
The purpose of the guidelines is designed to
assist
and
encourage
construction
organisation for effective implementation of
TQM in the context of Libyan
Therefore the guidelines is built around the
five major constructs regarding to the
research findings indicates Organization
Commitment, Communication, Employees
involvements
and
recognition,
Work
environment and Culture and Training and
development.
Table
5
shows
the
implementation stages

Table 1 shows the Constructs of TQM implementation guideline

Constructs

1. Management Organisation

2. Communication

3. Employees Involvement and
Recognition

4. Training and Development

5. Culture.

Implementation
Establish quality council
Establish plan for implementation
Provide strategic direction for TQM implementation
Create corporate TQM vision
Formulate TQM objectives and strategies
Forming TQM steering committees.
Use face to face communication by conducting meeting with all
employees
Reinforce face to face communication of the mission
Encourage open discussion
Conduct questions / answers session with employees
I. gathering all employees to attend face to face meeting to
announce the need for QMS
II. Gathering all employees to attend face to face meeting to
communicate the vision/ mission and quality goal of the
organisation
III. provide training for all employees in interaction skill
IV. keep employees informed and get their feedback
Provide training for all employees in problem identification and
solving skills and other technical skills
Form and train quality improve team
Review of motivation system
I. Create continuous improvement culture
II. Use tools and techniques for continues improvement
III. Build continues improvement
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For implementation of TQM in the Libyan
construction organisation there are guidelines
which must follow:

Organization Commitment
Organisation
commitment is the main
dynamic that forces TQM into the Libyan
organization, there has been many literatures
which have stated this such as Ahire et al.,
1996; Crosby, 1989 Black and Poreter, 1996;
Deming, 1986; Garvin, 1983; Motwani, 2001;
Zairi, 1999. To enforce TQM top
management should set out targets and aims
of their vision, set guideline, quality goals and
create a mission statement. This should all be
written as part of the organizations quality
policy. Top management must ensure all
levels of the organization are aware of the
policy so it can be implemented correctly.
The response from the questionnaires shows
top management has the biggest responsibility
of all for implementing TQM. Not only are
they responsible for the organizations policy
on quality management, yet they must also be
dedicated on improving the performance of
TQM through all levels of the organization.
The mission statement must convey TQM or
any other quality management systems and
the effect of its use of the organizations own
resources, they must also review all quality
systems used.
Commitment from top management should be
noticeable. Managers should show dedication
by actively participating with other workers
whilst a TQM environment is enforced. The
most important thing they should do is to
encourage shop floor staff to also be
dedicated to TQM; this will also empower the
workers. Managers must show active
leadership. To show active leadership there
are two components which each leader must
have, which is initiative and creativity.
Each resource needed for long-term or short
term commitment to quality must be
thoroughly planned to assist in the continuous
improvement to quality. In any organization

as a quality culture changes the demands and
resources
needed
also
change,
the
organization must be prepared for this and
deal
with
it
in
a
reasonable
manner(Besterfield,1995)
Top managers should establish a quality
council, this council should envision TQM
and plan carefully the path needed for
successful implantation of TQM. Certain
techniques must also be used for all workers
to agree with the implantation of TQM and so
all workers are prepared to support it at all
times.
Other key skills top managers need is to have
excellent knowledge and eagerness for
enhancing quality, they must have a superb
ability and motivation to work with all the
workers and to serve as the employees
consultant, friend; not just their boss.
Managers must make sure all the quality
teams are empowered and know all their
responsibilities so they can reach the goals
and targets the company have made.
TQM policy should contain the corporate
values. The policy should set targets for the
company and workers based on the
performance of the company, performance
indicators are needed to do this. The policy
should set out targets, goals and objectives
through all levels of the organization because
it is essential. The policy should also set out
what appropriate resources and training are
needed. Preparing of the mission statement
should be guided by senior management but
should involve all the employees. All
channels of communication available should
be investigated as this will help create a
mission statement which suits all employees
at all levels of the organization.

Employees Involvement and
Recognition
Employee involvement and commitment has
been identified as a critical quality factor, this
is because it can affect the time it takes for the
implementation of TQM to be successful.
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Many researchers have identified this such as
Creech, 1994; Zairi, 1999a; Blackbum et al,
1993; Kanji, 1990, 1995,1996 and 1998a;
Oakland, 1993 and 2000; Rao et al., 1996;
Ahire et al., 1996; Black and Porter, 1996;
Blackburn and Rosen, 1993; Clemmer,
1990;Creech, 1994; Evans and Lindsay, 2001;
Kanji, 1995; Oakland, 2000; Sun, 2000;
Thiagarajan and Zairi, 1997.
Many authors have written what the affect of
managers supporting employees in achieving
the quality goals are. Middle management and
shop floor employees must actively
participate in keeping the company organized,
as they are key internal stakeholders.
Employees must be well motivated so they
can work through the challenges that TQM
implementation brings, they must be provided
with suitable training as well as incentives
which will help motivate the workers further
by rewarding them suitably when they work
very hard. Motivation and empowerment is a
crucial thing employees must have, it supports
the quality scheme and helps TQM
implementation happen faster and smoother.
The responses gathered showed employee
participation is best done by using the
following methods:
 Top managers must arrange training
for all of the management at all levels;
they
should
be
trained
in
communication, effective meeting and
leadership skills. Employees working
at operational levels should be trained
in problem identification and solving,
quality improvement and other
technical skills.
 Strengthen employee buy-in to TQM:
The only way to reinforce and support
commitment to TQM in Libya; is by
ensuring there is constant face-to face
talks between middle management and
employees.
 Initiating efficient communication
systems between the different levels of
the organization.





Persuade workers to contribute and
help achieve the companies‘ vision,
values and targets and let the quality
policy be known to all workers.
Disseminate information throughout
the company: By ensuring all workers
are aware of the potential benefits
TQM can bring they are more likely to
be more motivated and help
implement TQM. This will be best
accomplished by arranging assemblies
or gatherings where employees are
lead by top managers and notified of
any changes or new targets. This will
show top manager dedication because
the top managers will have to provide
appropriate resources and tools to the
employees.

Communicating the policy and associated
strategy: All forms of communication play
an important role in generating awareness and
helping mobilise creative energies; these are
key for achieving the goals of TQM. In the
Libyan construction sector, the top-down,
bottom-up communication model must be
used Top- down communication lets
employees know the visions and strategies top
management have set out, and bottom up
communication allows employees to portray
their views about the implementation process
to top management. An open communication
system removes any barriers between the
employees and top management.
The advantages of employees being more
active and committed are that the whole
company recognizes the values, visions and
quality goals. Empowerment will not only be
a requirement but the employees will be more
confident and can communicate much better
to each other or the managers. All the
training employees will receive will make
them more aware of the TQM concepts
(Besterfield, 1995)
The most recent method of guiding
organizations towards a more focused,
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complex economical and competitive future is
empowering
employees.
TQM
implementation will fail if there is no
empowerment of employees. For a company
to be successful the employees should be
empowered, given more authority, power and
independence. A rewards and recognition
system should be created in the company to
credit and acknowledge employees hard
work, this will help motivate the workers.

Training and Development
Awareness training is one of the first things
given to employees. Awareness training helps
employees learn how to adjust to a TQM
culture and what to do differently for quality
improvement to occur. Other key skills should

be taught such as problem identification and
problem solving skills. Teamwork and
decision making can be encouraged by
training employees how to communicate
effectively to others; this will also help
employees get stronger at their work faster
and at a more stable rate. Training should not
just be provided to the workers; middle
managers will need to be trained on basic
tools and quality principles, they must also
learn how to teach other employees and help
sub-ordinates work in an appropriate manner.
Training will help all workers and managers
become more educated on how to adapt to the
new culture, it will make the change less
hasty and it will be more thriving.
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Conclusion
In developing countries such as Libya a
management philosophy is used to help
increase the acceptance of TQM. This
acceptance of the TQM philosophy will help
improve the organisational effectiveness and
competitiveness.
From the questionnaire, the literature review
and the interview results some several
conclusions related to the findings of the
research and direct to the Libyan construction
companies that are implement the TQM, are
listed below:
a. This study has identified the of CSFs
of TQM implementation in the Libyan
construction
companies.
The
organizations were revealed to have a
low level of implementation of the
CSFs, this was due to: very low
knowledge of QMS, methods and
tools and lack of top management
commitment and determination. This
caused: a lack of vision, inadequate
tactical competence and employee
involvement
and
a
lack
of
measurement.
b. In Libyan organizations, it was
showed that the quality initiatives and
practices are still in their early stages,
most of the organizations interviewed
were progressing with quality
improvement programs without any
precise quality vision or purpose. As a
result from external pressure from
international competitors ISO 9000
was launched, this was also used as a
prestigious thing to have, this is
because some of the other local
companies have been certified with
the ISO 9000.
c. At the moment, it would be a very
hard challenge to implement quality
management in Libyan companies;
this is due to the current management
approach.
With
the
existing
management structure and culture the
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TQM
philosophy
cannot
be
successful. top management are
reluctant to educate themselves in the
quality management region; this
means they cannot become role
models to their employees in the
quality journey.
d. Libyan companies have started their
quality journey by having the ISO
9000 certificate. The certification of
ISO 9000: 2000 is a useful stepping
stone for implementing the philosophy
of TQM; however the ISO 9000
certification alone will not guarantee
an automatic improvement in the
performance of the organizations.
Good performance is impossible to
have with a poor organizational
structure and feeble written policies.
e. ISO 9000 brings many advantages to
Libyan companies, for example the
QMS can create good document
systems, this is important because it
will be very useful to companies and
currently, as we discovered from the
companies interviewed, and these are
very poor. This new documentation
method may play an extremely
important role in measuring the TQM
progress in the Libyan environment.
The implementation of TQM is a huge
culture and working adjustment for the
organization as well as the employees.
The employees will be used to more
traditional approach. For change to be
affective and successful Libyan
managers must change their attitudes,
educate
themselves
and
their
employees and they must not rely on
old policies as these were written
twenty five years ago and are outdated.
f. TQM implementation can be used as a
tactical weapon to cope with recent
changes in Libyan construction and
international construction.
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g.

h.

i.

j.

The Libyan companies should
improve the workers skill and qualities
of making materials, enhance training
schemes are crucial for successful
TQM implementation.
The implementation of TQM takes a
long time, construction companies that
are willing to implement it should be
patient and persistent, and they should
also embrace the customer orientation
philosophy.
All construction firm leaders in in
Libya should know that there is a
difference between ISO and TQM.
In order to get the full potential of
TQM it is necessary to train all people
at all levels in order to create TQM
awareness.
More training and encouragement for
change should be provided to all
employees of this organization to
create full understand TQM

Specific Recommendation for Libyan
Government
Some specific recommendation is propose to
the Libyan government as we know the
government in Libya plays a controlling role
in shaping the business environment of Libya.
 The Libyan government should
provide appropriate training courses to
the Libyan national
 the Libyan government should prevent
any delay of payment to its contractor
companies
 The Libyan government should play
an important role in building a quality
environment by emphasizing the
importance of quality for whole
country.
Limitation of the Study

The research in this study suffers from
number of limitation every effort has been
made to overcome these limitations the first
limitation which is the most important was a
general shortage of data, and information
regarding to the quality management in the
Libyan construction industry.
The limitation was related to the cultural and
social elements of the context of the study,
whereby Libyan people are very sensitive
about providing information about their work
such as income company turnover, and so
forth so friendships and social and tribal
relationships were significant in influencing
access to data.
Other point that should be mentioned is that
the majority of roads and streets and building
are not named or numbered in the Tripoli and
as a result the research could not make
contact easily with the personnel of the
construction companies
We chose quality managers and general
managers because they are involved in the
implementation of total quality management.
In addition, this research concentrates only on
one of the Arab countries namely Libya
which is a part of the Arab countries. The
findings of this study and the proposed
roadmap could be implemented to some Arab
and Islamic countries that have similar
cultural background such as Egypt, Tunisia,
and Algeria where the dominant workforces
are local people. However, it may be hard to
be implemented in most of the other Arab
countries because the workforce in these
countries is mix of many nationalities.
Therefore, (Haffar, 2009) further studies
should be conducted to compare the findings
in other countries where there is a mix
nationality in their management and
workforce with this study which is totally
about Libya and Arab managers and workers.

There are some shortcomings that will restrict
the scope of this research are mentioned as
follows
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Banking Transparancy Measure in Compliance with Basel II
Requirements
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Abstract
Basel II agreements represent the major
evolution of the banking statutory framework
since 1988. They are structured into three
pillars: minimum capital requirements,
supervisory review, and market discipline. In
this paper, we focused on the third pillar
which implies a set of information disclosure
requirements. Its expected objective is to
guarantee a satisfactory bank transparency.
Consequently, we propose a new bank
transparency measure based on Basel II
requirements. This measure consists of four
dimensions (Completeness, Opportunity,
Credibility and Accessibility) of information.
First, the completeness of information is
guaranteed if both financial and non financial
information are available. Previous studies
focused only on financial information (ex.:
Baumann and Nier, 2003). We highlighted the
increasing need to take into consideration
non financial information such as corporate
governance, operational risk and corporate
social responsibility (CSR). Furthermore, the
others three dimensions indicate the quality of
information. Finally, the developed measure
helps in rating banks with regard to their
transparency. Empirically, we build a ''Bank
transparency index'' using a sample of 69
banks across 7 emerging countries. Our
results show that Turkish and Thai banks are
at the top of the transparent entities in the
sample. However, North African banks are
most likely less transparent. Regarding CSR
reporting, we find that the majority of
selected banks focused on the philanthropic

activities (direct effect of CSR). The indirect
effect was rarely indicated. Finally, we
conclude that the major failure of emerging
countries in banking transparency does not
concern essentially the quantity of the
revealed information but rather its quality.
Keywords:
Basel
II,
Transparency,
Information,
Corporate
Governance,
Corporate Social Responsibility

Introduction
During the last quarter of the previous
century, the banking regulation frame was
affected by structural changes. Indeed, the
failure of the German private bank Herstatt in
1974 was at the origin of this evolution.
Thousands of depositors of the bank lost a lot
of money due to its policy of speculations on
currencies. Further to this crisis, the countries
of G10+ created the committee of Basel in
1974 to ameliorate the stability of the banking
system. Its role is to recommend new banking
practices and to propose minimal standards.
Until now, agreements of Basel I of 1988
constitute the most important realization of
the committee. They represent a major stage
for the international banking system, by
introducing for the first time, a common rule
for the minimal capital needed for a bank. The
rate of minimal capital is calculated according
to total assets classified as follows: residential
mortgages, bank advances, buildings,
participations…). The risk classification is not
included in the calculation of that rate.
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With
the
development
of
banking
management techniques, the borders of Basel
I became more and more visible. In fact, this
agreement did not take into account the
quality of loans portfolio, the operational risk
as well as the risk management quality of a
bank.
These findings led the Committee of Basel to
start building the Basel II agreements in 1999.
After 5 working years, the members of the
Basel Committee approved agreements in
June, 2004. These agreements are structured
into three pillars as follows:
 Minimum capital requirements,
 Supervisory review,
 Market discipline.
The reviewed agreement of Basel aims at
giving motivations to banks to manage their
risks more carefully.
This paper is focusing on the third pillar of
Basel II agreements. This pillar ensures the
disclosure of information showing the
adequacy of the capital: capital structure,
quality of assets, processes and risk
management methods, the history of keysvariables. On one hand, this pillar guarantees
a net visibility of the risk taking policy of the
bank. On the other hand, the investors, the
depositors and the creditors would benefit
from it; they could analyze the real financial
situation of the bank which would influence
their risk taking strategies by the end. The
expected objective of the third pillar is to
guarantee a satisfactory bank transparency so
that they are subjected to the market
discipline. As a result, banks would adjust
their risk levels according to their minimum
capital requirements. Otherwise, banks will
face sanctions (sometimes heavy) from the
market.
Moreover,
our
interest
in
banking
transparency finds its origin due to the
following fact: several banks which seemed to
be competitive see themselves being later in

trouble because information was hidden. The
majority of banks in trouble are rescued by
the central bank in order to avoid the
domino's effect in the entire banking system.
For this reason, the names of banks in trouble
are in general not announced to the public. As
an example, Lehman Brothers was an
investment bank which collapsed in the
United States in 2008 partly because of a lack
of transparency.
Several studies assessed the firm transparency
such as Bushman, Piotroski and Smith (2004)
and Standard and Poor's study in 2002. While
at the bank level, jobs become rare; the most
known study is Baumann and to Nier (2003).
These two authors developed a measure of the
banking transparency based on the disclosed
information, but this measure proves to be
deficient in the sense of the third pillar of
Basel II agreements. As a result, our study
consists in providing a measure of banking
transparency which takes into account
recommendations of the Basel committee.
Transparency is defined as being the
widespread availability of relevant, reliable
information about the periodic performance,
financial position, investment opportunities,
governance, value, and risk of publicly traded
firms. Therefore, developing a measure of
banking transparency represents a big
challenge for the following reasons:
 The classical difficulty in measuring
the transparency because it is very
complicated to surround all its
elements.
 The information disclosed by banks is
specific (demand deposits, saving
deposits,
Documentary
credits,
Guarantees…) and different from
firms.
Besides,
few
studies
approached the subject of banking
transparency, what makes the task
more difficult.
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First, we will analyze the previous studies
which were focused on the firm transparency
and then particularly the bank. Later, we will
provide an index of banking transparency.

A survey of Previous Literature
The Recent Studies on the Firm
Transparency
An abounding literature treated problems of
transparency however; the majority of these
studies were interested in the firm in general.
In fact, Laporta and al. (1998) introduce the
CIFAR index (Center for International
Financial Analysis Research) as an indicative
element of the firm transparency across the
studied countries. This indication was created
by examining and by assessing 1990 firms
annual reports regarding the introduction or
omission of 90 elements. These elements are
classified into 7 categories (general
information, income statement, Funding
structure,
balance
sheets,
accounting
standards, common data and special
elements). Three firms at least in every
country were studied. The industrial
companies represent 70 % of the sample
while finance companies represent the
remaining 30 %.
Moreover, Bushman and al. (2004) defined
the overall firm transparency. If we examine
the definition in details, we notice that BPS
introduces two key concepts concerning the
financial statements: accuracy and integrity.
These elements are essential as for the
improvement of the usefulness of information
in the decision making process. Pertinence
means that information has a historical value
and a predictive value and that it is disclosed
at the appropriate time (FASB, on 1980). The
integrity of information means that it reflects
the reality, neutrality and verifiability (FASB
on 1980).
According to the conceptual frame developed
by BPS, the definition of transparency
consists of several parameters: available

information on performance, periodical
performance,
governance,
investments
opportunities, value and risk of publicly
traded companies. According to Bushman and
al. (2004), the measurements of transparency
result from the complementarity between the
three following elements:
 Measurements of the announcement
quality of the information reflected by
the completeness, the opportunity and
the credibility (audit quality) of the
publicly traded companies disclosures;
 Measurements of the intensity of
holding private information;
 Measurements of the quality of the
dispersion of information via private
and public mass media.
We will develop in what follows the
conceptual frames of the two most important
key studies providing an objective
quantification of the firm transparency. These
studies will act as a theoretical basis in our
analysis.
The Study of SP on the Transparency and the
Disclosure of Information

The transparency classifications advanced by
SP in a study elaborated in 2002, provide an
evaluation of the disclosure practices of the
companies in various countries around the
world. These practices were conceived to add
a new dimension to the analysis and to the
evaluation of the firm disclosure by providing
an objective classification of the reporting
practices of the biggest companies through
the globe.
The need to reveal at the appropriate time the
operational and financial performance of a
firm is growing, even more than there is no
universal reference point (before the
elaboration of this study) to estimate the
disclosure levels. SP recognized this gap and
launched an important study on the biggest
and the most liquid companies around the
globe to complete its range of products of
corporate governance. These companies
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include the indication SP 1200 index and
some 400 additional companies which
represent the main companies of the
indication of the emerging markets index
IFCI of SP.
The transparency and the information
disclosure are estimated by analyzing firms'
annual reports (in English language as well as
in local language) for the inclusion of 98
information elements (' the attributes '). 98
attributes were chosen by examining the
annual report and the accounts of the main
firms in the world to identify the most
common elements of disclosure. These
attributes are then grouped in three
subcategories:
 The
property
structure
and
relationships with the investors (28
attributes);
 The financial transparency and the
disclosure
of
information
(35
attributes);
 The board of directors' structure and
management (35 attributes).
The Conceptual Frame of BPS

BPS presents a conceptual frame to estimate
the firm transparency at the national level. It
consists of three channels: the financial
statements of the firm, holding the private
information and the publication of
information.
Using these three channels of transparency,
BPS developed ten measures (each shown
here in the brackets). In the first channel; the
financial statements, BPS includes the
following six measures: the disclosure
intensity (CIFAR), the financial disclosures
(DISCL),
the
governance
disclosures
(GOVERN),
accounting
standards
(MEASURE), the disclosures opportunity
(TIME) and the disclosures credibility
(AUDIT). Each of these measures is built on
the basis of the CIFAR scores by referring to
the CIFAR specific questions relative to the
respective variables. The CIFAR score takes

into account the information revealed by the
companies in their annual reports.
The second channel of BPS is holding the
private information. The private information
is communicated according the following:
 Direct Communication (via the
analysts);
 Indirect Communication (via the
market).
According the second channel of BPS, the
authors provided three measures: the financial
analysts (NANALYST), the institutional
investors (POOLED_INV) and the insider
trading operations (IT_ENF). BPS built these
three variables using data advanced by other
studies.
The third channel of BPS is the publication of
information. The measure used by BPS is: the
width of economic mass media (MEDIA).
This measure is also constructed using data
advanced by other studies (demographic
data).
In spite of the existence of a plentiful
literature on the firm transparency, we
underline the scarcity of studies dealing with
banking transparency. Indeed, elements to be
revealed by a bank are specific (deposits,
loans, etc.). We will present in what follows
the key studies on this subject.
The Banking Transparency: The Recent
Literature
Baumann and Nier (2003) presented three
indexes of information disclosure for banks:
the first one indicates that a bank publicly
traded on the NYSE, NASDAQ or on AMEX
has to align itself in the binding rules of
information disclosure required by these
markets, which guarantees (according to the
authors) its transparency. Consequently, the
depositors will demand a return relatively
lower than in case the bank is traded outside
these markets. Leuz and Verrecchia (2000)
showed that the German firms which adopted
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voluntarily US GAAP (Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles in the United States) in
their activity registered low information
asymmetries levels as well as high securities
liquidity contrary to the firms which adopted
the German accounting principles. The
construction of the index is binary; it takes the
value 1 if the bank is traded on one of the
abovementioned markets and 0 otherwise.
The second is based on the bank rating.
Indeed, the investors should have more
information on a bank if it is estimated by a
rating agency which is recognized
internationally (Standard and Poor's, Moody's
or Fitch). The rating agencies act as
intermediaries in the process of information
disclosure. These agencies have an access to
the information which is not communicated to
the investors and introduce it into the rating
estimation attributed to the bank. Indeed,
Kliger and Sarig (2000) suggest that it is the
reason for which companies usually pay the
rating estimation. It allows companies to
incorporate internal information in the rating
estimations without revealing the specific
details to the public. The index appears in the
form of indicator variable which takes the
value 1 if the bank is estimated by rating
agency which is recognized internationally
and 0 otherwise.
The third measure of disclosure was built
from the information contained in financial
statements. This index provides information
on 17 categories of information revealed in
the annual reports published by the bank as
represented in the database "BankScope". All
the categories are connected to one or several
dimensions of the bank risk profile (interest
rate risk, credit risk, liquidity risk and market
risk). Every category is represented by one
sub index which measures the details level of
the information which banks publish in their
annual reports.

The first two indexes are indirect measures of
the quantity of information available to the
investors. The advantage of the third index is
that it is a direct measure of the quantity of
information revealed to the market. However,
it does not take into account the totality of the
information
dimensions
(completeness,
periodicity, opportunity and accessibility).
Furthermore, it ignores the non financial
information revealed by the bank.
Besides, Caprio G. (1998) studied the
financial crises factors in the Asiatic countries
and those of Latin America. The transparency
variable is considered by the author as being
the most difficult to calibrate. The banks of
the sample used by Caprio are classified on
the basis of the following criteria:
 Is the bank rating required by the
financial authorities of the country?
 The number of banks among the ten
more important in the country which
are noted by international rating
agencies.
 The national corruption index.
Within our study framework, we retain the
index proposed by Baumann and Nier (2004)
which consists in the revelation of certain key
elements of financial statements by the bank.
We will discuss later the reasons of this
choice as well as those of the possible
adjustments to be undertaken to adapt this
index to the recent recommendations of the
Basel committee. We will discuss in what
follows the index set up methodology and its
implementation.

Methodology
The main objective of the third pillar of Basel
II agreements is to increase the bank
transparency so that the market discipline can
work suitably and consequently, can ensure
the banking system stability.
Within our study framework, we will try to
develop a measure of the bank transparency.
This measure would be useful both for the
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investors and for the national or international
authorities. Indeed, the investors or the
authorities can compare the transparency
levels of several banks of the same country.
Furthermore, it is possible to detect banks
latecomers in this domain. Therefore, every
bank would be incited to improve the
explanatory elements of the transparency to
improve its rank.
The present study is the first known to use
elements revealed by the bank according to
the recommendations of the third pillar of the
Basel II agreements in order to analyze its
transparency. On one hand, the previous
studies simply used the summary scores
published by SP in 2001 and 2002 (Example:
Durnev and Kim 2002, Khanna and al. 2004)
and their samples consist exclusively of non
banking firms. On the other hand, Baumann
and Nier's paper of 2003 which focused on
the banking transparency is not performed in
compliance with the recommendations of
Basel II.
Besides, we notice that the previous studies
on the subject simplified their measures by
assessing the degree of transparency by the
volume of revealed information. However, the
adequate measure according to Nelson (2001)
consists of the following four dimensions:
 The completeness of information: it
must be complete except for some
categories of information which
should not be revealed (internal
problems of the staff, the confidential
negotiations with the private sector,
etc.);
 The accessibility of information: it
varies according to the nature of the
publication supports (web sites,
specialized magazines, etc.), the
languages used on documents,
expenses of documents consultation,
etc.;
 The opportunity of information: it is
convenient if the timing of its
revelation allows the investors



"outsiders"
to
react
to
the
announcement made by the firm
(example: Reveal the details of a
project before the vote in the board of
directors);
The investors' right of appeal: the
possibility to the investors to influence
the decision making process of the
bank.

Furthermore, Baumann and Nier (2003)
recognize that their measure of disclosure
could be improved by integrating the
periodicity and the opportunity of the
communicated information. Consequently, we
suggest developing a measure of the banking
transparency which consists of four
dimensions of the information (as detailed on
the above) while applying some adjustments.
Indeed, we will develop a composite index of
banking transparency which represents the
aggregation of four intermediate indexes.
Each index represents one of the four
dimensions of information.
The Intermediate Indexes
We intend to build a multidimensional
measure of the transparency and its first
dimension (completeness of information) is
based on the disclosure index ''DISC''
developed by Baumann and Nier (2003). We
retain among the other previously detailed
dimensions the opportunity and the
accessibility of information. Indeed, given the
complexity to measure the investors' right of
appeal, this dimension will be excluded from
the multidimensional measure. Consequently,
we suggest replacing it by the credibility of
the information. Each dimension would be
represented by an intermediate index and
afterward, the four indexes would form a
composite index of transparency.
The Completeness of Information Index

We suggest widening the DISC index
proposed by Baumann and Nier (2003) by
adding of other elements to take into account
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all the information published by banks in their
annual reports. Indeed, the information
contained in financial statements (Balance
sheet, income statement, cash flow statement)
has a financial and a quantitative nature. This
information is not enough for constituting an
accurate image of the firm which reflects the
reality. Consequently, it seems to us relevant
to take into account in the calculation of the
intermediate index the elements of nonfinancial information. It consists of the quality
of risk management, bank governance,
business strategy of the company, the quality
of management, and social and environmental
performance (Perrini and Tencati, 2006).
These elements allow to the different
stakeholders to better understand the overall
performance of the company, its strategy as
well as its growth perspectives.
According to the study of SP (2002) as well
as to BPS (2004), it seems to us relevant to
represent the following additional sub indexes
in the intermediate index corresponding to the
first
dimension
of
the
information
(completeness):
 The subsidiaries' identity of and part
of the capital held in each subsidiary;
 The rank of shareholders;
 The identity of the major shareholders;
 The information on the bank
management;
 The list of the board of directors
members;
 Benefits of the board members and of
the executive directors;
 The part of the capital held by the
executive
directors
and
other
employees (or susceptible to be held
in the form of stock options).
Furthermore, we propose an additional sub
index which informs about related lending.
Indeed, when the bank is monitored by
persons or entities having substantial interests
in firms' customers of this bank, we speak
about related loans because the bank would

lend these firms using preferential rates and
for less consequent guarantees. The literature
treated the related loans and generated a
debate between partisans and opponents. On
one hand, the partisans advance an optimistic
point of view; the fact that the related loans
can constitute the best choice both for the
borrower and for the lender because the
information circulates perfectly between both
parties. Indeed, Lamoreaux (1994) asserts that
the related loans are less risky than those
intended for the non related parties because of
the information availability.
On the other hand, the opponents advance a
pessimistic point of view; the fact that the
related loans allow major shareholders to steal
the depositors' resources of and the minority
shareholders interests. This point of view was
expressed for the first time by Akerlof and
Romer (1993). Laporta and Al. (2002) proved
that the pessimistic point of view is mainly
relative to developing countries. For that
reason, we will integrate the related loans as
being an interesting element which indicates
on the bank transparency because our sample
consists of banks practicing in developing
countries.
Besides, the index developed by Baumann
and Nier (2003) reflects the following types
of risk revealed by banks: the interest rate
risk, the credit risk, the liquidity risk and the
market risk. On the other hand, this index
ignored to integrate the operational risk.
Indeed, as detailed previously, this risk was
officially defined and taken into account in
the document subjected to consultation by the
committee of Basel (2001) as the risk of
losses which can result from inadequate or not
applied internal procedures, from persons,
from systems or from external events. These
risk events are the internal or external frauds,
the risks dealing with customer relationships,
human resources problems, and the damage
which could affect the tangible assets, the
total or partial interruption of the systems or
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the processes, and the bad execution of
certain processes as they are internal or
external to the bank.
So, the committee of Basel retained seven
events of operational risk:
 Internal fraud;
 Extern fraud;
 Practices relative to employment and
safety in the workplace;
 Customers, products and commercial
practices;
 Tangible assets damages;
 Dysfunctions of the activity and the
systems;
 Execution, delivery and processes
management.
To recapitulate, we note that the above
detailed elements; (the information on the
management and the property structure of the
bank as well as the information on the
operational risk), will serve to strengthen the
index of Baumann and Nier (2003).
Nevertheless, it seems to us relevant to
integrate in the proposed transparency
measure the estimations of the predictable
information which inform the investors about
the future perspectives of the bank. Indeed,
we think that a bank which reveals reliable
forecasts on the key variables of its activities
is more transparent than the one who does
not.
Finally, more and more interest is given by
academicians and practitioners to the
activities of social and environmental
responsibility (CSR). The disclosure of this
non financial information was defined as
being ―the process of announcing the social
and environmental effects of economic
actions undertaken by firms on the
stakeholders particularly and the community
in general." (Gray and al., 1996). So, this type
of communication reflects several social and
environmental aspects on which firms'
activities have an impact: employees‘
interests, links with the community,

environment, ethics, etc. The communication
of social activities shows the existing
correlation between firms and the community
in general.
CSR priorities differ according to the sector
because processes and products differ. In fact,
the banking sector, for instance, would be less
sensitive to environmental problems than the
chemical industry. Compared to others sectors
such as chemicals, textile industry, etc,
banking sector has less environmental impact.
Jeucken and Bouma (1999) differentiate two
types of environmental impact of the banking
activity: an internal impact and an external
one .The internal impact is related to the
banking activity process while the external
impact is linked to its products.
From the point of view of internal or direct
impact, the banking sector has a significant
environmental impact .It uses a lot of
resources, such as paper and energy and
creates a waste. Coulson and Monks (1999)
contend that financial and environmental
savings ―can be made by the adoption of an
anti-wasting policy.‖ Therefore, banks
policies concerning energy, natural resources
and the activities of recycling are important
aspects of their social responsibilities.
Concerning external or indirect impact, the
environmental impact of the banking activity
can also be significant due to loan allocation
and to investment policies led by banks.
Banks ―have a social responsibility because
they may lend money to polluting firms or to
the companies producing dangerous products,
etc.‖ (Simpson and Kohers, 2002). So, banks
have to show their commitment to a healthy
environment by proving that they refuse to
finance polluting plans. As a result, we
consider two sub indexes of CSR; ―direct
CSR‖ and ―indirect CSR‖
Besides, we suggest including the above
mentioned elements in the construction of the
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completeness of information intermediate
index. Consequently, the addition of 20 new
sub indexes in the intermediate index carries
the total number of sub indexes to 37. The
grading details of the 20 sub indexes are
developed as follows.

subsidiaries identity and the portion held by
the bank in each one are disclosed, one is
assigned if only one element is published and
zero otherwise.
Concerning the sub index ―direct CSR‖, 2 is
assigned if the revealed information on the
direct activities of social and environmental
responsibility of the bank is quantitative. 1 is
assigned if the disclosed information is
qualitative. Finally, zero is assigned if there is
no information on direct CSR. Concerning the
sub index ―indirect CSR‖, 2 is assigned if the
revealed information on the indirect activities
of social and environmental responsibility of
the bank is quantitative. 1 is assigned if the
disclosed information is qualitative. Finally,
zero is assigned if there is no information on
indirect CSR.
By aggregating the 37 sub indexes, we build
the intermediate index of information
completeness which will be named
"MRDISC". The intermediate index is
calculated as follows:

We follow the measurements adopted by
Baumann and Nier (2004) to calibrate the sub
indexes. Indeed, for all sub indexes, One is
assigned if the corresponding element exists
in the bank annual report and Zero otherwise
except ''securities by type'' (S6), ''capital''
(S13), "subsidiaries" (S18), «CSR direct» and
«CSR indirect» sub indexes. In fact, two is
assigned to S6 if the detailed analysis is
disclosed by the bank, one is assigned to if
only the coarse analysis is revealed and zero
otherwise. Three is assigned to S13 if three or
four elements are disclosed (see S13 in table
1), two is assigned if two elements are
revealed, one is assigned if only one element
is
published,
and
zero
otherwise.
Furthermore, two is assigned to S18 if both

MRDISCit 

1
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FRE it

being the financial items revealed by the bank I regarding the period t (Illustrated by
Baumann et Nier (2003)).
NFRE it
being the non financial items revealed by the bank I regarding the period t
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Being the intermediate index of information completeness of the bank i during the

period t.
The 37 sub indexes are detailed in the following table:
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The Opportunity of Information Index
We think that the opportunity of the
information is positively correlated to the
frequency of its disclosure. Concretely, a
good opportunity of the information is
guaranteed by the existence of its periodic
updating, and consequently an important
frequency of interim reports publication.
That's why; we suggest introducing the sub

index "frequency of the interim reports". Two
is assigned to S36 (see table 2) if the bank
publishes quarter reports, one is assigned if it
publishes only biannual reports and 0
otherwise.
Consequently, the intermediate index of
information opportunity is built as follows:

Table 2

Information

Sub indexes

Categories

Information
Opportunity

S38 : Frequency of interim
reports

Biannual or quarter reports.

The opportunity of information intermediate
index is named "OPPORT" and calculated as
follows:
1
OPPORTit  s36it
2

OPPORTit

Being the intermediate index of
the opportunity of information of the bank i
during the period t.
The Credibility of Information Index
We introduce three sub indexes: audit,
accounting standards and accounts adjusted
by inflation. Indeed, BPS (2004) support the
fact that the variable Audit is a measure of the
reliability
of
financial
disclosures.
Consequently, we distinguish the most
prestigious four auditing firms in the world
named "Big Four" or ''Fat Four'':
 Deloitte, formerly Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu ( DTT);
 Ernst and Young ( EY);
 KPMG;
 PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC).
Indeed, the previous name was "Big Five",
which included the Arthur Andersen firm,
which disappeared in 2002 further to the
Enron scandal. It was "Big Six" before the

merger of Coopers, Lybrand and Price
Waterhouse in 1998. All "Big Four"
companies are present all over the world and
can ensure a global cover to their customers;
however, the market positions of certain local
networks are unequal. That‘s why; KPMG is
very powerful in Belgium, in Netherlands and
in Luxembourg, while Deloitte is number one
in the Iberic peninsula, further to the purchase
of Andersen‘s Portuguese and Spanish firms.
Consequently, we distinguish banks audited
by a "Big Four" auditing company, from
banks audited by the other auditing
companies. The introduction of the sub index
"Audit" is supported by the following
statements:
 The importance of the audit function
as a guarantee of the credibility of the
publications made by the bank;
 We consider that the bank audited by a
"Big Four" company would be more
transparent comparing to a bank which
is audited by an other firm.
We propose to assign zero to the sub index
"Audit" if the bank does not communicate the
identity of the company which audited its
accounts, to assign one if the bank is audited
by a company which is not a member of the
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"Big Four". Finally, two is assigned if the
bank is audited by a "Big Four".
Furthermore, the sub index "accounting
standards" inform about accounting practices
used by the bank. So we distinguish two types
of standards applied by banks: the local
standards (" local GAAP ") and the
international standards ("IFRS"). According
to SP (2002), we support the idea that the
bank applying the IFRS standards is more
transparent than a bank adopting the local
standards. In fact, the degree of data
comparability is more relevant in the first
case. Consequently, we suggest assigning one
if the bank applies the IFRS standards and 0
otherwise.

Finally, we introduce the sub index "accounts
adjusted by inflation" to distinguish the banks
which publish their financial statements
adjusted by the inflation. Indeed, this type of
data publication reflects the real image of the
bank by taking into account the inflation.
Consequently, we consider the bank which
publishes its annual accounts adjusted by
inflation is more transparent than a bank
which does not. Our suggestion is supported
by the study of SP in 2002 which showed that
the adjustment by inflation is a criterion of the
firm transparency. Afterward, we suggest
assigning one if the bank publishes its annual
accounts adjusted by inflation and 0
otherwise. The intermediate index of
information credibility is detailed as follows:

Table 3

Information

Sub indexes

Information
Credibility

S39 : Audit
S40 : Accounting Standards
S41 : Accounts adjusted by
inflation

Categories
Auditing company identity.
Applied accounting standards (IFRS or Local
GAAP).
Annual financial statements adjusted by inflation.

The above detailed intermediate index is built
by aggregating the information of three sub
indexes: "Audit", ―Accounting standards‖ and
―Accounts adjusted by inflation". It is
calculated as follows:

CREDit 
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CREDit

Being the intermediate index of the
information credibility of the bank i during
the period t·
The Accessibility of Information Index
To measure the accessibility of information,
we distinguish the information revealed to the
public and the private information. Indeed,
the first type of information is contained in
the financial statements published by the bank

in its annual reports. Besides, the private
information represents any element not
revealed in the public. The access to this type
of information is reserved for a limited group
of information users such as major
shareholders, financial analysts and rating
agencies. Indeed, major shareholders get
themselves the private information according
to decision-making power within the board of
directors.
Furthermore, the financial analysts have an
access to the private information of banks
using press briefings as well as contacts
which they maintain with the staff of the
bank. Financial analysts get the information
from the staff of the bank in order to be
interested by analyzing this private
information and to present afterward detailed
studies about the activity of the bank to the
public. This serves as a second distribution
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channel of the information. Besides, the
famous rating agencies possess the private
information about companies which they rate;
firms are motivated to be rated by these
agencies with the aim of being able to reach
the
international
financial
markets.
Consequently, this information is treated then
indirectly revealed using risk rates. This
constitutes the third distribution channel of
the information.
We retain two of these three distribution
channels which are annual reports and risk
rating agencies. We do not take into
consideration the financial analysts‘ channel
because of the nature of our sample of banks.
Indeed, our sample consists of banks
belonging to emerging countries in which the
culture of the follow-up of firms‘ activity by
the financial analysts is not developed.
Consequently, we think that the financial
analysts‘ channel will be misrepresented in
the chosen sample. We consider two sub
indexes which measure the information
accessibility according to both chosen
channels as follows:
Web-Access: we suggest measuring the
information accessibility using the first
channel (annual reports) by the introduction
or not of these reports by the bank in its Web
site. Our measure finds its origin in the fact
that the publication of the bank annual in at
least one of the written national daily
newspapers is compulsory. However, the
introduction of these reports in the bank Web
site is voluntary. That‘s why; we think that
our measure would reflect the effort of
transparency undertaken by the bank. Indeed,
we assign one if the bank publishes its annual
reports on its Web site and 0 otherwise.
Rating: we suggest measuring the information
accessibility using the third channel (Rating
agencies) by distinguishing banks rated by
international agencies. Indeed, this requires
the analysis of the rating agencies
classification. This analysis was presented by

the Bank for international settlements (BIS) in
2000 in its ―Working paper ―number 3.
Indeed, this paper stipulates that at the
beginning of year 1999, we counted 130
agencies all over the world, although
industrial sources indicated that this number
was closer to 150. The collected data show
that there is a wide disparity in the size of the
rating agencies, measured by the number of
employees or by the number of assigned rates.
Agencies could be classified in three
categories:
 National rating agencies;
 Regional rating agencies;
 International rating agencies.
National rating agencies are especially present
in Sweden, where certain number of agencies
uses statistical models to determine the global
solvency of the Swedish national market. The
second category includes agencies, such as
"Capital Intelligence", which have an action
policy restricted to specific regions (Gulf /
Mediterranean Sea, the Eastern / Asian / and
Central Europe). Finally, the third category is
related to the international agencies. The
membership to this category seems depending
on reaching a critical size (Standard and
Poor‘s, Moody‘s…).
According to the classification made by BIS
(2000), we distinguish the rating agencies
according to their memberships in one of the
above detailed categories. Indeed, we think
that a bank rated by an international agency is
more transparent than a bank rated by a
regional agency as well as a bank rated by a
national agency. Consequently, we assign two
if the bank is rated by an international agency;
one is assigned if the bank is rated by a
regional agency and 0 otherwise. The
intermediate
index
of
information
accessibility is detailed as follows:
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Table 4

Information

Sub indexes

Categories

Information
Accessibility

S42 : Web Access
S43 : Rate

Annual reports disclosure on the bank Website.
Rating agency classification.

The above detailed intermediate index is built
by aggregating the information of both sub
indexes "Web Access" and "Rate". It is
calculated as follows:

ACCESS it 

1
3

We present in what follows the composite
index of banking transparency called
"TRANS":
4
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ACCESS it

Being the intermediate index of
the information accessibility of the bank i
during the period t.

The Composite Index of Banking
Transparency

TRANS it 

S
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N

TRANS it

Being the composite index of the
transparency of the bank i during the period t.
N being the number of the dimensions of
information which is equal to 4.
S jit
Being the intermediate index of the
dimension j, of the bank i during the period t.
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By developing the composite index, we
consider that four dimensions of the
information (measured each one by the
corresponding intermediate index) possess the
same degree of importance to explain the
transparency. Indeed, we introduced the
intermediate indexes without weights in the
construction of the composite index, in order
to eliminate the subjectivity problem.

The Sample
The banking data used in our study are
collected from the "Bankscope" database. The
chosen sample consists of 69 banks practicing
in emerging countries.
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Besides, the financial and non financial data
relative to our sample is collected in 2006.
Indeed, the objective of our date choice is to
study the levels of banks transparency before
the application of Basel II agreements in the
emerging countries. Consequently, we are
analyzing the voluntary part of the
transparency. The choice of year 2006 is
supported by the fact that the application of
Basel II agreements in the studied countries
will be compulsory starting from 2007. The
criteria of our sample choice are detailed as
follows:
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Table 5

Criterion

Criterion detail

Justification of the criterion choice

Pays

Tunisia, Morocco, Lebanon,
Malaysia, Thailand, Turkey et Egypt

Emergent countries in which Basel II
agreements have not been applied until 2006.

Spécialisation

Commercial and investment banks

Banks collecting deposits et face different
banking risks.

Financial statements
consolidation

Consolidated financial statements

Consolidated financial statements inform about
the characteristics of the bank subsidiaries.

Publicly traded banks

Availability of the bank governance‘s
information. Furthermore, this criterion enables
us to study the eventual correlation between
transparency and firm value.

Listed banks

The studied banks are detailed according to
the emergent countries as follows:
Table 6

Country
Tunisie
Maroc
Liban
Malaisie
Thaïlande
Turquie
Egypte
Total

Number of studied
banks
12
5
6
4
12
15
15
69

Percentage of the sample in the national banking system*
98,93%
91,67%
57,68%
24,85%
86,28%
90,81%
33,86%

Source: Bankscope (treated data)
* The combined capitalization of the studied banks from the same country divided by the capitalization of all commercial and
investment banks in the country

Findings
Our results show the transparency composite
index of 69 banks. These banks are
distributed according to their countries. The
results show an important disparity between
the dimensions of information, the studied
banks as well as between countries.
Comparative Analysis by Dimension of
Information
We detailed previously that transparency is a
complex concept with various dimensions of
the revealed information. Indeed, the detailed
study of each dimension guides us towards
the failing compartment of the transparency.

Consequently, we could target the actions to
be done in order to reach the expected results
by Basel committee.
We notice that the relative decline of banking
transparency indexes in several countries of
the sample is due to the opportunity and
credibility intermediate indexes. Indeed, the
averages of these both intermediate indexes in
the entire sample are respectively equal to 34,
76 % and 42, 26 %. This explains that the
lack of banking transparency in emerging
countries is due to the qualitative element of
the information and not that quantitative. On
one hand, banks do not reveal the information
in time; on the other hand, the revealed
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information is not reliable. However, this
report does not mean that the other two
intermediate indexes are satisfactory. 59, 82
% and 65, 07 % are respectively the averages
for the completeness and the accessibility
intermediate indexes: these levels should be
improved.
Moreover, the completeness of information
index consists of two elements: l Financial
and non financial information. Results show
that MRDISC index is distinctly less than in
DISC index in all studied countries except
Thailand. In fact, we improved DISC index
by introducing non-financial information
elements. Consequently, we detected a
decline in the transparency of the studied
banks regarding the quantity of disclosed
information. This statement shows that the
majority of the studied banks show a
considerable lack in revealing non-financial
information such as governance, operational

risk, management strategy and activities of
social and environmental responsibility.
Comparative Analysis by Bank
Our study established in 2006 shows that the
least transparent bank is the '' Société Arabe
Internationale de Banque'' in Egypt with a
transparency index equal to 14, 57 %. This
means that this bank is far from being in
compliance with the recommendations of
Basel committee. On the other hand, the most
transparent bank is the Audi SAL bank in
Lebanon which possesses a transparency
index equal to 85.03 %.
Comparative Analysis by Country
The results show that there is a disparity
between the studied countries in our sample.
Indeed, countries are classified in decreasing
order according to their national average of
the banking transparency as follows:

Table 7

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Country
Turkey
Thailand
Lebanon
Malaysia
Morocco
Tunisia
Egypt
Total

Number of studied
banks

National average of the banking transparency

15
12
6
4
5
12
15
69

63,24%
61,63%
59,80%
51,91%
51,32%
35,30%
30,15%

This classification made in 2006, shows well
the lack of banking transparency in the
countries of North Africa. Indeed, this
statement is due to several factors: micro and
macroeconomic, cultural and political factors.
Turkey and Thailand appear at the top) of the
list and seem to be the most prepared
countries to apply the Basel II agreements
among those of the sample. Indeed, big efforts
were undertaken in these countries regarding
banking transparency; for example, Turkey

tries hard to be coherent with the European
standards both at the political, the economic,
and the financial level with the aim of a
possible European Union accession. On the
other hand, Thailand is a country which
attracts important foreign investments in
particular
in
the
banking
domain.
Accordingly, banking transparency is
guaranteed.
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Conclusion
Further to the financial scandals which shook
the whole world, in particular in the financial
sector, the Basel committee adopted more
restrictive standards of transparency. Indeed,
the Basel II agreements were applied in
several developed countries since 2006
whereas the majority of emerging countries
have not found the way yet. This paper tried
to answer the following question: What are
the emerging countries ranks regarding their
banks' transparency?
We showed that the studied emerging
countries applied on average until 2006 only
50, 48 % of the recommendations of the Basel
committee
in
banking
transparency.
Furthermore, our study revealed disparities
between countries as well as between the
dimensions of the revealed information.
Indeed, Turkey is twice transparent than
Egypt. On the other hand, the detailed
analysis of the various dimensions of the
information showed that the indexes of
banking transparency in emerging countries
are pulled downward by relatively low
intermediate indexes of opportunity and
credibility of the information. We conclude
that the major failure of emerging countries in
banking transparency does not concern
essentially the quantity of the revealed
information but rather its quality. So, the
information is not revealed on time and its
reliability is criticized.
The quantitative part of the information is
partly affected by non-financial information
opacity. In effect, most studied banks show a
weak interest in the publication of this type of
information.
We intend to develop in further research sub
indexes related to the activities of social and
environmental responsibility undertaken by
banks. The direct impact of CSR could be
measured using GRI. The indirect one could

be proxied by the Equator principles. These
principles are taken into consideration in the
financing decision making process in all
industrial projects of 10 millions USD or
more. However, these principles are most
likely adopted by the universal banks due to
its important sizes. As a result, it excludes the
small banks. These references in measuring
the performance of social and environmental
responsibility were newly and deliberately
adopted by international banks to emphasize
their activities of CSR.
Furthermore, we seek to study the
determinants of bank transparency. In the
lights of the results we have obtained, we can
clearly detect a possible association between
bank transparency and the bank governance.
For example, the lack of transparency of ''
Banque de l'habitat'' (TRANS = 18,80 %) in
Tunisia may be explained in our
understanding by several reasons. The first
reason is the property structure of this bank;
the Tunisian Government is the major
shareholder with 32,62 % of the capital, the
rest of the bank capital is distributed between
two foreign investment funds, a Tunisian oil
company and a foreign bank as well as other
private investors. Indeed, the capital of the ''
Banque de l'habitat'' is mainly concentrated in
the
hands
of
three
shareholders.
Consequently, the bank is not incited to reveal
the information publicly. The second reason
of this lack of transparency is that the ''
Banque de l'habitat'' is publicly traded on the
local market; its requirements of transparency
in 2006 were sharply below the
recommendations of Basel committee.
Besides, after analyzing the property structure
of bank Audi SAL, we notice that the
shareholding is distributed between a foreign
bank, a number of families from the Middle
East and individual investors possessing each
less than 5 % of the capital. Consequently, we
think that this dilution of the bank capital
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explains partially its high transparency
compared to the other banks of the sample.
Furthermore, the shares of bank Audi SAL
are traded in the London Stock Exchange and
in Beirut Stock Exchange. Indeed, the
security trading of the bank in the London

Stock Exchange represents a guarantee of
transparency because the conditions of access
to this market are relatively binding.
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Appendix
Country

Bank

BH
BT
UIB
ATTIJARI BANK
UBCI
STB
TUNISIA
BTK
BTE
BNA
ATB
AMEN BANK
BIAT
Country Average
CREDIT MAROC
BMCE BANK
Attijari wafa bank
MOROCCO
banque centrale
populaire
BMCI
Country Average
B.L.C. Bank S.A.L
Bank Audi SAL
BLOM Bank s.a.l.
LEBANON
Byblos Bank S.A.L
Bank of Beirut S.A.L.
Banque BEMO
Country Average
Alliance Financial
Group
EON Capital Berhad
MALAYSIA
Malayan Banking
Berhad
Hong Leong Bank
Berhad
Country Average
ACL Bank Public
Comp
Siam City Bank Public
TMB Bank Public
Comp
Krung Thai Bank
THAILAND
Public
Bangkok Bank Public
Company Limited
Bank of Ayudhya
Public Company Ltd
Bankthai Public
Company Limited

Disc.
0.6
0.75
0.7
0.3
0.75
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.5
0.75
0.8
0.85
0.708333
0.8
0.85
0.75

Mrdisc.
0.418605
0.511628
0.488372
0.255814
0.465116
0.511628
0.534884
0.511628
0.372093
0.55814
0.627907
0.604651
0.488372
0.55814
0.697674
0.534884

Opport.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.5

Cred.
0
0
0.5
0.25
0.5
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.5
0.5
0
0.3125
0.5
0.5
0.75

Access
0.333333
0.666667
0.333333
0.666667
0.333333
0.666667
1
1
0.333333
1
0.666667
0.333333
0.611111
0.666667
0.666667
1

Trans.
0.187984
0.294574
0.330426
0.29312
0.324612
0.357074
0.508721
0.502907
0.238857
0.514535
0.448643
0.234496
0.352996
0.431202
0.466085
0.696221

0.7

0.534884

0

0.75

0.666667

0.487888

0.85
0.79
0.65
0.7
0.65
0.65

0.604651
0.586047
0.372093
0.651163
0.511628
0.534884

0.5
0.2
0.5
1
1
1

0.5
0.6
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.25

0.333333
0.666667
0.333333
1
0.666667
1

0.484496
0.513178
0.488857
0.850291
0.732074
0.696221

0.7

0.488372

0.5

0.25

0.333333

0.392926

0.7

0.627907

0

0.75

0.333333

0.42781

0.675

0.531008

0.666667

0.583333

0.611111

0.59803

0.85

0.744186

0

0.5

0.333333

0.39438

0.75

0.744186

0

0

0.333333

0.26938

0.85

0.837209

1

0

1

0.709302

0.9

0.813953

1

0

1

0.703488

0.8375

0.784884

0.5

0.125

0.666667

0.519138

0.6

0.651163

0

0.5

0.333333

0.371124

0.75

0.488372

1

0.5

1

0.747093

0.7

0.72093

1

0.5

0.666667

0.721899

0.7

0.744186

1

0.25

1

0.748547

0.7

0.72093

1

0

1

0.680233

0.6

0.674419

1

0

1

0.668605

0.6

0.674419

1

0

0.666667

0.585271
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Finansa Public Co, Ltd
Kasikornbank Public
Company Limited
Kiatnakin Bank Public
Company Limited
Siam Commercial Bank
Public Company
Limited
Standard Chartered
Bank (Thai) Public
Company Limited
Country Average
Turkiye Kalkinma Bank
Alternatifbank A.S.
Tekstil Bankasi A.S.-Te
Industrial Develop
Bank
Sekerbank T.A.S.
Fortis Bank AS
Denizbank A.S.
Finansbank A.S.
TURKEY
Turkiye Halk Bankasi
Turkiye Vakiflar
Bankasi
Yapi Ve Kredi Bankasi
Turkiye Garanti
Bankasi
Akbank T.A.S.
Turkiye is Bankasi A.S.
Turk Ekonomi Bankasi
A.S.
Country Average
Ahli United Bank
(Egypt) SAE
Arab African
International Bank
Arab Banking
Corporation - Egypt
Bank of Alexandria
BLOM Bank Egypt
SAE
BNP Paribas Egypt
Credit Agricole Egypt
EGYPT
Egyptian Gulf Bank
HSBC Bank Egypt S A
E
National Bank for
Development
National Societe
Generale Bank SAE
Piraeus Bank Egypt
SAE
Société Arabe
Internationale de

0.4

0.418605

0

0.5

0.333333

0.312984

0.6

0.72093

1

0

1

0.680233

0.7

0.744186

1

0

0.333333

0.51938

0.6

0.72093

1

0

1

0.680233

0.6

0.72093

1

0

1

0.680233

0.629167
0.85
0.85
0.85

0.666667
0.767442
0.813953
0.837209

0.833333
0
1
0

0.1875
1
0.5
1

0.777778
1
1
1

0.616319
0.69186
0.828488
0.709302

0.85

0.651163

0

0.75

0.666667

0.516957

0.85
0.65
0.7
0.9
0.8

0.767442
0.651163
0.581395
0.860465
0.72093

0
0
0
0
0

0.75
0.5
0.25
0.75
0.75

1
0.666667
1
1
0.666667

0.62936
0.454457
0.457849
0.652616
0.534399

1

0.930233

0.5

0.75

1

0.795058

0.8

0.767442

0

1

1

0.69186

0.9

0.813953

0

0.5

1

0.578488

0.9
0.85

0.837209
0.860465

0
0

0.75
0.75

1
1

0.646802
0.652616

0.9

0.837209

0

0.75

1

0.646802

0.843333

0.779845

0.1

0.716667

0.933333

0.632461

0.45

0.255814

0

0.25

0.333333

0.209787

0.5

0.372093

0

0.5

0.666667

0.38469

0.45

0.302326

0

0.5

0.333333

0.283915

0.3

0.302326

0

0.5

0.666667

0.367248

0.55

0.348837

0.5

0.5

0

0.337209

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.325581
0.418605
0.44186

0
0
0

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.333333
0.333333
0.333333

0.289729
0.312984
0.318798

0.45

0.27907

0

0.5

0

0.194767

0.5

0.325581

0

0.25

0.333333

0.227229

0.55

0.418605

0

0.25

0.666667

0.333818

0.65

0.44186

1

0.5

0.333333

0.568798

0.55

0.348837

0

0.25

0

0.149709
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Banque
Suez Canal Bank
Union National Bank Egypt SAE
Country Average
Sample Average

0.5

0.348837

0.5

0.5

0

0.337209

0.5

0.325581

0

0.5

0

0.206395

0.496667
0.711429

0.350388
0.598173

0.133333
0.347619

0.433333
0.422619

0.288889
0.650794

0.301486
0.504801

Figure 1: Bank transparency index
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An Evaluation of the Steady State Mode Max-DEWMA Control
Chart
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School of Mathematical Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia

Abstract
The superiority of the Max-DEWMA chart to
the Max-EWMA chart, in detecting small and
moderate shifts in the mean and/or variance
was previously measured based on the zerostate mode average run length (ARL)
performance. In this paper, a Monte Carlo
simulation is conducted to show that the
optimal Max-EWMA chart provides better
cyclical steady state ARL and standard
deviation of the run length (SDRL)
performances than the optimal Max-DEWMA
chart. A steady state investigation is useful
when the process remains in-control for a
random and an unobservable length of time
before a shift occurs. Note that to the best of
the authors‟ knowledge, a study on DEWMA
type charts‟ steady state ARL and SDRL
performances have yet to be made in the
literature.
Keywords: Average Run Length (ARL),
Cyclical Steady State, DEWMA Chart, EWMA
Chart, Standard Deviation of the Run Length
(SDRL)

Introduction
Roberts (1959) introduced the exponentially
weighted moving average (EWMA) control
chart for a quick detection of a shift in the
process mean. During the last decade, the
applications of the EWMA statistic as a
process monitoring tool have became
increasingly popular in the field of statistical

process control (SPC). Two EWMA charts
are usually required to be plotted concurrently
to monitor the process mean and the process
variance. This is cumbersome, besides
consuming more resources, time, manpower
and cost.
According to Gan (2000), by referring to
either the mean or the variance chart alone
without making reference to the other might
mislead quality control engineers into making
a wrong decision. In real life (especially in
industrial processes), the process variance
tends to increase with the process mean. An
ideal situation is a decrease in the variance
when the mean stays in control, but the
situation is undesirable if a decrease in the
variance is accompanied by a decrease in the
mean. Gan (1995) and Gan, Ting and Chang
(2004) gave an example of a process with a
decrease in the variance, accompanied by a
change in the mean and showed that the state
of this process is difficult to detect. For this
case, the mean chart becomes insensitive to
the change in the process mean because the
variance of the sample mean has decreased.
Any detection of the mean with a decrease in
the variance could lead to a false conclusion
that the process mean has improved. In other
words, the problem of monitoring the process
mean and variance is a bivariate one, and both
the mean and variance charts need to be
looked at jointly, in order to make meaningful
inferences. This has led to the development of
single EWMA-type charts to simultaneously
monitor the process mean and/or the process
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variance. Many researchers have contributed
to the development of single EWMA-type
charts (see for example, Chen, Cheng & Xie,
2001; Chen, Cheng & Xie, 2004; Costa &
Rahim, 2004; Costa & Rahim, 2006; Gan,
1995; Gan, 2000; Knoth & Schmid, 2002;
Morais & Pacheco, 2000; Reynolds &
Stoumbos, 2001; Reynolds & Stoumbos,
2004). A comprehensive review of single
EWMA-type control charts has been
discussed in Cheng and Thaga (2006) and
Khoo, Teh and Wu (2010).
Recently, the single Max-DEWMA (called
the
Maximum
Double
Exponentially
Weighted Moving Average) chart, proposed
by Khoo et al. (2010), which has an
advantage of simultaneously detecting shifts
in the process mean and/or variability was
shown to outperform the Max-EWMA chart,
proposed by Chen, Cheng and Xie (2004), for
small and moderate shifts, based on the zerostate mode average run length (ARL)
performance. By using single variables chart,
savings in terms of resources, time,
manpower and cost can be attained for the
quality management and governance of the
organization as a whole.
The primary objective of this study is to
evaluate the cyclical steady state mode
performances of the Max-DEWMA and the
Max-EWMA charts, for monitoring the mean
and/or variance of a normally distributed
process. A steady state investigation is useful
when the process remains in-control for a
random and an unobservable length of time
before a shift occurs. An efficient control
chart is one that can quickly identify the
presence of assignable cause(s), so that an
investigation of the process and corrective
actions can be undertaken to bring the process

into statistical control. The ARLs and
standard deviation of the run lengths (SDRLs)
are obtained through a Monte Carlo
simulation to measure the speed of the charts
in detecting a process shift. Since the process
mean and variance are allowed to change for
various sizes of shifts, the performances of
each of the charts, based on ARL and SDRL
can be compared.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 reviews the Max-EWMA
and Max-DEWMA charts. A simulation study
is conducted to evaluate and compare the
performances of the Max-DEWMA and MaxEWMA charts in Section 3. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

The Max-EWMA and MaxDEWMA Charts
Xie (1999) and Chen, Cheng and Xie (2001)
proposed the Max-EWMA chart. This chart
plots the maximum absolute values of two
independent EWMA statistics, one controlling
the mean and the other the variance. The
Max-EWMA chart jointly monitors the mean
and variance using a single plotting variable.
When an out-of-control signal is issued, the
chart is able to identify the source and
direction of the shift. The Max-EWMA chart
is effective in detecting small changes in the
process.
Assume that a series of random observations,
, for i = 1, 2, … and j =
1, 2, …, n1, where a and b are constants and b
> 1. The process is in-control when a = 0 and
b = 1; otherwise the process has shifted. Let

And
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be the mean and variance of sample i, respectively. The following two independent statistics are
defined:

And

Note that in Equation (4),
denotes
the inverse standard normal distribution
function and H(w; v) the chi-square
distribution function with v degrees of
freedom. When the process is in-control, both
Ui and Vi in Equations (3) and (4),

respectively, are independent statistics having
a common standard normal distribution. The
two EWMA statistics computed from Ui and
Vi are defined as follow:

And

Here,

is the smoothing constant,

while
are the starting
values of Yi and Zi, respectively. A single
plotting statistic of the Max-EWMA chart that

combines Yi and Zi is defined as (Chen,
Cheng and Xie, 2001; Xie, 1999)

UCLME  ,
M
Since i is non-negative, the Max-EWMA chart only needs an upper control limit
given by
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for i = 1, 2, …, where E ( M i ) and V ( M i ) are the mean and variance of M i , respectively, when
the process is in-control (i.e., a = 0 and b = 1), and K ME is a multiplier that controls the width of
the limit. Xie (1999) and Chen, Cheng and Xie (2001) provided formulae for computing E ( M i )

, K ME 
and V ( M i ) , based on a desired  . The 
combinations based on desired in-control
ARL0s 
ARLs 
are also given in Xie (1999) and Chen, Cheng and Xie (2001).
Similarly, for the Max-DEWMA chart, it is assumed that the quality characteristic of interest
from a process is sequentially recorded in samples of size ni (Khoo, Teh and Wu, 2010). It is also
X ij ~ N    a, b22 
assumed that
, for i = 1, 2, … and j = 1, 2, …, ni . The process is incontrol when a = 0 and b = 1; otherwise the process has shifted. From the two EWMA statistics
of Yi and Zi, given in Equations (5) and (6), respectively, two corresponding DEWMA statistics
can be computed as follows:

And

W0 and Q0 W0  Q0  0  are the starting values of Wi and Qi , respectively. Khoo, Teh
Y , Zi ,
and Wu (2010) take the simple approach by setting the smoothing constant the same for i
Here,

Wi

Q
and i in Equations (5), (6), (9) and (10), respectively. Then the two DEWMA statistics in
Equations (9) and (10) are combined into the following single statistic for the proposed
MaxDEWMA chart.

W
Q
L
Because the proposed chart is based on i , i.e., the maximum of i and i , it is called the
Max-DEWMA chart. If the process mean has shifted away from mean and/or the variance has
L
increased or decreased, the statistic i will be large. If both the process mean and variance stay
L
L
close to their respective target values, then i will be small. Note that i is the maximum of the
absolute values of the two DEWMA statistics and it is non-negative. Therefore, the MaxUCLMD  , given by (Khoo, Teh and Wu, 2010)
DEWMA chart needs only an upper control limit
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for i = 1, 2, …, where

E  Li 

and

V  Li 

are

the mean and variance of Li , respectively,
when the process is in-control, while K MD is a
multiplier that controls the width of UCLMD .
Khoo, Teh and Wu (2010) showed that the
zero state MaxDEWMA chart performs
better than the zero state MaxEWMA chart,
in detecting small and moderate shifts in the
mean and/or variance. A quick detection of
small to moderate shifts in the mean and/or
variance can be made by choosing  in the
interval 0.05    0.30.

A Comparison of the Max-DEWMA
and Max-EWMA Charts
One of the most common measures of a
control chart‘s performance is the ARL,
which is defined as the average number of
sample points that must be plotted on the
chart before an out-of-control signal is
observed. The performances of the MaxDEWMA and Max-EWMA charts are
compared in this section, where the exact
limits of both charts are considered. The use
of exact limits, instead of asymptotic limits, in
the initial state enables both the MaxDEWMA and Max-EWMA charts to detect
initial out-of-control signals quickly. The zero
and steady state ARLs and SDRLs for the
Max-DEWMA and Max-EWMA charts are
evaluated.
In computing the optimal parameters of the
charts using the Statistical Analysis Software
(SAS) version 9, based on the zero state
mode, the smallest out-of-control ARL

( ARL1 ) is computed for each shift
combination (a, b) for the two charts, and the
corresponding control charts‘ parameters are
considered as the optimal parameters. For
example, for the Max-DEWMA chart, this is
ARL1s
achieved by computing the zero state
corresponding to a shift (a, b), based on
10,000 simulation trials for the various
combinations of ( λ, KMD ) , where λ =
0.050(0.005)1, followed by identifying the
smallest ARL1 and its corresponding optimal
(λ, KMD ) combination. A similar approach is
used in computing the optimal ( λ, K ME )
combinations for the Max-EWMA chart,
based on the zero state ARL. Table A1 in the
Appendix presents the computed optimal
(λ, KMD ) and ( λ, KME ) combinations for the
Max-DEWMA and Max-EWMA charts, for n
ARL0 = 250. Generally, Table A1
= 5 and
shows that for the same shift combination (a,
b), the two charts are optimal at about the
same value of . An out-of-control point is
detected by the Max-DEWMA chart if
Li > UCLMD and by the Max-EWMA chart if

M i  UCLME

.
The cyclical steady-state ARLs and SDRLs
are evaluated, based on the procedure given in
Taylor (1968). Steady-state run lengths refer
to the run lengths of a control scheme
evaluated after the process has reached its
steady state. A control statistic is in the steady
state if the process remains in-control for a
random and an unobservable length of time
M
before a shift occurs. Let S = 100 denotes
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the number of in-control samples before the
shift occurs. In the cyclical steady-state
procedure, the chart‘s statistics are reset to
their initial values but the count of samples is
not reset to zero, in the first M S samples,
when a shift occurs. Note that the optimal
(λ, KMD ) and ( λ, KME ) combinations used to
compute the zero state ARLs and SDRLs are
also used to compute the cyclical steady state
ARLs and SDRLs, so that a comparison
between the ARL and SDRL results of the
two different states can be made.
Tables 1 and 2 give the ARL and SDRL
results for the Max-DEWMA and MaxEWMA charts, respectively. In these tables,
the entries involving SDRLs and cyclical
steady state ARLs for (a, b) = (0, 1) are empty
because when the process is in-control, the
optimal ( λ, KMD ) and ( λ, K ME ) combinations
are not available, hence, the computation of
optimal ARLs and SDRLs cannot be made.
ARL1s and SDRL1s in
Overall, the zero state
Table 2 are lower than the corresponding ones
in Table 1, indicating that the Max-DEWMA
chart is superior to the Max-EWMA chart, in
the detection of shifts that occur at the
beginning of process monitoring. In other
words, when the Max-DEWMA chart is
adopted, the speed to signal an initial out-ofcontrol increases.

Tables 1 and 2 also indicate that the cyclical
steady state ARL1s and SDRL1s of the MaxEWMA chart are, in general lower than the
corresponding ones of the Max-DEWMA
chart. However, for small decreasing shifts in
the variance (i.e., b = 0.9 or 0.95) and a{0,
0.05, 0.10}, the Max-DEWMA chart is
slightly superior to the Max-EWMA chart, in
terms of the cyclical steady state ARLs and
SDRLs. It should be noted that the use of
(λ, KMD ) and ( λ, KME ) combinations in Table
A1, which are optimal for the zero state ARL
may not be optimal for the cyclical steady
state ARL.
The superiority of the Max-DEWMA chart to
the Max-EWMA chart, in terms of the zero
state ARL and SDRL performances, is more
pronounced for small shifts in the mean
and/or variance. By having better zero state
ARL and SDRL performances than the MaxEWMA chart, the Max-DEWMA chart could
be useful in situations where upon removal of
assignable cause(s), one is interested to check
immediately whether the process has been
brought into an in-control state (Knoth, 2005).
However, if the process remains in-control for
a random and an unobservable length of time
before a shift occurs, the Max-EWMA chart
should be applied.
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Conclusion
The Max-DEWMA chart merges two
DEWMA charts, each for the mean and
variance, into a single chart. The optimal
Max-DEWMA chart has better zero state
ARL and SDRL performances than the
optimal Max-EWMA chart but the latter is
superior to the former, in terms of the cyclical
steady state ARL and SDRL performances.
By having favourable zero state ARL and
SDRL performances, the Max-DEWMA chart
could be helpful in situations, where a quick
check as to whether corrective actions taken
following a process shift has successfully
brought the process into its in-control state, is
required. Like other single variable charts, the
Max-EWMA and Max-DEWMA charts are
not only able to simultaneously monitor both
the process mean and variance, but they also
have the desirable properties of an EWMA
chart. In addition, the Max-EWMA and MaxDEWMA charts allow one to monitor both
the process mean and/or process variability by
looking at only one chart with a single
statistic. These charts are also capable of
handling the variable sample size problem.
Although implementing the Max-DEWMA
chart is slightly more complicated than the
Max-EWMA chart, the accessibility of

modern computers makes this a trivial
problem.
Future works on the Max-DEWMA and MaxEWMA charts that are worthy of pursuing are
as follow:
1. To measure the performances of the
charts when their smoothing constants,
λ‘s, have different weights.
2. To investigate the steady state ARL
and SDRL performances of the charts
using optimal parameters computed
based on the cyclical steady state
mode, as in this paper, the cyclical
steady state ARLs and SDRLs are
computed
using
the
optimal
parameters of the charts, obtained
based on the zero state mode.
3. To compare the charts for skewed
populations, in terms of their ARL,
SDRL, median run length (MRL), and
percentage points of the run length
distribution performances.
4. To study the performances of the
charts, based on an autocorrelated
process, i.e., when the independence
assumption is violated.
5. To compare the performances of the
charts, based on heavy tailed
distributions, such as the Student-t or
Cauchy distributions.
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Sustainabililty Engineering as an Enterprise Quality Requirement
Roland Jochem
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Abstract
Modelling is a broadly excepted analytic
instrument and planning tool. Today,
modelling is mainly applied for engineering
and physical purposes and covers a short time
horizon compared to intergenerational
justice. In parallel, sustainability is gaining
more importance for the industrial planning
because themes like global warming, child
labour, and compliance with social and
environmental standards have to be taken into
account. Sustainability is characterized by
comprehensively examining the three
dimensions economy, ecology and social
questions as well as their long-term
perspective. Adequate indicators and an
adaptation of Quality methods and
procedures are necessary to evaluate the
sustainability of enterprise processes. A
further challenge is the consideration of
sustainability effects coming from the usual
manufacturing process structure of a value
creation network, in particular from crossenterprise cooperation and geographically
distributed production. This article examines
in a first step the state of technique related to
sustainability and modelling of sustainability
within enterprises and cross-organisational.
It describes then an approach to model
sustainability from different perspectives of
an enterprise.
Keywords:
Modelling;
Quality;
Sustainability, Value Creation Network

Introduction

‗Making a development durable and viable
for the future, means that the current
generation meet their needs without threaten
the ability of a future generation to satisfy
their own needs‘ in this way the BrundtlandReport from 1987 defines sustainable
development. Sustainability is seen as a
process of change, by whom the use of
resources, the structure of investments, the
orientation of technological improvements
and the institutional structures have to be
adjusted and balanced between the current
and future needs. Such needs are for example
to ensure healthy food, availability of
resources and a stable and safe social
environment. In parallel to the long-term aim
of an intergenerational justice the origin for a
sustainable development was sharpened by
the German Bundestag. 1998 a committee of
enquiry put sustainability on ‗Three Columns‘
and pointed it out as a ‗concept of enduring
development viable for the future and related
to the economic, environmental and social
dimension of human existence‘. Sustainability
can unfold its full potential just if it finds a
way into a broad range of economy and
society.
Nowadays the modeling of technical and
economic issues is a common analytic
instrument and planning method. Presently,
enterprise models mostly focus on clearly
delimited engineering and organizational
questions. If sustainability aspects of the
issues should be analysed then additionally
the
implications
on
the
economic,
environmental and social dimensions have to
be taken into account (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Sustainability Dimensions

At the same time also a relation to the longterm development has to be facilitated.
Appropriate indicators are requested to
perform such combined analyses both bridge
the local analysis content with all
sustainability dimensions as well as the longterm orientation. Modelling methods and
procedures have also to be adapted to the
advanced content and time perspective. But, it
is not that easy to gain a sustainabilityintegrating investigation of a part from a
supply net compared with a pure material
flow-oriented analysis. This is especially a
challenge because many manufacturing
processes are organized across enterprise
borders and are geographically distributed,
often global. As an example, the choice of a
‘sustainable‘ material for a product might
induce an environmentally non-beneficial
coating procedure in a later stage within the

value creation chain or induce a higher scrap
rate during the final manufacturing.
At the moment process modeling related to
different planning horizons is applied for
example for organizational design of
enterprises, for decision support at the
manufacturing site and in operative quality
control systems design. The modelling of
sustainability aspects requires a stronger
integration of fields that are currently mostly
analyzed independently, especially, along the
different decision making levels within an
enterprise as well as along a supply net
crossing enterprise borders. Moreover, the
product life cycle has in important influence
on the sustainability (see Figure 1).
This paper examines in a first step the state of
technique related to sustainability, modelling
of sustainability and the relation to Quality
Management in an enterprise.
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State-of-the-Art in Modelling of
Sustainability in the Industrial
Environment
In order to structure the related research, this
chapter first examines which general
sustainability concepts are available for single
enterprises and a set of enterprises along
value creation networks. Then, modelling
approaches related to an individual production
site and to complete value creation networks
are reviewed.
With regard to the design and operation of
sustainable industrial value creation networks,
concepts and tools of environmental
management and material flow management
have to be taken into account and have to be
integrated into a Sustainable Supply Chain
Management concept. Regarding this topic
accepted norms and standards are already
defined internationally. Thus, the material
flow management provides on the one hand
solutions to reduce the environmental impact
by the reduction of anthropogenic emissions
and by substitution of materials. On the other
hand, the environmental management
solutions propose ways to improve the
corporate environmental management (ISO
14001) and the operational environment
performance (EMAS). The ISO 14001 is an
environmental management system, which
systematically anchors the environmental
protection within the management in order to
take account of environmental aspects in all
daily tasks and in all strategic enterprise
decisions. The EMAS is based on the
‗European Union Eco-Audit Regulation‘ by
the European Commission from 1993. It
regulates how all the effects of a production
site on the environment have to be recorded
assessed and documented. In the field of
social accountability SA8000 and ISO 26000
are the world's first certifiable standards for
the expansion of the company's reputation
through socially responsible corporate
governance. Based on the international
convention of human rights and selected rules

of the International Labour Organization
(ILO), the SA8000 includes nine thematic
areas. Among those issues SA8000 includes
prohibition of child labour and forced labour,
health and safety, freedom of association,
prohibition of discrimination, limits on
working hours, an adequate remuneration and
management systems sufficient to guarantee
compliance with the standard‘s conditions.
However, the degree of implementation of
these standards is – compared with the ISO
9000 – neither comprehensive nor area-wide.
Defined standards remain without significant
effect, as long as they are not perceived and
implemented. However, a study on
environmental and social standards in the
automotive industry showed in 2004 an
overall positive attitude to questions of
sustainability. 97% of the companies consider
sustainability in general as important or very
important, 92% classify sustainability for the
automotive industry as important or very
important and 79% consider environmental
and social standards (ISO 14000, SA8000,
ISO 26000) as very helpful to assist and
cultivate sustainability. Often companies
ostensible require compliance with standards
such as ISO 9000, ISO 14001 and EMAS
from their suppliers. Nevertheless, a holistic
link and integration of environmentallyfocused management concepts such as
material flow management and environmental
management with the supply chain
management is not yet identified. First
approaches to that can be seen in the EFQM
Model. In its Assessment Model it contains an
integrated approach to describe and analyse
indicators for different perspectives of an
enterprise from customer satisfaction,
employee satisfaction to environmental and
social responsibility. Other more operational
approaches derived from lean management
principles like ―5S‖ (structurize, systematize,
sanitise, standardize, self-discipline) provide
checklists and data sheets to document and
analyse sustainability indicators related to
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competitiveness, environmental and social
responsibility in an integrated manner.
According to a study from the ETH Zurich
the companies see the lack of appropriate
software as the main obstacle to not have
introduced a Sustainable Supply Chain
Management. However, some companies
already fail by the definition of appropriate
metrics and their weightings, as well as the
continuous measurement of the indicators.
With the title ManuFuture a research roadmap
related to future production within the
European Seventh Framework Program (2007
to 2013) has been defined. This roadmap is
supported by Germany from the Fraunhofer
Society, universities, associations and 200
companies. Beside the primary research tasks,
the areas ‗High Performance Manufacturing‘
and ‗Digital Factory/ Adaptive selforganizing
cooperative
processes/
reconfigurability of machinery‘ appear as
highlights. These are suggestions, mainly to
accelerate production processes and design
them more effective, by computer use.
Anyway, it is not declared more precisely
how to consider the operational, economic,
environmental or social conditions and
consequences. In the USA the theme ‗Next
Generation Manufacturing‘ focuses primarily
on computer applications to increase the selfconfiguration of production facilities as well
as a strengthening of life-cycle analysis of
products and production facilities.
In the future, the existing techniques for
enterprise modelling have to be brought
together with the demands of sustainability,
especially coming from the integration of
economic,
environmental
and
social
perspectives. For this purpose a framework
for the different modelling approaches is
needed in a first step to be able to structure
their relationships among each other and in
the second step to model the required
enrichment of sustainability needs.
With respect to enterprise modelling, there are
different methods and tools available for the

process level, e.g. the Integrated Enterprise
Modelling (IEM), the Event Driven Process
Chains (EPC), and the Process Chain
Paradigm. The specifically important aspect
of interoperability within corporate networks
was examined as part of large European
projects, especially IDEAS, ATHENA, and
In-terOP. This has led to the development of
several new methods, e.g. UEML and POP*.
Concerning the design, configuration, and
operation of Value Creation Networks,
modelling and assessment methods (EFQM,
CMMI) have been specified. However, those
methods mostly refer to internal processes
and not to value creation networks.
Associated fields of research are for example
holistic
production
concepts,
environmentally-orientated material flow,
sustainability
within
supply
chain
management, and sector specific supply
chains.
The possibility to effectively apply business
process modelling to the integration of
different disciplines has been successfully
demonstrated. The IEM offers an excellent
starting point for this integration. Relevant
scientific issues have used the IEM as
knowledge base, for analysis, and for model
and business interoperability. Experience with
multi-perspective challenges has been
acquired e.g. within the projects SPIDERWIN (parallel modelling of different partners
in several networks) und FLUID-WIN
(interdisciplinary
and
cross-domain
modelling).
Summarizing, there exists a wide variety of
successful modelling applications. These have
to be, however, more integrated with each
other in terms of sustainability and to be
extended for a consistent consideration of
sustainability.

Approach to Model Sustainability
from Different Perspectives
To define an approach that models
sustainability aspects to examine this with
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respect to cause-effect relationships on
sustainability, the authors see the following
challenges:
1. Consideration of the long-term nature
of sustainability in parallel to the
relatively
short-term
industrial
problems.
2. Evaluation of the impact of limited
industrial problems on the economic,
environmental, social aspects of
sustainability.
It is considered on the principle definition of
sustainability as ‗permanently sustainable
development of economic, environmental and
social dimension‘. Economic goals for the
modelling
are,
among
others,
the
improvement of processing time, of stock
level or the routing. Their direction and the
measurements are usually clearly defined.
However, the environmental objectives may
overlap with the economic objectives,
especially if they have monetary implications.
Examples are the CO2 reduction and the
increase of the energy efficiency. As long as
the legislature and the market provide
indicators, a consideration in models is easily
possible. For environmental goals such as
long-term availability of resources, recycling
or efficient land use it is much more difficult
to find the indicators to be used. Moreover,
the cause-effect relationships are not known
directly between the modelled technicaleconomic issues and environmental objectives
in terms of value, size and time, for example,
what is the connection and correlation
between optimal throughput time, maximum
working time and energy efficiency. Even
more serious, this occurs with the social
objectives, such as social responsibility (for
example child labour), to respect social
standards, permanent education or the need
for a stable and secure social environment. In

addition, the attempt to follow different
objectives of sustainability may lead to a
conflict of aims, both within and between the
dimensions economic, environmental and
social. As an impression of the scope and
complexity of the indicators for real products
Finkbeiner et al. gave the example of the
Mercedes-Benz S-Class.
Summarizing, the presence of measurable and
verifiable indicators is a prerequisite for the
modelling of sustainability aspects. For
technical and economic goals appropriate
indicators are – as experiences show –
available. For the environmental and social
dimension standards such as ISO 14001,
EMAS and SA8000 can provide a first set of
indicators. However,
these indicators
represent individual aspects only, but not the
sustainability of a certain decision as a whole.
The relation between the indicators is not
always clearly defined. A more promising
approach to that respect is the EFQM Model.
Here the relations between the indicators are
defined and assessed in an integrated manner.
But the social and environmental indicators
are often defined at a relatively high level of
abstraction and related to long periods of
time, compared to technical or economic
metrics. A more concrete description of these
indicators is provided in checklists of lean
management approaches like ―5S‖. But also
here the interdependencies of the different
indicators are not clearly described.
Therefore, the key challenge will be to
describe the objectives and indicators of the
different dimensions in their relation to each
other and to the business processes which are
causing the values of the indicators. A further
challenge is to downscale or to upscale the
indicators to the level of individual
enterprises and value-added networks (Figure
2).
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Figure 2: Sustainability Modelling

Therefore, the way of modelling and
describing (sustainability) indicators as well
as their cause-effect relationships with
processes and process models (business
processes and simulation) have to be
integrated formally to get a reliable model. By
using this integrated model the companyinternal and the cross-enterprise processes can
be clearly described together with their
alignment to the sustainability aspects. Beside
this
multi-perspective
description
of
sustainability aspects a further challenging

issue is the bi-directional intermediation of
the modelled information with different
actors. A web-based Process Assistant should
provide various individually adaptable views
of the model information to a large number of
interested actors from society, business and
science. Moreover, this community should be
able to enhance the model with additional
information by using the Process Assistant
(figure 2).
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Conclusion
The issue of sustainability got internationally
specific and sharp contours, especially since
the common decision of the G20 countries to
limit the global warming by 2050 to a
maximum of 2°C. Derived and more practical
objectives and arrangements at national level
will follow soon. It is very likely that the
economy will be obliged to implement this.
Sustainability will therefore be an essential
topic in the Quality Management of
enterprises. An analysis of the state of the art
of sustainability and enterprise modelling
gave initial starting points.
However, there is the need to develop
advanced concepts and tools for the different
levels of modeling. For example, at the
enterprise level the cross-enterprise definition
and managing of sometimes divergent goals
across
all
sustainability
dimensions

(economic, environmental and social) is one
of the biggest challenges. This means, that the
way of modelling and description of
(sustainability) indicators and their causeeffect relationships with processes and
process models have to be systematically and
formally combined.
Standards must be developed, enhanced and
introduced as base to fully and systematically
consider sustainability aspects in the industry.
As base to plan sustainable enterprises
progress has to be achieved in the following
areas:
Scalable system of indicators to ensure
consistent evaluation of sustainability.
Integration of different perspectives of models
(indicators,
cause-effect
relationships,
processes)
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A Comprehensive Approach for Effective Governance of IT: Case
Study of Corporate IT at RTA, UAE
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Abstract
The recent economic meltdown and corporate
scandals resulting in financial tsunami have
reignited the debate to enforce tighter
information controls, better governance and
higher degree of compliance. Due to
unprecedented globalization, only enterprises
expected to thrive or even survive are those
that follow sound business practices including
effective governance of IT. In the fast paced
world, technology has evolved and become
pervasive like never before. The fact that IT
contributes
to
business
effectiveness,
efficiency and adds value is well established.
It is therefore imperative that corporate
mission and strategic business goals drive the
IT goals and guide technology investments.
For an enterprise to be successful, the
governance of IT must be driven by the
enterprise governance.
This paper presents the case study of
Corporate IT in Roads and Transport
Authority, a leading Government of Dubai
organization. The comprehensive approach in
RTA for overall governance is presented. The
overarching Governance Framework of IT
and the frameworks it consists of are
discussed for the benefit of other government
organizations. Based on the research
presented in this paper, the author strongly
believes that governance of IT can act as a
major stepping stone in the journey towards
overall enterprise governance.

Keywords: IT Governance, Governance
Framework, Enterprise Architecture, COBIT,
Corporate Social Responsibility

Introduction
The internet, analyst reports, books and
research publications are inundated with
buzzwords such as corporate governance, IT
governance, enterprise governance, business
governance and so on. IT consultants use the
term ―governance‖ so loosely some times that
it can be misconstrued as organizational
structure alone. However, the Information
Systems Audit and Control Association
(ISACA) and its IT Governance Institute
(ITGI) have done an excellent job in creating
awareness on governance through various
publications as well as a new campaign called
―Taking Governance Forward‖ (ITGI, 2010).
The topic of governance of IT has attracted
the attention of researchers in the academic
circles also. There are a number of research
publications in the form of master‘s thesis and
doctoral dissertation such as (Chitambala,
2006; Perko, 2008; Leonardo, 2008)
dedicated to the subject of governance in IT.
It is important to highlight the establishment
of Hawkamah Institute for Corporate
Governance (HICG), Dubai in 2004 by
Government of Dubai that gave the much
needed impetus to corporate governance in
the region. Another positive development was
Dubai Declaration on Corporate Governance
proposed by business leaders, and policy
makers from Middle East and North Africa in
a 2006 conference hosted by HICG. Today,
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many government and private organizations
in the region are giving importance to
corporate governance. Some organizations
have implemented IT governance practices
and also attained some degree of maturity.
Others are adopting IT governance practices
in the organizations. The challenge is that
although many reports and case studies have
been published globally on corporate and IT
governance such as (Haes D. & Grembergen
W., 2006), (Weill. P & Ross J, 2004), (Short
J. & Gerrard M., 2009), and (Haes D.,
Grembergen W., 2009), however, there is a
lack of local case studies, especially for the
public sector. This paper is a modest attempt
to bridge this gap by presenting the case study
of a public sector organization.
The structure of this paper is as follows.
Literature review is covered in section 2.1,
followed by an outline of the research
methodology in section 2.2. Section 3
provides a background of RTA organization
and Corporate IT. Section 4 presents the case
study on RTA for enterprise governance and
Corporate IT for governance of IT. Section 5
briefly mentions the initiatives implemented
in Corporate IT towards Corporate Social
Responsibility and section 6 covers
conclusion and suggestions for further work.

Literature Review and Research
Methodology
It is important to understand the key terms
related to governance used in the literature.
The following section provides definitions
from the various sources reviewed as part of
this paper.
Key Terms and Definitions
Governance

As per ITGI definition (ITGI Taking
Governance
Forward
website, 2010),
governance is ‗the framework, principles,
structure, processes and practices to set
direction and monitor compliance and

performance aligned with the overall purpose
and objectives‘.
Governance Framework: ITGI states that
governance framework is a set of concepts,
assumptions and practices that define how
something can be approached or understood,
the relationships among the entities involved,
the roles of those involved, and the
boundaries (ITGI, 2010).
Corporate Governance

According to Gartner (Short & Gerrard,
2009), ‗corporate governance provides the
structure for determining organizational goals,
allocating the authority to achieve them and
monitoring performance to ensure that those
objectives are attained‘. According to a
renowned corporate leader Narayana Murthy,
corporate governance is ‗about maximizing
shareholder value legally, ethically and on a
sustainable basis while ensuring fairness to
every stakeholder – the company‘s customers,
employees, investors, vendor partners, the
government of land, and the community‘
(Murthy, 2009, pp. 173-174). Murthy also
stated that corporate governance is ‗a
reflection of a company‘s culture, policies,
how it deals with its stakeholders and its
commitment to values‘ (Murthy, 2009, pp.
174). ITGI defines corporate governance as
the governance view focusing on corporate
legal and regulatory requirements. A major
aspect of corporate governance deals with
fiduciary and compliance duties (ITGI, 2010).
Business Governance

A governance view, as reported by (Source
Capital, 2010), focused on business
performance and concerned with periodic
evaluation of a company's strategic
positioning. Business governance focuses on
the strength of management team, quality of
operating results and overall business
performance through independent trusted
advisors.
Enterprise Governance
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ITGI defines this as the governance view
focusing on the overall enterprise and can be
considered as the highest-level view of
governance. All other views of governance
must align with it [citation]. According to
CIMA definition, enterprise governance
constitutes
the
entire
accountability
framework of an organization. It is a
combination of corporate governance
(conformance dimension takes a history view)
and business governance (performance
dimension is forward looking) (CIMA, I.
2004).
To understand the distinction between
corporate
governance
and
enterprise
governance, it is important to keep in mind
the findings of CIMA (from case studies
across 10 countries) that good corporate
governance can prevent failures, but it does
not guarantee success (CIMA, 2004).

ISO is International Organization for
Standardization and publishes over 18000
standards.
There are three ISO standards that will be
covered in this paper namely ISO 20000, ISO
27001, and ISO 9001:2008. ISO20000 is
related to IT Services Management, ISO
27001 pertains to Information Security
Management System and ISO 9001:2008 is
the Quality Management standard.

IT Governance

EA

A governance view that consists of the
business governance of IT, ensuring that IT
supports and enables the business strategy and
the functional governance of IT, ensuring that
the IT function itself runs efficiently and
effectively (ITGI, 2010)

Enterprise architecture (EA) is the blueprint
for defining an organization‘s As-Is (baseline)
or To-Be (target) environment.
Perco‘s research (Perco, 2008, pp. 41)
conclude that, EA ‗consists of a framework
that specifies the methods, models, tools and
artefacts used in architecting the enterprise,
and structures, processes and mechanisms that
are used to govern and manage the design…‘.
According to Korhonen et al. (2009, pp. 2),
EA is defined as ‗a holistic, high-level
approach to organizational design description
and prescription‘.

COBIT

Control Objectives for Information and
related Technology (COBIT), is a de-facto
standard for Information Control and IT
Governance by ISACA.
COBIT provides managers, auditors, and IT
users with a set of generally accepted
measures, indicators, processes and best
practices to help maximize benefits through
IT and develop required IT governance /
control. Governance as defined by COBIT
consists of five key elements such as strategic
alignment, value delivery, risk management,
resource management and performance
measurement (ITGI, 2007).
ISO

DGEP

Dubai Government Excellence Program is
based on European Foundation for Quality
Management (EFQM).
DGEP was launched in 1998 by the
Government of Dubai. DGEP has achieved
tremendous success and has been reported by
(Youssef, 2005) and (Elkahlout, 2010),
amongst others.

Research Methodology
The paper introduces key terms and
definitions from cited research. Then the
author briefly touches upon ISO standards
(20000, 27001, 2008), and frameworks
(COBIT, DGEP, EA) that constitute the
governance framework of RTA, among
others. The key objective of literature review
was to explore and understand how these
standards and frameworks were covered by
other researchers in the context of IT
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Governance. It was equally important to
research and establish if these standards and
frameworks really do contribute toward
overall Enterprise Governance.
To build a strong foundation for the case
study, the paper defines three research
questions as follows:
1. What are the business drivers for
Governance of IT and why so much
attention is given to this topic in the
industry?
2. Why should Governance of IT be
linked with an overall Enterprise
Governance?
3. What is the business value from
effective Governance of IT?
These questions are very important and are
answered below before going into the details
of the case study.

Business drivers for Governance of
IT
The key reasons for growing interest in
corporate and IT governance are regulations,
compliance (SOX, Basel II), and laws of the
land in the aftermath of financial scams (such
as Enron, Lehman Brothers and WorldCom).
Due to total reliance of businesses on IT,
there is a growing realization that IT related
risks may adversely affect the performance of
an organization.
The main concerns among senior executives
related to IT are as follows, as summarized in
a leading consulting firm‘s report (NCC,
2005):
 Availability, Continuity, Quality and
Reliability of IT Services
 Total Cost of Ownership and the
Return on Investment
 Information Controls, Security and
Risk to Business
It is also important for executives to have
greater control over IT for better value
governance and greater alignment of IT with
business. Due to prevailing economic
recession, IT budgets are reduced and many

IT initiatives are put on hold. Any future
investment in IT must be done keeping in
mind the expected business needs IT can
support.
Governance of IT proactively
addresses the concerns of senior executives
and allows them to run and manage IT as any
other strategic business unit of the
organization.

Expected Benefits from Governance
of IT
The IMPACT IT Governance Special Interest
Group identified the following benefits from
good IT Governance (NCC, 2005):
 Transparency and Accountability
 ROI / stakeholder Value
 Opportunities and Partnerships
 Performance Improvements
 External Compliance
The noteworthy findings from a recent report
(ITGI, 2008) that apply to cases where IT
Governance is poor or ineffective are:
 Business losses, damaged reputations
or weakened competitive positions
 Deadlines not met, costs higher than
expected and quality lower than
anticipated
 Enterprise efficiency and core
processes negatively impacted by poor
quality of IT deliverables
 Failures of IT initiatives to bring
innovation or deliver the promised
benefits
ITGI report concludes that:
 IT is critical in supporting and
enabling enterprise goals.
 IT is strategic to the business (growth
and innovation).

Linking Governance of IT to the
Enterprise Governance
According to ITGI findings published in the
report (ITGI, 2008), IT is an integral part of
overall enterprise governance. The need to
integrate IT governance with overall
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governance is similar to the need for IT to be
an integral part of the enterprise. Other needs
for this link are as follows:
 Aligning IT strategy with the business
strategy
 Cascading IT strategy and goals down
into the enterprise
 Providing organizational structures
that facilitate the implementation of
strategy and goals
 Creating constructive relationships
and
effective
communications
between the business and IT, and with
external partners
 Insisting that an IT control framework
be adopted and implemented
 Measuring IT performance
According to Gartner research (Short &
Gerrard, 2009), the influence of Corporate
Governance is substantial on Governance of
IT in the following areas:





Disclosure and transparency — this
refers to the financial and operational
information of the organization and
foreseeable risk factors.
Responsibility of the board of
directors — this involves ensuring
strategic guidance to the organization,
effective monitoring and responsibility
to shareholders / stakeholders.

RTA Corporate IT Case Study
Background of RTA
Roads & Transport Authority (RTA) was
established by the Government of Dubai in
late 2005. RTA‘s mission is to prepare
legislation and develop integrated solutions of
road systems and land/marine transportation
networks that are safe and in line with
Dubai‘s economic development plans and the
highest international standards.

Figure 1. Overall Organization Structure of RTA. (Source: RTA)
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RTA consists of three corporate sectors and
five functional transport agencies united by a
shared corporate vision of ―Safe and Smooth
Transport for all‖. The sectors and agencies as
shown in Figure 1 below are as follows:
1. Strategy & Corporate Governance
(Sector)
2. Corporate Technical Support Services
(Sector)
3. Corporate Administrative Support
Services (Sector)
4. Public Transport Agency
5. Rail Agency
6. Traffic and Roads Agency
7. Licensing Agency
8. Dubai Taxi Agency
Each sector and agency is headed by a CEO
and they report to the Chairman and
Executive Director of RTA. RTA‘s executive
management recognized IT as a strategic asset
for supporting critical business needs of the
organization. RTA embarked on a journey of
developing the key infrastructure for Dubai.
RTA had to move very fast to meet many of
the deadlines and contribute to Dubai‘s

economic development plan. The IT
Department has had to often keep pace with
the rapid growth of the organization. RTA
decided to engage world class IT vendors to
meet the many needs and challenges related to
IT. Corporate IT was very keen to leverage
the industry best practices, standards,
guidelines and frameworks
Corporate IT Department in RTA
The vision of Corporate IT is ―The
information highway that e-enables effective
transport for all‖. The mission is to provide
leading integrated information solutions and
IT services through the use of relevant
technology,
robust
IT
infrastructure,
competent human resources, balanced
outsourcing and international standards and
processes.
Corporate IT Department is headed by the
Director and reports to the CEO of CTSS
sector. There are six sections within
Corporate IT, each headed by a section
Manager as shown in the Figure 2.

Figure 2. Organization Structure of Corporate IT Department. (Source: RTA)
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Despite being a government organization,
Roads and Transport Authority has been an
early adopter of cutting edge technological
solutions, innovative products and novel
services. Corporate IT has been a leading
Government of Dubai organization that
leverages state of the art information and
communications technology providing better
customer service and achieving higher
performance. RTA engaged world class IT
vendors to meet the various business needs
and address many challenges it faced.

Comprehensive Approach in RTA
for Effective Governance
Since inception, RTA has leveraged industry
best practices, standards, guidelines and
engaged the services of world class partners
to achieve its mission. The comprehensive
approach for effective governance in RTA is
depicted in Figure 3. The core strengths of
RTA enterprise governance are a) Chairman
and CEO, and Board of Directors of RTA
providing leadership with clear vision and
mandate to excel; b) adoption of DGEP
business excellence model with emphasis on
transparency and innovation; c) organization
structure of RTA with Agencies and Sectors
headed by CEOs; d) each Agency / business
unit has a certain degree of independence
when making decisions to support their
operations; e) corporate guidance provided by
Strategy and Corporate Governance sector;
and f) Support services rendered by two

sectors 1) CTSS for Technical Support and 2)
CASS for Administrative Services. Last but
not least, Governance of IT is achieved
through an overarching framework consisting
of various frameworks. The details of IT
Governance framework are provided in
section 4.3.
Corporate Strategic Planning Leading to
Corporate IT Strategy
Strategy and Corporate Governance Sector
formulates the overall corporate strategy for
RTA. Each sector / agency derives their
strategic direction from the Corporate
Strategy. The departments within the
sector/agency on the other hand are guided by
their sector / agency level strategic goals and
objectives. As shown in Figure 1, Corporate
IT is part of Corporate Technology Support
Services (CTSS) sector. Following a top
down approach, Corporate IT strategic goals
and objectives are linked with CTSS strategic
goals and objectives which contribute towards
the overall goals and objectives of RTA.
Within Corporate IT, IT Strategy and
Excellence section is responsible for overall
strategy planning for Corporate IT, besides
other responsibilities.
Corporate IT aspires to be a leading provider
of IT solutions as articulated in the Corporate
IT Vision and Mission statements. The IT has
set the following goals:
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Figure 3. Goals of Corporate IT are mapped to CTSS sector goals. (Source: RTA)

Business Excellence Model in RTA
Being a Government of Dubai organization,
RTA actively participates in Dubai
Government Excellence Program. RTA top
management is fully committed to achieving
business
excellence
through
DGEP
implementation.
DGEP
has
helped
Government of Dubai transform the
government and has been an astounding
success story (Youssef, 2005). DGEP is
customized from European Foundation for
Quality Management (EFQM) with extra
focus on transparency and innovation
(Elkahlout, 2010). Corporate IT senior
management regularly attends DGEP training
programs and encourages IT staff to attend
DGEP awareness sessions conducted by IT
Strategy and Excellence section. Customer
satisfaction and end user friendliness is

something that is very high in the agenda of
senior management and sincere effort is made
to create a culture among the employees,
where customer comes first. Mystery shopper
initiative is aimed at inculcating these values
among the RTA employees. There are
anonymous surveys carried out to measure the
satisfaction of customers across the
organization. RTA also takes corporate social
responsibility (CSR) very seriously. RTA
organized Public Transport Day, and actively
participated in Earth Hour, Paper less Day.
RTA also conducts regular safety campaigns
for the safety of drivers and children. RTA
also conducts training programs for the taxi
drivers and rewards drivers with better
customer service and safe driving.
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Enterprise
Governance
RTA Chairman and CEO
+
Board of Directors
Corporate Governance
- Compliance (Legal / regulatory
requirements)
- Quality, Health, Safety, Environment
- Internal Audit
- Enterprise Risk Management
- Accountability and Assurance
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Figure 4. Comprehensive Framework for effective Enterprise Governance. (Source: RTA)

Enterprise Governance of IT
Despite being a fairly new government
organization, Roads and Transport Authority
has been an early adopter of cutting edge
technological solutions, innovative products
and novel services bringing delight to the
customers of RTA and citizens of Dubai.
Corporate IT has been a pioneer in using
technology for innovation, better customer
service and achieving higher performance.
The framework for Governance of IT is an
overarching framework. The various best
practices and frameworks that lead to

effective Governance of IT are discussed
next. EA and COBIT are discussed in sections
4.4 and 4.5 respectively.
Application Governance Framework (AGF):
AGF empowers Corporate IT through a clear
mandate from the Chairman of RTA to
implement greater information and security
controls, and bring critical enterprise
applications in compliance with corporate IT
standards and guidelines. The Chairman has
appointed a committee headed by top
executive management with representatives
from Agencies at the director and manager
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levels. This sends a clear message that the
governance initiative is very critical. As
reported by (Hoch & Payan, 2008) mandate

from top leadership forms a solid foundation
for transformational change.

Figure 5. Overarching Framework for effective Governance of IT. (Source: RTA)

PMO: Corporate IT has established a Project
Management Office and follows PMI‘s
Project Management Body of Knowledge for
managing projects and programs. All
enterprise level projects as well as agency
projects are required to report to the PMO.
Currently, PMO meets on a bi-weekly basis
and all IT project managers are mandated to
report project status.
Dubai e-Government: Corporate IT adheres
strictly to the guidelines, best practices and
standards imposed by Dubai e-Government in
areas such as e-Government / e-Services
implementations (online license renewal and
registration as an example), RTA Internet
Portal, and so on. The e-Government
Committee meets on a regular basis.
ISO Certifications: Corporate IT has
established
an
Information
Security

Management System and received ISO 27001
certification. Corporate IT follows ITIL V3
for IT operations and received ISO 20000
certification for the IT Service Management.
The Quality Management System for ISO
20000 and is maintained in a central
repository. There is a corporate wide initiative
to achieve ISO 9001:2008 certification as
well at the corporate level, including the
Corporate IT. Some agencies such as Rail
Agency have already been assessed and
certified at ISO 9001:2008.
CART and CAB: Among the best practices
followed in Corporate IT are two bodies CART and CAB. CART stands for Corporate
Architecture Review Team and is the
custodian of Enterprise Architecture in
Corporate IT. CART provides governance of
technology and architecture as well as
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assistance. CAB stands for Change Advisory
Board and is a team responsible for managing
changes in the IT operations.
Enterprise Architecture Practice at RTA
Enterprise Architecture typically enables
organizations to align operation level
execution and choices to overall business
value proposition. It has been reported in
(Getter, 2007) and (Perco, 2008) and
(Korhonen et al., 2009) that EA practice
contributes toward better IT Governance. EA
was established to enable RTA to implement
a federated-like model while ensuring

architectural alignment across the different
agencies to maximize reuse and shared
services value, while promoting and
demonstrating business / IT alignment.
Enterprise Architecture in RTA provides a
comprehensive approach for developing the
"virtual organizational view" which not only
depicts the structure of the different
components within the organization but also
highlights
the
inter-relationships
and
dependencies between those different
components and their contribution to the
organization value proposition.

Figure 6. Structure of EA Team and its interaction with other business units. (Source: RTA)

The organization interaction model in Figure
6, describes the EA Organization Structure
and its interaction with the other

organizational units in RTA. The Architecture
Review Board in Corporate IT is commonly
referred to as Corporate Architecture Review
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Team (CART). Compliance with the EA is
mandatory. The highest-level authority for
EA is the Steering Committee, which is
composed of the top-level decision making
authority in the organization. Their
intervention is limited for practical purposes
but authoritative. The Steering Committee
delegates to the Architecture Review Board,
which includes representatives from the
various lines of business and is led by the
organization‘s
Chief
Architect.
The
Architecture Review Board oversees the
architecture assurance and re-alignment
process. The Chief Architect is supported by
Domain Architects who are experts in various
architecture domains. This includes business,
information, solution and technical architects.

They provide architectural
alignment
guidance in the design phase of projects and
are key actors in the architecture review
process. Projects are initiated and supervised
by the Program Management Office and
assigned project teams to manage their design
and implementation. CART is the custodian
of EA practice, provides consulting,
governance, and advisory services to senior
management, RTA Project Managers and
vendor teams. CART also reviews the
deliverables and ensures that deliverables
meet the required quality and adhere to the
corporate IT guidelines, standards and
industry best practices. RTA also maintains
the EA portal, shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. EA Portal showing Corporate IT site. (Source: RTA)

COBIT Implementation in Corporate IT
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COBIT is being widely used in organizations
to achieve IT governance and better
information controls as reported in (ITGI,
2007), (ITGI, 2008) and (Yuwono B. et al.,
2009). RTA won Best IT Governance
Application Standards Award in 2009,
(aligned with criteria as per COBIT),
instituted by Information Technology
Governance Assurance Forum, Dubai.
Corporate IT took an initiative to perform
internal assessment of all COBIT processes as
a continuous improvement exercise. The
approach followed and maturity assessment
process is shown in figures 8 and 9. As a first

COBIT 4.1 Study

step, the four domains of COBIT were
mapped with six sections within Corporate IT
Department based on the function of the
sections and process ownership out of the
total 34 COBIT processes. Next, we identified
the most important 9 processes as per ISACA
recommendation
and
circulated
a
questionnaire for each process to the process
owner. The questionnaire was taken from
ISACA and consisted of questions for each
level of maturity as defined in the COBIT 4.1
framework guide.

Present
Assessment
Report

Prepare Assessment
Questionnaire

Study Existing Artifacts

Figure 8. COBIT Assessment Approach. (Source: RTA)

A presentation on COBIT 4.1 framework was
given for awareness to the Corporate IT
Management and technical staff responsible
for completing the assessment. The initial
assessment results were shared with the
management. As a second step, besides the

maturity levels defined by ISACA for each of
the 34 processes, we looked for process
output as evidence for the maturity of the
process, as shown in Figure 9.
The
assessment is currently in progress.

Describe output
of each COBIT
process for ITD

Maturity Level =
1

Was this output ever
produced?
No = Maturity is 0
Yes = Go to next step…

How many times the output
was produced?
Not Regular= Maturity is 1
Else Go to next step…

Maturity Level =
5

Have you continuosly
improved the activities
that produce the output?
No = Maturity is 4
Else Go to next step…

Do you have a formal
way to measure the quality
or effectiveness of the output?
No = Maturity is 3
Else Go to next step…

Maturity Level =
4

Maturity Level =
3

Is there any formal guidelines
or defined policy to produce
the output?
No = Maturity is 2
Else Go to next step…

Maturity Level =
2

Figure 9. Process Maturity Level Assessment Model. (Source: From study by Yuwono B. et al., 2009 pp. 2-3)
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Corporate Social Responsibility
within Corporate IT
As part of DGEP criteria social results, many
initiatives are implemented in RTA,
encouraging staff to contribute to social
causes and community events. At the
Corporate IT level, following key initiatives
were successfully implemented with the
objective of fulfilling RTA‘s corporate social
responsibility.
IT Draw a Smile: With this theme, initiated
by Corporate IT Director, Corporate IT took
part in events such as Back to school (gifts for
small children), and Orphan Fun Day
organized by Awqaf and Minor Affairs. IT
also organized seminars / lectures in some

universities / colleges and provided
mentorship to interns during the summer
training.
Green IT: Corporate IT took the initiative of
reducing the Carbon Foot print of RTA
through Green Data Center initiative resulting
in a green environment helpful for future
generations.
Power saving and CO2 Emission Reduction:
Corporate IT also took the initiative to save
power of the PCs and laptops through
hibernation and other power management
tools. Total Reduction in Co2 emission for the
Annual Year Jan2010-Sep2010 was reported
to be 16,904.052 kg.
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Conclusions
This paper presented literature review on the
topic of Governance with focus on
Governance of IT. The comprehensive
approach used in RTA for overall enterprise
governance in general and Governance of IT
in particular was discussed in detail. With the
case study of RTA, it can be concluded that
achieving effective Governance is a journey
and not a destination. Author‘s experience as
a member of Architecture Review Board in
Corporate IT suggests that despite having
various frameworks in place, senior

management commitment and blessings are
an absolute must for the success of
governance initiatives.
A logical next step to this work would be to
conduct a research in regional public sector
organizations to see how mature other
organizations are in terms of Governance of
IT. The ITGI‘s global survey on IT
Governance can be customized for this region
and would be very useful in data collection
and future research.
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Abstract
Traffic accidents have been taking thousands
of lives each year, outnumbering any deadly
diseases or natural disasters. Nowadays most
of the accidents are occurring due to over
speed of the vehicle and lack of concentration
of the driver. Studies show that about 60%
roadway collisions could be avoided if the
operator of the vehicle was provided warning
at least one-half second prior to a collision.
Also, in recent years, vehicle thefts are
increasing at an alarming rate around the
world. The auto theft issue defies all
boundaries:
jurisdictional,
political,
geographical or administrative. Because of
the changing trends and complexity of the
issue, the auto theft fight requires the
involvement of many technologies. As the
vehicle theft landscape continues to evolve, so
must the search for innovative solutions to
combat vehicle theft.
This paper proposes an idea for enhancing
the safety features of the vehicles by providing
a collision avoidance system and a
centralized system which increases the safety
features of the vehicle and provides some
useful services for the user. This intelligent
transportation system is implemented using
ARM7TDMI-S microcontroller, GSM/GPRS
modem, GPS smart antenna module and

NAND Flash technologies. The GPS receiver
was integrated to Google earth software to
visualize and identify the location of the
incidence. The information was passed on to
a central server for monitoring and policing.
The prototype of the system is finally
accomplished and has been successfully
tested.
Keywords: Intelligent transport system, ARM
processor, GSM/GPRS, GPS

Introduction
To combat against vehicle theft people have
started to use the theft control systems
installed in their vehicles. The commercially
available anti-theft vehicular systems are very
expensive. This paper makes a modest
attempt to design & develop a simple, low
cost vehicle theft control scheme using an
inbuilt microcontroller. The paper also deals
with a centralized system which increases the
safety features of the vehicle and provides
some useful services for the user. This
scheme uses a microcontroller to control the
whole system and a GSM modem for the
communication purposes.
The theft control system makes use of an
embedded system based on GSM technology.
The
Global
System
for
Mobile
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communications (GSM) is a wireless
communication technology and is now being
used worldwide for communication purposes.
In the designed system, a GSM module is
used for the communication between the
vehicle, the owner and the central processing
insurance system.
The designed & developed system is installed
in the vehicle. A GSM modem is interfaced to
the processor, which is in control of the whole
system. The user dials the phone number of
the system to activate the system. Now the
system will monitor the vehicle for intrusion.
If an intrusion is detected, the system sends a
message to the owner of the vehicle. Once,
the vehicle is being stolen, the information is
being used by the vehicle owner for further
processing. The information is passed onto
the central processing insurance system,
where by sitting at a remote place, one can
control the vehicle, say to stop the engine.
The stopping of the vehicle is done using a
relay which is controlled by the
microcontroller. The owner can deactivate the
system by just dialing the phone number of
the system.
Tracking of the stolen vehicle is done using
Global Positioning System. Once the position
of the stolen vehicle is found out using the
GPS, a location request is sent back to the
central processing system, which takes care of

the event to be performed using remote
control functions. Control functions of the
tracking system allow us to perform many
functions such as to lock & unlock the doors,
engine stopping & starting, automatic position
reporting, over speed detection, etc. These
data make it easy to track the vehicle and the
retrieval of the vehicle is made easy. Once the
location is found out the central processing
system can decide the future actions to be
performed using remote control functions or
inform the local police about the situation.
In the collision avoidance system the distance
between the vehicle and the obstacle in front
of the vehicle is calculated. The ultrasonic
sensor is used for this purpose. The system
warns the driver in a distance safe enough to
avoid the collision.
The Ultrasonic sensor continuously monitors
the distance between the vehicle and the
obstacle in front and is displayed in the LCD.
If this value is less than a safe value, then the
system gives a warning to the driver and
automatically starts applying brake there by
reducing the damage severity if the collision
happens or even avoid it.

Implementation
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of the Designed System

Figure 1 shows the overall block diagram
with the design & development of a theft
control system for an automobile, which is
being used to prevent / control the theft of a
vehicle. The project also deals with a
centralized system which increases the safety
features of the vehicle. The developed system
makes use of an embedded system based on
GSM technology. The designed & developed
system is installed in the vehicle. A GSM
modem is interfaced to the processor, which
is in control of the whole system. The user
dials the phone number of the system to
activate the system. Now the system will
monitor the all the doors for intrusion. If an
intruder is found, the system sends a message
to the owner of the vehicle. Once, the vehicle
is being stolen, the information is being used
by the vehicle owner for further processing.
The information is passed onto the central
processing insurance system, where by sitting
at a remote place, one can control the vehicle.

The owner can deactivate the system by just
dialing the phone number of the system.
The figure given above shows the block
diagram of the designed system. The LPC
2129 microcontroller acts as the brain of the
whole system. All the components in the
system communicate with the LPC 2129 to
get control instructions or to give the required
information. A 9V power supply is fed to the
development board where the controller is
placed. The development board has level
converters which will distribute the required
power supply to all the components in the
development board.
The GPS receiver is used to get the location
information for the system. It is connected to
the controller through the UART port
available in the board. All the communication
in the system is done using the GSM modem.
The GSM modem is also connected to the
controller through UART port. The Ultrasonic
sensor is used to detect the obstacle distance.
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It gets the updates and feeds the value to the
controller. It is connected to the controller
through I/O port.
The keypad is used to edit the owner and
server phone numbers. The development
board has an inbuilt keypad which is
connected to the I/O port of the controller.
LCD is used to display the speed, obstacle
distance and other messages. It also assists the
editing of phone numbers. The development
board has an inbuilt LCD which is connected
to the I/O port of the controller.
The IR transmitter / receiver pair is used to
detect the intrusion. The IR transmitter and
receiver are connected to the controller
through I/O port. The buzzer is used to give
alarm in the event of theft. It is connected to
the controller through I/O pin. The ignition
system and the braking systems of the vehicle
are controlled using relays. The driver
required for the relays is connected via I/O
pin. The central processing insurance system
consists of a GSM modem which is used to
communicate with the controller. It is
connected to the PC through serial port.
LPC 2129 Microcontroller
The microcontroller is the heart of the
designed system, which handles all the
signals. All other interfacing blocks are
interfaced to it. The microcontroller used in
this system is LPC 2129 which is a 32 bit
ARM controller. The LPC 2129 is based on a
16/32 bit ARM7TDMI-S CPU with real-time
emulation and embedded trace support,
together with 128/256 kilobytes (kB) of
embedded high speed flash memory. A 128bit wide internal memory interface and a
unique accelerator architecture enable 32-bit
code execution at maximum clock rate. For
critical code size applications, the alternative
16-bit Thumb Mode reduces code by more
than 30% with minimal performance penalty.
With their compact 64 pin package, low
power consumption, various 32-bit timers,
and up to 9 external interrupt pins these

microcontrollers are particularly suitable for
industrial control, medical systems, and
access control. Number of available GPIOs
goes up to 46 in 64 pin package. Being
equipped
wide
range
of
serial
communications interfaces, they are also very
well suited for communication gateways,
protocol converters and embedded soft
modems as well as many other generalpurpose applications.
Ultrasonic Sensor
The Ultrasonic sensor is used in this system
for the collision avoidance system. The
Ultrasonic sensor is used to find the distance
between the obstacle and the vehicle. If the
calculated distance is less than a safe value,
then the system automatically applies brake
and gives warning to the driver.
The Ultrasonic sensors work on a principle
similar to radar or sonar which evaluates
attributes of a target by interpreting the
echoes from radio or sound waves
respectively. Ultrasonic sensors generate high
frequency sound waves and evaluate the echo
which is received back by the sensor. Sensors
calculate the time interval between sending
the signal and receiving the echo to determine
the distance to an object.
The distance to the object and back is given
by distance=speed x time. As this is the total
distance that the sound has traveled to the
object and back, we must divide by 2 to find
the one-way distance.
GSM Modem
In this system all the communications are
done using the Short Message Service (SMS)
in GSM technology. The GSM device used in
this project is a GSM modem. Two GSM
modems are used in this project. One in the
server side that is in the central processing
system and the other one in the client side that
is inside the vehicle.
A GSM modem is a wireless modem that
works with a GSM wireless network. In the
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server side, the GSM modem is connected to
a personal computer through a serial cable.
The computer uses AT commands to control
the modem. In the client side, the GSM
modem is connected to the processor through
the UART and is controlled by the processor.
Global Positioning System

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a
satellite-based navigation system that sends
and receives radio signals. A GPS receiver
acquires these signals and provides you with
information. Using GPS technology, we can
determine location, velocity, and time, 24
hours a day, in any weather conditions
anywhere in the world—for free.

Table: 1- National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) sentences

Option
GGA
GSA
GSV
RMC
VTG

Description
Time, position and fix type data.
GPS receiver operating mode, active satellites used in the position solution,
and DOP values.
The number of GPS satellites in view satellite ID numbers, elevation, azimuth,
and SNR values.
Time, date, position, course and speed data. Recommended Minimum
Navigation Information.
Course and speed information relative to the ground.

The control segment constantly monitors the
GPS constellation and uploads information to
satellites to provide maximum user accuracy.
The GPS receiver collects information from
the GPS satellites that are in view. The GPS
receiver accounts for errors. The GPS receiver
determines your current location, velocity,
and time. The GPS receiver can calculate
other information, such as track, trip distance,
distance to destination, sunrise and sunset
time, and so forth.

The GPS is used in this project to track the
vehicle. The GPS receiver gets the latitude
and longitude data and sends it to the owner
and the central processing system. It also gets
the current speed of the vehicle and displays it
on the LCD. These values are got from the
National Marine Electronics Association
(NMEA) sentence as shown in Table1.
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Figure 2: Flow chart of the Designed System

Liquid Crystal Display
LCD is used to display the various messages
in the system. The main use of the LCD in
this design is to provide convenience for
entering the secured password. In case of
password error, the error message is displayed
on the LCD. Here, the LCD is connected to
Port2 (P2.0 to P2.7) of the microcontroller. It
is used to display messages (either error or
accepted). Variable resistor connected to Pin3
of LCD, is used to control the brightness of
LCD.
Ignition System
The ignition system of the vehicle is
controlled using a relay. Depending on the

message received from the server, the
microprocessor is given an interrupt and the
microprocessor will give or releases
excitation to the relay. It is the responsibility
of the microprocessor to properly activate and
deactivate the relay.
IR Transmitter and Receiver
The Infrared transmitter and receiver pair is
used in this system to detect intrusion. The IR
LED transmits IR radiations at 38 KHz
frequency. The IR receiver receives the IR
radiations, demodulates it and gives it to the
microcontroller.
Keypad
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Keypad used here for inputting the data is of
the form (4 x 3) matrix board, which is used
to connect to the microprocessor. It is used to
input the password for validation purposes
and editing the mobile numbers.

The figure 2 and 3 shows the flowchart of the
designed system and the complete layout of
the developed intelligent transport system that
can be used for public and private sectors.

Flow Chart

Figure 3: Overall system layout

Results
The GSM modem, GPS receiver and
Utrasonic Sensor were interfaced with the
LPC 2129 microcontroller and the required

tasks were achieved. The hardware setup of
the designed system is shown below.
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Figure 4: The hardware setup of the designed system

As per the values given by the GPS receiver,
the latitude and longitude values were found
to be 1306.9343N and 07959.9904E
respectively. The Google Earth image of the

Sriram Engineering College indicating the
latitude and longitude values is shown below.

Figure 5 Google Earth image of the Sriram Engineering College

Discussions

As urban populations expand and city roads
become increasingly congested, city planners
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need comprehensive traffic management
policies to address deep-seated social and
demographic change. Alongside longer-term
solutions such as upgrading public transport
systems and introducing city centre road toll
systems,
high-performance
traffic
management systems becomes crucial to the
success of a city planning and transportation
policy.
As per the report “Towards Zero: Ambitious
Road Safety Targets and the Safe System
Approach” by the International Transport
Forum on Road safety performance levels ,
countries with lower levels of road safety
performance can be improved in the short
term by implementing a set of proven
measures such as:
 Speed management by the use of new
technologies, such as intelligent speed
adaptation, to modify behaviour.
 Reduced drink-driving by Alcohol
interlocks fitted to all vehicles
 Seatbelt reminder systems and seatbelt
ignition interlocks systems





Safer roads and roadside by road
improvements that identify and treat
the highest crash locations with
specific treatments such as audible
edge-lining, shoulder sealing, clearing
of roadside vegetation and the
construction of passing lanes.
Enhanced vehicle safety: the safety of
vehicles can be increased significantly
by technological development of
passive (crash protection) and active
(crash avoidance) systems.

In particular, this proposed electronic system
with GPS used for collision avoidance
represents one of the promising technologies
in vehicle safety. This unit can also have
added sensors to check the speed, seat belt
usage and drunken driving. If this unit is fitted
in all vehicles, road safety will improve
thereby improving the performance of traffic
management.
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Conclusion
This paper develops a novel method of
designing a low-cost, compact theft control
system for a vehicle. This system is an
ultimate threat for vehicle thieves. Nowadays,
the vehicles are least secured when it is stolen
by thieves. With this system which is
presented in this project, it is very easy to
track the vehicle at a higher degree of
accuracy, since it is based on GSM
Technology, which is very developed now.

So, it is very much easy to get back the
vehicle.
The crux of the work is that the whole process
is done at the least possible cost and it is
almost
affordable
to
the
practical
implementation. In future, there is no doubt
that all of the vehicles will be embedded with
this unique kit.
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Using Integrated Performance Management to Transform UAE
Government Organizations: The Succcess Recipe
Ahmed Samir Elazab
Securities and Commodities Authority, UAE

Abstract
This case study highlights Securities &
Commodities Authority (SCA) experience in
lifting up its performance and creating an
excellence culture by adopting an internally
architected
integrated
performance
management (IPM) framework. Like most
government
organizations
targeting
excellence and high performance, SCA has
experienced major challenges related to the
performance management particularly in the
areas of strategic planning, strategy
communication and alignment, employees
involvement and decision making process.
Among the various trends of transforming
government agencies to achieve high
performance, SCA has chosen the (IPM)
approach as a transformational catalyst.
Following an extensive situational analysis,
an (IPM) framework was architected and
implemented. A bundle of tools were used in
the different phases of the system development
life cycle to align individuals objectives with
organization
strategic
objectives,
an
enterprise level information system was
designed by the strategy director, developed
and implemented to collate, disseminate and
manage the strategy and performance
information. Finally a comprehensive
reporting system was developed to improve
transparency and supports decisions making.
The successful design and implementation of
the (IPM) has enabled a positive shift and a
structured transformation in SCA's culture,
performance and results. The success recipe
was: transformation desire, inspiring

Leadership, in-house talents, structured
planning and applying the right tools.
Keywords:
Government
Performance,
Strategy Alignment, Transformation

The Transformation Journey
The Desire & Leadership
Securities & Commodities Authority (SCA), a
UAE federal government organization, with a
hundred and fifty employees, was established
in 2000 with the mission to regulate and
supervise the growing capital market in UAE.
SCA‘s transformation journey could be traced
back to 2005 when the organization started to
grow. The chief executive officer CEO had a
strong desire to transform the organization to
be on the top rank of federal government
agencies and he offered the full support to
achieve this objective. He wanted to create a
culture that supports and drives the
transformation process towards excellence
where all employees have a clear line of site
of the organization directions, define their
strategy and objectives, planning is structured
to meet those objectives, process are
integrated to deliver value, performance is
monitored against plans, decisions to be taken
according to facts, employees are all buyingin and engaged and proud of achieving
success. He has started several initiatives to
leverage the organization‘s performance
relied on external consultancy firms to assess
the organization capabilities and capacities
and develop progression plans but
unfortunately the impact was not up to his
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expectations. A sound change took place
when
two
landmark
transformational
initiatives were launched at the federal
government level, the first one was in mid
2007 when the initiative of H.H Sheikh
Mohamed Bin Rashed, Prime Minster, Ruler
of Dubai, to align the government strategy,
transform the government performance and to
orchestrate the work of government agencies
towards new government was launched, and a
request from all federal government agencies
to develop their three years strategy. The
second initiative took place in mid 2009 with
the launch of the first cycle of Emirates
Government Excellence Award, an EFQM
based excellence award, part of Sheikh
Khalifa Government Excellence Program
where all federal government organizations
were called to participate and submit their
excellence reports. Both initiatives set a new
governmental performance dimension and
raised the awareness level of strategic
planning and excellence and more importantly
gave a formal appreciation from the country
leader to the efforts and initiatives aimed to
build
and
sustain
the
government
organizational excellence. These initiatives
fueled SCA CEO's desire of transformation
and supported his initiatives.
The Talent
Early 2008 the CEO established an
organizational unit linked directly to him to
manage both the strategy and performance.
An expert in strategy and organizational
development was recruited was recruited and
appointed as the director of newly established
unit with a clear mission of managing the
strategy and developing a sustained system to
leverage the organizational excellence. The
strategy director started his challenging job
with a review of SCA‘s organizational
structure which was divided into three main
managerial areas; 1. Core Business, which
includes the legislation, issuance, markets
supervision, licensing and enforcement. 2.

Organizational Services & Support, which
includes human resources, information
technology,
financial
technology and
communicate on. 3. General management,
which includes CEO's office, strategy and
performance, internal audit and risk
management.
He reviewed with the top management the
strategy development story started back in
late 2007 when the first three years strategy
was requested to be developed and submitted
in a relatively short time and with the lack of
strategic planning skills or strategy
management office in most of the federal
government organizations, at SCA, The
strategic plan and respectively the related
operational plans were developed by forming
a committee from SCAs' seniors to draft a
strategy. The strategy followed unstructured
process and was developed in fragmentation
and isolation of the rest of the organization.
The key performance indicators KPIs were
developed without measuring the current or
past levels of performance, expected outputs
and outcomes were set without supported
forecasting methodology, the KPI measuring
process and metrics were not taken into
consideration and hence there was no clear
cause effect relationship between the
objectives and their KPIs. The link between
the two concepts; strategic planning and
performance management was not clear at all
levels as it seemed two isolated process.
The Barriers
However, the drafted strategy was accepted
and even awarded as one of the best three
strategies amongst all federal government
agencies, once the strategy execution phase
started and with the first performance report
analyzed by the prime minister office, a red
flag was raised at the top management level.
some symptoms were recorded that acted as
barriers to achieve high performance; There
was a great difficulty in gathering the
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performance measurements from different
departments, performance measures didn't
reflect real achievements and data validation
was not easy, most of the employees were not
aware of the strategy, there was more than
one version of the operational plan and hence
the KPIs within the departments. Most of the
employees didn't see the strategic plan; there
was confusion and no clear accountability for
delivering results.







Key Issues
In order to develop his action plan, the
strategy director conducted a comprehensive
situational analysis to discover the underlying
causes of the previously defined symptoms.
The analysis has revealed a list of key issues
that affected the organization performance.
 Poor
performance
information
gathering process.
 Lack of effective utilization of IT
infrastructure.
 Ineffective information sharing and
updates of departments' performance.
 Irrelevant key performance indicators
 Lack of defined ownership of strategic
and operational KPIs
 Performance evidences are hard to be
validated
 Poor communication of SCA vision,
mission, objectives to the staff.
 Absence of a clear pathway for
escalating organizational performance
issues.
 Ineffective
managerial
reporting
system.
 Poor performance related document
management systems.
 Lack of strategic and operational
planning knowledge on departmental
level.
1. Strategy Management
a. Strategy Development







Unstructured change management
process.
Absence
of
organizational
performance measurement tools
Existence of multiple versions of the
operational plan for each department.
Poor
alignment
of
enterprise,
departmental
and
employees
'objectives
Lack of teamwork spirit.
Lack of employees‘ motivation and
buy-in.
Very few of effective leaders
(Champions).
Narrow margin of mistake allowance
Hiding organizational knowledge is a
surviving tool.
Lack
of
internal
performance
governance.
Absence
of
a
total
quality
management system.

Performance Management Components
These key issues were grouped into four areas
of concern in terms of SCA ability to achieve
tangible progress in its performance. The four
areas were:
1. Strategy management
2. Performance Management
3. Quality management
4. Organizational Culture
The identified management areas were then
broke down to a sub category level that
describes in more detail main processes or
components directly affects the organization
performance:

b. Strategy Execution

2. Performance Management
(395 )
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a. Performance Measuring b. Performance Analysis

c. Performance Reporting

3. Quality Management
a. Core Business

b. Organizational Services c. General Management

4. Organizational Culture
a. Leadership

b. People

The four areas and their respective processes
and components were considered the building
blocks of an integrated performance
management (IPM) framework that its vitality
and effectiveness were an entry point to be
carefully examined in order to solve the
performance issues.

Root Causes
Strategy & Integration Alignment
With the implementation of the second
quarter of 2008 operational plan and
measuring the performance results, the issue
was very clear that there was a gap between
what was considered a good strategy and its
implementation.
Like
many
other
organizations, it was clear that however, SCA
had crafted a strategy it was experiencing
difficulties in executing it and managing its
performance up to the ambitious management
expectations that aims to excellence. This
could be traced back to the misalignment of
people, process, systems and culture with
SCA‘s strategy as Kaplan and Norton (2001)
stressed that strategy alignment is crucial for
effective strategy execution which requires
that all core business units, support units, and
employees be aligned and linked to the

c. Motivation and Reward

strategy which in turn supports the success of
performance management by providing a
systematic link between operational and
management processes and the key
performance indicators that capture the results
of business strategies.
In addition to the previous analysis, a more
invisible dimension was assessed as it has an
influence on the overall quality of the outputs
and outcomes which impacts any initiative for
value creation; the integration of policies,
process, technologies, teams and individuals
at the operational and support levels. This
integration dimension when assessed against
the strategy alignment helped in allocating the
organization on the organizational maturity
and performance model that was developed
by Maryann Brennan (Borawski et al., 2008).
The analysis showed a lack of integration of
people and processes to the strategy since the
organization finds itself often in a reactive
mode (fire fighting) and people operate in a
silos with little communication and sharing
between departments. SCA was on the border
lines between the lower and upper left
quadrants where the performance could be
described as fairly accepted.
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Figure (1) SCA 2008 Alignment & Integration Position

Maturity Levels & Maturity Alignment
But the strategy director went in his analysis
further than this clear root cause of low
performance results as he wanted to examine
the maturity levels and alignment of the
identified IPM framework components which
can describe the healthiness of the
performance
management
process
development. According to Verweire and
Bergher (2003), during the performance
management life cycle, although some
management practices work well in one
phase, they may cause failure in another
phase. They argued that both strategy and
maturity alignment are prerequisite for
effective integrated performance management
(IPM). Moreover Martinez et al. (2008),
stated that the level of maturity of a
performance measurement system influences

its effective implementation, and
consequently impacts the end results.

a

The maturity levels and alignment of the IPM
framework components needed to be assessed
to decide its influence on SCA‘s performance
results. Based on the concept of capabilities
maturity model (CMM) of identifying
escalating
phases
for
the
growing
organizations maturity, the strategy director
has developed a customized maturity
assessment tool relevant to the UAE
government organizational context. The tool
identified five maturity phases: Adhoc,
Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced and
Proficient. And he identified the maturity
levels of each component of (IPM)
framework.
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Figure (2) SCA IPM Framework Component Maturity Levels

The customized IPM maturity assessment has
revealed low maturity levels in almost all the
(IPM) framework components which allocate
SCA at the beginner maturity level.
It was noted that not only low maturity levels
been recorded, but maturity misalignment
among the IPM framework components
where more attention is required as this
situation may have another dimension of
influence on the effectiveness of the
performance. According to
Verweire
and Bergher (2003), they argued that in
addition to the strategy alignment, maturity
alignment, which indicates the maturity of
applying management process, has a
significant impact on the organization results
as aligning the maturity of operational and
management processes with HR system and
organization structure paves the way to a solid
performance
management
and
hence
improved results.

To summarize the analysis findings, SCA has
experienced relatively low performance due
to :
1. Low maturity in the alignment and
Integration of process, people and
policy with strategy
2. Low maturity levels in the IPM
framework components
3. Misalignment of the IPM framework
components maturity

The Planning
Solution Roadmap
Neely
(1998)
defined
performance
management as ―a system that enables
informed decisions to be made and actions to
be taken because it quantifies the efficiency
and effectiveness of past actions through the
acquisition, collation, sorting, analysis,
interpretation,
and
dissemination
of
appropriate data‖. Santos et al 2006, has
cleared that the performance measurement
system is a ―set of processes an organization
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uses to manage its strategy implementation,
communicate its position and progress, and
influence its employees' behaviors and
actions. It requires the identification of
strategic
objectives,
multidimensional
performance measures, targets, and the
development of a supporting infrastructure.‖
In addition, Abramson et al., (2006) stressed
that
performance
measurement
and
management systems are key elements for
improving government performance and
accountability.
As SCA CEO‘s ultimate goal was to reach
and sustain organizational excellence based
on a structured and continuous performance
improvement, the strategy director set four
performance management principals as

desired outputs from the transformation
process
1. Create strategy focused organization
2. Create
performance
based
management culture
3. Create
positive
learning
and
excellence culture
4. Improve decision making
The solution plan was developed on the basis
of applying an approach to move SCA
performance from this current position to be
well located on the upper right quadrant
where SCA staff and process are tightly
aligned with the strategy and integrated all
over the organization.

Figure (3) The Solution Roadmap

A short and long term maturity alignment
level was defined, and accordingly the

resources and the detailed solution was
developed.
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Figure (4) The Short Term Desired Maturity Alignment Level

The Vehicle (Catalyst)
Based on the six approaches to transform government organizations suggested by (Abramson et
al 2007) which include:
1. Changing the rules , 2. Using performance management, 3. Providing competition choice, and
incentives, 4. Performing on demand, 5. Engaging citizens, 6. Using networks and partnerships
The using of performance management in an integrated form was chosen as
the catalyst for transformation, and accordingly a multi- dimensional integrated performance
management framework was developed, The strategy director consolidated his experience and
knowledge in the areas of strategy, performance, and excellence with the existed success proven
frameworks such as balanced score cards of Kaplan and Norton, EFQM excellence model, Value
chain of Michael Porter to develop his proposed framework taking into consideration:
 SCA organizational culture
 Challenges in implementing the framework components
 Resources required
 Maturity levels in the organization in each area
 The value creation process
 The information required by every level of the organization
 The required output from each level of the organization at different phases of the
performance management cycle as the organization has been divided into three vertical
tiers: Strategic ( Corporate), Operational ( Departments), and Teams and Individuals (
Employees)
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Figure (5) The proposed Integrated Performance Management Framework

The philosophy behind this framework was to
create a continuous momentum across the
organization that links the three key building
blocks of the IPM; Strategy Management,
Performance management and Excellence
management in harmony where the relevant
process starts and ends at the right time and
the output of each process drives the linked
process in the IPM framework. While in the
same time efforts to be exerted using the right
tools to align and integrate the organization
vertically and horizontally consequently and
to
communicate
valued
performance

information effectively to each level of the
organization in order to assist in creating a
clearer view of the contribution of each
organizational level in improving the whole
organization performance. If managed to
implement this philosophy an orchestrated
performance will take place to drive a holistic
organizational culture where the four set
principals of performance management will
exist which in turn will steer and improving
excellent performance.
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Figure (6) The Proposed Excellence Driving System and Success Factors

The Challenges
The transformation journey was not easy and
the road was not paved as the governmental
organizational culture added challenge to the
classic challenges encountered in any change
projects. The challenge management required
the active harmony among the key success
factors to innovate ways to convert the
challenge from being a threat into
opportunity. There was resistance from
employees to accept the new philosophy of
performance management as it seemed
initially a threat to them, the diversity added
another dimension of culture difference and it
required diversity management skills,
communication
amongst
government
organization departments is very difficult with
little sharing and it required cross team
building and utilizing the information system
to facilitate the communication process. The
motivation and this required strong leadership

The Implementation
The proposed road map along with the list of
challenges has been presented to the top
management with an implementation plan that
gained the consensus agreement and the green
light to start. The implementation plan

highlighted the time line, support and
resources required tools methodologies to be
used, and most importantly the key success
factors to implement the integrated
performance management system and how the
availability of these factors will affect the
success of the whole plan.
Key Success Factors
A Proposed IPM Based excellence driving
system was crafted tot show the clear link of
the integrated performance management
system and the organizational excellence. The
diagram highlighted the key success factors
required to ensure the effective design and
implementation of the solution. The success
factors were identified as: 1. Desire not only
at the top management level but the solution
success entails transferring this desire to all
the stakeholders in order to gain a unified
momentum that can stand in front of the
expected challenges and works as a burning
fuel of the transformation journey, 2.
Leadership, it is crucial to have leadership
(Championship) that inspires the move
towards excellence and motivates and lead the
change at the different levels of the
organization, 3. Talents, in the knowledge
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economy we live in, managing talents and
building internal organizational capacity is the
surviving and growing tool for organizations.
In this particular solution building the IPM
from inside the organization is a key success
factor as it is based on the real need and
customized to the size of the organization and
the planned objectives. managing talents
means recruiting right candidates with the
right knowledge and capabilities in the right
place and supports them. 4. Planning is a
success secret to every single stage of the
solution as "fail to plan is a Plan to fail", and
finally 5. Right tools, management tools are
usually broad, they need to be customized to
be effective and to match the culture and
context of the organization to be utilized in. in
this solution a bundle of tools will be used in
customized form and at the right time like
balanced score cards, EFQM model, project
management templates and information
systems, maturity models and KPIs
developing templates.
Both science and art sides of the
implementation were taken into consideration.
The implementation focused on preparing the
employees to the coming change by
conducting intensive awareness session
before implementing any phase of the plan,
and using formal and informal gatherings to
break the ice and correct the negative
perception usually exists towards any
assessment and performance measuring
entity. The main reason was to gain the
employees trust and buy-in and to explain the
integrated performance management frame
work to every single employee.
The implementation phases were applied
according to the IPM framework components
as follows:









Performance Management

Strategy Management


Communication plan to ensure the
delivery of the strategy to every
employee
Develop a strategy map
Reengineered the strategic plan and
operational plans in a much simpler
and communicable format using one
page template.
Applied the balanced score cards to
cascade and align the strategy
Developed a methodology to link
employees performance and objectives
to the strategic objectives
Developed a structured process to
review the strategy on annual basis

Awareness workshops on strategy,
strategic planning and relation with
IPM
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Awareness training and workshops to
all employees about performance
management life cycle and the role of
every one in it
Establish a structured performance
management process
Phased the performance measurement
system
implementation
in
coordination with the strategy
management phases.
Formed a performance coordinator
team by selecting a dynamic trustable
employee from each department to be
responsible on collecting, verifying,
authenticating and reporting the
performance results to the strategy
unit.
Created a performance file handed to
each coordinator with clear process
and time line of what to do and when.
Designed and developed eEnterprise
level
information
system
to
management the strategy and the
performance of the organization based
on the balanced score card concept
and planned a moving plan towards
fully
automated
strategy
and
performance management.
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Trained the coordinator on using the
information system.
Designed
different
performance
reports; top management; sector
heads; departments managers and
employees.
Redesigned the performance appraisal
system to align the individual KPIs
with Strategic and operational plan
Defined the responsibility
Applied
project
management
methodologies at all levels of the
organization.

Quality Management
Applying the quality management principals
has supported the process of integrating the
process, people and policies across the
organization the strategy director documented
all the procedures of the different department
to draw a cross functional process map and a
value creation map. He applied the EFQM
excellence model and manage a phased
project to qualify the general management
and organizational services sector for the
ISO9001:2008 certificate at the first phase
and to qualify the core business sector for the
ISO9001:2008 certificate, he enhanced the
quality culture and unified the quality
terminology all over the organization.

Organizational Culture
This dimension required the efforts of all the
managers and leaders in the organization. the
top management and CEO deputy for
organizational services were key players in
sitting the excellence culture by supporting
the training and motivation programs and
building the teamwork spirit and setting the
urgency environment that supported the
successful transformation.

Results
The successful design and implementation of
the integrated performance management
system had an early fruit of its success, in
February 2010, after twenty months of the
implementation; SCA was announced one of
the
top
three
federal
government
organizations in executing its strategy and
achieving
high
performance
records
according to the performance ranking of the
prime minister's executive office. Another
significant fruit occurred in November 2010
by announcing SCA the winner of two awards
in the first cycle of the Emirates Government
Excellence Award: the Distinguished Federal
Entity Award, and the Government
Excellence Best Practices Award in
Performance Management.
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Abstract
The Higher Education (HE) environment is
indeed a dynamic one. It is characterized by
significant externally driven changes in
funding
structure
(Akinkugbe,
2000),
increasing expectations of customers (Smith
et al, 2007); advent of customer orientation
(Owlia and Aspinwall, 1997); and an
increasing recognition of learners as primary
customers (Hill, 1995; Yeo, 2008; and Owlia
and Aspinwall, 1997). With the advent of
globalization, learners embarking in HE have
an abundance of University choices, a state of
affairs further amplified by the advent of elearning now increasingly used by
Universities to deliver courses and programs
across geographical frontiers.
In such an environment, HE institutions
worldwide are forced to provide unique
learning experiences to their learners so as to
capture market share (Gapp and Fisher,
2006; O‟Neill and Palmer, 2004). Such a
strategy is supported by rapid advancements
in Information Technology and the growth of
the Internet that have been used to change the
traditional University campus into a
technology-enabled environment (Parahoo et
al; 2010). Service encounters have been
defined as the interaction customers have
with the service (Lovelock, 1996). Their key
role in perceptions of quality and satisfaction
by
customers
in
high-technology

environments, is well documented in service
literature (e.g. Makarem et al, 2009; Mick
and Fournier, 1998; Shih and Venkatesh,
2004; Lavin and Maynard, 2001). In
technology-enabled service encounters, the
service comprises two elements: the
technology service process, and the human
touch service process. Both elements need be
designed to effectively support customers in
achieving their goals (Makarem et al, 2009).
In such a context, a University needs to
develop deliberate strategies to deliver high
quality human and technology interactions
and a service delivery that is convenient to
the learner, as customer of the service.
In this paper, we present a service encounter
model, applicable to any technology-enabled
university, that illustrates the various
interactions among four major identified
stakeholders (Learners; Faculty; staff, elearning and IT support) and within each
stakeholder group. As an initial step in
validating the model, we use qualitative
techniques to survey learners, a stakeholder
group that is increasingly recognized as the
primary customers of Universities. Based on
the findings, we refine the theoretical model
and make recommendations to effectively
manage the various human and technology
interactions to enhance learner satisfaction
and retention. As an increasing number of
Universities are now using blended learning
approaches (mix of face-to-face and virtual
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classes), the research findings would be
pertinent to different Universities worldwide.

Introduction
The Higher Education (HE) environment is
indeed a dynamic one. It is characterized by
significant externally driven changes in
funding structure (Akinkugbe, 2000; Firdaus,
2006), increasing expectations of customers
(Smith et al, 2007); advent of customer
orientation (Owlia and Aspinwall, 1997); and
an increasing recognition of learners as
primary customers (Hill, 1995; Yeo, 2008;
and Owlia and Aspinwall, 1997). With the
advent of globalization, learners embarking in
HE have an abundance of University choices,
a state of affairs further amplified by the
advent of e-learning that is increasingly used
by Universities to deliver courses across
geographical frontiers.
In such an environment, Universities
worldwide are forced to provide unique
learning experiences to their learners so as to
capture market share (Gapp and Fisher, 2006;
O‘Neill and Palmer, 2004). Such a strategy is
supported by breakthroughs in Information
Technology and the growth of the Internet
that have collectively led to alter the
traditional University campus into a
technology-enabled environment (Parahoo et
al; 2010), which in turn supports provision of
convenient extended services such access to
library, to course materials and to learner
services virtually uninterruptedly .In this
context, the process of imparting education to
learners through content delivery, advisory
services, and research supervision has been
considered as a type of service provided to
learners who are treated as customers (Yeo,
2009). Treating education as a service has
several implications arising from target
market and the nature of services itself, which
we next discuss.
First of all, it represents a demarcation from
the traditional approach of treating employers

as prime customers. It has thus been argued
from consideration of economic realities that
HE providers should satisfy the needs of the
labor market with lesson contents tailored to
the needs of employers (Rinehart, 1993,
Jaraiedi and Ritz, 1994). However, as a
response to recent market developments,
Universities have instead considered learners
as the prime beneficiary of education,
implying that the learners should be treated as
customers (Yeo, 2009). This perspective is
supported by the competitive nature of the HE
market that requires Universities to attract and
retain learners for sustainability (Joseph and
Joseph, 1998). In this scenario, secondary
target markets of Universities would then
include parents, employers and society at
large.
Treating learners as the prime customer
segment requires that Marketing efforts must
be targeted towards them, implying that
management of Universities must take needs
of learners into account in developing their
institutional strategies. In order to do so
effectively, Universities should establish
determinants of service quality and learner
satisfaction and track them, on the premise
that learner satisfaction would support
retention of learners and their spreading
positive word of mouth about the institution.
The outcome would be sustainability of the
institution.
There has been limited research to support
University management in this endeavor,
especially for Universities operating in
technology enabled environments and
privileging a mix of face-to-face and virtual
content delivery, or blended learning as it is
commonly referred to. There is a trend in the
HE environment, often through a deliberate
management policy of embracing information
and communication technologies (ICTs) to
offer a mix of online courses to supplement
traditional face-to-face ones. Alternatively,
ICT adoption may be more reactive in
response to the pervasive nature of ICTs, and
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the fact that the new generation of learners
has increasingly assimilated technology into
the way they communicate or indeed in their
lifestyles. Either way, Universities are
increasingly using technology to ensure
smooth and efficient implementation of their
operations, and to adopt an attractive
positioning with regard to their target market.
Hence, we will explicitly recognize the
context of a technology-enabled HE
environment in our study.
In this paper, we develop a conceptual
structural model involving relevant related
constructs pertinent to Universities embracing
customer orientation, such as service quality,
learner satisfaction with learner retention as
output variable. We undertake a qualitative
survey of both undergraduate and graduate
learners using focus group interviews of
learners exposed to blended learning. We use
the findings to extend and validate the service
management model proposed by Parahoo et al
(2010). This model elaborates on the various
interactions that occur among four identified
major stakeholders (Learners, Faculty; staff,
e-learning and IT support) and within each
stakeholder group in a University that uses a
technology-enabled environment to achieve
its objectives.
The objective of the present study is therefore
to propose a conceptual model of variables
affecting learner retention. Based on findings
of the focus groups, we identify the
determinants of learner retention and propose
a structural model that will be ready for
empirical validation at the next stage. We
then make recommendations to enable
University management to effectively manage
the various human and technology
interactions that occur in a technologyenabled University environment. As an
increasing number of Universities are now
using blended learning approaches, the
research findings would be pertinent to a wide
range of Universities globally.

Literature Review

Characteristics of Services and Their
Implications for Mangers
Services are considered to be behavioral
rather than physical entities (Hill, 1995). They
have been described as deeds, performances
or effort (Rathmell, 1974); and activities or
processes (Grönroos, 1990). The Services
Marketing literature generally distinguishes
between services and products through four
distinct
characteristics:
intangibility;
perishability, inseparability of production and
consumption,
and
heterogeneity (e.g.
Parasuraman, et al., 1988). These four
considerations
have
several
direct
implications for service managers and have
been intensively discussed in literature (e.g.
Zeithaml, 1996), and they have important
implications for the achievement of service
quality.
Educational service is a good example of a
perishable service. For example, if a
University is able to enroll only 15 learners
instead of a forecast maximum class size of
25 learners in a semester for a certain
program, the University cannot recover these
missing seats in the next semester, as it is
constrained by the maximum class size of 25.
This implies that these seats are lost forever.
A customer contributes directly tothe quality
of service delivered, and to his/her own
satisfaction (Mills et al., 1983, p.302), and
this illustrates the inseparability of
educational delivery and its ―consumption‖ by
learners. When learners fail to perform the
roles expected from them, this will
undoubtedly affect the quality of educational
service delivered. For example, when learners
do not complete the prescribed advance
readings, omit to complete their assessments;
or fail to pay adequate attention during
lectures, this reflects adversely on service
quality delivered by the professor and in turn
as perceived by the learners themselves.
Finally, The delivery of most services involve
human interaction and labor intensity, leading
to inevitable heteregoneity as each service act
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may be considered as unique. It is recognized
that the same professor may not always be
able to deliver the same high standards that
he/she has set due to extraneous factors such
as a long and very busy day leading to the
lecture. The result is a lack of standardization,
so that service quality may vary considerably
from one situation to another, even within the
same organization.
From the classification scheme of services
based on nature of service activity (Lovelock,
1983), University education may be
considered as a typical example of intangible
services targeted to people as recipient of the
service. The very nature of educational
services thus adds to the difficulty in
managing it effectively.
Service Quality
The key role of service encounters, the
interaction customers have with the service
(Lovelock, 1996), in perceptions of quality
and satisfaction by customers in hightechnology environments, is well documented
in services (e.g. Makarem et al, 2009; Mick
and Fournier, 1998; Shih and Venkatesh,
2004; Lavin and Maynard, 2001). In
technology-enabled service encounters, the
service comprises two elements, the
technology service process, and the human
touch service process, and both need be
designed to effectively drive customers
toward their goals (Makarem et al, 2009). In
such a context, a University needs to develop
deliberate strategies to deliver high quality
human and technology interactions and a
service delivery that it is convenient to the
learner, who is the customer of the service.
Viewed from a holistic perspective, service
quality may be considered as the outcome of
several human-touch interactions. Parahoo et
al (2010) identified four stakeholder groups
that are party to such interactions: Learners;
Faculty; e-learning and IT support staff; and
Administrative staff. They further identify
sixteen such interactions that occur between

each of the four stakeholder groups and
within each group. Managing these human
interactions thus assumes importance, and
various factors will determine whether they
are perceived as satisfactory by learners.
These vary from the appearance of the service
provider (either academic or administrative
staff); his/her perceived competence, the
personality characteristics of the stakeholders,
and the interpersonal attraction between them
(Hill, 1995).
In terms of setting, it is important to recognize
that these human touch interactions are
increasingly occurring in a technologyenabled environment, whatever the type of
HE institution involved. For example, most
Universities are now allowing learners to
register online, to interact with the University
through a dedicated email system, to access
course materials through a Learning
Management System. Universities migrating
towards e-earning go one step further and
have a Virtual Learning Environment to
conduct virtual classes, have course Forum
and Discussion Board spaces, and even allow
learners to submit their coursework online
and receive electronic feedback on it.
Service quality has therefore been considered
to be complex, as it is related to the physical,
institutional and psychological aspects of
higher education (Yeo, 2009). There has been
considerable debate about the best way to
define service quality in HE (Becket and
Brookes, 2006), as it is a rather vague and
controversial concept‖ (Cheng and Tam,1997,
p. 23). Nevertheless, Universities are
increasingly operating in an environment that
requires an understanding of the role and
importance of service quality‖ (Shank et al.,
1995, p. 72).
In this context, it has been argued that service
quality is related to the environment,
corporate image and interaction among people
(Li and Kaye,1998). The literature on service
quality recognizes the importance for
Universities to manage service quality in
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order to achieve to continuous improvements
(Brochado, 2009), which in turn is considered
as critical to maintain service quality (Yeo,
2009). In addition, constant negotiation of
deep-rooted values is required to respond to
the changing needs and expectations of
customers (Koslowski, 2006).
There have been two dominant approaches to
conceptualize service quality: the gaps model
and the perceptions model. The gaps model is
based on the conceptualization of a gap
between Perceptions (P) and Expectations (E)
of a service and service quality is considered
to occur when P exceed E. A scale called
SERVQUAL based on this model has been
developed (Parsuraman et al, 1988), and it has
been intensively used in various industry
settings. Other researchers have argued that
service quality is determined by Perceptions
only quality (e.g. Cronin and Taylor, 1992;
Boulding et al., 1993; Quester et al., 1995).,
and an alternate measuring instrument called
SERVPERF with similar items and scaling as
SERVQUAL but including performance
items only, has been proposed (Cronin and
Taylor, 1992). Other authors have adapted
SERVQUAL and SERVPERF to specific
industry contexts, and in HE, a scale called
HEdPERF has been proposed which is based
on Perceptions items only(Firdaus,2005).
Learner Satisfaction
Satisfaction has received considerable
attention in both industry and academia as it
represents the central concept of Marketing. It
has been described as the key global
constructs for predicting customer behavior
(Garbarino and Johnson, 1999).Various
studies have identified satisfaction as a key
determinant of customer loyalty (e.g. Sivadas
and Baker-Prewitt, 2000; McDougall and
Levesque, 2000; Butcher, et al, 2001;
Kandampully and Suhartanto, 2000; Zins,
2001). In turn, the key antecedent of
satisfaction has been identified as service
quality (e.g. Sivadas and Baker Prewitt, 2000;

McDougall and Levesque, 2000 ; Butcher, et
al, 2001; Zins, 2001).
Based on the preceding discussion and the
growing consensus to treat education as a
service, it may be considered that learners
would tend to extend some of the behaviors
they exhibit as consumers in service settings
to an education environment as well. In other
words, learners would treat the notion of
service quality essentially in a similar way in
both settings. For example, the learners would
wish to have more choice in the subjects
offered to them, efficient and effective
registration processes, extended access to
University facilities, both electronic (learning
management system) and physical (library,
student rooms, cafeteria), payment facilities
for their tuition fees, and to be notified well in
advance of any changes to schedules, etc.
Therefore, we propose that the literature
relating to service quality and learner
satisfaction in business settings would to a
considerable extend be extendable to HE
environments as well.
In the next section, we will identify
dimensions of learner loyalty that will be
pertinent to a HE institution.
Learner Loyalty
In Business terms, it may be argued that
service quality and satisfaction represent
means to an end. From a pragmatic
perspective, it is customer loyalty that
represents the construct of interest to
managers. Loyalty leads to various desirable
customer behaviors such as purchase and
repurchase and spreading positive word-ofmouth, which collectively, in turn, lead to
income and sustainability for an organization.
As the definition of what constitutes a loyal
customer has been a matter of debate, various
approaches have been used to measure the
construct of loyalty. A recent proposed
measuring scale of loyalty comprises of four
dimensions: word of mouth; purchase
intentions; price sensitivity; and complaining
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behavior (Behavioral intentions scale,
Zeithaml, Berry, and Parasuraman, 1996).
Empirical support for this scale has been
obtained in an independent study (Bloemer,
de Ruyter, and Wetzels, 1999). Our
discussion with various managers of
Universities has shown that the four
dimensions are generally equally applicable to
HE environments as well.
As discussed above, there is an emerging
trend towards the adoption of learner

orientation by Universities, exemplified by
the increasing number of Universities
incorporating learner centricity as part of their
core strategies. Based on the preceding
discussion, we therefore propose that a learner
loyalty model, involving the core marketing
variables identified above would beapplicable
to HE environment as well, and it may be
summarized schematically through the
relationships as per figure 1 below:

Figure 1: Proposed Learner model

In the next section, we will propose a
methodology to unearth the determinants of
the three variables above with the objective of
proposing a conceptual structural model.

Methodology
We used focus group discussions with four
separate groups of learners from a University
in the UAE making extended use of
technology as part of its course delivery
strategy to investigate the initial validity of
the relationship proposed in the preceding
section with the intention ofextending the
prior cited work of Parahoo et al (2010).
Each of the focus groups involved an average
of 8 learners of both genders, and two groups
were composed of undergraduate learners
while the other two of postgraduate learners.
Given that the demographic profiles of
undergraduate and postgraduate learners were
different, it was deemed appropriate to
segment the learners in different groups
accordingly.
The two authors jointly facilitated the four
group discussions, using an interview guide
that involved the following elements relating
to the learners:
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The factors influencing learners‘
choice of a HE institution
Their technology competence
The people who influence their
satisfaction as learners in a HE
institution.
The factors affecting their academic
satisfaction, with probes for the
desirable
characteristics
their
professor should possess, and the
types of interactions they would wish
to have with their professors
The factors affecting their satisfaction
with
University
administrative
processes with probes for the
following processes: application,
enrolment, registration, and financial
The factors affecting their satisfaction
with IT support services
The role of infrastructure (physical,
classroom, facilities, IT facilities,
library, cafeteria, etc.) of a University
in influencing their satisfaction
The determinants of their overall
satisfaction as learners in a HE
institution
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The behavioral outcomes of their
satisfaction with the University


The discussions were recorded by the two
authors during each focus group that lasted
between 1-1.5 hours. They were then
analyzed in depth independently by each
author to ensure reliability and minimize
researcher bias. The qualitative content
analysis method was used (Chi, 1997) with
code identification being done with a
systematic theory based approach. After
initial independent coding by the two coauthors, the grounded theory approach was
used (Strauss and Corbin, 1998) with
categories and sub-categories being identified
as they emerged.
The next section discusses the findings of this
qualitative data collection. There was
generally considerable consistency between
the information collected from the four
groups, so that the overall findings are
reported in the next section.

Interactions with other Learners

















Comfortable Physical environment
(campus, classrooms, and common
spaces) and good quality IT hardware
and software
Effective maintenance of IT hardware
and software and other equipment
Good library facilities (physical
library and online resources and
databases)

University Branding




Interactions with Faculty

Profile of Faculty
Ability of Faculty to deliver course
effectively
Accessibility of Faculty
Promptness of Faculty in giving
feedback on assignments
Empathy of Faculty

Prompt
and
learner-centred
administrative processes (registration,
enrolment, add and drop, etc.)
Effective IT support services (e.g.
troubleshooting,
maintenance
of
hardware and software)
Effective IT Training services
Learner-centred payment procedures

Perceptions of Infrastructure

Human Touch



Ability to establish friendships and
socialize
Ability work collaboratively on
assignments
Ability to establish a support group

Interactions with Administrative staff

Findings and Discussion
The relationships proposed in figure 1were
confirmed through the focus group
discussion. According to the responses and
discussions raised during the focus groups
and after analysis,
the determinants of
learner satisfaction were grouped under three
main headings (Human Touch; Perceptions of
Infrastructure; University branding) with the
structure as depicted below:

Flexibility of faculty in responding to
learner constraints
Fairness of faculty in dealing with
learners

Reputation of University
Accreditation of University and its
affiliations with external bodies
Differentiation
of
University
Programs, including mode of delivery
of its programs (e.g. use of e-learning
for some content delivery)

Outcome of Learner Satisfaction
Learner Loyalty

As discussed above, the objective of investing
in service quality and satisfaction is really as
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a means to loyalty that represents the
construct of interest to managers, as loyalty
leads to various desirable customer behaviors
such as:
 Word of mouth
 Purchase intentions
 Price sensitivity
 Complaining behavior

The outcome of this analysis was represented
through a conceptual model of learner loyalty
as depicted in a structural model of learner
loyalty as per figure 2 below. Based on above
findings, it is proposed therein that service
quality is influenced by three constructs:
Human touch; Perceptions of Infrastructure;
and University branding. In turn, these
variables were each manifested through three
variables.

Figure 2: Proposed conceptual model (All relationships are positive unless otherwise stated)|

At the next stage of this research project,
questionnaire items will be identified for each
manifest
variable,
using
prescribed
questionnaire development processes (e.g.
Chruchill, 1979), and the structural model

will then be subjected to empirical scrutiny
using data collected from a sample of learners
from Universities to confirm or otherwise the
postulated relationships.
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Conclusion
This exploratory research has indicated that
University management adopting a learner
centric approach should focus on developing
good interactive relationships with their
learners as these are valued by the latter and
drives their satisfaction. Such a strategy
involves enhancing the interactions relating to
various categories of University staff with
learners. While, Faculty interactions remain
the cornerstone of the student satisfaction,
Universities cannot neglect the interactions
that Administrative, Finance and IT staff have
with learners, as often a poor interaction
outcome in one of them may outdo a good
learning
experience
and
lead
to
dissatisfaction. It is important therefore for
Universities to adopt a customer centric
approach, and in this regard to train their staff
in customer care. This could well mark a
change in the approach of Universities
towards learners. In this regard, the
Universities would be well advised to
benchmark on other service providers that
have adopted service excellence and customer
centricity as the cornerstone of their
operations strategy. Probably, good examples
of such service-oriented firms would be in the
hotel and tourism industry, and the fast food
industry. The challenge for Universities is to
achieve such customer centricity without
compromising on their academic standards-a
fine line indeed. Otherwise, their reputation
would suffer and the whole exercise would
become futile.
In addition, Universities cannot neglect their
infrastructure (Physical classrooms and
common spaces, Library and IT facilities,
etc.), as these tangibles play an important role
in learner satisfaction. Just like in other
services, they seem to create an ambience for
effective learning to take place and for learner
satisfaction. Good maintenance of otherwise
good facilities must also be ensured to this
end. In an environment where technology is

playing an increasingly pervasive role,
Universities need to make judicious
investments in technology. Many learners are
often among the innovator or early adopter
categories as regards to new information and
communications technologies. Therefore, in
order to interact effectively with their
learners, Universities should be able to relate
to them through communication and
technology tools and applications that the
learners have readily embraced. Such an
investment would also enhance the reputation
of the University.
Finally, University branding is a key
consideration, as it could be expected to play
a major role in selecting the University in the
first place. The key dimensions are reputation
of the University acquired by delivering
consistent quality over time, accreditation of
the University with the HE regulator and
complemented to the extent possible with
international affiliations with other bodies,
and finally differentiation of programs from
those on offer elsewhere. One way of
program differentiation could be through
blended learning, that is mix of face-to-face
and e-learning and effective use of virtual
learning environments.
Our findings imply that these three major
determinants of quality would drive learner
satisfaction which in turn would lead to
loyalty behavior of learners which would be
manifested through desirable behaviors such
as spreading positive word of mouth about the
University, continuing further studies at the
University, resist changes to other
Universities that charge lower fees, and
finally limited complaining behavior.
One limitation of the present study is that it
has been conducted in specific setting in a
University in the UAE. However, our
experience with University learners in other
geographical regions tend to support similar
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learner expectations and behavior. Given that
Universities are increasingly investing in
technology supported environments, our

findings could therefore be extended to a
whole range of Universities.
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Abstract

Introduction

With
citizens
nowadays
demanding
responsible business behavior from all kinds
of organizations (for-profit and not-forprofit), corporations and their leaders have
become aware of the crucial role of Social
Return On Investment (SROI) in seeking
performance excellence and sustainable
growth. Due to the absence of appropriate
metrics to measure social value creation the
work done in that area by both the non-profit
sector and the for-profit sector is grossly
undervalued and thus the social value created
by the investment is not known. Therefore, to
bridge the gap, a Business Ethics Model has
been developed by EBEN GR in 2007 aiming
to align the continuous upgrading of quality
and excellence in a business environment with
ethical governance and corporate social
responsibility. This paper presents the EBEN
GR Business Ethics Model and investigates
how its implementation can enable
organisations to reach sustainable excellence.
It also explains how the EBEN GR Business
Ethics Excellence Model can be used as an
alternative method for measuring an
organisation‟s SROI.

Managers today run their businesses without
full information about the impact of their
operations on the environment and human
well-being, and thus without the ability to
optimize these impacts while achieving the
financial returns shareholders expect.
Traditional
thinking
implies
that
organizations exist to create economic by
taking a resource or set of inputs, providing
additional inputs or processes that increase
the value of those inputs, and thereby
generate a product or service that has greater
market value at the next level of the value
chain. On the other hand, social value is
created when resources, inputs, processes or
policies
are
combined
to
generate
improvements in the lives of individuals or
society as a whole.
There is increasing pressure on not-for-profit
organisations to justify their existence and
document the effectiveness of their work, and
it is at this level that one has the most
difficulty measuring the true value created. It
is therefore crucial for any organization to be
able to demonstrate the value it is creating by
its very existence. Shareholders demand it
from for-profit organizations, while in the
case of not-for-profit organisations, citizens
and donors want to see the impact of their
funding and donations. To date, the effort to
develop a practical, comprehensive system to

Keywords: Ethics, Business Ethics, Social
Return on Investment, Excellence, CSR
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assess the social impacts of business has
focused primarily on large corporations and
environmental performance management.
Any type of organization is embedded in
society and the physical environment in
which it is situated and therefore in addition
to economic value, social and environmental
values are also created during the operations
of an enterprise. This applies to all
organizations, either for-profit or not-forprofit organizations. It is therefore crucial for
any organization to be able to demonstrate the
value it is creating by its very existence.
Shareholders demand it from for-profit
organizations, while in the case of not-forprofit organisations, citizens and donors want
to see the impact of their funding and
donations.
With
citizens
nowadays
demanding
responsible business behavior from all kinds
of organizations (for-profit and not-forprofit), corporations and their leaders have
become aware of the crucial role of Social
Return On Investment (SROI) in seeking
performance excellence and sustainable
growth. Due to the absence of appropriate
metrics to measure social value creation the
work done in that area by both the non-profit
sector and the for-profit sector is grossly
undervalued and thus the social value created
by the investment is not known.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the
EBEN GR Business Ethics Excellence Model
and suggest its application as an alternative
tool for measuring SROI.

Methodology
This is a conceptual paper based on the
analysis of secondary data. Specifically, by
describing the EBEN GR Business Ethics
Excellence (BEE) Model and analysing its
criteria, the continuous upgrading of quality
and excellence in a business environment
with ethical governance and corporate social

responsibility will be revealed and aligned
with the efforts to measure social value
creation. The implementation of the EBEN
GR BEE Model can lead to an alternative
approach for measuring Social Return On
Investment
using
a
semi-quantitative
technique for assessing business ethics
excellence performance. Weigh-factors will
be assigned to the ten criteria of the model
which will then be used to measure SROI.

Business Ethics
Before defining business ethics it is better to
focus and define ethics. The word ethics
comes from the Greek word ―ethikos‖
meaning custom or ―accepted behaviour‖.
There are many definitions of ethics.
Chambers English Dictionary defines it as: ―a
system of morals‖ and ―rules of behaviour‖.
Ethics attempts to tell us what is and what is
not morally acceptable within a particular
society or culture (Hurn, 2008). According to
Connock and Johns (1995) ethics is about
fairness, and deciding what is right or wrong,
about defining the practices and rules which
underpin responsible conduct between
individual and groups. Orme and Ashton
(2003) suggested that being ethical involves
taking action to ensure that these practices
and rules are applied consistently in all dayto-day business situations.
According to Galinsky (2008), when we talk
about business ethics, usually we're speaking
about standards of behaviour in the workplace
as well as with stakeholders. The pursuit of
wealth
involves
the
following
six
stakeholders:
investors,
customers,
employees, suppliers, government, and
community. Dealing with these stakeholders
involves ―ethics‖.
Companies known for high ethical standards
usually have an ethical code stating that they
treat everyone with dignity, don't present
misleading information, and scrupulously
follow rules and regulations. Business ethics,
therefore, can be defined as the application of
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moral and ethical considerations in a business
setting (Hurn, 2008).
Having a moral compass leads to more
effective business practices — whether in
building sales, retaining employees, or
reducing litigation and regulation costs. For
example, people are usually willing to pay
premium prices to feel good about the
products they buy. Also, companies that
follow certain moral codes attract better
people — and these people often are willing
to work harder with less compensation. It
goes without saying that ethical companies
are less likely to undergo the costly scrutiny
of courts and regulators (Galinsky, 2008). It is
clear that there is some sort of a relationship
between business ethics and business success,
or better sustainable excellence.
Several business excellence models have been
developed to assist organisations to reach
sustainable business results. One of the most
widely used models for business excellence is
the EFQM Excellence Model. Based on the
principles of the EFQM Excellence Model,
the Hellenic Institute of Business Ethics
(EBEN GR) recently developed a model to

assist organisations to reach excellence in
business ethics. The model is known as the
EBEN GR Business Ethics Excellence Model
and is presented below.

The EBEN GR Business Ethics
Excellence (BEE) Model
The EBEN GR BEE Model was developed in
2007 by EBEN GR aiming to align the
continuous upgrading of quality and
excellence in a business environment with
ethical governance and corporate social
responsibility.
The EΒΕΝ GR ΒΕΕ Model is also a practical
tool that can be used as a tool for SelfAssessment, as a way to Benchmark with
other organisations, and as a guide to identify
areas for Improvement. The EBEN GR BEE
Model is presented in the following figure.
The Model has 10 criteria which are divided
in three areas: the standard corporate code,
the corporate governance and the corporate
social responsibility.

Figure 1: The EBEN GR Business Ethics Excellence Model

All of the criteria of the EBEN GR BEE
Model are explained and analysed below in
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order to provide the basis for investigating the
effect of adopting the model in an effort to
reach sustainable excellence.
Corporate Value Code (Moral of Culture &
Moral Conduct)
According to the EBEN GR BEE Model
(2007), a corporate value code is an important
management tool which can positively form
the culture of an organization.
Many
organizations have found that adopting a
clearly defined approach to ethical issues
improves the organization‘s reputation, helps
to develop confidence among staff and is
good for business. The value code sets out the
standards of behaviour expected of staff in an
organization and should help them to solve
ethical dilemmas they face at work. A good
value code is an active document to which all
staff in the organization refers – not a
document that sits on a shelf in a senior
manager's office gathering dust.
Moreover a good value code should always
refer to basic standard code of ethics based on
universally accepted principals something that
has been followed worldwide, enriched by
social conduct values. However its major
significance may be its contribution to the
relations between the company & its external
customers. A company that has adopted a
value code as a way of doing business will
gain higher pride & recognition from its
customers securing company‘s sustainability
& development.
Business Performance Assessment
The basic purpose of any measurement
system is to provide feedback, relative to
firm‘s goals, that increases its chances of
achieving these goals efficiently and
effectively. Measurement gains true value
when used as the basis for timely decisions.
According to EBEN GR BEE Model (2007),
the ultimate aim of implementing a business
performance measurement system is to
improve the performance of the organization.

If a company can get its performance
measurement right, the generated data will
provide management with information on
where they are, how they are doing, and
where they are going. EFQM model is the
most widely accepted European model for
managing & assessing performance & it
requires the existence of relative systems as to
fulfil specific criteria.
Organisations place significant emphasis on
the financial indices (especially listed
organisations) since they are obliged to report
to their investors on quarterly basis or their
shareholders.
Financial
performance
measurement is a management initiative to
upgrade the accuracy and timeliness of
financial information. Meeting requirements
and standards while supporting day-to-day
operations is central to this initiative. Usually
stock valuation indices are the most
commonly used indices by investors &
external analysts to assess company‘s
financial position. Market performance also
plays a significant role especially via
benchmarking by continuously measuring
products, services, and practices against tough
standards set by competitors or renowned
leaders in the field (EBEN GR BEE Model,
2007).
Of course there also some other widely used
models that can provide special information
to a firm: the Balance Scorecard framework
for designing a set of measures for activities
chosen internally by the organization as being
the key business drivers, Open HR systems
for assessing the quality & performance of
personnel, Customer Satisfaction Surveys,
COBIT model for testing & assessing IT
security.
Business Analysis
High competition has urged companies
towards the implementation & development
of effective strategies & establishment of a
high level of efficient internal control
analysis. Control analysis (business analysis)
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has become a MUST if a company wants to
survive & grow in a rapidly changing
environment and has caused the creation of
many tools that can assist to the above goals.
A major tool providing for control analyses
are long term plans i.e. a business plan. A
business plan is a document that spells out a
company's expected course of action for a
specified period, including a detailed listing
and analysis of risks and uncertainties. It
examines the proposed products & services,
the market, the industry, the management
policies, the marketing policies, production
needs and financial needs. It is required not
only internally to the organization, but also by
external third parties being used as a
prospectus for potential investors and lenders.
Usually before constructing a business plan,
management uses strategy tools like SWOT
analysis, TOWS, Matrices etc that help them
to identify strong & weak points of a firm, its
opportunities & risks.
Master budget, including operating & cash
budget are also basic preconditions to set a
well designed business plan, as well as they
are major tools for controlling & assessing
company‘s policies towards revenues,
expenses, capital and credit.
However, except general company‘s policies,
an organization is occupied with isolated
projects that help a firm to accomplish its
targets. Project risk management is a major
tool to facilitate the successful completion of
a project. It includes risk identification, risk
quantification, risk response development and
risk response control in an effort to identify,
analyse and respond to project risks (EBEN
GR BEE Model, 2007).
Internal Audit
As explained in EBEN GR BEE Model,
Internal Auditing is an independent appraisal
function established within an organization to
examine & evaluate the activities as a service
to the organization. It is an objective
assurance & consulting function that should

be always be managed independently &
which adds value within an organization. This
attribute is facilitated by the existence of a
proper organizational structure where Internal
Audit Section reports independently to Audit
Committee & BOD, while Top Management
approves sufficient annual findings for the
proper staffing & operation. Internal auditing
is dynamic & evolving that anticipates
changes in operating environment & must
adapt rapidly to changes in organizational
structure, processes & technology.
Audit task is to evaluate & improve the
effectiveness of risk management, control &
operational processes. The auditors may use
many different techniques for accomplishing
their tasks among which are risk assessment,
preliminary surveys, control self assessment,
sampling & follow up reports depending of
course upon the nature of the task & the
available resources.
However there is a standard report &
administration framework which auditors
should follow when citing their findings, a
framework that is accepted by the IIA closely
related to legal issues especially when
handling fraud issues where special care is
taken. Audit overall significance concerning
control analysis is stressed by the fact that
public companies in major stock markets are
obliged to have an internal auditing – analysis
section as a preventive measure against fraud.
External Auditors must also be used for
certifying financial statement issues.
Many other issues concern internal auditing
such as internal auditors relations with
external ones, Auditing requirements, the
difference with quality auditors, internal
controllers etc. All the above issues denote
the significance of the today‘s internal
auditing & its proper adoption to an efficient
Code of Conduct context (EBEN GR BEE
Model, 2007).
Regulations & Communication
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This criterion of the Model places significant
emphasis on how organisations comply with
regulations and relevant legislation and how
they communicate corporate information. The
Model prescribes that the Quality of
Information communicated is a perquisite for
the effective diffusion of Corporate
Governance values to all company
stakeholders. The existence of efficient
systems and a high level of data security
assure the success and quick integration of
new developments to company‘s operations
as well as the soft adoption of the new
guidelines by employees. The legal aspects of
Code of Ethics are very crucial for its proper
application. Especially after the Sarbanes Act
Rulemaking has obliged the creation of a
special corporate governance framework, the
establishment of independent committees &
internal auditors, the creation of a Code of
Business Ethics as well as heavy punishments
for Top Management that resorts into illegal
actions concerning company‘s operations.
Other prohibitions concerning business
misconduct may refer to compensation
forfeitures, securities fraud, inside trading,
criminal penalties, receiving gifts as well as
penalties for losing report deadlines or
missing
timely
publishing
securities
transactions of owners or Top Mgt.
However, not only Top Mgt has legal
obligations against proper business practices.
Firm‘s attorneys should follow a professional
Code of Conduct that should be incorporated
to firm‘s Code of Ethics, otherwise penalties
may be significant. Legal Committees are also
proposed in order to facilitate legal work.
According to the Model organisations should
consider Business Continuity issues as well as
physical, information and operations security.
To address such concepts an organisation
should consider carrying out a business
impact analysis and a risk assessment on all
business systems, as well as developing a
disaster recovery planning according to

international standards like ISO27001 and
BS25999.
Environmental Actions
The Model implies that in order to manage its
environmental actions an organisation should
implement an Environmental Management
System (EMS).
An EMS is a set of
management processes, and procedures that
allows an organization to integrate
environmental consideration into day-to-day
decision and practices, thereby improving
both its environmental and economic
performance. It provides a framework for
managing environmental responsibilities in a
more systematic way. To implement an EMS,
an organisation must have a written
environmental
policy
that
clearly
communicates
top
management‘s
commitment towards a cleaner environment
and provides a unifying vision of
environmental concern by the entire
organisation.
Social Activities
According to the Model an organisation‘s
focus on social activities should include
employment
&
working
relations,
occupational health and safety, human rights
and child labour, society/community issues,
and products and/or services.
The development of the working force and
assurance of the right working conditions
constitutes the basic factors that affect the
production of the company, customer services
and the company‘s image. Employees should
be seen as the basic factor of company‘s
success and also as company‘s competitive
advantage. Companies, apart from following
the legal obligations, create and apply
voluntarily a number of health and safety
programs. Through such programs companies
guarantee a safe working environment by
applying assessment and control procedures
that assist the application of measures for the
working
conditions
improvement.
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Organisations, seen as a corporate citizen,
should try for the establishment of procedures
and methods, which are necessary for the
effective protection of work and human
rights. The application of CSR principles
extend to the external environment of the
company including the society, the
environment, as well as institutions and
people that is in contact with. Customers‘
satisfaction constitutes the basic value for
every company. It is of great importance the
development of procedures in the company,
which guarantee the high quality and
credibility of products and services. Also it is
very important the management of customer
complaints,
Economic Stability
The aim of economic stability is the ultimate
target of every organization. Business
(economic) Stability is primarily composed of
sound environmental, social, economic, and
financial & operating results including
reasonable growth and successful investments
for sustainable development. All results
should be properly reported at a systematic
way diffusing information to all stakeholders
allowing improvement and innovative actions.
According to EBEN GR BEE Model, for an
organization to achieve economic stability,
emphasis should be placed on tools and
techniques that enable monitoring and
achievement of desired environmental, social,
economic, and financial & operating result.
Such tools and techniques could include tools
for cost-benefit analysis for project appraisal,
budgeting tools for managing and controlling
operating and financial results, investment
appraisal tools for evaluating investment
opportunities, and CSR reporting tools.

Social Return on Investment
Originally an American concept, it was born
in the 1970s when the US government
mandated ‗benefit cost analysis‘ for federal
contracts. This was much furthered in the

mid-nineties by the San Francisco-based
REDF as a means of determining the social
impact of the projects it was funding. At its
core, Social Return on Investment (SROI) is a
robust reporting tool which attempts to put a
value on the work an organisation is doing,
relative to a given amount of investment. The
actual process involves analysis of inputs,
outputs, outcomes and impacts leading to the
calculation of a monetary value for those
impacts, and finally to an SROI rating – a
monetary value relative to investment in the
project. (Andrews, 2009)
SROI is an innovative approach to
measurement and value that can be used
across the public, private and third sectors.
Developed from cost-benefit analysis and
social accounting, SROI uses economic
valuation to make visible a far greater range
of social, environmental and economic costs
and benefits than conventional analyses (New
Economic Foundation, 2009).
While in financial management the term ROI
refers to a single ratio, SROI analysis refers
not to one single ratio but more to a way of
reporting on value creation. It bases the
assessment of value in part on the perception
and experience of stakeholders, finds
indicators of what has changed and tells the
story of this change and, where possible, uses
monetary values for these indicators.
The question of how individuals and societies
value one thing compared with another
continues
to
absorb
philosophers,
psychologists,
social
scientists
and
economists.
The use of monetary proxies for social,
economic and environmental value offers
several practical benefits:
 it makes it easier to align and integrate
performance management systems
with financial management systems
 it aids communication with internal
stakeholders,
especially
those
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responsible for finances and resource
allocation, and with those who are
prefer quantitative to qualitative ways
of learning
it induces transparency since it
precipitates the clarification of which
values have been included and which
have not been included
it permits sensitivity analysis to show
which assumptions are more important
in that the result is more affected by
changes in some assumptions than
others
it helps identify the critical sources of
value and so streamlines performance
management.
(European
SROI
Network, 2009a)





Potential Benefits of SROI
According to the European SROI Network
(2009b), the major potential benefits from
measuring
SROI
include
better
communication, more effective decision
making, focus on important issues, and clarity
on governance. More specifically:
 Communication: By providing both
credible numbers and qualitative and
narrative value information, and the
systematic story to support all of these
it can ‗talk‘ to stakeholders with
different preferences. It can help in
communicating information with
stakeholders and provide a means of
drawing them into conversation.
 More Effective Decisions: If being
used for planning, and not review, the
focus on stakeholders can highlight
interrelationships and help define
activities with stronger synergies and
increase planned social value.
Monetised indicators can help analysis
by management to consider what
happens if they change their strategy.
It allows them to think about whether
their strategy is optimum in generating
social returns, or if there may be a



better means of using their resources.
It can help investors more efficiently
select investments that are aligned
with their value objectives.
Focus on the Important: By focusing
on the critical impacts, an SROI
analysis can be completed relatively
quickly and is an effective way of
defining management information
systems necessary to make it quick in
future
Investment Mentality: The concept of
social return helps people understand
that any grant or loan into an
organisation can be thought of as an
investment rather than as a subsidy.
The focus shifts to the creation of
value, and away from the risk
mentality and opportunity cost of
using money here rather than there.
Clarity on Governance: If more
accountable organisations are more
sustainable, then understanding and
explaining these impacts and then
responding to them is critical. SROI
analysis can help clarify impacts and
focus the response. Responding to
stakeholder‘s means that they can
influence the organisation and so the
organisation‘s governance will be
better
related
to
stakeholders
requirements.

Potential Limitations of SROI
On the other hand, measuring SROI with the
traditional approach involves potential
limitations as well. The most important
limitations include among others the
following:
 Benefits that Cannot be Monetized.
There will be some benefits that are
important to stakeholders but which
cannot be monetized. An SROI
analysis should not be restricted to one
number, but seen as a framework for
exploring an organisation‘s social
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impact, in which monetization plays
an important but not an exclusive role.
Focus on Monetization. One of the
dangers of SROI is that people may
focus on monetization without
following the rest of the process,
which is crucial to proving and
improving. Moreover, an organisation
must be clear about its mission and
values and understand how its
activities change the world – not only
what it does but also what difference it
makes.
This
clarity
informs
Stakeholder Engagement. Therefore,
if an organisation seeks to monetize its
impact without having considered its
mission and stakeholders, then it risks
choosing inappropriate indicators; and
as a result the SROI calculations can
be of limited use or even misconstrued
External Accreditation. There is no
external accreditation, and no brand or
mark is available.
Intensive for the First Time. If an
organisation does not have an existing
social accounting system, SROI will
be more time intensive the first time
but is designed to focus on the most
important areas, It is most easily used
when an organisation is already
measuring the direct and longer-term
results of its work with people,
groups, or the environment.
Some Outcomes not Easily Associated
with Monetary Value. Some outcomes
and impacts (for example, increased
self-esteem,
improved
family
relationships) cannot be easily
associated with a monetary value. In
order to incorporate these benefits into
the SROI ratio proxies for these values
would be required. SROI analysis is a
developing area and as SROI evolves
it is possible that methods of
monetising more outcomes will
become available and that there will

be increasing numbers of people using
the same proxies. (Prove and Improve,
2009)

Measuring SROI using the EBEN
GR BEE
Based on the above limitations, it is evident
that an alternative method for measuring
SROI is required in order to enable
organisations to measure SROI in a more
objective and efficient manner. In that
direction, the implementation of the EBEN
GR BEE Model is proposed as an alternative
approach for measuring SROI, gaining the
above benefits and avoiding the limitations.
The EBEN GR BEE Model consists of 10
criteria and each one of them of 5 sub-criteria
(criteria 1 & 2 and 3 & 4 have common subcriteria). For each sub-criterion correspond 5
best-practices that satisfy the particular subcriterion
requirements.
The
proposed
approach is based on the premise that an
organisation can be assessed against the
Model and therefore a score can be assigned
indicating its performance in regard to
business ethics excellence. Each criterion
accounts for 100 points and therefore
maximum points to be assigned to an
organisation that satisfies all sub-criteria of
the 10 criteria is 1000. Each sub-criterion of
Criteria 1&2 and 3&4 accounts for 40 points,
while each sub-criterion of all the rest
accounts for 20 points as it is illustrated in
Table 1 below. For example, an organisation
that has only developed communicated and
implemented a corporate code of conduct that
satisfies the EBEN GR BEE relevant criteria
can gain only 40 points, while an organisation
that can only demonstrate positive financial
results can gain 20 points.
An organisation‘s SROI can then be defined
as a number on the 0-1000 scale according to
the degree of compliance with the sub-criteria
described in the model. Therefore, if a
company manages to score 300 points is
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considered to have higher or better SROI than
a company that scores 200 points, since the
implementation of the BEE Model implies
some sort of ethical governance and corporate
social responsibility by the organisation that
directly or indirectly creates value for the

society as a whole. This approach requires an
independent assessment by EBEN GR
experienced assessors that can verify the
effective implementation of the model and
determine the relevant score.

Table 1: EBEN GR BEE and Points breakdown
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Initial Findings of BEE Model
Implementation in Greece and
Cyprus
The EBEN GR Business Ethics Excellence
Model is a pioneering effort of EBEN Greek
National Chapter, promoting business ethics
excellence through a business model with
purpose of sustainable leadership. There are
three certification levels for organizations that
implement the model successfully: the Gold
Business Environment, the Silver and the
Bronze. For an organization to receive the
Bronze Business Environment level it must
have a Corporate Value Code system and
grade over 20% for all model criteria (i.e.
200+ points). The
Silver Business
Environment level can be achieved by
grading over 40% for all model criteria (I.e
400+ points) and applying the Corporate
Value Code to people, systems and results,
including some Standard Corporate Code
principles. An organization can receive the
Gold Business Environment certification by
grading over 80% in the specific criterion or
criteria on which it will receive the award and
more than 60% for all remaining model
criteria (i.e. 600+ points) and in addition,
systematically applying the Corporate Value
Code including the Standard Corporate Code
of Business Ethics to people, to a total quality
system, actions, results and stakeholders.
The assessment procedure starts with the
initial approval of the application by the
independent Academic Committee, then the
certified group of EBEN assessors evaluates
the candidate's submission report upon
sufficient coverage of model criteria & subcriteria and ends up with one/two-day visit by
two certified Assessors.
The BEE Model has been implemented by a
number of Greek organizations over the last
four years. In 2007 only four (4)
organizations attempted to implement it at the
Bronze level. In 2008, seven (7) organizations
achieved the Bronze level, while four (4)
organizations achieved the Silver. In 2009,

five (5) organizations achieved the Bronze
level, four (4) organizations achieved the
Silver level for the first time, while three (3)
organizations reached the Gold level for the
first time. In 2010, seven (7) organizations
achieved the Gold level (5 for the first time),
two (2) organizations achieved the Silver
level (both for the first time) and three (3)
organizations achieved the bronze level for
the first time. Over the last four years, there is
a continuous increase in the number of
organizations that attempt to implement the
model and receive a relative certification.
The findings so far indicate that 3 out of 4
organizations that started the implementation
4 years ago are still implementing the model
and have reached in 2010 the Gold Business
Environment level. The majority of
organizations that reached one of the first two
levels decided to continue their efforts
towards achieving the Gold level. Overall,
twenty
different
organizations
have
implemented the BEE Model with 8 of them
reaching the Gold level, 3 the Silver and 9 the
Bronze. Year after year, more organizations
become aware of the model and decide to
implement it. Only six organizations reached
the Bronze level during the first three years of
assessments and have not proceeded so far to
improve their performance. More than half of
the organizations (11 out of 20) that have
implemented the BEE Model so far, are
organizations that have implemented the
EFQM Excellence Model and successfully
reached one of the three Levels of Excellence
as defined by EFQM, namely Committed to
Excellence in Europe, Recognised for
Excellence in Europe, European Quality
Award.
Analysing the sectoral and regional context of
the organizations that have implemented the
BEE Model reveals some interesting facts. So
far, 90% of those organizations are based in
Greece and 10% in Cyprus (the first two
organizations from Cyprus implemented the
model in 2010 with one reaching the bronze
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and one the Silver level). The shipping sector
is represented with four organizations all of
which have reached the Gold Business
Environment. The food industry is also
represented with four organizations but only
one of them has reached the Gold level, with
one reaching the Silver and the other two the
Bronze.
The
construction
and
telecommunications sectors are represented
with one organization each (both reaching the
Gold level). Two universities have also
applied the BEE model (one reaching the
Silver and the other Bronze level) indicating

that academic institutions – especially private
ones – identify a plethora of benefits from the
implementation of the BEE Model. In
addition, two service organizations, two
retailers, two information technology, one
manufacturing and one governmental
organization have also applied the BEE
Model. Table 2 below, summarizes the
sectoral context of EBEN GR BEE Model
implementation in Greece and Cyprus for the
period 2007-2010.

Table 2: EBEN GR BEE Model Implementation – Sectoral Context (2007-10)

Industry Sector

No. of Organizations

Gold Level

Education

2

Food

4

1

Shipping

4

4

Services

2

Retail

2

Construction

1

1

Information Technology

2

1

Manufacturing

1

Telecommunications

1

Government

1

Total

Silver Level

Bronze Level

1

1

1

2

1

1
2
1
1

1
1

20

8
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Conclusions
Corporations and their leaders have become
aware of the crucial role of SROI in seeking
performance excellence and sustainable
growth. The UK Government is to carry out a
project that will bring together the public
sector, independent investors and social
enterprises to agree a standard methodology
for SROI measurement that places a financial
value on social benefit. This paper presented
EBEN GR BEE Model and explained how the
use of the Model can be implemented as a
tool that can provide a solution on the
measurement of SROI and perhaps this is a
good starting point for governments and
corporations interested in measuring SROI.
SROI can define as a score on the 0-1000
scale according to the degree of compliance
with the sub-criteria described in the EBEN

GR BEE Model following an independent
assessment. This tool has already been
implemented
by
twenty
different
organisations in Greece and Cyprus and there
is a continuous interest in the utilization of the
model and its adoption at a European level by
the European Business Ethics Network.
Further research is required in determining
different pre-defined levels of governance and
CSR excellence and on the framework of
independent EBEN GR assessments required
to determine a specific BEE score. In
addition, the weight of each model criterion
may
be
re-examined
following
a
comprehensive investigation with the
contribution of the organizations having
implemented the EBEN GR BEE Model.
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The Impact of Inflation on Organizational Change Strategies:
ADNOC as a Case Study
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Abstract
In 2008 the president of OPEC warned of the
increase of petrol prices in British forecourts
by the end of that year to be at £1.50 per liter.
At the same time, every local company is
asking the federal UAE government to let it
sell petrol at international market rates
because it is suffering losses in maintaining
local subsidized fuel prices, and they said
freeing the price is the best solution.
Therefore, this article will be about the
ADNOC and organization change strategies
in the recent inflation depicting the craziness
of prices.
In general, the idea of organizational change
is
concerned
with
far
reaching
transformations in the organization, such as
change in mission, restructuring operations,
new
technologies,
mergers,
major
collaborations, "rightsizing", new programs
such as Total Quality Management and reengineering. Importance of organizational
change occurs when an organization changes
its general strategy for success, adds or
removes a major section or practice, and
wants to change the very nature by which it
operates.
The study displays the steps for restructuring
and reengineering the processes and systems.
It also involves people and resources. It is
particularly concerned with finding solutions
for lack of financial support. For that reason
the research question will be “Has the
Organizational change saved ADNOC
financially?”

The research methodologies used in this
project are a questionnaire and focus group.
The questionnaire has been distributed among
the marketing department and strategic
department in order to find what kind of
decisions were taken by the top management
and its effect on the organization. Moreover,
a focus group for four representatives has
been held to share their information about the
issues raised and the discovery of an excellent
solution. The main objective of this study is to
answer the research question by using the
questionnaire and the focus group.
The research that came out with the concept
of Organizational Change has saved ADNOC
financially and we hope that the other
organizations incorporate the same concept
of organizational change as ADNOC has
done so because it is good to continue
improving even if you do not face any
financial issues.
The organizational change helps the
organizations to achieve more valuable goals
by setting a new effective plan.
Keywords:
Organizational,
Change,
Financially, TQM, Organization, oil, save

Introduction
This research is about Abu Dhabi National
Oil Company ―ADNOC‖ and it is about its
problems and losses when the petrol prices
have suddenly increased all over the world
due to the last unexpected inflation. The
research has focused on the ADNOC strategic
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organizational change which has been decided
and taken by the top management to be
implemented in order to try out new
procedures and increase their revenue and
profitability after the recent inflation
involving
the
craziness
of
prices.
―Organizational change is a central issue
within organization theory, management and,
increasingly, accounting.‖ (What does
organizational change mean? - Paolo
Quattrone, 2001)
―Organizational changes are focused on
making many small changes to existing work
processes” (David Chaudron, PhD, 2003).
Every study, project or research has to have
some objectives to figure out and the
objectives for this research are to show the
restructure and realignments in the processes
and systems, apart from the man power and
resources. This research project has focused
on the solution for lack of finances by using
two kinds of methodologies and they are an
informal focus group comprising of
representatives from Oil companies. We met
in a social place in Abu Dhabi, and the other
methodology which has been used is a
questionnaire and it has been distributed
among the ADNOC strategic departments and
marketing departments.

Research Question
In this project the researcher will try to
discover how organizational change gives the
organization
advantages
through
its
implementation, and how can organizations
maximize their profits and revenues and/or at
least how the organizational change can
reduce the losses that occur. So the research
question for this project is
 Has organizational change saved
ADNOC financially?

Literature Review
OPEC is an ―Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries which was founded in
Baghdad, Iraq, with the signing of an

agreement in September 1960 by five
countries namely Islamic Republic of Iran,
Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela.
They were to become the Founder Members
of
the
Organization.
These countries were later joined by Qatar
(1961), Indonesia (1962), Socialist People‘s
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (1962), the United
Arab Emirates (1967), Algeria (1969),
Nigeria (1971), Ecuador (1973), Gabon
(1975)
and
Angola
(2007).
Currently, the Organization has a total of 12
Member Countries.‖ (OPEC official website,
2010)
In 2002 Mr. Laurie A. Fitzgerald and Mr.
Frans M. van Eijnatten said in their Journals:
“Many factors such as globalization,
technological
advances,
deregulation,
privatization, mergers or acquisitions coupled
with a movement of labour-intensive projects
to less expensive locations and changing
customer demands are forcing organizations
to constantly review their purpose, vision and
future strategy. Most of the organizations
have
the
objective
of
„maximizing
shareholder‟s wealth‟ but there are other key
indicators that exhibit the need for
adaptability to change for the company”
(Laurie & Frans 2002). Meanwhile, Dr. Ian
Macdonald thinks that in order to survive, the
businesses need to change and develop.
Moreover, they must continuously improve
their management practices. And that what is
meant by organizational change. The
respective professor continued and said: “Of
course there are many competing approaches
as to how this could be achieved but the basic
objectives are not new” (Dr. Ian Macdonald
1992).
The Professor, Eric G. Flamholtz understands
that when an organization has not been fully
successful in developing the internal systems
it needs at a given stage of growth; it begins
to experience "growing pains." Growing pains
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are symptoms that an organization needs to
make a transition (Eric G. Flamholtz 2000).
―Cummings and Worley (Organization
Development and Change, 1995) describe a
comprehensive, five-phase, general process
for managing change, as well as: 1)
motivating change, 2) creating vision, 3)
developing political support, 4) managing the
transition and 5) sustaining momentum. That
process seems suitable for organizing and
describing general guidelines about managing
change. Whatever model you choose to use
when guiding organizational change, that
model should include the priorities and areas
of emphasis described in the following five
phases of change. The collaborative
consulting model described integrates
highlights from all of the five phases‖.
Mr. St-Amours Denis in his article titled
―Successful
Organizational
Change‖
published on Friday, 22nd of June 2001
explains, ―The change undergone by an
organization to meet changing market
conditions or strategic goals can be one of the
most exhilarating aspects of doing business
today, but it can also cause confusion, low
morale, turnover and decreased productivity
among employees. Whether that change takes
the form of a merger, acquisition,
outsourcing, downsizing, streamlining or
restructuring,
an
organization
cannot
successfully achieve its business and financial
objectives until a critical mass of employees
have completed their individual transitions‖ (
St-Amour, Denis 2001).
Finally I would like to define the
organizational change by the movement of
any organization from current position to any
new position either better off or to work
through new strategies with employee
involvement.

Organization Profile
Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC)
was established in 1971, to operate in all areas
of the oil and gas industry and since then has

steadily broadened its activity establishing
companies and subsidiaries and creating an
integrated oil and gas industry in Abu Dhabi.
Today, the company manages and oversees
oil production of more than 2.7 million
barrels a day which ranks it among the top ten
oil and gas companies in the world.
The Supreme Petroleum Council (SPC),
chaired by H.H. Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed
Al–Nahyan, President of the UAE and Ruler
of Abu Dhabi, formulates and oversees the
implementation of Abu Dhabi petroleum
policies.
Over the past three decades, ADNOC has
expanded its business activities, enhanced its
competitive position and managed to become
one of the world's leading oil companies with
substantial business interests in upstream and
downstream
activities,
including
transportation, shipping, marketing and
distribution.
ADNOC's efforts in the exploration and
production field have concentrated on
assessing
undiscovered
reserves
and
optimizing
hydrocarbon
recovery
by
improving the reservoir management.
ADNOC is committed to sustainable
development, ensuring a harmonious balance
between people‘s needs and Earth‘s
resources, while its track record in HSE sets
the standard for the rest of the Arabian Gulf.
In the last few years significant achievements
were made in the expansion and development
of gas fields to meet increased demand from
industry gas users and gas injection
requirements in order to enhance the oil and
condensate recovery from the producing
fields.
ADNOC has 14 subsidiary companies
working in the various fields of the oil, gas
and petrochemical industry as well as crude
oil and gas transport and services. They
include ADCO, ADMA-OPCO, GASCO,
ADGAS, ZADCO, TAKREER, NDC,
ESNAAD, IRSHAD, FERTIL, BOROUGE,
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NGSCO-ADNATCO,
Distribution.

and

ADNOC-

departments, because there was a total of 73
responses.

ADNOC Group of Companies

Data Analysis

Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC)
is a major diversified group of energy and
petrochemical companies. Our business is
about finding, producing and marketing the
natural resources on which the modern world
depends.
The Group's activities include exploration and
production of crude oil and natural gas;
refining,
marketing,
supply
and
transportation, and the manufacture of
petrochemicals. Our integrated upstream and
downstream activities are conducted by 14
specialist subsidiary and joint venture
companies

The researcher has distributed a total of 100
questionnaires to ADNOC employees among
marketing and strategic departments and I
gave them around one full week to respond
but unfortunately there were a total of 73
feedbacks which mean 73% totally, so the
analysis has been done on a 76% for the
marketing department and 70% for the
strategic department as shown below.
We can see the majority of the staff
concentrated on
management changes and
they think and believe the new organizational
management will allow ADNOC to design
and develop a new effective plan for the
coming years, while a lot of the staff doesn‘t
think the reducing bonus or salary will affect
ADNOC revenues. ADNOC staff in general
think and believe the change in management
is good and the new management will lead to
competitive advantages for themselves , while
some staff said this competition among staff
occurred to save their places because the new
management had fired some staff; moreover
some managers want to stay in their position
and work hard . They did not want to merge
their department with others while new
managers came over and take their position.

Research Methodology
The research depended on two different
methodologies
to
be
accomplished
successfully. The first methodology used in
this research was a Focus group for four
representatives of the Oil Company. We met
at a social place in the capital of the United
Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi for this meeting
and the strategic managers discussed the issue
raised for around 120 minutes. The discussion
was fruitful and the summary of this focus
group will be provided to you later under the
data analysis section. Also a questionnaire has
been used as a second research methodology
for this research. A total of 100 questionnaires
were distributed to marketing department and
strategic department in ADNOC; therefore I
wrote a formal letter to ADNOC and it has
been attached in the appendix.
50
questionnaires were distributed to marketing
department and the response was 76%. The
other 50 questionnaires were distributed to the
strategic department and their response was
70%.
So the data analysis of the
questionnaires was done on a total of 73% of
the feedbacks from the two selected

Questionnaires
Fig 1 shows the maximum of 30.13% of the
conducting questioners agree
that the
organizational change reduces the operating
cost of ADNOC and only 4.11% strongly
disagree with the statement and they think
there is no change and it is normal to reduce
and the organizational change has no effect on
this reduction. While the managers in the
focus group are saying that ADNOC
organizational change has reduced the
operating costs by canceling some ongoing
stations and stopped other stations from being
constructed as well.
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When the management reduced the man
power, it utilized the existing staff and
expected them to be more efficient which
means they decreased the operating cost. Also
the merging between two or more department
reduces the cost paid for them as they stay

together. Around 28.77% of the staff had no
opinion regards the operating cost and they
may have no idea about what the top
management is doing.

Figure 1

ADNOC had an effective strategic plan for
the last going years but the unexpected
inflation forced ADNOC to implement the
organizational change and in Fig 2 we are
going to see that 35.61% of the staff in
marketing and strategic departments totally
agree with the statement number 2 which says

ADNOC had an effective strategy for the last
5 years but they also believe the
organizational change has to be implemented
as an effective strategy to continue improving
their process.

Figure 2
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Fig 3 shows the response to the statement
number 3 which said that ADNOC will
develop an effective strategic plan for the
coming couple
of years with the new
organizational change and 45.20% totally
strongly agree with the statement and they
believe that ADNOC will never stop from
developing and updating its strategies. And
34.25% agree with this statement. However

0% who think ADNOC will stop thinking and
developing its strategies. Which mean no one
can deny the organizational change and its
improvement. The great thing to be said is
that 45.20% is the highest percentage found in
this project which reflects the positive view of
ADNOC staff regarding their organization.

Figure 3

We can see in Fig 4 that 32.88% of the staff
in marketing and strategic departments who
conducted the questionnaire agrees that
ADNOC is a major player in the international
market while 28.77% strongly agree. But
even of these percentages ADNOC needs the
organizational change because of this
inflation as we see the focus group is merging

some departments. We conclude that all
organizations need an organizational change.
Even if it is an international major player or
international organization or even the
organization has an effective strategic plan it
needs an organizational change.
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Figure 4

Fig 5 bellow shows the internal benchmarking
by using the competitive advantages which
has been done due to the organizational
change and 34.25% of the conducted staff
agreed with statement number 5 and it was
about the organizational change create a
competitive advantages between employees
and only 6.85% who disagree with the

statement and this is maybe because the
managers in the focus group said ADNOC
management reduced the man power by
around 5.77%. And due to the focus group
percentage could that competitive advantage
occur, so every employee wants to save his
place and work hard.

Figure 5
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Organizational
change
increases
the
profitability of ADNOC because 31.50%
agree with the statement that organizational
change focuses on strategy and increasing of
the profit and fig 6 shows the percentages.
And the new strategy is all about introducing
natural gas. A 21 person or 28.77% has no
opinion regarding the new strategy and it

means the management doesn‘t involve them
in the new strategy or they didn‘t seek the
new strategy for their knowledge because the
new management uses open door policy but
26.40% strongly agreed with the statement.
We can conclude that these staff didn‘t ask
the management for the new strategy.

Figure 6

According to what we find in fig 6 above and
the percentage of people who agree that
organizational change increase the profit, fig
7 shows a 32.88% who strongly agree with
the statement number 7 and also a 21.91%
who also agreed with the same statement

which says the organizational change
improves the sales processes and it is normal
when the sales process will be improved. It
will affect the profit that will increase either
slightly or suddenly.
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Figure 7

26.40% from the fig 8 refer to agreeing that
increasing the petrol price is a good solution
to overcome this inflation and this small
increment will lead to increasing ADNOC
profits for the coming years and we saw
almost all oil companies are asking for freeing

petrol price and the freeing price means
increasing the price also. The managers in the
focus group want the price to be around 45$ a
barrel, so they don‘t lose and at least there
will be a break even in the price.

Figure 8

Fig 9 shows the maximum is a 32.88% of the
conducted staff strongly agreed that
introducing new type of petrol can lead to
good effects on ADNOC profits and only
2.74% strongly disagree with the statement.
The managers in the focus group said they
introduce the natural gas to be used as petrol

and the management plans to increase these
kinds of stations because it has a great effect
on ADNOC and also the gas reduces the
pollution in the air. The gas is safer to be
used. Moreover, they want to change the
tanks for all kind of vehicles who want to use
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the gas and they had started with taxis and a
small saloon.
Nobody can say the natural gas is a type of
petrol but the management introduces it to be

used beside petrol in vehicles because the gas
is safer than petrol and doesn't have any bad
effects in the air and human beings.

Figure 9

Fig 10 is the last figure and it shows
something more reliable. Only 1.37% which
means 1 person only from the conducting
staff from
marketing and strategic
departments mentioned that by reducing the
yearly bonus the revenue will be increased
while the maximum of the conducted staff
with 41.10% strongly disagree with him and
this percentage is one of the majority
percentages I got in this project where as the
maximum percentage in this project in total
was 45.20% and it was for developing the

ADNOC strategy in statement number 3. I
can conclude that ADNOC staff believe the
new organizational change will allow the
management to develop new strategies for the
coming couple of years without changing the
yearly bonus and the majority said as we get
yearly bonus as much we gave the
organization from our private time and a hard
work in that particular year and they believe
they deserve that much amount.
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Figure 10

At the end of the questionnaire I can
conclude that the organizational change saved
ADNOC financially according to what has
been seen in fig 1, fig 6, and fig 7 because the
main idea about the above statements is
reducing cost and losses and increasing the
revenue and profits. In other words the
statements are talking about finances and the
positive results were focused on agreeing and
answering the research question indirectly.
Focus Group
During an initial phase of the study, four
strategic planning managers placed in Dubai
and Abu Dhabi was invited to form a focus
group. The managers were meeting in a social
place where the focus group took place for
around 120 minutes.
The purpose of the meeting was to give them
an opportunity to exchange their experiments
related to the oil industry. They were
requested to select and assess the variables
they felt were important when assessing
market orientation in their organizations. The
major findings of this focus group are:
Abu Dhabi state-owned refiner ADNOC
decide to hold back on acquisitions in the year
2009 as it will concentrate on the existing
operations, without any plans for growing.
ADNOC prefers pricing petrol for retail sale

based on the market cost of crude oil, ending
state-set rates for the fuel. ADNOC retail
division is losing money because the price of
gasoline set by the UAE Government brings
in less than it costs to buy the fuel.
ADNOC plans to seek overseas assets this
year to expand into upstream oil and gas
exploration and production.
ADNOC needs oil prices around $40 to $45 a
barrel to breakeven on gasoline sales. Oil
attained prices $82.75 a barrel at the New
York Mercantile Exchange last Friday.
Where ADNOC was obliged either to cancel
some ongoing stations or even to stop some
stations, also ADNOC has reduced its
maintenance costs and also considered some
downsizing in its manpower and some
machinery and equipments. Due to this fact, it
has been also been obliged to go through
serious organizational change in order to be
able to adopt and adapt to the surrounding
market which has imposed itself on all
companies.
ADNOC has considered the following:
Merging between the operations and
maintenance departments to be one
department.
 Merging between the procurement and
contracts departments to be one
department.
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These two departments are headed by
two managers instead of four
managers.
Decreasing the management level by
3% and decreasing the overall
manpower by 5.77% and this has been
considered due to the cancellation of
future projects or the stopping of some
petrol stations from work.
Trying to utilize the existing
manpower more, through making their
employees to handle more than one
job at the time.
Create new strategy market plant
which is gas stations for filling gas
instead of Petrol with low price;
moreover, there are various places to
change fuel system in cars.
ADNOC is planning to open more gas
stations in future in the Emirates.
Such big changes which have affected
the internal atmosphere and morale of
the employees, whom started to be
afraid the coming future, which could
hold their termination due to
redundancy. For this issue, the
management has initiated with
awareness and motivation sessions in
order not to lose most of its skilled
and trained employees and directly
initiated a suggestion box and
considered an open door policy in
order to listen and share with its
employees their issues and concerns.

Findings

organizational change had a good quality
affect on ADNOC because it saved ADNOC
financially and this is what we find it out from
the distributed questionnaires which done on
marketing and strategic departments and the
focus group for the representatives.

Recommendation
You will find here some recommendations for
ADNOC and any organization who wants to
do a change management in future. The last
point of my recommendations will go to oil
companies in general only;
 Organizational change is not only
changing the structure chart, but also
the cultural chart. It is true that the
organizational culture is one part of
the organization and sometimes the
culture needs to be changed.
 If the organization has many
consultants it is still essential to bring
about organizational change.
 When the organization faces loss
financially, the first thing to do is the
organizational change and it is more
important than firing the staff, because
sometimes the change has some effect.
However in some cases changing the
manager is a good solution.
 All oil companies in general need to
have a committee working together
with the representatives from the
Ministry of power, so they can force
the government to increase the price
when needed or to free the oil price
for the future.

Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC)
had a great positive step when they put into
practice an organizational change by changing
their strategies at the right time before they
fail in losses due to the recent unexpected
inflation in the prices all over the world. The
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Conclusion
Finally but not the end, I would like to
conclude my research with a brief summary
about all that we saw at the top and would
like to say; I believe the unexpected inflation
in prices led to a great shock to Abu Dhabi
National Oil Company (ADNOC). So they
changed their plan which was prepared to be
implemented in the coming years, but the
economic shocks which Abu Dhabi has
observed especially due to the recent financial
crisis and the increment in oil prices have an
ineffective impact on the market. But
recently, the prices of Oil have restored most
of its losses by increasing again, but most of

the profits and extra money which the Oil
sectors started to achieve and gain now is
given to other sectors which are greatly
suffering from the financial crisis. This has
severely affected all the sectors and fields in
Emirates. ADNOC sets new objectives for the
organization and creates a plan to achieve it
after it increases its profitability by
implementing an organizational change.
ADNOC realized that the key to
organizational change and development lies in
the understanding of people's requirements
and working towards it.
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Appendix
Confidential
―Dear Sir/Madam,
I am doing my research about ―ADNOC and changes in organization strategy‖, so my research
question is “Has the Organizational change saved ADNOC financially?”
This research is for my study course requirements and I need your help to fill and answer the
questions carefully and seriously, please.‖
The questionnaire is confidential and will be used only for study purposes.
Researcher,
Fayez Mohamed Obaid Al Naqbi

Serial
no
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Statements

Strongly
agree =5

Agree
=4

ADNOC reduces operating cost.
ADNOC had an effective strategy
plan for last 5 years.
ADNOC will develop future
effective strategy plan for the next
5 years or more.
ADNOC becomes one of the
major players in international
market.
Organization change create
competitive between employees.
Organization change mainly focus
on ADNOC strategy and profit.
Organization change improves the
sales processes.
Increasing the petrol price is the
best solution.
Introducing new type of petrol has
a great effect on the profitability.
Cutting the budget by reducing
yearly bonus is a good solution for
increasing the revenue.

Confidential
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Next Generation Organizational Leadership: Enterprise-wide
Process & Performance Excellence
Rick Edgeman
John Lawrence
Scott Metlen
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Introduction
There is rapidly increasing global demand by
organizations needing to function in highly
efficient and effective ways. Such demand
demand has been heightened not only by
long-existing competitive pressures and
global marketplace ones, but also by
increased needs for improved financial
performance in light of ever-increasing
resource constraints and by demands for
improved corporate governance of socially
responsible organizations. As such, the human
capital need of many organizations is for
individuals that can become enterprise-wide
process & performance excellence catalysts
today, and lean enterprise leaders tomorrow.
In response to this demand and driven by
specific forward-thinking and forward-acting
organizations, Aarhus University (Denmark)
and the University of Idaho (USA) are
collaborating to form and deliver the
International Enterprise-Wide Process &
Performance Excellence program. The
program will be offered in a fully-integrated
and highly-intense multinational format that
leverages both strategic alliances among
multi-national corporations and significant
expertise from the two institutions.

Primary program content is delivered at the
graduate level in five intensive, noncontiguous weeks and is supported by an
optional and significant (six –sigma black
belt) project that is of master‘s thesis level
rigor and content, and that demands
demonstration of significant financial benefit
to organizations sponsoring their employee
program participants. Topical content
includes six sigma innovation & design;
quality management & improvement theory,
methods & strategies; project management;
statistical theory & methods; lean enterprise
theory, methods & strategies; change
management;
knowledge
management;
sustainability; organizational leadership; and
corporate governance.
Program content, organization, strategy and
value proposition are presented herein.

Enterprise-Wide Process &
Performance Excellence
While not exclusively so, the need for
efficient and effective governance of
organizations and the operations thereof is in
large driven by the four pillars of the BEST
sustainability model of Edgeman and Hensler
(2000, 2002, 2004, 2005) and by globally
increasing
governmental
regulation
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environmental
impact
and
corporate
transparency. These four pillars are:
B:
E:
S:
T:

Business or Economic Performance and Sustainability
Environmental or Biophysical Performance and Sustainability
Societal Performance and Sustainability
Technological Performance and Sustainability

In a mathematical sense, the demand is for
constrained optimization of organizational
performance where the constraints are
predominantly environmental or other
regulatory in nature. Optimization itself is
generally of an economic nature and
sustainable performance necessitates that such
optimization must be both short- and longterm in nature with short-term performance
addressing shareholder demands and longterm performance addressing the need for
continued existence and future prosperity and
the demands of other stakeholders (e.g.
society and the natural environment).
Any serious attempt at such optimization
requires coordination across the depth of the
organization and the reach of its extended
value chain and hence integration of all
elements of its strategy and tactics.
Coordination and integration on such a scale
is complex and requires application of
knowledge across all the aforementioned
domains, e.g., six sigma innovation & design;
quality & lean management; change
management; project management; corporate
governance; sustainability and so on.
There are varied definitions of performance,
business, or organizational excellence that
have emerged with the rise over the past 25
years of international quality awards such as
the European Quality Award and America‘s
Baldrige National Quality Award with a
representative definition being that of
Edgeman, et. al. (1999), that is, ―Business
(e.g.
performance
or
organizational)
excellence is an overall way of working that
balances stakeholder interests and increases

the likelihood of sustainable competitive
advantage and hence long-term organizational
success through operational, customer-related,
financial, and marketplace performance
excellence.‖ If this definition were revised to
reflect emerging emphases of the past decade
it would no doubt incorporate environmental
concerns as ones growing out of the failure of
numerous high-profile organizations that led
to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, passed by the U.S.
federal government in 2002 in an effort to
restore public confidence in and quality of
corporate governance.
The essence of the aforementioned
optimization is extension of performance
excellence through possessing and effectively
and efficiently deploying such knowledge and
skill while simultaneously building corporate
competence. Pervasively implemented this
may be referred to as enterprise-wide process
and performance excellence.
If it is true that many organizations lack the
collective knowledge and skill to accomplish
such optimization, then the likelihood that any
individual possesses such knowledge and skill
is certainly less. Toward the goal of
enhancing organizational capacity and
capability in this arena, the Aarhus School of
Business of Aarhus University (Denmark) and
the Colleges of Business & Economics and of
Science at the University of Idaho (USA) are
collaborating to form and offer a masters
degree level certificate program in EnterpriseWide Process & Performance Excellence that
could be fully absorbed into an MBA or
Executive MBA curricula.
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Program Positioning: Emphasis &
Trajectory
Figure 1 reflects the program strategic model
while Table 1 reflects in summary form the
trajectory and much of the supporting content
of
the
Enterprise-Wide
Process
&
Performance Excellence Certificate Program
as conceived by the Aarhus University –
University of Idaho development team and as
informed by organizational voice(s) of the
customer. The program targets the operations,
tactical and organization wide levels while
ensuring that upon completion participants are
able to control, design, assess, and lead
organizational efforts. The value proposition

and vision of the program mirrors Figure 1
and are stated as:
To deliver a rich, practical, and academically
rigorous program that provides the
knowledge, vision, and network, and
confidence necessary for participants to
become process and performance excellence
catalysts today and lean enterprise leaders
tomorrow.
As byproducts of the program participants
progress through the normal content of the six
sigma green belt to that of lean six sigma
black belt, and on to process and performance
excellence catalyst.

Figure 1: Five weeks of Highly Intensive International Instruction/ Experience + Six Month Project with 18 Semester Credit /36
ECTS Equivalence. Program Certificate Jointly Awarded by Aarhus University (Denmark) and the University of Idaho (USA)
with Potential Future Program Expansion. Approximately 25 Participants/Cohort and Multiple Cohorts and Multiple Venues
Annually
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Table 1: Program Positioning Matrix with Cummulative Progression from: 6
Green Belt = > Lean 6 Black Belt => Process & Performance Excellence Catalyst

Within the context of assessment and control
participants become highly familiar with
selected ISO standards (e.g. 9001 and 14000),
are able to perform detailed profitability
analyses, and deftly use and analyze balanced
scorecard principles.
From a design
perspective participants master the design for
six sigma approach and integrate this with
lean enterprise theory and methods.
Leadership emphasis in the program is at both
the project and organizational levels and
hence requires participants to become skilled
project managers and to lead change, while
also mastering the innovation branch of six
sigma. From a corporate governance
perspective, the program emphasizes the
dedication to multiple (and balanced) bottom

lines
through
the
aforementioned
sustainability pillars, transparent and effect
change, emphasis on carefully selected and
organizationally
important
projects,
compliance with widely-accepted standards,
and economic profitability.

Program Content
Rather than discuss program content in detail,
an overview of content is presented, with
second or and third level of detail provided in
selected areas. Figure 2 presents overall
content from a conceptual level, using the
human body as a metaphor.
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Each of: holistic program culture and
environment, confidence, vision stimulation,
network expansion, stamina, knowledge sets,
are presented in the following series of causeand-effect and other diagrams, Figures 3A

through 3G with Figure 3G representing a
first level expansion of the statistical theory
and methods knowledge set.
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Figure 3A: Holistic Program Culture & Environment

Figure 3B: Confidence: Translating Theory into Results
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Figure 3C: Vision Stimulation: Perspectives on the Human Dimension

Figure 3D: Network Expansion: Strengthening the Extended Resource Base
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Figure 3E. Stamina: Integrated Academic & Practical Rigor

Figure 3F. Integrated Knowledge Sets: Strategy, Operations & Creativity
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Figure 3G. Expansion of the Knowledge Set: Statistical Methods
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Conclusion
Enterprise-wide process and performance
excellence is rapidly advancing from being a
desirable organizational approach with
selected positive results to a necessity for the
organization
desirous
of
long-term
sustainability at high-performing levels. At
present the skills necessary to accomplish
such results – even on a limited basis – are
found only rarely.
Rather than leave such results to chance or to
relegate it to something passed on from
master to apprentice, the intent of the
Enterprise-Wide Process & Performance
Excellence Certificate Program jointly
developed by Aarhus University of Denmark
and the University of Idaho (USA) is to
perpetualize such results at the organizational

level by transference of requisite knowledge
to a critical mass of participants from
organizations engaged in the program and to
support that knowledge by applications level
experience that demands documented highlevel financial performance in a transparent
and compliant manner.
It is certain that program content will evolve
as the program iterates, as more organizations
participate, and as the number of academic
institutions engaged in program delivery
grows. A primary goal of the program is to
engage a sufficient number of excellent and
geographically
dispersed
partnering
institutions that organizations can benefit on a
global level.
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Leadership Challenges in Achieving Business Excellence
Alan Brown
Edith Cowan University, Perth, Australia

Abstract
Leadership is a key success factor for
organisations which pursue quality and
excellence.
Organisations
face
many
challenges and impediments in using a
business excellence or quality framework to
drive their ongoing strategy and business
improvement. Leaders at all levels play a
crucial role in managing these challenges so
that any initiatives do not fade away.
This paper outlines challenges and how they
are managed and is based on research with
leading Australian organisations which have
been using the Australian Business Excellence
Framework for many years. All have achieved
an Australian Business Excellence Award
which provides an external measure of
performance in both processes and outcomes.
The focus is on how very successful
organisations handle challenges in driving
and sustaining excellence.
Challenges in each of the excellence
framework categories are identified. The most
common ones are related to strategy and
leadership and involve issues such as
communication, making strategy meaningful
and consistency throughout the organisation.
Organisations have found various ways of
dealing with these challenges and these are
outlined in the paper.
Keywords: business excellence, challenges,
leadership

Introduction

The use of the terms excellence and quality
are frequently interchangeable and may be
partly a product of marketing of concepts.
Whilst quality and its variants such as TQM
was very much at the forefront of business
strategies in the 1990‘s, by the twenty first
century, excellence became important again
even though this had been very much in
vogue in the 1980‘s especially with the
publications of Peter‘s and Waterman‘s
(1982) book ―In Search of Excellence‖.
Nowadays, quality is frequently packaged
under the Six Sigma label. Whilst much of the
development and promotion of business ideas
is driven by the large consulting companies
and is very much based on packages which
can be marketed as new ideas, on closer
examination, many of the ideas are not
anything new but variations on an old theme.
Quality principles in fact have always been
fundamental
for
successful
business
performance and will remain so. If we go
back to the 1950‘s with the publication of
Feigenbaum‘s (1951) book, total quality
control quality principles were fundamental
and mainly focused on manufacturing. Whilst
organisations who adopt quality and
excellence may focus on different features,
core principles still remain. These include;
continuous
improvement,
customer
satisfaction, teamwork and use of information
and all require leadership and an organisation
culture to drive, support and sustain it.
The terms are still evolving with the change
in name of the Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Award in 2010 to the Malcolm
Baldrige Award, while the European Business
Excellence Award is still administered by the
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European
Foundation
for
Quality
Management (EFQM).
The message is, quality is fundamental as a
core business principle for organisational
success in large and small, public and private,
profit and not for profit sectors. The old adage
still applies, whilst quality principles are
common sense, quality is not common
practice.
Irrespective of the terminology, this paper is
concerned with organisations which use a
business excellence framework to pursue
improvements in business processes and
outcomes. Quality principles underlie the core
of these frameworks which focus on both
performance outcomes and continuous
improvement processes throughout the
organisation and across six or so core areas
(eg strategy, people, leadership). In essence,
these frameworks provide just that, a
framework and guidance for organisations
seeking improvements in their processes and
outcomes. They provide discipline and
structure without being prescriptive. They
offer a basis for internal self-assessment and
external benchmarking against core processes
and functions. Whilst they may be the basis
for applying for an award, most organisations
using such frameworks never do so.
In order to ―have excellence‖, an organisation
should have adopted a framework and be
checking itself against the items in the
framework, of which leadership is one. The
frameworks are underpinned by core quality
principles and generally involve;
 Self assessment
 Benchmarking
 External assessment
 Learning and networking
 Discipline and structure for strategy
 ADRI – continuous learning and
improvement
 Guidance without being prescriptive
The emphasis in these frameworks is on both
enablers and outcomes.

The Significant Role of Leadership
for Quality and Business Excellence
Leaders in organisations which pursue
excellence need to expect and anticipate
challenges and be in a position to deal with
them. These challenges exist across all
categories of the excellence frameworks, for
example, people, processes and data and
information. This paper is based on research
which looks at the types of challenges and
impediments faced by organisations which are
at the forefront of excellence in Australia.
They have won an Australian Business
Excellence Award in recent years and the
findings reported here are based on interviews
with senior managers in each of these.
Another important point is that leaders should
never give up when they encounter challenges
and that‘s why it‘s important to learn how to
manage these challenges. Organisations do
creative and innovative things to deal with
issues. It is important to recognise that adopt
and adapt rather than copy as a principle for
learning from research and what other
organisations are doing.
Some of the literature on sustaining quality
management offers some insights into the
important role of leadership but does not look
in detail at the challenges faced and how these
are dealt with. Zairi (2002) suggests that
TQM sustainability is dependent on four
factors. Firstly, transformational change in
quality focused organisations from reflecting
a product and service orientation through to a
customer and market orientation. Secondly,
the existence of critical success factors for
successful TQM implementation. Thirdly, the
existence of a culture of continuous
improvement. learning and innovation and
fourthly, an emphasis on measurement using a
balanced approach.
Van der Wiele and Brown (2002) found the
following factors as important in influencing
sustainability of quality initiatives:
 Top management
 The driving force
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Human infrastructure
Management system to drive and
monitor
Audits and assessments
Quality frameworks eg ABEF
Mapping customer satisfaction
Information technology to bind
systems and provide information

Similarly in New Zealand, Venkateswarlu and
Nilakant (2005) identified the following as
key factors which influenced the adoption and
continuity of TQM:
 Compulsions for change (reasons for
introducing TQM)
 Core philosophy (archetype consistent
with TQM)
 Commitment of senior management
(eg walk the talk, don‘t delegate)
 Capability, experience and fit of TQM
champion
 Collateral changes (eg organ structure,
HRM)
 Continuity of leadership
Drawing on the strategic and operational
management literature Asif et al (2008)
suggested that institutionalisation of quality
can be achieved through leadership creating a
strategic fit, a culture, routines and a user
oriented design to ensure that it is embedded
as an integral part of the organisation.
Leaders face challenges at different stages of
the quality culture development process and
different skills and abilities may be required.
 Implementation/Transformation
Issues here include; justifying and ―selling‖
the need for embarking on adoption of an
excellence or quality approach, identifying
possible champions and supporters and
establishing critical structures and processes
such as cross functional teams.
 Expansion

Issues here include; establishing more teams,
meeting further training needs, self and
external assessment to ensure performance is
on track.
 Embedding
Issues here include; ensuring enough
champions, a critical mass of supportive
leaders and employees, monitoring and
measuring progress
 Maturity
Issues here include; ensuring that the focus
can be maintained should a senior leader
depart, maintaining the momentum and
discipline.
 Sustainability
Ensuring that the level of maturity does not
decline and that further incremental
improvements can be made.
This particular research focused on
organisations which were considered to be at
the maturity stage of excellence, having
applied the Australian Business Excellence
framework for around 8 to 10 years and all
having been recognised as leaders in their
field through the achievement of an
Australian Business Excellence Award.

Challenges and Dealing with Them
Leadership
The challenge of not having leadership
passion and drive was identified in a couple
of organisations although most organisations
had highly supportive leaders who were
instrumental in driving excellence. Even
though they were or are passionate, there
remains the issue of making this infectious
throughout the organisation, particularly
where there may be several locations of
operations away from the corporate
headquarters.
Most organisations in the sample had CEO‘s
who had been with the organisation for
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periods of up to a decade and who were
instrumental in driving the excellence focus.
In one case a new CEO had been appointed a
few years ago and they were an internal
appointee who had been a significant driver of
excellence and therefore no significant
changes in direction or strategic focus had
been encountered as a result.
Transient leadership was therefore not
highlighted as a challenge in most
organisations although it was suggested in
one case as an issue whereby new leaders (not
at CEO levels) did not have knowledge of the
corporate history and this may have presented
some problems in not being able to
understand the reasons behind particular
decisions.
One organisation reported that whilst the
CEO had not been strongly supportive of
excellence, other senior managers were and
thus, there was a strong drive for excellence
despite the lack of support at the very senior
level. The supportive senior managers were
driven by frustration and the fact that they
could see the benefits of adopting an
excellence framework for the business.
Another organisation expressed a view that
whilst a supportive and passionate leader is
central to driving business excellence, there
still needs to be a routine of self assessment in
order that people are accountable and actions
take place rather than simply words. This was
seen as an important part of driving the
culture of excellence.
Ensuring that leadership appointments were
on the basis of their leadership skills and
abilities and fit with the organisational culture
rather than simply functional and specialist
skills is something which one organisation
has recognised and was addressing this with
role profiling.
The need to have a critical mass of leaders
who are supportive of the business excellence
drive was identified by one organisation. The
critical mass was defined as having at least
70% support. Of these, those who are seen as

significant leaders of influence are important
to have on board. A few champions to
reinforce, push and drive the excellence effort
are important. These may be the CEO and in
some cases may be others such as quality,
operations or production managers.
Whilst some acknowledged the 80:20 rule
applied, patience was required to build middle
level management commitment to excellence
and that this typically took up to 5 years.
Getting them on board required the general
manager to push with the message ―what
interests the general manager interests me‖.
Long term commitment by reinforcing
unwavering commitment and that it won‘t be
a fashion was important.
In conjunction with a driver and
communication is the need to have a clear
plan for culture change and not trying to do
too many things at the same time was
identified as an important means of building
support throughout the organisation.
Ensuring consistency in messages throughout
the organisation and working in the same
strategic direction is an issue which many
organisations have suggested that they have to
deal with. This may be due to differences at
supervisory, front line manager, branch
manager and other levels. It may depend on
the personalities involved, people being
―stuck in their ways‖, communication skills
and other factors. Dealing with it involves a
range of strategies including; MBWA,
visibility of senior managers and bringing the
leadership team together on a regular basis.
Some of the organisations were multi-site
operations with either interstate branches or
various work sites in the same major city.
This has potential risks in that developing and
maintaining an excellence culture throughout
the entire organisation is difficult. Does the
headquarters have an advantage in that this is
where the CEO and senior leadership team are
located and therefore the strongest drive for
excellence is found? How is excellence
communicated throughout the organisation?
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Organisations faced with this structure place
an
emphasis
on
MBWA
and
management/leadership visibility to reinforce
excellence
and
build
effective
communication. In one company, it was
indicated that the travel expenditure was
relatively high for an organisation of that size,
but was considered worthwhile to ensure
effective communication and engagement
throughout. The CEO regularly travelled to all
Australian states and met with a range of
people at all organisational levels in order to
maintain communication. He knew people on
a first name basis. In another organisation,
with 8 work sites in a major Australian city,
the senior leadership team regularly visited all
sites and met with people at all levels to
facilitate communication. They tended to
spend more time at the work sites than in their
corporate office. In this organisation email is
not heavily used, instead a face to face
meeting or phone call was the preferred
method of communication.
Strategy
Strategy was the area which most
organisations had experienced challenges
with. Three specific issues identified as
challenges are the process of developing
strategy, strategy communication and
engagement of people with strategy.
Whilst strategy is often developed by the
senior management team, its effectiveness
depends on the level of identification and
engagement with it throughout the
organisation. This is a challenge which many
organisations have grappled with. Some
organisations have endeavoured to involve
people from throughout the organisation in
the development of strategy. This might mean
vertical ―slices‖ of people involved in the
process so as to ensure that the voices of all
levels of the organisation are heard in the
strategy formulation process. In one
organisation about 70 people from all levels
and all areas are involved in the strategy

development process. In some organisations a
more traditional approach to strategy
development was used whereby the top
management team (of up to 50 people) spent a
couple of days developing the company
strategy.
The need to operationalise strategy is
paramount
in
communication
and
engagement.
People,
particularly
at
operational levels, need to see meaning for
them in the strategy. An important task of
leaders at functional and front line levels of
the organisation is to convey meaning. Plans
on a page (POP) are one technique used to
facilitate communication and ensure that
normally lengthy and complex strategic
documents are not overwhelming. Linking
strategy to key pillars or strategies in the
organisation is another. Pillars have an
―owner‖ and are linked to the KPI. Focusing
on a critical few KPI‘s rather than a large list
is another. Other strategies include;
management by walking about and discussing
strategic matters with people and ensuring
that the strategy is a living document and the
basis
for
operational
matters.
One
organisation uses the term work plan instead
of strategic plan in order to emphasise its
focus for everyday operations. Having
employees involved in unit planning at the
operational level is also a means of gaining
commitment and engagement. At the same
time, all organisations recognised the need to
have a strategic plan to guide the
organisation. Getting the balance right
between strategic and operational plans is a
critical success factor in order to engage
people throughout the organisation.
In order to build engagement with strategy
throughout the organisation, all organisations
link their performance management process
and strategy so as to ensure all individuals see
where they fit in the total strategy and how
their individual job roles contribute.
Effective communication of the strategy
throughout the organisation is a common
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challenge facing organisations. In order to
effectively
communicate
strategy,
organisations have endeavoured to find out
what employees want to know so that they are
not overwhelmed with detail. Staff surveys
are one way of doing this. Using language
which all people can relate to and understand
is important.
The need to prioritise strategy is important so
as to ensure that it is not overwhelming was
considered a challenge by two organisations.
One identified the critical few key strategies
(very few objectives) and the other prioritised
strategic goals by using a matrix which
identifies urgency and impact on strategy to
help select the key strategic priorities. One
organisation uses the term work plan to refer
to its strategy document and the emphasis is
placed on using it as a diagnostic tool rather
than a reporting document. A few key KPI‘s
drive strategy at all levels throughout the
organisation with the remainder being used in
operational areas.
People
Training and development were not seen as
significant
challenges,
with
many
organisations finding that employees were
often seeking more training. Many
organisations had career development plans in
place. A couple of issues identified were;
having only two quality specialists restricted
training activities which in turn inhibited the
number of improvement projects that could be
established and the need for improved
induction training.
A theme which runs through all categories in
the framework is employee engagement and
to a lesser extent leadership engagement.
What‘s in it for me? Getting buy in, involved
in the process. Ensuring people commit time
and balance between strategic and operational
strategies. Effective communication is critical
to engage people. This can range from
communication of strategy and making it
relevant and meaningful to all throughout the

organisation, communicating how people can
be involved in decision making and
participation, communication of how to use
information and consistent communication of
key messages throughout the organisation.
Getting people together regularly and having
visible senior managers/leaders is practiced
by most organisations studied here. The
methods vary and include, fortnightly
breakfasts, toolbox meetings (mangers
conveying important information), BBQ‘s,
MBWA, newsletters, intranet information,
interstate visits and meetings between senior
leaders and people at all organisational levels.
Even open office floor plans and having the
senior leadership team spend limited time in
an office are also strategies used to facilitate
communication.
Having an open culture in the organisation is
important to ensure that people at all levels
are able to have an input to a variety of issues
and have a say on any matters. In one
organisation, the open plan head office with
an open door policy of the CEO facilitates
this, in another, so called skip meetings,
whereby people are able to discuss issues with
the next managerial level beyond their
immediate boss is considered a means of
doing this. Others involve a cross section of
people in the strategic planning process. Most
have scope for people involvement in teams
such as process or continuous improvement.
Processes
No organisations in this study reported any
major challenges associated with managing
processes.
Process
improvement
and
continuous improvement were ongoing and
integral to excellence. Most did suggest that
cross functional process improvement is an
important means of ensuring silo mindsets did
not prevail. It was seen as equally important
for both leaders and employees to be involved
in this process.
Dealing with functional responsibilities may
tend to produce silo mindsets without seeing
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the entire process which in many cases
transcends functional boundaries. Dealing
with this has included placing the senior
managers into a team context (leadership
group) who meet regularly eg monthly and
focus on discussing hot topics which might
form the basis of process improvement team
activities. Interdivisional teams are an
important mechanism for allowing people in
organisations to work on process issues and
also develop an understanding an appreciation
of other parts of the organisation. One
organisation has de-siloed quality and
compliance by building it into all leadership
position descriptions which has meant
eliminating around 10 specialist positions.
Another organisation has identified a
challenge as being that some people not
―process minded‖ and may be quality
assurance driven by ―ticking the boxes‖ rather
than focused on real improvements. Dealing
with this includes recruitment which focuses
on getting in new recruits who have a process
improvement mindset. Many younger
generation employees do have this. They have
recruited some project managers from outside
the sector with good process improvement
skills.
Several organisations and one in particular
stressed the importance of having regular self
assessment and also external assessment to
ensure that excellence was embedded into
processes. This provided discipline and
structure to continuous improvement thus
providing focus and sustainability. To support
this, one organisation has a number of people
who are trained in business excellence and
also internal quality auditing and that they are
an important core of people who can assist in
processes such as self assessment and training
for continuous improvement. It was argued
that where this discipline is missing, culture
change for excellence cannot be sustained.
This in itself can provide a challenge in that it
requires considerable training to get a pool of
internal assessors. An additional benefit of the

internal audits (for which people take two
weeks per year) is that it provides the
opportunity for people to learn about different
parts of the organisation.
Data and Information
A challenge facing most organisations is
having too much data and information and the
need to be selective in what is produced and
how it is used. One response used by some is
to focus on exception based reporting to avoid
information overload.
One organisation has become more selective
in its production and use of information. It
focuses on producing information which is
helpful in the identification of client needs
and how the organisation provides these
requirements. This has taken the guesswork
out of analysis and also means that any
queries from customers can be addressed by
using information.
In order to address the challenge of
information access and dissemination, most
organisations had an intranet facility
accessible to all people in the organisation. A
few were still moving from extensive paper
based systems to an electronic format. An
important consideration here is people not
knowing where to find information so
information management systems need to be
user friendly.
Customers
Interdivisional teams, cross functional teams
and others are directed at organisational
processes in order that silos do not develop or
persist and interfere with delivery of customer
service. Apart from improving customer
service, these strategies and activities also
help build internal learning and appreciation
of the organisation as a whole. One
organisation had placed considerable effort in
improving internal processes and systems
before paying more attention to external
customers.
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Several organisations have placed an
emphasis on building an understanding of
who the organisation‘s customers are, an
appreciation of their importance and what
their needs are in order to improve customer
service. Building and understanding of each
individual‘s role in delivering customer
satisfaction, whether they have front line,
backroom or leadership roles is seen as
important throughout organisations.
The use of customer feedback obtained
through systematic processes was common
throughout most organisations and they didn‘t
feel that there were any major challenges with
this. The information obtained was usually an
input to improvement team activities.

Implications for Leaders
What are some learning points from this
research for leaders of organisations which
are pursuing business excellence?
Leadership will be influenced by contextual
factors such as; organisational size, ownership
(eg public, private, not for profit, shareholders
influence and thinking), industry type,
domestic/international. Leadership will also
be shaped by personal factors such as
personality, aims and ambitions, experience,
ethics and values.
Front line leaders play a significant role in
organisations. These are the immediate boss,
line manager and reporting person for most
people in organisations. Research suggests
that they can have a critical link on
organisational commitment, job satisfaction
and turnover. Just think of the places where
you like to work, and those which you have
hated. Why? Has it/did it have something to
do with the immediate boss? These
managers/leaders can promote or kill quality
initiatives. They have a huge impact on
people in organisations. Whilst the most
senior leaders can shape visions, missions and
strategies, for many employees they have
limited operational involvement and probably
exert limited impact on their daily lives. It is

critical that front line leaders have the
appropriate skills to occupy these positions.
Driving Excellence and Quality
Whilst having a driver is significant, most
organisations seemed to have embedded
excellence as a normal part of business so that
the departure of a key person may not
threaten the ongoing pursuit of quality and
excellence. Only one of the surveyed
organisations indicated that they had a CEO
who whilst not obstructionist was not
passionate about using a business excellence
approach. This had not been a challenge since
most of the senior managers were highly
supportive in that they found that it made
their jobs much easier.
Driver(s) – where does the push come from?
This provides a significant point of weakness
since departure of a key leader may mean the
replacement may not be as enthused about
excellence as their predecessor. How can
quality be embedded into and throughout the
organisation?
Critical mass - How to establish? Who are the
key people you want to drive excellence?
Champions – identifying and getting them on
board. People with passion and influence to
drive.
Promoting Consistency
Consistency and support by leaders
throughout the organisation – communication,
messages, constancy of purpose.
This can be a problematic issue where
organisations are based over a number of
different locations and this requires ways of
ensuring there is a consistent drive at all of
these.
Logistical
matters
such
as
communications, meetings of managers
become critical challenges in these
organisations.
This was handled through having leaders
actively visiting different work locations to
ensure high visibility and promotion of
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excellence. MBWA seemed to be one way of
promoting this.
Managing the Environment
Political interference – to what extent do
politicians and the political infrastructure
impinge on excellence? Eg decisions by
politicians to outsource, restructure, etc.
Leaders are important in how they respond to
these influences. Issues of ―political
appointments‖ to these senior positions may
also play and important role. Those who have
little respect and credibility amongst the
wider organisation for which they are
responsible may face significant commitment
obstacles in any change process.
Fostering an Excellence/Quality Culture
Organisational culture – important to
transform the organisational culture, to lead
the culture. Living the values, walking the
talk, leading by example
Organisational history – what are the good
things that the organisation is known for and
how can we build on that? Are there historical
factors impacting on culture and what we can
do today?
Promote organisational values – people notice
what the senior leaders see as important
values and behaviour in organisations. They
behave accordingly. Actions speak louder
than words, walking the talk, do as I do not
what I say
Mentoring and Being a Role Model

People generally act in accordance with what
they perceive their leader to value. Whilst
missions, visions and values provide overall
organisational guidance, it is the behaviour of
one‘s immediate leader who generally provide
direction for employees. Actions speak louder
than words. Leaders who espouse one thing
and do something at odds with this have no
credibility with their peers and subordinates.
This applies to excellence and quality.
Senior leaders play an important role as a
mentor for other leaders throughout the
organisation
Facilitating Communication
Communication of the organisational mission
and strategy is an ongoing activity for all
leaders and it is important to have consistency
with the messages and emphases which are
conveyed. This becomes even more critical in
organisations where there are multiple
locations. A key finding here is the need for
leaders, especially at the senior level, to be
visible and approachable to all in the
organisation.
National cultures will influence what can be
done. Need to consider appropriate principles
for different cultures. What works in the UK,
USA or Australia may not in the Middle East
or Asia. Differences are apparent in countries
in Western, Asian and Arabic cultures as well.
Some may be influenced by political
environments but also cultural differences
which may appear subtle to outsiders yet be
significant for insiders.
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Cultural Transformation: Providing the Leading Edge and Giving
New Meaning to the Quest for Excellence
Charles Aubrey
Anderson Pharmaceutical, USA

Abstract
Continuous improvement has become one of
the most important processes in organizations
today. What ever the specific approach;
TQM, Six Sigma, Lean, Process Management
and Improvement or Kaizen, the culture of the
organization must support that approach. If
the culture does not foster the approach,
support the behavior and activities, reinforce
the discipline, motivate and reward the
actions and results, then the continuous
improvement process and the quest for
excellence will fail.
Culture can be defined, measured, and
changed. It can be changed to support the
type of continuous improvement process the
organization wants to implement. However, it
is hard work and takes time to make the
change. The change can be well worth the
effort but must have the commitment,
involvement and patience of the senior
leadership team.
The senior leadership team must define what
culture they want. They can do this by
determining their values or behavioral
attributes that represent that culture they
want to establish. Once the behavioral
attributes are determined then questions to
measure the values and therefore the culture
can be used to determine the “as is” culture.
Once a group of employees answer the
questions then cultural strengths (for
leveraging) and areas of opportunity (for
improvement) can then be identified for
improvement.

Interestingly enough, whatever the continuous
improvement approach that the organization
is utilizing, if it is successful, it can be used to
improve the cultural areas of opportunity. The
result is a culture strengthened by the
continuous improvement process and a
continuous improvement process strengthened
by the culture. Therefore a new “future state”
of the culture is established. This new state
enhances the results of the continuous
improvement process. Both human as well as
financial measurements prove that when the
culture
is
strengthened
continuous
improvement is more successful. This
improvement in both culture and continuous
improvement significantly increases both
profit margins and growth of the
organization. This provides an organization
with a competitive leading edge and
significantly drives its quest for excellence.
Keywords: 1. Culture, 2. Continuous
Improvement, 3. Business Performance 4.
Organizational Alignment 5. Employee
Motivation

Introduction
The senior leadership team must define what
culture they want. They can do this by
determining their values or behavioral
attributes that represent that culture they want
to establish. Once the behavioral attributes are
determined then questions to measure the
values and therefore the culture can be used to
determine the ―as is‖ culture. Once a group of
employees answer the questions then cultural
strengths (for leveraging) and areas of
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opportunity (for improvement) can then be
identified for improvement.
Culture can be defined, measured, and
changed. It can be changed to support the type
of continuous improvement process the
organization wants to implement. However, it
is hard work and takes time to make the
change. The change can be well worth the
effort but must have the commitment,
involvement and patience of the senior
leadership team.
Interestingly enough, whatever the continuous
improvement approach that the organization
is utilizing, if it is successful, it can be used to
improve the cultural areas of opportunity. The
result is a culture strengthened by the
continuous improvement process and a
continuous improvement process strengthened

by the culture. Therefore a new ―future state‖
of the culture is established. This new state
enhances the results of the continuous
improvement process. Both human as well as
financial measurements prove that when the
culture
is
strengthened
continuous
improvement is more successful. This
improvement in both culture and continuous
improvement significantly increases both
profit margins and growth of the organization.

Methodology/Application
Anderson completed a culture survey and
almost
400
employees
participated
voluntarily. We called it a culture survey
rather than an employee satisfaction survey.

Figure 1-Corporate Culture

Why? The senior leadership team earlier in
the year had articulated 7 values. These are
values that have been important to Anderson
since 1967, but had never been written down.
The senior management team, after writing
them down, wanted to determine how well
they were accepted, adopted, and practiced at

API.
It was the intent of the senior
management team to measure them, so they
developed 87 questions around the 7 values.
These values are: Manage with Information
and
Metrics,
Empower
Employees,
Teamwork, Respect and Ethical Behavior,
Improve and Innovate, Coach/Mentor and
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Make a Difference, and Surpass Customer
Expectations.
This was done to make it clear throughout the
organization what Anderson stands for, how
to operate and what we expect from each

employee. It is the responsibility of
management to hold all employees, including
themselves, accountable for adhering to these
values as we do our jobs everyday.

Figure 2- The Survey

Figure 3- The Survey (Continued)
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Manage With Information and Metrics
We should always make decisions and take
actions in our work with clear, understandable
data and measurements. If we don‘t have the
appropriate information we should ask for it
or ask for help before we act or decide.

appropriate level of skills to identify these
improvements and waste. Employees, with
proper approval, can change the standard way
we do things.
Coach, Mentor and Make a Difference

Management should appropriately delegate
and instill in qualified employees, the
responsibility and authority to take work
actions, make decisions, eliminate waste and
continuously improve their work and work
area.

Everyone can be a coach and mentor. When a
new employee starts in your department,
someone wants to know how your department
works, or how you do your job, you can be a
teacher or a coach. Helping others become
better performers or do new things is exactly
what being a coach and mentor is all about
and truly makes a difference.

Teamwork

Exceed Customer Expectations

Whenever possible teams should be formed to
do work, address issues, remove waste and
drive for continuous improvement. Broader
diversity,
experience,
education
and
backgrounds provide synergy and generate
solutions.

While it is absolutely necessary to meet all of
our customers‘ standards, specifications,
requirements and delivery dates, that is not
enough. Everyone should look for ways to
exceed these customer requirements and
expectations. How can we eliminate waste
like scrap? – this saves the customer money.
How can we improve the processing? – finish
and be able to ship to the customer sooner.
How can we make sure that we don‘t have
errors on the batch record? – right the first
time for the customer.
The purpose was to identify where Anderson
was weak so that we could apply our Lean Six
Sigma Process to better reflect our values and
improve our culture. You can see from the
graph below that the number/percentage of
people who answered the survey believe our
culture, as defined by our values is very
satisfactory. Our average score is 81.

Empower Employees

Respect and Ethical Behavior
Everyone must respect each other, appreciate
their differences and work as team mates.
Treat your coworkers as you would like to be
treated. Everyone must also follow all
procedures, rules, regulations and laws and
bring to management‘s attention anyone who
fails to do so.
Improve and Innovate
It is everyone‘s responsibility to look for
better ways to do things – everything can be
improved and every process has waste. We
strive to train every employee with the
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Table 1- Survey Score Percent Very Satisfied

The specific strengths that employees were
particularly satisfied with and recognized
were: individual learning is encouraged, job
enjoyment, meeting customer requirements,
continuous improvement within the company,
and
teamwork/shared goals.
There were some areas where employees
were not so satisfied which included
communication, rewards for improving work

processes and the importance of personal
career growth.

Findings/Implications
The senior leadership was very focused on
improving the weaknesses so they used the
Lean Six Sigma process to identify the root
causes and put solutions into place.
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Figure 4- DMAIC Problem Solving Method

Actions for improving communications
included: formal communication plan, CEO
meeting regularly with leadership and all
employees, VPs/directors/managers meeting
regularly with all their employees, and
creation and publication of the newsletter.
For rewards for improving work processes the
actions are: individual reward program, team
reward program and team competition, and
performance appraisal for Belts and team
members. The actions for rewarding personal
career growth are:
implementation of
company-wide
succession
planning,

utilization of career development goals to
establish
development
activities,
and
mentoring in selected areas.
As you can see, senior management took the
values and our culture very seriously. They
spent the requisite time and resources to make
significant improvements.
But, the job is not over. We once again will
conduct a culture survey to measure the
results of these solutions and find the next set
of improvement opportunities so we can
continue to have superior performance.
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Dubai Police: Implementing a New Car Accident Report Process
Mansoor Al Darwish

3. To save time and cost of a manual
investigation in the accident‟s location
which in returns cause traffic?

Abstract
Dubai is one of the fastest growing cities
around the world and it is indeed considered
as one of the best global examples of
implementing The Total Quality Management
- TQM. In fact many Middle Eastern
countries are looking forward to benchmark
with Dubai for the best practices in terms of
implementation of TQM. Actually the massive
change that has taken place in this city has
been reflected on the overall performance of
all Government, Semi Government and
Private sectors.
Dubai Police is one of the Government
Departments that has been affected positively
by this innovation and has proofed its‟
capabilities in terms of structuring,
developing and revamping its‟ systems. There
are many possible areas for improvements
and accordingly throughout this report I
would propose an re-engineer proposal that
in fact will assist this organization to improve
its‟ service and accordingly use advanced
system instead of the manual followed
processes.
The objectives of this study are as the
followings:
1. To develop a police related reporting
system that can automatically track all
cars‟ accidents within Dubai
2. Introduce a well structured system
that highlights the responsibilities and
rights of all concerned parties in each
and every accident

4. To support the environment
reducing paper waste

by

This service will provide complete
confidentiality of the customers by providing
them with a reference number where they can
review their report by using Dubai Police
website. In the case of getting a traffic fine
this system can provide the driver with a
receipt containing the fine number, data and
value of the fine points of traffic recorded
according to the fault he had made.
Keywords:
Innovation,
Quality,
Cost
reduction ,reduce paper wasteges, Customer
satisfiction

Research Hypothesis
The research hypothesis is built around the
following aspects
Hypothesis 1: Dubai Police is using an
excellent system which doesn‟t need any
changes.
Hypothesis 2: Dubai Police should develop
the accident report system to an electronic
system to carry on the developing on all field
of the organization

Methodology
Quantitave
Prior to the implementation of this proposed
system, I would conduct a quantitative study
in order to test and assess the satisfaction‘s
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level of both customers and employees. In
fact, all the involvements will add value and
will be highly considered in order to analyse
the gap of this system, enhance it and improve
the overall quality of this new service.
Qualitative
To strengthen this research study, I will be
scheduling a personal interview with The
Director General Department of Traffic,
Major General Mohammed Saif Al Zafin who
is expert and has a great experience in this
field and accordingly will add valuable
information. Actually, I am expecting that this
interview will highlight many significant
areas that in return will allow us in
developing the system.
In conclusion, all of the above gathered
information will assist me in identifying the
efficiency of the proposed system and
whether it will increase the customers‘
satisfaction level or not. I believe that by
implementing this system, Dubai Police will
provide new advanced and innovative system
to its customers and will positively compete
will all other Government Departments.

Research Limitation
This report is introducing a new innovative
idea; however it is still limited in terms of the
followings:
Limited accessibility in regards to the
proposed topic
No available research studies on the proposed
subject

Introduction
Dubai Police regularly invests to develop
every things related to it , facilities and
people, working closely with customers and
business partners to provide quality services
today and tomorrow, when and where internal
and external customers need them.. Dubai
Police is one of the biggest Organizations in

the UAE and the management spend millions
to improve its services.
Nowadays, organizations that offer the best
arrangement of innovative products and
services have a competitive advantage over
other organizations that continue to offer the
―same-old-same-old‖. In order to be
innovative, the environment in which
organizations operate must support inventions
not to do the opposite as said by (David Smith
(2006: P6). The online car accident report is
one of the new innovations that could be
implemented in the Dubai police will give
opportunities to develop data available and
the process.
Although, the new proposed process
technology successfully creates morals for
organizations, there are many challenges and
problem associated with this system such as
certain resources and potential need to be
obtained, developed, and maintained. For
instance, budget must be allocated and IT
personnel with the proper training and skilled
to use the technology correctly and efficiently
must be available internally.

Company Background
Dubai Police Force is one among the 15,000
strong police force in the United Arab
Emirates. They come under the jurisdiction of
the Vice President and Prime Minister of the
UAE), and they cover an area of 4,114 square
kilometres and a population of 1,321,453
people.
Dubai Police force was found on June 1, 1956
in Naif (a locality in the Deira side of Dubai,
with the first police station being known as
(Naif Fort) consisting of 29 members only.
The size of the force increased gradually to
105 in 1960 and then to 430 by 1967. In 1973,
the force moved its‘ headquarters to their
current location of Al Towar, on Al Etihad
Street in Dubai. At present, a further move is
being planned to a newly constructed
headquarters, again in Deira.
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Dubai Police force strives to be 'most
progressive' of all Arabic police force and
aims for high education standards amongst its
personnel. The force was the first to use many
new law enforcement techniques, including
electronic finger printing and DNA testing.
The force was also the first to use GPS
systems to locate stolen vehicles. In addition,
the force was the first to create a Human
Rights Department, as well as the first to
employ a Community Policing program.
The new headquarters for the Dubai police is
planned to be constructed in Deira, the
premises were designed with several
considerations in mind. As well as making
easy access for both officers and members of
the public a priority, the new design aims to
separate the departments into different areas.
The building is also to feature a central, multilevel internal space, and is designed to fit in
with the developing architecture of
surrounding Dubai, the Dubai police force
describe it as a 'distinguished constructional
conception'.

Literature Review
The focus on innovation has improved
radically specially on the developed
organizations to set up highly advanced
practice and new way to use systems. They
focus on improving the quality of output and
the health of their business through
implementing innovation. Innovation is
defined as ―the use of new knowledge to offer
a new product or service that customers want.
This new idea or product must be reliable and
must satisfy a specific need as revealed by
Hauchilidt and Salomo. They added that
innovation is ―creating quantitatively new
products that are remarkably different from
the old products. The invention of something
new by itself isn‘t innovation, but it is the
commercial exploitation of the invention that
makes it an innovation‖.
Innovation can create a value for the
organization through new technologies as

revealed by the pioneering work of
Schumpeter [1934]. According to the
Schumpeterian theory, ―innovation-based
competition is rooted on the premise that new
technologies and innovations can create
disequilibrium in the market, setting the stage
for new value creation opportunities‖. An
example of such innovations is the automated
car accident reports which will be discussed
in this paper as this automated reporting
system is providing a creative methodology
which can be useful for Dubai Police.
Moreover, it is similar to the one is currently
used but with minor changes.
Instead of drafting hand written reports, the
idea explains a system that will allow
automating the report through computer
whereby photos will be
taken by the
policeman and it then will be attached to the
online report. It will be accessible o the
concerned insurance companies where they
can view and get as much details as they
need.
The combination of ideas, objects and people
leads to innovation resulting in new business
ideas and technological revolutions‖. Added
to that, such an innovation adds a great value
to every organization and saves the
employees time and efforts, as revealed by
Dr. Frederick M. Scherer, ―Innovation has
been a key driver of our economy, and
innovators and creators have sufficient
incentive to bring their works to market and
to build on the innovations and creations of
others for the benefit of society.

Research Methodology
The methodologies followed through this
report were as the followings:
1. Partially inspired from people
feedback (questioner)
2. Articles papers and people interview
Interviews
Throughout this research, I had the chance to
interview few key people what I have
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believed they would add value to the end
result of my research as they are expert in the
field and have great experience.
The Director General Department of Traffic,
Major General Mohammed Saif Al Zafin was
the first interviewee whereby this interview
has gave me the chance to clearly explain my
proposal and accordingly obtain his feedback,
opinion, advice and recommendations in
order to allow me improving the whole
proposal.
I have managed to schedule interviews with
many employees in different insurance
companies where all of them showed their
interest in such proposal stated that
implementing this idea will allow them to
work more efficiently, will save time of all
parties (owner of the vehicle – Police –
insurance company – car workshop), enhance
their service level, reduce paper waste and
cost saving.
Interviews are important and it has many
advantages such as the followings:
 Reduce cost
 Reduce paper wastages
 Provide online details
 Speed up the process
 Consolidate extra staff to other
departments

Research Objectives
Completing this research study will allow me
proofing the importance of revamping the old
systems and introducing new ones. Hence, the
main objectives of this research are as the
followings:
1. To
maximize‘
efficiency
and
productivity by providing data about
the car accident report online.
2. To increase the use of the National ID
as per the Government‘s instructions
3. To support the technology and comply
with
Dubai
eGovernemnt‘s
requirements
4. To reduce the paper wastages
5. To meet the requirements of Dubai
Police of launching full automated
system to eliminate lengthy paper
transactions and by provide smoother
and more efficient process
Data Analysis
The table below illustrates that the total
sample size was 60, whereby 73.33% of the
respondents were males, whereas 26.66% of
the respondents were female. In fact the
sample was adequate to provide the required
information to support this research study.

Table 1 -Gender respond

Gender
Male
Female

Respond Count
44
16

The above table specifies that 60 person
respond to the questioner questions. % 73.33
of respondents to the questioner are males, %
26.66 of the respondents are female.Those

Respond percentage
%73.33
%26.67

responder assist me to find out if the proposed
system will be ideal to be use or not in Dubai
Police.
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Table 2- Do you think that the car accident reports process which is used in Dubai police is prompt?

Answer
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Respond Count
7
36
0
14
3

The above table presents the feedback of the
responders to the question (Do you think that
the car accident reports process which is used
in Dubai police is prompt.) wherein most
majority have agreed that the present system
is very good and has no problems. 11.67%
has strongly agreed on the efficiency of the

Respond Percentage
%11.67
%60
%0
%23.33
%5

system, 60% has agreed that the system is
perfect. On the other hand, 23.33% has
disagreed that the system actually meets the
expectation and they think that improvements
should take a place. 5% of the responders
have strongly disagreed.

Table 3-Do you think that while the police investigator doing the report steps caused traffic at the streets?

Answer
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Respond Count
2
21
20
12
5
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%35
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The above table gives details on the
responder‘s feedback if the police investigator
while doing the report steps caused traffic at
the streets. I accept as true that most of them
think that the police investigators cause traffic
while they processing the accident report. I
found only couple of them strongly agree that
the police do that, while 21 person agree that
one of the reason of the traffic in Dubai is the

accident reports process while the police man
doing it. I had 20 persons whose answer
neither, I received 12 comments that they
don‘t agree on this issue and they believe that
there is no link between the process and the
traffics. The last result I got which it was
strongly disagree on this question and they
were 5 responders to it.

Table 4- Do you think that the electronic process will be useful and accurate than the paper based process?

Answer
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Respond Count
27
11
7
15
0

The result that I got it from the above table
shows that how much the responders
interested to use an electronic system rather
than the current system. I received an strongly
agree answer from 27 responders which does
it shows how interest are they to a new system
to be implemented. 11 answers were agreed

Respond Percentage
% 45
%18.34
% 11.66
% 25
%0

on the electronic system and 7 I received their
answer as neither. The opposite view it was
disagreeing on changing the process where I
found 15 point of view on it and 0 strongly
disagree.
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Table 5-What do you think if the police investigator takes photos of the accident which will be used by the
insurance companies on the same time?

Answer
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Respond Count
4
44
0
3
9

Per the above table I recognized that the
acceptance of this idea, I am sure t hat most of
the responders answer this question to save
time. I got 4 answers strongly agree that the
police man take the photos of the car accident
were it could be more efficient and I got 44

Respond Percentage
%6.67
%73.33
%0
%5
%15

answer agree on this idea. The rest answers it
was for disagree and strongly disagree, I
found that 3 answers were disagreeing and 9
strongly disagree.

Table 6 -Do you think shifting the process from the ordinary way to an electronic process will speed up the
following (police report – Insurance report – Fixing the cars)

Answer
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Respond Count
4
49
2
5
0

The target from this question is to assess the
responder‘s time consideration, since we
know that we are living in a world focusing a

Respond Percentage
%6.67
%81.67
%3.33
%8.33
%0

lot on using the time in a proper way and that
way I got a result confirm that. I received 4
answers strongly agree with this process, 49
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answers it was agree on the new process and
that was the highest smellier answer I got it
on the whole questions. I collect 2 answers
which introduce for me that those couple
responders don‘t have clear vision on the new

system. I have 5 responders disagree with the
proposed system and believe that the one is
use now is suitable.

Table7- Do you think while using the electronic system it could be easier to use the National ID card

Answer
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Respond Count

Respond Percentage
%28.33
%68.34
%3.33
%0
%0

17
41
2
0
0



The above table shows how the responders
whiling to replace all other ID cards such as
the car driving license with the National ID
card. The responders answers in the strongly
agree with 17 answers it was the highest SA
over all similar answers, I got 41 answer in
the agree field and the last answer which I
received it was neither and it was only 2. this
question the only question that I didn‘t
receive and disagreement on it which is shows
how important to consolidate most of the
card such as health card, license card and the
national cards to be in one.






Recommendation

Findings




Most of the responders agree that it
will be useful if the police investigator
take photos for the accident.
Most of the responders strongly agree
to use the National Id Card to replace
other ID card.
Most of the responders agree that
while the investigator doing the report
processes no traffic appears.
Most of the responders agree that the
new system will be efficient and will
reduce time.

Most of the responders are male with a
percentage of percent% 73.33.
Most of the responders agree that
there is a need of a new system to
create the car accident reports.

According to the interviews and the
questioner that I published I found out a
solution which could be a good alternative for
the current process. As its fact and no one
deny that Dubai police always try to be the
most excellent organization working at Dubai
city providing high level of quality on it
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services and they will develop the current
process 100%.
The proposed process steps are as follow:

the driver will be upload automatically
to the online accident report form.
B. the investigator should be professional
enough to scrutinize the accident and
prove which driver caused this
accident. He should feed the online
system (laptop) which it is available
now on all Dubai Police cars with his
and the driver‘s feedback. After he
finishes from this step he will submit
all the data which it will be saved on
line, after the submission each driver
should receive an SMS contain the
report reference number to allow them
checking the report online with the
attached photos after 24 hour.

Report the Incident
In this stage when the accident happened it
should be reported to the police by calling
999, in this call details of the location should
be provided to police department to attend
ASAP, as its instructed by the police
management and to provide high level of
quality the investigators should be at the
location max within 15 min.
Be on Location
The second step after reaching the location of
the accident, the police investigators should
check the road condition; driver‘s health if
they are not injures and controlled any road
traffic.
Accident Photos
The third stage of the proposed system is to
take photos shots of the accident and the
damages on the vehicles to be attached with
the report.
Drivers Investigation
This stage I will divide them to two steps:
A. most important thing in this stage
what will allow us to start the use of
the national card and make it more
useful. I am proposing that the
National ID card replace all other ID
cards such as the driving license.
The investigator will take the ID serial
number which it will provide him with
full details of the drivers, the details of

Insurance Companies
They insurance companies will be able to
view the report after 24 hours after the
incident from the Police website, the drivers
should provide the companies with the report
reference number to start the process.
The useful from in this stage that no photos
will be need it to be taken by the companies
and they can advice the owners of the cars to
send them directly to the workshop after
getting the work approval.
Those are the stages which will be
implemented with the new proposed system
specially the typing the report using the
laptop, the photos which will be uploaded
with the report, the SMS contains the report
reference number and the new design of the
police website to provide an access to the
online reports.
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Conclusion
The compensation of innovation has been
usually discussed, but the challenges of
achievement
have
received
little
consideration.
Innovation
thinking
is
compulsory for the successful of the
organization. This philosophy must facilitate
a long-term lifestyle change for the
organization.
The study highlights the presented process of
Dubai Police car accident report and how the
proposed innovated system is can assure to
reengineer the existing processes which is
used to in Dubai Police. Based on the survey
result and the interviews which conducted
with The Director General Department of
Traffic, Major General Mohammed Saif Al
Zafin and Insurance companies‘ managers.

This project could save money in the long
run, through the reduction of paper, costs and
eliminate staff time. put into practice a new
system for car accident report would need a
development and implementation of a new
system. There will be a costs for which will
be charged at the begging of the new system
would include: software and hardware
purchases, staff time for development, staff
time for training, staff time for reorganization
of car accident units. Additionally, the society
has need of information about using the new
system, which could be delivered through a
public tutoring operation. Protection and
privacy worry of people must be dealt with as
well. A pilot plan in certain authority may be
the most excellent way to experiment this
program.
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Abstract
Even though there is no single generally
accepted definition of corporate social
responsibility (CSR), it has generally come to
mean decision making linked to ethical
values, legal compliance, and respect for
people, community, and environment. The
concept of CSR turned out to be a vital
strategy for organizations striving to survive
in today‟s cruel competitive market
environments
The literature indicates that CSR can play a
significant role in the success and failure of
an organization, as it can influence and shape
forecasting and decisions making. As
customers become more complex and
unpredictable and competition more intense,
adopting a CSR strategy could turn out to be
a powerful instrument for survival and
success. Effective implementation of the CSR
concept can also contribute to achieving the
goal outlined at the Lisbon European Council
of making the European Union the most
competitive and dynamic knowledge-based
economy in the world.
The EFQM framework for CSR can serve as
the instrument for the implementation of the
CSR concept. It is a framework which
provides guidelines on how an organization
can identify, improve and integrate the social,
economic, and environmental impacts of its

operations into policy and strategy, as well as
for the day-to-day management of the
organization, taking into consideration all
stakeholders. Stakeholders form the basis of
success or failure of an organization. They
can take action which can damage or assist
an organization.
The growing importance of CSR in the
business world is clear and evidenced in
many studies, but how important is CSR to
educational institutions? What are the
expectations of a university‟s stakeholders
with regards to its the CSR practices? Are
there expectations met?
The purpose of this study is to identify and
measure the expectations and perceptions of
two key stakeholders of a university, namely
students and staff, regarding the university‟s
CSR practices, as a tool for managing quality
and gaining and sustaining a competitive
advantage through improving stakeholder
satisfaction. The study is based on the EFQM
Framework for CSR and aims in providing
insight on the critical factors that will enable
an academic institution to excel in CSR and at
the same time have a positive effect on its
overall approach to business excellence.
Design/Methodology/Approach:
A questionnaire will be developed based on
the EFQM Framework for CSR and a survey
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will be conducted with students and staff of a
university. The purpose will be to assess their
expectations
for
CSR
practises
by
universities, as well as their perceptions of
the universities practices.
Findings:
The findings of this study will be used for
identifying stakeholders‟ expectations for
CSR initiatives by universities, prioritizing
expectations,
assessing
stakeholder
satisfaction with performance and developing
strategies for implementation which would
lead to gaining and sustaining competitive
advantage.. The creation of knowledge, and
the sharing and transfer of knowledge is one
of the main reasons why studies and research
are conducted. As a result the findings of this
study are expected to add to the existing
knowledge on CSR, the EFQM Framework on
CSR, as well as stakeholder satisfaction.
Keywords: CSR, Quality award models,
EFQM Framework for CSR, Stakeholders,
Universities

Introduction
The last decades witnessed a vigorous debate
over the role of corporations in society (Basu
and Palazzo, 2008). Interest in CSR
(Corporate Social Responsibility) became
intense as shareholders, consumers, activists,
government, and society in general called for
higher standards of business. CSR has
become part of the corporate fabric (Pearce
and Doh, 2005) and many corporations have
developed CSR programs (McDonald and
Rundle-Thiele, 2007) expecting to harvest the
benefits resulting from such initiatives. The
benefits of Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) for organizations, include among
others, increased profits, customer loyalty,
trust, and positive brand attitude (Murray and
Vogel, 1997; Maignan and Ferrell, 2001; Sen
and Bhattacharya, 2001; Sen et al., 2006). An

even more significant benefit resulting from
CSR practises is that a strong sense of CSR
can assist an organization not only to gain but
to sustain business competitive advantage
(King, 2009). As cited by Davis (2005) in a
recent conference run by the European Union
it was concluded that CSR contributes to
competitiveness by enhancing the long-term
sustainability of a business. In today‘s highly
competitive and dynamic markets, such an
advantage is of strategic importance and thus
systematic integration and measurement of
CSR is demanded (Ebner, 2008).
In light of these known positive effects, CSR
strategies have been espoused by the
international community, in a great number of
sectors of the economy, such as banks, retail
organizations and public and private service
providers. Progressively more and more
businesses appreciate the role of CSR and
they wish to engage in positive social actions
and communicate these to their stakeholders.
While a great number of organizations
worldwide
(i.e. HSBC Bank, Bank of
America, Barclays, Bank, Coca-Cola, Nestle,
Motorola) have embraced the CSR concept,
developed and implemented CSR practises,
and even reported on them, there is no much
evidence on how Higher Education
Institutions(HEIs) have reacted to this
concept. Are universities expected to be
socially responsible organizations?
Are
universities
socially
responsible
organizations? Are universities deemed by
their stakeholders to be socially responsible?
Universities can choose to be followers, or
they can seize the opportunity to be leaders
and adopt CSR as a vital aspect of their
competitive advantage. Universities have an
opportunity to lead in an area that most
businesses have recognized as important and
build on a tradition of the past decade and
engage in positive social actions and CSR
practises.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First it
will assess whether universities are expected
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to be socially responsible organizations and
develop and implement CSR policies and
practises. The EFQM Framework for CSR
will be used as a tool for developing a
questionnaire for identifying expectations for
CSR practises. Second, it will assess
stakeholder satisfaction with the performance
of a university on CSR practises as perceived
by its key stakeholders. Finally, it will
identify performance ‗gaps‘ by comparing
expectations with performance, consistent
with various other studies (Iacovidou et al.,
2009, Angell et al., 2008; O‘Neil & Palmer,
2004).
The main purpose of the study is to
contribute to general knowledge, especially
since there is no extensive research on CSR
and HEIs, but also to ascertain expectations
for CRS practises by universities, identify
areas for improvements, and contribute to the
development of relevant strategies by a
university so that to gain and sustain a
competitive advantge. The findings may also
benefit universities as they can adopt and
adopt the findings of the study to improve
their own CSR.

Literature Review
Defining CSR
A great number of private and public
organization have developed extensive CSR
programmes intended to enjoy the abundant
benefits resulting from CSR practices,
especially
stakeholder
goodwill
and
competitive advantage.
Organizations
globally are spending millions into various
kinds of CSR strategies in an effort to
strengthen
their
reputation,
improve
relationships with stakeholders and gain a
competitive advantage (McDonald and
Rundle-Thiele, 2007).
A vital question
however, needs to be addressed: what really
constitutes CSR?
For many decades CSR has been interpreted
as the orientation to stay for a long time in the
market by raising profits (Friedman, 1962).

Nowadays though CSR is beyond what was
claimed by Friedman (1970) with the
statement that the only responsibility of a
business is to increase profits, clearly pointing
to the responsibility of a business to its
shareholders as its sole responsibility. One of
the best-known CSR models is Carroll‘s
(1991, 1999) CSR pyramid, which presents
company‘s social obligations as comprising
economic, legal, ethical and philanthropic
responsibilities: (1) businesses are economic
entities driven by a profit motive, (2) legal
responsibility involves businesses complying
with government laws and regulations, (3)
ethical responsibilities are those standards,
norms and expectations that reflect a concern
for what stakeholders consider to be fair, just
and respectful of stakeholders‘ moral rights,
and finally (4) philanthropic responsibility is
the expectation that businesses are good
corporate citizens, actively engaging in
programs to promote human welfare and
goodwill (Carroll, 1991, cited in McDonald
and Rundle-Thiele, 2007).
Kotler and Lee (2005, p. 3) defined CSR as ‗a
commitment to improve community wellbeing through discretionary business practises
and contribution of corporate resources.
Organizations are now demanded to consider
the needs and requirements of stakeholders
seriously (Jonker and de Witte, 2006). CSR is
also defined as an authentic social
commitment of an organization (Suchanek
and Lin-Hi in Ebner, 2008). CSR aims to
positively influence all present and future
relationships with stakeholders as well as
meeting their expectations and needs in order
to keep them engaged with an organization in
the long run (Falk and Heblich, 2007). CSR is
the responsibility recognized by the
companies for acting in a socially responsible
manner. It expects an organization to go
further than required by law so as to:
 treat employees fairly and with respect
 operate with integrity and in an ethical
manner in all its business dealings
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with customer, suppliers, lenders, and
others
 respect human rights
 sustain the environment for future
generations
 be a responsible neighbor in the
community and a good 'corporate
citizen'.
(http://ezinearticles.com/?expert=Ajit_
Kumar_Jha, accessed October, 2010)
As the literature suggests, various definitions
of CSR have been offered during the years
but still there is no consensus agreement for a
single generally accepted definition of
corporate social responsibility (CSR). There
is considerable conformity in the literature
that CSR is concerned with societal
obligations and the effect of an organization‘s
decisions on society (mith, 2003). The term
has generally come to mean decision making
linked to ethical values, legal compliance, and
respect for people, community, and
environment. It includes – among others –
respecting human rights, fair treatment of the
workforce and customers, being good
corporate citizens of the communities in
which organizations operate in, as well as
conservation of the natural environment
(EFQM, 2005).
Benefits Resulting From CSR Initiatives
Increasingly more and more companies have
begun to incorporate ethics and CSR in their
strategic planning and objectives. This comes
as no surprise as a review of the literature
identified a number of studies on the positive
effect of CSR programs. Research by
Maignan and Ferrell (2001), for example,
identified a positive relationship between
CSR and customer loyalty. Studies by Barone
et al. (2000), Berger and Kanetkar (1995), and
Creyer and Ross (1997) confirmed that
customers are willing to actively support
organizations which are committed to
environmentally-friendly practices or ethics

(in Maignan and Ferrell, 2004). In the retail
environment, CSR leads to customer loyalty,
and emotional attachment to the business.
According to Sen et al. (2006), those aware of
an actual corporate philanthropy initiative
have more positive attitudes to the company,
stronger identification with the company,
stronger investment intent and greater intent
to seek employment with the company, than
those unaware of such initiative.
A number of other studies have examined the
combined impact on consumers of multiple
CSR programs. Brown and Dacin (1997), for
example, considered the combined influence
of
community
involvement
and
environmental concern by a business as well
as giving to worthy causes, finding that CSR
associations influenced product attitudes
through their influence on overall company
evaluations. In another study Murray and
Vogel (1997) investigated the effect on
consumers of combined programs of socially
responsible business practices such as energy
conservation, employee training program to
assist senior citizens in need of social
services, community volunteering, as well as
pro-active economic factors and consumer
protection. Their research found that CSR
programs resulted in improved attitudes
towards the business, beliefs about the
company‘s
honesty,
consumer
responsiveness, pro-employee attitudes, as
well as increased support for the firm in
labour or government disputes, and for
recommending a job application to a friend
(Murray and Vogel, 1997). Adkins (2005)
stipulates that CSR can enable a business to
achieve loyalty among stakeholders, achieve
new market penetration easily, generate
positive publicity, and goodwill. A study by
Sen and Bhattacharya (2001) supported
suggestions that a company‘s efforts in
multiple CSR domains had a positive effect
on company evaluations by customers as well
as a direct effect on the attractiveness of the
company‘s products. Researchers have
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considered the impact of CSR on myriad
factors, including loyalty, word of mouth,
attitudes, intentions, emotional attachment,
and brand identification. In a study by Luo
and Bhattacharya (2006) Fortune 500
companies were investigated, finding a direct
link between CSR and customer satisfaction.
Taken together, the studies on CSR practices
investigated provide evidence to suggest that
companies that behave in a socially
responsible manner are likely to be viewed
more favourably by consumers than less
socially responsible companies.
Another significant advantage of CSR is that
it enables an organization to gain and to
sustain competitive advantage in today‘s
highly dynamic and competitive markets
(Ebner, 2008). Porter and Kramer (2006) state
that if corporations were to analyse their
prospects for social responsibility they would
discover that CSR can be more than a cost or
a charitable deed; it can in essence be a source
of innovation, opportunity and competitive
advantage. A sustainable competitive
advantage would be the attainment and
maintenance of a differentiated and superior
market position; a position which would
result in a superior value for the
organization‘s stakeholders, including the
shareholders. Various studies conducted over
the years point out to the competitive
advantage enjoyed by companies as a result of
their CSR. As cited by Heath and Ni (2008),
for example, 34% of the respondents in a
study indicated they would avoid buying
products or services from an organization
they perceive to be unethical; 50% responded
they did not intended to obtain a product or a
service for an organization they considered
not to be socially responsible. Sen et al.,
(2006) concluded in their study that when
consumers are aware of the CSR activities of
an organization that knowledge increases the
consumers desire to purchase from that
organization and it makes it more attractive as
a place to work and in which to invest.

It is apparent therefore that because of its
CSR practises, an organization can
distinguish itself from its competitors creating
thus key competencies (Ebner, 2008) which
would result in a competitive advantage.
Corporate Social Responsibility and the
Stakeholder Approach
If an organization is willing to act in a
socially responsible manner it is necessary to
take its stakeholders seriously into account
(Zambon and Del Bello, 2005). According to
writers such as De Tienne and Lewis (2005) it
is not sustainable to implement CSR activities
into an organization without taking into
consideration the needs and expectations of
the stakeholders of the organization, as it will
have negative impact on image and
performance.
CSR
must
align
the
requirements of the various groups of
stakeholders and thus include those
requirements into the development of CSR
practices.
The need for a stakeholder approach to CSR
is also supported by the World Business
Council for Sustainable Development through
its proposal for the following definition for
CSR: ―CSR is the ethical behavior of a
company towards society…management
acting responsibly in its relationships with
other stakeholders who have a legitimate
interest in the business.
CSR is the
continuing commitment by business to behave
ethically and contribute to economic
development while improving the quality of
life of the workforce and their families as well
as of the local community and society at
large‖ (cited in Demetriou, Papasolomou,
Vrontis, 2009, p.4). This definition is founded
on the underlying ideas of the stakeholder
model. It suggests that business activity must
be guided by social responsibility towards
stakeholders. It seems that stakeholders have
an increased need to be understood and
critique the social and ethical performance of
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corporations in which they have an interest in
(Fombrum 1996).
The supporters of the ‗stakeholder model‘
suggest that managers must balance the
interests of all groups who have a ‗stake‘ in
the company. There is a growing need, by
stakeholders to comprehend and to criticize
the social and ethical performance of
corporations in which they are interested
(Fombrum, 1996). CSR has the potential to
have a positive impact on all stakeholder
groups whereas its absence can have a
negative impact on an organization‘s
reputation (Demetriou, Papasolomou, Vrontis,
2009). This suggests that an organization‘s
position in the marketplace depends on how
ethical its publics perceive it to be and on it‘s
acting in a socially responsible manner.
Stakeholder theory has been extensively
discussed in the management studies literature
(Wheeler and Sillanpaa, 1997; Jones and
Wicks, 1999; Mellahi and Wood, 2003, cited
in Demetriou, Papasolomou, Vrontis, 2009,
p.4). Stakeholders are those groups of
individuals that hold a certain impact on or
have a relationship with an organization as
they are either positively or negatively
affected by the activities of the organization
(Friedman, 1984). Rugegg-Sturn (cited in
Ebner, 2007) defines eight stakeholder
groups: society & NGOs & Media,
government, employees, investors, suppliers,
competitors, employees and last but most
importantly customers/consumers.
It is evident from the review of the literature
that CSR practices result in clear benefits for
organizations. Furthermore, the absence of
CSR practices may turn out to damage the
reputation,
the
loyalty,
profitability,
sustainability and the competitive advantage
of an organization. It is not a surprise
therefore that such a great number of
organizations have adapted their activities to
reflect this greater concern and interest on
CSR. Taking into consideration the
stakeholder theory it appears that there is a

strong need to assess the stakeholders‘
expectations for CSR practices by an
organization as well as their satisfaction with
such practices, in an effort to identify gaps,
areas for improvement, as well as for the
development of relevant strategies by an
organization. Of the existing empirical
research into consumers‘ expectations for and
responses to CSR activities, much has been
on consumer goods, with little research on
services such as education. For that reason,
the purpose of this study is to investigate the
issue of stakeholders‘ expectations for CSR
practises by universities, as well as their
satisfaction with such practises with an aim to
identify areas for improvement and contribute
to general knowledge. As time and money
constrains were faced by this study, and many
others, the study will address two key
stakeholders:
consumers/customers
and
employees.
The EFQM Framework for CSR
CSR is a theme that has been integrated to
quality management and quality award
models with increasing emphasis in time
(Ascigil, 2005). Quality award models
provide relevant guidance as to how
stakeholder management can be embedded
into organization‘s operations and how
organizations can take responsibility of social
matters (Ascigil, 2005). The EFQM
Framework for CSR is one of those quality
management and quality awards models
which can help organization create a CSR
performance breakthrough and identify gaps
in their current CSR implementation. It is an
excellent tool for addressing stakeholder
expectations for CSR practises by an
organization as well as stakeholder
satisfaction with such practises.
The EFQM Framework for CSR provides
guidelines on how to identify, improve and
integrate the social, environmental and
economic impacts of an organization‘s
operations into policy and strategy, taking all
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stakeholders into account. It is an integrated
approach that uses the existing EFQM
Excellence Model as a base and addresses all
stakeholders and all three dimensions of CSR:
economic, social, and environmental. The
Framework will enable organization to excel
in CSR and at the same time have a positive
effect on their overall approach to Business
Excellence (EFQM, 2005).
One of the main characteristics of CSR is that
all stakeholders should be taken into account
and the interests of two key stakeholders for
CSR practises by organizations, whether
private or public, incorporated or not, are
according to the EFQM (2005) the following:
People (Employees) want to work for an
organization they can feel proud of and which
reflects their own personal values.
Commitment to CSR will help attract and
retain the most talented people.
Customers can nowadays select from more
and more products and services. With such a
wide choice available, they are differentiating
between products and services by demanding
more information relating to CSR. They want
to be sure that their wider interests, such as
environmental and social concerns, are being
taken into account. This will make them feel
good about the product or service they buy.
The EFQM Framework for CSR is divided
into the same nine criteria as the Excellence
Model. The ‗Enablers‘ criteria focus on
stakeholder engagement and dialogue, while
the ‗Result‘ criteria focus on perception and
performance of CSR results.
By using this Framework organizations will
be able to assess and evaluate themselves in
terms of CSR maturity in order to identify the
strengths they should build on and the areas
where they need to focus improvement efforts
(EFQM, 2005).By adopting the EFQM
Framework for CSR organizations would be
able to effectively and systematically
integrate CSR policy and strategy into
mainstream management.

The EFQM Framework for CSR is divided
into the following nine (9) criteria:
Criterion 1 Leadership: Excellent leaders
ensure the mission, vision, values and ethics
of the organization reflect a socially
responsible culture. They ensure the
management system addresses current and
future social, environmental and economic
issues as well as all relevant stakeholders on
these topics.
Criterion 2 Policy and Strategy: Excellent
organizations embed CSR into their policy,
strategy and day-to-day activities by
integrating the mission and vision with policy
and strategy; by involving internal and
external stakeholders and their present and
future needs and expectations in the
development, review and updating of policy
and strategy.
Criterion 3 People: Excellent organizations
manage, develop and release the full potential
of their people at individual, team based and
organizational level, including involving and
empowering them in discussions of CSR and
related activities and planning. People‘s
knowledge and competencies are identified
and developed. The organization rewards,
recognizes and promotes people in all fairness
and equality and has a dialogue with them.
Criterion 4 Partnerships & Resources: The
social, environmental and economic impacts
of external relationships, finance, buildings,
equipment and materials, technology and
information are taken into account in their
management.
Criterion 5 Processes: Excellent organizations
design, and manage processes in order to fully
satisfy and generate increasing value for all
stakeholders. The processes are improved as
needed and communicated to stakeholders.
The organization‘s products and services are
designed, developed and improved in line
with customers‘ and stakeholders‘ current and
future needs and expectations.
Criterion 6 Customer Results: Excellent
organizations comprehensively measure and
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achieve outstanding results with respect to
their customers, including measures relating
to the social, environmental and economic
performance of the organization and the
goods and services it produces.
Criterion 7 People Results: Excellent
organizations comprehensively measure and
achieve outstanding results with respect to
their employees, including measures relating
to the social, environmental and economic
performance of the organization and the
goods and services it produces.
Criterion 8 Society Results: Excellent
organizations comprehensively measure and
achieve outstanding CSR results with respect
to society including measures relating to the
social,
environmental
and
economic
performance of the organization and the
goods and services it produces.
Criterion 9 Key Business Results: Excellent
organizations comprehensively measure and
achieve outstanding social, environmental and
economic results with respect to the key
elements of their overall policy and strategy.

Methodology
The purpose of this study is to identify the
expectations of students and faculty of a
university for CSR practises by universities in
general and assess the satisfaction of those
key stakeholders with the performance of the
university on CSR initiatives and practises.
The findings are expected to contribute to
general knowledge, but also to identify gaps
between expectations and performance in
order to identify areas for improvement which
could lead to the development of relevant
policies by the specific university (case
study). The findings may also benefit other
universities as they can adopt and adopt the
findings of the study to improve their own
CSR.
The first phase was the construction and
piloting of the questionnaires, based on the 9
criteria of the EFQM Framework for CSR.
Two of the criteria of the Framework were

addressed only through the faculty
questionnaire as they refer to ‗Partnerships &
Resources‘
(criterion
4)
and
‗People/employees‘ (criterion 3) for which
students are not likely to have any knowledge
about and thus have any expectations or
satisfaction. A five point Likert rating scale,
as used in many other studies (Iacovidou, et
al., 2010, Iacovidou et al., Zopiatis, 2004) was
utilised. Prior to administration, the
questionnaires were pilot-tested for reliability
with the utilisation of the test re-test method
(both for student and staff) and for validity
with a panel of two experts.
The second phase was the survey of the
targeted groups. The target population of the
study included all students enrolled in the
School of Business (local and international)
pursuing an undergraduate academic degree,
and all full-time teaching faculties (academic
staff) of the School of Business.
The student population of the study was 1250
students and because of the big size of the
population a sample was selected. A stratified
random sample was used to avoid the danger
of over- or under-representation of some
members of the population. The specific strata
selected were the student‘s year of study (first
to fourth). A statistical error of 4% was
adopted (which is widely considered as
acceptable for a research study) leading to a
sample size of 247 students. The sample size
was increased 280 to allow for non responses
or invalid questionnaires. The student
questionnaires were administered to the
selected
participants
through
groupdistributions.
The questionnaires were personally delivered
to the academic staff member teaching the
selected courses and a cover letter, explaining
the purpose of the study and soliciting their
contribution, accompanied the questionnaire
making it clear that participation was
voluntary and anonymity was guaranteed.
The teaching faculty population consisted of
all full-time academic staff members teaching
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in the School of Business of the university
during the academic year of 2010-2011.
According to the data provided by the
university a total of 35 full-time teaching
faculties were included in the research
population. Because of the small size of the
population all 35 individuals were included in
the study. The majority of the teaching
faculties‘ questionnaires were personally
delivered by the researchers and the rest were
either delivered to the office mail-boxes of the
academic staff members or send by e-mail. A
cover letter explaining the purpose of the
study accompanied the questionnaires and

solicited their contribution, making clear that
participation was voluntary and anonymity
was guaranteed.
The collected data were analysed using a
statistical package (SPSS, 17.0).

Research Findings
Overall, there was a very satisfactory
response rate from students (89%) and a
satisfactory from teaching faculties (67%).
The demographic data are presented in Table
1 below.

Table 1: Demographic Characteristics
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Respondents were asked to rate their
expectations for each statement included in
the
questionnaire
(referred
to
as
‗Expectations‖). In addition, they were asked
to rate how satisfactory they perceived the
university‘s performance on those statements,
based on their overall experience at the
university (referred to as ‗Performance‘). As
the use of mean values for ranking and other
statistical purposes is quite acceptable
(Zopiatis, 2004; Chen et al., 2006), mean
values for ‗Performance‘ and ‗Expectations‘
were calculated and the statements were
analysed. In addition, the statements were
grouped into categories, reflecting the criteria
of the EFQM Framework for CSR, and were
further analysed. The findings of the analyses
are presented below.
Expectations for CSR Practises
The analysis of the findings on student and
faculty expectations for CSR practises by
universities (Table 2 below) revealed several
interesting findings, which are discussed
below.
The students‘ expectations for CSR practises
rated as above average to strong, with ratings
for each criterion ranging from 3.43 to 4.28.
Faculty expectations for CSR practises by
universities were high, and considerably
higher than student ratings, with ratings
ranging from 4.23 to 4.86. The statistical
analysis performed (p-value) indicates that
there is a significant statistical difference (p<
0.005) in the expectations of students and
faculty, indicating that indeed faculty
expectations are scientifically higher than
those of the students.
As the rankings in Table 2 below indicate the
highest expectations for CSR practises is
assigned by students and faculty to issues
relating to criteria 5 (Processes) and 6
(Customer Results).
The ranking of
‗Processes‘ by students and faculty as the area
of their highest expectation for CSR practises
by universities indicates that for both

stakeholders what is considered to be most
important is that universities design products
and services, develop and improve them in
line with customers‘ and stakeholders‘ current
and future needs and expectations, and
communicate this to stakeholders. The high
ranking by students and faculty of ‗Customer
Results‘ indicates that they both expect
excellent universities to comprehensively
measure and achieve outstanding social,
environmental and economic results with
respect to their customers. Both students and
faculty place high importance to achieve
outstanding results for students, assuming that
students
are
the
equivalent
of
consumers/customers.
Ranked as 3rd by students is criterion 6,
‗Society Results‘, which ranked 6th according
to the faculty ratings. This suggests that
students have high expectations for excellent
universities to measure and achieve
outstanding CSR results with respect to
society, while faculty members place greater
importance to other expectations. Ranked as
3rd by faculty is ‗Policy and Strategy‘
suggesting that faculty expect excellent
universities to embed its CSR policies into the
university‘s
strategies
and
policies.
―Leadership‘ was ranked 4th in both student
and faculty expectations suggesting that both
stakeholders place
relatively lower
importance to leaders ensuring that the
mission, vision, values and ethics of the
university reflect a socially responsible
culture.
The criterion which ranks last in both student
and faculty expectations is that of ‗Key
Performance Results‘. This finding suggests
that the importance assigned by both students
and faculty to expectations for excellent
universities to measure and achieve
outstanding CSR results with respect to key
business results is the lowest of all. The
ranking of this criterion as last in order of
expectations could be attributed to the fact
that both stakeholders may perceive ‗good
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business results‘ to be the result of tuition and
fees charged to students, and that could
explain its relative lower ranking. As the
rating assigned by students and faculty to this
criterion is well over average this does not
imply that this criterion is not an important

expectations. It merely suggest that the
priority of the university for CSR practises
should be to address issues relating to the
other criteria, and especially ‗Processes‘, and
‗Customer Results‘.

Table 2: Stakeholder Expectations for CSR (Independent sample t-test)

Perceptions of performance with CSR
Practises
The student and faculty perceptions of the
university‘s performance on CSR practises for
each criterion were also assessed. The overall
findings, as presented in Table 3 below,
indicate average student satisfaction with the
university‘s performance on 4 of the 7 criteria
and for 2 of the 7 according to the faculty
ratings. For the remaining criteria both
student and faculty satisfaction with
performance was below average. The

statistical analysis performed (independent
sample t-test p-value) indicates that there is
statistical difference in the satisfaction with
performance between students and faculty in
five of the seven criteria and no statistically
significance difference in two criteria, namely
‗Policy and Strategy‘ and ‗People Results‘,
suggesting that their satisfaction with the
university‘s performance with these two
criteria is the same. Table 3 below presents a
summary of the findings on stakeholders‘
satisfaction with the performance of the
university on CSR practises.

Table 3: Stakeholder Perceptions of Performance on CSR
Practises (Independent sample t-test)
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In more detail, the stronger student
satisfaction with performance is with ‗Key
Business Results‘ (criterion 9) and
‗Leadership‘ (criterion 1). The strong student
satisfaction with performance on criterion 9:
‗Key Performance Results‘ may suggest that
students believe that because of the tuition
they pay universities earn high profits and that
is how they achieve good business results.
The strongest faculty satisfaction with
performance is with ‗Leadership‘ (criterion 1)
and ‗Policy and Strategy‘ (criterion 2).
An attention-grabbing finding is that the
lowest satisfaction with the university‘s CSR
performance according to both student and
faculty findings is with ‗Customer Results‘
(criterion 6) and Processes‘ (criterion 5).
Performance
Gap:
Expectations
Vs.
Performance
The next objective of the study was to assess
the stakeholders‘ overall satisfaction with the
university‘s performance on CSR practises,
and more specifically to identify any
performance ‗gaps‘. One of the most widely
used approaches to assessing satisfaction, is

the comparison of stakeholders expectations
(Expectations) to their perceptions about
satisfaction with performance (Performance)
and the calculation of the ‗gap score‘
(Performance less Expectations). A negative
‗gap score‘ indicates dissatisfaction, while a
positive ‗gap Score‘ indicates stakeholder
delight and satisfaction (Angell et al., 2008;
O‘Neil & Palmer. 2004; Joseph & Joseph,
1997). The difference between expectations
and performance is also known as
‗performance-gap‘ (Parasuraman et al., 1988).
Consistent with other similar studies
(Iacovidou et al., 2009; Angell et al., 2008;
O‘Neil & Palmer, 2004) ‗Expectations‘ were
compared
with
‗Performance‘.
The
comparison of expectations with performance
enables the development of a detailed and
precise picture about overall satisfaction and
provides data for identifying and prioritizing
areas for improvement efforts. The findings
on performance are presented below in Table
4.
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Table 4: Student and Faculty Overall satisfaction and Performance Gap (Paired sample t- test)

Overall, as s the above table indicates, both
students and faculty are dissatisfied with the
university‘s CSR initiatives and practises,
since all ‗gap scores‘, except for ‗Business
Results‘ which according to the student
findings were positive, suggesting satisfaction
and good performance. The negative
‗performance gaps‘ identified based on both
students and faculty results suggest that both
stakeholders are overall dissatisfied with the
CSR initiatives and practises of the university.
As the negative student ‗performance gaps‘
are smaller, the implication is that faculty are
more dissatisfied than students with CSR
practises at the university.
In more detail, both students and faculty are
more dissatisfied with the CSR practises of
the university with regards to ‗Customer
Results‘ , ‗Processes‘ and ‗People Results‘.
The lowest dissatisfaction and relatively
better university CSR performance, as
perceived by both students and faculty, is
with ‗Business Results‘ and ‗Leadership‘. As
the criteria have been ranked, according to the

performance ‗gap score‘, the universities
priorities for improvement efforts have been
identified as follows: the top priority of the
university should be to improve its
performance on ‗Customer Results‘, followed
by ‗Processes‘, People Results‘, ‗Society
Results‘, ‗Policy & Practises‘ and finally ‗
Leadership‘.
Furthermore, two more criteria were analysed
but based only on data collected through the
faculty questionnaire. This was considered
appropriate in order to form a more concise
picture of faculty perceptions of the CSR
practices of a university. The student
questionnaire did not address those criteria as
they pertain to matters which students are not
expected to have any knowledge about. The
two criteria are: ‗People/employees‘ and
‗Partnerships and Resources‘. According to
the faculty findings, dissatisfaction exists for
these two criteria, but the negative ‗gap score‘
is the smallest of all suggesting that these two
criteria rank last for any improvement efforts.
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Conclusions
The students‘ expectations for CSR practises
rated as average while faculty expectations
are very strong. The average student ratings
of expectations suggest that perhaps students
are not so aware of the importance of ethics
and social responsibilities of organizations or
that perhaps they do not have the same
expectations from universities as they have
for companies and organizations in general.
For students and faculty the strongest
expectations for CSR practises by universities
relate to ‗Processes‘ and ‗Customer Results‘.
Both students and faculty expect excellent
universities to comprehensively measure and
achieve outstanding social, environmental and
economic results with respect to their
customers. Both stakeholders also considerer
that one of the most important criteria
regarding university CSR practises is for
universities to design products and services,
develop and improve them in line with
customers‘ and stakeholders‘ current and
future needs and expectations, and to also
communicate this to their stakeholders.
The findings on satisfaction with the
university‘s performance on CSR practises
indicate average student satisfaction with
performance on all criteria and below average
faculty satisfaction with performance on all
but two criteria, for which satisfaction with
performance is average and specifically
‗leadership‘ and ‗Policy and strategy.
This may be attributed to the fact that faculty
members are more involved and more aware
of the CSR initiatives and practises of the
university.
The comparison of stakeholders‘ expectations
(Expectations) to their perceptions about
satisfaction with performance (Performance)
and the calculation of the ‗gap score‘ were
used to assess overall satisfaction and to
identify ‗performance gaps‘. The negative
‗gap scores‘ identified indicate student and
faculty dissatisfaction with the CSR practises
of the university, except for ‗Business Result‘

as per the student findings. The overall
student satisfaction with this dimension is the
result of the relative low expectation rating
and the high performance rating assigned by
students to this criterion. This may be due to
the fact that the students of the university of
the case study have to pay tuition and they
may relate good financial results with profits
which apparently they attribute to the tuition
they pay and that seems to exasperate them!
What might be concluded from the findings is
that universities need to be aware of the fact
that two of their key stakeholders, students
and faculty, have expectations for CSR
practises by universities, just like the
customers and key stakeholders of so many
other organizations have. Those expectations
have been identified through this study and
prioritized. These findings may be used by the
university of the case study and other
universities in order to ensure that those
expectations are addressed. As the literature
indicated, meeting these stakeholders‘
expectations leads to stakeholder satisfaction,
which eventually would lead to positive
impact on the university‘s reputation,
stakeholder loyalty, positive attitudes toward
the university, stronger investment intent and
greater intent to seek employment with the
university, and a sustainable competitive
advantage.

Recommendations
Management has to balance the organizations‘
requirement s with the stakeholders‘
requirements to an acceptable level. A sound,
organization wide, and communicated CSR
plan has to be developed by taking the
stakeholders‘ expectations into consideration
and that plan must be followed by relevant
strategies needed to implement the plan
through the daily activities of the
organization.
The specific suggestion made is that the
university needs to prioritise efforts for
improving its CSR performance and
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stakeholder
satisfaction
with
the
organizations‘ CSR initiatives and practises.
As the biggest negative ‗performance gap‘
identified ,according to both students and
faculty, are with ‗Customer Results‘, and
‗Processes‘ the university needs to attempt to
improve the satisfaction of the two
stakeholders with those criteria. This would

be best accomplished by analysing the
findings for each of the statements comprising
those criteria. The statements addressed by
each of the two criteria that should become a
priority for improvement action are presented
below in Table 5 below.

Table 5: Priorities for CSR Practises Improvement Action

Criterion 6 „Customer Results‟

Criterion 5 „Processes‟

Responsibility of the university regarding student
academic advising and guidance

The university designs and manages its
programmes so that to fully satisfy and generate
increasing value for all stakeholders (students
employees, shareholders, society)

Responsible behavior of the university regarding
handling complaints received
Responsibility of the university for informing
students and faculty about university services
offered
Involvement of university students in society
activities

The recommendations made, based on the
findings of this study, are that in order for the
university to lessen the ‗performance gap‘ and
improve stakeholder satisfaction with the
criteria for CSR excellence it needs to:
 Identify actual university CSR
practises and initiatives for each of the
statements addressed through the
questionnaire addressing the criteria
for CSR by excellent organization
 Assess if and how actual university
practises relating to those issues are
communicated to students
 Identify improvement action needed,
such as communication of CSR
practises or development of relevant
CSR strategies to address expectations
 Implementation
of
improvement
action identified
 Re-evaluation of performance.
An examination of the approach utilized in
this study reveals that ‗Results‘ were made

available, based on which a new ‗Approach‘
was identified (i.e. improvement action
needed).
Implementation
of
action
(‗Deployment‘) is then needed, new ‗Results‘
would be assessed and effectiveness of action
should then ‗Reviewed‘. All the above
constitute the RADAR logic of the EFQM
Excellence Model and Framework for CSR.
The on-going application of the RADAR as
suggested above would continuously reduce
the ‗performance gap‘ in those key criteria
which would be identified and prioritized,
improve stakeholder satisfaction and result in
gaining and sustaining a competitive
advantage. Given the high competitiveness of
the HE area within which universities have to
operate, gaining and sustaining a competitive
advantage could be the key profitability and
long-term survival. A systematic application
of the RADAR approach utilizing the EFQM
Framework for CSR would enable a
university to gain such an advantage.
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Abstract
Internet is opening new horizons for children
to learn, entertain and socialize. Schools,
libraries and home are providing internet
access to the children. But is it safe for our
children to surf through the internet without
any restrictions? It‟s obvious that controlling
the internet is almost impossible, but how
dangerous the internet can be on our
children‟s life? Should parents be watching
over their children‟s PC‟s and laptops only?
Just a reminder it‟s the 21st century, the
information age, digital devices are
everywhere exposing our children to many
different dangerous materials such as
violence,
inappropriate
contents,
pornographic and many others. A few years
ago, this kind of dangerous exposure was
limited to the internet access. Today most
digital devices such smart phone, ipads, Play
Stations, Nintendo Wiis are all providing the
user with internet access. All these devices
should be included in our protocol for
children‟s safety.
Legislations were placed to protect our
children from internet dangers. In this paper
we will be discussing the children use of
Technology, The impact of this technology on
their life. Most importantly we will discuss
the development in the children‟s protection
act, as well as its advantages and
disadvantages. For the safety of our children
we need to work hand in hand toward our
final goal “safe internet for our children”.

Keywords: Children, Information Age,
Children Online Protection, Sexually explicit
material, Cyber-bullying, Literacy, internet
literacy, Regulations

Introduction
Information and communication technologies
(ICT) are playing a major role in the lives of
the 21st century population. Parents are
seeing the outside world as a scary place for
children. This is increasing rapidly and
parents are providing homes with more screen
media‘s to entertain their children safely. But
are they doing the right thing?. Today with
the great development in the ICT it‘s more
likely that people are connected to the internet
24/7 using wi-fi, 3G, and now 4G technology
that is integrated in many digital devices. This
is helping the internet to spread and play a
greater role in our lives. Internet is no longer
for workers in the companies, researchers,
and teachers. Internet these days belongs to
everyone and it is growing to be part of our
education, health, communications& safety.
On the other hand the dangers of internet are
growing as fast as internet itself.
Children are now more likely to be using the
internet on daily basis for their school work,
entertainment and communication.
Parent fears are growing with the growth of
the ICT. The dangers used to face the children
few years back from the use of computers to
connect to the internet are now faced also
from many other potential devices. Play
Stations, Nentendo Wii, PC games, and
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mobiles are all now connected to the internet,
making our children more exposed to
potentially harmful materials. It‘s said that the
internet is‖ Like bringing a city into your
living room!‖
As technology develops, new ways of
communications are provided such as social
networks, advanced chatting rooms, voice
chatting rooms & online games. By 2005,
91% of children had regular access to the
internet and online materials. In December
1995, 0.4% of world population were able to
use internet. In September 2010, internet
users around the world where 1,971 million
which means 28.8% of world‘s population.
(Internet world stats, 2011). A great deal of
research took place on this topic due to its
importance including; Online Freedom and
Safety for Children (Livingstone, 2001),
Children abuse, child pornography and
internet. Child abuse and the Internet.(Carr,
2003)., Child Safety on the Information
Highway (Magid, 1998).,Internet Literacy
among children and young people: findings
from the UK children Go Online Project.
(Livingstone and Bober, 2005)., Making
Cyberspace Safe for Children (Pittman,
2000), Annual Internet Survey by the Center
for the Digital Future Finds Shifting Trends
Among Adults About the Benefits and
Consequences of Children Going Online.,
Children and Interactive Media DELETING
ONLINE PREDATORS ACT: ―I THOUGHT
IT WAS MY-SPACE‖ — HOW PROPOSED
FEDERAL
REGULATION
OF
COMMERCIAL SOCIAL NETWORKING
SITES
CHILLS
ONSTITUTIONALLY
PROTECTED SPEECH OF MINORS,
‗Doing IT for the kids‘: re-examining
children, computers and the ‗information
society‘
(Selwyn,
2003).,
Children‘s
Protection Act Study of Technology
Protection Measures in Section 1703.

Children in the Information
Highway

Who is a Child?
A child is recognized as a person under 18,
unless national laws recognize the age of
majority earlier. In this research we are
covering child age from 6 to 18 years.
Terms that is being used Today
Cyberspace, the web, the net and the
information highway are all terms that refer to
the exchange of information, to the
communication and to the searching engines.
They all describe the one same thing that is
being part of our life.
Cyber Kid
Children can be classified into six groups
according to their use.
1. Natural child computer user: This is a
―naturally adept user of technology‖
child. From this perspective the child
has an innate capability to use
technology. Natural user children are
children engaged in using the
technology easily and freely. This type
of children was referred to as ―natural
–born net babes‖ in the BBC News in
2000. The notion of the natural user of
technology child was common when
the adults were introduced to the
information technology for the first
time in the 1980‘s. (Selwyn, 2003)
2. Successful child computer user:
Children who use the technology to
excel at whatever task related to IT.
This is commonly known as
transformative
capabilities
of
technology when in children hand.
This term was most familiar with
regards to the education and learning
performance. (Selwyn, 2003)
3. Adult child computer user: This is
about
transforming
the
Child
capability in terms of IT to be
comparable to an adult. In the
education it is the reverse of roles
between teachers and student. Having
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the teachers learn from their students.
Kids were able to create successful
business using computer those kids
where known as ―whizz kids‖.
―As youngsters of new generation
being to take IT for granted, they will
begin to think that the Internet is
passé. They will use it for pragmatic
reasons and to get the information
they need, and teachers will have to
catch up. Teachers will be learning
from pupils for once. They will have
to learn to switch on use computers.‖
(John Battle MP, in Hansard,
1997,p1187), (Selwyn, 2003)
4. Dangerous child computer user: This
is a Child who is active & aggressive
user of ICT with the risk of harming
himself and others. The most common
dangerous user is the deviant child
who is actively seeking violent &
sexual experiences through internet
away from adults.
―Children spend much of their time in
the evenings in their bedrooms playing
violent computer games or watching
porn while their parents are downstairs
oblivious to the world of their child
because they never set a foot in their
child‘s bedroom.‖ (Evans MP,
Hansard, 1993, p581).
Unlike television, such games engage
the child entire attention to the violent
acts and the rewards that follows these
acts. Dangerous child is usually
isolated from his society and more
connected and addicted to technology.
In 2000 the observer raised an
argument that ―Now children don‘t
want to be train drivers when they
grow up, but hackers.‖( The Observer,
20 February 2000,p12). (Selwyn,
2003)
5. Victimized child computer user: This
is about Innocent user of technology
who may be exposed to undesirable

violent or sexual material. When
discussing the victimized user we
focus on the role of adults to protect
them. Although parent are sometimes
as powerless as their children in the
face of ―evil‖ technology, but it‘s still
adults responsibility to protect the
children from being victimized.
(Selwyn, 2003)
6. Needy child computer user: In terms
of gaining the skills needed to use ICT
successfully. This theme raised many
arguments through the last 20 years to
enforce the idea that children should
be trained by schools and teachers to
use information technology. ―Children
can‘t be effective in tomorrow‘s world
if they are trained in yesterday‘s
skills‖(Blair,
in
DfEE,
1997),
(Selwyn, 2003)

Online Dangers
Statistics
Let‘s take a quick look on the numbers of
internet users in three of the biggest counties
in the Middle East:
Saudi Arabia: (Saudi Arabia -Internet world
stat, 2011)
In 2000 there were 200,000 internet users out
of 21,642,422 total populations. This
represents 0.9% of internet users. In 2010
the internet users grow to 9,800,000 which
represents 38.1% of the total population
25,731,776.
United Arab of Emirates:(UAE-Internet
World Stat, 2011)
In 2000 there 19.6% ( 735,000) of the total
population(3,750,054) were using the internet.
In 2010 the internet users grow to 75.9%
representing 3,777,900 out of 4,975,593 total
population.
Iran: (Iran- Internet World Stat, 2011)
Iran as stated in the Internet World Stats is
has the highest internet use in 2000, 3.8% of
total population of 69,442,905 were using the
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internet while in 2010 it jumped to 43.2% of
the total population of 76,923,300.
So what kind of dangers our children might
face on internet? Aside from the technological
risks as viruses, computer crashes. According
to the Internet World Stats the users of the
internet in the Middle East has grown
1,825.3% since 2000. Although the users in
the Middle East are presenting 3.3% of the
world population (Middle East, Internet
World Stat, 2011)
-Figure 1-, it isn‘t wise to ignore this and
according to the numbers above the growth
rate is really high. According to -figure 2- the
highest use of internet is in North America,
Australia, and Europe so it‘s wise to learn
from them about protecting children from

online dangers in order to reduce the dangers
our children might face online.

Figure 1: Internet users in the Middle East

Figure 2 World Internet Penetration Rates by Geographic Region-2010
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Figure 3 MiddleEast Internet Users September 2009

The Childnet International has categorised the
dangers
as
―contact,
content
and
commercialism‖.
According to studies in the United States and
The United Kingdom
Contact:
An American survey conducted between the
ages of 12-17 in December 2000 found that
nearly 60% of those online had received
messages from strangers. Another survey of
10-17 years found that almost 1 in 5 received
some kind of sexual solicitation on the
internet. The Cheatwise, Streetwise report
(2001) showed that adult sex offenders
meeting children online and gaining their trust
is increasing in both the US and UK. A

survey by NOP‘s Kid.net in the UK suggested
that 29% of children might give their home
address, and 14% give their email address.
(Livingstone, 2001).
Content:
There are no reliable statistics of
pornographic materials online though
researcher estimates vary from 1.5% of
800million pages to 85% of the 3900 new
pages created daily. A US library found that
most of the users who tried accessing blocked
sites by the library software were of the
age13. 19% of visitors to adult oriented
websites were under 15 according to the
COPA Commission. (Livingstone, 2001).
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Commercialism:
One in four children who has an internet
access visited gambling and pornography
websites in the UK. Risks of commercial
exploitation attract less attention than those
sexual exploitation. By restricting the use of
internet, adults are not allowing the children
to learn and explore. (Livingstone, 2001).
Four main common topics are discussed in
detailed and are always highlighted when
talking about protecting children online.
1. Exposure to sexually explicit material:
There are two ways in which children
may be exposed to sexual material.
First
through
personal
sexual
solicitation. This is defined as online
communication wherein one person
attempts to persuade another person to
talk about sex or engage in sexual
activity11 (Mitchell, 2007) .A study
estimated that 13%-19% of youth
internet users have exposed some
forms of sexual solicitation. The
second
is
through
viewing
pornographic materials. This is either
by seeking them out or accidental
exposure such as receiving a spam
mail or misspelling website address.
Exposure to such material can affect
attitude and behavior it may also
affect negatively for those who didn‘t
wish to view such materials.(
Whitaker, J., Bushman, B., 2009)
2. Concerns about Identity formation and
protection. One of the most
advantages of the internet is the ability
to interact socially with others via text
messaging in the social networks such
as facebook or twitter, or via ―face-toface‖ in skype or in avatar based chat
rooms and online games. The safety of
identity can be violated when using
social networking website. What are
Social Networking websites? They are
websites on which individuals with a
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common interest can meet, share
ideas, and engage in discussion with
like-minded others. Social networks
enables the user to post personal
information such as their full name,
number, age, email, they can also
upload photographs and write to each
other. A study showed that 55% of
youth had created a profile for them
self and the common reason is to stay
in touch with their friends. 9% of the
profiles contained the full name, over
50% included profile pictures, more
than 25% listed their schools, and
0.3% contained phone numbers.
The graphical representations of the
user over the internet which are
known as Avatars are other way in
which children can expose their
identities over the internet. Avatars are
commonly used in the online games.
Users tend to create an avatar which is
represented by humans of the same
gender. Users with low self-esteems
tend to idolize their avatar. Avatars are
an important part of the internet
identity. .( Whitaker, J., Bushman, B.,
2009)
3. Cyber-bullying:
An
aggressive,
intentional [repetitive] act carried out
by a group or individual, using
electronic forms of contact" against a
specific
individual15(Smith,
2008).Cyber-bullying can be through
instant messaging, emailing, posting
rumors, insulting websites, and hurtful
behavior in online games. Many
studies showed that most cyberbullying acts are during the 8th grade,
and 43% of middle school students
had experienced some types of cyberbulling.
Why cyber bullying? The lack of faceto-face interaction and the ease of
anonymity are the main causes for
cyber-bulling. Cyber bullying can
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cause great negative effects. 60% of
victims
report
being
affected
emotionally and socially, such as
feeling frustrated, angry, sad , avoided
using the Internet, having lower selfesteem, losing interest in activities. It
also affects their behavior negatively;
some are engage in alcohol and drug
use, experience problems at school,
carry weapons, and commit crimes.(
Whitaker, J., Bushman, B., 2009)
4. Internet addiction: we can define
internet addiction as a psychological
dependence
on
being
online,
interference
with
other
responsibilities, disruption of offline
social relationships, and withdrawal
when internet use is limited.8(Kandell,
1998)
5. People can be addicted to viewing
online
pornography,
gambling,
playing online games. In some
counties such as China and Southern
Korea, is officially considered as
disorder.( Whitaker, J., Bushman, B.,
2009)
Other risks that are not to be overlooked are
poor academic performance, health issues,
increase rate of seizures, offline social
isolation.

What can Internet offer?
Education
Most parents offer the internet at home to
support their children‘s education. Internet
can help children gain more experience
through surfing for information. The
interactivity of internet gives it the advantage
over the traditional education systems, which
creates a challenge to educators and parents.
Internet is a valuable resource for the children
to easily access variety of information. They
can utilize it for their projects; selfdevelopment and improve their academic
performance. Engaging the internet in the

education can open new horizons
educational systems. (Livingstone,2001).

for

Cultural Experience
Letters and telephone were the only methods
to communicate with relatives and friend and
socialize with other communities. This
limited the development of people‘s cultural
knowledge. Nowadays the internet created a
chance for the people particularly children, to
gain cultural experience using chat rooms,
video calls, instant messaging and other
modern communication methods. Moreover,
internet helped children with cultural
experience and give them the ability to
explore information they need about cultures.
It provides them with more detailed
information including images, videos,
product‘s to buy, information about how
people behavior in other cultures. It really can
make the world ―small village‖ in the hand of
our children. (Livingstone, 2001).

What is Internet Literacy?
According to the Communications Act 2004,
Ofcom has defined ―media literacy ―as ―the
ability to access, understand and create
communications in variety of forms‖. What is
this approach in detail?
 Access: internet literacy required to
access hardware, online content and
services, and regulate the conditions
of access.
 Understanding: internet literacy is the
key of effective evaluating of
information and opportunities online.
 Create: internet literacy provides the
user with the chance to become active
producer and receiver of content
enabling interactivity and participation
online.
It isn‘t easy to balance between the
opportunities and dangers. We as adults,
educators and parents should not interfere
with children‘s freedom in order to protect
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them; we shouldn‘t just regulate internet
access. When we regulate children access to
the internet we are risking the failure of
taking the opportunity, and the failure of
protecting them against danger. We should
not regulate we should educate. We should
guide children about what internet can benefit
them, where and how. We should provide
them with education regulation and awareness
for when things go wrong. (Livingstone, &
Bober Magdalena, 2005)
Why do we need internet literacy? With great
growth in the information technology
societies must have some skills and
knowledge to effectively engage this
technologies in their life. (Livingstone, &
Bober Magdalena, 2005)

Reduce Risks
How can we reduce the risk?
 Public awareness campaign.
 Co-ordinated community Response.
 Surfing proficiency certificate.
(Livingstone, 2001)
The Role of Parents
It‘s true that children need some privacy, but
they also need parental involvement and
supervision.
How can parent provide their children with
safe internet environment? How can they
ensure that their children are befitting from
the internet? There should be some guidelines
for the parents in order to ensure the safety of
their children online. Below are some steps
that can help parents protect their children
from online dangers.
First of all, parents should limit children‘s
access. How is that? Some service providers
and ISPs offer age-appropriate parental
controls to limit children‘s access to certain
services and features. If not parents should
conceder buying filtering software. There are
many Internet-filtering applications that were
created in order to provide the children with

safe online environment. Only parents can
know what is suitable for their children.
Those applications generally fall under these
categories:
 List-based: basically these programs
compare the requested URL with a list
of site that is identified by the
manufacturer company to be violating
rules of safety. Parents can add new
URL‘s to the list as they wish. These
programs claims a 90 -95% of success.
Parent should check the criteria of the
blocked list URL‘s as each
manufacture has its own criteria such
as what type of historical discussion
will the program screen out. Netnanny
is software of this category. .( Pittman,
& McLaughlin, 2000).
 Lock-out: lock out programs narrows
down the access to the websites that
are approved by parents or school
administrators only.
 Those can be the best in order to block
age-inappropriate sites, in the other
hand this kind of software requires the
most intervention since parents and
school administrators must add sites
manually. Children in elementary
school have limited access to the
internet and visit specific sites daily
this programs can be the most
sufficient for them. Good example of
lock-out software is KidDesk Internet
Safe. .( Pittman, & McLaughlin,
2000).
 Pattern-matching: Those programs
usually after installation require no
further intervention. Pattern-matching
programs search for a specific pattern
found on offensive pages. Web
Chaperon is one of these programs.(
Pittman, & McLaughlin, 2000).
 Other option parents can use to limit
the access is by using a rating. A
rating system indicates the nature of
the sites material depending on web-
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site operators. Parents can specify the
rating level of sites to be accessible by
their children. This system has its
advantages and disadvantages. Using
rating system views only appropriately
rated sites; on the other hand many
appropriate web sites haven‘t been
rated and will therefore be blocked.
Second, provide the children with safe
environment. In order to do that,
parents should move computers out of
children‘s bedrooms into the living
room. From the living room parents
can always see what their children are
doing online; and they‘ll be there to
help them whenever they need. Setting
some rules for internet use will be
helpful, especially the amount of time.
Patents should remember staying up
night using internet might be a sign of
bad actions. Third, since it‘s a fact that
the youngers are engaged to the
technology faster the elders, parents
and teachers should be educated and
try to catch up to the level of the
youngers. Fourth, Parents should keep
track of the websites their children
visited. Spend some time with them,
check out some sites together, talk
about their content, how can a certain
site help them in a certain area. They
also need to keep track of what
children download. Some files may
contain viruses, pornography or any
other harmful material. Fifth, internet
is a valuable resource, children should
be taught how to search and compare
information efficiently online. Most of
the inappropriate contents are results
of ―innocent search‖ by the children.
Search with your children about topics
that are to their interest, show them
how they can learn new skills and
knowledge. Finally, children should
be aware that in cyberspace people
can lie about their identity, there for a

face to face meeting must be avoided,
and if necessary this meeting should
be under parent‘s supervision. Even
though people online might lie, your
children must be taught to treat them
as they do to people in real life. They
also should never give out personal
information to anyone or any site.
(Magid, 2000).
Regulating Internet Content
Self-regulating ISP’s

Regulation of internet has recently been an
issue that governments and internet users are
concerned about. Self-regulation is said to
―strike a balance between protection of
consumers, freedom of expression and
commercial interests, such as national and
international ISP competitiveness and
innovations‖ (Feather, 1999,p17)
Since there is no one universal model for
Internet content regulation, each country is
regulating the Internet not by technology or
law but by the culture and religion. (Peng
Hwa, 2011)
International Regulations and Acts

Protecting children from online dangers
became an international concern. Some
countries and international organizations
developed acts and law to regulate internet
usage and achieve children protection. Some
of those are listed below:
 The ―First World Congress against the
Commercial Sexual Exploitation of
Children‖ was held in 1996.
 A second world congress was held in
Japan in late 2001(Editor 2001b).
 The Communications Decency Act
(CDA) in 1996.
 The Child Online Protection Act
(COPA) in 1998.
 The Children‘s Internet Protection Act
(CIPA) in 2003. (United States Gov,
2003)
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Children‟s Rights Versus Censorship
While children may be valued within society,
there would seem to be a limit on how much
emphasis society is prepared to place on the
rights of a child, when these rights are in
conflict with the interests and rights of adults
(Goddard & Carew, 1993 from
Stanley, J. & Australian Institute of Family
Studies
&National
Child
Protection
Clearinghouse (Australia), 2001.).
The internet is based on adult views of free
speech and privacy. Instead of children
protection being a main objective, it seems to
be a late addition. The welfare of children is
still not considered as important as the adult‘s
policy. (
Stanley, J. & Australian Institute of Family
Studies
&National
Child
Protection
Clearinghouse (Australia), 2001.).
).

Are we as adults violating children‘s right by
regulating the use of internet?
Arguments were raised in appeal to the right
freedom expression ―we have a right to free
expression. Censorship
violates
free
expression. Therefore, we should not have
censorship‖. (Committee for censorship
report, 2011).
Censorship is never violating children‘s
right‘s it is there to protect them. Parents and
governments have the right to regulate the
internet use. In addition, children have the
right to be educated. They should be educated
in schools about online dangers, how to
protect themselves, how to act if anything
went wrong. Giving the parents and
government the right to censorship should be
equal to the right of educating children about
technology. Censorship without education can
never protect our children.
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Conclusion
Cyberspace is a valuable recourse for children
it‘s providing them with new research tools,
learning opportunities with much live data
other than book; children can meet others of
like mind and interest. We should protect our
children. But on the other hand we should
give them some space to explore the internet
more freely. Parents should be aware that
their children are more skilled in technology
there is a gap between the children‘s skills

and parents but this gab shouldn‘t increase.
Regulating, filtering the internet isn‘t to limit
the children‘s experiences but to limit the
dangers online. Cyberspace is not 100% safe
environment for our children and it‘s wrong
to let our fears hold our children back from
benefiting from the internet the main key is
education. Education along with our
supervision can provide our children with the
best online experience they can ever have.
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Computer Mediated Communication, Quality of Learning and
Performance of the Students of Business
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Abstract
Group work is one of the effective modes of
working, whether in educational institutions,
financial institutions, political institutions, or
business organizations (Ancona, 1990;
Bettenhausen, 1991; Gallucci, 1985). Many
researchers discuss different benefits of
educational group work activities in practical
life of the students. Switzer and Shriner
(2000) supported this mode of learning of
students in all educational stages. They
suggested that students were the most obvious
party who benefit from group work among
students, teachers, and the community. They
categorized overall benefits into four main
types: 1) educational benefits which they
receive immediately, 2) social benefits which
they receive immediately, 3) critical thinking
benefits, and 4) long-term career benefits.
Lawrance (1992) , and Yates (2001) were of
the opinion that equity is one of the main
obstacle(due to sense of empowerment) in
implementing
educational group work
affectively. There are chances that
domination of certain group can be produced
due to identity of speaker, eye contact,
nodding, moving the hands, and facial
expressions etc, which ultimately can affect
the
quality
of
learning
(cognition
empowerment) of the members of the group.
In this type of situation, suitable adoption of
Computer Mediated Communication (CMC)
technology can be consider to reduce this
problem and improve the learning quality of
the members, where there is a chance of
discrimination.

This research will be a further step in
addition to the previous technological tools &
learning quality improvement related
researches. In this researcher will try to
explore that how suitable CMC tools can play
a role to over come the group work cognition
problems and to increase the performance of
the students in the developing countries like
Oman. Bales famous IPA model can be used
as a base of qualitative analysis of the online
transcript of the 256 students to check their
sense of empowerment change (equity level)
after the use of suitable CMC technology. In
addition to this, suitable statistical tools will
be applied to check the performance of the
students quantitatively after using this mode
of learning.
Keywords: Quality of leaning, Students‟
Performance, Group Work, Computer
Mediated Communication

Group Work Activities in Business
Education
Group investigation is very commonly used
form of collaborative learning in the schools
of business, in this form of learning, members
of group cooperate and support each other to
work on a collective task, resolve conflicts,
and provide suitable solution of the problem
(Kroll, Masingila, and Mau 1992, cited in
Paul & Ralph 2004). Good coordination and
proper organization of a group can produce
much better results of any task, as compared
to completion of same task by an individual.
In summarize way one can say that outcome
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of individual task is based on the skills of one
individual, while result of a group task based
on the composition of skills of many
individuals. As an example, in modules like
marketing and software development,
students are required to work collaboratively
in groups, to share their ideas and to finish big
projects effectively. It is difficult for an
individual student to produce same level of
output individually. To achieve the same level
of output of group work, the individual needs
to put extra efforts, resources, and time, as
he/she has to complete all task based on only
his/her skills. This style of learning in a group
environment can produce better results,
therefore many disciplines of lower and
higher education like: information systems,
finance, physical sciences, marketing, human
resources, business communications, software
development, and social sciences are getting
benefits from this well established style of
collaborative work to meet learning outcomes
(Johnson, Johnson, and Smith 1998; Millis
and Cottell 1998; Slavin 1990, cited in Paul &
Ralph 2004).
Many researchers discuss different benefits of
group work activities in practical life of the
business students. Switzer and Shriner (2000)
supported Mello's (1993) argument of the
professional life benefits of students with the
use of group collaborative work. Their main
work was on assessment and implementation
of the learning strategies of big classes and
laboratories. They suggested that students
were the most obvious party who benefit from
group work among students, faculty members,
and the community. They categorized overall
benefits into four main types: 1) educational
benefits which they receive immediately, 2)
social
benefits
which
they receive
immediately, 3) critical thinking benefits, and
4) long-term career benefits. Researchers like
Stamatoplos (2000) also supported Switzer
and Shriner‘s group work benefits in his
integrated teaching approach of research.
According to him group work activities

should be adopted in higher education to meet
the objectives of the education and prepare
students to handle their real life situations.
Evidence from different researchers in
support of Switzer and Shriner‘s four types of
benefits from group work activities are as
follows:
 The first benefit is immediate
educational benefit which comes from
a prior study of Chan and Mao (1999),
in which they compared traditional
teaching
strategies
and
group
collaborative strategies. According to
their suggestions, students actually
learn more through collaborative
learning strategies. Cohn (1999) also
supported this benefit as outcome of
the group work, according to him
group work provides benefits like:
students‘ ability to develop a plan,
work on a plan, and sharing
information and knowledge. This type
of active role can provide immediate
educational benefit to the student, it is
argued. The current study will try to
explore the possibilities of availing
this benefit of group work by
improving the cognitive empowerment
of students during their group work
activities.
 The second benefit, ―immediate social
benefits‖, refers to improvement of
students‘ social abilities due to group
collaborative work. During group
work activities students will come to
know each other, and also know those
who
have
similar
interests
(Tanenbaum et al. 1998). Further,
these bonds may eventually extend
beyond
the
classroom,
across
semesters, and possibly throughout the
students‘ lives. Dyrud (2001) argued
in the favor of Switzer and Shriner‘s
immediate social benefit, according to
him incorporating group work in
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classes allows students to develop a
socially supportive environment.
The third benefit of group work is of
critical thinking. Some researcher
argue in support of this that the
participants of group work activities
are better able to develop their critical
skills through their interactions with
other group members, than those
working on their own (Cohn 1999;
Dundes 2001; Millis and Cottell 1998;
Tanenbaum at al. 1999, cited in
Elizabeth, Monk, & Brian 2005).
Walker (1996) argued in the favor of
Switzer and Shriner critical thinking
benefit, according to him group
members will share information and
the situation of debate will develop.
This debate can provide critical
thinking in group work, which
ultimately leads towards critically
evaluated solution of the problems.
These
critical
thinking
skills
eventually aid students in their
workplace. The current research tries
to provide an open form of discussion
among students, which can help them
to think critically.
The fourth benefit, which students can
get from group work activities, is long
term career benefits. Many researchers
argued in the support of group work.
According to them with the help of
group work students will achieve
long-term career benefits (Colbeck et
al. 2000, cited in Elizabeth, Monk, &
Brian 2005; Kendall 1999; Maranto
and Gresham 1998). Welch (2000)
also pointed out long term career
benefits of students by learning team
management, conflict management,
and interpersonal communication
skills. Kolb (1998) wrote in a similar
way
about
the
group
work
achievement, according to outcomes
of his research, this is an opportunity

to practice the interpersonal and
teamwork skills which are essential
for all professional fields. Currently in
the context of globalization, it is hard
to imagine any profession, where
employees do not coordinate in
fulfillment of their organizational
goals. As the current research is
focusing on sense of empowerment
related issues, but a supporting
research question research tries to
explore the possible change in the
sense of dealing with social and
practical life situations.
All these benefits can be potentially valuable
in any student's social, political, and practical
life, but still group work is less applicable in
many situations and environments like the
current target population of Oman. It is very
important to understand nature of the problem
and obstacles, while applying group work
activities in general and particularly in the
target population.

Gender Equality Issue in Business
Educational Group Work
In group work, gender inequity problem exists
in the educational systems of many closed
culture and isolated societies; mostly these
equalities portray males as dominant and
females as submissive (Tracy, 1987;
Streitmatter, 1985, cited in Llatove, Zinaida,
and Shmuel, 1998). This inequality can
produce an opposition from female students
to work in a mixed gender group
environment. When the researcher start
working in the target population Dhofar
Region of Oman several years back, he
realized that the female students of the target
population are not allowed to communicate
freely, and also restriction in their
movements, due to their cultural and social
norms.
Due to these restriction and cultural bounded
ness females of this region are afraid that they
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might face a problem of male domination in
group work and it might result on decline of
their
academic
performance.
These
inequalities and restriction of female students'
movement decrease their frequency of
accessing the resources out side campus,
while male students have much better access
to the resources. Such as male students can
visit physically to different organizations and
libraries with in the city or even outside the
city to collect information, while in the case
of female students it is very difficult for them
to move outside their houses after campus
hours.
This gender inequity is one of the main issues
of underdeveloped countries, where male and
female are not considered equally. This
inequity is reflected in the selection of the
areas of the specializations also. Yogev &
Ayalon (1990) argued in their research
outcomes that due to some inequalities
between genders, female students traditionally
choose humanistic fields, as compared to
male students having more interest in science
and technology fields. The enrolment record
of the University is also showing that majority
of the female students are joining education
department, to become school teachers of
girls school after finishing their education.
Separate schooling system is showing them a
temporary solution to join male dominancy
free institutions. Where as male students are
not significant in education specialization.
To find the solution of this gender inequality
problem in group work of higher education, it
is important to explore the main sources of
this problem first, so that after reducing these
obstacles female students should feel
encouragement to work in groups. There are
many sources for this inequality of behaviour
in the environments like current environment;
commonly main source of this problem is lack
of female empowerment. Before exploring the
solution of this problem, to improve the sense
of empowerment of female students, it is
useful to have the concept of empowerment

from the point of view of educational group
work.

Female Empowerment in
Educational Work Group Context
In the educational contexts of the current
population, famous four Stromquist‘s (1993)
dimensions could be translated into two types
of empowerment: Affect empowerment and
Cognitive empowerment. These categories are
more relevant to the educational side, as
compared to her economical and political
empowerment
categories.
Economical
empowerment is less relevant to higher
educational side and current political structure
in the country it is not allowed to conduct any
political empowerment related research in
educational and non educational sector.
The second category of empowerment in
group work is cognitive empowerment, based
on knowledge and understanding of any
situation/topic/lecture/person. For example
cognitive empowerment of a female student
in group work may be reflected through her
level of knowing and understanding about the
situation or topic under consideration. In the
other words that improvement in the quality
of learning among the students. One aim of
the current research is to explore possible
ways to improve the female students‘ sense of
cognitive empowerment during group work,
which will ultimately produce quality of
learning among the students of the school of
business.
These second learning quality will be the
main focus of the current research. This
researcher as an instructor in the business
field believes that group work should be
essential part in business related higher
education courses. The first reason for this
belief is the nature of collaborative work
required in the job market now a day in the
field of business. The second reason is to
avail benefits of group work explained earlier;
especially the benefits explained by Switzer
and Shriner in their research outcomes. The
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third reason is the feedback from management
of different companies about our female
graduate students, according to that they lack
in coordination and team based work.
Proper higher education will have a direct
effect on any society, depending on quality of
learning and how learning outcomes can be
met. As explained earlier in Switzer and
Shriner‘s study about benefits for the students
to work in a group work activities, these
benefits include positive impact on the
society, and also support them to work in a
highly competitive business environment. The
present study will try to give a solution to the
learning quality related problems faced due to
lack of empowerment in the group work by
the female students of the Dhofar region(as a
case). This solution may improve the sense of
cognitive empowerment level of female and
male students, improve the quality of
learning, and it may lead to decreased
resistance for working in group work.

Solution to the Problem
The problem discussed above is that, in the
cultural context of Oman or similar cultural
environments in GCC, female students are
resisting working in face to face group work.
The reasons behind this resistance are that
they are not in the habit of communicating in
a mixed gender environment, which might
produce discomfort for them while working
together, secondly they have fear of not
learning properly, which might result in the
decline of their performance. These reasons
are reflecting females' lack of empowerment
during mixed group work. As a drawback of
not working in group work environment,
female students are not getting the benefits of
group work like: educational, social, critical
thinking, and long term practical benefits.
One of the reasons of this lack of
empowerment during group work can be due
to not having a proper mode of
communication other than face to face

communication fitting the needs of the local
community.
The current research suggests that traditional
face to face interaction in group work in
school of business does not solve the problem
of female empowerment. It is necessary
therefore to think of an alternative that would
respect the general scope of group work (in
terms of its multisided but interactive effects)
but favours involvement of females in sharing
and communicating information with their
male fellows. One way to do this is through
the use of suitable Information Technology
tools
like
Computer
Mediated
Communication.

Research Questions
Two main research questions of the current
research will try to address the empowerment
and performance issue of the female students.
These questions will try to explore that
whether or not CMC will help female students
of Dhofar region of Oman to solve their
empowerment related problems during group
work, to improve the quality of learning.
There is not much evidence regarding
whether it would actually be effective in
practice. This, therefore, means that there
needs to be an empirical study done. It is also
very important while exploring any solution
for female students' empowerment problem to
consider male students, as they are sharing
educational
environment
with
them.
Therefore, for in-depth analysis of the
questions, the main research questions will be
divided into subsidiary research questions.
The research questions are as following:
 To what extent does CMC Empower
students Cognitively?
 How important is CMC in improving the
performance of students?

Research Procedure
This study was carried out in Dhofar
University (Oman) by the researcher and
involved 256 undergraduate students of
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college of business. The students were
divided into balanced mixed groups (male &
female) by the course instructor (the
researcher); all the groups were treated
equally and they communicated with the help
of CMC tools during their group work
activities. It was not possible to have a control
group using face to face communication due
to the cultural and religious issues these
students had with face to face communication
in collaborative group work (open face to face
communication of different genders is
forbidden culturally in this community).
It was a real world educational situation
heavily influenced by local society norms. It
was initially proposed to have control and
experimental groups among students by the
researcher. However, considering local norms
he avoided using a control group, because the
control group would need to conduct its group
activities using traditional face to face
communication, and this was not possible
culturally. A second main reason for avoiding
using a control group was that it was
important that all students should have an
equivalent educational experience, and a
control group approach could lead to a
distinctly different educational experience for
some students. In addition to this, the current
research was not directed at comparing results
between the mixed groups; rather it was
aimed at trying to explore the answers to the
research questions related to solving group
work problem of students, by using computer
mediated communication tools.
In order to explore the relationship between
use of CMC technology and the
empowerment process, an initial survey was
conducted. It was a very small survey,
intended to provide some insight into the
current status of face to face interaction,
students' familiarity with CMC tools, and
empowerment in the current society.
In the main research activities, from the start
of the semester each group was given a task
by the researcher. Each group had to work

collaboratively on their group assignment
task. This was for the first time in the history
of the University that mixed gender groups
worked together to perform their tasks.
Computer mediated communication was
selected as a mode of communication, in fact
this was the change of mechanism of
communication from traditional face to face
communication to online communication.
Online transcripts of students were used as
qualitative data to observe any change in the
sense of cognitive empowerment level during
group work of the female students after using
CMC. Yahoo online groups were selected by
the researcher as the means to facilitate online
communication for group work activities.
Students were given training sessions in the
beginning of the course in the use of the
Yahoo online groups, so that they could use
them more efficiently for their group work
communication. This training helped them to
understand
the
components
and
characteristics
of
this
mode
of
communication. The initial survey provided
an overview of the familiarity of the female
students with CMC, and this training was
aiming to boost the technical knowledge of
those students who were weak or not familiar
with CMC.
This research made use of online working
groups; each group member (male or female)
communicated with other group members to
discuss
his/her
group
assignment
task/activities. In each group there was a
group leader from the students (male or
female), who led the group for the entire
group task. Privacy of the identity of the
group members was maintained during the
entire research process.
The group members communicated with each
other through their assigned identifications
(assigned by the course instructor). The group
leader was responsible for breaking down the
work of the assignment among the group
members. All communications between the
group members were through the online
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message board and there was no face to face
communication. Every group member was
required to submit his or her work report at
the end of each week or within the time frame
given by the group leader. So, each group
member was expected to send messages
during
the
assignment
period
of
approximately three months. Students were
notified at the beginning that their online
communication frequency would have a role
in addition to the quality of work in their
assignment evaluation.
Group members sent messages about their
progress, collecting information about their
tasks, sharing the files, sharing the calendar,
sharing the databases, and sharing their online group communication statistics through
yahoo online groups' website. All the
communication was related to course work,
and any communication other than regarding
educational work was prohibited. Only
authorized group members and the course
instructor
could
view
their
group
communication. The students of one group
could not see the communications of other
online groups due to password protection.
To address the research questions, qualitative
and quantitative data analysis were used. The
students also took part in a personal interview
conducted by the course instructor
(researcher) at the end of the assignment
period (almost three months), to analyze and
to evaluate their assignment work. The main
reason for conducting these interviews was
that due to cultural boundaries and the hidden
identities of students during group work,
group presentation about their achievement
was not possible. In the end of the course,
grades of the course of the students were
compared with their CGPA by using suitable
statistical tools to explore any possible change
in the performance of the students with the
use of CMC in group work.

Determination of Analytical
Categories & Sub Categories of
Qualitative Data Analysis
The analytical categories were mainly
determined from the sense of empowerment
focus of the research questions. This selection
of categorization is very important part in the
whole analysis process, as it is taking the
results of qualitative data towards the answers
of the research questions (Titscher at a, 2000;
Holsti, 1968). All coding process is dependent
on these selected categories and wrong or
inappropriate category can lead to start the
whole process of coding from the beginning.
In selection of categories of the current
research, the researcher considered models of
categories of different previous researches of
content analysis which can be adopted in the
current situation. One of the major models of
content analysis was developed by Bales in
1950; it is famous as Bales's Interaction
Process Analysis (IPA). Many researchers of
different disciplines are using this model as a
standard of content analysis (Titscher et al
2000). It consists of four meta categories
which are subdivided into further three
categories. Many past researches like Hiltz
and Turoff (1993) have a successful history of
adopting this model into their researches.
Bales‘s model also faced criticism from
different researchers like Pavitt (1998),
Huczynski and Buchanan (1991). They
criticized the model of Bales, due to
examining the functions at the low level
rather than including content. In spite of these
minor criticisms, still Bales's model is one of
the widely used models in content analysis.
Chou (2000) was one of the main followers of
Bales‘s model; she incorporated some
changes in the original model of Bales and
provided an alternative model. One can say
her model was adoptive model of Bales's
Interaction Process Analysis (IPA). She
expanded the model of Bales from 12 to 16
categories. Although, Chou's study was in a
different area, it has some similarities to the
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current research. She wished to compare the
contributions of students when working
synchronously and asynchronously. This
model cannot fit hundred percent in the
current study because the current research is
not comparing between synchronous and
asynchronous work of students, rather it is
focused on change in the sense of
empowerment of students while using
asynchronous mode of communication, but
Chou‘s model could be helpful while
developing the categories in the qualitative
data analysis of the current research
The current research tried to adopt some
relevant categories of from Chou's model,
which is adopted model of Bales' famous IPA.
In addition to these categories, the researcher
introduced some new categories after over
viewing the collected data, as many studies
developed coding categories as the analysis
processes rather then on prior bases (Hendriks
and Maor, 2001; Jones et al, 2000; Salmon,
1998; Gunawardena et al 1997). So final
categories proposed in the current research
are combination of categories adopted from

previous researches on prior basis and
categories suggested after going through the
collected data. These additions of categories
are called inductive categories (generated
during examining the data).
Some times categories can be organized at
different levels. That is, a set of subcategories
might fall beneath certain categories and even
certain category might itself fall under an
even higher level category. This type of
hierarchical categories helps to combine same
type of categories under one main category.
Frontman and Kunke (1994) suggested a very
useful style of hierarchical categories to
explore the answer of certain research
question. They divided categories according
to different levels of sub categories under one
main category. The lower level is the actual
operation level arranging the data and main
categories are focusing on the answers of the
research questions. Table 1.1 shows the final
list of categories of the current research.

Table 1.1: Current Research Categories in Tabular Form

Main
Categories

Level 1
Sub Categories

Sense of
Cognitive
Empowerment n

Learning
Abilities

Group
Strategies

Knowing
Capacity

Skill
Development
Misc./others

Level 2
Sub Categories
Asks for Topical
Information
Asks for Technical
Information

Origin

Remarks

Chou adaptation
of Bales
Chou adaptation
of Bales

Give Suggestion

Bales

Give Opinion

Bales

Give Topical
Information

Chou adaptation
of Bales
Chou adaptation
of Bales

Showing Positive
Reaction
Showing Positive
Reaction
Showing Positive
Reaction
Showing Positive
Reaction
Showing Positive
Reaction

Give Technical
Information
Positive

New category

Negative

New category

Miscellaneous/others

New category
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Results
Female Students' Qualitative Data Analysis
Qualitative data analysis uses content analysis
of online transcripts of female students during
research period. This content analysis uses
final list of categories to analyze the data.
Final list of categories have two main
categories including: sense of cognitive and
miscellaneous. Further each main category is
divided into level 1 sub categories and level
two categories. Level two subcategories are
distinguished on the base of negative reaction
and positive reaction categories.
Results of qualitative data analysis also show
that female students have significant
difference in their seven positive reaction
categories of sense of cognitive empowerment
monthly data over the period of research. In
one negative reaction category there is
significant decrease of ideas over the period
of four months. It reflects that our new mode
of communication CMC is improving female
students' sense of cognitive empowerment
significantly, which is ultimately helping
them to improve their quality of learning. It is
also significantly declining the ideas
generating under the negative reaction
category of sense of cognitive empowerment
of female students. From the qualitative data
analysis results of female students, it is clear
that female students have less number of
average ideas produced under positive
reaction categories or negative reaction
category, as compared miscellaneous
category. Overall this is the sign of
improvement for female students in their
sense of cognitive empowerment because they
are improving the positive reaction categories
and dropping the negative reaction categories
over the period of four months.
Overall the qualitative data analysis of female
students of the current research shows that
female students are significantly improving
their sense of cognitive empowerment.
Male Students' Qualitative Data Analysis

Results of qualitative data analysis show that
male students have significant difference in
their seven positive reaction categories of
sense of cognitive empowerment monthly
data over the period of research. In one
negative reaction category there is significant
decrease of ideas over the period of four
months. It reflects that new mode of
communication CMC is improving male
students' sense of cognitive empowerment
significantly. It is also significantly dropping
rate of the ideas generating under the negative
reaction category of sense of cognitive
empowerment of male students. From the
qualitative data analysis results of male
students, it is clear that they have less number
of average ideas produced under positive
reaction categories or negative reaction
category, as compared miscellaneous
category. Overall this is an improved sign for
male students in their sense of cognitive
empowerment because they are improving the
positive reaction categories and decreasing
the negative reaction categories over the
period of four months.
Overall the qualitative data analysis of male
students of the current research shows that
male students are significantly improving
their sense of cognitive empowerment.
Performance Change of Students after CMC
Quantitative data analysis uses data collected
from registration department of the University
for the Courses, which female students take
during research and cumulative average
before the start of the research. Comparison
between the cumulative averages of these
business college female students at the start of
research with the percentage of secondary
school certificate at the entry level of the
University shows that averagely female
students are decreasing their performance by
4.8 percent after joining the university, this
comparison provides an idea about the
general trend of these female students after
joining the university as compared to their
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school achievements. Statistical results of
comparing current course grades and
cumulated average of female students at the
start of research show that female students
have significant change in their performance
level after the research. Averagely each
female
student
shows
4.8
percent
improvement in their course grades at the end
of research. It is reflecting that our new mode
of communication CMC is helping female
students to improve their sense of
empowerment and also their academic
performance at the end of research.
Same like the analysis of female students, a
comparison between the cumulative averages
of selected male students of college of
business at the start of research with the
percentage of secondary school certificate at

the entry level of the University show that
male students are averagely increasing their
performance by 4.9 percent after joining the
university. Statistical results of comparing
current course grades and cumulative average
of male students at the start of research show
that male students have no significant change
in their performance level after the research.
Averagely each male student shows only 0.54
percent improvement in their course grades at
the end of research. It is reflecting that our
new mode of communication CMC is helping
male students to improve their sense of
empowerment significantly but not helping
them to improve their academic performance
significantly.
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Conclusion
The study found that technology like CMC
can be used to overcome the quality of
learning and empowerment related issues of
the group work activities. These problems are
one of the vital problems generating
resistance among female students to join
collaborative work. As discussed earlier that
traditional mode of communication in
educational institution is not fitting in the
needs to over come this issue of
empowerment in the group work. These
female students have fear of not feeling
comfortable, not learning properly, less
quality of learning, and even losing their
performance in mixed group environment.
Before starting the current research, the

researcher was of the view that if a suitable
alternative of communication can be provided
to female students of the target population of
Dhofar Region of Oman; it might help them
to change their view about collaborative
learning and also reduce their resistance to
use this style of sharing knowledge and
learning, The results of the current research
also supported the view and idea of the
researcher about the use of alternative mode
of communication , which was computer
mediated communication, to improve the
quality of learning and increase the
performance of the students in Arab and
similar based cultures.
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Abstract
This study discusses the impacts of integrated
ESSQ management systems and quality award
models to the business and success of
companies. The theoretical section of this
study shows that integrated management
systems and quality award models are
advantageous to the operations and
competitiveness of organisations. However,
their use must be considered on a case-bycase basis and the models must be tailored to
meet the needs of the organisation. The
experimental part of the study indicates that
international steel companies are not using
integrated ESSQ management systems and
quality award models very actively.
Keywords: ESSQ Management, Integrated
Management System, Quality Award Models

Introduction
The development of management systems
together with the consideration and
integration of environmental, quality and
safety issues in the same system have become
an important factor in a company‘s
competitiveness. It is no longer sufficient for
an organisation to focus on internal issues;
instead, management systems must take the
surrounding society, clients and the increasing
number of other interest groups into account.

Excellent business management, for example
through quality management models, is
needed in the successful organisation.
The objective of this study is to examine the
impact of an integrated management system
and excellent business management on the
competitiveness and success of an
organisation. A research objective was also to
examine the impact of the successful
implementation of the two tools on each
other. The research questions that were used
to operationalise these goals are:
1. What kind of application integrated
ESSQ
management
have
in
organisation?
2. What kind of benefits and challenges
integrated ESSQ management systems
have on organisational success?
3. Are international steel companies
integrating their ESSQ management
systems and What is the maturity of
ESSQ
management
in
these
companies?
The first two questions have been discussed
trough the literature review to examine the
foundations of integrated management
systems and quality award models. The
second and third question has been studied
based on excicting empirial analysis of the
case company and in proportion survey of
international steel companies. The study
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follows the principles that Yin (2003)
presented for case studies.

Literature Review
The Application of ESSQ Integrated
Management System
At the moment, there is no widely accepted
standard equivalent to ISO standards for
integrated ESSQ management systems. The
different integration levels in organisations
pose a challenge for the making of a universal
standard. (Jørgensen et al., 2006) The most
commonly integrated management systems
are quality, environmental and occupational
health and safety standards. They are often
based on widely used standards such as ISO
9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 that
include common characteristics and starting
points, which make them relatively easy to
integrate. (Zeng et al. 2007, Jørgensen et al.
2006, Wilkinson & Dale 1999)
The integration of operating systems is almost
always challenging, because the best
integration method depends on the
characteristics of the organisation in question
and there is no single universal model.
Successful integration depends on several
factors, such as the content of the existing
systems, field of operation, organisational
culture and a number of other factors.
(Wilkinson & Dale, 1999, Karapetrovic &
Jonker, 2003) According to Wilkinson and
Dale (1999), the ISO9000 and ISO14001
standards and their combinations can be used
as a starting point for integration, similar to a
number of other combinations of different
standards, integrated core standards and the
related, more loosely connected subsystems
or the use of the EFQM model as the overall
integration tool for all operations.
The system model of Karapetrovic and Jonker
(2003) is an incorporating model that
combines
operation-focussed
quality,
environmental,
client
and
financial
administration systems into one management
system. The model shows different systems

and their main interest groups: clients for the
quality management system, society for the
environmental management system, and
owners for the financial administration
system, for example. The model is based on
the idea that systems affecting different things
can be, and should be, first joined together
and then integrated into a holistic
management system. For example, goaloriented systems, such as quality, and Dale
(2001) have studied the models available for
the creation of an environment and safety can
be combined. (Karapetrovic & Jonker 2003)
Wilkinson and Dale have (2001) integrated
management system and pointed out that they
do not take organisational culture and the socalled soft values into account. They have
created an integrated management system
model, which is based on the existing and
accepted quality (QMS), environmental
(EMS), and safety (OHSMS) management
systems. The model also aims to take cultural
aspects into account. In their model, the
integrated quality, environmental and safety
management systems have lost their
independence and their role is to serve the
entity in an integrated way, benefiting the
entire organisation. In this way, it is possible
to achieve a strong culture, which is divided
between quality, environmental and safety
issues, where core values and procedures of
the entire organisation are based on holistic
quality management. (Wilkinson & Dale
2001)
Zeng et al. (2007) have studied integration
primarily from the viewpoint of Chinese
companies but on the basis of universal
theory. As a result of their study, they
developed a simple three-level model for the
integration of management systems. The
model starts by combining the ISO9001
quality, ISO14001 environmental and
OHSAS18001 occupational health and safety
standards, which all divide, among others,
Deming‘s PDCA cycle. The levels included in
the
model
are
strategic
synergy;
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organisational/resources,
structural
and
cultural synergy; and documentation synergy.
Responsibilities must be made clearer at all
levels of the organisation and combined under
the same roof. The corporate management
must commit to, and participate in,
integration, because it will support the
formation of an organisational culture. (Zeng
et al. 2007)
The
models
of
excellent
business
management, such as the Malcolm Baldridge
National Quality Award model (MBNQA)
and European Quality Award model (EFQM),
are also a possible tool for the integration and
development of management systems. Their
advantages include the incorporated actions–
results link. Result-generating sections, that
control all operations from the viewpoint of
an organisation, can be incorporated as a part
of an integrated management system. Such
sections facilitate the integration of separate
management systems into one entity.
(Karapetrovic & Jonker 2003, Conti 2006)
According to Wilkinson and Dale (1999), the
benefits of the EFQM model in the
implementation of an integrated management
model ensure development and continuous
improvement. Integration can be based either
on standards or the foundation of holistic
quality management reached through the
quality award model. Standards and
exploiting them create a basis, i.e. quality
assurance and control, whereas EFQM and
other quality award models add the viewpoint
of optimisation and business.
Bou-Llusar et al. (2008) have studied, among
others, the impacts of a number of quality
awards and the EFQM model in particular on
an organisation‘s performance and link to the
TQM core values. An extensive literature
survey pointed out a clear connection between
the EFQM assessment areas and TQM core
values. The same themes are repeated,
although categorised in a slightly different
way, but with convergent contents. Juran
(1999) states that the most important

advantage of quality award models is the
increased communication between quality
specialists and management. The results of
benchmarking are therefore communicated to
the corporate management, and this makes
them aware of the company‘s situation and
how other companies achieve their results.
Benefits and Challenges of Integrated ESSQ
Management
The most important advantage of integration
is the decrease in overlapping systems.
Decreased
documentation,
registration,
bureaucracy and paperwork will save time
and resources, because the aforementioned
tasks are optimised and both internal and
external audits will become simpler. Also,
goals and responsibilities for different
integrated areas are defined in one location on
the basis of one management system.
(Jørgensen et al. 2006, Zeng et al. 2007)
According to Zutshi and Sohal (2005) the
benefits like saving costs as the number of
overlapping operations decrease, more
efficient allocation of resources at the level of
the organisation, improved communication of
information and harmonised training of the
personnel, among others. In addition, the
company‘s understanding of the requirements
of its interest groups increases, as does the
clients' trust in the organisation, and the
corporate image improves.
One of the risks in combining systems of
different levels is to create a priority for the
systems. Organisations may have long
traditions in applying a quality management
system, which means that it is usually the
most advanced. When it is combined with
more recent and less mature systems, the
latter may end up having somewhat lower
importance. On the other hand, if quality is at
a high level at the time of integration, the
development of other systems may require
time and resources, and therefore lead to
decreased interest in the development of
quality, which will eventually lead to its
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decline. Attitudes, both those of the corporate
management and employees, also pose a
challenge to the development of an integrated
management
system.
Everyone
must
participate in integration work, in addition to
which changes in routines and traditional
operating methods must be successfully
controlled. (Jørgensen et al. 2006) There must
also be adequate resources for the
development and maintenance of the system
in order to ensure successful integration. At
the level of organisational culture, it is also
challenging to move from competition
between departments to co-operation in order
to support the common system. (Zutshi &
Sohal, 2005)
EFQM (2003) clearly states the improvements
in financial performance of quality award
winners who have successfully implemented
EFQM compared to the control group. For
example is Singhal and Hendricks‘ study that
covered almost 600 quality award winners
and the companies‘ financial result during the
period commencing one year before winning
the quality award for the first time and ending
four years after the win. Saizarbitoria‘s (2006)
study trough the Delphi method showed that
the EFQM model decreases the number of
faults and makes the supply chain more
efficient, which reduces costs. Relations with
interest groups improve, as does the
employees‘ motivation and commitment to
the company. The specialist panel did not
agree on all aspects of the results but a clear
majority stated that the implementation of the
EFQM model is beneficial for a company.
According to Conti (1997), one of the most
important benefits of quality award models is
that self-assessment extends to cover a wide
range of companies; they are not intended for
only developing leading companies or quality
award winners.
An organisation‘s ability to learn and evolve
is crucial in the modern, constantly changing
business environment. The advantages of
quality award models in the management of

intangible assets are mainly based on the
strategic planning and forecasting included in
the models. Also, the exploitation of
information and fact-based management
contained in the EFQM model will promote
innovation and expertise. Then, the
organisation learns and processes evolve. The
EFQM sections affecting employees will have
an impact on ensuring the development of
intangible assets, such as knowledge and skill
resources related to resource management.
(Ehrlich 2006) As a result of this, MartínCastilla and Rodríguez-Ruiz (2008) consider
that the EFQM model can also be used as a
model for intangible asset management.
However, excellent management models,
such as the EFQM model, are not
unreservedly supported. Williams et al.
(2006) note that the model is unable to
decrease the number of customer claims,
improve the quality of the products and
sometimes even the quality award winners are
unable to remedy problems occurring in their
operations. Self-assessment has become a
liability and repeating it will not bring any
further added value. Corporate management is
not using the model for improving the
company‘s performance; instead, it is used for
assessing units and their leaders. According to
Williams et al. (2006), the ranking used in
quality award models is one of their major
problems. The ranking principles have
remained the same even though the business
environment has changed and, indeed, is
changing. The ranking principles are also the
same for different fields of industry and both
the public and private sectors. In addition, the
impact of ranking or the cause–effect
relations on the actual added value of an
organisation is, in some cases, somewhat
unclear or there is not sufficient research in
the field (Conti 2006).
Eriksson‘s (2004) study indicated that the
biggest problem for companies participating
in the competitions was that the competition
itself took too much attention from
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development and constant improvement. All
too often organisations focus on the winning
of the competition and the actual work and
exploitation of the results may, therefore,
become secondary. (see also Dale et al. 2000)
Rusjan (2005) also highlights the lack of
diagnostics in the quality award systems,
which was also noted by Conti (2006). These
models work well when looking for the
problem points of performance but they do
not dig any deeper. Reasons for problems
cannot be analysed or the assessment or
prioritisation of development points cannot be
carried out using the quality award model.
However, further development can be
operationalised with other tools or ways.
Dale et al. (2000) note that the EFQM and
other TQM-related models are often criticised
for having a constantly-changing and too
difficult terminology which cannot be fully
understood without specialist information. In
reality, the basic principles of, for example,
ISO 9000 do not practically differ from the
core values of quality award models; only the
terminology has changed. The difference –
and the problem – lies in the concepts and
images created by terminology. The concept
of excellence, for example, is not understood
as the most recent trend in quality
management. Instead, it is considered equal to

the standard language word ―excellent‖ and
related to a number of excellent properties of
a product e.g. inexpensive price, which makes
the product excellent from the viewpoint of
the customer. Quality management has
become complicated and quality specialists
find it difficult to communicate their view to
corporate management, not to mention the
general public.

Research Methodology
The empirical material for case company
ESSQ maturity level evaluations has been
collected through qualitative interviews (13
interviews for E management; 12 for SS
management; 10 for Q management), in order
to describe the history and the current state in
target company. The people interviewed
varied from senior management to line
management and ESSQ managers. The
questions were qualitative in nature and they
were maily based on the literature. In addition
to the interviews, the case company‘s
management systems documentation from the
company‘s archives was used. The levels
were then utilised in benchmarking case
company with the steel companies of World
Steel Association. (fig.1)

Figure1: Description of the research process

The survey for international steel companies
was conducted as a written questionnaire. The

questions used were based on the weaknesses
and development points based on three
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analyses in case company‘s ESSQ
management, but also derived from literature.
In addition, the questionnaire was based
experiences earlier studies in case company,
and on the ESSQ level of Finnish companies.
The series of questions used in the interviews
of the ESSQ study was adjusted for this study.
The questionnaire was divided into six parts.
The first (Part A) examines the background of
ESSQ management in the target organisation
e.g. content of management systems,
certifications, level of integration and use of
quality award models. The following four
parts (B–E) focus on the maturity levels of
different sections in accordance with the
Toddlergrade model. The last part (F) gives
the target organisation an opportunity to
evaluate its own ESSQ management and its
different sectors using the Toddlergrade
model and its instructions.
Questionnaires were sent to a total of about
30 member companies of the World Steel
Association.
The
companies
were
geographically located around the world,
some of the companies were local and some
global. A total of 7 replies were received,
which gives the response rate of 23%. The
organisations who replied form a solid basis
in the field of the steel industry. They include
several leading steel products and leading
pioneers in a number of ESSQ sectors.
The Toddlergrade model was chosen as the
maturity model of the research for its four
important properties: it is simple, transparent,
it can be applied to companies of different
sizes operating in different fields of industry,
and it allows rapid assessment of a company.
The Toddlergrade maturity model is designed
by case company for the development of an
organisation‘s ESSQ management that
organisations can utilise for assessing and
developing the ESSQ actions of their
processes or the entire organisation. The
Toddlergrade model utilises the PDCA cycle
developed by Deming. The phases of the
Toddlergrade model are: Leadership, Steering

systems,
Follow-up
systems
and
Innovativeness. The model is also based on
categories founded on the EFQM model.
The Toddlergrade model describes the
maturity levels of the entire ESSQ
management framework and its different
sectors using a four-stage scale (roll-over,
crawl, walk and run). An organisation at the
roll-over level is discovering ESSQ issues and
is starting to consider the possible linking of
the E, SS and Q sectors. At the crawling level,
an organisation‘s ESSQ specialists are aware
of the benefits gained by combining the E, SS
and Q sectors and are also trying to convince
corporate management of the matter. At the
walk level, an organisation‘s level is higher
than the average ESSQ management in
general and they are doing more than what is
required. An organisation at the run level is in
the forefront of global ESSQ management
and leads the way for other organisations. The
Toddlergrade
model
examines
an
organisation‘s maturity level always with
respect to risk and business environment.

Contribution
A total of seven companies replied to the
questionnaire. The turnovers of the companies
were mainly billions of euros and the number
of personnel varied from several thousands to
tens of thousands, which means that the
companies were of the same size as the case
company – very large. The replies indicated
that, in general, steel companies use
integrated ESSQ management systems to
support their operations relatively little. Four
out of seven organisations stated that their
management systems were separate, at least
from the viewpoint of ESSQ management. On
the other hand, some of these companies had
integrated some sectors e.g. environmental
and safety management systems, at least to
some extent. Most companies seem to be
willing to have an integrated ESSQ system
but the implementation of such is not yet fully
accomplished. As stated in the theoretical
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section of this study, change must take place
at all levels of the entire organisation. It
cannot remain a mere nominal change in
organisation and integration of operations.
None of the companies stated that they use
quality award models or at least they had not
participated in a quality award competition.
Some companies stated they had won smaller
awards concerning different fields of ESSQ,
mainly related to the environment,
occupational health and safety. Excellencebased awards rating the operations of the
entire organisation such as the EFQM or
MBNQA were not mentioned, nor was
participation in any of them. However,
companies may have based their operating
systems on quality award models that have
been tailored to meet the company‘s needs.
The theoretical section of this study showed
that such awards are also useful for
companies. Nevertheless, companies or units
that replied to the questionnaire do not
systematically use quality award models.

Figure 2 shows a diagram of the average
values calculated from the maturity levels
listed in the table in the previous chapters.
The maturity levels are compared to the case
company‘s maturity level.
The average
values of the companies‘ self-assessments are
indicated in orange, evaluations made on the
basis of their replies in blue and the values of
the case company (Ruukki Production) in red.
The diagram axes are the different sectors of
the Toddlergrade model: leadership, business
process management, business tracking
system and innovativeness. The maturity of
the Toddlergrade sectors increases when
moving away from the centre of the axes. The
innermost grey diamond indicates the ―roll
over‖ level and the outermost refers to the
―run‖ level. The area formed by assessments
thus indicates the total maturity of an
organisation: the greater the area covered the
closer the company is to the ―run‖ level.

Figure 2. Comparison of average maturity estimates
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The diagrams clearly show that the companies
have, on average, assessed their maturity
levels to be significantly higher than those of
the case company. Their evaluations are from
one to two maturity levels higher in every
ESSQ sector. The companies have, on
average, assessed their maturity level in all
sectors close to the ―walk‖ level and in some
sectors, such as SS leadership and
management systems, even higher, close to
the exemplary world-class level. The
difference is clearly smaller when comparing
the maturity evaluations made on the basis of
the replies (blue line) with the case
company‘s values.

Self-assessments made by the companies
were systematically approximately one
maturity level higher than when evaluated
only on the basis of their replies to the
questionnaire. The evaluations of leadership
in occupational health and safety, in
particular, show that five respondents out of
seven grade themselves on the ―run‖ level,
which is defined as a leading global
forerunner that sets an example to other
organisations. The respondents either are the
leading companies in the field or they have
given themselves too high a grade e.g. they
lack objectivity in their self-assessment,
which is typical in individual assessments.
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Conclusion
The study clearly showed that the steel
industry is not very active in using integrated
ESSQ management systems to support its
operations. Thorough integration that
penetrates the entire organisation was not
achieved even in companies that state they are
using integrated management systems.
According to the results of this study, quality
award models were not used in the target
companies, although companies considered
excellent business management – which is,
similar to ESSQ management, the objective of
the aforementioned models – a good way to
gain and maintain competitive advantage.
This, however, was not implemented in their
actions.
Although there is no absolute proof of the
advantageousness of management systems
and the efficiency of EFQM, integrated
management systems and quality award
models were shown to be a beneficial and
reformatory way to operate on the general
theoretical level not restricted to ESSQ or the
steel industry. Previous studies in integrated
management
systems
showed
clear
operational and financial advantages of
integration. Integration has also been
criticised in previous studies and a number of
potential problems and challenges have been
found in the integration of the different
systems of an organisation.
This study focussed on companies operating
in the steel industry; thus, widening the scope
will increase reliability. Since other
companies do not utilise an ESSQ

management system, at least not as extensive
a system as the case company, benchmarking
research could be extended to cover
companies that successfully utilise ESSQ in
other fields of business. Their best practices
could then be applied to the case company
and taken as a possibility for further
development. The advantages of using quality
award models could also be examined in a
more extensive way. The theoretical section
of this study established that using quality
award models is beneficial for companies. Is
the steel industry an exception or have the
companies not yet discovered the application
of the models? The correlation between
success in quality award competition and the
use of integrated management systems could
also be a fruitful theme for future research,
since it has not been widely studied.
The objective was to improve the reliability of
the study by treating the target companies
anonymously. The aim was to make the
questionnaire clear and questions short and
pithy in order to improve the reliability of
replies. Internal validity was enhanced by
combining theoretical and empirical sections
as closely as possible. Therefore, the adjusted
theoretical framework combined with the
detailed results of the questionnaire formed a
natural continuum to the conclusions of this
study. The reality of the cause–effect
relationship was constantly taken into account
in analysing the replies to the questionnaire.
(see Metsämuuronen 2006, Järvinen 2000,
Yin 2003).
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Abstract
Purpose - The purpose of this paper is to
conduct a study into the use of social media in
the UAE in general and its implications on
business development focusing on how
Hamdan bin Mohammed e-University as an
example can utilize social media tools to
explore productive approaches to engage with
the online communities and become a
proactive force in the digital world.
Design/methodology/approach - Method of
research included a survey distributed among
both undergraduate and postgraduate
students of HBMeU as well as faculty
members, a total of (number) surveys were
analyzed and validated using exploratory
factor analysis. The questionnaire findings
will be then discussedin the interviews with
the marketing and public relations manager
in HBMeU.
Discussion - My findings will explain what
social tools HBMeU can use to communicate
with its customers, why, and how which is
based on the questionnaire responses and
interview analysis to determine what tools are
more suitable for the university and how to
improve the quality of communication.
Research Limitations/Implications - As a
result of the research implementation, there is
a need to further study the actual impact of
utilizing the right social media tools in the
university to validate the paper purpose.

Keywords: Social Media, Innovation, Online
Community, Hamdan Bin Mohammed eUniversity

Introduction
Social media is defined in several literatures
as ―Set of Internet-based technologies
designed to be used by three or more people‖
(Bingham and Conner, 2010; Rainer and
Rainer, 2011) ―It is only a new set of tools,
new technology that allows us to more
efficiently connect and build relationships
with our customers and prospects‖ (Safko,
2010),
―Web-based services that allow
[individuals] to 1) construct a public or semipublic profile within a bounded system, 2)
articulate a list of other users with whom they
share a connection, and 3) view and traverse
their list of connections and those made by
others within the system‖ (Salaway and
Caruso, 2008) and ―The democratization of
information, transforming people from
content readers into publishers. It is the shift
from a broadcast mechanism, one-to-many, to
a many- to-many model, rooted in
conversations between authors, people, and
peers‖ (Solis, 2010)
Literature reviews indicate several reasons
why people adopted the wave of social media
technologies; (Scearce et al., 2010) argue that
there are five principal reasons why people
use a network approach to achieve social
change ―weaving community, accessing
diverse perspectives, building and sharing
knowledge,
mobilizing
people,
and
coordinating resources and action.‖, (Kane et
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al., 2009) believe that social media platforms
enhance the power of online communities in
four ways: ―They promote deep relationships,
allow fast organization, improve the creation
and synthesis of knowledge, and permit better
filtering of information.‖ To add more reasons
to the literature review, obviously the social
media ease of access from various portable
devices anytime and anywhere improves the
real time participation, creation, and
contribution to the knowledge has never been
easier and so is sharing the knowledge, the
simple easy to learn and use interfaces as well
as being a cheaper option to communicate
than voice and video calls over the
telecommunication companies networks.
In the latest (July – August 2010) issue of
Harvard Business Review, an article by
author Mikolaj Jan Piskorski and illustrator
Tommy McCall maps out the social internet
behavior in several countries around the
globe, it was no surprise that BRICs (an
acronym used to indicate the big four
countries: Brazil, Russia, India, and China) is
taking the lead when it comes to the use of
social web; these countries are with the lowest
penetration of the internet among its total
population as the images indicate, and this
only means with the strong economic
development in these countries, the number of
social media users will grow higher by each
year. (Piskorski and McCall, 2010)
The United Arab Emirates holds the same
potential; as it is one of the fastest developing
countries in infrastructure and technology
readiness among the gulf countries, based on
a survey conducted by Spot On Public
Relations‘ co-founder (Malin, 2010), the UAE
accounts for 11% of the facebook users in the
MENA region with over 1.6 million users. As
for Twitter, UAE has scored the first place
with 40% users in MENA region with over
5,700 users according to a survey conducted
in August 2009. (Malin, 2009).
The potential for social media adaptation
among internet users in the UAE is strong and

ever growing, as the surveys show it is a
matter of time when organizations realize the
importance of going further than just having a
presence on social sites and should also
interact with its customers.
To further investigate the nature of social
media in the UAE organizations I selected
Hamdan Bin Mohammed e-University to
conduct the study. The questionnaire will
explore the possibility of HBMeU utilizing
social media tools to explore productive
approaches to engage with the online
communities and become a proactive force in
the digital world.
The remaining of the paper is organized as
follows: First, the methodology used to
conduct the survey on students and faculty
members of Hamdan bin Mohammed eUniversity to record the social media impact.
Second: the results are presented and
discussed with the Marketing and Public
Relations Manager of HBMeU, and last
implications, limitations and proposals for
future research directions are discussed.

Design/ Methodology/Approach
To explore to which extent students and
faculty members of Hamdan Bin Mohammed
e-University make use of social networking
and knowledge sharing applications, all
students and faculty members were asked to
fill in a questionnaire electronically of which
70 have participated and completed the
questionnaire successfully.
The original questionnaire and resulted graphs
are available in the appendix for further
review.

Findings
Age Results
These questions depended heavily on the
learning that with each coming generation the
levels of comfort with technology increases
(Bingham and Conner, 2010), approximately
63% of the participants who heavily spend
time on social media activities were younger
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than 29 years old (Table 1), this generation is
usually described as Millennials or
Generation Y who are born between the years
1981 to 1997 (Bingham and Conner, 2010.
Fairly soon, this generation and the
generations to come will be more tech savvy
and apt to change in efficient ways and so will
organizations; managements will be forced to
change their strategies to adapt to the social
change as majority of their employees will
refuse working under insufficient methods,
the time has come for the business world to
catch up with what people are interested in
and break away from the traditional
marketing and public relation rules.
Generation Y also heavily use the social
media tools for their personal use more than

any other reason and higher than the 30 to 45
age group (Generation X) and the above 45
age group (Baby Boomers) (Bingham and
Conner, 2010).
Majority of Generation Y participates agree
and strongly agree on using social media tools
for any of the reasons listed in the
questionnaire (Table 2) while Majority of
Generation X participates also agree and
strongly agree on using social media tools for
any of the reasons listed in the questionnaire
(Table 3), the difference is that the number of
generation Y participate who chose Strongly
Agree as their answer is potentially higher
than participates of Generation X.

Table 1 – Time spent on Social Media networks

Table 2 – Reasons to use the Social Media (Result filtered < 29 years only)
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Table 3 - Reasons to use the Social Media (Result filtered 30 – 45 years only)

The top three most popular social networks
amongst the participants are YouTube,
Blackberry Messenger and Groups, and
Facebook (Table 4). Each of these social
networks has their unique characteristics that
make them appeal to everybody.
YouTube is considered one of the five most
visited websites on the internet (Winograd
and Hais, 2008), because it appeals to all age
groups, all preferences and practically
contains billions of videos posted by ordinary
people using ordinary video cameras and
mobile phones that talk about anything from
how to make the perfect poached egg to
complex mathematical equations. Facebook
provides a platform to connect with friends,
family, coworkers with various built-in
applications (i.e. Causes, Gifts etc) that create
a richer experience and bring people closer
together (Safko, 2010; Weinberg, 2009)

Blackberry handheld devices has become a
popular device amongst social network users
around the world, 62.9% of participants use
the Blackberry device to access their social
networks coming second after the laptop;
63% of the respondents are under the
Generation Y age group (Table 5); one of the
reasons behind Blackberry‘s popularity
among younger age groups is the built-in
messenger that is exclusively used in
Blackberry devices; it only takes a Personal
Identifier Number (PIN) to connect with other
Blackberry users; through the Blackberry
Messenger users can share pictures, update
their statuses; send voice notes and videos as
well as create and join groups that cater their
needs from promoting their businesses to
photography groups.
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Table 4 – Social Media used by the university students and faculty members, and frequency of usage.

Table 5 – Devices used to access the Social Media networks

Gender Results
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Women are emotional in nature while men are
rational in nature, and their behavior online
matches their real life; since women are
relationship-driven they score higher when it
comes to social networking tools because they
are closer in nature to what they experience in
their real lives (Bingham and Conner, 2010;
Hoffman, 2008). Looking at the results of the
questionnaire; female respondents scored
higher than male respondents in all of the

Answer Options ―Strongly Agree‖ fields, due
to the higher nature of women in accepting
social media and relating to it, while it has
caught our eye that a higher number of female
respondents disagreed with the option
―Meeting New People‖ which we can assume
is due to the UAE‘s cultural beliefs and the
protective nature of women when it comes to
strangers both in real life and over the web.
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Table 6 – Reasons to use the Social Media (Results based on Gender)
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The question here helps understand the
perception of the university social media
networks among its main stakeholders, the
student and the faculty members. Reading of
the results show that majority of the survey

participants were not aware that the university
participated in the social media network listed
below, nine participants responded to the
open-ended question.

Table 7 – The University utilization of Social Media networks and participants reactions

The last question is aiming to highlight the
effect of ―Word of Mouth‖ concept on the
university, Word of Mouth is not a newly
invented concept, and it has and always will
stay one of the most effective forms of
marketing. In the social network realm the
Word of Mouth voice become even stronger;
an angry customer tells up to twenty other
people his bad experience with X company
face to face, In Facebook or Twitter, an angry
customer will burst his anger for at least a
hundred people, in an application like Twitter

where users can quote each other and send
your quote intact imagine the chain of angry
comment reaching hundreds of people,
sometimes with people commenting and
agreeing with your complain (Safko, 2010;
Sampson, 2010; Segbers, 2010). As (Safko,
2010) says ―An angry customer will tell up to
20 other people about a bad experience. A
satisfied customer shares good experiences
with 9 to 12 people.‖

Table 8 – Impact of Word of Mouth
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Table 9 - Positive Impact of Word of Mouth

Table 10 – Negative impact of Word of Mouth

Discussion
Word of Mouth cannot be controlled, whether
it is helping build a better image for your
organization or destroying it with negative
feedbacks, it is only up to your organization
to decide how to handle this situation,
because
conversations
about
your
organization in the social networks happen
with or without you being involved in these
conversations.
Social Media may not cost much on an
organization‘s budget, but ignoring negative
feedback might, to look at it in another
perspective the university has to snatch every
feedback; a positive feedback is an
opportunity to know where the university is
strong at and strengthen what participants
commend, while negative feedback is also an
opportunity to learn and also participate in a
way that can shift the participants‘ outlook
into a positive perception.

This process needs a full commitment from
the university, by creating a team of
enthusiastic social media users from within
the organization that are willing to ―converse‖
with a large number of people at the same
time, and I use the word ―converse‖ because
in social media it is a two way
communication; your organization needs to
talk with the people and not at the ―audience‖,
people in the social media are not just merely
―audience‖ anymore, the Web 2.0 and social
media platforms have enabled a shift in power
and the former ―audience‖ who were on the
receiving end of a media system that ran one
way are now the people who contribute to it
(Rosen, 2006).
This study is a first attempt to discover
whether the university needs to utilize social
media tools or not and how. The findings of
the questionnaire support the evidence that
there is an actual need to be involved in the
social web. I interviewed Ms. Fatima Ahli;
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Marketing and Public Relations Manager in
HBMeU to understand how the university is
establishing this two way communication
line.
Recent studies show that 50% of Companies
entering Social Media have no strategic social
media communications in place (DBE, 2010).
HBMeU does not have a strategic social
media plan in place, it is important for a
company to have a clear goal when they
initiate any project, and entering the infinite
world of social media is a huge project that
needs a lot of care and attention.
As a university marketing department, one of
the primary goals to achieve is increasing the
enrollments, this being said, according to the

studies,
literature
reviews
and
the
questionnaire I conducted on the university, it
is clear that there is a huge prospective of
students in the social media realm. The
university has to incorporate successful
technologies into their communication plan
and adjust their strategy of how to best reach
out and recruit students while maintaining and
fostering successful relationships with these
students. The following SWOT analysis
enables business entities to understand their
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats; it helps drive the strategic
communication plan for HBMeU.

Table 11 - SWOT analysis
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The social media communication plan for the
university depends on what the university
actually wants to achieve from utilizing it;
social media is just a tools to an end, first we
need to define the problem, and then identify
the tools that can solve it and not the other
war around. This is considered the research
and analysis phase of the plan; understanding
the problem, understanding your organization
and understanding your key audience. Once
the analysis phase is completed, we need to
establish the goals and objectives and create
action plans and response strategy and then
choose what application works best to achieve
them.
Implementing the strategic plan needs a team
that can control all of the incomes and

outcomes of the communication and study the
result for further improvements. The team
needs to have a clear understanding of how to
communicate between each other and online; by creating guidelines to discipline the
use of on-job use of social media and avoid
the misrepresentations that may occur on
behalf of the university. The plan guidelines
include the following rules, accountability,
Accuracy and Transparency, and Lawfulness.
Having Social Media accounts is not the goal;
it is the engagement with the people and
having a gripping social voice that brings in
the real results (Kane et al, 2010; Scearce et
al, 2010).
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Abstract
Higher education in the Gulf is facing many
challenges, such as quality of university
governance, research performance, student
achievement,
information
flow,
and
insufficient funding. It is becoming
increasingly important to implement and
maintain transparent and credible strategic
systems of quality assurance. Systematic
assessment of academic programs forms an
integral part of quality assurance. Program
assessment is an activity with a high degree of
inherent complexity, and uncertainty; it is
also affected by such dynamic environmental
factors as the participation level of various
stakeholders. Program assessment includes
both direct and indirect measurements.
Higher education has great opportunities to
utilize knowledge management systems (KMS)
to support strategic issues. Little is known
about the role of KMS in higher education
quality. Hence, the objective of this paper is
to explore the need and the role of KMS in the
academic programs quality. This paper
reports on the prototypical implementation of
KMS to: input expected program and courses
outcomes, measurable criteria for success,
assess performance of students against
criteria, report assessments results, effect
improvements through actions to close the
loop. This web based prototype has been
developed and implemented in the College of
Computing at Al-Ghurair University in
Dubai, UAE. In this paper, one of the key
contributions is the use of content validity
ratio (CVR) in KMS that support users to
interactively participate in developing and
validating assessment instruments before

using them in data collection and
instructional decision making. The initial
feedback from academic and administrative
staff is promising. It is also envisaged that
this system will be integrated with other
policies, systems. The main findings of this
study proved the need for interdisciplinary
background leadership; top management
support, process oriented KMS, culture and
structure
change
and
prototyping
development methodology are key success
factors for KMS in higher education quality.
Keywords: Academic program assessment,
Knowledge management system, CVR, Higher
Education, Governance

Introduction
Higher education involves the sharing and
transfer of skills, concepts, and knowledge by
faculty members and students to postsecondary and adult students for their use in
their jobs, their broader life, and in continuing
learning throughout their lives. Universities
have always recognised their role as the
producers of knowledge through research
(Scott 1997; Sizer 2001) however, there is
little evidence that the structures which have
traditionally maintained the organisation‘s
role in teaching and developing research
knowledge for dissemination have evolved to
support the institutions‘ increasing need to
continually develop and adapt and to actively
engage in innovation and knowledge creation
in their governance and operation. The
management of knowledge and learning in
many organizations has created the need for
new professional roles such as Chief
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Knowledge Officer (CKO). CKO is a senior
executive who is knowledge management
leader (Abdelhakim and Abdeldayem, 2009.
University leadership need to apply strategic
management to achieve its goals. Strategic
management is the process of specifying the
organization's mission, vision and objectives,
developing policies and plans, which are
designed to achieve these objectives, and then
allocating resources to implement the policies
and plans. Higher education in the Gulf is
facing many problems, such as quality of
university governance, research performance,
student achievement, restricted information
flow, and insufficient funding. In attempting
to address these issues, this study seeks to:
define the problems of academic programs
quality in the UAE; define the need and the
role of KMS in academic programs quality;
and disseminate the findings that may help in
improving the quality of higher education.

Methodology
The research strategy of this study is the case
study. The case study method is practically
well suited to Information Systems(IS)
research, since the objective is the study on IS
within organization rather than technical
issues (Benbast et al. 1987).This paper is a
continuous effort of research in the field of
management and information systems,
knowledge management, and education
technology. A review of related literature has
been conducted. Furthermore, four research
seminars within 2008-2010 academic years
were used to explore the problem and to
initiate the proposed solution. Moreover, in
the academic year 2009/2010 the researcher
supervised a group of three students to
implement it as a part of their graduation
project. This web based prototype has been
developed and implemented in the faulty of
Computing at Al-Ghurair University in
Dubai, UAE. For more validation and
gathering feedback, the prototype and poster
were presented in the undergraduate research

conference held on April 2010 at Zayed
University, UAE (Abdelhakim, 2010). In the
sections that follow, certain issues pertaining
to higher education quality management will
be discussed, then the proposed solution will
briefly described. The final section of this
paper discusses the conclusions reached and
makes certain recommendations in light of
these conclusions.

Issues in Higher Education Quality
Management
Education Problems Background
Higher education in the Gulf is facing many
challenges, such as quality of university
governance, research performance, student
achievement,
information
flow,
and
insufficient funding.. In the UAE, 70
universities are accredited by the ministry of
higher education and scientific research
(www.caa.ae, 2011). More than 90% of them
are private for profit. For most of profit
organization, there are main goals such as:
profit maximization, external customer
satisfaction, internal customers (Employees)
satisfaction, continuity, corporate social
responsibility. Most of these private
universities have no other revenue but the
students‘ tuition fees. Competition between
them is very high compare to the number of
students in the UAE. In most cases, these
universities focus primarily on two issues:
profit maximization and student satisfaction.
The World Economic Forum's "Global
Competitiveness Report for 2007" notes that,
the most significant constraint to increasing
the global competitiveness of the UAE is the
country's relatively weak education sector.
Faculty Members

Most of faculty members in the UAE are
foreigners (Mills, 2008). Most of them need
more
training
regarding
programs
development and assessment. Moreover, there
is a high turnover rate of faculty members in
UAE higher education. Knowledge can easily
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be lost through the simple loss of an
employee or through indifference and a lack
of desire to share (Droege & Hoobler, 2003).
There is a gap between the Ministry of higher
education and scientific research policies and
private universities practice. Many private
universities have no real promotion policy; do
not give a research release to faculty
members. On the other hands, faculty
members have to pay a lot of manual effort
for accreditation. Quality improvement
necessitates creativity. No creativity without
stability and job security. Consequently, we
will find research performance; students‘
outcomes are not satisfactory.

Research Performance

In the UAE, the 70 accredited universities
claim on their websites that one of their
strategic goals is supporting scientific
research. On the other hand, The United Arab
Emirates is the 66th ranked producer of
scientific publications in the world, but 87th
in publication impact as measured by the hindex. UAE experienced steady growth in
output through 2005, but its share of global
and regional output is now in decline. UAE
has not matched the exceptional growth
experienced in Iran or Egypt.

Figure 1: Research Performance. Source: SRI International

Education Systems Integration Problem

The integration between secondary education,
tertiary education and the labour market is
one of the major problems in UAE education
(Abdelhakim and Sabri, 2009). For example,
both the Ajman University and the Al Ain
University of science and technology started

an education technology undergraduate
program in 2000. This program has the
potential to supply graduate education
technologist for the UAE‘s more than 1000+
schools (National Bureau of statistics, 2010).
However, none of those graduates were hired
as education technologist due to a lack of co-
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ordination at the governmental level, and such
a shortcoming is arguably a direct result of
the absence of any education technologist
school
level.
Consequently,
the
aforementioned academic programs have
been cancelled, because no new students
enrolled based on these academic programs‘
negative reputation on the labour. This
example illustrates the need for more
interactive cultural and structural change in
tertiary-level organizations. The timely
dissemination of relevant information can
only help decision makers in the execution of
their duties. Those universities have
conducted needs assessment before they
started those programs. We need to rethink
about this case. Universities should not
produce a product/graduate for no customer.
From marketing background, a customer
should have not only the willing to buy; but
also the ability to pay. This example proved
the need for more culture and structure
change in many related organizations.
Disseminating
this
knowledge
and
information
interactively
might
help
stakeholders‘ decision makers for better
decisions, and business process reengineering.
Governance in Higher Education in the UAE

There is a gap between the Ministry of higher
education and scientific research policies and
private universities practice. For example,
according to standards for licensure and
accreditation, 2007, regarding university
organization, Governance, and leadership
standard 2.6.5 ―All administrators and
academic officers, including the chief
academic executive officer, are annually
evaluated‖. The researcher worked for more
than 10 years in more than 5 universities. No
evaluation system for all administrators and
academic officers has been used as per
ministry standards. Consequently, many
universities presidents, Deans/VPs have
remained in their position for more than 10-20
years. Some universities have no faculty
promotion for the last 10 years. On the other

hand, many private universities do not have
business
and/or
academic
advisory
committees. Moreover, if some universities
are having such governance bodies; they have
no contact information to communicate with
them.
No
evidence
of
their
activities/interaction
is
published
on
universities websites. Higher education has a
need for establishing academic and business
committees, rewording them, interacting,
learning, sharing the knowledge with them.
The Commission for Academic Accreditation
in the UAE is doing an excellent job to
improve higher education quality. However,
more regular quality control, site visits,
culture change, knowledge and information
flow are needed to fix these gaps.
Students

Students are the centre of the educational
process. Most of academic programs in the
UAE are taught in English language, which is
not the mother tongue for most of the
students. As a result, many students are
struggling to learn. In this paper, KMS
support for students in this regards will be
discussed.
Program assessment and/or accreditation are a
systematic process to determine the quality of
a program. Program assessment is
characterized as a problem with a high degree
of inherent complexity, uncertainty, dynamic
changes of the environment, explicit and
implicit criteria and constraints, and
involvement of different stakeholders. UAE
universities are looking for more professional
accreditation such as AACSB and ABET
(Mills, 2008). Every accreditation agency has
its standards, policies, information flow, and
reporting systems. Who will know what, how,
where, when to do, and why is challenging to
any university in this context. The need to
develop KMS exists to capture, codify, store,
and disseminate the knowledge and the
procedures and to share best practices and
lessons learned from all types of
accreditation.
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Pringle and Mitri (2007) reported the results
of a survey of current assessment practices at
138 AACSB-accredited schools. They
mentioned in their future work the following
questions: what are the best ways of sharing
this knowledge with other programs and other
schools?
,
How
might
knowledge
management techniques help in improving all
business schools' understanding of effective
assessment methods?. One more Difficulty
facing universities and other organizations to
find and keep experienced information
technology employees (Fuller et. al., 2008).
Academic Program Quality
Academic program as a system

A program is a system of students, faculty,
staff, administration, resources, ideas, and
rules with the goal of educating students,
producing research, and providing services to
the community. Managing any systems‘
effectiveness and efficiency is one of the
major problems especially for systems
offering human services as education, which
often have several qualitative and conflicting
goals and are subject to much external
influence because of funding and political
consideration (Turban et. al., 2010). Any
Academic program evaluation should include
measuring its Efficiency and Effectiveness.

Quality of Conformance: Quality of
conformance deals with how well the design
requirements are satisfied, including the
uniformity,
dependability
and
cost
requirements. Quality of conformance is
determined by the minimization of variance
from design requirements for the goods
and/or services. Thus, for each design
Specification, a proper measure or measures
should be developed in order to make sure
that design requirements are being met. This
is relatively easy in manufacturing operations
since the output is tangible and easy to
measure. In higher education there are at least
two reasons why measurement is a
challenging task. First, the service being
rendered is not tangible. Second, there is a
long lead-time between delivery of the service
and the realization of the rewards or benefits.
Quality of Performance: Quality of
performance deals with how well a service
and/or product performs in the eyes of the
end-user or consumer (both internal and
external). However, without regard to whether
the customer is internal or external,
performance measurement is always external
to the organization being measured. Many
Many quality management initiatives,
especially in service industries, die because
we fail in measurement of the outcomes
(Stanley et. al., 2002).

Quality in Higher Education
Mergen et al. (2000) propose that the
parameters of quality can be grouped into
three areas:
Quality of Design: Quality of design has to do
with how well the design captures the
consumer‘s requirements. It is determined by
three factors: (1) the quality of the insights
gained about the consumer and the depth of
understanding of their requirements; (2) the
quality of the process used to translate these
consumer insights and requirements into a
product and/or service that provides value to
the consumer; and (3) the continuous
improvement of the design process.

Program Evaluation
Evaluation is defined as a purposeful set of
activities that help to determine the value of a
program and its parts. Evaluation is
examining and judging how we have
accomplished the gaols that are set (Gordon,
1992). Evaluation is the collection, analysis
and interpretation of information about any
aspect of a program of education or training,
as part of a recognizing process of judging its
effectiveness, its efficiency and any other
outcomes it may have (Thorpe, 1993). Selfevaluation is done internally. According to
QAA, it is used to evaluate the quality of the
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learning, evidence to the reviewers. The
problem to conduct internal/self evaluation is
to have the right staff to do it. The assessment
process is ongoing; desired core competencies
and assessment tools should be periodically
re-evaluated. Program assessment includes
both direct and indirect measurements:
a. Direct measures assesses student
behaviour and/or educational products
in terms of learning outcomes; the
evaluation
of
student
essays,
presentations, projects, course grades
and tests are all examples of direct
measures.
b. Indirect measures evaluate phenomena
which imply how well learning
outcomes have been achieved;
examples of such are surveys
soliciting student feedback concerning
academic program quality and
performance appraisals of graduates
by their employers. Surveys, exit
interviews and focus groups that focus
on opinion are examples of indirect
measures.

Knowledge Management
Knowledge management (KM) involves
human resource, enterprise organization and
culture, as well as the information technology,
methods and tools that support and enable it
(O‘Leary& Studer, 2001). Moreover, Turban
et. al., (2007) discussed a KM follows as a six
cyclic steps: Create, capture, refine, store,
manage/update, and then disseminate the
knowledge. They stated that after knowledge
is disseminated then new knowledge would
be created as cyclic process. On other hand,
Horton (2002) gives the meaning of most of
KM basic processes as follows: To
increase/create knowledge includes to
discover, to research, to read, and to study
knowledge. To capture knowledge includes to
write, and to record knowledge. To refine
knowledge includes to verify, to correct, to
update, to augment, to clarify, and to

generalize knowledge. To share knowledge
includes to present, to publish, to distribute,
and to discuss knowledge. To apply
knowledge includes: to plan, to decide, to
design, to build, and to solve problems.
Types of Knowledge
Knowledge has two types: a) Explicit (leaky)
knowledge: Knowledge that deals with
objective, rational, and technical material
(data,
policies,
procedures,
software,
documents, etc.) b) Tacit knowledge:
Knowledge that is usually in the domain of
subjective, cognitive, and experiential
learning. It is highly personal and hard to
formalize.
Knowledge Creation
Knowledge creation is the generation of new
insights, ideas, or routines. Four modes of
knowledge creation: a) Socialization means
converting tacit knowledge to new tacit
knowledge through social interactions. b)
Externalization means converting tacit
knowledge to new explicit knowledge. c)
Internalization means creating new tacit
knowledge from explicit knowledge. d)
Combination means creating new explicit
knowledge by merging, categorizing,
reclassifying, existing explicit knowledge
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).
Success Factors for Knowledge
Management
KM required many success factors such as: a
link to a firm‘s economic value, to
demonstrate financial viability and maintain
executive
sponsorship;
technical
and
organizational infrastructure on which to
build; standard, flexible knowledge structure
to match the way the organization performs
work and uses knowledge; knowledgefriendly culture that leads directly to user
support; a clear purpose and language, to
encourage users to buy into the system;
change in motivational practices, to create a
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culture of sharing; multiple channels for
knowledge transfer; level of process
orientation to make a knowledge management
effort worthwhile; nontrivial motivational
methods to encourage users to contribute and
use knowledge; and senior management
support (Turban et. al., 2010).
Knowledge Management System (KMS)
KMS facilitates knowledge management by
ensuring knowledge flow from the person(s)
who know to the person(s) who need to know
throughout the organization; knowledge
evolves and grows during the process. KMSs
evolved from information management tools
that integrated many aspects of computersupported collaborative work environments
(CSCW) with information and document
management systems (Ganesan et. al., 2001).
A KMS provides support for many
information functions, including: acquiring
and indexing, capturing and archiving;
finding and accessing; creating and
annotating;
combining,
collating
and
modifying; and tracking (Edmonds & Pusch,
2002). KMS that not only enable the sharing
of knowledge, but which also support the
reporting requirements necessary to obtain
and retain AACSB accreditation (Sargenti,
Lightfoot, and Kehal, 2006). Computerized
solution to any business problem(S) can help
in converting many tacit knowledge to
explicit knowledge. To improve the above
three areas of quality in higher education ,
information systems can play the following
roles: Reduce cycle time and simplify
production process, Benchmarking, Use
customer demands to improve products and
services, Improve design quality and
precision/ perfection, and improve production
precision and tighten production tolerances
(Laudon & Laudon, 2009).

rapidly expanding use of technology in
teaching and learning, and the transformed
economic basis upon which universities are
instituted, have caused universities to change
and transform the ways in which knowledge
is produced, stored, disseminated, and
authorized (Reid, 2000). Higher Education
institutions have ―significant opportunities to
apply knowledge management practices to
support every part of their mission,‖ explain
Kidwell et al (2001). It is difficult to
understand the implications of knowledge
management for an educational setting"
(Thorn, 2001). Kirschner (1999) and Hansen
(1999) provide approach focus on strategic
reasoning to develop technical solutions to
manage the knowledge base upon which
higher learning depends. They recommend to
use of web based KMS as a key technology
required. The capacity for such systems to be
scalable provides a university with the ability
to be more agile in its response to dynamic
conditions. Progressive academic leaders
should consider the emerging role a chief
knowledge officer (CKO) within higher
education as a model for modern leadership
(Stevenson, 2000). Stevenson goes on to
highlight five strategies for provosts and
academic administrators to use to promote the
sharing of knowledge:
a. Balancing knowledge transfer as the
core of the undergraduate experience.
b. Cultivating
knowledge
through
systemic leadership.
c. Facilitating
faculty
development
through knowledge management.
d. Enhancing
pedagogy
through
knowledge management strategic.
e. Fostering the academic culture and
creating a learning-centered climate.

Knowledge Management for Higher
Education
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that QIS will deliver the following
benefits:
a. Collaboration and Transparency:
much
wider
inclusion
of
stakeholders and transparency of
process.
b. Organizational alignment which
links operational units both
vertically and horizontally.
c. Simplification of Data-driven
Decisions: informed choices can
be made based on consistent and
easy to understand data.
d. Flexibility:
ensuring
organizational continuity and
integrity while still providing
individual campus autonomy
(Thompson, 2009). Universities
have significant opportunities to
apply knowledge management
(KM) to support every part of their
mission and goals. KM technology
can be integrated into an
instructional delivery framework
(Marshall & Rossett, 2000).
Knowledge Management and Governance in
Higher Education
Knowledge creation occurs in the informal
relationships between committee members
and is located more in the operational
activities than within the senior hierarchy.
Knowledge creation is not occurring within
University Council or Academic Board and
that what is being distributed is mostly
information about decisions already taken
with
little
underpinning
explanation.
Knowledge management becomes an intrinsic
part of the University‘s governance rather
than the recording of summarized information
held in minutes but with no contextual
richness to explain how it emerged. There
needs to be a greater awareness of the
importance of knowledge not just as a product
of universities‘ research, but also as a source
of competitive advantage that needs to be

managed within University governance
processes. (Blackman, Kennedy, 2007)

The Proposed Model/Prototype
Knowledge is considered as input for
instructional decision-making. The proposed
model contributed to the integration of
capabilities of KMS with other universality
systems. In Beckman (1997) framework for
KM, the proposed solution supports the
following stages: identify, capture, select,
store, share, apply, and create. In other words,
the program direct and indirect assessment
instruments were developed using KMS by
stakeholders before using then in data
collection and analysis. To apply these
concepts, in the identify stage; the team was
supported to core competencies, recognize
knowledge domains, and define educational
goals. This support provided by related links
subsystem where related knowledge domains
are grouped into categories and disseminated.
Moreover, the debate forum as part of the
model
supported
collaborative
work,
definition
of
program
assessment
problems/challenges, and goals. In the capture
stage, the model supports the team with
related websites links as learning resource,
and debate forum to obtain the needed
knowledge from the both internal and external
sources. In the select stage, the organization
should assess the value, filter, and select the
appropriate knowledge. At this stage the
Chief
Knowledge
Officer
(CKO)/researcher/director of institutional
effectiveness were supported to filter which
knowledge is mature enough to be stored,
shared and to be applied in decision-making
process.
Content Validity Ratio (CVR)
The researcher/CKO defined initial program
assessment criteria, assessment systems and
tools based on literature review. Using online
questionnaires panel of internal and external
experts were invited to rate the validity of this
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knowledge. The options for rating were
Essential, Useful but not essential, or Not
necessary. To support experts for assessing
the content validity, the use of Content
Validity Ratio (CVR) was borrowed from the
statistical analysis in social sciences
(Carmines& Zeller, 1979; Kiess, 2001). CVR
is to test items representation to the job
situation. It is determined through experts‘
judgment.
Content Validity Ratio = ne - N/2
N/2

The team manager/CKO can publish the
knowledge if CVR >= .75 to calculate CVR =
(ne-N/2)/N/2 where ne =number of experts
who rate the knowledge/criteria as
―essential‖. N= total no of participants
experts. It was used to support CKO to apply

the select stage in Beckman (1997)
framework. In the store stage, the proposed
model supports the CKO to classify and stores
the filtered knowledge program assessment
criterion. In the share stage, the model
supports CKO to publish/disseminate the
classified, retrieved/and validated knowledge
from OM to be shared to the team to be used
for problem solving. In the apply stage, the
team was supported to use/customize the
knowledge program assessment criterion is
instructional problem solving using the
integration between KMS and other systems.
In the create stage, the model supports the
team to create new knowledge through a
variety of processes such as documenting best
practice and lessons learned using problem
documentation form and the debate forum to
interact with stakeholders.
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Figure 2. KMS Uses CVR to develop program quality criterion

The proposed KMS will support and automate
institutional processes to: Input expected
outcomes/objectives based on mission, vision
and goals, establish measurable criteria for
success, assess performance of student‘s
against criteria, and report assessments
results. The system will have five types of
users:
a. Admin/web
master/CKO/Chief
academic officer/program director
b. University professors/internal experts

c. Student
d. Employers/business
committee,
academic
committee
e. Alumni
System Entity Relationship Diagram
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Figure 3. Entity Relationship Diagram

System implementation, the KMS was
developed using the following third-party
software: MS SQL server as database and
ASP.net. In order to ensure system reliability,
the following quality control procedures were
used: unit testing, system testing, and
acceptance testing.

Reports
Example 1: Course Learning Outcomes
(CLOs Report: Decision support system (see
Figure 4.)
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Figure 4. Course Learning Outcomes Report

Students in this course have achieved the
criteria for success in three CLOs only.
Example 2: Computer information Systems
Program
Learning
Outcomes
Report

Integrated Results of Program Learning
Outcomes - Macro Picture (see Figure 5.)
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Figure 5. Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs)

Students in this course have achieved the
criteria for success Program Learning
Outcomes except two outcomes.
Program Quality Assessment Plan
In order to ensure continuous progress of
student learning and services, we need to
engage in a systematic approach of
assessment and timely use of assessment
results for self improvement. A quality
assessment plan possesses the following
characteristics: a) clear and explicitly stated
program and course learning outcomes. b)
Systematic use of different assessment direct
and indirect methods, qualitative and
quantitative to gather and analyze information
to determine the extent to which outcomes are
achieved. c) Observable or measurable
performance standards. d) Regular evaluation
of outcomes to determine the extent to which
they are met. e) Timely use of assessment
results to improve teaching, learning,
research, service, and operations.
The Process

At the beginning of an assessment cycle,
faculty of each degree program record
learning and programs outcomes, assessment
methods, criteria for success in the proposed
system. At the end of the assessment cycle,
faculty record assessment results and use of
results to improve learning and services. All
assessment plans are reviewed using a set of
specific criteria. The review report is shared
with the Deans, Director of institutional
effectiveness, and the chief academic officer.
Recommendations and Lessons Learned
Users training is needed to assign and align
questions to CLOs. This KMS prototype need
to complete some requirements which not
finalized such as documenting lessons
learned, action plans to fix programs‘
assessments problems (close the loop),
develop an online manual for the users,
integration with other system at Al Ghurair
University is needed. On other hand, there is a
need for designing& implementation a
centralized/ country wise, rewording,
recognition and promotion policy and norms,
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more computerized quality control/research
by the ministry of higher education to
overcome faculty high turnover and to
implement governance evaluation.
Teaching forums, workshops and research
seminars are needed for training faculty
members about teaching and learning,
research, curriculum development and
programs
assessments
systems,
tools/techniques. More awareness is needed
to, faculty, students, employers about
corporate social responsibility and ethical
issues to encourage more interaction and
feedback to improve the quality. Central
Comprehensive (country wise) field test may
improve quality of students outcomes. Course
ware management systems such as
Blackboard, may include this system in their
products. Higher education has a need for
establishing
academic
and
business
committees, rewording them, interacting,
learning, sharing the knowledge with them.

To help students to overcome some English
language problems, Arabic translation of all
courses (Glossary of Terms) could be
developed and published in a shared folder.
Best graduation projects may also be shared.
MKS will automate many processes in higher
education this will help to convert tacit
knowledge to explicit knowledge. This will
help faculty members to learn fast and to
practice more in quality improvement and
save more time to faculty members for
research. The ministry of higher education has
implemented many knowledge management
activates like sharing the good lessons learned
and best practice and disseminated them on
the ministry website. Moreover, the ministry
has started a research support project which is
national research foundation. Many other
research foundations in the Gulf are available
(see Figure 6.)
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Conclusion
Higher education is facing many challenges,
such as quality of university governance,
research performance, student achievement,
information flow, and insufficient funding.
Improving university governance may
improve the quality of higher education. KMS
support ongoing social processes to utilize the
available information, knowledge, insights,
intellectual and other resources to achieve
goals.
Higher
education
has
great
opportunities to utilize to support strategic
issues. Without the support, communication,
collaboration, commitment, awareness and
interaction of different stakeholders no quality
improvement will take place. Directors of

institutional effectiveness and CKO need to
have a solid interdisciplinary background.
There is a gap between the Ministry of higher
education and scientific research policies and
private
universities
practice.
More
involvement by the ministry of higher
education is needed to fix gaps between
policy and practices. More research is needed
to implement and evaluate KMS to support
quality in higher education in different areas
such as teaching, learning, research and
development. Prototyping methodology is
recommended for developing KMS to capture
users‘ requirements because the problem is
complex and new.
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Abstract
As the demand for accountable and efficient
service performance becoming more fierce,
public sector cannot afford to have failures in
its quality initiatives implementations.
Governance of quality initiatives is important
to ensure the success of their implementations
in order to achieve organizational
objectives.This paper seeks to examine the
importance of quality governance to
successful
implementation
of
quality
initiatives in public service sector. The aim of
this study is to investigate the role of
mediating effects of quality governance in the
relationship between critical success factors
(CSFs) of quality management and public
service performance. This paper focuses on
the CSFs of quality management from human
aspects consisting of
top management
commitment,
employee
empowerment,
employee involvement, training, teamwork,
and customer focus. A literature review is
carried out to justify the main issues related
to critical success factors, quality governance
and public service performance. It also
provides a new insight in terms of the
concept of quality governance in quality
management and how they can contribute to
enhancement of public service performance.
A conceptual framework of quality
governance
towards
successful
implementation of quality initiatives is
developed in the context of public
organizations. The main contribution of this
paper is to provide an integrated framework

for further empirical research investigating
the impacts of quality governance in ensuring
the success of quality initiatives in public
sector.
Keywords: quality, quality governance,
critical success factors, quality management,
quality initiative, public service sector,
performance measurement

Introduction
Public service sector has always been
scrutinized by the public on its performance
and the quality of service delivery to the
public as taxpayers are too much concerned
with their value for money services.
Dissatisfaction with the performance of
government organizations has become a
pervasive element in the world we live in.
Increasingly, citizens are unwilling to accept
blindly the level of performance produced by
the organizations considered unsatisfactory
(Radin 2007). For instance, in Malaysian
public sector alone there has been an increase
of 449.5% (414 complaints in 2007 to 2,275
complaints in 2009) in complaints on
unsatisfactory quality of services (PCB, 2009)
despite various intiatives for performance
improvement have been done (Siddique
2006). As the demand for accountable and
efficient service performance becoming more
fierce, public sector cannot afford to have
failures
in
its
quality
initiatives
implementations. Governance of quality
initiatives is important to ensure the success
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of their implementations in order to achieve
organizational objectives.
Organizations worldwide have one way or
another implemented quality management
initiatives in their efforts to enhance and
improve quality of products or services for
better performance over time. In today‘s
dynamic environment, more than ever the
survival of organizations in global
competition is depending on their ability to
produce products or services with the quality
that meets and exceeds customers‘ needs and
expectations (Ugboro and Obeng 2000) and
specifically for the public service sectors,
delivery of quality services that meets the
demand and expectations of public taxpayers
or other stakeholders is extremely critical to
show its reliability and accountability
(Siddiquee 2002) to stay relevant in the global
economy.
However not all quality initiatives being
employed have produced expected results in
performance. There are many cases of failures
as well as successes in implementing quality
management initiatives as strategies to
enhance performance (Gurnani 1999; Kanji
1996; Soltani et al. 2005; Waldman et al.
1998; Wilkinson et al. 1998). Previous studies
on quality management practices and
performance have found inconsistent results
in their link. Some studies found positive
implications (Ahire and Dreyfus 2000;
Anderson et al. 1995; Choi and Eboch 1998;
Das et al. 2000; Flynn et al. 1995; Ho et al.
2001) while others found negative
implications (Das et al. 2000; Dooyoung et al.
1998) of quality management practices on
performance. This inconsistency have been
alive in the literature for years and yet debates
on the issues are still ongoing and unresolved.
Studies on quality management practices or
critical success factors in extant literature
have explored the reasons for the inconsistent
findings but very few studies investigated the
possible solutions for failures in quality
initiatives.

None of previous studies has considered
quality governance as the possible answer for
the different results achieved particularly in
the public sectors. Apparently, previous
studies imply that having the critical success
factors alone do not guarantee the success of
quality initiative implementation thus proper
governance of the initiative is needed
especially the soft factors [human factors]
which are significant to drive quality
improvement (Adam et al. 1997; Douglas and
Judge Jr 2001; Powell 1995; Samson and
Terziovski 1999). This is advocated by Lau
and Idris (2001) claiming that human factors
are important to business growth in line with
Juran (1986) who emphasized on the
importance of understanding human aspects
for organizational success.
This paper seeks to examine the importance
of quality governance to successful
implementation of quality initiatives in public
service sector. This paper focuses on the
critical success factors (CSFs ) of quality
management from human aspects consisting
of top management commitment, employee
empowerment,
employee
involvement,
training, teamwork, and customer focus. The
aim of this study is to investigate the role of
mediating effects of quality governance in the
relationship between the CSFs of quality
management and public service performance.
A literature review is carried out to justify the
main issues related to CSFs, quality
governance and public service performance. It
also provides a new insight in terms of the
concept of quality governance in quality
management and how they can contribute to
enhancement of public service performance.
A conceptual framework of quality
governance
towards
successful
implementation of quality initiatives is
developed in the context of public
organizations for further empirical work.

Literature Review
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This section presents literature review on the
issues related to CSFs, quality governance
and public service performance. The review
also elaborates on the concept of quality and
quality governance used in this study to
develop an integrated framework for public
service performance enhancement.
Quality
Over decades, variety of definitions of quality
has been established and varying perspectives
have been taken in developing these
definitions. Some common definitions
proposed by quality Gurus are as the
following:
i. quality is fitness for use – Juran
(1979)
ii. quality
is
conformance
to
requirements – Crosby (1979)
iii. quality is a predictable degree of
uniformity and dependability at low
cost and suited to the market –
Deming (1982)
iv. quality is in its essence a way of
managing
an
organization
–
Feigenbaum (1991)
v. quality
is
meeting
customer
requirement – Oakland (1989:3)
These definitions are based on the anecdotal
perspective of the different viewpoints from
the quality Gurus. Reeves and Bednar (1994)
has categorized the various definitions into
five categories as excellence, value,
conformance to specification, and meeting or
exceeding customer‘s expectations. For the
purpose of this study, quality is referred as
―meeting and exceeding customer expectation
and requirement‖ (Reeves & Bednar, 1994;
Oakland, 1989:3). Assuring the quality
performance produced by public sector to
fulfill the expectation and requirement
depends on the success of quality initiatives
implementation
in
achieving
quality
objectives and goals. Hence the success of
quality initiatives implementations very much

depend on the way they are governed in such
a way that the common success factors will
successfully
drive
improvement
in
performance. Thus quality governance is the
focus of this study which will examine the
link between critical success factors and
quality governance and how these factors
contribute to the success of quality initiative
which in turn leads to performance
improvement.
Quality Management Initiatives
Studies have shown that most quality
management initiatives implemented in
private and public service sectors aimed for
some specific reasons which include
improving quality service, improving
competitive advantage, streamlining working
practices, improving productivity, reducing
costs, supporting organizational change, and
enhancing
organizational
performance
(Salaheldin 2009; Samat et al. 2009;
Wilkinson et al. 1996). They have been
adopted as means to achieve such strategic
objectives as improvement in performance
either financial or non-financial including
profits, market share, competitiveness, and
effectiveness. Previous evidences show that
implementation of total quality management
(TQM) is helping organizations to improve
their performance (Powell 1995), increase in
market share (Mann 1992), gain positive
effect
on operational
and business
performance (Terziovski and Samson 1999),
and improve organizational performance over
time (McAdam et al. 2002 ). Nevertheless,
Boyne and Walker (2002) concluded that total
quality management is a private management
fad and the public sector can adopt it without
a guarantee of positive result.
However not all the quality management
initiatives succeeded to achieve quality
objectives in organizational performance.
There are still many organizations facing
failures in their implementations. Failures in
quality initiatives implementations were
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considered to be caused by different factors in
different studies. Soltani, Lai & Phillips
(2008a) has highlighted that previous studies
show inconsistent factors contributing to total
quality management failures and no
conclusive evidence to prove that one
particular factor contributed to such a failure
since different studies have found different
factors for the failures. That is, what was
considered a failure factor in a study was not
in another study. For instance, several studies
found that the factors contributing to such
failures in different context as difficulty in
gaining top management commitment
(Soltani et al. 2005; Waldman et al. 1998;
Wilkinson et al. 1998), problems of
integration of quality initiatives in
organizational structure (Krishnan et al.
1993), adaptation problems in human
resource practice to support TQM (Dean and
Bowen 1994; Waldman 1994; Wilkinson
1992) and poor implementation (Ghobadian
and Gallear 1996; Numerof and Abrams
1994; Sitkin et al. 1994).
Studies hardly considered lacking in
governance of quality initiative as the
contributing factor to the failure of the
initiative. The inconsistency implies that there
is a need to have further study on the
contributing factors to the success of quality
management initiatives specifically in public
sector. Governance issues should be
considered
as
the
current
relevant
requirements in managing quality in the
current environment in which accountability
and transparency are demanded within the
outcomes of the initiatives. Thus quality
governance which is not yet explored in
quality management studies is timely to be the
focus of this study.
Quality initiative
implementation needs to be properly
governed in assuring the achievement of the
objectives and organizational performance
goals. In line with this argument, a need of
certain degree of work process control in
managing quality management practices or

activities was advocated by Soltani, Lai and
Phillips (2008b).
Failures of Quality Management Initiatives
Studies
on
quality
management
implementations have become prominent in
both private and public sectors (Agus and
Abdullah 2000; Agus et al. 2000; Agus and
Sagir 2001; Antony et al. 2002; Fryer et al.
2007; Hendricks and Singhal 1997; Laszlo
1998; Salaheldin 2009; Samat et al. 2009).
The studies which explore the critical success
factors of quality management have indicated
that they have inconsistently direct or indirect
relationships with performance.
Despite the studies with evidences that total
quality management has positive impact on
performance in both public or private sectors
(Agus and Hassan 2000; Agus et al. 2000;
Cherkasky 1992), there have been studies
which have highlighted quality management
pitfalls or failures due to many reasons
including lack of top management
commitment, lack of appropriate training and
education, lack of resources provided, lack of
perspective
measurement
of
quality
improvement, resistance of the workforce, use
of fear and intimidation to control the
workforce,
and
failure
to
change
organizational philosophy (Kanji 1996;
Krishnan et al. 1993; Soltani et al. 2005;
Soltani et al. 2008b). Failures in the quality
management efforts are claimed to relate to
impementation problems instead of that of the
content or principles of the total quality
management (Hackman and Wageman 1995).
None of these studies have considered the
importance of monitoring or controlling the
quality management practice and the
performance of quality initiatives as an
imperative in ensuring their success. It has
been proposed by Siddiquee (2007) that it is
important for the organization to make a
routine monitoring on the progress and
performance of quality initiatives while
maintaining their implementations. This
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implies that quality governance is needed to
ensure that quality initiatives will be more
successful that they can lead to better
improvement in performance. It is about time
for quality management studies to make an
attempt to integrate with governance in
exploring the factors that contribute to the
successes
of
quality
initiatives
implementation in any organization.
The governance of quality initiatives or
programs for improving the quality of
services and overall performance is extremely
important to ensure the success of their
implementations. In public sector the drive to
improve performance is ever increasing that
they have to give the best value of their
service with the limited fund that they have
along with pressure for an increase in
accountability and transparency (Fryer et al.
2007).
This indicates that public sector has to take
into account the element of good governance
in
implementing quality initiatives for
performance enhancement. It is imperative for
this study to consider quality governance in
investigating its influence on the assurance of
the
success
of
quality
initiatives
implementation. This study will fill the gap
by giving more insights in the knowledge of
quality management and governance for
quality performance particularly in public
sector.
Quality Management Practices and
Performance
Inconsistency is also shown in terms of the
relationship between quality management
practices and organizational performance.
Studies which explore the critical success
factors of quality management in private or
public sectors have indicated that the
relationships are inconsistently direct or
indirect. Some studies have shown that
quality management practices have direct
relationship with performance (Adam 1994;
Adam et al. 1997; Dean Jr and Snell 1996;

Hendricks and Singhal 1997; Powell 1995;
Samson and Terziovski 1999). On the other
hand, some studies on public sector have
shown that the relationship is mediated by
customer satisfaction (Agus et al. 2000; Agus
2004) while another study on manufacturing
company has indicated that this relationship is
mediated by competitive advantage (Agus and
Sagir 2001). Inconsistent results are prevalent
among previous studies, thus making further
investigation in this direction necessary
whereby a third variable as mediator of the
relationship is worth studying to fill the gap.
However in his meta-analytic study of extant
literature on the link of quality management
practices and performance, and the role of
moderators, Nair (2006) found some evidence
of the presence of moderating factors in the
relationship between quality management
practices and performance. Thus he suggested
that study on the moderating factor will be a
potential
future
studies.
Contextual
moderating and mediating effects have been
investigated in some studies (Choi and Eboch
1998; Douglas and Judge Jr 2001; Shah and
Ward 2003; Sousa and Voss 2001). Although
Nair (2006) seems to propose further study on
moderating factors in the relationship between
quality
management
practices
and
performance, yet more studies are needed to
obtain further clarity in either mediating or
moderating effects. This study intends to
investigate the mediating factor of quality
governance in the relationship between
quality management CSFs and performance
that will give more insight in quality
management literature.
In Nair‘s study the results also suggested
that the positive relationship of people
management with aggregate performance,
financial performance and operational
performance implies the importance of human
aspects of quality management practices.
Other studies have proposed the same
implications (Powell 1995; Samson and
Terziovski 1999).
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Human Related Critical Success Factors
(CSFs)
Studies on TQM have generally focused on
soft factors [human aspects] and hard factors
[tools and technical aspects] to show the
importance of these factors in the success of
quality management implementation (Dale
and Lascelles 1997). This study is mainly
concerned with the soft or people factor as
key elements in conducting activities for
quality commitment (Ali et al. 2007). Lau and
Idris (2001) have concluded that there exists a
relationship between soft factors and tangible
outcomes of total quality management
implementation. Hence, the human related
critical success factors are the key activities
that need to be carefully governed to ensure
program or quality initiative success in
improving performance although Rahman
(2004) argued that the significance of the soft
factors has been exaggerated in business
context. However for the purpose of this
study, soft factors are important for
continuous improvement (Powell, 1995;
Samson & Terzvioski, 1999).
Definition of CSFs
The critical success factors (CSFs) are the
limited number of areas in which satisfactory
results will ensure a successful competitive
performance for the individual, department or
organisation (Rockart 1979; Van Bullen and
Rockart 1986). By focusing on a number of
factors, CSFs used by organizations will assist
them to define and ensure the success of the
business. This way the organisation and its
personnel are able to know in which key areas
to capitalize their resources and time. Due to
their importance, CSFs are widely researched
and applied in many organisations in different
perspectives; from a single project to the
whole organisation strategic direction
(Esteves and Pastor 2003).
In different views, Yusof and Aspinwall
(1999) interpreted critical factors as those
circumstances or practices which already
exist, or those that need to be developed in

ensuring the success of TQM implementation;
Boynton & Zmud (1984) have stated that
CSFs are considered as those few things that
must go well to ensure success. In some
studies the CSFs are referred as quality
management or total quality management
practices that are critical to the success of
quality initiatives implementations.
CSFs of Quality Management in Public
Sector
There has been limited studies pertaining to
CSFs of quality management involving public
service sector. Fryer et al. (2007) has
reviewed twenty-nine
papers on factors
affecting continous improvement programs in
public sector. The study found that the critical
success factors for different sectors were
significantly distinctive in manufacturing,
service, and public sector. Study found CSFs
for continuous success of projects in public
sector comprise of management training and
learning, and communication. Employee and
process management factors were considered
the most critical factors in public sector.This
study indicates the importance of soft factors
in overall findings.
Other studies that investigated quality
management practices or CSFs particularly in
public sector have identified slightly different
factors such as good leadership, involvement
and commitment of all level of staff, meeting
customer satisfaction, reward and recognition,
teamwork, awareness, and organizational
climate (Muhammad, Mazalan, and Yaakob,
2003); customer orientation, training, and
employee focus (Agus 2004) significant for
performance while other factors like top
management and benchmarking were found
insignificant in explaining the variance in
performance. This finding was contrary to
most previous studies which mostly
considered top management commitment as
the most critical factor for successful TQM
implementation (Crosby 1979; Fryer et al.
2007; Juran 1988; Ugboro and Obeng 2000).
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Hence, for the purpose of this study the most
common critical success factors on human
aspects of quality management in public
sector context to be considered based on the
reviews of previous studies comprising of top
management
commitment,
employee
empowerment,
employee
involvement,
teamwork, training, and customer focus.

(2006) suggesting that management can show
their commitment through visible control of
data on maintenance and continuous
monitoring on progress of total quality
management implementation by following
progress on teamwork and training activities
for better governance.

Top Management Commitment

Employee involvement is an empowerment
process of organizational members facilitating
them to make appropriate decisions and come
up with solutions to problems individually
and collectively (Ugboro & Obeng, 2000). In
stressing the point that employee involvement
is extremely important, Metri (2005) argued
that one of the causes of prolonged quality
problems is lack of employee involvement
which can be resolved through personal
participation in activities for quality
enhancement that leads to the success of
TQM. He
further emphasized that
empowerment and involvement improve self
confidence and problem solving ability
leading to low risk decision making.
Employee involvement and participation is
important to realize the empowerment
exercise and the management role is
important to facilitate the practice.
Furthermore, the employee involvement
provides
employee
with
information,
responsibility, and autonomy to control their
own work leading to employee satisfaction
and an increase in productivity in the new
governance era (Ang et al. 2002).

Top management commitment is important to
promote quality culture in an organization and
to institutionalize empowerment that involves
power sharing and delegation of decision
making (Ugboro and Obeng 2000).
Embarking on quality management initiative
requires top management to committedly
involve in quality transformation by
continuously communicating organizational
vision and commitment to quality; the
presence of strategies and policies pertaining
to quality concepts;
and the need for
undivided participation by employees in the
total quality process. This way employees are
constantly reminded to consider that customer
is their top priority and the quality goals will
guide employees to achieve targeted strategic
objectives (Ugboro & Obeng, 2000). It is the
responsibility of the top management to
assure and ensure that quality is
intitutionalized in every single process in the
organization.
As the governing body in the organization,
the top management needs to have a clear
picture of what their role is and is not; have
clearly articulated organizational strategies,
objectives, values and systems to be achieved
to satisfy clients‘s needs and organizational
performance improvement (Ebrahimpour
1985). They are primarily responsible in
overseeing and ensuring the achievement of
those ends (Taylor 2000). Visible and clear
commitment
by top management will
certainly motivate employees to give their
utmost commitment to successfully achieve
targets and improve performance. This
argument is supported by Seetharaman et al.

Employee Involvement

Employee Empowerment

Eventhough
empowerment
has
been
distintively defined by many authors as
participative management (Frey, 1993; Jaffee
and Scott, 1993; Schutz, 1994); a power
sharing (Bardwick, 1991; Block, 1993; Peters,
1987); objective realization (Mohrman,
Cohen, & Mohrman, 1995); and interaction of
lower and upper level employee (Vogt and
Murrell, 1990); in this study empowerment is
referred as delegation of power in decision
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making in line with definition suggested by
(Petter, Byrnes, Choy, Fegan and Miller ,
2002) with comprehensive definition of
empowerment as having
dimensions of
power, decision making, information,
autonomy,
initiative
and
creativity,
knowledge and skill, and responsibility.
Some researcher has suggested that the
success of quality initiatives implementation
depends on the existence of quality culture
emphasizing empowerment, autonomy, and
risk taking which has been associated with
high performance organizations (Shortell et
al. 1995; Shortell et al. 1994). At the same
time, empowerment that provides employees
an open access to information will lead them
to take control of their responsibilities and
become more accountable to any decision
made. But without proper monitoring by the
top management on the work of the
employees, they can get strayed away from
the targeted objectives whereby execising of
power may not be aligned with set plan or
strategies. Thus the emphasis on the rules of
law is needed in the process of empowerment.
This is supported by Gal –Or & Amit (1998)
arguing that once empowerment is exercised,
organization needs to introduce monitoring to
facilitate communication that will get rid off
any opposing effect of information
asymmetries (Gal- Or & Amit, 1998). This
explicitly indicates that governance is
important to ensure an effective practice of
empowerment.
Employee Training

According to Dahlgaard, Kristensen and
Kanji (1995) training and education provide
the necessary skills, knowledge, and ability
that are imperative for workforce satisfaction
and motivation. They believed that skillful
and motivated workforce are constructive part
of continuous improvement process. This
argument is supported by Metri (2005)
positing that education and training not only
force employees to posses required skills and
knowledge but also quality specific skills and

knowledge that will encourage them to
engage in quality oriented behavior once they
have a clear view of their roles and quality
goals.
Another point of view shows the importance
of training asserting that total quality
environment requires every individual in an
organization to be continuously trained and
the training must be aligned with
organizational objectives for continuous
improvement (Snell and Dean Jr 1992).
Teamwork

Good team working allows the achievement
of success through involvement (Addley
1998). Oakland & Oakland (1998) have
claimed that organizations striving for
superior performance are those that are
institutionalizing the culture of trusting and
valuing their people by facilitating good
communication,
encouraging
employee
involvement and commitment, providing
training, and promoting teamwork.
Many authors and practitioners have argued
that teamwork is fundamental to the success
of quality efforts in an organization. Case
studies have revealed teamwork practices in
successful organizations including IBM,
Ilford Limited, Xerox Canada, General
Electric, and Hewlett-Packard (Thiagarajan
and Zairi 1997). They have claimed that
teamwork
has
encouraged
maximum
employee involvement, morale improvement,
an increase in productivity, and job
satisfaction.
Effective
teamwork
covers
different
categories of collaboration including between
manager and non-managers; between
functions; and between customers and
suppliers (Dean and Bowen 1994). Thus
management needs to oversee the teams to
ensure that they are together to achieve
common
organizational
goals
more
effectively with more creative and innovative
ideas by giving facilities and resources
required for better team working.
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Customer Focus

Customer focus relates to an organization‘s
commitment to determine and meet current
and emerging customer requirements and
expectations, to provide effective customer
relationship management and to ensure
customer satisfaction (Nair, 2006). Some
authors have also argued that an organization
needs to fulfill customer needs and
requirements by listening and responding to
their expectations by giving quality product or
outstanding service and conform to their
wishes (Adam et al. 1997). This importance is
reflected in the Malcom Baldridge National
Quality
Award,
whereby
customer
satisfaction accounts for 300 out of the 1000
total points explicitly indicating that customer
satisfaction has been regarded as a critical
indicator of quality performance. To attain
such an outstanding customer satisfaction
organizations have to gather information on
customer changing demands to provide better
services over time.
Some studies have evidently shown that
customer
focus practices have positive
relationships with performance (Ahire and
O‘Shaughnessy 1998; Grandzol and Gershon
1998; Nair 2006; Samson and Terziovski
1999). But study by Prachsriphum and
Ussahawanitchakit (2008) found it had no
significant relationship with performance
instead they found that customer focus had
significant direct relationship with corporate
governance supporting the assumption that a
firm with higher customer focus will have
greater governance.
Overall, the discussion of findings in previous
studies on conceptual and theoretical evidence
of relationships between critical success
factors of quality management, elements of
governance, and performance indicates a
general support for the potential relationships
between these three constructs. Particularly
the customer focus has been positively
associated with governance. The other CSFs
are also expected to have association with

governance whereby previous studies have
shown that transparency, rules of law and
accountability are important in management
support,
empowerment,
employee
involvement, training and teamwork.
Governance
It has been a current trend of interest among
practitioners and scholars in the relevant
fields
in
measuring
organizational
performance in terms of quality service with
quality of life as well as process of
governance (Bovaird and Löffler 2003). The
issues of governance for quality assurance has
been studied in higher education to show that
quality management needs to be connected to
governance (Henard and Mitterle 2009). The
importance of quality governance is also
shown in some studies involving healthcare
and IT industries for better performance
(Heatley, 2001; Allen, 2000). It is proposed
that good governance is not a sufficient
condition for achieving high quality, but it is
certainly a necessary one.
Good Governance

Unescap (2003) has identified good
governance as to have eight major
characteristics comprising of participatory,
consensus oriented, accountable, transparent,
responsive, effective and efficient, equitable
and inclusive and follows the rule of law.
However, subject on good governance have
been frequently discussed from different
perspectives especially in literature and
political or practitioner discourses with
different characteristics. The most common
elements of good governance are listed as
―citizen
engagement,
transparency,
accountability, the equalities agenda and
social inclusion, ethical and honest behavior,
equity (fair procedures and due process),
ability to compete in a global environment,
ability to work effectively in partnership,
sustainability and respect for the rule of law‖
(Bovaird and Loffler, 2003).
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Empirical study by Jinarat & Quang (2003)
has investigated the role of good governance
at functional level as a mediator in the
relationship between corporate governance
and organizational performance. In their
study, good governance was considered as
having four components consisting of
accountability, transparency, rule of law, and
participation. Their findings have shown that
there was a positive relationship between
corporate governance and good governance at
functional level. This study has also revealed
that good governance at the functional level
did have positive effects on employee
satisfaction as one of the indicator for
performance.
Another study by Prachsriphum and
Ussahawanitchakit (2008) has examined the
relationship between organizational culture
[customer focus, human resource practice,
identification,
performance
behaviour
standard,
corporate
citizenship,
communication];
corporate
governance
[transparency,
accountability,
integrity,
independence]; and financial reporting quality
[performance] of Thailand companies. Their
study found that organizational culture
[customer focus] had significant direct
relationship with corporate governance
supporting the implication that a firm with
higher customer focus will have greater
governance. The relationship between
corporate governance and performance was
also significant implying that a firm with
higher governance practice will have better
quality performance. However the result
showed that customer focus did not have
significant relationship with performance.
The mediating role of governance has been
explored but there was no specific test
conducted to prove whether governance is a
full or partial mediator. In general the study
has indirectly indicated that governance is a
potential mediator in relation to quality
performance
(Prachsriphum
and
Ussahawanitchakit, 2008).

Thus in this study, the mediating role of
quality governance will be further clarified in
relation to quality management initiative.
Apparently there is no consistency in terms of
elements of good governance used in different
studies depending on the context and purpose
of the studies. Thus for this particular study,
the components of quality governance will be
based on the common good governance
elements mostly used in different studies
which are transparency, accountability, and
rules of law as emphasized by Unescap
(2003) that enforcement of accountability will
be possible with the existence of transparency
and rules of law.
Accountability
Accountability is a crucial prerequisite of
good
governance
(Unescap,
2003).
Individuals in an organization have specific
responsibilities that they need to carry with an
obligation to explain and justify every action
taken for the sake of the organization. This
obligation is considered as accountability
whereby they are accountable to any party
affected by their decisions and action
internally or externally and they are liable to
any consequences (Unescap, 2003).
Particularly
in
quality
management,
continuous
commitment
from
every
individual in the organization is crucial to
ensure the success of a program. Thus, regular
feedback and information on the progress of
the initiatives are required and the top
management, to ascertain that employees are
accountable enough to get their work aligned
with organizational goals, should monitor the
progress over time through internal reporting
system.
Transparency
―Transparency means that decisions taken and
their enforcement are done in a manner that
follows rules and regulations. It also means
that information is freely available and
directly accessible to those affected by such
decisions and their enforcement. It also means
that enough information is provided and that
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it is provided in easily understandable forms
and media‖ (Unescap, 2003).
Deming (1986) has long time ago outlined his
14 points of quality philosophy explicitly
indicating his emphasis on the importance of
transparency in quality management in terms
of free flow of and open access to information
as proposed by Lazarus & McManus (2006)
that Deming has used terms like ―driving out
fear so that everyone may work effectively for
the company, breaking down barriers between
departments and workers, eliminating slogans
and exhortations, vigorous programs of
education and retraining to express his
points‖.
This implies that transparency is imperative in
quality initiative implementation such that top
management has to ensure there is a free flow
of information to all individual in the
organization that should have it in a way that
is easy for them to understand and to respond.
It is even important that decisions and
processes are transparent to all stakeholders in
carrying out the quality initiatives. Although
there will always be commercially sensitive
information that will need to be withheld
(Lazarus
&
McManus,
2006),
the
predominant culture should be one of
disclosure through internal and external
reporting.
However, a study has provided evidence to
show that transparency and performance do
not have any significant relationship when it
comes to market performance, and report
disclosure and timeliness (Haat et al. 2008).
Rules of Law
Rules of law deals with the extent to which
individuals or authorized party behave in a
certain way that follow the formal rules and
regulations involved in doing their routine
works (Licht et al. 2005). The essence of the
rule of law is referred as the power that can be
used as long as it is legal according to the law.
In the case of implementing quality
initiatives, all individuals in an organization is
expected to follow pre-determined quality

policy, rules, and regulations related to them
so that the implementation is aligned with the
national
agenda
for
public
service
performance improvement.
From quality management perspective, the
rule of law concept is considered as the act of
following and practicing quality initiative
activities according to quality policy set by
the organizations. Activities must be aligned
with organizational quality objectives and
strategies. Top management has to ensure that
all employees are complying with the rules
and procedures designed to facilitate total
quality activities for improving the quality
performance. Every individual is accountable
to every action taken and they should be
provided with information about the strategic
policy and regulations pertaining to quality
initiative implementation to encourage
involvement and participation in decision
making process (Ugboro and Obeng, 2000).
Quality Governance
Studies have proven that governance has
positive
effects
on
organizational
performance. Previous studies on governance
were mostly concerned on the influence of
good
governance
on
organizational
performance (Israr and Islam 2006; Jinarat
and Quang 2003; Kyereboah-Coleman and
Osei 2008). Studies have also shown that
there is positive relationship of good
governance and organizational performance
[financial or non-financial] (Bebchuk et al.
2009; Bebchuk and Cohen 2005). However,
studies on the influence of good governance
on quality initiatives for organizational
performance enhancement have been sparse.
This study will fill this gap by integrating the
issues of quality and governance to show the
importance of quality governance for better
performance particularly in public sector
context.
There have been voluminous of studies and
research utilizing the term ―quality
governance‖ with respect to the quality of
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governance or the governance quality in a
particular
government,
nation,
and
organization in private sectors or public
sectors (Kaufmann, Kraay & Zaido-Lobaton,
1999; Fraser-Moleketi, 2003; Kaufmann and
Kraay, 2008; Ott, 2009; Kaufmann, Kraay,
and Mastruzzi, 2008; Kudrycka, 2003) but
there is scanty of research or studies focusing
on quality governance referring specifically to
the concept of governance of quality
initiatives in managing, monitoring, and
controlling of the implementation of quality
initiatives for continuous improvement of
organizational performance. Nevertheless, the
concept of quality governance has been
adopted by National Health Service (NHS) as
a framework for continuous quality
improvement of health care services
(Freedman, 2002).
Thus in contrast to previous studies‘ concept
of quality governance, this study will fill this
gap in the knowledge of governance
pertaining to the concept of quality
governance from quality management
perspective by integrating the concept of
governance (Hirst, 2000; Canada Institute of
Governance, 2000) and quality (Reeves and
Bednar, 1994). In general, the quality
governance concept in this study is based on
the common element of good governance
which are accountability, transparency, and
rules of law.
This paper intends to introduce the concept of
quality governance with respect to quality
management as a framework for monitoring,
controlling, and directing quality management
practices to ensure the success of the quality
initiatives implementation in enhancing
performance for organizational success. As to
serve the purpose of this study, quality
governance is referred as “the process
whereby organizations make important
decisions to determine which quality
initiatives to deploy, whom they involve with
and how they render account as well as the
means by which all quality management

practices or critical success factors are
controlled, monitored or directed towards
achieving quality objectives in terms of
enhancing quality performance that meets
customer expectations” (Hirst, 2000; Canada
Institute of Governance, 2000; Reeves and
Bednar, 1994).
Quality initiatives needs to be properly
governed to get them aligned with
organizational objectives and strategies. It
needs to have a proper system in assuring all
the quality management practices are
effectively aligned with quality policy and
objectives by having a systematic structure in
decision making, monitoring and control, and
compliance in policy. With more transparent,
accountable,
and
compliant
quality
management practices, it is believed that
quality initiatives will be successfully
implemented
to
effectively
improve
performance in facing increasing demands for
accountable public service (Coates 2004).
In general the above discussions on
governance, good governance and quality
governance have indicated a general support
for a positive relationship between CSFs,
quality governance, and performance.
Empirical findings show that governance is
associated with customer focus and
performance and is a potential mediator.
Theoretical discussion in above empirical
studies has somehow offered some support
for positive relationship between CSFs,
quality governance, and performance. Thus
further study on this relationship will provide
more insights in the literature for better
understanding of the relationship from quality
management perspective. This study will fill
this gap by providing integrated framework
for quality governance in public sector.
Public Service Performance
According to Fryer et al.(2007) public sector
is defined as ―the organizations that deliver
goods and services of government at local
level or national level which are not always
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the same in size across countries and the exact
nature varies throughout the world and over
time, in modern or developed countries‖. In
most
countries
the
public
service
organizations consist of those that provide
services to the public for the welfare of the
citizen like education, public transportation,
electricity and gas, fire services, healthcare,
police, housing, welfare and children, and
more. They are not profit oriented
organizations and usually run their functions
on public fund (Dewhurst et al. 1999).
Public sector performance that fulfills
customer requirement and expectations of the
public is extremely needed to gain public trust
in government accountability. To assess
performance of an organization specifically
the public sector, various studies have used
different measures depending on the context
and perspectives of the studies which cover
elements of financial and non-financial
performance indicators.
Performance measurement

Performance measurement is important for
the management to assess and monitor the
progress of initiatives undertaken for
feedback on achievement and improvement
that needs to be made. To suit the purpose of
improving performance, measures should not
only be used to monitor people‘s work but
also have to be those which can give
information on improvement made and areas
for further improvement (Motwani 2001).
Traditionally, government sector have
measured its service performance based on
three ‗e‘ which are economy, efficiency and
effectiveness (Kloot 1999).The elements of
economy and efficiency have implications of
financial performance consistent with
resource utilization and financial terms used
(Kloot, 1999). While effectiveness has an
implication of non-financial measure which
can include quality service, customer
satisfaction, and achievement of goals (Kloot,
1999).

Quality management studies have shown that
performance measurement for the public
service has evolved and many studies have
investigated
the
effects
of
quality
management practices, dimensions of total
quality management, or critical success
factors
of
quality
management
on
performance depending on their purpose of
studies. According to Nair (2006) previous
studies for the period of 1995 to 2004 which
have been reviewed have investigated
measures of performance for different
organizations in different industries and
sectors involving financial and non-financial
measures. Particularly for the public sector
most of the measures of its performance relate
to non-financial elements like customer
satisfaction,
efficiency,
effectiveness,
productivity, employee satisfaction,
and
more. Some studies considered the
performance as a single construct (Ahire and
O‘Shaughnessy 1998; Anderson et al. 1995;
Ho et al. 2001) and some other studies have
considered
performance
as
a
multidimensional construct (Das et al. 2000;
Mohrman et al. 1995; Wilson and Collier
2000).
This study will consider performance as a
multidimensional construct, which covers
aspects like productivity, efficiency, output,
outcome, KPIs, customer satisfaction,
effectiveness, employee satisfaction, and
value for money. The association of
governance and performance is proposed by
Radin (2007) by stating that assessment of
performance of public sector entities is linked
to
concerns
about
accountability,
transparency, decentralization, and good
governance. This somehow supports the
framework proposed by this study.
Integrated Framework of Quality
Governance
Based on previous studies mentioned above, it
is therefore important to investigate the the
importance of quality governance for
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successfull implementation of quality
initiatives which will lead to improvement in
performance. Understanding them will help
organizations to make decisions regarding
measures that should be taken to improve
governance in quality management for
accountable performance to stakeholders.

Previous discussion explicitly shows support
on the relationship between critical success
factors, quality governance, and performance
which leads to the integrated framework of
quality governance for further empirical study
as in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Proposed Integrated Framework of Quality Governance

Methodology
This study proposed the significance of
quality governance as a mediating factor in
the relationship between quality management
critical success factors and public service
performance.To further justify the proposed
relationship between the three contructs of
CSFs, governance, and performance, this
study adopts a quantitative approach to survey
research to address multiple purposes and as

the method of data collection (Creswell,
2007). The objectives of this study are:
1. to investigate the relationship between
quality management critical success
factors and quality governance
2. to examine the extent to which quality
management critical success factors
contribute to performance of public
service through quality governance
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3. to investigate the relationship of
quality governance with public service
performance
4. to determine the degree of importance
of quality management critical success
factors in Malaysian public service
5. to
determine
whether
quality
governance is a partial or a full
mediator of the relationship between
quality management critical success
factors
and
public
service
performance.This study can best be
addressed using a correlational
research design and
structural
equation modelling serves as the
primary analytic technique.
Target Population and Sample
In order to have a wider coverage and
reasonable sample size, the number of
government agencies to be studied must be
large. In spite of this, it is not possible to
cover all the government agencies in the
peninsular Malaysia comprising of 33
agencies with approximately 462 state offices.
Target population

As the research is investigating the quality
governance in public service in relation to
quality management initiatives and public
service performance, the selected government
agencies are further specified; which are the
tax collection agencies dealing directly with
taxpayers who are mostly concerned with
value for money services. These agencies‘
service performances are critical for taxpayers
and stakeholders as they demand to be treated
well as taxpayers and the accountability of
these agencies are under their scrutiny. Thus,
the target population for this study comprised
of employees working full-time in the tax
collection agencies in Peninsular, Malaysia.
Five tax collection agencies will be chosen for
the purpose of this study based on their major
contribution to national revenue, which are
Inland Revenue Board, Royal Malaysian
Customs, Immigration Department, Road

Transport Department, and Land and Mines
Department.
Sample

The sample for this study will be the
employees involve in quality management
programs or initiatives in the tax collection
agencies. They are chosen for their firsthand
experience or knowledge on how quality
programs being implemented or organized in
the agencies. The unit of analysis in this study
will be the individual in the quality
management team ranging from low level
employees to top management.
Sampling Procedure

For the purpose of this study, the suitable
sampling procedure is multistage cluster
sampling as proposed by (Babbie, 2010).
Subpopulation will be indentified as the
cluster of public sector to be studied that is
tax collection agencies, the lists of employees
from each of the selected agency will be
obtained through its management to be
sampled from each agency. This process of
sampling is similar with multistage cluster
sampling explicated by Babbie (2010).
Variable Specifications
In this study, the variables under study are
quality management critical success factors as
independent variable, quality governance as
mediator, and public service performance as
dependent variable.
Independent Variable

For the purpose of this study, human related
quality management
CSFs
are
the
independent variables identified based on
literature reviews as the common CSFs in
public sector consisting of top management
commitment,
employee
empowerment,
employee involvement, teamwork, training,
and customer focus.
Mediator

This study is also examining the impact of
quality governance as a mediator of the
relationship between quality management
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CSFs and public service performance. The
CSFs are expected to have relationship with
quality governance based on theoretical
discussion in previous section. In this study
quality governance dimensions are considered
as transparency, accountability, and rules of
law which are the common aspects studied in
previous research.
Dependent Variable

Based on previous studies (Boyne, 2003;
Andrews et al, 2007) performance in this
study identified as having dimensions
comprising
customer
satisfaction,
effectiveness, efficiency, outputs, outcomes,
value for money, employee satisfaction and
productivity.
Instrumentation
In this study, a closed-ended questionnaire
will be used with response categories that are
exhaustive and mutually exclusive (Babbie,
2010).The measurements for independent,
mediator, and dependent variables are based
on the common scales being used in previous
studies which will be in the form of 6 items
likert scale ranging from very low to very
high to ensure consistency. An even likert
scales will be of advantage to avoid
respondents‘ bias on their responses by giving
neutral answers.
Data Collection
According to Sekaran (2003), the data
collection methods are the integral part of
research design. This research draws
primarily on quantitative approach. Data
collection strategy used in this study is self
administered questionnaire consistent with
Sekaran (2003) emphasizing that interviews,
administering questionnaires, and observing
people are the three main recommended data
collection methods in survey research.
Respondents for this survey will come from
quality management teams ranking from
lower level to top management.

Primary Data and Secondary Data

In this study, a significant part of the data for
this research comes from primary sources
within the tax collection agencies. Part of the
data required is derived from secondary
sources of data such as annual reports from
MAMPU,
Public
Complaint
Bureau,
UNPAN, agency annual reports, and other
government documents of the tax collection
agencies.
Pilot Study
Before the main survey is carried out, a pilot
study will be conducted. A pilot study is
necessary to ensure that instruments and
methods that will be used to do the
administered survey are appropriate.
Data Analysis
This study uses structural equation modeling
(SEM) to address hypothetical relationships
of the variables involved in this study
including CSFs, quality governance and
public service performance.The SEM has
been considered as a comprehensive and
flexible approach to research design and data
analysis (Hafeez et. al, 2006). SEM will assist
researcher to confirm the relationships that
exist more easily as it is a confirmatory
technique consisting of three processes; path
analysis, confirmatory factor analysis, and
structural regression models.
Therefore, this study develops a structural
equation modeling (SEM) model, where the
combined effects of CSFs of quality
management on the quality governance as
expressed by good governance measures, as
well as the effects of these measures on
performance as expressed by organizational
measures, are tested using survey data. Tests
on reliability using Cronbach Alpha and
validity of scales by conducting confirmatory
factor analysis will be carried out.

Challenges in Implanting
Framework
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Private Sector
Implanting this framework in private sector
will involve broader scope which totally
different in system, structure of governance as
well as the evident critical success factors.
The quality management practices will be
slightly different that must be adjusted to the
nature of service. This study focuses on
general quality initiatives for particular public
sector and private organizations which focus
on specific programs for quality enhancement
will need to make modification on the
elements in the framework. The potential
results of the proposed framework are
hopefully able to provide some guidelines for
private sector managers in governing soft
factors for effective quality performance.
Understanding the importance of quality
governance will guide management of private
sectors to improve current monitoring system
for quality enhancement. However, those
organizations which are more concerned with
innovation might not feel this framework is
beneficial as they are more concerned with

hard factors and technology contributing to
organizational performance.
Public Sector
This framework is expected to represent the
overall picture of public sector quality
governance. Empirical findings are expected
to be generalizable to all public agencies.
Once the findings show that quality
governance is significant to the improvement
of public service performance, the policy
makers and implementors have to work on
creating better governance system to monitor
the implementation of quality initiatives for
better performance. After all, top management
will get benefits from this study by getting
better understanding of the quality
governance for the success of quality
initiatives which will lead them to focus on
the right factors which are contributing to
organizational excellence. This will be a
challenge to management who are not ready
to tranform and make changes for
organizational excellence.
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Conclusion
In today‘s dynamic environment, more than
ever the survival of organizations in global
competition is depending on their ability to
produce products or services with the quality
that meets and exceeds customers‘ needs and
expectations (Ugboro and Obeng 2000) and
specifically for the public service sectors,
delivery of quality services that meets the
demand and expectations of public taxpayers
or other stakeholders is extremely critical to
show its reliability and accountability
(Siddiquee 2002) to stay relevant in the global
economy.
Failures in quality initiative implementation
evident in previous studies have explicitly
indicated that quality management practices
or critical success factors of quality
management have been inconsistent in their
effects on performance. These failures in the
quality management efforts are claimed to
relate to implementation problems instead of
that of the content or principles of the total
quality management (Hackman and Wageman
1995). At the same time the issues of
governance have been dicussed in studies as
contributing factors to better performance
and none of previous studies have considered
the importance of monitoring, controlling, or
directing the performance and progress of
quality initiatives as the way to ensure quality
initiative success. This is the gap that needs to

be filled by this study to enrich the knowledge
with new insight on the importance of
governance of quality initiatives.
Quality initiatives need to be properly
governed to get them aligned with
organizational objectives and strategies. With
more transparent, accountable and rule of law
compliant
implementation
of
quality
management practices, it is believed that
quality initiatives will be successfully
implemented
to
effectively
improve
performance. Thus integrating the issues of
governance and quality to gain more insights
in successful quality initiative implementation
will contribute to knowledge in quality
management and governance.
Theoretical discussions in some of the studies
have explicitly supported the potential of
quality governance role as a mediator in the
relationship between CSFs of quality
management and performance. The proposed
conceptual framework of quality governance
for public sector can be further justified by an
empirical study. This study will not only
provide better framework for enhancing
public service performance but also contribute
new concept of quality governance from
quality management perspective in both
literature of quality management and
governance which is hardly explored by
extant research.
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Customer Satisfaction of Service Quality: Dubai Airports Case
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Abstract
This paper focuses on evaluating perceived
service quality at Dubai Airport backed by
their services capturing customers‟ feedback
through the comprehensive SERVQUAL
survey that was distributed among 200
passengers (males and females) which helped
in identifying where does Dubai Airports
stand from its customers perspective and
whether their customers are overall satisfied
or not with the provided services. The results
of the conducted SERVQUAL survey were
concluded that Dubai Airports is one of the
best service providers around the globe by
using the five Service Quality dimensions
(Reliability,
Responsiveness,
Tangibles,
Assurance and Empathy) in order to
accomplish its customers' needs and exceed
their expectations in a prompt and efficient
way. In fact, Dubai Airports‟ great reputation
is the evidence of its huge success.
Keywords: Service Quality, SERVQUAL,
expectation, perception, customer service

Introduction
The most widely used quality definitions
recognize that quality should be valued by the
customers and always be put in relation to
their needs and expectations. So what is
Service Quality? It is the delivery of excellent
or superior service relative to customer
expectations. Therefore, in this paper will
illustrate on the Service Quality and the
measuring scale which is called SERVQUAL

that is used to compare between customer'
perception and expectation in one of the
greatest airport throughout the globe here in
the United Arab Emirates (Dubai Airports
"DA").
No doubt that service quality is a major
management issue at airports, whether the
airport operates as an enterprise in a
competitive environment or as a public sector
body having a public service duty. With evergrowing numbers of air travelers with wide
travel experiences, airports know their
customers will compare their airport with the
best they have experienced elsewhere.
This paper is divided into several parts
whereby after the introduction, the reader
shall get to know about the main objective of
this study. Then, some hypothesis will be
explained followed by the literature review.
After that, the reader shall be enriched with
some critical information about the chosen
company and the findings will be mentioned
depending on the conducted questionnaires
which are related to its adapted sampling
style. Later on, some limitations that were
suffered from during the preparation of this
paper will be explained. Then, the results after
the survey distribution will be mentioned in
details. At last, this paper will be ended by a
conclusion and some recommendations that
might help Dubai Airports to enhance their
efficiency and performance related to the
service quality as well as attracts customers
more in the long run.
Hence, Dubai Airports (DA) is considered to
be one of the best service providers in the
region and everybody witnesses its great
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efforts in providing high standard services to
its passengers in order to compete with other
international airports that accomplishes to
exceed their customer‘s satisfaction, it was
chosen to be this papers‘ target in order to
indicate the actual perceived service quality at
Dubai Airports of the provided facilities to the
passengers and it‘s impact of the overall
performance of the company.

Literature Review
Company Profile
―Dubai Airports was established in 1959
when the late Ruler of Dubai, HH Sheikh
Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum, ordered the
construction of the first airfield. The initial
airfield consisted of a 1,800 m compacted
runway, an apron area, a small but adequate
terminal building and a fire station. Opened in
1960, the new airport was capable of handling
aircraft up to the size of a DC-3.
From 9 airlines serving some 20 destinations
in 1969, Dubai Airports has grown to
accommodate 100 airlines connecting to over
140 destinations in the first half of 2002.
Anticipating the travel demands of the 21st
century, the Dubai Department of Civil
Aviation had launched a US$540 million
expansion program in 1997, which was
designed to turn Dubai Airports into an even
more user friendly and efficient airport. This
phase of expansion culminated with the
opening of Sheikh Rashid Terminal in April
2000.
Dubai Airports, in a very short span of time,
has grown from an airfield into an aviation
hub. The development is the result of the far
sighted visions of the late ruler of Dubai, HH
Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum.
Today, not only is it one of the fastest
growing airports in the world, it is also
recognized as the aviation hub of the Middle
East. It now stands at the threshold of being to
the top 10 airports in the world.
The market name of the airport is Dubai
Airports (DA) due to owning and managing

the operation and development of both of
Dubai‘s airports, Dubai International as well
as Dubai World Central Al Maktoum
International. Dubai Airports has maintained
its position as the aviation and cargo centre of
the Middle East and the world‘s emerging
aviation hub with a steady growth in
passenger and cargo traffic in 2008 and the
successful opening of Terminal 3, the world‘s
largest terminal, said the official news agency
WAM.
It registered year-on-year increase of 9.01 per
cent in passenger traffic and 9.38 per cent in
freight. The airport handled a throughput of
37,441,440 passengers and 1,824,991 tons of
cargo in 2008 as against 34,348,110
passengers and 1,668,505 tons of freight in
2007.
HH Sheikh Ahmed bin Saeed Al Maktoum,
President of Dubai Civil Aviation Authority
(DCAA) and Chairman of Dubai Airports,
said the growth was impressive, especially
considering the global economic downturn,
the record high price of oil during 2008 and
the impact of the overall situation on civil
aviation and related sectors worldwide.‖
(Dubai Airports Year Book & Directory
2009/2010)
Dubai Airports‘ Services are as follows:
 Ahlan Services
 Al Majlis
 Car Rental
 EFS (Executive Flight Services)
 Flight Information
 Airlines
 Dubai Duty Free
 Airport Car Parking
 Airport Driving Permit
 APMS (Airport Pass Management
System)
 Official Group Visitor
 SMS Flight Notification (SMS
Pulling)
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Survey Service (IATA Quarterly
Survey)
Weather Information
Dubai International Hotel
AODS (Airline Operation Data
Services)
DIA Voice Portal
Radio Services
E-WAP Services
PDA Flight Timetable
Terminal 3

Service Quality is an essential element of
interest across a variety of companies, sectors
and industries which basically discusses the
measurements, the challenge of enhancing the
provided service performance to the
customers and stakeholders that eventually
leads to an increase in the company‘s
profitability, customer loyalty and their
satisfaction with a product or service which
meets their needs, wants, demands and
expectations. Customers can be a persons,
persons, units or even a process itself who
receives the actually outcome of a particular
process from the service provider as being
categorized as immediate, intermediate, or
ultimate customers.
Client satisfaction could be measured through
surveys and questioners that are considered to
be a successful way in order to gather the key
information on how well is the service
providers overall performance comparing
with its rivals in the aspect of meeting its
customers expectations as well as how those
service providers could enhance and improve
their process in order to better serve their
customers‘ requirements. ―Quality is in the
eyes of the beholder, and although it sounds
like a cliché, it is literally true. If customers
say there is quality service, then there is. If
they do not, then there is not. It does not
matter what an organization believes about its
level of service.‖(Peter Hernon, Ellen Altman,
1996)

Service quality is considered as an important
factor for many organizations, firms and
business industries regardless its size, sector
and even maturity. Service Quality‘s
successful implementation within the
processes and activities of an organization
could reflect positively on their overall
performance and help is improving their
accountability, efficiency and effectiveness
which eventually enable them to reach their
ultimate goal which is success and excellence.
―Service quality can often make the
difference between a business's success and
failure.‖ (A. Parasuraman, Valarie A.
Zeithaml, Leonard L. Berry, 1994).
Customers actually are considered to be a
prime key of any organization‘s success or
failure; therefore, they should strive hard to
delight them in order to accomplish the
success target. Customer‘s satisfaction as per
mentioned is very critical when it comes to
measuring a company‘s performance.
Therefore, a service provider must illustrate
on its customers‘ satisfaction and that could
be achieved by providing the customers with
high standard of quality service and seek for
fulfilling customer‘s requirements and
meeting their needs and expectations.

Research Methodology
This paper was completed with the aid of
several research methods such as information
which was available through published
sources, the assistance of Ms. Asma
AlMusharrekh (Key Account ManagerCustomer Care at Dubai Airports) and the
research
instrument
questionnaires
(SERVQUAL) that was distributed among
Dubai Airports‘ passengers.
SERVQUAL is an efficient model in helping
an organization shape up its efforts in
bridging the gap between perceived and
expected service. It is divided into has two
parts: customer expectations and customer
perceptions. Moreover, as mentioned above is
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considered reliable in a wide range of
situations. Where contains (5) five different
dimensions
such
as
Reliability,
Responsiveness, Tangibles, Assurance and
Empathy.
―Customers value services in a significantly
different manner than traditional software
products. Customers judge the value of the
service in terms of Service Quality.
Traditional service industry, which has been
around for quite some time, can provide
valuable insight into customer perception of
service quality. In Delivering Quality Service:
Balancing
Customer
Perceptions
and
Expectations.
 Tangibles:
Physical
facilities,
equipment
and
appearance
of
personnel.
 Reliability: Ability to perform the
promised service dependably and
accurately.
 Responsiveness: Willingness to help
customers and provide prompt service.
 Assurance: Knowledge and courtesy
of employees and their ability to
inspire trust and confidence.
 Empathy: Caring and individualized
attention.‖
(The
Business
of
Technology,2010)
This SERVQUAL has been distributed to
(200) two hundred passengers regardless their
age, nationalities, their educational or social
background as per mentioned where after
collecting the questionnaires from the
passengers; the average for each of the
dimensions of service quality has been
computed by averaging the items pertaining
to the dimensions whereby the questions are
categorized according to the relevant
dimensions as follows:
Dimensions
Tangibles
Reliability

Questions
1–4
5–9

Responsiveness
Assurance
Empathy

10 – 13
14 – 17
18 – 22

Sampling
―Sampling is that part of statistical practice
concerned with the selection of individual
observations intended to yield some
knowledge about a population of concern,
especially for the purposes of statistical
inference.‖ (Wikipedia, 2010)
In this paper, sampling have been used due to
the major advantage of it that is usually
involves in less cost and time than looking at
every member of the population. Therefore,
Convenience Sampling is used (also known as
grab or opportunity sampling). Convenience
Sampling is a type of non-probability
sampling which involves the sample being
drawn from that part of the population which
is close to hand. That is, a sample population
selected because it is readily available and
convenient.
While using such a sample, scientific
generalizations about the total population
from this sample couldn‘t be done because it
would not be representative enough.
Therefore, only 200 passengers were sampled
(100 males and 100 females) whereby some
of the passengers have filled up the
questionnaire verbally instead of writing;
however, the 200 passengers were very
cooperative while preparing this paper.
Scope & Limitations
The main goal while preparing this paper was
to focus on Dubai Airports generically as a
service provider and on the perceived service
quality at Dubai Airports specifically whereby
the focus area was on their activities and
provided services to the passengers that plays
an important role in leading the company
towards success or failure. Moreover, their
scope was across all relevant areas, through
all potential measures, aligned to objectives.
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As a matter of fact, some minor limitations
were faced during the preparation of this
paper such as not being able to reach out for
an interview meeting with the Chief
Executive Officer as planned to gain extra
information from due to his really busy
schedule. Fortunately, the paper was
completed as per required through the
alternative research methods that were
depended on such as the questionnaire
instrument along with some available
resources on the internet.

service quality at Dubai Airports for its
provided services.
Gap Analysis

Mean Value

The SERVQUAL instrument is useful for
performing what is called ―gap analysis‖
where the gaps model basically deals with the
difference between customer perceptions and
expectations. Moreover, it is strategically
important for service organizations to close
the customer gap by subdividing it into the
following company gaps:
 Provider gap 1: The firm does not
know what customers expect
 Provider gap 2: The firm does not
select the right service designs and
standards
 Provider gap 3: The firm does not
deliver according to service standards
 Provider gap 4: The firm does not
match performance to promises
 Provider gap 5: Gaps 1 through 4 lead
to gap 5

After the collection of the distributed 200
questionnaires to Dubai Airports‘ passengers;
the mean value of both (males and females)
perceptions and expectations were carefully
calculated in order to emphasize the overall
average and eventually do the gap analysis
which helps in identifying the perceived

The differences for the dimensions were
computed after that in order to analyze gaps if
found while measuring service quality with
the aid of SERVQUAL & after getting the
average of each dimension for both males &
females as follows:

Findings
After the distribution of the 200
questionnaires to Dubai Airports‘ passengers;
the data have been generated and collected in
a verbal and written format that served the
objective of this paper. The results of the
conducted SERVQUAL survey were as
follows:

Table 1

Tangible Difference
Reliability Difference
Responsiveness Difference
Assurance Difference
Empathy Difference

Males Gap Analysis
Perception
13.49
less
15.95
less
13.13
less
12.65
less
15.84
less
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Expectation
11.01
14
11.22
11.41
13.49

equals
equals
equals
equals
equals

2.48
1.95
1.91
1.24
2.35
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Table 2

Tangible Difference
Reliability Difference
Responsiveness Difference
Assurance Difference
Empathy Difference

Females Gap Analysis
Perception
14.95
less
18.36
less
14.32
less
13.82
less
17.5
less

In fact, it was concluded that no gaps were
found out via SERVUAL survey and that is
because customer‘s perceptions were greater
than customer's expectations. This great
difference leaded to having no gaps in the
SERVQUAL scale.
On the contrary, it was found out that males
are more satisfied than females by the
perceived service quality at Dubai Airports
and the justification for that is perhaps of the
great promotions on the ticketing rates due to
travelling more than females especially for
the business class package, good discounts at
Dubai Duty Free and Air miles and the
overall flexibilities in services all around the
airport.

Implications for Future Research
There is a need for further future studies
concentrated on providing a better

Expectation
14.18
16.4
13.08
13.46
16.36

equals
equals
equals
equals
equals

0.77
1.96
1.24
0.36
1.14

understanding of how accreditation process
effect the service quality in providing services
to the customers and passengers among other
airports in the United Arab Emirates and
measure the impact of the adapted dimensions
of service quality on the perception of each of
the business companies stakeholders such as
employees,
accreditation
bodies
and
government authorities.
Additionally, there is a need to replicates
surveys that conducted in Arabic Countries to
support the generalization, credibility and
reliability of the results and if they are
applicable in our country, the studies need to
be replicated in the same setting in the future
to study the long –term effect of the service
quality and whether the organizations and
companies can maintain the same level of
performance, improve on it, or deteriorates.
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Conclusion
To conclude, Dubai Airports is considered to
be one of the best service providers around
the globe by using the five Service Quality
dimensions in order to accomplish its
customers' needs
and
exceed
their
expectations in a prompt and efficient way. In
fact, Dubai Airports‘ great reputation is the
evidence of its huge success.
No doubt that service improvement in the
overall standard of living is highly dependent
on better quality and productivity in service,
government or educational organizations of
the economy. Therefore, in order to achieve
that highly productivity, stay in the business
for a long term and to take the biggest share
of the market; Dubai Airports is working on
providing and producing high level of service.
On the other hand, Dubai Airports is seeking
to reach the optimization in their provided
services. Since Dubai is considered the
competitive landscape, Dubai Airports have
the chance to compete with other airports
worldwide through the product and services
experienced by the passengers and the level of
their satisfaction.
I believe that nothing in Dubai can accept to
be in the second position. Nowadays, every
sector speaks in the language of service. And
from this point Dubai Airports is ought to
prove itself and this is achieved by fulfilling
its customers‘ needs, wants and demands
through high quality services provided and

that eventually adds significant value to
Dubai Airports‘ image and reputation. Dubai
Airports are constantly investing in terminals
infrastructure, facilities and people, as well as
they work closely with customers and
business partners in order to provide quality
services by exceeding their customers‘
expectations.
Although Dubai Airports have no gaps as
concluded by the SERVQUAL questionnaire
that was distributed among 200 different
passengers (customers) who have visited the
airport, recommendations is a must for one
like these successful companies because no
matter how successful an organization is, it
has to have to work on its improvement for
the long run in order to remain on the success
path and stay within the competitive
environment and bunch marketing with other
airports around the globe where everyone
seeks for benefits and profits.
One of these recommendations is to provide
Dubai Airports‘ staff both internal and
external trainings that qualify them to be more
efficient in order to service the passengers of
Dubai Airports in a more polite, kind way and
have a positive attitude while dealing with the
customers whether face to face or via teleconversations.
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Appendices
Questionnaire (SERVQUAL Sample)
The following questions are designed to help us to assess and measure service quality and
customer satisfaction at Dubai Airports (DA) using the research instrument called
"SERVQUAL". Therefore, you as a customer in DA are kindly requested to respond to each
question and indicate the extent of your agreement or disagreement with each statement by
circling a number on the following scale.
Scale
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
No Opinion
Agree
Strongly Agree

.
=1
=2
=3
=4
=5

SERVQUAL EXPECTATIONS SERVAY
S/N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

QUESTIONS ON CUSTOMER'S EXPECTATION
Excellent airports have modern-looking equipments.
Excellent airports' physical facilities are visually appealing.
Excellent airports' employees are neat-appearing.
Materials associated with the service (such as pamphlets or statements) are
visually appealing at excellent airports.
When excellent airports promise to do something by a certain time, they will
do so.
When a customer has a problem, excellent airports will show a sincere interest
in solving it.
Excellent airports will perform the service right the first time.
Excellent airports will provide their services at the time they promise to do so.
Excellent airports will insist on error-free records.
Employees in excellent airports will tell customers exactly when services will
be performed.
Employees in excellent airports will give prompt service to customers.
Excellent in excellent airports will always be willing to help customers.
Employees in excellent airports will never be too busy to respond to
customers' requests.
The behavior of employees in excellent airports will instill confidence in
customers.
Customers of excellent airports will feel safe in their transactions.
Employees in excellent airports will be consistently courteous with customers.
Employees in excellent airports will have the knowledge to answer customers'
questions.
Excellent airports will give customers individual attention.
Excellent airports will have operating hours convenient to all their customers.
Excellent airports will have employees who give customers personal attention.
Excellent airports will have the customer's best interests at heart.
The employees of excellent airports will understand the specific needs of their
customers.
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SERVQUAL PERCEPTIONS SERVAY
S/N

QUESTIONS ON CUSTOMER'S PERCEPTION

1
2
3

DA has modern-looking equipments.
DAs' physical facilities are visually appealing.
DAs' employees are neat-appearing.
Materials associated with the service (such as pamphlets or statements) are
visually appealing at DA.
When DA promises to do something by a certain time, it does so.
When you have a problem, DA will show a sincere interest in solving it.
DA performs the service right the first time.
DA provides its services at the time it promises to do so.
DA insists on error-free records.
Employees in DA tell you exactly when services will be performed.
Employees in DA give you prompt service.
Excellent in DA are always willing to help you.
Employees in DA are never too busy to respond to your requests.
The behavior of employees in DA instills confidence you.
You feel safe in your transactions with DA.
Employees in DA are consistently courteous with you.
Employees in DA have the knowledge to answer your questions.
DA gives you individual attention.
DA has operating hours convenient to all its customers.
DA has employees who give you personal attention.
DA has your best interests at heart.
The employees of DIA understand the specific needs.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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Management‟s Orientation towards TQM as a Major Predictor of
its Success or Failure: Some Case Study Evidence
Ebrahim Soltani
Ying-Ying Liao
University of Kent, Canterbury, UK
Abhilasha Singh
Institute of Management Technology, Dubai International Academic City, UAE

Abstract
Purpose – The aims of this paper are threefold: first, to empirically examine the degree
of consistency between senior management‟s
orientations/actions toward TQM and the
underlying precepts of TQM; second, to
explain
how
senior
management‟s
orientations toward TQM affects middle and
first-line managers‟ attitudes and orientations
toward TQM; and third, to investigate how
this consistency or otherwise might lead to
either success or failure of a TQM
programme.
Design/methodology/approach – In doing so,
a qualitative investigation in the form of four
case studies is performed, given that there is a
relative dearth of evidence on how an
inappropriate approach to the uptake and
management of TQM initiatives might give
rise to a number of contradictions and
tensions, and in the end TQM efforts
considered to be failure.
Findings – The data reveal that the
(in)consistency
between
management‟s
orientations and underlying assumptions of
TQM is the major predictor when trying to
explain the effectiveness of a TQM
programme.
Research limitations – In the current
research, the views of top, middle and first

line managers were sought. Clearly,
shopfloor employees (absent from our study)
are not unimportant and taking them into
consideration is especially critical in
understanding the overall impact of
management‟s orientations toward the
underlying assumptions of TQM on nonmanagerial employees and the resultant
implications for TQM effectiveness.
Practical Implications (if possible) – A better
understanding of management‟s orientations,
commitment and actions toward TQM will
help practicing managers to better assess the
organization‟s needs and readiness to
implement
organisational
improvement
initiatives. Furthermore, the research findings
provide insights into diagnosing the major
elements of TQM‟s failure.
Originality/value – The research findings
enhance our understanding of the relationship
between management‟s orientations and
actions toward TQM initiatives and the
associated implications for the middle and
first-line managers as well as the TQM itself.
Keywords: Total Quality
Managing TQM; Case Study

Management;

Introduction
In theory, total quality management (TQM)
has always been considered as a competitive
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advantage since its emergence. In this respect,
there is some prima facie evidence (e.g.
Deming, 1986; Crosby, 1979; Garvin, 1988;
Wilkinson et al., 1998; Storey, 1995; Powell,
1995; Soltani et al., 2004, 2006) that in
response to conditions of heightened
competition and a range of other
environmental changes, many if not most of
today‘s organisations have initiated various
TQM initiatives as a crucial feature to
improve their viability, performance and
profitability. In practice, however, TQM has
consistently faced a battle in justifying its
position in creating competitive advantage
and long-term organisational survival. For
example, much recent writing and opinion has
bemoaned the lack of ‗bottom-line‘ impact
that TQM has had on businesses, and has
suggested that TQM is a fad whose time has
come and gone (Choi and Behling, 1997;
Dooley and Flor, 1998). A review of the
literature on TQM clearly highlights the
failure of quality initiatives both conceptually
and empirically. More recent academic
studies, for example, have raised doubts as to
universal validity of its set of practices (Sousa
and Voss, 2002; Sitkin et al., 1994). In a
similar vein, the practitioner literature
abounds with reports of problems in TQM
implementation (e.g. Becker, 1993).
Analysing various widely cited reasons for
TQM failure, one common theme emerges. It
would appear that TQM is all about (senior)
management in such a way that not only will
their role and commitment result in credibility
within organisation for the concept, assure
continuity and establish longevity (Dale and
Cooper, 1994, p. 21) but also by so doing
enable other managerial levels and shopfloor
employees to achieve their goals. Deming‘s
(1986), Juran‘s (1989) and Feigenbaum‘s
(1983) call for the primacy of senior
management‘s
role
in
successful
implementation of TQM signified the
assumption that there exists a linear
correlation between senior management‘s

orientations and attitudes toward TQM and
the expected outcomes of TQM. Despite the
attention paid by TQM gurus and other
organisational scholars in the popular quality
literature, relatively little work has been
devoted toward a systematic understanding of
the impact of top management‘s orientations
toward TQM on middle and first-line
managers‘ attitudes toward TQM, and on the
effectiveness of TQM programmes. This
paper aims at addressing this issue by setting
out to empirically (i.e. case study) answer the
following questions: To what extent, is
management‘s orientations toward TQM
consistent with the underlying assumptions of
TQM? In the presence of any (in)consistency,
(i) what would be the implications for middle
and first-line managers? and (ii) for
effectiveness of TQM programmes? The
present study heeds the suggestions offered
by Waldman et al. (1998, p. 178) that little is
known about the nature of effective
management as organisations pursue quality
improvement initiatives, and Choi and
Behling (1997, p. 37) that top managers‘
underlying orientations toward time, market
and customers affect the nature of their firms‘
TQM programmes. This paper attempts to
explore the nature of management‘s
understanding and orientations toward TQM
through analysing the findings of a recent
research consisting of descriptive accounts of
well trodden ground in TQM: prevention
versus detection, proactive versus reactive
strategies, and hard versus soft TQM. The
remainder of this paper is organised as
follows. First, it discusses methodological
issues, highlighting the value of a qualitative
methodology in general and adoption of a
multiple case study approach in particular.
Second, findings of the research are discussed
in the form of several themes emerged from
the content analysis of the data (see
Krippendorff, 1980; Weber, 1990). Finally,
implications are discussed with regard to
management‘s orientations toward TQM.
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Methodological Approach
The research approach adopted for the present
study conforms to qualitative research
through a multiple case study design.
Qualitative research in general and case
studies in particular are appropriate when
studying the impact of management
intervention in managing organisational
initiatives, since boundaries between the
phenomena and their contexts are not obvious
(see Yin, 1994). To be considered for
inclusion in the sample of case studies, an
organisation had to conform to several
criteria, namely: stability of the senior
management position (see Deming, 1986),
experience with TQM implementation (see
Garvin, 1988), and existence of a separate
quality management department with its own
vice-president (VP) (see Crosby, 1979). As a
result, four cases in three sectors were chosen
from a sample of membership organisations
of one of the national partners of European
Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM)
in the UK: two US-owned private companies,
a publicly-owned, and a voluntary sector
organisation. Data collection was then
undertaken using a semi-structured interview
technique. In order to represent a diverse
cross-section of informants, the interviewees
were selected according to three variables:
department, role in the uptake of TQM
programmes, and rank (Waldman et al., 1998,
p. 183; Dean and Bowen, 1994). All
interviews were of circa 90 minutes and
supplemented by examination of documentary
sources and internal reports with respect to
TQM policies and involvement of
management. The interview questions were

designed to probe interviewees on their
orientations and perceptions of managing
TQM initiatives. Furthermore, they were
intended to enable the researchers to
understand different experiences with
managing TQM initiatives in various
organisational contexts, the commitment and
support of management to such initiatives,
and the role of management in the drive
toward higher and sustained quality. With the
interviewees‘ consent, the interviews were
tape recorded and subsequently transcribed.
To sift through the large volumes of data with
relative ease in a systematic fashion, the data
were content analysed (see GAO, 1996;
Krippendorff, 1980; Weber, 1990). For
Weber (1990), content analysis is a useful
technique for allowing the researcher(s) to
discover and describe the focus of individual,
group, institutional, or social attention. It also
allows inferences to be made which can then
be corroborated using other methods of data
collection (Stemler, 2001). This technique
relies on coding and categorising of the data.
Here, of the two approaches to coding data
(i.e. emergent and a priori coding), emergent
coding was applied to establish the categories.
Moreover, the steps recommended by Haney
et al. (1998) were taken into account. This, in
turn, has resulted in a 95% (0.8 for Cohen‘s
Kappa) agreement or level of reliability (see
Cohen, 1960). Following the above
procedures and content analysis of the
interview data, as Table I reveals, three main
categories as well as six sub-categories of
data were identified:

Table I. Specified characteristics of the interviewees‘ responses: main and sub-categories of data

Main categories
1. Management‘s rationale for pursuing TQM
2. The nature of managing TQM
3. Management responsibility

Sub-categories
1.1 Inspection
1.2 Prevention
2.1 Reactive
2.2 Proactive
3.1 Tools and techniques
3.2 Motivation and support
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Qualitative Analysis of the Research
Findings
The Rationale for the Ptake of Quality
Initiatives: Inspection or Prevention?
In all four cases, there was a general
consensus that a prevention approach to
quality should form part of an overall
philosophy to operations improvement – as
opposed to an independent task over a short
time period. For example, comments such as:
―We should do things right the first time‖,
―When something goes wrong we should try
to understand the cause(s) of problems‖, ―We
should focus on identifying the high cost
drivers in each process‖, ―Our quality efforts
should focus on avoiding rework and waste‖,
were common. Despite such awareness of a
preventive approach to managing quality,
closer inspection of the top, middle and first
line managers‘ responses gave rise to a
number of contradictions and tensions.
In the two US-owned companies, it was
evident that a great deal of quality efforts
went into shaping an organisation-wide
quality culture. However, in the interviews
with managers at the Aerospace and
Electronics two contentious issues were
identified. First, with clear goals and different
system-oriented techniques for continuous
controlling of operations, middle and first line
managers reported handling quality-related
issues in a cost-effective way. Second, senior
managers demonstrated a more tendency to
implement detective actions as opposed to
preventive. For example, a senior manager at
Electronics highlighted the importance of
quick responses to customers‘ needs, and a
heavy emphasis on using TQM tools and
techniques to reduce the product defects and
variation inherent in most processes. Other
senior manager commented, ―We have had
such corrective arrangements and frequent use
of detection in place to monitor improvement
in rejection rates for many years‖. A senior
manager at Aerospace talked about several

inspection teams which they had established
to identify and drive process improvements
for several years. In fact, these statements
indicated a detective approach at Electronics
and to a lesser extent at Aerospace. They also
implied that quality efforts did not result in
generating satisfactory preventive actions
related to product defects and associated
process issues in the long term. This approach
is consistent with the operation‘s view (Slack
et al., 2007) which regards quality as
consistent conformance to customers‘
expectations – not perception.
In respect of the Voluntary and Education
cases, there was marked disparities between
senior management‘s perception of quality
approach and those of middle and first line
management. While senior management was
enthusiastic about adoption of TQM
programmes, there were much fewer
mentions of its reality and existence by
middle and particularly first line managers.
Comments such as ―We wait to see the
frequency of customers‘ complaints‖, ―We
always take appropriate actions to deal with
customers‘ complaints‖, ―If we do not hear
from our customers, this implies that we
provide error-free service‖, were indicative of
their approach to managing quality. Clearly,
then, such late detection of mistakes can be
referred to as inspection/detection approach.
This approach, in turn, coincided with a lack
of mentions of TQM effectiveness. Indeed,
the impact of TQM initiatives was not as
powerful or pervasive as it was initially
expected in the two cases.
While the persistence of TQM effort toward a
preventive approach was reasonably evident
in the Aerospace and Electronics cases, there
existed no prevention approach to improving
operations in both cases of Voluntary and
Education. The Voluntary and Education
cases, however, were generally capable of
benefiting
from
their
quality-related
initiatives in handing customer complaints in
time. This implies that the rationale for the
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uptake of TQM was peculiarly susceptible to
being detective control. The managerial task
of the two case organisations therefore
became one that involved establishing a good
relationship with customer via inspection and
thereby a quick fix approach. Choi and
Behling (1997, p. 41) called this approach the
‗tactical orientation‘ of top management in
which the use of inspection to manage quality
is not clearly related to a larger vision of
future growth or excellence.
Managing TQM Initiatives: Reactive or
Proactive?
Existing theory suggests that in order to
implement
any
quality
improvement
programme successfully, organisations need
to
have
proactive
managers
or
transformational leaders – as opposed to
status-quo, non-change oriented form of
leadership or transactional paradigm – at the
top (Waldman, 1993; Waldman et al., 1998).
However, many of the middle and first line
managers were concerned that their top
management‘s reactive approach to dealing
with quality-related issues was giving rise to
some tensions among different managerial
levels.
While
TQM
presented
top
management with certain, mainly long-term,
opportunities, and that the top managers were
aware of the long-term benefits of it, there
were a number of constraints that hindered
top management to be more proactive in
managing TQM initiatives. The following
statements highlight the barriers felt by many
of them:
We [top managers] have to show evidence of
our efficiency and effectiveness during the
first couple of years of our appointments.
[Top manager – Aerospace]
I should say that I want to see tangible return
on the investment made in TQM initiatives.
Because, this would be used by the board as
the main criterion in assessing my
performance. [Top manager – Electronics]

The above comments from top managers
aimed at achieving short-term benefits of
TQM. In consequence, the majority of middle
and first line managers did seem to have
concern as they had to follow top
management‘s short-term approach to resolve
the quality-related problems. We interpret this
approach as a reactive one because top
management were not closely working with
middle and first line managers to handle
significant events influencing the outcomes of
TQM initiatives. One quote from a middle
manager at Electronics summarises a fairly
common feeling across the four cases:
There is a very low mention of our
contribution. This is simply because once a
problem occurs, we have to follow top
management‟s way of dealing with it, which
in most cases is inconsistent with our views.
Other middle and first line managers from
Voluntary and Education highlighted a lack of
visible engagement of their top management
in
handling
quality-related
issues.
Accordingly, top management support and
involvement appeared to be only when the
impact of their disengagement would likely
damage their status. Clearly, then, there was
considerable disquiet among top, middle and
first line management. While middle and first
line managers did lend top management
considerable support in various stages of
TQM implementation, they had no voice in
proactively handling the work-related
problems that they experienced. Indeed, a
proactive top manager should constantly work
closely with other levels of management to
establish a continuous improvement culture.
Consistent with Waldman et al.‘s (1998)
findings, this type of support to and
engagement in the TQM initiatives can be
interpreted as an inactive, laissez faire
approach to leadership. This is somehow
different from Waldman et al.‘s findings in
which the authors attributed such behaviour to
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the middle managers – as opposed to our
study which related this to the reactive
approach from the top (see also Bass, 1985).
There was also the concern among middle and
first line managers that there had not been a
gradual or step-by-step approach to the uptake
of TQM initiatives. For example, in the
Voluntary and Education cases, the
organisations initially adopted the EFQM
business excellence model with quality
improvement efforts focusing on a range of
soft and hard issues related to a total quality
system. Middle managers, in admitting of
their concern for the way in which the TQM
initiatives had initially been introduced, were
worried that their TQM efforts might not last
indefinitely and fulfil its promises. Further
analysis of the interviewees‘ responses
highlighted two more fundamental flaws in
the reactive thinking associated with the
uptake of TQM. First, it seemed that the two
cases did not have clear criteria against which
TQM initiatives could be adopted. Second,
the uptake of TQM was therefore not planned.
These two issues overlap in some respects
with the idea of emergent change as opposed
to planned change. However, our evidence
indicated a lack of understanding among top
management that the uptake of TQM should
be regarded, first, as a process that can be
facilitated by perceptive and insightful
planning and analysis and well crafted,
sensitive implementation phases, while
acknowledging that it can never be fully
isolated from the effects of serendipity,
uncertainty and chance (Dawson, 1996).
It is therefore plausible to expect that senior
management were most likely to allocate
sufficient time to handle daily events and
issues associated with TQM practices. The
following comment is indicative of their
concerns, ―…But due to its extensiveness and
its organisation-wide nature, it leaves me no
time to think of it as a strategic plan but as a
tool for daily and short-term improvement‖.
The implications of such approach to TQM

initiatives can probably be explained on two
fronts: one outcome of these reflections
implies that TQM initiatives will not last long
with the consequence of less marked impact
of TQM on improving organisational
performance; second, as a result of such
reactive management, any future quality
improvement effort will highly likely provoke
significant employees resistance.
Management Responsibility: Providing
Tools and Techniques or Motivation and
Support?
According to the majority of interviewees in
all four cases, the current management
practices appeared to follow a traditional and
conventional approach to, a lesser extent,
managing systems (i.e. hard statistical
approach) and to a greater extent, managing
people (i.e. soft people-based approaches). A
senior manager at Electronics case stated,
We provide tools and techniques to our
employees to achieve the TQM goals. This
approach provides us quantifiable and figurebased evidence of their performance.
The majority of middle and first line
managers in all four cases strongly indicated
that their top management commitment to
delegate authority to first line managers and
engage employees had lessened over recent
years. By implication, the evidence suggests
that the hard statistical approach is probably
the most popular path for improving
operations in the case studies organisations.
At the Education case, a first line manager
explained,
Since the adoption of TQM, the main changes
I had observed were that I learned some new
techniques and therefore had to work harder
and harder.
It does therefore appear that a short-term or
quick-fix approach to managing TQM and a
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cost-benefit equation to its application from
the top, perhaps combined with using tools
and techniques to get job done at lower cost,
have affected adversely the substantive
outcomes of TQM. However, the need to
consider soft people-based approaches to
quality improvement was most apparent and
needed by middle and first line managers.
Clearly, then, the four cases (in particular
Voluntary and Education) underestimated
both the extent and the seriousness of the
‗soft‘ people-based approaches to managing
quality. This was particularly apparent in the
following statement:
Embarking on soft quality factors such as
teamwork, devolved responsibility, worker
empowerment toward generating commitment
to TQM has often necessitated a challenge to
us [top executives] followed by conflicting
interests and therefore organisational
resistance. [Top executive – Aerospace]
Existing theory suggests that an appropriate
persistence to support and motivate
employees from the top is required to sustain
TQM efforts over time (see Waldman et al.,
1998; Bennis, 1999). This is by no means a
trivial issue. The analysis of interviewees‘
responses highlighted two related concerns.
First, there were few indications of continual
commitment from senior management to
support and motivate employees. The
following statements were indicative of their
concern:
Despite the surge of interest of our top
executives to the uptake of modern initiatives
[TQM], there has been little engagement,

involvement on our part. In fact we do our job
as it has been prescribed by the external
consultants. [Middle manager – Voluntary]
I can say for certain that instability in
management support of TQM and its
implementers [middle and first line managers
and shopfloor employees] has been a major
barrier to its successful implementation.
[Middle manager – Electronics]
Second, the source of variability in senior
management support and commitment
appeared to lie in their mindset, concerning
what was required of them and of employees
as paradigms of organisational effectiveness
changed over time (see Storey, 1992). In the
two US-owned cases, top executives talked
about the conditions of instability and
heightened international competition; and in
the UK-owned organisations, of attracting
funds from government to secure long-term
survival (the Voluntary case), and to
overcome the problems of low effectiveness
(the Education case) (see Cunningham, 1999).
The preceding analysis of the four case
studies has some obvious affinities with
Wilkinson and Willmot‘s (1996) argument
that regards TQM initiatives as a means of
reinforcing processes of management control
with less attention paid to employee
motivation and support; and therefore it can
be used to reinforce a management style
rooted in Taylorism (Wilkinson et al., 1992),
or as Dawson and Webb (1989, p. 236) put it,
―…to incorporate the workforce in the
projects of capital without extending to any
substantive control over business strategy or
the dispersal of profits‖.
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The Road to Hall of Fame: The Transformation of the Electricity &
Water Authority, Kingdom of Bahrain into a Strategy-driven
Organization
HE Sh. Nawaf Bin Ebrahim AlKhalifa
Electricity and Water Authority, Kingdom of Bahrain

Abstract
In a highly competitive world; every
organization whether private or public needs
to form an accurate definition of its goals.
Only then can this organization focus on the
projects that would make it possible to reach
those goals. The Ministry of Electricity and
Water with a 3400 employee workforce, and
300 million Bahraini Dinars turnover, found
itself in the midst of an economy that grows at
an exponential rate with economic conditions
in the world growing tighter and tighter. The
expectation to meet that highly increasing
demand without highly predictable sources of
information implies that resources have to be
utilized to their maximum possible output. A
skilled workforce has to reach its maximum
capacity by focusing efforts towards
achieving goals. This implies the necessity to
align business processes, employees and even
intangible assets with the authority‟s main
goals and objectives. As a response the
Balanced Scorecard was introduced. This
case study will demonstrate the path followed
with the pits and troughs on the way towards
achieving the Hall of Fame Award in
Barcelona in 2009. It will discuss how the
organization has been transformed from
being purely financially measure driven to
one that takes intangible measure into
account. The paper will show how the
strategy was cascaded down to every
employee in this large organization to create
stability in management and involvement in
its progress. Some of the arising issues will

also be discussed as in how to keep the
momentum of implementing the strategy
going. It will discuss issues such as gaps that
emerged between the requirements of the
strategy and the day to day business
processes. The paper will also explain how
these gaps were bridged. To sum up, this
paper will give a general yet comprehensive
experiential case of the implementation of the
Balanced Scorecard to improve the drive and
quality of work at the Electricity and Water
Authority in Bahrain.

Introduction
The balanced scorecard is an approach
introduced by Kaplan and Norton (1996) to be
utilized by organizations to link their tangible
as well as non-tangible assets to the strategic
goals of the organization. The theory is based
upon a feed-forward network similar to a
neural network where ―cause and effect‖
associations link the various tasks performed
with the overall outcome of an establishment.
These links are not easy to comprehend or
build and several companies have found
difficulties in implementing this strategy due
to this complexity (Ahn, 2001). The basic
theory is as follows; higher management
needs summarized information that reflects
the status of large organizations in order to
make sound decisions. Miller discovered in
(1956) that the working memory in the human
mind has limits, so it is not physically feasible
for the Chief Executive Officer to be aware of
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all facts related to all the decision that have to
be made.
Classically several
different
strategic
approaches have been followed but most
focused on measuring tangible assets as in
how much money an organization has. By
contrast, the balanced scorecard utilizes a
feedforward network making it possible to
benefit from both the tangible and intangible
assets through comparisons of past and
present states of affairs.
The main secret in this approach is that the
measures of success have to be agreed upon
and approved by a large number of
organization staff who are concerned with
these measures. A CEO for example may
find that the net profit of an organization is
the one critical factor that all changes, plans
and strategies should work on improving. If a
decision is taken at any level in an
organization, it may ultimately influence this
overall factor. By virtue of this ―cause and
effect‖ relationship it is theoretically possible
to inform every employee in an organization
of the goals of the organization to ensure that
every employee realizes the role they play in
achieving it.
The electricity and water
authority went through all the stages of
implementing the balanced scoredcard
strategy and its experience in this process is
presented in this paper.
Background Information on the Electricity
and Water Authority in Bahrain
The Kingdom of Bahrain is conveniently
located at the heart of the Gulf co-operation
countries (GCC) and provides a gateway to
Asia, Europe and Africa. The country‘s GDP
has grown at a rate in excess of 4% per
annum in the last five years, stimulated by
resurgent oil prices, a thriving financial sector
and a regional economic boom. The ultimate
aim of the Bahraini Government is to ensure
that every Bahraini household has at least
twice as much disposable income in real

terms by 2030 and enjoys better job
opportunities and a better quality of life. This
means infrastructure development is one of
the areas of focus for accelerated
development. Copious supply of potable
water and electricity is a input for Bahrain‘s
all-round social, economic, commercial and
industrial development.
The Bahrain Electricity and Water Authority
(EWA) is expected to play a major supporting
role in the Kingdom‘s transformation into a
nation with highly developed infrastructure
promoting business, industry and commerce
effectively. EWA provides crucial utilities
and also employment opportunities to
Bahrainis. EWA is the Kingdom‘s largest
employer boasting a 3,500 strong workforce
and seventeen facilities spread across the
country. In addition to producing electricity
and water at its own plants EWA sources
water and electricity from major independent
water and power producers (IWPPS). The
Authority operates on a no profit – no loss
basis, with deficits being funded through
subsidies from the government which also
sets tariff principles.
EWA is a bundled utility and its sixteen
directorates oversee activities required for
production, transmission and distribution of
electricity and water; the provision of
customer services such as meter reading and
service connection and disconnection; and
support functions including Planning &
Studies, Projects, Conservation, Human
Resources,
Finance
and
Information
Technology. Each director is appointed by
Bahrain‘s Prime Minister and directorates are
grouped into four reporting lines.
In 2008, EWA‘s budget was Bahraini Dinars
307.3million (US $ 815-5 million). The
electricity and water sales in 2008 was
Bahraini Dinar 116 million. The electricity
and water production in 2008 was 11,657
Gwhrs and 41,987 million gallons
respectively. The maximum load or peak
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demand during 2008 was 2,314 mw against a
total available installed capacity of 2,779 mw.
The electricity consumption increased from
6,297 Gwhrs in 2000 to 11,657 Gwhrs in
2008 at an average growth rate of 9%. The
water production rose from 27,930 million
gallons in 2000 to 41,987million gallons in
2008. The total number of live connections as
at December 2008 was 265,000.

From Ministry to Authority
EWA began as a government ministry,
generating electricity at the Manama power
station, commissioned in 1955. In 2006, the
government announced plans to change the
entity from a ministry to an autonomous
authority; a transition made official in January
2008. The transformation of EWA to an
independent authority would help advance
Bahrain‘s goal of becoming more business
friendly.
High consumer demands and expectations
have to be met with a very tight budget and
the lowest possible manpower numbers in the
workforce. This required the utilization of a
strategy that would play a pivotal role in
aligning the organization along the shortest
path towards its goal. Aligning tangible assets
alone was no longer sufficient to meet
expectations so the Electricity and Water
Authority (EWA) introduced the Balanced
Scorecard, in January 2007.
EWA adopted the Balanced Scorecard as a
vehicle for navigating the transition to an
independent authority. Additionally, the BSC
offered a framework that is capable on
focusing on a customer-centric culture, as
well as focusing everyone‘s attention on
performance and allocating resources more
effectively. These three are key to operating
like a business. In addition, the BSC would
enable EWA to address challenges such as the
lack of consensus on strategic priorities, a silo
mentality that is rampant in the remnants of a
large ministry, a culture of blame and

sluggish decision making due to classical
bureaucracy. An example of bureaucratic
practices that existed in the past was that
human resources management and financial
management was being carried out by other
ministries.
This case study will demonstrate the path
followed on the way towards achieving the
Hall of Fame Award in Barcelona in June
2009. It will discuss how the organization has
been transformed from being a heavy
organization that is reactive to the world, to a
proactive organization that is capable of
capitalizing on intangible change. This paper
will also show how the strategy was cascaded
down to every employee in this large
organization to create synergy across
directorates and divisions, stability in
management and employee involvement in its
march towards progress.
Some of the arising issues will also be
discussed regarding how EWA maintained the
momentum of strategy implementation. It will
also highlight issues such as the gaps that
emerged between the requirement of a
strategy and the day to day business
processes. How these gaps were bridged will
also be highlighted. The path will end at
earning the ―Hall of Fame‖ award.

Mobilizing Leadership
A fact worth stating is that any organization
pursuing BSC implementation without strong
leadership commitment is bound to fail with
the program. EWA‘s top management
understood this at an early stage of the
program. The leadership team consisting of
chief executive, vice chief executives and the
sixteen directors was formed for vision
identification and strategy map formulation.
In the very early stages of BSC
implementation, some of the top management
members felt there was no need for a strategy
for EWA. Others were skeptical that the
strategy will deliver what is promised. This
view changed as the project progressed and as
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individuals saw the role his or her job played
in laying out and implementing the strategy of
the organization.

Strategic Destination & Vision
Formulation
A clearly stated vision (possibly quantified)
giving the strategic destination is a must to set
the ball rolling forward for strategy
formulation and translating it to operational
objectives.
In January 2007, EWA‘s leadership team
consisting of the chief executive, four vicechief executives and sixteen directors reached
agreement on the organization‘s vision….

―To proactively support the Kingdom of
Bahrain‘s economic development through (1)
smart investment in key infrastructure, (2)
improved customer experience, (3) efficient,
dynamic processes, and (4) skilled people
working together for customers in a safe
environment.‖
Through offsite meetings, focus groups,
SWOT analysis and change agenda
preparation, the leaders of EWA arrived at the
vision and strategy map.
EWA‘s strategy map valid for a 5 years
horizon from 2007 to 2012 is shown in Figure
1.

Figure 1: The strategy map
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Evolving the Strategy Map
The evolved vision of EWA was relevant for
a five year period from 2007 to 2012 and
identified itself with Bahrain‘s endeavors for
economic development through smart
investment in electricity and water
infrastructure thus giving customers an
improved experience through efficient
dynamic processes, rendered by skilled EWA
employees working together. The vision was
scripted in EWA‘s strategy map along the
four perspectives and twenty four smart
objectives grew under four themes namely…
Grow with Bahrain, Serve Customer Needs,
Deliver Operational Excellence and Foster a
Caring and Enabling Environment. This
enabled EWA to translate its strategy into
operational terms. In line with its transition to
Authority from Ministry, EWA chose the
profit making model of strategy map by
placing the financial perspective at the top of
strategy requirements.
Managing by Strategic Themes
EWA‘s enterprise-wide strategy map has four
strategic themes, each matched to strategic
objectives.
 ―Serve Customer Needs‖ by providing
high-quality and reliable water and
power, being responsive, and having
enough capacity to meet demand.
 ―Grow with Bahrain‖ by investing in
infrastructure, optimizing utilities
sources, and managing risk.
 ―Deliver Operational Excellence‖ by
allocating resources effectively and
excelling in core processes.
 ―Foster a Caring and Enabling
Environment‖
by
engendering
teamwork
across
EWA
and
developing leaders.
Each theme is managed by a team that meets
monthly and consists of a vice chief executive
as the theme sponsor, a director as the theme
leader, and five other directors as theme

members. Establishing theme teams has
accelerated decision making and encouraged
collaboration across directorates. The Vice
Chief executives were selected as theme
sponsors to ensure the adoption, use and
implementation of the strategy within their
domain of authority.
These developments in turn ensure successful
execution of strategic initiatives essential to
each theme, whether it‘s launching a water
conservation awareness program, investing in
a new plant, installing a customer relationship
management system, or strengthening
partnerships with Gulf Cooperation Council
trade bloc members to augment electricity
supplies and production of potable water.

Establishing an Office of Strategic
Management in EWA
To strengthen the theme teams‘ engagement
and
ensure
consistency
of
theme
management, EWA established an Office of
Strategy Management early on. The OSM has
seven full time staff who attend all monthly
theme meetings and provide coaching as
needed to theme leaders and members.
Reporting to the Vice Chief Executive of
Administration and Financial Affairs, the
OSM also documents issues needing a
collective decision. One example of a key
issue was ―how to reduce unit cost of
electricity.‖?
The decision taken by the team was:
 Form a committee headed by director
production with members from
production, transmission (E&W) and
system control to study cost impact of
load dispatch, maintenance, reliability
and problems with IPPS.
 Establish independent unit to coordinate with IPPS.
 Optimization of power dispatch.
 Development of a long term action
plan.
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Analyze the unit cost of production at
an EWA plant not meeting the target
cost.

This approach cascaded the strategy to the
Director‘s levels. The director of production,
for example, appreciated the contribution
being made to his operations by the BSC
Program in addition to seeing first hand his
contribution to the strategy formulation of the
whole organization. The silo that previously
existed disappeared and the team began to
look at process flow or value chain across
from production, transmission, distribution to
customer delivery. They began analyzing the
issues from the customer view point
irrespective of whether they were customer
facing directorates or support directorates.

Introduction of Measurement
Culture and Scorecard Management
For successful strategy execution an
organization has to measure the outcome.
Good measures with a mix of Lead and Lag
indicators are at the heart of a good
performance management system.
―What gets measured-gets done”
If you do not measure the results of your
strategy execution, you cannot tell success
from failure. If you cannot see success, you
cannot reward it. You cannot demonstrate
results without accountability you cannot win
public support which is so crucial for a
government entity like EWA.
Prior to Balanced Scorecard implementation
EWA used a few financial measures like net
Income Growth, Revenue Growth in
electricity and water billing, budget utilization
etc. EWA realize that it needed operational
measures that display a faithful overview of

where we are going consequential to the
strategic decisions we take in our pursuit
towards better accomplishment of our tasks.
In other words EWA needed lead indicators
as well as traditional lag indicators. With
some help from consultants and with
assistance from in-house subject experts,
EWA developed a scorecard with thirty two
measures. EWA faced difficulties in the early
stages of the project as regards managing with
measures. Past actual data was not available
for some measures. Data availability was
delayed in some cases. Defining the formula
was found difficult for a few measures.
There were no benchmarks available to set the
target for certain measures. Some industry
specific measures like System Average
Interruption Frequency Index demanded
extensive manual effort to collect data under
certain assumptions.
A few subjective
measures like customer satisfaction index
required a customer survey to obtain the data.
More importantly, measure owners &
objective owners lacked the ability to
comment
on
measure
or
objective
performance with thorough analysis of trends.
Fear of consistently showing red color status
(poor performance) which could lead to
criticism influenced performance reporting
and this issue is raised by Norrklit, (2000). He
discussed how the balance of a balanced
scorecard may influence its performance.
However after three to four months of
scorecards development many of these
problems were successfully managed at EWA
and a true culture of ―Managing by Measures‖
set it. A sectional scorecard for ―serve
Customer Needs‖ theme with objective
measures and linked initiatives is shown in
figure 2.
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Figure 2: A scorecard for one of the four themes: Serve Customer Needs
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Figure 3
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Initiation of the Strategy Governance
Process
Having developed a clear strategy map and a
scorecard at the corporate level, EWA moved
to the next phase of strategy Governance.
Theme sponsors, theme leaders and objective
owners were identified from the leadership
team. Monthly theme meetings and quarterly
strategic review meetings commenced. A
Governance Calendar was put in place. The
Strategy Execution Executive Committee was
formed. With the help of web based software
―Executive Strategy Manager‖, strategy
meetings were conducted.
In the initial stages, strategy meetings were
mixed with strategic as well as operational
issues and strategic discussions drifted to
operational matters. Leaders were time and
again alerted by the core team to return to
discussions on strategic issues. From the

strategy meeting agenda and scorecard
performance status, crucial issues with
implications, recommendations and decisions
were determined and accountability was
established. A true performance oriented
culture was established.
Cross functional assignment of measure,
objective and theme ownership ensured the
respective owner viewed the performance
objectively. Ensuring each and every theme
was performing effectively was a challenge.
The level of engagement varied across the
themes. It was important to motivate all
theme leaders and ensure they felt empowered
to make decisions and resolve strategic issues.
A section of the strategic issues in ―Deliver
Operational Excellence‖ theme discussed in
quarterly strategy meet is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The Balanced Scorecard for “Deliver Operational Excellence”
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3. Facilitate
leadership
team
in
conducting strategy meeting and
record the output
4. Review strategic outcome regularly

Initiatives Management
To close the performance gaps, twenty one
active initiatives were introduced. Examples
among them were MyHR, Integrated Call
Centre and GCC Interconnectivity. A sound
business case was developed for each of these
initiatives. To fund the initiatives, strategic
expenditure budgeting (STRATEX) was
introduced. This was in addition to Capital
Expenditure (CAPEX) and Operational
Expenditure (OPEX) in the budgeting
process. Budget approval for STRATEX was
made easy as it was justified by a business
case for performance improvement. Our
initiatives including call centre, customer
awareness program, Grid code, water leakage
detection program together with the
spontaneous cross directorate teams formed to
solve operational problems have helped us to
achieve results.

Alignment & Cascading to
Directorates
Sub teams were formed at each of the sixteen
directorates to evolve directorate level
strategy maps and scorecards by aligning with
and cascading the corporate strategy map and
scorecard. First, the customer facing
directorates and electricity and water
production and transmission directorates were
aligned to the corporate and these were
followed by the enabling or supporting
directorates. Each director became the
directorate level sponsor of BSC program.
The core team and directorate level sub-teams
ensured that BSC scorecard reporting gained
momentum.

Role of OSM in EWA
The core team members became OSM staff.
Among the responsibilities of OSM are:1. Develop and Manage Balanced
Scorecard
2. Design the strategy and make a
roadmap for strategy execution

From January 2008, BSC reporting became an
ongoing process in EWA.

Employee Buy-in Through
Awareness Campaigns
Any strategy is bound to fail in an
organization unless the employees clearly
understand the vision, mission, guiding core
values and corporate strategy of the
organization clearly and become aware of
their role in successful strategy execution.
When the BSC program started, EWA
employees were skeptical and began asking
―What is in it for me?‖. The biggest task for
EWA leadership was to change the mindset of
the employees and align their work to
corporate strategy.
As part of communicating the strategy to all
the members of EWA, poster campaigns
(encouraging team work, removal of
bureaucracy etc), T.V. plasma screen
displays, cartoons and newsletters were
launched. Employee level involvement slowly
began to set in. In addition, the leadership
team made surprise and random visits to
various directorates/offices of EWA and
interacted with employees to assess and elicit
the employee level awareness of EWA‘s
strategy map, vision and a clear understanding
of EWA‘s strategic priorities.

Pay for Performance (MyHR
Initiative)
Any successful strategy execution demands
performance linked pay and a good reward
system. In line with this view, EWA launched
the MyHR project with the help of a leading
HR consultancy organization. HR policies
were revamped, job descriptions rationalized,
a performance appraisal system was enforced
and a performance linked pay system was
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developed. EWA plans to introduce employee
level cascading and personal scorecards along
with the implementation of MyHR project.

SFO Audit Feedback and the
Learning Process
The Consultants from Palladium Inc.
conducted an audit of EWA based on the five
SFO principles in February 2009. The
summary of the feedback was as follow:
 EWA is a high benefit user of BSC
with an average score above 3.5 out of
5.0 for all the principles except one
 EWA achieved the highest score of
4.06 for the 2nd principle; translating
strategy into operational terms‖
 Principle 4 ―Make strategy Everyone‘s
job‖ is the lowest scored principle,
with an average score of 2.97. This
signaled that individuals think EWA is
performing below expected in making
strategy everyone‘s job
Some of the weaknesses pointed out by the
Audit were:
 Individual alignment to the strategy:
objectives, compensation system &
incentives and development plans
required to be implemented at the
earliest
 Budgeting and planning processes
alignment to strategy
 Active participation and engagement
of the less committed directors
 Ensuring awareness is cascaded down
to the lowest levels
EWA leadership team then focused on
remedial actions to address these weaknesses
and prepare the entry for ―Hall of Fame 2009‖
contest.

Hall of Fame 2009 Award
Two years and three months following the
introduction of BSC, EWA submitted its

application and staked its claims for BSC Hall
of Fame in April 2009. The erudite panel of
judges consisting of no less eminent scholars
like Dr. Robert Kaplan, Dr. David Norton and
Robert L. Howie were impressed by the
performance of EWA and selected it as one of
the four winners from Middle East, Africa
and Europe for the ―Hall of Fame 2009‖
Award.
To quote Robert L. Howie Jr. Managing
Director of Palladium Group and Director of
Hall of Fame Program ―Beyond the actual
breakthrough performance results of the
Electricity and Water Authority, Kingdom of
Bahrain, the judges were most impressed by
the Authority‘s commitment to strategic
management especially its use of strategic
themes to help focus the entire organization
on the critical driver of performance.

Benefits of BSC implementation in
EWA
The following is a quote from one of the
directors at EWA on the benefit realized from
BSC implementation.
―Improvement of EWA‘s transmission &
distribution system reliability and safety has
been supported by the BSC Initiatives
addressing issues relating to condition
assessment
for
effective
equipment
maintenance. This objective is to bring EWA,
Bahrain to the highest operating standards and
will contribute to the fulfillment of the Grow
with Bahrain & Deliver Operational
Excellence Themes.‖
EWA‘s performance improvement after BSC
implementation can be substantiated with
facts and figures and it is appropriate to
mention here some of the visible benefits that
EWA gained.
 Melting down of the silo culture
 Emergence of a performance oriented
culture
 Managing by Measures
 A holistic process oriented approach
to solving issues by looking across the
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value chain form production to
customer delivery point
Improved customer focus
Aligning investments to corporate and
national strategy
Awareness of EWA‘s strategic
priorities at all employee levels
through
sustained
awareness
campaigns
Improved cost performance, better
customer services levels, enhanced
production capacities, better product

quality are some of the tangible
benefits
Any improvement in intangible measures and
internal processes leads to better outcomes
like Customer Services Levels and Financial
Gains. Figure 5 shows the cause and effect
linkage of improvement across the four
perspectives.

Figure 5
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Conclusion
EWA will continue to improve its
performance through strict adherence to the
five principles of a strategy focused
organization. Human capital alignment with
development of employee level scorecards
and linking budgets and rolling forecasts to
strategy are some of the near future
endeavors.
The five year planning period will come to an
end by 2012 when EWA will revalidate its

strategy and the Balanced Scorecard. The
Balanced Scorecard project has facilitated
EWA to easily dovetail its strategy to Vision
2030 and the National Economic Strategy of
the Kingdom of Bahrain. Having made quick
wins in the early stages of BSC
implementation, the biggest challenge before
EWA is to maintain the momentum and gain
major performance improvements in the long
run.
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أثر إدارة الجودة الشاممة عمى تحقيق التمكين النفسي لمعاممين
أحمد اسماعيل المعاني
جامعة فيالدلفيا, كمية العموم اإلدارية والمالية, قسم إدارة األعمال

eliminating the conditions of disabilities of
workers.

Abstract
Total quality management occupies wide
space of contemporary management thought
that
its
philosophies,
applications,
approaches and other related tools work as
creative advantages to develop enterprises
seeking
the
improvement
of
its
competiveness. The success of TQM
application became one of the challenges
face enterprises.

Psychological empowerment concentrates on
workers realization for their work, which
arises self-efficacy as personal believe of
individuals for their roles and relationship
with the enterprise, and the feeling of
individuals to control their work. This
indicates that it is affected by the satisfaction
or the context effect which help workers to
do their work effectively, so it is considered
internal incentives with four dimensions
(meaning, effectiveness, dependency and
influence).

Accomplishment of distinctiveness in modern
enterprises performance cannot be achieved
through its possess of financial, physical and
developed technological sources or through
the distribution of employees‟ power of
different levels (structural or social
empowerment) only, but it relies in first
position on providing employees with selfefficacy.

This research aims at recognizing the effect
of TQM on establishing self-efficacy through
the dimensions of TQM (visions, training,
continuous
improvement,
evaluation,
reducing errors in products, concentrating
on customers, reference evaluations, and
flexible products) and its effect on selfefficacy through meaning, effectiveness,
dependency and influence).

Psychological empowerment of workers
depends on their psychology through
executing his work, because the distribution
of power sources may affect workers slightly
if they do not have self-efficacy. Self-efficacy
can be supported through determining or
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دور مؤسسات ومنظمات الجودة األردنية في وضع المقاييس والتدابير المالئمة لقياس الجودة
ناصر "محمد سعود" جرادات

جامعة فيالدلفيا /كمية العموم اإلدارية ـ قسم إدارة األعمال
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األردن/واقــع تطـبيق مـبادئ إدارة الـجودة الشـاممـة فـي جـامعـة آل البيت
محمد عبود الحراحشة
األردن- المفرق، جامعة آل البيت، كلية العلوم التربوية، قسم اإلدارة التربوية،أستاذ مشارك
Psychological empowerment concentrates on
workers realization for their work, which
arises self-efficacy as personal believe of
individuals for their roles and relationship
with the enterprise, and the feeling of
individuals to control their work. This
indicates that it is affected by the satisfaction
or the context effect which help workers to
do their work effectively, so it is considered
internal incentives with four dimensions
(meaning, effectiveness, dependency and
influence).

Abstract
Total quality management occupies wide
space of contemporary management thought
that
its
philosophies,
applications,
approaches and other related tools work as
creative advantages to develop enterprises
seeking
the
improvement
of
its
competiveness. The success of TQM
application became one of the challenges
face enterprises.
Accomplishment of distinctiveness in modern
enterprises performance cannot be achieved
through its possess of financial, physical and
developed technological sources or through
the distribution of employees‟ power of
different levels (structural or social
empowerment) only, but it relies in first
position on providing employees with selfefficacy.

This research aims at recognizing the effect
of TQM on establishing self-efficacy through
the dimensions of TQM (visions, training,
continuous
improvement,
evaluation,
reducing errors in products, concentrating
on customers, reference evaluations, and
flexible products) and its effect on selfefficacy through meaning, effectiveness,
dependency and influence).

Psychological empowerment of workers
depends on their psychology through
executing his work, because the distribution
of power sources may affect workers slightly
if they do not have self-efficacy. Self-efficacy
can be supported through determining or
eliminating the conditions of disabilities of
workers.

Keywords: Total Quality Management, Total
Quality Management Norms Implementation
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